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FOREWORD

The papers presented at the Twentieth Annual Conference of the

Military Testing Association came from the business, educational, and

military communities, both foreign and domestic. The papers reflect

the opinions of their authors only and are not to be construed as the

official policy of any institution, government, or branch of armed

service.
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MTA KEYNOTE ADDRESS:

QUALITY OF LIFE

RADM W. H. STEWART, USCG

Chief, Office of Personnel

Thank you Capt. Ferguson.

On behalf of the Coast Guard, I want to add my personal welcome to each
of you to the twentieth annual MTA conference. This conference will cap two
decades of effort to exchange technical information and know-how in the personnel
management area. For twenty years many of you have made special efforts to
present scholarly paper=s. For twenty years, each of the services has made
special efforts to host this conference. That the conferences have continued
for twenty years is a testimony to their worth. That your membership and
attendance now includes representatives from the academic communities, from
other government agencies, from private industry, and from military services
of other countries is also an indication that much of the information you seek
to exchange is of a broad and possibly universal nature.

At this time, I would like to welcome in particular Colonel Seuberlich
and Dr. Puzicha from Germany and also Squadron Leader Thompson from Australia,
as well as Mr. Beel from the Royal Navy, and Colonel Leach from Canada. I

understand that Canada has volunteered to host this convention at Toronto in
1980. I also want to recognize Mr. Foley of the Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center who will host this convention in San Diego next year. I

wish to welcome the participants from the Universities, from private industry,
and from other government agencies. Also, I want to acknowledge the presence
of the commanding officers of our Coast Guard training units and their staffs
whn have been attending the Commanding Officer/Training Officer Conference.

I have reviewed the proceedings of your last three meetings and, though
I am not scientifically qualified to judge the merits of your papers, I can
say, as a qualified layman, that you generate a considerable amount of material.
Considering the volume, complexity, and specificity of your output, I'm not
certain whether I admire most the people who are delivering this information
or the ones who are receiving and understanding it. In any case, it is not
hard to understand why you always have a full schedule.

As Chief of Personnel of the Coast Guard, I am very concerned with utility,
efficiency, and productivity; for these are the measures of individual and
organizational performance. As Chief of Personnel, I also wonder if the Coast
Guard men and women of today can handle the Coast Guard of tomorrow. Most of
the instruments and procedures that you develop are designed to help answer
questions of this sort and to improve the efficiency or productivity of the
organization supporting your research. However, such improvements may or may
not benefit the individuals who are being managed. Almost always, the concept
of utility ignores the individuals in the organization because the utility is
designed to benefit the organization. This, or course, is good for the organi-
zation and what is good for the organization generally returns benefits to th
individuals in the organization. But, I have seen !...ome great exceptions. We
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11111 have kept ships at sea too long; and we have permitted long work days, and
long work weeks. Of course, when there is a valid need which requires personal
sacrifice, not many will complain. But we cannot justify working people 16
hour days simply because there is utility to it. The point is that we must
be aware of the very real balance between benefits to the organization and to
the individual. One way of benefiting both the individual and the organization
is to increase professionalism at all personnel levels. This is the major goal
of the Commandant of the Coast Guard. That is, we will encourage and assist
professional development of benefit to the individual and of value to the
organization.

It is the balance between individual and organizational benefits which
determines the quality of life. This balance must continually be reestablished
as conditions change. For example, the Coast Guard has just approved the policy
to provide the opportunity for women to serve in all billets on board all ships
and stations and in all grades and ranks, including the billet of commanding
officer. The only restriction is that adequate personal privacy can be provided.
This decision was not the product of an organizational utility model. For one
thing we have always felt that the Coast Guard has done well even without women.
Therefore, the decision to open opportunities for women was based primarily
on considerations of equity and justice. This decision is the product of those
social, philosophical, political, and legal forces which are continuously
evolving and changing our society. So, with one value judgment, a huge change
has been introduced into the Coast Guard.

111/1

One of the objects of the change was, to make greater opportunities avail-
able to women. But, as I indicated before, I am also concerned with both
individual and organizational performance; and certainly there is no intention
or putting women (or men, for that matter) into positions where they are not
qualified or where they cannot perform adequately. Not only would such assign-
ment be unfair to the individual woman (or man), but also it would reduce
organizational performance levels. We all know that the ability to perform is
a function of individual aptitude, training and motivation. If a woman wants to
serve in a previously all male billet or job, then she has (by definition)
adequate motivation to perform. But, she may not be qualified because of lack
of training or experience even though she has the aptitude. This is also true
for most male recruits we take into the Coast Guard.

The question has been, and still is, who can best be trained, that is, who
has the aptitude for training? It is in this area that your classification
tests have made a valuable contribution. But, do these tests work equally well
for women as for men? Our mechanical aptitude tests are effective in predicting
mechanical learning ability and knowledge for the white male majority; but most
women, and many minorities, perform at the chance score level on these tests.
This implies either, that most women and many minorities have no mechanical
aptitude of use to the Coast Guard, or that we have not yet built tests that are
culture-fair in evaluating their ability to learn to do mechanical work. Both
my staff and I believe that the tests are culturally biased. Even so, how can
I implement a policy which permits women to go into enlisted ratings which are
heavily loaded with mechanical skill requirements, if all we know about women's
Mechanical aptitudes is that they score at the chance level on our mechanical
ests. It is obvious to me that we need new test instruments (which we are now

building) to tell us about the mechanical abilities of women and minorities.
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Of course we also need to know if the tests are valid predictors of performance
both in school and on the job.

De of the major problems has been a lack of knowledge about the job.
However, I expect that your efforts in the job-task analysis will provide basic
information which can be used to evaluate and validate not only the test instru-
ments, but also the curriculums of our training schools, and even the structure
and composition of the job itself. This effort is extremely important. It has
been estimated that a work appraisal system for Civil Service could cost the
entire Federal Government a half a billion dollars a year. However if such a
system could increase productivity by as much as two percent it would effect
savings far outweighing its cost.

These considerations of course involve technical questions which you as
professionals in this field must answer with empirical studies. These studies,
affi told, must conform to. the new Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection

Procedures just released. I understand that the intent of the Uniform Guide-
lines is to assure equity and justice and to mandate fair recognition of the
individual's potential, regardless of group membership. So, it seems that the
social, philosophical, political, and legal forces have resulted in producing
these guidelines; just as they did in our Coast Guard decision to provide equal
opportunities to women.

However, these great and elegant decisions cannot be fully implemented
without the supporting technologies to help the organization adapt to these
changes.

We ask your help to assist us with your technology as we accommodate to
change that equity dictates. Change by itself, threatens organizational effi-
ciency. This change (especially in personnel) is greater today than ever
before. Change presents a problem. This has always been true. For example
a young Naval officer wrote in his journal,

Change thus succeeding change with bewildering rapidity...find all
who have sought to keep up... have been called upon, to absorb new
ideas before the last has been assimilated.

This was written in 1879--almost a hundred years ago.

If change is handled properly, it can improve the quality of service life,
maintain or ii rove productivity, and increase the level of professionalism.

I believe this is your mission. You are responsible for the research and
development efforts needed to supply us with new tools, instruments, and pro-
aedures and knowledges which help us as managers to effectively accommodate to
new situations_ I am also confident that you will anticipate future changes,
and even become instruments of change yourselves.

I am sure you will rise to this occasion because it is, after all, your
life work. To theextent that you are always concerned for the individual, and
assume a responsibility to improve the quality of life of each man and woman in
the service, both the individual and the organization will benefit.

This is my belief, but only you can make it happen. 111/1

Thank you.

/ Y
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Commission and JOHN E. HUNTER; Michigan State
University

"Job Performance of USAF Bypassed Specialists" (20 min.)
CAPT WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS and CAPT DAVID S. VAUGHAN, USAF
Occupational Measurement Center

"Analysis of Heavy Equipment Operator Jobs" (25 min.)
SIDNEY A. FINE, HOWARD C_ OLSON, DAVID D.
MYERS, and MARGARETTE C. JENNINGS, Advanced
Research Resources Organization

Palomino Room
1500-1630 VALIDATION-PREDICTION, Session 2

"Predictive Utility of the Officer Evaluation Battery
(OEB)" (15 min.)
DR. ARTHUR C.F. GILBERT, US Army Research Institute
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"Assessment Center Variables as Predictors of On-Job
Performance Characteristics" (25 min.)
DR. CHARLES H. CORY, NPRDC

"Using an Assessment Center to Predict Leadership
Course Performance of Army Officers and NCOs" (25 min.)
FREDERICK N. DYER and RICHARD E. HILLIGOSS,
Army Research Institute Field Unit, Fort
Benning, Georgia

"Validity of Associate Ratings of Performance Potential
by Army Aviators" (15 min.)
ROBERT F. EASTMAN, US Army Research Institute Field Unit,
Fort Rucker, Alabama. and MARIE LEGFR, US Army Research
Institute

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 1

Appaloosa Room
0800-4935 OCCUPATIONAL-TASK ANALYSIS, Session 1

Issues and Answers

"Obstacles to and Incentives for Standardization of Task
Analysis Procedures" (20 min.)
ROBERT W. STEPHENSON and HENDRICK W. RUCK, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory

"Task Analysis: Destination or Journey" (15 min.)
DR. MELVIN D. MONTEMERLO and DR. FRANK M. AVERSANO
US Army Training Support Center

"Four Fundamental Criteria for Describing the Tasks of
an Occupational Specialty" (20 min.)
DR. WALTER E. DRISKILL and CAPT FRANK C. GENTNER, USAF
Occupational Measurement Center

"Two Applications of Occupational Survey Data in Making
Training Decisions" (20 min.)
CAPT DAVID S. VAUGHAN, ATC Technology Applications Center
CAPT JOHN R. WELSH

"The Stability Over Time of Air Force Enlisted
Career Ladders as Observed in Occupational
Survey Reports" (20 min.)
WALTER E. DRISKILL and FREDERICK B. BOWER, JR.,
USAF Occupational Measurement Center



Appaloosa Room
100-1130 OCCUPATIONAL-TASK ANALYSIS, Session 2

Using Instructional Systems Development

"The Collection and Prediction of Training Emphasis
Ratings for Curriculum Development" (20 min.)
HENDRICK W. RUCK, NANCY A. THOMPSON, AND SQDN LDR
DAVID C. THOMSON, USAF Human Resources Laboratory

"Data Base to Determination of Training Content: A
Manageable Solution" (20 min.)
D.D. DAVIS, CNET

"Using the Computer to Build the Task Inventory" (15 min.)
THOMAS M. ANSBRO, CNET

"Systematic Instructional Validation Through Testing"
(5 min.)
DR. MARJORIE A. KUENZ and FREDERICK C. ROBERTS, III
Naval Health Sciences Education and Training Command

Arabian Room
0800-0930 STATISTICAL AND MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGIES, Session 1

"A Primer of Item Response Theory" (30 min.)
THOMAS A. WARM, US Coast Guard Institute

"A New Procedure to Make Maximum Use of Available
Information When Correcting Correlations for Restriction
in Range Due to Selection" (30 min.)
DR. JAMES O. BOONE, Civil Aeromedical Institute, Federal
Aviation Agency

Arabian Room
1000-1130 STATISTICAL AND MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGIES, Session 2

"A Comparison of Three Models for Determining Test
Fairness" (25 min.)
DR. MARY A. LEWIS, Civil Aeromedical Institute, Federal
Aviation Agency

"A Method to Evaluate Performance Reliability of
Individual Subjects" (15 min.)
ALAN E. JENNINGS, Civil Aeromedical Institute, Federal
Aviation Agency
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Palomino Room
0800-0930

Palomino Room
1000-1130

Appaloosa Room
1300-1430

"A Comparison of Two Criterion-Referenced Scoring Procedural
for an Answer-Until-Correct, Multiple-Choice Performance
Test" (20 min.)
DR. JOHN B. MEREDITH, JR. and J. THOMAS MARTIN, JR., Data-
Design Laboratories

"An Analysis of the OE Concept and Suggested Improvements"
(30 min.)

OR. CLAY E. GEORGE and HENRY L. KINNISON, Texas Tech
University and H. WAYNE SMITH

VALIDATION-PREDICTION, Session 3

"Performance Test Objectivity: Comparison of Interrater
Reliabilities of Three Observation Formats" (30 min.)
GERALD J. LAABS, Navy Personnel R & D Center
WILLIAM A. NUGENT

"Prediction of Field Artillery
(15 min.)

ARTHUR C.F. GILBERT, RAYMOND O.
ANTHONY E. CASTELNOVO, US Army

Officer Performance"

WALDKOETTER, and
Research Institute

VALIDATION-PREDICTION, Session 4
Symposium: Innovative Test Validation Strategies
Chairman: MARVIN H. TRATTNER

"Construct Validity"
BRIAN S. O'LEARY, U.S. Civil Service Commission

"Test of a New Model of Validity Generalization:
Results for Tests Used in Clerical Selection"
KENNETH PEARLMAN and FRANK L. SCHMIDT, U.S. Civil
Service Commission, JOHN E. HUNTER, Michigan
State University

"Synthetic Validity"
MARVIN H. TRATTNER, U.S. Civil Service Commission

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 1

OCCUPATIONAL TASK ANALYSIS, Session 3
Instructional Systems Development (ISD) and NEPDIS
Overview
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"Scheduling Formal School Training to Maximize
Cost Effectiveness" (20 min.)
DOUG GOODGAME, Texas A&M University

"Methods for Determining Safety Training Priorities for Job
Tasks (20 min.)

NANCY A. THOMPSON and HENDRICK W. RUCK, Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory

Appaloosa Room
1500-1630 OCCUPATIONAL-TASK ANALYSIS, Session 4

Applying Task Analysis Methodology

"Methods for Collecting and Analyzing Task Analysis
Data" (20 min.)

A. JOHN ESCHENBRENNER and PHILIP B. DeVRIES, McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co., HENDRICK W. RUCK, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory

"Methodology for Selection and Training of
Artillery Forward Observers Job Analysis" (20 min.)
JOHN B. MOCHARNUK and RUTH ANN MARCO,
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

"Observer Self-Location Ability and Its Relationship
to Cognitive Orientation Skills" (30 min.)
JOHN R. MILLIGAN and RAYMOND O. WALDKOETTER,
Army Research. Institute Field Unit, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma

"Job Analysis in the US Army Medical Training Environment"
(20 min.)
J. S. TARTFII , US Army

Arabian Room
1300-1430 SIMULATORS AND SIMULATION, Session 1

Design, Evaluation, and Personnel Performance

"Evaluation of Troubleshooting Simulator"
(30 min.)

DALE A. STEFFEN and ANITA S. WEST, Denver
Research Institute

8



"Methodology for Evaluating Operator Performance on
Tactical Operational Simulator/Trainers" (30 min.)
DR. CHARLES W. HOWARD, Army Research Institute, Fort
Bliss, Texas

"Critical Performances of Battalion Command Groups"
(30 min.)

IRA T. KAPLAN and HERBERT F. BARBER, Army Research
Institute, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

Arabian Room
1500-1630 SIMULATORS AND SIMULATION, Session 2

Design, Evaluation and Personnel Performance

"An Application of Tactical Engagement Simulation for
Unit Proficiency Measurement" (45 min.)
C. MAZIE KNERR and ROBERT T. ROOT, Army Research
Institute, LTC LARRY E. WORD, US Army Training Support
Center

"Evaluation of the MODIA Planning System" (45 min.)
CAPT JOHN R. WELSH, JR., Air Training Command,
Lackland AFB, Texas

Palomino Room
1300-1430 PERSONNEL SELECTION

"Weighted Selection System for AFROTC Applicants- -

Perspective After Second Year of Use" (20 min.)
LT COL DAVID K. JACKSON and M. MERIWETHER GORDON. JR..
AFROTC/ACME

"The Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB)" (20 min.)
ROBERT G. HENDERSON, Defense Language Institute, Foreign
Language Center

"Monte Carlo Computer Programs for Simulating Selection
Decisions from Personnel Tests" (30 min.)
J.W. THAIN, Defense Language Institute, Foreign Language
Center

Palomino Room
1500-1630 GENERAL

"Computer Assisted Reference Locator (CARL) System: An
Overview" (25 min.)

WILLIAM A. SANDS, Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center

9



Appaloosa Room
0800-0930

THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 2

OCCUPATIONAL-TASK ANALYSIS, Session 5
CODAP, Occupational Analysis for Training and
Task Consolidation

"COCAP: A New Modular Approach to Occupational
Analysis" (20 min.)
MICHAEL C. THEW and JOHNNY J. WEISSMULLER, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory

"Occupational Analysis for Field Grade Army
Officers (30 min.)
SALLY J. VAN NOSTRAND, Army Research Institute,
and M. REID WALLIS, Richard A. Gibboney Associates

"A Technique for Selecting Electronic Specialties
for Consolidation" (20 min.)
HENDRICK W. RUCK, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Appaloosa Room
1000-1130 USING RATING SCALES

Issues, Evaluations, and Applications

"The Content Issue in Performance Appraisal Ratings"
(35 min.)

CAPT R.H. MASSEY, C.J. MULLINS, and J.A. EARLES, Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory

"Differential Responses on Alternately Anchored Job Rating
Scales" (20 min.)
LT COL JIMMY L. MITCHELL, Air Force Occupational Measurement
Center

"Sample Size and Stability of Task Analysis Inventory
Response Scales" (20 min.)
JOHN J. PASS and D.W. ROBERTSON, Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center

"Benchmark Scales for Collecting Task Training Factor
Data" (15 min.)
SQN LDR DAVID C. THOMSON and KEN GOODY, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory



Arabian Room
0800-0930 OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS, Session 1

Collecting, Evaluating, and Using the Data

Arabian Room
1000-1130

"Civilian Ground Safety Officer Job and Training
Requirements Survey" (15 min.)
DOUGLAS K. COWAN, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

"Determining the Training Requirements of United States
Coast Guard Warrant and Commissioned Officer Billets"
(20 min.)

J.W. CUNNINGHAM, North Carolina State University
D.W. DREWES

"Evaluating the Am, Occupational Survey Program
Methodology: Answer Booklets, Questionnaire
Length, and Population Coverage" (25 min.)
EUGENE M. BURNS, US Army Military Personnel Center

"The Use of Job Satisfaction Data in the Occupational
Survey Program" (20 min.)
CAPT JOHN X. OLIVO and CAPT ELENA J. WEBER,
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS, Session 2
Symposium: US Army Job Satisfaction and Retention
Project

"General Overview and Initial Findings of the
Project on Job Satisfaction and Retention of
U.S. Army Enlisted Personnel"
LAWRENCE A. GOLDMAN, DARRELL A. WORSTINE, and
CEDELLA J. BONETTE, US Army Military Personnel
Center

Palomino Room
0800-0930 TRAINING PROGRAMS AND PROBLEMS, Session 1

"Aircrew Training Research - Project ACTIVE" (45 min.)
CAPT W.E. KEATES, Canadian Armed Forces

"Development of the Army ROTC Management Simulation

Program and Instructors' Orientation Course" (20 min.)
R.A. DAPRA and W. BYHAM, Development Dimensions,
Inc., M.G. RUMSEY, A. CASTELNOVO, and R.S. WELLINS,
Army Research Institute
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Palomino Room
1000-1130 TRAINING PROGRAMS AND PROBLEMS, Session 2

"How Do You Buy 'Good Design': An Examination of the
Army's TEC Program" (25 min.)
CAPT ROBERT R. BEGLAND, TRADOC HDQTS.

"Content Validation of Class A School Curricula
in the Coast Guard" (30 min.)
MICHAEL J. BOSSHARDT, DAVID A. BOWNAS, Personnel
Decisions Research Institute, RICHARD S. LANTERMAN,
U.S. Coast Guard

"Experimental Evaluation of a High Technology Training
Program" (35 min.)
DR. ARTHUR KAHN, Westinghouse D&ES Center

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 2

Appaloosa Room
1300-1430 TESTING: Techniques and Technologies

"The Development of A Technique for Using Occupational
Survey Data to Construct and Weight Computer-Derived
Test Outlines for Air Force Specialty Knowledge
Tests (SKTs)" (30 min.)
WILLIAM J. PHALEN, Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory

"Evaluation of Computer-Derived Test Outlines
Using Conventional Test Outlines as a Criterion
Reference During Test Development Projects" (20 min.)
CAPT CONRAD G. BILLS, USAF Occupational Measurement
Center

"A Generalization of Sequential Analysis to Decision
Making with Tailored Testing" (20 min.)
MARK D. RECKASE, University of Missouri-Columbia

"A Methodology to Evaluate the Aptitude Requirements of
Air Force Jobs" (20 min.)
LLOYD D. BURTCH, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

12



Arabian Room
1300-1430 PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK

"A Learning-Receptive State as Induced by an Auditory
Signal or Frequency Pulse" (30 min.)
DR. RAYMOND O. WALDKOETTER and DR. JOHN R. MILLIGAN,
Army Research Institute Field Unit, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma

Palomino Room
1300-1430 INSTRUCTIONAL EVALUATION AND TEST DEVELOPMENT

"The Instructional Quality Inventory: Introduction
and Overview" (20 min.)
JOHN A. ELLIS, WALLACE H. WULFECK II, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, ROBERT E. RICHARDS,
NORMAN D. WOOD, The Pennsylvania State University,
M. DAVID MERRILL, Courseware, Inc.

"Design of Machine Scorable 'Hands On' Performance
Tests in a Paper and Pencil Mode" (60 min.)
ROBERT N. JOHNSON, US Army Administration Center

THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 2

Gazebo Room
1900-2000 Social Hour

Ballroom

20002200 Dinner

FRIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 3

South Ballroom
0900-1030 WOMEN IN THE UNIFORMED SERVICES

"Differential Field Assignment Patterns for Male and
Female Soldiers" (20 min.)
"DR. L.W. OLIVER and MS. N.E. BABIN, Army Research
Institute

tj
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"The Premature Attrition of Navy Female Enlistees"
(20 min.)

GERRY L. WILCOVE, PATRICIA J. THOMAS, and CONSTANCE
BLANKENSHIP, Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center

"Leader Sex, Leader Descriptions of Own Behavior,
and Subordinates Description of Leader Behavior"
(30 min.)
MAJ JEROME ADAMS, JACK M. HICKS, Army Research
Institute

"Female Utilization in Non-Traditional Areas" (20 min.)
JOSEPH A. BERGMANN and RAYMOND E. CHRISTAL, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory



SECTION 1

OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS
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CIVILIAN GROUND SAFETY OFFICER JOB AND TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS SURVEY

By
Douglas K. Cowan

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

The opinions and conclusions expressed in this paper
are those of the author and are not necessarily

those of the United States Air Force.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study was the result of an expressed need by the Air Force
Inspection and Safety Center (AFISC) to detel=tne job types existing
within the civilian ground safety officer area and to identify training
requirements essential to the career development of the job incumbents.
Consequently, the objectives of this study were to identify significant
job types within the civilian ground safety officer population and the
job characteristics which differentiate the identified job types from
one another; to compare the task training emphasis recommended by job
incumbents to the training emphasis placed on tasks within the Ground
Safety Officer course (CIPO5D); and to construct a recommended career
progression ladder for civilian ground safety officers comparable to
that which exists for Air Force enlisted members, inasmuch as no
career progression ladder currently exists for civilian ground safety
officers.

II. METHOD

The job inventory used to collect job information from the
civilian ground safety officers was developed by the Air Force Inspection
and Safety Center (AFISC), with the assistance of the USAF Occupational
Measurement Center (OMC) and the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
(AFHRL). The inventory was -based upon Air Force job survey procedures
spelled out in AFR 35-2, Occupational Analysis. It consisted of a
background information section, which included personal and job-related
data items, and a list of 295 significant work tasks organized under
eleven major duty headings. In the background information section,
each incumbent was questioned concerning formal education, pay grade,
training courses.completed, and other job-related items. The listing
pf tasks was reviewed by the incumbent for tasks performed in his
:urrent job. Each task performed was rated using a relative 9-point
time spent scale to obtain an index that could be used to estimate
ICOW his time was distributed across all tasks in his job.
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The job inventory was administered during April and May 1977
by AFISC to Department of the Air Force civilian employees who were
assigned duty as ground safety officers and who had volunteered to
complete the survey. A total of 212 job inventories was received from
the field for analysis, which represented about fifty percent of the
population.

An identical duty and task listing, but with a 9-point scale to
reflect training emphasis recommended for each task, was sent to
approximately 50 civilian ground safety officers at duty locations
across the continental United States to obtain an estimate of needed
training emphasis on each task. Forty-six civilian ground safety
officers voluntarily completed the ratings and returned the survey
booklets for analysis.

A similar 9-point rating scale using the same tasks and duties
was forwarded to the School of Engineering, Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona, to obtain training emphasis ratings from instructors
in the Ground Safety Officer Course (CIPO5D)1 to gain an estimate of
current emphasis placed on training for the tasks listed in the job
inventory.

III. RESULTS

Job Survey Analyses

Job analyses were performed using several of the Comprehensive
Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) described by Archer (1977),
Christal and Ward (1967), Morsh and Christal (1966), and Christal (1974).
Six specific job types were identified through the hierarchical grouping
process. Figure 1 shows the six job types and the grouping diagram.
Nominal titles were assigned to each job type, based upon a functional
analysis of the incumbents' job titles and assignment information.

Although six job types were identified through the grouping process,
two of the groups, GRP 006 and GRP 028, appeared to be major command
specific and, therefore, outside of a normal career progression route.
Figure 2 depicts a conceptualized career ladder based upon an analysis
of the hierarchical clustering of the sample and the level of the job
as determined by background information supplied by incumbents. The
civilian career ladder depicted is strikingly similar to the airman
career ladder presented in AFR 39-1, Airman Classification Regulation,
for the safety specialty, AFSC 241X0.

1 Course offered by Arizona State University under Government contract.
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'Figure 1. Cluster Diagram of Ground Safety Officer Job Types
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The average estimated percent time spent by the members of the
six job types was summed by duty. The results are displayed in Table
1. The most time-consuming duty for each job types has been circled to
illustrate the primary function of the group. The distinction between
the ground safety specialist, the traffic safety specialist, and the
AM safety specialist was rather clear-cut. However, the differences
for the managerial job types were not as clearly evident. Both the safety
managers and chiefs of safety spread their time across all duties, but
Vie members of the chief of safety group spent more than 57% of their
dime i slap gory sks (duties A, B, C, & J), while the safety managers
9ppentaplaml X Cattle r time in the same duties. While the Major Command
cgafettialirp ctoe Gene few group are the most

diiiiggu sh, it should be noted that the Major Command
SafetrInspec ral group spends more time in supervisory duties

B, and C than the Chief of Safety group (52.18% vs. 44.59X), and more
Vpime in forma, records, and reports, duty E (9.14% vs. 5.06Z); but spends
.ess time in c ation, duty J (7.03% vs. 12.82%) and no time in

"trafficOmie (0.00% vs. 1.03%). The trainin function of the
ografficpat ist is clearly evident, in that early one-half
f this/A4 s spen in training (duties D an H), while all
he other r t rela ively small percentages o time in the

41afety trainin
0
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co The selection and assignment of personnel to fill civilian ground
safety officer positions is primarily from the le se for of the
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Table 1. Estimated percent Time Spent by WI/ for Members of Path Job T-pe............,41
MUNYM......m.Y.E.M MU ........MMY 01. m ...ft...U....

Percent Time Spent

around ----7rafficTaTellFgrof MAJ CY A7C
Safety Spec. Safety Spec, Manager Safety Safety I'l !?fety Spec,

:it Title

A Organizing and planning 7.06 7.61 1.1

B Directing and implement* 7.1b 11.7h

C Tnspecting and evaluating
5.11 5.09

mpg
1A,76

9.21

F.91

7.87 '1,31 1A.115 Pdr

n Training 1 Al
; Ph ii.6P

E Preparing t meintaining forms, 7,35

records, and reports

PerforrinF accident investigations 12.97 1.,0

O Performing site or facility safety 18.18 7.83

inspections

B Conducting traffic safety training C.35

and education

Preparing ground accident indices

Coordinating and maintaining liaison 5.33

K Plrforming general unit, saftety

functions

3.0

"),111

6,66 G,C6 7.L

in.h6 7.89

2.71

4,2L 15.7

15.29 13.31

1.0; n nn
vt,

1,15 1.71 5.211 2,98

5.36 8,89 12,81 7.03

11,85 1.95

Totals* 99.95 oo qr
99,01 90,914 99.99 90,93Yam M.. .=101MY

*Totals do not siren to 1001 due to rounding error
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Table 2. Average Number of Tasks Performed and Number of Tasks Performed by Selected Percentages of Time

Average Number of

Tasks Performed
Number of Tasks Accounting for Selected Percentages
of Cumulative Time Spent on the Group Job Description

Group by Job Incumbents 25% 50% 75% 100%

Safety Manager 188 41 92 155 294

Ground Safety Specialist 118 27 59 105 222

Chief of Safety 108 24 55 101 215

AFLC Safety Specialist 106 22 51 97 274

Traffic Safety Specialist 79 13 30 69 257

Major Command Safety IG 49 11 26 60 139

CNJ

Table 3. Selected Background Variables by Job Type

Group

Sex

Total Count

F
Average

GS Grade
Average Years

of Education
Average

Months in Job
Average Months

on Base

Ground Safety Specialist 3 3 8.20 15.33 19 97

Traffic Safety Specialist 26 2 7.84 13.82 72 100

Safety Manager 108 0 10.98 14.42 54 81

--Chief-of-Safery 8 0 12.14 16.38 54 154

Major Command Safety IG 6 0 12.00 14.83 34 100

AFLC Safety Specialist 33 0 9.91 14.56 49 113
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The average grade by job type ranged from about GS-8 to GS-12, with
the average grade of the total sample being slightly higher than GS-10.
Members of all job types indicated rather high levels of education, with
the chief of safety group members showing, overall, at least the attain-
ment of a baccalaureate degree (or equivalent years of education) plus
some additional education completed. The lowest average number of months
in the job (19) was reported by the ground safety specialist, with the
greatest number of months in the job (72) being reported by the traffic
safety specialist. All groups reported fairly long base tenure.

Training Emphasis Analyses

Training emphasis analyses were completed using selected CODAP
programs. Mean ratings of tasks provided by civilian job. incumbents
were computed. A Spearman rankorder correlation was computed between
the mean recommended training emphasis ratings provided by the job
incumbents and the percent of members performing the same tasks,
resulting in an rs = .80. A like correlation coefficient was computed
for estimated percent time spent on the tasks with recommended training
emphasis ratings, which produced an rs = .79. Both correlation coef-
ficents are significant at less than the .001 level of confidence,
indicating that recommended training emphasis is very highly related
to task performance. However, a substantial amount of variance
(approximately 36%) in training emphasis is not accounted for by task
performance alone and, as discussed by Ruck, Thompson, & Thomson (1978)
in their paper, "The Collection and Prediction of Training Emphasis
Ratings for Curriculum Development," other factors such as consequences
of inadequate performance, task delay tolerance, task difficulty, etc.
must be considered. A Spearman rather than a Pearson correlation was
computed, because neither percent of members performing nor percent
time spent are normally distributed variables.

Table 4 shows the number of tasks in the total sample job description
that-received aMeintraining-emphasis rating (2.53) or higher, the
estimated percentage of time accounted for by these tasks, and the
number of these tasks that were identified as being part of the Ground
Safety Officer school curricula. Also shown is the total number of
tasks identified in the job inventory as being taught in the school
and the Spearman rankorder correlations of job incumbent training
emphasis ratings with percent of members performing the tasks and
estimated percent time spent on the tasks.

From Table 4 it can be seen that the Ground Safety Officer school
provides training in less than half of the tasks with high recommended
training emphasis (66 out of 140 tasks), but also provides training
on 41 additional tasks which did not receive high recommended training
emphasis.
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Wile 4. Relationship of Training_ Emphasis Ratings and Task Performance by Total Sample

Number, Percentage
Description or Correlation

Number of tasks with mean or higher recommended training emphasis ratings 140

Number of tasks with below the mean recommended training emphasis ratings 155

Percentage of job incumbent time accounted for by tasks in variable A 65%

Number of tasks in variable A included in Ground Safety Officer school 66

Total number of tasks identified as included in Ground Safety Officer school 107

Spearman rankorder corelation between recommended training emphasis ratings .80
and percent members performing

Spearman rankorder correlation between recommended training emphasis ratings .79
and estimated percent time spent



A Chi Square test was performed on tasks above and below the mean
on recommended training emphasis versus whether the tasks were or were
not being taught in the school. The computed Chi Square value was
12.74 (df is 1), which is significant beyond the .001 level of confidence.
This finding indicates that the school put relatively more weight on
teaching the tasks with higher, rather than lower, recommended training
emphasis.

The percent time spent values for the taught and untaught tasks
were summed separately for each duty (see Table 5). Inspection of
the time spent values for taught and untaught tasks in the traditional
management course-related duties (A, B, & D) and the nonmanagement
duties (F, I, & K) revealed a much heavier emphasis by the school on
the management areas than on the nonmanagement areas. The remaining
unlisted duties contain a mixture of management, administrative, and
worker-level tasks. The school emphasis on management is one reason
why many of the tasks with higher recommended training emphasis were
not being taught. Another reason is that some of these tasks are better
taught by OJT.

Table 5. Estimated Time Spent on Taught and Untaught Tasks by Duty for
Management Course-Related and Nonmanagement Duties

Management Course-Related Duties
Percent Time Spent
Taught Untaught

A. Organizing and Planning 6.75 4.06

B. Directing and Implementing 6.47 3.84

C. Training 2.93 1.25

TOTAL 16.15 9.15

Nonmanagement Duties

F. Performing Accident Investigations 2.97 7.19

I. Preparing Ground Accident Indices 4.07 7.40

K. Performing General Unit Safety Functions .44 3.67

TOTAL 7.48 18.26
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The use of the procedures established by AFR 35-2 in collecting
job information from small populations appears to have produced high
quality information similar to that attained from large military popu-
lations. DiffereLt job types were clearly identified through the use
of CODAP, which allowed the conceptualization of a clear progression
path for civilian ground safety officers. Since mean job incumbent
recommended training emphasis ratings were very highly correlated to
percent members performing and estimated percent time spent data, it
must be assumed that these factors can be used interchangeably to account
for most of the information contained in the training emphasis variable.
It appears that a viable method for determining which tasks should receive
training can be developed using the percent members performing and percent
time spent data to determine at what career progression level tasks tend to
be performed, and then the training emphasis data can be used to determine
which tasks need special training. Summaries of background information
provided valuable insight into the grade structure of the work force, as
well as information about the educational level of the job incumbents and
other pertinent information not readily available elsewhere.

The Ground Safety Officer course (CIPO5D) appears to be fully
supportive of the accident prevention program by providing management
safety education to ground safety job incumbents, since 47% of the tasks
that job incumbents rated fairly high on recommended training emphasis
are also rated as being included in the Ground Safety Officer school.
The remaining tasks receiving fairly high estimates of training emphasis
appear to be tasks that could probably be trained during in-house
training sessions, without recourse to formal school training.

From the conclusions, it appears that the following recommendations
are in order:

1._ That some form of career progression path similar to the one
presented in this paper be established to formalize the present de-facto
civilian career progression ladder.

2. That the relative priorities of technical and managerial skills
and knowledges be determined by field interviews that would evaluate
the consequences for job performance and career progression.

3. That consideration be given to assembling a panel of experts
to "scrub down" the existing Ground Safety Officer course by system-
atically reviewing task training data on a task by task basis.
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Problem and Purpose

Frequently changing duty assignments and staffing patterns in the

U. S. Coast Guard create a continuing need for officers to acquire ne4

knowledges and skills, which in many cases are best provided through

formal training and education programs. Because of the high costs

associated with such programs, however, it is essential that a system-

atic, empirical basis be established which will allow the Coast Guard to

identify and provide within available funds the education and training

most relevant to service requirements. It was in response to this need

that the U. S. Department of Transportation contracted North Carolina

State University to develop procedures and provide a data base that

would allow the Coast Guard to assess its officer knowledge and skill

requirements and to evaluate its postgraduate/post-commission education

and training program against those requirements.

In designing a study for that purpose, we recognized that the mili-

tary had historically used job/task analysis to establish job require-

me,-ts, which, in turn, provided a basis for the development of training

curricula. For lower-skill jobs employing large numbers of people, it

is feasible to conduct such short-term training within military facili-

ties. However, the small numbers of people involved and the level,

types, and diversity of professional and technical knowledge required

make it infeasible in most cases for the Coast Guard to conduct the ad-

vanced training needed by its officers. For that reason, the Coast Guard

has generally used colleges, universities, and other institutions to up-

grade knowledges and skills in its officer ranks. Within that context,

we thought it reasonable to define training requirements in terms of

educational courses and training modules, rather than attempting to
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derive such requirements through the delineation of specific job tasks.

Indeed, this approach seemed necessitated by the fact that higher educa-

tion organizes its curriculum offerings into units, or courses, not

specifically oriented to military requirements (or, for that matter, to

the specific requirements of civilian jobs). Even disregarding this

constraint, we would still have faced, under the more traditional ap-

proach, the problem of accounting for the multitudinous tasks involved

in all of the Coast Guard's officer billet codes.

U4.4. purpose and consider-"--- " `4"csua.vuo A.aa maws, WO OUt=

lined four major goals, or phases, for the study:

1.- Phase 1 of the study involved the development of a survey ques-

tionnaire to provide information concerning officer billet requirements

and resources in relation to the Coast Guard's postgraduate/post-

commission education and training program (hereafter referred to as the

PGC program). This questionnaire was designed to obtain respondents'

ratings of their billets' requirements for specified PGC courses and

'(b) their own competencies in relation to the same courses. In addi-

tion, the questionnaire sought certain biographical information, as well

as information pertaining to the respondents' attitudes and opinions

about various aspects of the PGC program.

2. Phase 2 involved the collection of questionnaire responses from

a large, representative sample of Coast Guard officers and warrant offi-

cers.

3. Phase 3 consisted of descriptive statistical, analyses of the

questionnaire response data.

30
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4. And Phase 4 called for an initial comparative analysis of edu-

cational and training requirements versus human resources in the Coast

Guard's officer billet codes. This analysis involved comparisons be-

tween the respondents' billet and self ratings on specified educational

and training courses.

Instrument Development

The data-gathering instrument in this study was titled the "Survey

of Officer Billet Educational Requirements" (or SOBER). This question-

naire was divided into four main sections.

Section I: Bio ra hical Information

Section I, titled "Information About You," was designed to provide

background information on such factors as the respondent's current grade

level, authorized grade of billet, specialty area, previous training and

education, present educational activities, and educational plans. The

30 response items in this section were selected based on their potential

usefulness in organizing and understanding the data obtained in the re-

mainder of the questionnaire.

Sections II and III: Educational Requirements
and Proficiencies

SeCtions II and III of the SOBER were designed to obtain informa-

tion on (a) billet educational and training requirements and (b) officer

knowledges and skills in relation to those requirements. Section II in-

structed the respondents to rate the requirements of their particular

billets for the knowledges and skills represented in 681 course descrip-

tions; Section III asked them to rate their own proficiencies in terms

of the same courses. These 681 courses were selected from an original

pool of over 5400 that were identified as potentially relevant to the
t.
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Coast Guard PGC program areas. The selections were based on program

managers' and representatives' estimates of the impoetance of the vari-

ous courses to the billets associated with their program areas.

The course descriptions comprising the items for Sections II and

III were prepared by consultants at the various program-offering insti-

tutions. These consultants were instructed to divide each course into

its major knowledge units (or topics) and to write a brief descriptive

statement of each unit's content. In composite, the knowledge-unit

statements comprised the course description. Two examples of these

course-description items are shown in Figure 1. The 681 course items

Insert Figure 1 here

were arranged under seven major subject-field designations which, in

turn, were subdivided into a total of 25 more specific subject categor-

ies (see Figure 2).

Insert Figure 2 here

The respondent used a seven-point level-of-knowledge-required scale

to rate his billet on the course items, and a corresponding seven-point

scale to rate his own levels of knowledge relative to the same courses

(see Figure 3). As shown, there is a point-for-point correspondence

Insert Figure 3 here
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between the two scales. Billet ratings on all 681 courses were per-

formed first, followed by self ratings on the same courses.

Section IV: Opinions About the PGC
Program

Section IV, the last part of the SOBER questionnaire, asked the

respondents for their personal opinions concerning various aspects of

the PGC program. The questions in this section dealt with such topics

as the respondent's personal goals in relation to the PGC program, the

adequacy of certain program characteristics, and the acceptability of

some possible program alternatives. Seven-point scales were used with

42 of the 57 items comprising this section, while the remaining items

used scales containing two to six points, depending upon the question.

Figure 4 shows two examples of these scales.

Insert Figure 4 here

Procedures and Results

The SOBER questionnaire was mailed to over 5,600 Coast Guard offi-

cers and warrant officers. Each officer received a package containing

(a) the questionnaire, (b) a set of answer sheets, and (c) a franked

return envelope pre-addressed to the North Carolina State University

Center for Occupational Education. The officers were assured anonymity

in their responses. Of the questionnaire returns received by the cut-off

date, a total of 2,866 (51 percent) contained usable data. The numbers

and percentages of usable returns by grade level are shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 here



Billet Requirements

Descriptive statistical analyses were performed on the billet

knowledge-requirement ratings within each of the seven grade levels.

Table 2 shows some results for the 10 subject areas that were most fre-

quently required. The cell entries represent the numbers and propor-

tions of courses in each subject area that were required in each of the

seven grade levels.

Insert Table 2 here

As you can see in the bottom line of this table, the number of re-

quired courses increases monotonically with grade level. For exampl,

18 courses were required by warrant officers 38 by lieutenants, 71 by

commanders, and 189 by admirals. Laaguage skills and personnel/manpower/

psychology were the two most generally required subjects across grade

levels. The data for these two areas suggest that all ranks require a

core of knowledges and skills in communication, management, and human

relations. Billets in the higher grade levels appear to require an

elaboration of these knowledges and skills, as evidenced by the increased

number of such courses as a function of rank.

Fat the most part, courses required at one grade level are also

required at the higher levels, suggesting a progression of knowledge re-

quirements as a function of rank. It appears, moreover, that the addi-

tional course requirements at successively higher ranks represent not

just an elaboration of the core subject areas, but also the introduction of

new areas. Quite evident, for example, are requirements in the higher
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ranks for courses in business management, law, and political science/

government -- subject areas for which there is relatively little require-

ment in the lower grade levels. In more general terms, an examination

of cumulative course requirements with increasing grade level shows

course acquisitions in four additional subject areas between the warrant

officer and ensign/lieutenant, junior grade levels, three ad&t,tional

areas between lieutenants and lieutenant commanders, one additional area

between commanders and captains, and six additional areas hg2".7°°n cap-

tains and admirals. In contrast to the five areas of course require-

ments for warrant officers, admirals reported course requirements in 19

different subject areas. The unique configuration of courses at the

admiralty level is assumed to reflect the broad-based responsibility for

decision-making in all areas of Coast Guard activities. This inference

is supported by the fact that the admirals report course requirements in

such areas as business management, accounting/finance, economics, poli-

tical science/government, law, and operations research. These courses

are decision-theoretic and can be argued to reflect the decision-making

requirements inherent in their billets.

At this point, I should introduce a qualifying note in connection

with these data. As you know, billet characteristics and requirements

vary within grade levels, and this variation is likely to be quite sub-

stantial. When the billet ratings are averaged within grade levels,

many of the specific billet requirements are masked. This would be par-

ticularly true of the more technologically specific requirements. Thus,

it is important that requirements also be analyzed by specialty area,

by officer billet code, and by billet. Coast Guard Headquarters is, in
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fact, currently carrying out such analyses under the direction of Messrs.

Joseph Cowan and Richard Lanterman. To date, they have examined selected

OBC's and performed a cluster analysis of over 2,000 billets. It is

worth noting that in addition to identifying a number of OBC- and

cluster-specific requirements, their analyses support our previous find-

ings in regard to core course requirements; that is, the language-skill

and management-related requirements appear to be general across billet

clusters and specialty areas as well as grade levels.

Billet Requirements Compared with Incumbent
Knowledges

As mentioned, the SOBER questionnaire respondents also rated their

own levels of knowledge in relation to the 681 course items. These

indiVidual self ratings were averaged within each of some 522 officer

billet codes, yielding a mean "knowledge-resource" vector for each OBC.

Individual billet-requirement ratings were also averaged within the 522

billet categories, producing a "knowledge-requirement" vector for each

OBC. For each OBC, the knowledge-resource and knowledge-requirement

vectors were then compared by means of a "requirement-resource dis-

parity index" (or RRDI). This index represented the average resource

deficiency per course, for those cases where the requirement estimate

exceeded the resource estimate; that is, the average deficiency among

those courses for which deficiencies were found within the particular

OBC (see Figure 5).

Insert Figure 5 here
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In general, both the RRDI value and the absolute number of course

deficiencies tended to increase with grade level; and, consistent with

our earlier findings (see Table 2), the course deficiencies tended to

concentrate in the areas of language skills, personnel/manpower/psy-

chology, and business management. These results again point to the

increasing importance of certain core knowledges and skills as a func-

tion of rank. As noted in connection with the billet-requirement ratings,

however, the results must also be examined by specialty area, by officer

billet code, and by billet. Such analyses are currently underway at

Coast Guard Headquarters.

Although our efforts in this area were somewhat exploratory, we

believe that the requirement-resource disparity approach should have

some potential use in assessing the educational and training needs of

billets and billet clusters and, possibly, in assigning individuals to

PGC training slots.

Opinions Concerning the PGC Program

The final set of analyses in this study were performed on the officers'

responses to the questions about their opinions concerning the PGC program.

The results are summarized in Figure 6.

Insert Figure 6 here

Among those respondents who had received PGC training, 87 percent

felt that it had effected a moderate to great increase in their general

performance. The percentage expressing this opinion ranged from 82 percent

37
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for warrant officers to 100 percent for admirals. Thus, at all grade

levels, there appears to be a considerable perceived benefit from PGC ,

training.

Only 30 percent of the respondents thought that their billets

required a graduate degree. As shown in Figure 6, the percentage in-

dicating a graduate degree requirement increased monotonically with grade

level, and ranged from 7 percent for warrant officers to 66 percent for

admirals. Professional and managerial requirements were the most frequently

indicated reasons why a graduate degree was necessary in a billet.

The officers' most important educational goals were to improve their

technical specialty skills and managerial capabilities, while the least

important personal considerations were qualifying for licensing and in-

creasing employability in civilian life. Their most important personal

reasons for seeking PGC training were to extend their general knowledge an
41111

to a lesser extent, to enhance their promotional opportunities; however,

professional licensing and prestige were unimportant considerations.

Among the various PGC program changes rated by the respondents, the

most acceptable were (a) systematic evaluation of the schools and courses

in the program, (b) periodic reviews of billet training requirements,

(c) greater use of training facilities within commuting distance of the

officer's permanent duty station, and (d) increased emphasis on management

training (a preference congruent with the results of the billet-

requirement analyses). On the other hand, the least acceptable PGC

program changes included (a) the development of a Coast Guard postgraduate

school as an alternative to civilian academic institutions, (b) a shorter

J
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postgraduate program supplemented with off-duty training, and (c)

the civilianization of billets requiring scarce or unusual technical

skills.

It would thus appear that the officers see the present PGC program

as a weans'of enhancing their personal growth, improving their performance

potential, and facilitating their advancement within the service.

Although they favor a greater program evaluation effort and possibly

some changes in program emphasis and site location, they do not seem to

be seeking drastic changes in program philosophy and practice.

Some Initial Conclusions

Several initial conclusions were drawn based on these preliminary analyses.

These conclusions are presented as tentative recommendations and are meant

to be suggestive of the potential policy implications of the data.

The first conclusion is that all officers should be adequately trained

in the core knowledge areas. The results of this study indicate that six

language-skill courses, eight courses in personnel/manpower/psychology,

and one business management course are judged to be required at all grade

levels. All ranks from ensign up, excluding warrant officers, were

judged to require nine language-skill courses, 11 personnel/manpower/

psychology curses, four law courses, one math course, and three military

short courses. These common requirements would, seem to have implications

for both pre-commission and post-commission training activities.

A second possible conclusion is that training opportunities should

be provided at each grade level. The progression of knowledge re-

quirements across grade levels argues well for specific training content

oriented to rank. At each grade level a set of courses can be identified

c4.
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such that if a course is judged to be required at that level, it will also

tend to be required at each succeedingly higher level. Under a rank-specific

training approach, training for knowledges not used at a particular rank

might be deferred until that time at which the knowledges become important.

Related to our second conclusion is a third conclusion that rank-

specific training content should be supplemented with billet- or OBC-

specific training content. As mentioned earlier, the characteristics and

requirements of the billets within a particular grade level may show con-

siderable variation around the means for that level. Accordingly, it

becomes necessary to take into consideration the unique requirements imposed

by individual billets, OBC's or billet clusters.

Our fourth conclusion is that the Coast Guard should consider increasing

the incidents of training opportunities provided each officer. The

progression in the kind and quantity of knowledge requirements across

ranks has already been mentioned. Knowledge requirements apparently

shift from more technically and specifically oriented requirements at the

lower ranks to the more people- and policy-oriented knowledges at the higher

ranks. In order for the PGC program to be responsive to changing demands,

training content must shift as a function of this demand. Unless we

assume that training given at any stage in career progression will generalize

to subsequent stages and will provide for all future knowledge demands,

changing demand structure would appear to require training at successive

points in officers' careers to prepare them for subsequent changes in

performance requirements.



Our last and most obvious conclusion is that continued use should

be made of the data base obtained in this study as a means of developing

strategies to improve the match between training requirements

and resources. The data obtained in this study represent a rich source

of information that can be used to make informed decisions about the

nature and scope of the training requirements among Coast Guard warrant

and commissioned officer billets. As noted, however, the analysis

performed in this study were of necessity primarily descriptive and

limited in scope. A number and variety of additional analyses are needed

to provide insight into the knowledge-requirement structure of these

billets. Several such analyses are presently being conducted at Coast

Guard Headquarters, and others are planned.

Go
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Figure 1. Examples of course-description items

422. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Introduction to Management- -Role in modern society, the busi-
ness organization as a system, management as a process, management
in a changing environment.

Managerial Planning-- Establishing objectives, formulating
policy and operating plans, decision-making, organizational struc-
ture and relationships, delegation and decentralization, line and
staff relationships, organization planning and change.

Social Aspects of Organizing-- Organization as a social system,
cultural background of organization, status systems, organization
and the individual, staffing the organization.

Direction of the Organization--The employee as a person, lead-
ership and motivation, communication, employee attitudes.

Controlling Organizational Performance--Basic factors in con-
trol, systems approach to managerial control, dysfunctional conse-
quences of control, improving effectiveness of control, use of
feedback in control.

571. FUNDAMENTALS OF WRITING

Review of English Grammar--Parts of speech, sentence struc-
ture, proper usage, punctuation.

Subtect Matter of a Composition--Purpose, choosing and limit-
ing a sub4ect, selecting the major thesis, deciding what to way.

Organization--Basic principles of organization: making and
refining the outline, introduction, ordering the parts of a compo-
sition, climax, conclusion.

Paragraphs- -The paragraph as a single idea, paragraph organi-
zation and functions, topic sentences.

Writing Practice--Use of the fundamental principles of writing
in composition of a variety of themes.
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Figure 2. Outline of course-description items

ENGINEERING

Bioengineering/Environmental Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil/Construction/Transportation Engineering
Electrical/Electronics/Communications Engineering
Industrial and Management Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical/Materials Engineering
Naval Architecture/Marine Engineering/Ocean Engineering
Engineering Mechanics
Engineering Physics

MATHEMATICS/STATISTICS

Mathematics
Statistics

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

Computer and Information Sciences
Operations Research

BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATION

Accounting/Finance
Business Management
Economic*
Personnel/Manpower/Psychology

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Physics
Chemistry
Other Physical Sciences

ARTS AND LETTERS

Language Skills
Literature/Philosophy
History/Political Science/Government
Law

INDUSTRY TRAINING PROGRAMS AND SELECTED SHORT COURSES

Industry Training Programs and Selected Short Courses
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Figure 3. Response scales used for the billet-
r pirement and self ratings

Level of Knowledge Required by the Billet

1 = No knowledge in this area is required by the h411.*.

2 = Little knowledge in this area is required by the billet.

3 = Some knowledge in this area is required by the billet.

4 = Moderate knowledge in this area is required by the billet.

5 = More than moderate knowledge in this area is required by
the billet.

6 = Substantial knowledge in this area is required by the billet.

7 = Almost complete mastery in this area of knowledge is required
by the billet.

Level-of-Knowledge Scale

1 = I have no knowledge in this area.

2 = I have little knowledge in this area.

3 = I have some knowledge in this area.

4 = I have moderate knowledge in this area.

5 = I have more than moderate knowledge in this area.

6 = I have substantial knowledge in this area.

7 = I have almost complete mastery in this area.
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Figure 4. Examples of the response scales used with
the attitude and opinion items

Section B

Atm imnetrtiant are the following reasons to you in desiriag
postgrcduate/advanced training? Use the following scale:

2cale:

Section C

Meet = No opinion
1 = No importance
2 = Significantly below average importance
3 = Somewhat below average importance
4 = Average importance
5 = Somewhat above average importance
6 ='Significantly above average importance
7 = Critical importance

How acceptable do you find the following alternatives to the present
postgraduate/advanced training program? Use the following scale:

Scale: Blank = No opinion
1 = Totally unacceptable
2 = Moderately unacceptable
3 = Slightly unacceptable
4 = Makes no difference
5 = Slightly acceptable
6 = Moderately acceptable
7 = Very acceptable
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Figure 5. The requirement-resource disparity index (RRDI)

The knowledge-requirement and knowledge-resource vectors for each
OBC number provided a basis for estimating the disparity between (a) the
OBC's educational and training requirements and (b) the human resources
in the OBC. This disparity Aat4minte, termed the "Requirement-Resource
Disparity Index" (RRDI), was computed for each OBC number as follows:

a. Each mean in the resource vector for a specified OBC number
was subtracted from the corresponding mean in that OBC's
requirement vector.

Requirement Resource Difference
Vector Vector (d)

,R
1

111
1 R1 - R

1

1R2
2 R

2
- R2

R3
1

R
3 3

- R
3

R681 R
681 R681 - R

681

b. All positive differences between means (+d) were retained;
all negative differences between means (-d) were discarded.

c. The positive differences between the means in the two vectors
were summed.

E(+d)

d. The RRDI value was obtained by dividing the sum of the positive
differences by the number of positive differences.

RRDI=2(+10

where /1(-1-d) = the sum of the positive differences and
k = the number of positive differences.

The resultant RRDI value represents the average difference between
an OBC's requirement and resource estimates per knowledge (or course)
item, for those cases where the. requirement estimate exceeds the resource
estimate. The k value, representing the number of items for which the
requirement exceeds the resource, should also be of interest, as well as
the 11g,(+d) value, representing the total estimated short-fall in knowl-
edge resources. All three of these values should be considered in assess-
ing the extent of the educational and training need for a particular OBC.
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Figure 6. Summary of the respondents' opinions
about the PGC program

I. What effect has PGC training had on your general performance?

Moderate to great increase: 87%

2. Does the billet you rated require a graduate degree?

Yes: 307. No: 70%

Ensign/ Lt.
WO Lt. JG Lt. Cmdr. Cmdr. Cat: Admiral
7% 941 30% 37% 50% 54% 66%

3. Personal educational goals?

Most Important
Improve technical specialty skills.
Improve managerial skills.

Least important
Develop competencies for licensing.
Increase employability in civilian life.

4. Personal reasons for PGC training?

Most Important
Expand general knowledge base.
Enhance promotional opportunities.

Least Important
Prepare for professional licensing.
Increase social acceptance and prestige.

5. Acceptability of various changes in the PGC program?

Most Acceptable
Evaluation of PGC schools and courses.
Periodic review of billet training requirements.
Greater use of facilities within commuting distance.

Least Acceptable
Development of a Coast Guard PG school as an alternative to

civilian institutions.
Shorter PG programs.
Civilianization of certain billets.
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Table 1. Numbers and percentages of usable SOBER
returns by grade level

Grade Level Number Percentage

1. Warrant Officers (40-1, WO-2, WO-3, WO-4) 560 19.5

2. Ensigns and Lieutenants, Junior Grade 743 25.9

3. Lieutenants 670 23.4

4. Lieutenant Commanders 430 15.0

5. Commanders
295 10.3

6. Captains
153 5.3

7. Admirals
15 0.5

TOTAL
2866 99.9
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TABLE 2. NUMBERS AND PROPORTIONS OF COURSES FROM 10 .SELECTED SL EJECT AREAS THAT
ERE REQUIRED IN EACH OF SEVEN GRADE LEVELS.

COURSE AREAS WO Err/ LT. DOR. ADMIRAL

1. kr. & 060 0 0 0 1 4 4
.0J .00 .00 .12 .50 .50

gi I NEERI NG

2, Mon 0 2 3 2 2 4 6
.00 .02 .05 .03 03 .07 .10

3.

PciattrEING/ 00
0 0.00 1

08
.1r.
3 3 11
a..) .25 .92

4. Bus. MGT. 1 1 4 7 13 15 23
.04 .04 .15 .26 .48 .56 .85

5. ECON. 0 0 0 2 3 4 17
.00 .00 .00 .06 ,08 .11 .48

6. PF wE Rj s/ \fEl 6. N 8 13 11 19 21 22
2.00.35 .56 .48 .83 .91 .96

7. LANG. SKILLS 667
1.00 100 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1 1 2 5 14
8' ['gig./ (.)00 .03 .03 .07 .17 .48

2

Gay.

9. LAW 0
00

4
12

5
15 . 13:32, . .

4 8
12 .24

M. iiimisT. 000 5 3 5 4 8
.19 .12 ,19 .15 .31 II

8:12+ &URSES.

ALL AREAS 18 35 38 54 7 s%
.03 .05 .05 .08 .110 .14

118

69
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Evaluating the Army Occupational Survey Program Methodology:

Answer Booklets, Questionnaire Length, and Population Coverage

Eugene M. Burns

US Army Military Personnel Center

In an on-going survey program, such as the Army Occupational Survey

Program (AOSP), there exists the opportunity, as well as the need, to

monitor and evaluate the survey methodology. Periodic evaluation efforts

enable the survey managers to learn systematically from their survey ex-

perience and to improve and refine the survey procedures. On the basis

of these evaluations, survey managers can modify their procedures to re-

duce cost, increase efficiency, or improve data quality. For example, the

Bureau of the Census extensively evaluates its monthly Current Population

Survey (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1978). As an example of how an evalua-

tion can be accomplished in a military survey program, this paper will

discuss an experiment currently being conducted to evaluate various

aspects of the AOSP survey methodology.

BACKGROUND

As of early 1978, the AOSP was programmed to survey about 100 AXmy

enlisted Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) per year. The main

portion of each survey was an MOS-task inventory, but there were also

sections covering background information, equipment, special requirements,

and job satisfaction. The MOS with less than 1000 members (about two-

thirds of the MOS) were surveyed in their entirety while the remaining MOS

were sampled. (More detailed discussions of the AOSP are to be found in
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(U.S. Department of the Army, 1977)). In early 1978, three aspects-of the

AOSP methodology seemed to be particularly in need of study:

1. The AOSP answer booklets. Prior to January 1978, AOSP (then known

as MODB--The Military Occupational Data Bank) had used a single survey

booklet. Responses were recorded in the booklet next to the questions.'

Starting in January 1978, separate question and answer booklets were in-

troduced for economy reasons. The separate booklets were expected to be

more difficult to use and, therefore, to yield less reliable data than the

self-contained booklets, but the extent of this difference needed to be

assessed.

2. Questionnaire length. Coinciding with the January 1978 answer

booklet change, a 124 item job satisfaction section was added to the ques-

tionnaire.
1

Increasing the length of the questionnaire was also expected

to have a deleterious effect on the quality of responses, especially

towards the end of the questionnaire, where the job satisfaction section

was located. Respondents might be too fatigued to give reliable responses

to a section tacked on to the end of.an already lengthy MOS questionnaire.

Research was needed to determine whether the overall quality of responses

to the questionnaire was affected by the addition of the job satisfaction

section and, in particular, whether the job satisfaction section should

be kept as part of the AOSP questionnaire.

1 This section was copied from the November 1977 survey of Job and
Career Satisfaction so that individual MOS could be analyzed against
an Army-wide baseline.
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3. Population coverage. Where sampling was required, AOSP surveys

had relied on quota sampling. AOSP Project Officers at the installation

level were mailed a number of questionnaires in proportion to the number

of MOS incumbents assigned to their installation. The Project Officers

were instructed to distribute the questionnaires to "personnel from as

many different grades and duty positions as possible" (U.S. Department

of the Army, n.d.: para 2-2). At issue was whether a shift to statis-

tically more sound random sampling would be worth the effort involved

in revamping the established distribution system, which was geared towards

the operationally simpler quota sampling. The answer would depend, in

large part, on a determination of the established system's effectiveness

in attaining broad population coverage.

STUDY DESIGN

The experimental design shown in Figure 1 was proposed to investigate

the effects of different answer booklets and of questionnaire length. By

sending out the same questionnaire in two different formats (self-

contained and separate answer booklets), the relative reliabilities of the

two methods of recording answers could be determined. Similarly, by com-

paring questionnaires sent out with instructions to omit either the job

satisfaction or the MOS-related sections with questionnaires which were

fully completed, the effect on survey quality of the additional job satis-

faction section could be estimated. Two types of comparisons to be made:

(1) between individuals at the same point in time (e.g., between groups

1-2 and 3-4 at the first administration), and (2) within the same individuals

at two different points in time (e.g., group 1 at the first and second ad-

ministrations). The design in Figure 1 strengthens our ability to infer
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Figure 1. Design for a Study of the Effects of Army Occupational Survey
Program Answer Booklet Formats and Questionnaire Length on
the Reliability of the Survey Data

Study

2S.21.22. First Administration Second Administration

1 Separate Answer Booklet Separate Answer Booklet

2 Separate Answer Booklet Self-contained Answer Booklet

3 Self-contained Answer Booklet Self-contained Answer Booklet

4 Self-contained Answer Booklet Separate Answer Booklet

5 MOS-related Only MOS-related Only

6 Job Satisfaction Only Job Satisfaction Only

7 Separate Answer Booklet

8 Self-contained Answer Booklet

9 MOS-related Only

10 Job Satisfaction Only

that observed differences are due to the experimental manipulation (e.g.,

answer booklet format) and not to other factors. Other factors could

include (1) respondent familiarization with the questionnaire or resistance

to a second questionnaire administration, and (2) changes in the work

performed, reflecting either random monthly variation in tasks or increased

soldier skill and responsibility. Groups 7-10 were included in the design

to obtain estimates of the amount of change to be expected over the course

of several months among soldiers who had not been exposed to the AOSP

survey. (For further discussion of the logic of experimental design, see

Campbell and Stanley, 1966).
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EXECUTING THE STUDY DESIGN

Figure 1 describes a tightly controlled textbook experimental design.

However, the design had to be embedded within an established survey

program. Rather than gloss over the decisions and compromises entailed

by this embedding, they will be described in detail in this section so

that other survey programs may benefit from the AOSP experience.

How Many MOS? Questionnaires with separate answer booklets were being

produced at the rate of roughly 10 a month, but any self-contained ques-

tionnaire would have to be produced by modifying an existing, separate

answer booklet, questionnaire. Given the amount of effort involved in

producing a high quality version of the standard booklet, it was decided

to use just one MOS for the evaluation. Should the findings from one MOS

prove ambiguous, the study could be expanded to more MOS. Sending several

versions of more than one MOS survey might also unduly burden and confuse

the AOSP Project Officers.

Which MOS? The decision to base the evaluation on an already existing

questionnaire limited the MOS to one available in the spring of 1978. In

addition, a large MOS was called for so that the evaluation would not

interfere with the routine AOSP data requirements. The type of MOS chosen

was not considered very important, although an MOS of paperwork specialists

would not be suitable since these people would be expectAd to be more

attuned to forms and complicated instructions than the typical soldier.

Taking all criteria into consideration, the MOS which best suited the

evaluation requirements turned out to be Motor Transport Operator (64C).
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How to Sample? As stated above, the customary AOSP sampling procedure

was quota sampling. It was necessary to decide whether the evaluation

should rely on some more rigorous probability sampling scheme as called for

in Figure l's controlled experimental design, or whether it should also

employ quota sampling. Since the experiment was designed to leant

something about the operation of the on-going survey program, it was

thought best not to make a major departure from the standard samplin pro-

cedures by insisting on a random selection of respondents at the first

administration. If the 64C respondents were randomly selected from the

64C population, the 64C survey would be unique. Therefore, quota pling

was used to select first administration respondents. However, random

selection of respondents would be absolutely necessary for the second

administration. By randomly sampling persons who participated in the

first administration, the analysis results could be generalized to that

population. The second administration control groups were chosen after

the first administration. Respondent distributions by sex, paygrade, and

education were compared with the population distribution, sampling frac-

tions were computed,and these fractions were used to randomly Select

additional soldiers for the second administration.

Sample Design. The method for obtaining respondents was chosen so as

to place minimum strain on the AOSP distribution system. This could be

accomplished by minimizing the number of installations to be affected by

the study, which was done by choosing the eight installations with the

largest 64C populations. At each of these installations, the regular

AOSP quota was 11 percent, and an additional 11 percent were
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chosen for the special conditions. Each installation chosen received all

four versions of the 64C questionnaire (separate answer booklets, self-

contained answer booklets, MOS-only, and job satisfaction-only). First

administration questionnaires were distributed through the normal AOSP

distribution channels. To achieve randomization of respondents among .

conditions, standard MOS-only, and job satisfaction-only booklets were

intermixed in the shipping cartons. The self-contained version was

shipped separately.

Given the use of quota sampling, there was no firm basis for deter-

mining the appropriate sample size needed for each experimental group.

As a rough rule of thumb, sample size formula appropriate for random

sampling was used to obtain a number which was then doubled to allow for

attrition between administrations. At the 95 percent confidence level

(for a normal probability distribution), the sample size was chosen to

obtain a precision of + 0.5 on the seven point scale used to gather task

performance data. Using the equation

n mg t2s2
d2

with s estimated as 2.0, the sample size obtained was 64 for each of the

10 study groups.

Questionnaire administrations were planned four months apart. The

four month lag was decided upon after debriefing some soldiers after the

administration of an earlier survey.

RESULTS

The evaluation described in this paper is still in progress. The most

serious problem encountered thus far has been in-house personnel turbu-
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lence which delayed the shipment of the second administration question-

naire by nearly three months. As a result, retest plans for the

instruction booklets NOS only, job satisfaction-only) were dropped.

One installation was unable to meet its suspense date on

the first administration and was dropped from the study. Otherwise,

only minor problems were encountered on the first administration.

Table 1 presents the first administration return rates by installation

and booklet type.

The analysis of the returns so far has focused on the representative-

ness of the sample by comparing the distribution of returns (all booklet

types) with the 64C population distribution.

It must be noted that no such comparison can prove that questionnaire

respondents were randomly sampled. Random sampling is a process, not a

result which can be determined by post-hoc measurement. However, the more

the respondent distribution approximates the population distribution, the

easier it becomes to argue that the sampling procedure is producing re-

sults which are representative of the population.

The first question asked was whether the respondents were distributed

among pay grsdea proportionate to the 64C population pay grade distribution.

Of the seven installations, four departed significantly (at the .05 level)

from the distribution expected on the basis of proportio,v6te random sam-

pling, as shown in Table 2. These four installations included some of the

most conscientiour .nd reliable AOSP Project Officers. Rather than reflect-

ing unfavorably upon the AOSP Project Officers' conduct of their jobs, these

departutes from the expected distribution should be viewed as stemming from

lack of explicit guidance calling for proportionate sampling. Summing over
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Table 1. Return Rates by Installation and Booklet Type,

First 64C Administration

Booklet Type

Installation

Sent

Standard Self-Contained Special Instructions

Accepted Sent Accepted Sent Accepted

Fort A 43 32 20 18 20 20

Fort B 101 77 50 38 50 38

Fort C 52 52 26 25 26 26

Fort D 149 148 74 70 74 66

Fort E 73 67 36 35 36 69a

Fort F 51 51 24 23 24 23

Fort G 57 50 28 28 28 29a

Total 526 477 258 237 258 271

(90.7%) (91.9%) (105.0%)

a Some "standard booklet" soldiers were accidently given instructions to
skip parts of the questionnaire, thus additional booklets were provided.

7'9
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Table 2. A Comparison of the Actual 64C Respondent Distribution with the Expected Distribution, by Skill Level and Inatcllation

Skill Level

Fort A

Actual Expda

Fort B

Actualb Expda

Fort C

Actual Expel

Fort D

Actual Erode

Fort E

Actual Expda

Fort V

Act..-* Expel'

Fort G

Actual Expda

Skill Level 1

El-E2 29 15.87 24 24.32 12 29.26 19 24.85 42 28.38 27 14.39 17 17.72E3 4 9.58 33 31.85 23 19.20 57 58.58 34 32.54 23 19.95 25 27.15E4 19 27.18 85 85.58 35 35.79 134 125.37 51 73.87 33 37.22 43 39.12

Skill Level 2

ES 17 12.09 26 24.32 20 12.86 54 50.37 31 24.46 11 17.27 16 14.73

Skill Level 3

E6 1 3.93 3 5.84 9 3.91 20 23.74 10 7.83 3 5.56 6 5.98

Skill Level 4

E7 7. 2.35 6 5.09 5 2.98 8 9.09 3 3.92 2 4.61 0 2.30

Total 71 71.00 177 117.00 104 104.00 292 292.00 171 171.00 99 99.00 107 107.00

All Installations

Actual Rape

170 158.36
199 196.56
400 423.27

175 156.09

52 55.95

25 30.77

1021 1021.06
Chi squarec 21.53 1.71 22.91 3.00 16.37 16.03 2.99 5.82

Expected frequency based on proportionate sampling of the installation 64C population.

Excludes 23 anonymous respondents.

With 5 degrees of freedom, p.9 9.24. p.95 11.07, and p.99 15.09.
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the seven installations included in the study, we see that individual

installation departures cancel each other out, so that the overall re-

spondent distribution is not significantly different from the expected

distribution. We may speculate that this result is not anomalous, and

that overall AOSP samples generally lack consistent bias in coverage.

The second major question asked involved the distribution of re-

spondents within pay grades El to E4. These pay grades collectively

comprise skill level one under the new Enlisted Personnel Management

System and include 76 percent of the 64C population at the seven in-

stallations. Within skill level one, there are three significant social

groups: male high school graduates, male non-high school graduates, and

females (virtually all of whom are high school graduates). Table 3 pre-

sents the results of a comparison of the actual respondent distribution

with the expected distribution for the seven installations. In contrast

with the preceding comparison, only two of the seven installations were

found to depart significantly from the distribution expected on the basis

of proportionate random sampling. These results are consistent with the

hypothesis that, in general, Project Officers select respondents without

regard for sex or educational,- background.

Taken as a whole, the findings of the representativeness study indi-

cate that, while overall AOSP respondent distribution may be representa-

tive of the MOS, installation level distributions exhibit biases in the

selection of respondents. If installation level results were ever desired,

these biases would require weighting by pay grade to produce accurate

results.



Tabld 3. A Comparison of the Actual 64C Respondent Distribution for Skill Level One (El -E4) with the Expected Distribution,
Sex, Civilian Education, and LnatallatIon

Sex and Educa-
tion Group

Fort A

Actual Enda

Fort B

Actual Expds

Fort C

Actual Expds

Fort D

Actual Expda

Fort E

Actual Expda

Fort F

Actual Expel

fort C

Actual Expds

All Installations

Actual Lod.
Males

High School Grads 38 36.32 119 105.70 38 43.83 139 132.56 78 78.83 51 48.15 48 49.60 511 498.14Mon-MS Grads 14 12.88 16 28.55 8 13.94 58 65.83 33 32.73 20 24.40 35 32.84 184 206.47

Females 0 2.80 7 7.75 24 12.23 L3 11.61 16 15.44 11 9.45 2 2.56 73 63.39

Total, All Groupe 52 52.1'1' 142 142.00 70 70.00 210 210.00 127 127.00 82 82.00 85 85.00 768 768.00

Chi equarec 2.98 7.26 14.63 1.41 0.03 1.22 0.32 4.23

a Expected frequency based on proportionate sampling of the installation 64C Skill Level One population,
b

Excludes 19 anonymous respondents.

c With 2 degrees of freedom, p.9 4.61, p.95 5.99, and p.99 9.21.



Plans are being formulated to extend these analyses to MOS to be sur-

veyed during 1979 and to incorporate some of these quality control measures

into the survey program. By studying installation sampling patterns over

several surveys, it should be possible to determine where corrective

measures such as providing feedback and/or additional guidance to projeft

officers should be applied.

SEMABX

The representativeness study was able to disclose patterns within the

64C respondent returns which were not apparent in the day-to-day operation

of the AOSP. It is anticipated that the answer booklets and questionnaire

length studies will similarly highlight aspects of AOSP methodology which

might have gone unnoticed, or poorly noticed, without special effort at

evaluation. An important result of the study has been the decision to

incorporate some of these quality control measures into the survey pro-

cedures as a continual (rather than one-shot) methods evaluation. With

each survey completed, on-going survey programs receive many opportunities

to learn hov to improve themselves. Statistical self-evaluations, such as

those outlined in this paper, can be a valuable tool in taking advantage

of those opportunities to learn systematically from experience.
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THE USE OF JOB SATISFACTION DATA IN THE OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY PROGRAM

John X. Olivo, Captain, USAF
and

Elena J. Weber, Captain, USAF

'..iSAF Occupational Measurement Center

Occupational Survey Branch
Lackland AFB TX 78236

Each year the USAF Occupational Measurement Center conducts occupa-
tional analyses of 51 USAF airmen career ladders. The career ladders
analyzed during any calender year vs.ry from flight engineer to still
photographer to dental technician. .he data from these various career
ladders are collected using a survey instrument which is d'rided into
three parts: 1) specific biographical information about the survey
respondent; 2) questions concerning the individual's job; and 3) a
detailed listing of tasks. This paper will deal with the job satis-
faction data collected in part two of the survey instrument. The four
indices used to collect the job satisfaction data will be discussed
first, followed by a brief review of the procedures used to compile the
1977 data. Next, uses of the data and trends noted from the 1977 data
will be discussed. Finally, some applications of the data both within
occupational surveys and also in training and management areas will be
reviewed.

Four indices are used in a USAF job inventory to collect data
concerning job satisfaction. The first is perceived job interest. Here
the respondent is asked to rate how interesting he or she perceives his
or her job on a seven point scale ranging from Extremely Dull to Extremely
Interesting. The next two indices are perceived utilization of talents
and training. A seven point scale which ranges from Not At All to
Perfectly is used for these two indices. The final :ndex of job satis-
faction on the inventory is reenlistment intentions. Here the respondent
is asked if he L- she plans to reenlist. A four point scale ranging
from No to Uncertain to Yes is used for this queetion.

This is the third year in which job satisfacti:a data has been
compiled and used for comparison purposes with on-going surveys. Each
year the format used to report the data has been changed. The 1975 data
on survey respondents were combined with no divisions by time-in-service
or career area group. The 1976 survey data were separated into two
time-in-service groups, 1 to 48 months total active federal military
service (TAFMS) and 49 plus months TAFMS. However, the 1977 data were
sorted both by time-in-service and by career area groups. The three
time-in-service groups used in 1977 summary statistics were 1-48 months
TAFMS, 49-96 months TAFMS, and 97+ months TAFMS. This appeared to give
the user sufficient distinction between the various time-in-service
groups.
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The problem of grouping the various Air Force specialties into
career area groups was more difficult to resolve. An authoritative
source document on which to base the groupings was necessary. It was
decided to use AFM 26-3, Air Force Manpower Standards, (Vole II-V) as a
basis for grouping the various career fields. The 67 enlisted specialties
used for the 1977 summary were divided into seven groups. These were:
Aircrew; Mission Equipment Operations; Mission Equipment Maintenance;
Command Support; Medical; and Special Duty Identifiers. The list of the
various Air Force Specialties comprising each of the seven groups is
attached at the end of this paper.

The data are presented in a series of tables. Tables 1-3 present
composite pictures of each of the thr,-.2e TAFMS groups by career area.
This allows for easy identification of differences in each of the four
job satisfaction indices from career area to career area for each of the
three time-in-service groups.

The job satisfaction data presented -!..n these tables has routinely
been included as part of the occupational survey report (OSR). Although
analyses of the data or plausible explanations for the data are not part
of the report. The aata are also presented for each of the job groups
identified within the career ladder or ck.reer field being surveyed for
time-in-service groups. Results from a particular field are then compared
to the USAF average for the previous year to see if any large deviations
exist. Large variations are highlighted in occupational survey reports.

In previous years the data had been arranged so that littL: direct
comparison could be made. Having arranged the 1977 job satisfaction
data to reflect time -in-- service and career area groups has allowed more
direct comparisons be made between current and previous surveys. For
example, personnel with 49 to 96 months TAFMS in the administration
career ladder, a specialty in the direct support career area, can be
compared directly to other personnel with the same time-in-service from
the direct support career area surveyed the previous year.

Several interesting trends were noted within the 1977 data. It had
been assumed that when the data were organized by career area groups
there would be some variance L. each of the indicies from career area to
career area. The assumption had been that clerical administrative
personnel would not find their job as satisfying as would the dental
technicians. The data, however, showed that across the career area
groups the level of job satisfaction, perceived utilization of talents
and training, and reenlistment intentions were fairly consistent. The
:major differences that occurred were between time-in-service groups, not
career field groups. There typically was a slight (less than five
percent) increase in job satisfaction from the 1 to 48 months TAFMS
respondents to the 49 to 96 months TAFMS respondents. However, the
increase between the 49 to 96 months TAFMS respondents and those with
97+ months TAFMS was fairly large, genera:ly about ten percent. Again,
the implications of these differPnce?.s :7:7-2 not discussed in the OSR.
Force managers, however, might and do :i.nd such data invaluable, and the
Occupational Measurement Center is ready to assist in interpreting
and using these data.
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There also appeared to be little connection between reenlistment
intentions and the other three job satisfaction indicies. For survey
respondents with 1 to 48 months TAFMS approximately three-fourths of the.
respondents in each career area group found their job interesting and
felt their talents and training were being used fairly well or better;
yet, less than half (46 percent) planned to reenlist. A good example
were operating room personnel (MS 902X2). While 80 percent or more of
the first enlistment personnel found their job interesting and felt
their talents and training were being used fairly well or better, only
35 percent planred to reenlist. This trend continued with the second
term groups. Only among personnel with 97+ months TAFMS were the responses
to the four indicies fairly consistent.

Another trend noted was that across all career area groups the
level offjob satisfaction was fairly consistent except for aircrew
personnel. The level of job satisfaction among these personnel in each
of the three time-in-service groups was well above that reported by
incumbents in any other career area group. Unlike other career area
groups, however, the aircrew personnel showed little, if any, increase
in job satisfaction from one time-in-service group to the next. The
only index that did increase markedly was the reenlistment intention.

Currently there are several agencies which use the job satisfaction
data collected in occupational surveys. The Air Force Human Resources

.

Laboratory at Brooks AFB, TX has continually used this data for a number
of research projects. Headquarters Air Training Command at Randolph
AFB, TX is attempting to develop some correlation between job satisfaction
data and reenlistment rates to determine training effectiveness. Within
the occupational survey program this data is primarily collected and
reported for each individual specialty being surveyed. Occupational
analysts sometimes find job groups within specialties which have consis-
tently different .ratings on the job satisfaction indices than other
career ladder job groups. This might serve as another indicator for
indentifying job type groups. In addition, analysts also report differ-
ences for particular specialty when compared to the other specialties
within that career aref,. group.

The job satizi/tion data offers several areas for further research.
One area would be ,* compare job satisfaction data among each year group
within the 1-48 TAFMS group. Along this same line, personnel with 192
to 240 months TAFMS (the 16 to 20 year group) could be grouped individually
and :hen compared to personnel with 97 to 191 months TAFMS. A second
aret_ of consideration would be a statistical analysis to determine
whether in fact there are significant differences in job satisfaction
data among the various career areas. Also, the relationship between
Airmen Qualification Examination (AQE) scores and job satisfaction data
should be further explored; if a relainship does exist, it would
provide another piece of information ;-!'at would help understand the
complex work motivation issue.
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Summary

The job satisfaction data collected from surveys conducted in 1977
were reported for time-in-service and career area groups. These data
are routinely reported as part of the occupational survey report. While
no detailed examination of the data is made, large deviations from other
groups within the study or from the averages a: the previous year are
reported. These large deviations can sometimes be an aid in job typing.
One consistent result is a low relationship between reenlistment inten-
tions and the other three job satisfaction indicies. In addition to
OMC, the job satisfaction data is used by HQ/ATC, AFHRL, and force
managers at AFMPC and the Air Staff. Finally this data provides areas
for future research into such issues as changing patterns in job satisfac-
tion among yew groups in the first four years of an air force career,
determining the level of significance in job satisfaction among the
various career areas, and the relationship between AQE scores and job
satisfaction.

Ps
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TABLE 1

EXPRESSION OF JOB INTEREST, PERCEIVED UTILIZATION OF TALENTS AND TRAINING AND REEN-_STMENT INTENTIONS

BY PERSONNEL WITH 1-48 MONTHS TAFMS SURVEYED DURING 1977*

I FIND MY JOB:

TOTAL

SAMPLE AIRCREW

MISSION

EQUIPMENT

OPERATIONS

MISSION

EQUIPMENT

MAINTENANCE

COMMAND

SUPPORT

DIRECT

SUPPORT MEDICAL

DULL 16 3 25 17 12 14 15

SO-SO 19 6 25 21 15 14 15

INTERESTING 65 91 50 62 73 72 70

MY JOB UTILIZES MY TALENTS:

NOT AT ALL OR VERY LITTLE 31 14 44 32 25 28 30

NI
o

FAIRLY WELL TO 7ERY WELL

EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECTLY

63

6

76

10

53

3

64

4

64

11

63

9

62

8

MY JOB :ILIZES MY TRAINING:

NOT AT ALL OR VERY LITTLE 26 14 26 26 20 25 17

FAIRLY WELL TO VERY WELL 66 64 67 67 67 64 69

EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECTLY 8 22 7 7 13 11 14

DO YOU PLAN TO REENLIST:

NO OR PROBABLY NO 59 44 51 61 57 58 62

YES OR PROBABLY YES 41 56 49 39 43 42 48

9C

* TO OBTAIN A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE, THE COMMAND SUPPORT AND aDICAL AREAS CONTAIN RESPONSES COLLECTED

c9 DURING 1976 AND 1977



TABLE 2

EXPRESSION OF JOB INTEREST, PERCEIVED UTILIZATION OF TALENTS AND TRAINING AND REENLISTMENT INTENTIONS

BY PERSONNEL WITH 49-96 MONTHS TAFMS SURVEYED DURING 1977*

MISSION MISSION

TOTAL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT COMMAND DIRECT

SAMPLE AIRCREW OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SUPPORT MEDICAL

I FIND MY JOB:

DULL 13 3 27 12 11 16 14

SO-SO 16 8 19 16 15 16 11

INTERESTING 71 89 54 72 74 68 75

MY JOB UTILIZES MY TALENTS:

NOT AT ALL OR VERY LITTLE 23 14 38 21 19 28 23

:41 FAIRLY WELL TO VERY WELL 68 70 57 71 70 62 66

EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECTLY 9 16 5 8 11 10 11

MY JOB UTILIZES MY TRAINING:

NOT AT ALL OR VERY LITTLE 24 11 26 22 18 28 18

FAIRLY WELL TO VERY WELL 66 63 64 68 71 63 67

EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECTLY 10 26 8 10 11 9 15

DO YOU PLAN TO REENLIST:

NO OR PROBABLY NO

YES OR PROBABLY YES

35 24 25 35 39 34 32

65 76 75 65 61 66 68

* TO OBTAIN A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE, THE COMAND SUPPORT AND MEDICAL AREAS CONTAIN RESPONSES COLLECTED

DURING 1976 AND 1977



TABLE 3

EXPRESSION OF JOB INTEREST,
PERCEIVED UTILIZATION OF TALENTS AND TRAINING AND REENLISTMENT INTENTIONS

BY PERSONNEL WITH 97+ MONTHS TANS SURVEYED DURING 1977*

MISSION MISSION

EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT COMMAND T;IIRECT

WEE AIRCREW OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ZFPORT MEDICAL
FIND MI JOB:

DULL
9 4 14 9 10 10 8

SOS0
10 7 13 11 8 10 9

INTERESTING
81 89 73 80 82 80 83

MY JO UTILIZES MY TALENTS:

NOT AT ALL OR VERY LITTLE 15 8 23 14 16 17 12
ra FAIRLY WELL TO VERY 'ELL

65 65 64 68 57 62 66
EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECT:Y.

2) 27 13 18 21 22

MY JOB UTILIZES MY TRAINING;

NOT AI ALL OR VERY LITTLE 19 8 25 18 18 '2 12
FAIRLY WELL TO VERY WELL

61 62 60 63 57 60 63
EXCELLENTLY OR PERFECTLY 20 30 15 19 25 18 25

DO YOU PLAN TO REENLIST:

no NO OR PROBABLY NO
27 20 31 28 27 21 23

%) YES OR PRO ; LY YES
73 80 69 72 73 73 77

* TO OBTAIN A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE, THE COMMAND SUPPORT AND MEDICAL WAS CONTAIN RESPONSES COLLECTED
DURING 1976 AND 1977
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LISTING OF MAJOR GROUPING AFSs

AIRCREW

1. 111XO Defense Aerial. Gunner
2. 112X0 In-Flight Refueling Operator
3. 113X0 A/C Flight Engineer
4. 114X0 Aircraft Loadmaster
5. 115X0 Pararescue Recovery

MISSION EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS

1. 20XXX Intelligence
2. 27XXX Command Control Systeis Operations
3. 29XXX Communications Operations

MISSION EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

1. 30XXX Communications Electronics Systems
2. 31XXX Missile Electronic Maintenance
3. 32XXX Avionics Systems
4. 34XXX Training Devices
5. 36XXX Wire Communications Systems Maintenance
6. 40XXX Intricate EquiPment Maintenance

42XXX Aircraft Systems Maintenance
8. 43XXX Aircraft Maintenance
9. 44XXX Missile Maintenance

10. 46XXX Munitions and Weapons Maintenance

COMMAND SUPPORT

1. IOXXX First Sergeant
2. 24XXX Safety
3. 65XXX Procurement
4. 66XXX Logistics Plana
5. 67XXX Accounting and Finance
6. 59XXX Management hnalysis
7. 70XXX Administration
8. 71XXX Printing

9. 7.3XXX Personnel
10. 74XXX Morale, Welfare, and Recreation
11. 79XXX Information
12. 87XXX Band
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LISTING OF MAJOR GROUPING AFSCs (CONT)

DIRECT SUPPORT

1. 22XXX Photomapping
2. 23XXX Audiovisual
3. 25XXX Weather
4. 39XXX Maintenance Management Systems
5. 47XXX Vehicle Maintenance
6. 51XXX Computer Systems
7. 54XXX Mechanical/Electrical
8. 55XXX Structural/Pavements
9. 56XXX Sanitation

10. 57XXX Fire Protection
11. 59XXX Marine
12. 60XXX Transportation
13. 61XXX Supply Services
14. 62XXX Food Services
15. 63XXX Fuels
16. 64XXX Supply
17. 75XXX Education and Training
18. 81XXX Security Police
19. 82XXX Office of Special Investigations and

Counterintelligence
20. 92XXX Aircrew Protection

MEDICAL

1. 90XXX Medical
2. 91XXX Medical
3. 98XXX Dental

SPECIAL DUTY IDENTIFIERS (SDIs)

1. 99500 Recruiter
2. 99501 Engineering or Scientific Assistant
3. 99502 Military Training Instructor
4. 99503 United States Air Force Honor Guard
5. 99504 LGM-30 Facility Manager
6. 99505 Courier
7. 99506 Combat Information r_onitor
8. 99508 Scatter Communications Maintenance Technician
9. 99509 Data Formatting Equipment Operator
10. 99600 Student Training Advisor
11. 99601 ICBM Maintenance Manager
12. 99602 Sensor Operator
13. 99603 Minuteman NCO Code Controller
14. 99604 Postal Specialist
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October 1978

GENERAL OVERVIEW AND INITIAL
7INDINGS OF TEE P911IECT ON

JOB SATISFACTL05 ANA' REZENTIO/
OF U.S. ARMY MISTED PalSONN-

LiAlcNCE PH._.

DARRELL 40ESTINE
=DELL! J. 30NETTE

DISCLALIER NOL

Tt CYTNIONS-mtWOR FtlEINGS 'CALMED
N IST.7 TITO= ARE OF TEE-Arrb-ItA AND

70ULD NOT BE:CONSERM AS AN OFT1 AL DETARTMENT
F THE ARMY EDSITIM, MLICY RJR DECISION. UNLESS

ze) DESIGNATED BY akdER-OFFICIAL DOCUMENECION.

*IILIMRY OCCUPATIONAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
PERSONNEL MANE "f SYSTEMS DIRECTDRATE
U.S. ARMY MELTTARY PERSONNEL CENTER

ALEX, VA 22332
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?KRAL &OWEN aND 110171= AL FDRINOS OF_THE PROJECT ON JOB
SATISFACTION AND HUBEI OF ARMY tNLISTED PERSONNEL

I. OVERVIEW OF THE JaB SATISFACTION AND RETENTION PROJECT

DIE US 1RMY MILITANT PERSONNEL CENTER'S (MILPERCEN) JOB

SATISFACTION ARM RETENTI14 PROJECT WAS DESCRIBED AT THE 19TH

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE MILITM TESTING ASSOCIATION HELD IN

SAN ANTONIO& TEXAS IN OCZOBER 1977. THE PRIMARY INTENT OF

Y'S PVEMNTATION IS -TD UPDATE7THE STATUS OF THIS PROJECT

DUMB me PAST YEAR AS MELL AS TO RECAPITULATE ITS SCOPE AND.

AINTiMAS BEEN ACH/EVEILIIP TO NOW. NIS OVERVIEW WILL CONSIST

OF LLOWING: (1) THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THE PROJECT

*S 711NITIo-,TENJ (2) PROJECT PHASES; 4NO (3) THE INTERNED USES

OF Tog 110.A.

A. COJITEXT OF THE ROMJECT:

SINCE 1968, IIILPERCEX THROUGH :7S ARMY OCCUPATIONAL SURVEV10111

PROGRAM (AGM HAq SYSTEMATICALLY CONNECTED OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS

Of ENLISTED MILITARY OCICEPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS). IN THE

FALL OF 1974, A %XS SAT:SFACTION SECTION WAS ADDED TC EACH OF

ITS allay VMS SURVEY ClUEMONNAIRES. THIS. SECTION CONSISTED OF

NTNETEEN MEASURES USED 73 OPERATIONALLY DEFINE AND EMPIRICALLY

MEASUNE tATIOACTION ONE'S ARMY JOB AND WITH MILITARY LIFE.

THE BEFIROTIONS USED ESSENTIALLY COMPRISED THE HYGIENE FACTORS

(INTRINSIC TC owes JOB) AND THE MOTIVATOR FACTORS (EXTRINSIC

TO ONE'S Jim RELATING TO ONE'S WORK ENVIRONMENT) THAT FREDERICK

HERZBERG minflum IN HIS RESEARCH ON JOB SATISFACTION(HERZBERG,

MAUSNER, AMR INYBERMAN, 1959).

oil.
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THESE NINETEEN FACTORS, AS SHOWN IN TABLE 1, PROVIDED VERY

INCOMPLETE COVERAGE OF THOSE FACTORS WHICH COULD POTENTIALLY

HAVE A SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE ON JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION,

MOREOVER, THESE ORIGINAL FACTORS DID NOT PERTAIN DIRECTLY TO

REENLISTMENT INTENT, CONSEQUENTLY, THE JOB SATISFACTION

PORTION WAS EXPANDED TO MORE. THOROUGHLY EXAMINE THE RELATIONSHIP

OF JOB SATISFACTION (WORK ATTITUDES) TO THE RETENTION (DECISION

TO STAY OR LEAVE THE SERVICE), UNIT MORALE AND DUTY PERFORMANCE

OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL. THIS WAS BASED PRIMARILY ON RESEARCH

CONDUCTED AT THE AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY (ALLEY

AND GOULD, 1975). INTEREST CENTERED ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION AND FIRST-TERM REENLISTMENTS.

THIS EXPANSION, CONSTITUTING THE INITIAL PHASE OF THIS

PROJECT, WAS PART OF THE ARMY'S OVERALL EFFORT TO GAIN ADDITIONAL

INSIGPTS INTO RETENTION, JOB SATISFACTION AND THE ALL-VOLUNTEER

ARMY. THE PRIMARY GOAL IS TO IMPROVE THE ARMY'S ABILITY TO

RECRUIT AND RETAIN AN ADEQUATE NUMBER OF QUALITY SOLDIERS.

AS TUTTLE AND HAZEL HAVE NOTED, THE MAJORITY OF THE RESEARCH

AND APPLICATIONS CONCERNING JOB SATISFACTION HAVE OCCURRED IN

INDUSTRY (TUTTLE AND HAZEL, 1974). WITHIN THE PAST TEN YEARS,

HOWEVER, THE MILITARY HAS BEGUN TO APPLY RESEARCH FINDINGS FROM

THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND TO SPONSOR ITS OWN RESEARCH IN THIS AREA.

MILPERCEN'S EFFORTS IN THIS AREA RELATED TO THE QUALITY OF LIFE

RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY THE AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY



AND THE NAVAL PERSONNEL RESEARCH LABORATORY. As 71' 41USLY

INDICATED, THIS JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION PROJEvITrIsT
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AND AMORJ CB) THE BEST PREDICTORS OF JOB SATISFACTION, REEN'

LiMIENT INTENT, ANIL UNIT MORALES (C) THE MOST IMPORTANT REASONS

PlItAILISTMENT AND SEPARATIMNj 4111: (D) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

1EL 4LISTMENT INTENT AND REENLISTKEK7 DECISION.

[3) ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY Di. TA COLLECTED FROM

ItZ 00E (RECRUITER) AND MOS 79D (CAREER ::41MSELOR) IN THE SPRING

33F 197. THIS PROJECT RELATES THE PERCEPTIONS OF 1100 RECRUITERS

mr.25D CAREER COUNSELORS TO THOSE:OF F'RST-TERM SOLZIERS ON

''MATT ERS ASSOCIATED WITH ENLISTMEN7TAMIL SMARATION. THUS REPORT

:S ALSO SCHEDULED FOR PUBLICATION'Ilki4E FIRST QUARTER OF FISCAL

AP; 1979.

(4) AN ARMY -WIDE SURVEY CONDUCTED' IN NOVEMBER 1977 OF

ARR9OXIMATELY 11,000 FIRST-TERM AND CAREER FORCE MEN AND WOMEN.

THWi 362 ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE, REPRESENTING THE END PRODUCT OF

OVER ONE YEAR OF DEVELOPMENTAL Y1RK/ ADDRESSES THE ISSUES OF

Jae SATISFACTION, REENLISTMENT INTENT, UNIT MORALE AND RECRUITER

ACCURACY. IT ALSO COVERS THE IMPIORTANCE OF FACTORS RELATED TO

ENLISTMENT, SEPARATION OR RETIREMENT, AND REENLISTMENT. ANALYSIS

HAS COMMENCED RECENTLY. INITIAL IESULTS (COVERING THE IMPORTANCE

TO ENLISTMENT, REENLISTMENT AND SEPARATION OF THE FIRST-TERM

FORCE) ARE TO BE PUBLISHED DURING THIS QUARTER. SUBSEQUENT

ANALYSES WILL BE PUBLISHED INCREMEVTALLY THROUGHOUT FISCAL YEAR

1979.

C. INTENDED USES

THE TWO PRINCIPAL USES OF THE ORIGINAL JOB SATISFACTION

SECTION CONTAINED IN THE ARMY OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY PROGRAM
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QUESTIONNAIRES, BASED ON A HERZBERG - BASED ARCH, WERE:

(1) TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF SATISFACTION/DIAMISFACTION

BETWEEN AND wenam DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONAL SPECIAEMES, PAR-

7=MLARLY IF 111ESE MOS WERE IDENTIFIED AS "PRostam!-MOS (DUE

TC FACTORS SUCH AS A LARGE IMBALANCE BETWEEN AUTHORIZED AND

SWEATING FORME VIRENGTHS, IMBALANCE BETWEEN CMIES AND OVERSEAS

4MTRORIZATIONL A .LARGE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL EXPRESSING DISSAT

YSFACTION WITH 11-1WIR JOB, INTENDING TO SEPARATE !AR RETIRE, moo/

OR SPENDING A RWORITY OF THEIR TIME ON NON-DUTY RELATED WOW);

\ND (2) TO AMPLL.FY OTHER DATA COLLECTED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE..

.NCLUSIVE OF DCTFtTASK INFORMATION AND SPECIAL KNOWLEDGES AND

4E0U/REMENTS.

RESULTS OP NED FROM THIS EXPANDED JOB SATISFACTION AND

RETENTION PRO,NiT ARE INTENDED PRIMARILY TO MEET THE NEEDS OF

AEY ARMY DECMION - MAKING AGENCIES (E.G., THE OFFICE OF THE

DEPUTY CHIEF 17F- STAFF FOR PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT AND REENLISTMENT

DIVISION, AND THE ENLISTED PROMOTIONS AND SEPARATION BRANCH OF

THE ENLISTED DIVISION) AS WELL AS THOSE OF CAREER COUNSELORS

(REENLISTMENT NCOs THROUGHOUT THE ARMY).

IT WAS ALSO INTENDED THAT THIS PROJECT BE LINKED TO RELATED

RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY OTHER ARMY AGENCIES AND OTHER SERVICES

WITHIN DOD.

To ACCOMPLISH THESE OBJECTIVES, CONSIDERABLE TIME .

WAS DEVOTED TO ASSESSING THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF OTHER COMPLETED

STUDIES OR THOSE IN PROGRESS WITHIN DOD PERTAINING TO JOB

SATISFACTION AND REENLISTMENT.
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THE OUTCOME OF THIS ASSESSMENT WAS THE FOLLOWING LIST OF

USES FOR THE DATA ANALYZED IN MIS PROJECT:

EXAMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN JOB SATISFACTION AND:

RETENTION (PARTICULARLY a= =IRST-TERM PERSONNEL)

UNIT MORALE

OCCUPATIONAL MISMATCH

EFFECTIVE USE OF TRAINED ASSETS

SELECTED STUDIES E.G.,( *MEN IN THE ARMY)

II. THE AUGUST 1976 ARMY-WIDE SURVEY

A. INTRODUCTION,

THE FIRST PHASE OF THIS JCB SATISFACTION AND RETENTION

PROJECT CONSISTED OF ANALYSIS OF A SURVEY DISTRIBUTED TO A RANDOM

SAMPLE OF PERSONNEL ARMY-WIDE IN AUGUST 1976. ALTHOUGH THIS

QUESTIONNAIRE CONTAINED 80 ITEMS, ONLY 38 WERE ANALYZED, INCLUDING

THE 17 INDEPENDENT AND TWO DEPENDENT FACTORS (OVERALL JOB SAT-

ISFACTION AND REENLISTMENT INTENT) USED IN THE JOB SATISFACTION

PORTION OF THE AOSP QUESTIONNAIRES FOR DATA HAVE BEEN

COLLECTED SINCE 1974. THE OTHER 19 FACTORS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE

USED IN THIS ANALYSIS WERE THOSE INSERTED BY OTHER ARMY AGENCIES

FOR THEIR OWN SPECIFIC PURPOSES, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT ALL

80 ITEMS WERE CAST IN FINAL FORM PRIOR TO THE INITIATION OF

THIS PROJECT, SINCE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WAS A COMPOSITE REPRE-

SENTING THE NEEDS OF DIFFERENT AGENCIES, IT WAS THEREFORE NOT

DESIGNED TO BE A "COMPREHENSIVE" INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING THE

PRIMARY FACTORS INFLUENCING THESE TWO CRITERION MEASURES. AS

PREVIOUSLY STATED, COVERAGE OF FACTORS WITH THE POTENTIAL OF
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MEASURNNIG REENLISTMENT INTENT WAS MINIMAL THROUGH USE OF THE

19 FMS USED IN THE AOSP. WITH THE ADDITION OF THESE 19

OTHER FaCTORS, COVERAGE OF FACTORS THAT COULD MEASURE REENLISTMENT

BEWARE* WAS SUBSTANTIALLY IMPROVED BUT NOT COMPLETE. IN

SUBSEQUENT SURVEYS (E.G., THE FEBRUARY 1977 ARMY-WIDE SURVEY

WHICH WILL BE DISCUSSED LATER IN. THIS PRESENTATION), THE MAJOR

DEFECTS IN THE COVERAGE OF REENLISTMENT RELATED FACTORS, AND

TO Al LESSER EXTENT IN THE COVERAGE OF JOB SATISFACTION RELATED

MEASURES, HAVE BEEN REDUCED CONSIDERABLY. THE

ANALYSIS OF THE AUGUST 1976 SURVEY WAS BASED ON 3,679 PERSONNEL

IN 9AYGRADES E-3 AND E-4 IN THEIR INITIAL TERM OF ENLISTMENT.

B. SNNIFICANT FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONa

1. THE FACTOR "MY WORK IS INTERESTING", ONE OF THE 17

ORIGINAL INDEPENDENT FACTORS IN THE AOSP MEASURED ON A FIVE

POINT SCALE RANGING FROM "NONE OF THE TIME" TO "ALL OF THE TIME",

EMERGED AS THE BEST PREDICTOR OF BOTH REENLISTMENT INTENT AND

JOB SATISFACTION. THIS FINDING WAS NOTED FOR E-3'S AND E-4'S

SEPARATELY, MALES AND FEMALES, NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES,

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, WHITES AND BLACKS, AND SINGLE AND MARRIED

PERSONNEL. IT IS NOTED THAT THIS FACTOR (INTRINSIC TO ONE'S JOB)

APPEARED TO EXERT MUCH MORE INFLUENCE ON REENLISTMENT INTENT AS

WELL AS JOB SATISFACTION THAN FACTORS PERTAINING TO ONE'S

CAREER, PARTICULARLY MONETARY-RELATED FACTORS COMPRISING MILITARY

PAY, ALLOWANCES, AND BENEFITS. IN VIEW OF THE NEED OF THE ARMY

TO REDUCE PERSONNEL-RELATED COSTS WHILE INCREASING THE RETENTION

RATE OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL, ESPECIALLY UNDER THE ALL VOLUNTEER
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FORCE, MAKING JOBS MORE ATTRACTIVE COULD BE EXTREMELY DESIRABLE.

IT WAS ALSO DETERMINED THAT THE EXPRESSED REENLISTMENT INTENT

OF FIRST-TERM PERSONNEL WAS HIGHLY CORRELATED WITH ACTUAL REEN-

LISTMENT DECISION. THIS WAS ESPECIALLY TRUE AS THEY APPROACHED

THE DECISION POINT REGARDING REENLISTMENT. SIMILAR STUDIES

CONDUCTED BY THE U.S. NAVY AND THE U.S. AIR FORCE ON FIRST-TERM

PERSONNEL HAVE ALSO SHOWN VERY HIGH CORRELATIONS.

2. REGULAR MILITARY COMPENSATION (THE SUM OF BASIC PAY,

QUARTERS AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES OR EQUIVALENT, AND FEDERAL

INCOME TAX ADVANTAGE COMPARED TO SALARY/WAGES MADE IN CIVILIAN

LIFE), NOT ONE OF THE ORIGINAL FACTORS USED IN THE AOSP, WAS

GENERALLY A CONSISTENT PREDICTOR OF REENLISTMENT INTENT BUT TO

A LESSER EXTENT THAN WORK INTEREST. THIS WAS TRUE REGARDLESS

OF THE SOLDIER'S SEX OR RACE. THIS ALSO APPLIED TO E-4's, SINGLE

PERSONNEL, AND HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE GRADUATES, BUT NOT THEIR

COMPLEMENTS.

3. WORK IMPORTANCE, WORK CHALLENGE, AND WORKING ASSOCIATION

WITH ONE'S SUPERVISORS WERE RELATIVELY CONSISTENT PREDICTORS

OF JOB SATISFACTION IN TERMS OF GRADE, SEX, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL,

RACE, AND MARITAL STATUS.

4. SOLDIERS WHO FELT THEY WERE GIVEN ACCURATE INFORMATION

BY THEIR ARMY RECRUITER HAD A SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER INTENTION TO

REENLIST AND HAD SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER JOB SATISFACTION THAN THOSE

WHO DIDN'T. THE BELIEF THAT ARMY RECRUITERS TOLD THE TRUTH

ABOUT ARMY LIFE DOES NOT NECESSARILY IMPLY THAT THEY EITHER

TRULY REPRESENTED OR MISREERESENTED THE FACTS ABOUT ARMY LIFE.
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WHAT THIS INDICATED WAS THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE EXPECTATIONS

OF THE INDIVIDUAL CORRESPOND TO THE INFORMATION IMPARTED TO

HIM/HER BY THE ARMY RECRUITER. THOSE INDIVIDUALS MORE LIKELY

TO ACCEPT ARMY LIFE FOR WHAT IT REALLY IS, REGARDLESS OF THE

INFORMATION BY THE RECRUITER, ARE IN TURN MUCH MORE LIKELY TO

REENLIST AND TO BE SATLSFIED WITH THEIR JOB.

THE FEBRUARY 1977 ARMY-WIDE SURVEY

A. INTRODUCTION,

JUST AS FOR THE APRIL 1977 PILOT TEST, BECAUSE OF TIME AND

MANPOWER CONSTRAINTS IT WAS DECIDED TO UTILIZE IN PART THE

EMPIRICALLY DEVELOPED JOB SATISFACTION FACTORS FROM THE AFHRL

FOR A SURVEY TO CONSTITUTE PHASE II OF THE OVERALL PROJECT,

OTHER FACTORS WERE ADDED BASED ON THE PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED

AUGUST 1976 ARMY-WIDE SURVEY AND ITS ANALYSIS, WORK CONDUCTED

BY THE US ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL

SCIENCES WAS CAREFULLY CONSIDERED FOR APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT.

A REPORT BY N.W. AYER, INC. ON THE ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATIONS

OF FIRST-TERMERS TOWARD REENLISTMENT AND A STUDY DONE BY THE

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT

OF THE ARMY, ON THE ATTITUDES OF SOLDIERS LEAVING THE ARMY WERE

ALSO RESEARCHED, THESE EFFORTS CULMINATED IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF AN 80 ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED ARMY-WIDE TO A RANDOM

SAMPLE OF 3708 SOLDIERS IN FEBRUARY.1977, FORTY-TWO OF THESE

ITEMS PERTAINED DIRECTLY TO AN EVALUATION OF SATISFACTION ON A

SEVEN POINT SCALE RANGING FROM "EXTREMELY DISSATISFIED" TO

"EXTREMELY SATISFIED". THE REMAINING QUESTIONS PROVIDED.
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BACKGOUND INFORMATION AND ADDRESSED AREAS THOUGHT TO INFLUENCE

JOB SATISFACTION OR REENLISTMENT INTENT BUT WHICH COULD NOT BE

EFFECTIVELY MEASUPED ON A SATISFACTION SCALE,

OF THE 3,708 CASES ON WHICH THE ANALYSIS WAS BASED, 1,532

COMPRISED THE FIRST TERM SAMPLE WHILE THE CAREER FORCE SAMPLE

CONTAINED 2,176 INDIVIDUALS, ALL FIRST-TERM SOLDIERS WERE IN

PAYGRADE E-5 OR BELOW AND HAD LESS THAN FOUR YEARS OF ACTIVE

FEDERAL MILITARY SERVICE, ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE CAREER FORCE

WERE SERVING A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT ENLISTMENT; WERE IN PAYGRADE

E-3 AND ABOVE; AND HAD AT LEAST THREE YEARS OF ACTIVE FEDERAL

MILITARY SERVICE,

B. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) ASPECTS OF ARMY LIFE VIEWED AS THE MOST ANQ LEAST

SATISFYING:

IN GENERAL, SOLDIERS INDICATED GREATEST SATISFACTION

WITH FACTORS INTRINSIC TO THEIR WORK AND THE GREATEST DISSATIS-

FACTION WITH EXTRINSIC OR SITUATIONAL FACTORS, AS INDICATED

IN TABLES 2 AND 3, FOR EXAMPLE, FIRST TERMERS WERE MOST

SATISFIED WITH THE SECURITY PROVIDED BY THEIR JOBS WHILE CAREERISTS

WERE MOST SATISFIED WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO HELP OTHERS BY

DOING THEIR JOB, ON THE OTHER HAND, BOTH GROUPS WERE LEAST

SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THE ARMY MAKES USE OF ITS ENLISTED PERSONNEL,

EXAMINATION OF THE RESPONSES FROM FIRST-TERM SUBGROUPS E.G.,(

MERW,WOMEN, HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE GRADUATES, NON-HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE

GRADUATES) ALSO REVEALED SATISFACTION WAS LOWEST WITH REGARD

TO PERSONNEL UTILIZATION, THIS WIDESPREAD SENSE OF MALUTILIZATION
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WOULD.ARGUE STRONGLY FOR ADDITIONAL SENSITIVITY BY THE ARMY

TOWARD EFFECTIVE ASSIGNMENT AND USE OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL,

INCREASED EFFORTS TO PROVIDE MEANINGFUL WORK, ENSURE THAT

TRAINING IS A REFLECTION OF JOB REQUIREMENTS, AND IMPROVE THE

ACTUAL MATCH BETWEEN PRIMARY MOS AND WORK PERFORMED WOULD BE

MOST BENEFICIAL.

(2) PREDICTORS OF JOB SATISFACTION, REENLISTMENT INTENT.

AND UNIT _MORALE

(A) JOB SATISFACTION

As INDICATED IN TABLE 4, SATISFACTION WITH WORK

PERFORMED IN TERMS OF INTERESTS IMPORTANCE, CHALLENGE, VARIETY,

AND THE USE OF TRAINING AND ABILITIES WAS THE PRIMARY PREDICTOR

OF JOB SATISFACTION FOR BOTH FIRST-TERMERS AND CAREERISTS.

SATISFACTION WITH THEIR SUPERVISOR'S LEADERSHIP, TECHNICAL AND

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS WAS ALSO IMPORTANT TO BOTH GROUPS. FOR

FIRST-TERMERS, CHANGES IN THE WORK PERFORMED HAS THE GREATEST

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING THE ATTITUDES OF FIIrT-TERM SOLDIERS.

THIS CONCLUSION, HOWEVER, IS CONTINGENT ON PROVIDING WORK RELATED

TO ONE'S PRIMARY MOS AND RELEVANT TO TRAINING RECEIVED.

COMPARED TO FIRST-TERMERS, THE OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION OF

CAREERISTS WAS MORE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH SATISFACTION TOWARD

THEIR WORK SCHEDULES (RELATING TO THE LENGTH OF ONE'S WORK HOURS),

OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORKING AND ASSOCIATING WITH PEOPLE THEY LIKE,

AND HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR SEEING A JOB THROUGH TO COMPLETION.

(B) REENLISTMENT INTENT

AMONG THE "BEST" PREDICTORS OF REENLISTMENT INTENT
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0 FOR FIRST-TERMERS AND CAREERISTS, AS OBSERVED IN TABLE 5, ONLY

RELATIVE SATISFACTION WITH PAY AND ALLOWANCES EMERGED FOR BOTH

GROUPS. FIRST-TERM SOLDIER'S ATTITUDES TOWARD THEIR WORK,

THE ARMY'S USE OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL (A SIGNIFICANT PREDICTOR

OF JOB SATISFACTION, AS PREVIOUSLY NOTED), AND RECRUITER

ACCURACY WERE ALSO IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTORS TO REENLISTMENT PLANS.

PERTAINING TO THE LATTER ASPECT, IT WOULD APPEAR THAT AN

ACCURATE AND RELATIVELY COMPLETE PORTRAYAL OF ARMY LIFE AND WORK

BY THE RECRUITER IS'AN ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT FOR THE LONG RANGE

RETAINABILITY OF FIRST-TERMERS (ALSO FOUND IN THE AUGUST 1976

ARMY-WIDE SURVEY AS PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED).

ALONG WITH SATISFACTION TOWARD PAY AND ALLOWANCES, THE FACTORS

IDENTIFIED AS THE "BEST" PREDICTORS OF REENLISTMENT INTENT FOR

IICAREER SOLDIERS WERE: ARMY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (E.G.,

PROMOTION, EVALUATION, REENLISTMENT, DISCIPLINE); FAMILY

RECOGNITION ANn PRTnF IN THE SOLDIER'S WORK; AND DUTY LOCATION

AMONG THESE FACTORS, DISSATISFACTION WAS EXPRESSED ONLY WITH

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, THIS SITUATION DID NOT APPEAR TO BE

A PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION SINCE CAREERISTS WERE BASICALLY

SATISFIED WITH THE AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION CONCERNING FACETS

OF ARMY LIFE,

(C) UNIT MORALE

THE "BEST" PREDICTORS OF UNIT MORALE FOR BOTH

FIRST-TERM AND CAREER SOLDIERS,.,AS SHOWN IN TABLE 6, INCLUDED

THE LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH: PRIDE THAT CO-WORKERS HAVE IN
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THE-\UNIT AND ARMY; UNIT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (E.G., PROMOTION,

LEAVE, TIME-OFF, EVALUATION); AND TRAINING GIVEN AT UNIT LEVEL,

SATISFACTION WITH THE QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF BOTH ON AND

OFF -POST EATING FACILITIES, AND THE ARMY'S EMPHASIS ON EQUALITY

OF THE SEXES WERE ALSO IMPORTANT TO PREDICTING THE OPINION OF

FIRST-TERMERS OF UNIT MORALE, FOR CAREERISTS, RELATIVE SATIS-

FACTION WITH THEIR SUPERVISORS! SKILLS AND THE AVAILABILITY

OF NECESSARY INFORMATION CONCERNING UNIT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

ALSO CONTRIBUTED.TO PREDICTING ATTITUDES TOWARD UNIT MORALE.

(3) ENL,IaIMARI)SELARA:'TION REASONS

(A) ENLISTMENT

EXAMINATION OF THE INITIAL PLANS OF FIRST-TERM

SOLDIERS TOWARD AN ARMY CAREER AT THE TIME OF ENLISTMENT IN

CONJUNCTION WITH THEIR REASONS FOR ENLISTMENT SUGGESTS THESE

THREE BASIC CATEGORIES: RECRUITS PLANNING TO SERVE ONLY ONE

ENLISTMENT (33 PERCENT OF ALL FIRST-TERMERS); THOSE ENLISTING

WITHOUT ANY CONCRETE IDEAS CONCERNING AN ARMY CAREER (ABOUT

40 PERCENT OF THE SAMPLE); AND THOSE WHO JOINED INTENDING TO

MAKE THE ARMY A CAREER (COMPRISING ABOUT 20 PERCENT OF THE

RECRUITS)

ENLISTMENT REASONS SELECTED BY SOLDIERS WERE GROUPED INTO FOUR

CATEGORIES TO FACILITATE ANALYSIS: (1) ENLISTMENT OPTIONS/

INCENTIVES; (2) NO PERSONAL COMMITMENT; (3) PATRIOTIC ARMY

INTRINSIC; AND (4) "OTHER", AS SHOWN IN TABLE 7, AMONG FIRST-

TERMERS, ENLISTMENT OPTIONS/INCENTIVES, ACCOUNTING FOR 41,8

PERCENT OF ENLISTMENTS, WERE THE MOST COMMON REASONS SELECTED.
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OF THOSE CHOOSING ENLISTMENT OPTTONS/INCENTIVES, NEARLY TWO-

FIFTHS RESPONDED TO "GI EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS" OR "LEARNING

A SKILL OR TRADE TO USE IN CIVILIAN LIFE" AS THEIR PRIMARY

ENLISTMENT INDUCEMENT, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE LARGEST PERCENTAGE

OF CAREER PERSONNEL (45.4 PERCENT) INDICATED THEY HAD ENTERED

THE ARMY FOR PATRIOTIC/ARMY INTRINSIC REASONS; THIS PERCENTAGE

WAS MARKEDLY HIGHER THAN THAT OF 26 PERCENT FOR FIRST'TERMERS,

SUCH REASONS INCLUDED SERVICE TO THE COUNTRY AND THE CHANCE

FOR ADVENTURE, TRAVEL AND NEW EXPERIENCES (THESE PARTICULAR

REASONS ACCOUNTING FOR JUST OVER ONE-THIRD OF CAREERIST':

ENLISTMENTS).

THE ENLISTMENT REASONS OF FIRST-TERMERS WERE ALSO EXAMINED BASED

ON THEIR INITIAL PLANS TOWARD AN ARMY CAREER. AS DISPLAYED IN

TABLE 8, OF THOSE FIRST-TERM PERSONNEL PLANNING TO SERVE ONLY

ONE TERM, THE MAJORITY PICKED REASONS CATEGORIZED AS ENLISTMENT

OPTIONS /INCENTIVES AS THEIR PRIME MOTIVATORS FOR JOINING THE

ARMY. WITHIN THESE REASONS, "GI EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS" AND

"LEARNING A SKILL OR TRADE TO USE IN CIVILIAN LIFE" ACCOUNTED

FOR APPROXIMATELY 50 PERCENT OF THIS GROUP'S ENLISTMENT. FIRST-

TERMERS WHO HAD NO REAL PLANS CONCERNING AN ARMY CAREER AT THE

TIME OF ENLISTMENT TENDED TO JOIN FOR REASONS CATEGORIZED AS

"No PERSONAL COMMITMENT" (E.G., TAKING TIME TO GROW-UP, GETTING

AWAY FROM HOME TOWN, AND NEED FOR A JOB). RECRUITS WHO INITIALLY

PLANNED TO MAKE THE ARMY A CAREER WERE MOST LIKELY TO CITE FACTORS

ASSOCIATED WITH ENLISTMENT OPTIONS/INCENTIVES AS HAVING
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CONTRIBUTED MOST TO THEIR JOINING, HOWEVER, THEY WERE ABOUT

TWICE AS LIKELY AS EITHER OF THE OTHER TWO GROUPS TO HAVE

ENLISTED DUE TD PATRIOTIC OR ARMY INTRINSIC REASONS.

THESE FINDINGS SUGGEST THERE IS A NEED FOR ADDITIONAL RECRUITING

EMPHASIS ON HOW THE ARMY CAN CHALLENGE INDIVIDUALS (IN TERMS

OF TRAINING, SERVICE TO THE NATION, DISCIPLINE, ADVENTURE,

AND TRAVEL) SINCE THESE COMPONENTS HAVE THE POTENTIAL FOR

ATTRACTING QUALITY RECRUITS WHO ARE FAR MORE LIKELY TO MAKE

THE ARMY A CAREER. ON THE OTHER HAND, THE WIDESPREAD USE OF

ENLISTMENT OPTIONS AND INCENTIVES BEYOND TRAINING AND EDUCATION

(E.G., UNIT-OF-CHOICE, ARMY AREA/STATION-OF-CHOICE, CASH BONUS)

COULD BE CURTAILED OR ELIMINATED WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR

CONSIDERABLE DOLLAR SAVINGS AS WELL AS INCREASED ASSIGNMENT

FLEXIBILITY.

(B) SEPARATION

Pcnonmo cno erOADATTnM WCOC riuci-cocn TMTJ CTWE'
116.4-$ ur.emoxmlavel ItI I%a. ,..s..u.uss..ns..m ai..v eaVIL

CATEGORIES: (1) ARMY POLICIES/PROCEDURES/LIFE; (2) ONE-TERM

OR SHORT-TERM MOTIVATIONS; (3) JOB RELATED; (4) PERSONAL MOTIVA-

TION; AND (5) "OTHER". AS SHOWN IN TABLE 9, ABOUT TWO-FIFTHS

OF THE FIRST-TERMERS AND CAREERISTS WHO DEFINITELY PLANNED TO

SEPARATE TENDED TO SELECT FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ARMY POLICIES/

PROCEDURES/LIFE AS RAVING MOST INFLUENCED THEIR DECISION TO

LEAVE THE ARMY, THEY CITED THE AMOUNT OF BUSY WORK, HARASSMENT,

AND EXTRA DUTIES; AND EXCESSIVE CONCERN FOR HAIRCUTS, APPEARANCE,

AND DISCIPLINE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT REASONS FOR THEIR INTENDED

SEPARATION, IN ADDITION, FIRST-TERM SOLDIERS ALSO IDENTIFIED 1111
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LOW PAY AND ALLOWANCES AS AN IMPORTANT CAUSE FOR SEPARATION

WHILE CAREERISTS NOTED DISDAIN FOR THEIR CURRENT MOS AND

BEING UNABLE TO GET ONE THEY WANTED AMONG FACTORS MOST

INFLUENCING THEIR DECISIONS TO LEAVE THE ARMY,

THE PROPENSITY TO REENLIST AMONG FIRSTTERM SOLDIERS WHO ENTERED

THE ARMY INTENDING TO SERVE ONLY ONE TERM APPEAR TO BEANAF

FECTED BY THEIR ARMY EXPERIENCES. AS INDICATED IN TABLE 10,

THEY TENDED TO JOIN TO PURSUE SPECIFIC GOALS E.G.,( GI

EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS)) AND HAVING ATTAINED THESE OBJECTIVES

PREFER TO SEPARATE, THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO JOINED WITHOUT ANY

CLEARCUT PLANS TOWARD AN ARMY CAREER DECIDED TO SEPARATE

BECAUSE OF EXCESSIVE CONCERN FOR HAIRCUTS) APPEARANCE AND DIS

CIPLINE AS WELL AS THE AMOUNT OF BUSY WORK) HARASSMENT AND

EXTRA DUTIES, PERCEPTIONS OF HAVING VERY LITTLE "REAL WORK"

TO DO WERE ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR INCLINATIONS TOWARD SEPARATION

FOR THIS GROUP, AMONG FIRSTTERMERS WHO INITIALLY DESIRED AN

ARMY CAREER) LOW PAY AND ALLOWANCES WERE SELECTED AS CONTRIBUTING

MOST TO THE DECISION OF SOLDIERS IN THIS GROUP TO SEPARATE.

BUSY WORK) HARASSMENT AND EXTRA DUTY TOGETHER WITWTHE ABSENCE

OF ''REAL WORK" WERE ALSO FREQUENTLY CITED REASONS.

ONLY TWO JOB OR WORK RELATED FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFICANTL

TO A SEPARATION DECISION (AMOUNT OF BUSY WORK: HARASSMENT, AND

EXTRA DUTIES; AND TOO LITTLE "REAL WORK" TO pc)) APPEAR TO BE

ADDRESSABLE BY THE ARMY, ALTHOUGH OBVIOUS: PROVIDING SOLDIERS

WITH INTERESTING WORK WHICH CHALLENGES THEIR TALENTS AND
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TRAINING PROMISES TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT MORE CONDUCIVE TO

REENLISTMENT (ALSO INDICATED IN THE AUGUST 1976 SURVEY). IN

PARTICULAR, AN INCREASE IN MEANINGFUL WORK WILL RAISE OVERALL

JOB SATISFACTION, HEIGHTEN REENLISTMENT INTENT, AND ULTIMATELY

INCREASE REENLISTMENT.

IV. THE APRIL 1977 PILOT TEST

INTRODUCTION.

To PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE COVERAGE OF THOSE FACTORS WHICH

COULD BE USED TO ASSESS THE INTER-RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN REEN-

LISTMENT DECISION, UNIT MORALE, AND JOB/CAREER SATISFACTION,

A PILOT TEST QUESTIONNAIRE WAS DEVELOPED OVER A PERIOD OF

THREE MONTHS. THIS QUESTIONNAIRE REPRESENTED THE TRANSITION

FROM. THE HERZBERG-BASED APPRAOCH UTILIZED IN THE JOB SATISFACTION

PORTION OF THE AOSP TO AN ECLECTIC APPROACH COMBINING THE WORK

OF THE ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ARI), THE AIR FORCE HUMAN

RESOURCES LABORATORY ( AFHRL), AND MILPtKUNI ALTHOUGH IT HAD

BEEN INTENDED TO DEVELOP AND TEST A JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION

MODEL WHOLLY WITHIN MILPERCEN, BECAUSE OF TIME AND MANPOWER

CONSTRAINTS IT WAS DECIDED TO CAPITALIZE ON THE EXTENSIVE

LITERATURE REVIEW AND LONG-RANGE RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY THE

AFHRL ON JOB/CAREER SATISFACTION.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE ITEMS USED IN THE PILOT TEST QUESTIMMUIRE

WERE DERIVED IN LARGE MEASURE ON AN OCCUPATIONAL ATTITUDE

INVENTORY (0AI) DEVELOPED BY THE AFHRL. IN THE INITIAL, DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE OAI, 36 POTENTIAL SAT SFACTION DIMENSIONS OR
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HYPOTHESIZED FACTORS WERE IDENTIFEED BY AIR FORCE BEHAVIORAL

SCIENTISTS FAMILIAR WITH THE MILITAr ' W)RK ENVIRONMENT. ITEMS

WERE WRITTEN FOR EACH DIMENSION, RE NG IN A FINAL POOL OF

348 ITEMS (APPROXIMATELY 10 ITEMS F .MENSION) WHICH WERE

VALIDATED THROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE E._ )LASES BY A RANDOM SAMPLE

OF ABOUT 3,000 FIRST-TERM AIRMEN,

FOR USE IN AN ARMY ENVIRONMENT, AS INDICATED IN TABLE 11,

32 OF THE HYPOTHESIZED FACTORS IN THE OAI WERE MODIFIED WHILE

FOUR NEW FACTORS WERE ADDED (ENTITLED, "FAMILY", "INDIVIDUAL",

"DISCRIMINATION", AND "ARMY UNIQUE"), IT WAS BELIEVED THAT

THESE ADDITIONAL FACTORS REPRESENT IMPORTANT INFLUENCES ON A

PERSON'S MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR. OF A TOTAL POOL OF 324 ITEMS

SELECTED INITIALLY IN PILOT TEST, 225 WERE RETAINED. REDUCTION

OF THE NUMBER OF ITEMS WAS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

(1) REDUNDANCY

(2) REDUCING THE EXCESSIVELY LARGE NUMBER OF ITEMS IN THE

FACTORS ENTITLED "INDIVIDUAL", "HUMAN SUPERVISION" AND

"FAMILY",

THE PILOT TEST QUESTIONNAIRE WAS ADMINISTERED TO APPROXIMATELY

1,600 PERSONNEL IN APRIL 1977 AT SIX CONUS INSTALLATIONS, IN

ADDITION, ABOUT 600 SOLDIERS WERE INTERVIEWED, PRIMARILY TO

PROVIDE INSIGHTS INTO THE CONTENT VALIDITY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

AND CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS,

THE FINAL INSTRUMENT WAS REDUCED FROM 225 TO 124 ITEMS THROUGH

USE OF FACTOR ANALYSIS, STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS,
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AND A SUBJECTIVE REVIEW. THE SUBJECTIVE REVIEW WAS USED TO

ELIMINATE DUPLICATION WITHIN EACH OF THE HYPOTHESIZED FACTORS

AND TO ELIMINATE ITEMS JUDGED TO BE OF LITTLE PRACTICAL VALUE

IN TERMS OF JOB/ARMY CAREER SKTISFACTIONJ UNIT MORALE) AND

RETENTION SUCH AS "YOUR OPINLON OF THE ARMY COMPARED TO THE

AIR FORCE". THE 124 ITEMS THEN CONSTITUTED ALL THE ITEMS

COMPRISING SECTION B OF THE COMPREHENSIVE ARMY-WIDE JOB AND

CAREER SATISFACTION SURVEY ADMINISTERED IN NOVEMBER 1977.



TABLE I

FACTORS USED IN JHE AOSP
I. INDEPENDENT FACTORS

"HYGIENE"

WORK INTEREST

RECOGNITION RECEIVED FORORK LONE

WORK VARIETY

OPPORTUNITY To SEE WORK
RESULTS

WORK IMPORTANCE

AMOUNT OF RESPONSIBILITY

9PPORTUNITY,TO gCREASEJOB ILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

QPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION,
INCREASE IN JOB STATUS

. WORK CHALLENGES TRAINING,SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE

II. CRITERION MEASURES

SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT JOB

REENLISTMENT PLANS
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"MOTIVATOR"

QRK CONDITIONS

LQUIPMENTLOLS)

QUALITY
OF TgCHNICAL

UPERVISION. RECEIVED

OB PRgsTiog (How JOB
NKS WITH UTHER SOLDIER'SOBS)

FONFLICI
OF JOB WITH

AMILY RESPONSIBILITIES

t0RXING ASSOCIATION WITH
-WORKERS

WORKING ASSOCIATION WITH
UPERVISORS

ARMY PAY (BASE PAY,
ALLOWANCES, SPECIAL PAY)

ARMY BENEFITS (PX,
COMMISSARY, MEDICAL)



TABLE 2

FACTORS WITH wHigemiT- IMARDCAREER FORCE PERSONNEL

FACTOR
11ST TERM CAREER

WAMEL WAP1PEL

CHANCE TQ HELP OTHERS BY
MING JOB

CH NCE To HAVE 1ESPQNSIBILITY
OR SEEING A JOB 1HROUGH
0 COMPLETION

OPPORTUNITY To WORK AND
ASSOCIATE WITH IEOPLE
OU LIKE

JOB SECURITY

PRIDE YOUR FAMILY HAS AND
KECOGNITION YOUR 1AMILY
UIVES 10 TOUR JOB

AVAILABILITY OF ON-POST
rACILITIES
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1

2

3

4

3

2

1

5
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TABLE 3

FACTORS WITH WHIOEFIBITTEVIOMAREER FORCE PERSONNEL

FACTOR
11ST TERM CAREER
E ONN L ER ONN L

In WAY THE ARMY UTILIZES
ENLISTED PERSONNEL

THg WAx TOE ARMY MAKES
USE UF tQUIPMENT, MATERIAL'
SUPPLIES

QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY
OF HOUSING (ON AND UFF -POST)

STANDARD OF LIVING YOU
NOW HAVE

"RED
TAPE" ASSOCIATED

WITH TOUR JOB

PRIDE Y9URJO-WORKER§
IgLAVEAIN TOUR UNIT AND
IHE ARMY

1

2

3

4

5

1

3

2

4

5



TABLE 4

"BEST" FIVE 118,11C3SadipigAREIMN FOR FIRST-

FACTOR

PRESENT
DUTIcS (CHALLENGE,

INTEREST, IMPORTANCE)

1

CH NCE TO ACQUIRE TRAINING,
XPERIENCE SKILLS, 6ND
NOWLcDGe WHICH LAN BE
SED IN A LIVILIAN JOB

YOrSUPERVISOR'* LEADERSHIP,
ECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
KILLS

CHANCE TO HELP OTHERS BY DOING
YOUR JOB

AMOUNT OF WORK YOU HAVE TO DO

WORK SCHEDULE (TOTAL HQURS,
SHIFTS, FACE UF WORK)

OPPORTUNITY TO WORK AND
ASSOCIATE WITH rEOPLE YOU
LIKE

CH NCE TO HMI RESPQNSIBILITY
OR SEEING A JOB IHROUGH
0 COMPLETION

98 1

1

2

3

4

5

PRIREL

1

MM.

3

MM.

MM.

2

4

5



TABLE 5

"BEST" FIVFIRIEARiNSFJ FOR

FACTOR FIRST-TERME1NONNgL
CAREER

ganIEL

PRESENT DUTIS (CHALLENGES,
INTEREST, IMPORTANCE) 1

ARMY PAY AND ALLOWANCES 2

IN GENERAL, THE THINQS THE
fECRUITER OLD ME ABOUT
HE ARMY WERE TRUE 3

THF, WAY THE ARMY UTILIZES
tNLISTED PERSONNEL 4

DOING WQRK WHICH BOTHERS
YOUR LONSCIENCE

ARMY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

PRIDE YOUR FAMILY HAS AND
1.1ECOGNI.TION YOUR IAMILY
GIVES 10 YOUR JOB

DUTY, LOCATION

YEARS
OF ACTIVE FEDERAL

MILITARY SERVICE
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2

ESP

1

3

4

5



TABLE 6

'BBEST" FIVE PREDTrTo
CUERNARREE

FOR FIRST-TERM

FACTOR

PRIDE YOUR CO-WQRKEaS HAVE
IN YOUR UNIT AND IHE ARMY

UNIT POLICIES pND PROCEDURES
pTOMOTION, VApATION,
LEAVE, TRAINING)

QuALITy AND AVAILABILITY
OF tATING IACILITIES

TRAINING GIVEN IN YOUR UNIT

AMQUNT OF EMPHASIS ON
EQUALITY OF THE SEXES

YOrSUFERVI§OR'§ LEADERSHIP,
ECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
KILLS

AVAILABILITY OF NECEASARY
1INFORMATION ApUT UNIT
QLICIES AND, RACTICES
(rROMOT1ON, tVAOATION,
LEAVE, 'RAINING)

100

%Pr

1

2

3

4

5

PMIEL

1

5

4

3



TABLE 7

PERCENT OF ENLIMEURNSORINNEtTEGORY FOR FIRST-TERM

Ebar PERSONNEL

ENLISTMENT CATEGORY/REASONS %

1. ENLISTMENT OPTIONS - INCENTIVES

A. TO BECOME: ELIGIBLE FOR GI
UCATIONAL ENEFITS

B. To LcARN A SKILL TRADE To
USE IN LIVILIAN IFE

C. THE TRAI
I

NINGOE CHOICg
PTION !HAT WANTED WAS
VAILABLE

D. THE pLISTMENT CASH BONUS
WAS AVAILABLE To ME

E. THE ARMX AREATATION.OF

WAS AVAILABLE
OPTION HAT I WANTED

WAS AVAILABLE

IHE UNIT OF CHOICE OPTION
HAT I WANTED WAS STILL
VAILABLE

.8.

19.3

17.9

2.1

1.1

1.1

0.3

ail
5.4

10.9

2.4

1.7

1.8

0.9

2. NO PERSONAL COMMITMENT

A. TO TAKE TIME OUT TO FIND
MYSELF, ROW-UP, MATURE

iOULQCT GET,A,JOB (OR
JOB I WANTED) ANYWHERE

LSE

C.
To

OWN
GET AWAY FROM MY HOME

*D. iHAD
FRIENDS JOINING THE

RMY OR ALREADY IN IHE ARMY

27.2

14.2

5.9

5.8

1.3

23.6

10.6

6.9

5.4

0.7
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3. PATRIOTISM ARMY INTRINSIC 26.0 YIA

Al
THE CHANCE FQR ADVENTURE,
RAVEL, AND NEW EXPERIENCES 14.4 15.1

B. To SERVE MY COUNTRY 6.9 17.4

C. I WANTED To BE A SOLDIER 2.6 10.1

D. MY EAMILX HAD A HISTORY
?F ARMY UR OTHER MILITARY
SERVICE 2.1 2.8

4. OTHER REASON NOT LISTED La La

121
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TABLE 8

PERCENT OtySIVIENk.RES2faciMilIERRXR9RcFAIR-TERM SOLDIERS

TOERI
BM

CAREER
NO

PLANS

ENLISTMENT CATEGORY/REASONS

1. ENLISTMENT OPTIONS INCENTIVES

A. 10 BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR GI
UCATIONAL ENEFITS

B. TO LcARN A SKILL(TRADE To
USE IN LIVILIAN LIFE

C. HE TRAINING OF CHOICE
ION CHAT WANTED WAS

LPTILABLE

Di THE
AVAILABLE TO

BONUS
WAS VAILABLE 10 ME

E. THE ARMY AREA /STATION OF

WAS
UPTION HAT I WANTED

WAS AVAILABLE

F. THE UNIT OF CHOICE OPTION THAT
I WANTED WAS STILL AVAILABLE

51.1

35.7

14.6

1.0

1.5

47.8

19.2

14.2

3.9

1.6

2.5

1.4

37.5

19.8

14.6

1.5

IMDIMD IMD

1.6

2. NO PERSONAL COMMITMENT

A. '0 TAKE TIME OUT To FIND
MYSELF., ROW -UP, MATURE

COULOIT GET A JOB (OR
JOB I WANTED) ANYWHERE

LSE

C. To GET AWAY FROM MY HOME TOWN

D. 6
HAD FRIENDS 510INNG THE ARMY
R ALREADY IN HE AAMY

73.5

11.2

5.1

5.6

1.6

711.4

14.1

4.0

2.3

1=11.111 IMD

3i1.7

18.1

7.7

10.7

2.2
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3. PATRIOTISM - ARMY INTRINSIC

A.
THE CHANgE F2R ADVENTURE,
RAVEL, AND NEW LXPERIENCES

B. To SERVE MY COUNTRY

C. I WANTED To BE A SOLDIER

D. MY FAMILY HAD A HISTORY

2
F ARMY UR OTHER MILITARY

SERVICE

13AL

9.8

2.0

...... ..-

1.6

29.2 16.9

7.6

7.8

7.1

6.7

13.0

2.2

0.6

1.1

4. OTHER REASON NOT LISTED 9.0 7.5 7.0
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TABLE 9

PERCEIsilLSFIEEPPMfiliNFTWERIORNNUR pisigmi AND CAREER

Mar PEEL.

SEPARATION CATEGORY/REASONS

ARMY POLICIES/PROCEDURES/LIFE

Al ;
THINK ThERE Is Too MUCH CONCERN

OR SUCH 1HINGS S HAIRCUTS)
APPEARANCE) AND ISCIPLINE

B. THE PAY AND ALLOWANCES ARE Too Low

C.
THE AMOUNT OF BUSY WORK) HARASSMENT
ND XTRA DUTIES

D. A
DON'T LIKE MY MOS AND I CAN'T

RRANGE 0 (JET ONE I DO IKE

E. I AM NOT ELIGIBLE To REENLIST

F. A
DWI ?INK MY PROMOTION CHANCES

RE 100 OOD

G. 6
CouLIWT, GET THE REENLISTMENT

PTION I WANTED

H. WAS RECLASIF I
P

ED INTO AN MOS
HAT I HAVE 0 INTER ST IN AND
ON T ENJOY WORKING IN

I.

THE MEDICAL/DENTAL CARE IS
NADEQUATE

37.9

9,8

9.8

9.6

3.4

1.4

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.3

45.9

8.3

6.3

11.6

6.9

4.7

3.1

0.4

3,3

1,3

2. ONE-TERM/SHORT-TERM MOTIVATIONS

A. I JOINED To BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR
I EDUCATIONAL-BENEFITS

B. DID NOT INTEND To SERVE MORE
HAN ONE ENLISTMENT

Cm
IJOINEI? I LEARN A,SKILX/TRADE

O US K IN IVILIAN LIFE ND I
HAVE DONE HAT

/ 2,
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30.7

9.7

8.9

6.4

J3.8

4.0

0.7



HANCE 0 rip SELF GROW UP/
TURF D I VE NE HAT

JOINEINTOE ARgioTo rVE A.

E. JOINER Ig_
U
ARMY FOR ARVENWRE/

1
RAVEL/REW TERIENcES ND I VE

ACCOMPLISHED IIIESE THINGS

3. JOB RELATED

A. 1,THIN,IS THgn I VIRY,LITILE
'KUL WORK 10 110 IN THE ARMY

B. 6SPEND
"600 MUCH TIME pRKING

OUTSIDE F MY PRIMARY NUS

C. THE ARMX DOES NOT CHALLENGE OR
DEMAND tNOUGH OF ME

D. THE DUTY HOURS ARE Too LONG
ND/ R IRREGULAR

E. I DON'T LIKE THE PEOPLE I
WORK FOR

4. PERSONAL MOTIVATIONS

A. MY WIFE/HUSBAND WANTS ME To
GET UUT

Bo DON'T LIKE THE PEOPLE I HAVE
0 ASSOCIATE WITH

C. gy
LIVING CONDITIONS (HOUSING/

ARRACKS) ARE rooR

I

D. HE THINGS ,I CAN GAIN FROM A
CON UR SUBSEQUENT ENLISTMENT

JOB 1RAINING, IR.AVE12 ARE NOT
MPORTANT tNOUGH 10 ME

5. OTHER REASON-- NOT LISTED

.1
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TABLE 10

REIT115114°J;§

A
AER

SEPARATION CATEGORY/REASONS

1. ARMY POLICIES/PROCEDURES

A. I THINK ThERE IS TOR MUCH CONCERN
roR UCH IHINGS as HAIRCUTS,
APPEARANCE, AND DISCIPLINE

B. THE PAY AND ALLOWANCES ARE TOO LOW

C. THE AMOUNT OF BUSY WORK, HARASSMENT,
AND EXTRA DUTIES

D. I DON'T Irmg MY MOS AND L CAN'T
ARRANGE 0 bET ONE I DO IKE

E. I AM NOT ELIGIBLE TO REENLIST

F. I DON'T THINK MY PROMOTION CHANCES
ARE 100 OOD

G. I COULDN'T GET THE REENLISTMENT
UPTION I WANTED

H. WAS RKCLASSIFIED INTO AN MOS
HAT I HAVE NO INTEREST IN AND
ON T ENJOY WORKING IN

I.
THE MEDICAL/DENTAL CARE IS
NADEQUATE

28.9

9.3

10.0

5.8

2.3

0.6

0.4

0.5

54.1

7,0

21.1

17.3

1.7

1.4

1.7

1.7

1.3

0.9

2, ONE-TERM MOTIVATIONS

Al I JRINED TO BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR
GI EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS

Bs DID NOT INTEND TO SERVE MORE
HAN ONE ENLISTMENT

Cs
1JOINEQ Tc LEARN A SKILIIr /TRADE
0 US K IN IVILIAN LIFE AND I

HAVE DONE HAT
107 /:29

45.2

15.2

16.2

6.7

Ail

0.7

1.3

2.2

N
PLANOS

z

42.3

12.1

4.9

11.8

5.4

1.5

2.2

2.1

2.3

21.1.1

6.7

2.7

6.3



DI JOINE1 TOE AR To AVE A.
iHANCE 0 rp SELF GROW UP/

TURF ND 1 VE ONE HAT

El JoINgio, THp ARMY FOR ARVENTYRE/
RAVEL/NEW OTERIEKES ND 1 VE
ACCOMPLISHED THESE THINGS

5.4

1.7

0.5

1.3

5.5

0.1

3. JOB RELATED

A. 1,THINA TH§4 I VcRYI.LITILE
REAL WORK 10 110 IN THE ARMY

B.
6SPEND ?0MUO TIME WQRKING
UTSIDE F MY rRIMARY US

C.
LHE ARMI DOES NOT CHALLENGE OR
DEMAND ENOUGH OF ME

D. THE
IRREGULAR

HOURS ARE Too LONG AND/
R RREGULAR

E. I DON'T LIKE THE PEOPLE I WORK FOR

15.1

9.2

2.5

0.9

1.1

1.4

27_1

10.8

6.8

5.1

5.0

21.9

9.3

4.1

3.1

2.0

3.4

4, PERSONAL MOTIVATIONS

Al MY
OUT

WIEE/HUSBAND WANTS ME To GET

B. I
D9NiT LIKE THE PEOPLE I HAVE
0 ASSOCIATE WITH

C. gy
LIVING CONRITIONS (HOUSING/

ARRACKS)ARE rooR

D. THE THINGS CAN GAIN
gcon OR SUBSEPENT ig;FROMt1STMENAT
IJOB IRAINXNG) IR4VEL1 ARE NOT
MPORTANT ENOUGH IO ME

2

2.4

1.6

1.6

1.6

4.6

.11M1 .11M1

--

9.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

1.0

5. OTHER REASON NOT LISTED ,LE 7.6 5.0
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TABLE 11

AIR FORCE I AMY

FACTOR DESCRIPTOR FACTOR DESCRIPTOR

ACHIEVEMENT

ACTIVITY

POIR FORCE AND UNIT

LICIES AND PRACTICES 18

Ass I Gwerr LOCALITY 17

AUTHORITY 4

CO-WORKERS 9

CREATIVITY 10

IMPORTANCE 8

INTEREST 9

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS 7

PERSONAL GR OWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT 9

JOB DESIGN 10

fREPTICNAL SOCIAL CONTACT 7}
WIRED SOCIAL CONTACT 10

PAY AND BENEFITS 12

PHYSICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 13

PROMOTION OPPORTUNITY 8

RECOGNITION 9

RESPONSIBILITY 10

INDEPENDENCE 9

VALUE OF EXPERIENCE 8
. .

7

8

ACHIEVEMENT

ACTIVITY

ARMY AND UNIT
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

AssIGMENT LOCALITY

AUTHORITY

CO-WORKERS

CREATIVITY

IMPORTANCE

INTEREST

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS

JOB DESIGN

SOCIAL CONTACT

PAY AND BENEFITS

PHYSICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

PROMOTION OPPORTUNITY

RECOGNITION

RESPONSIBILITY

2

4

17

16

3

12

5

2

4

3

3

11

8

9

4

4

4

VALUE OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE 3
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AIR FORCE ARMY

FPCTORDESCRIPTOR FACTOR LEXRIPTCR

PHYSICAL SAFETY

ECONOMIC SECURITY

SERVICE TO OTHERS

SOCIAL STATUS

SUFFICIENCY OF TRAINING

SUPERVISION RECEIVED -
FILMAN HELATIONS

SUPERVISION RECEIVED -
I Ea-IN/CAL

PERFOIMANCE EVALUATION

JOB CHANGE

ITU.
EQUIPMENT AND

SUPPLIES

UTILIZATION

VARIETY

WORK SCHEDULE

SUPERVISORY DUTIES

UNCLASSIFIED

MIIII

6

4

8

1.1

12

15

9

8

7

8

8

9

15

18

8

PHYSICAL SAFETY

ECONOMIC SECURITY

SERVICE TO OTHERS 1

SOCIAL STATUS 5

SUFFICIENCY OF TRAINING 10

3

2

Humm SUPERVISION 16

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION 5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 3

JOB CHANGE 4

IOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND
SUPPLIES 7

UTILIZATION 3

VARIETY 4

WORK SCHEDULE 6

SUPERVISORY DUTIES 30

INDIVIDUAL

ARMY UNIQUE

DISCRIMINATION

FAMILY

14

10

9

18

OWL TOTAL 244
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SECTION 2

OCCUPATIONAL-TASK ANALYSIS
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PAPER PRESENTED AT THE 20TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF TEE MILITARY TESTING
ASSOCIATION 1978

ORGANISATION: NAVAL MANPOWER UTILISATION UNIT,
HMS VERNON, PORTSMOUTH, ENGLAND

SUBJECT: EXECUTION OF LARGE OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROYAL
NAVY'S OPERATIONS BRANCH

SPEAKER: MR C D BEEL

1. INTRODUCTION SLIDES

Since 1971 RN Occupational Analysis has been carried out by the
Naval Manpower Utilisation Unit (NMUU). In 1973, through the generous
help of the US Navy, the use of the CODAP suite of computer programs was
obtained. Located at Portsmouth, Hampshire, the NMUU is an outport of
the Ministry of Defence Naval Manpower and Training Department.

It is staffed by a Commander in Charge, 5 Officers and 12 Chief
Petty Officers with a small clerical ataff.

2. THE OPERATIONS BRANCH

Until 1975 the various non technical enlisted men of the weapons,
sensor, and communications operator branches of the RN were quite sepa-
rate with their own structure and training organisation.

To increase efficiency and co-ordination in the modern warfare
environment these various independent branches were merged into sub-
branches of a new Operations Branch. This was to match the radical
changes made to the officer structure, including the introduction of the
Principal Warfare Officer trained to control the integrated fighting
systems of a ship. The School of Maritime Operations was set up as a
common faculty for Operations Branch and Principal Warfare Officer
Training.

It was decided to conduct an occupational analysis of the 11,000
men in the Branch during 1977 to bee whether experience gained since its
formation indicated any need for adjustment to training, duties, and
structure.

There were several underlying reasons for the survey. Amongst the
most important were: -

a. Concern that the new structure might lead to a loss of deep
sub-specialist knowledge.
b. The need to establish how well the Branch was coping with man-
power shortages, shorter enlistment engagements and improved sea
shore ratios.
c. Whether further streamlining of training could be carried out.
d. Concern about retention of seamanship skills and the need for
research into how this area of work was being apportioned between
the sub-branches.

112
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3. TEE SURVEY OBJECTIVE SLIDES

The survey objective was primarily for manpower structure and plan-
ning purposes with a spin off for Training Design. As in all recent NMUU
surveys it aimed also to gather attitudes and opinions on many aspects of
Service Conditions and job satisfaction. It was decided that data should
be gathered not only from the job incumbent but also by a secondary
questionnaire from his supervisors and managers.

To clarify beforehand what specific reports should be derived from
the data, and hence the questionnaire structure, the directive contained
very specific primary and secondary objectives.

The Survey occupied the entire resources of the BMW and a consider-
able expenditure in computer processing over 18 months. A 73% sample
(about 8500 men afloat and ashore) and 650 supervisors responded to
their respective questionnaires.

Because of time constraints the remainder oe my talk will be princi-
pally concerned with the main survey of surface Fleet ratings at sea and
ashore.

4. QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION

Information for the task inventory was gathered from every possible
source, documentary and interview. The pilot fact finding survey sampled
every sub branch and rate to cover as many different jobs as possible,
by ship class. Over 500 people were interviewed using pre-planned data
forms to obtain information at the job (rather than task) level under the
broad headings:

Background Information

Billets

Qualifications

Ship Employment

Primary Work Area

Secondary Work Area

Work Area at Different Conditions

General Naval Duties

Seamanship Topics.

The information gathered was carefully collated and integrated with
other sources of data.

Starting initially in specialist groups, then combining, a scalar
diagram of all tasks of the Operations Branch was built up. These are 2
examples. Prom this was derived the basic task inventory to which were
added specific questions needed to satisfy all aspects of the directive.

To meet the requirement to examine common operator and training
areas, the decision was taken to create one raw data base covering all
sub branches based on one questionnaire structure.
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The result was a formidable sized questionnaire - which created a
-dilemma. In practical terms we doubted whether any respondent could be
asked to study every task in the inventory and all secondary questions
without losing interest and producing dubious results. As you see by
this example, we tried to keep him in the right frame of minds But we
did not want to constrain his answers into specific areas because of the
commonality research aspect. Incidentally, as a matter of policy, the
questionnaire is anonymous.

In the event a compromise was used on the task inventory, by
subjectively dividing tasks into categories:

a. Pure Specialist

b. Common Ship Work

c. Areas of Likely Overlap.

This enabled us to limit the task of the respondent and hopefully to
achieve the objective. Supporting information was gathered in similar
categories.

5. COMPUTER FILE CONSTRUCTION

Two sections (Operational Duties and the task inventory) were
incorporated in the questionnaire, both covering the whole man's apport-
ionment of time but at different scalar levels. This arrangement could
not be handled by CODAP in 1 computer file, so 2 CODAP files were
envisaged and designed as part of questionnaire development. This carried
with it some secondary benefits:

a. Operational Duties time section with service conditions /job
satisfaction data only, reduced file length and computer times for
this type of information.
b. Some CODAP internal size limits could be side stepped.
c. Operational Duties could be used as population identifiers in
the main file for job descriptions from the task inventory.

6. EXECUTION

a. Public Relations

Based on our earlier experience and because the questionnaire had tc
be so large, and because our population extended over a large range of
I.Q. and ability, an extensive publicity campaign was adopted.

(1) Several articles were published in the RN newspaper 'NAVY
NEWS'.
2

3

ttznoff!tatieltiztlartoon was
issigkcers.

4 The foreword to the Questionnaire was signed by a Vice
Admiral, Director General Naval Manpower and Training.

Additionally liaison visits were made to as many as possible ships and
establishments in the UK by job analysts from the NMUU.
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b. Distribution and return of Questionnaires SLIDES

The despatch of questionnaires and their subsequent return gave to
the Unit the aspect of a mail order business for the period June -
September 1977. Some 11,000 were sent out.

In the event some 8500 questionnaires were returned. They were scruti-
nised to discard bad books. (This was a very low percentage, less than
1%).

Manual coding was limited to allocating

1 Case.Number
2 Ship /Establishment Code
3 3 Digit Sub Branch/Rate

More refined ship/establishment coding providing various types of class-
ification for grouping them was done by computer program, to reduce
human error.

c. Data Capture

Data capture by optical mark reading would have been preferred but
was not available on cost grounds.

Key to disk processing was used at the RNs Bureau West facility.

Data was transferred by tape to the computer and was programmed (as one
combined operation) to cumulatively build a SEA and SHORE file in the
following stages: -

Coding Checks
Refined Coding Additon
Sorted into Sub Branch/Rate Order

4---Iferged-in-Sort-Order.intollle.

Despite all the checks, some 'rogue' cases were not detected at this
time and later caused problems of denigration of output.

d. Computer Processing

Final file statistics were:

SEA 5800 Each of 39 card images

SHORE 2200 record length

SUBMARINE 820 14 Card images.

Processing of NMUU CODAP is by batch mode at an Army Pay Computer and is
run when time allows between primary pay processing. The size of the
SEA file in particular created elapsed time problems which had not been
fully anticipated. Some job runs went to 8 hours elapsed time. Many
were stopped by the operator because of other requirements. To meet this
a policy of splitting work had to be adopted to enable part jobs to run
in smaller time gaps between pay runs - but this led to analysis problems
at desk level.
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SLIDES
A decision to produce a complete package report integrating all aspects
for each work area or particular group, eg. job description, incumbent
attitudes to training, supervisor opinion on training, incumbent job
satisfaction, etc, meant that many separate computer jobs had to be run
to satisfy primary analysis needs for one report. Often the report was
held up for one aspect whose computer job was waiting in line behind
many more. Allocating priorities became the name of the game. Keeping
records of what printouts had already been obtained became difficult.

e. Analysis

Because of the policy of integrated reports and a very limited
distribution of raw printout, the entire unit work force has been
involved in the production of reports, for the best part of 1 year. We
would like to make a more direct use of the printouts by giving them a
wider distribution to our 'customers'. But people generally seem to be
in some way deterred by computer prints, and find them difficult to
understand.

Despite the difficulties mentioned, 50 very useful reports have gone to
the authorities interested. Here are a few examples to illustrate the
variety and scope.

The NMUU can only point out significant data results and possible conclu-
sions, but has no executive authority to decide what needs to be done.
On the whole this is thought to be the best arrangement for a management
information service like ours. But benefits will take some time to
appear - NMUU reports provide only one contribution to management decision.

7. CONCLUSION

The Operations Branch Survey was a success in its planning, execution
and results. The CODAP program package coped easily with the large files
and did all that was expected of it. Nevertheless a few lessons were
learned:-

a. Big is not necessarily beautiful. The sheer size of the job
created many problems for a small Unit.
b. Mixing aims--:Manpower, Training, Job Sat seems attractive in
terms of a single visitation to the Fleet. But the value of results
is downgraded by incompatibility of aims.
c. NMUU Staff suffered from lack of variety of work during a long
analysis period. Some members joined after the survey started and
barely saw the end of it. One could say that our own job satis-
faction suffered a little!

Thankyou gentlemen. Before attempting to answer any questions may I say
how much the Royal Navy and my Unit appreciate the privilege of attending
this annual meeting where so many experienced authorities in the field
are convened.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (NAVY)

DIRECTOR GENERAL

NAVAL MANPOWER

AND

TRAINING

NAVAL MANPOWER UTILISATION UNIT
(NMUU)

OFFICER IN CHARGE (COMMANDER)

PROJECT OFFICERS
2 3 4 5

12 SENIOR PERSONNEL

3 CLERICAL STAFF

1
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SLIDE 1

C-is-C FLEET STAFF

SHIPS

am= ea.= OM

C-IN -C NAVAL HOME COMMAND

SCHOOL OF-EDUCATIONAL Er

TRAINING TECHNOLOGY

TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS...111



THE OPERATIONS BRANCH

SHIP

TRAINING

)SCHOOL OF MARITIME OPERATIONS FACULTIES
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OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

1. LOSS OF DEEP SUB-SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE

2. REDUCTION IN SHORE TRAINING/INCREASED SHIP TRAINING

3. MANPOWER SHORTAGES

4. IDENTIFICATION OF COMMON OPERATOR TASKS

5. SEAMANSHIP WORK



OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

EXTRACT FROM OPERATIONS BRANCH

DIRECTIVE TO NMUU

PIIRPRF nF THE RHIDIFY

PRIMARY PURPOSE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE OPERATIONS BRANCH

TO ASSIST IN FUTURE PLANNING BY.-

a. VERIFYING AND QUANTIFYING ALL TASKS BEING PERFORMED BY THESE RATINGS

b. CREATING A DATA BANK OF INFORMATION FROM WHICH JOB SPECIFICATIONS

AND JOB COMPARISONS CAN BE DRAWN

c. OBTAINING OPINIONS ON CERTAIN FACTORS RELATING TO JOB SATISFACTION

d. COLLECTING DATA ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SERVICE CONDITIONS



10

f

PERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

SLIDE 5

EXTRACT FROM OPERATIONS BRANCH
TO NMUU DIRECTIVE

SECONDARY PHRPOSE WHERE POSSIBLE, DURING THE SURVEY, INFORMATION IS TO BE
OBTAINED ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS WITH REGARD TO OPERATIONS BRANCH RATINGS:-

a. SEAMANSHIP DUTIES

c. COMMUNAL DUTIES

e. COMMON OPERATOR TASKS

g. ADMINISTRATION OF ON JOB TRAINING

k. EMPLOYMENT OF LEADING RATES, SENIOR RATES, ACTING, LOCAL ACTING
AND PASSED FOR HIGHER RATE PERSONNEL AND TRAINING RECEIVED

I. ATTITUDES TO ADVANCEMENT.

n. THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE OPERATIONS BRANCH CO-ORDINATOR.
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OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY STATISTICS

rritire A 1 ornifinr
UGIVLTUweL acnv ibc

POPULATION SAMPLE

105500 '7,700 (7'3%)

SUBMARINE SERVICE 1160 820 (71%)

GENERAL SERVICE SUPERVISORS 500

SUBMARINE SERVICE SUPERVISORS 150
144-



OPERATIONS BRANCH PILOT SURVEY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

BILLET

QUALIFICATIONS

SHIP /EMPLOYMENT

PRIMARY/SECONDARY WORK AREA

EMPLOYMENT AT ACTION STATES/CONDITIONS

SEAMANSHIP TOPICS



OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

SCALAR DIAGRAM EXAMPLE

SUB-BRANCH FUNCTIONS

OW OM COM

(OpERATIONS BRANCH)

COMMON FUNCTION

SLIDE 8

I

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

ADMINISTRATION

Mil MO IMP

1

WATCHBILIS ORGANISATION MANPOWER PLANNING RAINING MATERIAL

REGULATING

I 1 I

PROVOST JOINING LEAVE MEDICAL SECURITY POSTAL DISCIPLINE

DRAFTING ACCOMMODATION

1
CUSTOMS

46
MOVEMENTS VICTUAWNG



OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

SCALAR DIAGRAM EXAMPLE

(OPERATIONS BRANED

MISSILE SUBBRANCH

CONTROL OF QUARTERS

SIJPPVI

1

CARTRIDGE/ MISSILE/1100E1S

SHELL

EMERGENCY

HOISTS

LOCAL FIRING QUARTERS READINESS

I I

COMMAND 6 FIRING CORRECT

CONTROL ORDERS MODE DRILL

TYPE LOCAL REMOTE

SHELL

RIMER CONTROL FIRING LOCAL CLEAR AWAY FIRING SPONGE

MOHNTING DIRECTOR

OF GUN PREPS, OUT

PREPARING

147 JOYSTICK GUN PUSHES

TRIGGER



THANK YOU FOR YOUR

CO- PERATION
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OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

la

QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT

BACKGROUND

OPERATIONAL DUTIES

TASK INVENTORY

COMMON OPERATOR TASKS

SUB-BRANCELTASKS

SEAMANSHIP TASKS

GENERAL NAVAL DUTY TASKS

SUPPORT INFORMATION

COMMON

SPECIAUST

GENERAL NAVAL DUTIES

SERVICE CONDITIONS

JOB SATISFACTION

}

15 0

POTENTIAL

PRIMARY

31

261

1137

431

81

50

SLIDE 11

RESPONSES

SECONDARY
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OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

39

BARD IMAGES

COMPUTER FILE CONSTRUCTION
FILE .1 ALE 2

BACKGROUND

OPERATIONAL DUTIES

TASK

INVENTORY

SUPPORT

SERVICE CONDITIONS

& JOB SATISFACTION

SLIDE 12

SERVICE CONDITIONS

AND JOB SATISFACTION

151
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SLIDE 13

OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

PUBLICITY Et P.R.

1. ARTICLES IN "NAVY NEWS"

2. DEFENCE COUNCIL INSTRUCTION

3. LETTERS TO ALL SHIP/ESTABLISHMENT COMMANDING OFFICERS

4. APPOINTING OF SURVEY LIAISON PERSONNEL IN SHIPS AND

ESTABLISHMENTS

5. QUESTIONNAIRE FOREWORD BY VICE ADMIRAL (DGNM1)

6. UK SHIP/ESTABLISHMENT VISITS BY NMUU PERSONNEL
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OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

DATA FILE CONSTRUCTION

1. TAPE TRANSLATION

2. CHECK OF MANUAL CODING

3. SECONDARY CODING FOR

SHIP/ESTABLISHMENT CLASSIFICATION

4. SORTING

a. BY SUB BRANCH

b. BY RATE

5. MERGE INTO MASTER FILE
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SLIDE 18

OPERATIONS BRANCH SURVEY

REPORTS OF ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

1. JOB DESCRIPTIONS

EMPLOYMENT OF SENIOR RATINGS.

RADAR SUB-BRANCH TASKS AND DUTIES.
COXSWAINS OF BOATS.

2. SERVICE CONDITIONS

ATTITUDES TO ADVANCEMENT.

LIVING CONDITIONS IN SHIPS.
BANK ACCOUNTS.

3. TRAINING
GENERAL REPORT ON TRAINING ADEQUACY.
RADAR SUB-BRANCH TRAINING.

4. ORGANISATION

ADMINISTRATION, COMMUNAL AND GENERAL NAVAL DUTIES.
SHIP HUSBANDRY AND CLEANING.
CEREMONIAL.



A STRATEGY FOR TASK ANALYSIS
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Abstra4

While the technical literature pertaining to independent measures (such
as aptitude tests, vocational interest inventories, and so on) is
burgeoning, .much less time and attention is paid to advancing the
technology of dependent or criterion measures. One reason that useful
approaches for handling the "criterion problem" have been slow to evolve
is that procedures required to surmount certain technical aspects of the
problem have yet to be developed, or are not widely known. Another
reason is that, although relevant techniques for handling other aspects
of the problem have been published, insufficient systematic effort has
been expended to integrate them into practical research strategies. A
research strategy using nonmetric multidimensional scaling was developed
to fill in some of these practical technological gaps. This was tested
on Air Observers (operators of complex sensor and communications
equipment used in antisubmarine and Northern surveillance aircraft in the
Canadian Forces). The content dimensions produced in this application
proved: (a) highly reliable and internally consistent within relatively
homogeneous groups of individuals; (b) readily and meaningfully
generalizable across a variety of work situations (responsibility
levels); (c) valid in terms of showing significant relationship to
external variables, and being readily integrated into larger bodies of
scientific knowledge; and, (d) extendible in theoretically and
practically important ways in other studies. A more comprehensive
treatment of the results, discussion, and conclusions deriving from this
research programme is available on request from the author. The present
paper focuses specifically on the design and analytic methods used, since
it is believed that, as a general research strategy, they have relevance
for those involved in task analysis and criterion definition,
particularly in human factors engineering, test and training validation,
and performance evaluation applications.
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In theoretical and applied psychological research one is often
faced with: (a) defining what dependent or criterion measures are likely
to be important in specific content areas, and (b) developing Procedures
to collect reliable, valid data reflecting these dimensions once they
have been defined. However, while the technical literature pertaining to
independent Pleasures (such as physiological indicators; both written and
other expressions of aptitudes, vocational interests, Personality,
attitudes, or job performance, and so on), is burgeoningolese attention'
bee been devoted to advancing the technology of dtpetOent or
criterion measures. This is true of research having to do with selection
and classification, training and education, performance evaluation, human
factors, human and organizational development, and other areas of
psychology where a sound knowledge of the performance content domain with
which one is dealing should be the basic starting point for subsequent
research, As Christensen and Mills (1967) point out:

The criterion problem is much like the weather -

all Psychologists t4lk about it but very few do
much about it. And yet its central importance is

disputed by no one. Over twenty years .ago
Thorndike (Note 1, p. 29) attested to its
importance in military operations when he said,
"Certainly the most fundamental and probably also
tie most difficult problem in the Aviation
Psychology Program was that of obtaining
satisfactory criterion measures against which to
validate tests and evaluate variations of training
methods ". (p. 335).

A number of papers have recently been published about various
aspects of the "criterion problem" (e.g., Christensen & Mills, 1967;
Dunnette, 1963; Inn, Hulin & Tucker, 1972; Crooks, (Note 2). This work
has, as yet, failed to produce many concrete solutions. The discussions
have generallY been more useful in defining various aspects of the problem
than in demonstrating how thei might be handled.

In terms of what task analysis should be, or what it should
accomplish, Miller (1963) has argued that task analysis should involve the
systematic study of the behavioural requirements of tasks. Gagne (1963)
has suggested that it should allow inferences based on the Knowledge of
human functions concerning what kinds of abilities, skills and knowledge
are required in order for a human being to carry out specific tasks.
Kershner (Note 3) has indicated that job analysis should answer the
"what", "Pow" and "why" of tasks.
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Ammerman (Note 4), on the other hand, has been a bit more explicit,
suggesting that task analysis should: (a) yield an organizational scheme
accounting for all previous knowledge of relevant job activities, (b)
identify and account for all activities relevant to the specific job, (c)
take into account and be consistent with psychological concepts of human
behaviour, and hopefully, be generalizable to a range of jobs, and (c) be
temporarily practical and meaningful to users. Dumas and Muthard (Note 5)
have argued that task analysis should also offer: (a) classification of
tasks in situ to minimize the introduction of errors. (b) measurements
that are reliable and on interval scales insofar as is possible, and (c) a
methodology which is compatible with appropriate system analytic and
operations research techniques so that critical decisions made about
specific aspects of the job can be simultaneously related to other
important data elements.

It is difficult to argue with these lists of desirable task
analysis charactnristics and objectives. In a sense they have the glow of
motherhood. Unfortunately, in themselves, they do not imply how these
ends are to be achieved. This fact notwithstanding, the points raised
were regarded as desirable goals for the task analysis procedures outlined
in succeeding sections.

Task Description Versus Task Analysis

Most conventional task analysis strategies have been limited to the
use of specific data gathering procedures in conjunction with a rational
taxonomy. The intent in these studies is to classify task elements
according to psychological constructs reflecting the particular
theoretical predilections of the investigators.

Breaking a job down into a number of reasonably elementary
components and then rationally classifying these according to some scheme
can be useful as a first step in a larger program. This Process does not
go much beyond what Miller (1963) calls "task description". In addition
to these preliminary data collection and organizing phases, one requires
means for obtaining a behavioural understanding of the task requirements.
Miller has reserved the term "task analysis" for this latter process.

Fleishman (1967a, 196.7c) and Finley, Obermayer, Bertone, Meister
and Muckier (Note 6) have argued that investigators must strive to move
beyond the mere identification and classification of discrete task
elements in specific work settings to the distillation of a relatively
parsimonious set of unifying fundamental behavioural elements gathered
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from a number of settings. The Fleishman approach has tended to involve
examination of various aspects of performance in laboratory settings.
This has produced some very useful information but cannot avoid suffering
from a certain amount of artificiality since it ignores (and in many ways
is designed to eliminate) contextual factors. The importance of the
context in which tasks are performed is well recognized (see discussions
by Alluisi, 1969; Christensen & Mills, 1967; Grodsky, 1967; Miller,
1963; Prien & Ronan, 1971), and any deemphasis of it could not help but
constitute a major weakness of this approach. Finley et al. (Note 6)
nave argued for the identification of "fundamental behavioural dimensions"
underlying tasks identified in the "man-machine" environment, but after
conducting a fairly comprehensive review of the literature were unable to
suggest how this might be done.

Multidimens ional Sc42;ng

It was felt that multidimensional scaling, in conjunction with
regression analysis, and allied multivariate techniques might be suited to
she kinds of analyses called for in the preceeding section. In general,
given a matrix of numbers showing how similar each object in a set is to
each of the remaining objects in the same set, the goal of
multidimensional scaling (MDS) is to determine the minimum dimensionality
of the relationships as well as the projections or scale values of the
objects on each of the resulting dimensions. This, of course, is
precisely what one would like to do in task analysis.

MDSCAL (Kruskal, 1964a, 1964b) and other nonmetric multidimensional
scaling algorithms require input in the form of stimulus by stimulus
similarity (proximity) matrices showing but ordinal interrelationships
among the stimulus objects under study. For these data, the algorithms
attempt to derive a representation of n points (representing the objects)
in a geometric space of smallest dimensionality such that the original
proximities (let these be represented by Bij), and the final geometric
interpoint distances (let these be represented by dij) are related
monotonically. That is, so the geometric interpoint distances dij<dia
when the similarities Bij>ki (if the Bs are dissimilarities, one requires
Bij<Bki).

The analysis proceeds through a series of successive iterations.
One starts with an arbitrary initial configuration (of known
dimensionality in n points) which may be randomly generated; a "best
guess" on the part of the investigator, or created in a number of other
ways (e.g., the Young/Torgerson option used in the computer programme KYST
- see Kruskal, Young & Seery, Note 7). Starting from this initial
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configuration the n points are adjusted mathematically such that, in a
space of specified dimensionality, their distance interrelationships (dij)
more and more closely reflect the monotonic (ascending or descending)
interrelationships of the respective Pm The procedure continues until
one of a number of criteria has bE n met which indicates (either
absolutely, or in a practical sense) that no more improvement in the
solution is possible. The values of these criteria may be specified by
the investigator, and relate to the number of iterations conducted, how
fast: the solution is converging, or how well the monotoaic dij vs Bij .-

requirement is Met=

The index of how well the monotone relationship between the Bijs
and dis is met in a particular iteration has been referred to as stress
(Kruskal, 1964a). A zero stress value indicates that a perfect monotone
relationship exists between the dissimilarities and final fitted dijs.
Hampton (Note 8) presents a more extensive conceptual discussion of this
analytic model. One generally conducts separate analyses on the same
data, in a number of dimensionalities. One then chooses among the
separate solutions on the basis of goodness of fit (low stress), parsimony
(adequate representation in fewest dimensions), and interpretability (the
solution should make sense).

One might question the appropriateness of using data
interrelationships reflecting only ordinal qualities of measurement to
generate a metric configuration. In discussing the rationale underlying
nonmetric MDS, Shepard (1962) has argued that knowledge of ordinal
relationships of distances really implies much stronger than ordinal
measurement when the points to which the distances refer are considered in
the context of a configuration of known dimensionality. Further, the
greater the ratio of numbers of points to numbers of dimensions, the more
finitely the final configuration can be determined.

Method

Participants

Participants in this research project were either members of the
Air Observer trade in the Canadian Forces, or individuals having an
intimate working knowledge of it. The Air Observer is the primary
operator of sophisticated sensing and communications systems on military
ocean and Northern surveillance aircraft. To gain entry to this trade, an
individual must have been trained and have a good record in another trade
in the Canadian Forces. He must also have achieved a minimum standard on
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a test of general learning ability. Then, if selected in competition with
others meeting these criteria, the individual undergoes a demanding
programme of aircrew training. On the job itself, the Air Observer must
remain vigilant while monitoring equipment over long periods of time.
These periods are interspersed with sessions of rather intense and
critical activity.

Specific samples in this research programme included: (a) two
groups each of 28 Air Observers (henceforth referred to as OBS1 and OBS2),
(b) 21 Air Observers (referred to as SUPS) holding supervisory positions,
(c) five students (referred to as STUDS) undergoing final stages of
qualification training, and (d) eight commissioned officers (referred to
as ROS) with extensive experience in operations, operational training, and
staff capacities associated with the trade.

,Task Definiti9n

As a first step in defining the content domain for further study,
training manuals and checklists covering the range of Air Observer duties
in the Argus long range patrol aircraft were formulated into task elements
and classified according to the Berliner, Angell and Shearer (Note 9)
taxonomy.

As a cross-check, the task elements were reviewed for completeness
and independently categorized according to the taxonomy by instructors at
the Maritime Operational Aircrew Training Squadron, Canadian Forces Base
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. These individuals were well acquainted with all
aspects of the Air Observer job, since each had many hundreds of hours
experience with it, both in training, and in operational capacities. The
information from this step was compared to that from the former one.

In a third iteration of the procedure, the task elements generated
in the former two steps were categorized according to the taxonomy by
senior operational personnel at Canadian Forces Base Greenwood. These
results were compared to the composite of the former two steps. In each
of the separate applications of the taxonomy, when discrepancies were
found, these were resolved by negotiation with representatives of the
various groups involved. In most cases, consensus was easily achieved.

Finally, the author and two colleagues flew several operational
training missions with Argus crews. The purpoSes of these flights were to
offer an intuitive idea of some of the contextual and environmental
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circumstances in which the tasks are performed.

The procedures described above produced more than 350 task
elements, which were far too many to be handled by txisting.MDS
strategies. Further, the elements differed in level of abstraction (a
list of the elements is presented in Rampton, Note 8). In an attempt to
come to grips with these problems, the total list was reviewed with the
hcop of ^ff4c°r with -xtens4ve ^per-tional exp,mrience (mor,. th-n 2500
hours in the Argus aircraft), and reformulated into 166 task functions.
These functions were generated so that all were at about the same level of
abstraction, and were couched in phraseology and jargon that would be
readily understood by the Air Observer. Three statements were added to
this list on the basis cf pilot work with the experimental procedures.
The resulting list of 169 task functions is presented in Rampton (Note 8).

Materials

The materials assembled for each participant involved:

1. One or two decks of computer cards, each containing
169 cards on the top of which were printed the 169
task functions (one to a card). Each card also had
a unique identification code punched, but not
printed in columns 72-80.

2. One or two white computer cards on which were
printed spaces for identification and other
pertinent information.

3. One or two decks of 16 blue pile-separator cards
each containing one of the numbers from 1 - 16.

4. One or two sheets of paper on which all possible
pairings of the numbers from 1 - 15 (a number was
not paired with itself) were arranged in random
order, making n(n-1)/2 r. 105 pairs.

5. A booklet containing all task statements.
Accompanying each of these booklets were three sets
(of a possible seven) of five point scales. The
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full set of variables were: (a) degree of
concentration required in performing the task, (b)
difficulty level of the task, (c) manual skill
required in performing the task, (d) the importance
of the task to successful completion of missions in
which it is typically performed, (e) the cooperation
or teamwork generally required to complete the task,
(f) the importance of speed or working quickly to
successful completion of the task, and (g) the
degree of mental effort (decision making,
calculating, memory, and planning) required to
successfully complete the task.

The duplicate materials alluded to in points 1 - 5 above, were used in a
test - retest reliability study of the sorting task described below.

Experimental Design

Pilot work had suggested that order effects might be important in
the presentation of the task statements and answer sheets, Therefore, as
a first step in incorporating a partial balance into the presentation of
the task statements to participants, the following four blocks of
statements were created: (a) thirty items relating to antisubmarine
warfare, (b) fifty items relating to electronic counter-measures and
communications, (c) forty-nine items relating to detection functions, and
(d) forty items relating to the use of RADAR. These blocks were
independently organized into two four-by-four Latin squares. One of these
was used for balancing the presentation of items in the card deck, and the
other was used for presenting the items in the task statement booklet. To
control for order effects in presentation of the three rating scales to be
used by each person (time constraints dictated that all seven sets of
scales could not be done by each), these were arranged in a Youden square
design.

The design precautions outlined above provided four different task
booklet combinations, four different card deck combinations, and seven
different answer sheet combinations. As an additional control for any
interaction between book type and answer sheet presentation, the book and
answer sheet combinations were arranged in blocks of twenty-eight (i.e., 4
books x 7 answer sheet combinations = 28) so that each answer sheet
combination was paired with each of the book types. Within each-block of
twenty-eight book/answer sheet combinations, the four deck types were
assigned so that seven of each type were randomly represented in each
block.
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Integers from one to twenty-eight were then randomly assigned to
the book/answer sheet/deck combinations. These numbers represented the
order of presentation of specific treatment combinations to participants.
Four separate blocks were created in this way with assignment of
participants to treatments being independently randomly assigned in each.
The first two blocks of this design were reserved for the OBS1 and OBS2,
while the third block was reserved for the first twenty-eight SUPS and
ROS. The remaining participants (the STUDS and others) were assigned in
order to treatment combinations in the fourth block.

Procedure

The experimental procedure followed is outlined iu more detail in
Hampton (Note 8), but basically consisted of having participants sort, and
the subsort the piles of task statements on the basis of the similarity
they felt existed in the performance of the functions on each of the
cavds. Free, but not completely unconstrained sorting was used, in that a
maximum of 15 piles were to be used in the major sorts (with an additional
"miscellaneous" pile to be created only if absolutely necessary), with a
maximum of five to be used in the subsorts (again, with an additional
sixth pile val.; to be used if required). The max'mum numbers of piles
for both the sorts and subsorts were chosen on the basis of what a rather
extensive pilot project suggested were more than required by most
participants.

Between the sort and subsorting stages, participants were asked to
serially number all of the major piles which they had placed on the table
in front of them. On a sheet of paper containing 105 scales each with the
headings "Category X", "Category Y", (where X and Y stood for the numbers
attached to the categories) and the numbers from 1 to 5, participants
rated the similarity of all possible pairings of the constructs reflected
in each of the piles.

After the above steps were completed, a booklet containing all task
statements was distributed to each individual. Inserted inside the back
cover of the booklet were three sheets of defined scales to allow rating
of each task function on the variables: (a) Concentration Required, (b)
Difficulty, (c) Manual Skill Required, (d) Importance, (e) Cooperation or
Teamwork Involved, (f) Speed Required, and (g) Mental Effort Required.
Taking each of the three sheets of paper separately, participants were
instructed to go through the task statement booklet three times, and to
rate each task according to the variables defined on the respective sheets
of piper.



After all data were collected, a card containing biographical
formation was keypunched and concatenated with the pile rating and other
to described above to form the test data set for each person. A
mputer programme assigned proximity indices between task statements for
eh individual as follows: (a) if two statements were not grouped
gether they received a proximity index of 6 - X; where X was the
milarity rating assigned their respective major categories, (b) if two
atements were grouped together after the first sort but not after the
condo they received a conjoint score of 7, and (c) if two statements
re grouped together after the final sort they were assigned a score of

Stimulus by stimulus half matrices (without diagonal) having (169 x
69 - 1) 1/2 = 14,196 similarity estimates as entries were thus produced
r each individual.

Analypes ALlaBrie t Discussion sd: kesulls

Liability af. Ile, Sorted, Indices

Thirty-one of the journeyman (OBS1 and OBS2) Observers repeated the
sting and pile rating stages for a test-retest reliability study. Each
lividual received the same combinations of materials in both sessions
:ept that on retest, the unidimensional ratings were not done.

A more comprehensive justification for the use of sort-generated
ocimity indices as input for multidimensional scaling, their
lability, and validity, is presented elsewhere (Hampton, Note 8).
Tice to mention here that dissimilarity indices produced by taking
thmetic means across individuals in each of the test and retest
aions, and then computing a Pearson r down the respective aggregate
ximity indices between sessions, produced a correlation of .94, thus
Jesting considerable retest reliability.

Thirty of the individuals who participated in 'the test-retest
lability study were divided into groups on an even-odd basis. Two
regate proximity matrices were created by taking arithmetic means of
dissimilarity indices across individuals in each group. A correlation
computed down the respective aggregate proximity indices in the test
retest sessions producing within-group consistency correlations of .83
.83, respectively. These values give further evidence that

siderable consistency existed in the way that different individuals
2eived the task statements.
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Nonlinear MDS Analyses

Five half matrices consisting of average similarity indices for the
ROS, SUPS, OBS1, OBS2, and STUDS were calculated by computing arithmetic
means of respective stimulus by stimulus values across all individuals in
each group. An additional "total average" (AVE) matrix was created by
calculating analogous indices over all participants. Data in these six
matrices served as the basic input for the MDS analyses.

As nonmetric MDS programMes iterate toward a goal of stress
minimization, they may get caught up in less than optimal solutions by
locating local function minimums. This is more likely to occur the more
dissimilar the initial configuration is from the "optimal" configuration.
Spence (1972), in a rather extensive empirical comparison of a number of
MDS strategies, indicated that a procedure developed by Young and
Torgerson (1967) may effectively circumvent local minimum problems. This
algorithm, which involves using conventional metric MDS on input data to
produce an initial configuration for the nonlinear MDS was modified
slightly and used to start MDSCAL analyses of the AVE proximity matrix.
As shown in steps 1 to 3 of the schematic analysis representation of Table
1, this modification involved creating a randomly augmented "initial"
matrix for MDSCAL of the AVE data, and was required since KYST can handle
proximity matrices reflecting but 60 elements vice the 169 involved in
this project. Figure 1 represents a plot of the stress values of AVE
MDSCAL analyses in configuration dimensionalities from ten down to two.

Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 about here

The resulting 169 x 10 AVE configuration was used as the initial
configuration for MDSCAL analyses of each of the ROS, SUPS, OBS1, OBS2,
and STUDS proximity data. Numbers of iterations and stress values for
these analyses are listed at the bottom of Table 1.

Representation of the task dimension scale values would require more space
than is justified here, but may be obtained from Rampton (Note 8). Visual
inspection of these values showed considerable similarity across
configurations.
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ComparAS MDS Struc sires Using, Regression Analysis

Multiple linear regression (REGRESS - see Millert Shephard & Chang,

1972, for a discussion of the specific technique used) provided the means
for a more rigorous comparison across configurations. ResUlts of these
analyses are presented in Tables 2 to 5. an the

Insert Tables 2 to 5 about here

terminology of the traditional test - criterion validation paradigm: (a)

the ten dimensions of the SUPS, OBS1, OBS2, and STUDS configurations
served as "predictors" in separate analyses, (b) each of the 10 ROS

dimensions served in turn as a "criterion" in each set of analyses (SUPS
vs. ROS, OBS1 vs. ROS, OBS2 vs. ROS, and STUDS vs. ROS), and (c) the

169 task statements served as "subjects" in each run. One can conceive of

these analyses as equivalent to locating directions or vectors in the

SUPS, OBS1, OBS2, and STUDS configurations correlating most highly with
each of the 10 ROS dimensions. Thus the multiple correlations (Rs) of

Tables 2 to 5 reflect the strength of relationship between these best
fitting, artificial ROS vectors, and the actual ROS dim ensions. The Rs

are seen to be generally quite large. (Computing confidence intervals in
the manner suggested by Garrett (1966, P. 416) indicates that a critical
value of R1.20 is required to be statiAically significant at p<.01 for
each of the multiple Rs reported in this section).

The ROS were chosen as the primary reference group in these

analyses because: (a) they generally had more experience with the tasks
than did individuals in the other groups, and (b) they were all senior

supervisors, trainers, or responsible for maintaining
proficiency/performance standards. For present purposes, this latter

point is particularly relevant. The three functions subsumed within it
imply that these individuals should tend to represent what might be called
the "official point of view" about technical aspects of task performance.

The matrix of direction cosines in each of the tables shows that

these fitted ROS vectors and the initial configuration dimensions for each
group corresponded in a one to one fashion. While the SUPS, OBS1, and

OBS2 configurations differed little in the degree to which they related to
the ROS dimensions, the STUDS data did not show as much correspondence.

Fleishman (1967b) has shown that as people become more proficient
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at complex tasks, different kinds of abilities contribute to performance.
This might explain why the STUDS' configuration did not show as much
correspondence to that of the ROS as did those of the more experienced
groups. Fleishman's observation would also lead one to expect that those

groups most alike in experience and proficiency would perceive underlying
dimensions of their jobs more similarly than groups less alike on these

variables. To test whether this might be borne out in the present data,
Rs were calculated between dimensions from the OBS1 configuration and each
of the OBS2 dimensions. Table 6 summarizes the results of these analyses.

Insert Table 6 about here

These two configurations can be seen to correspond very highly, both in

content and orientation.

Cosines of .00 existed between the original MDSCAL ROS dimensions.
In Tables 2 to 5 however, one observes that many of the cosines
(correlations) between the ROS vectors, when fitted into the

configurations of remaining groups are considerably larger than .00 in
absolute value. (A cosine or correlation of .00 denotes an angle of 90 °).
For example, eight, nine, six, and twelve ROS intervector cosines in the
SUPS, OBS1, OBS2, and STUDS configurations, respectively, exceeded .30 in

absolute value. Seven of the cosines in the STUDS configuration had more
than three values this large. Further, the two largest values in the

STUDS configuration (.62 and - .75) far exceeded the next largest values
in any of the other configurations. This evidence strongly suggests that
the groups responded to the task functions in systematically different
ways. It also indicates that the STUDS differed more from the ROS in this
regard than did the other groups.

Contrary to expectation, however, the SUPS did not appear to be

significantly more like the ROS than did the OBS1 and OBS2. (A probable

reason for this is given in Rampton (Note 8), and relates to historical
training and experience commonalities shared by the OBS1, OBS2 and ROS
that were not as similar for many of the SUPS). Smaller intervector

correlatidns did result when the OBS2 content dimensions were inserted
into the OBS1 configuration (as shown in Table 6, only five of the OBS2

fitted vectors in the OBS1 configuration exceeded .30). This indicates

that the OBS1 and OBS2 formed a relatively homogeneous dyad when

considered in the context of the four groups of "skilled" participants.
In total, this evidence is taken as supporting a contention that the more

similar two groups are in skill, experience level, and other
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characteristics, the more similarly they will perceive salient aspects of
their work.

_Relation iletween Confixurations ADA Rate( Properties

Average unidimensional ratings for eachof the 169 task statements
of the seven variables defined earlier (see Hampton, Note 8, for the
instructions and format under which these scales were administered), were
calculated by taking arithmetic means of respective task ratings over all
individuals. Numbers of respondents per scale were: Concentration (37),
Difficulty (38), Manual Skill (41), Importance (37), Cooperation (39),
Speed (39), and Mental Effort (36). These numbers were not all equal
because: (a) the scales, Importance, Concentration, and Mental Effort,
for-one of the OBS2 individuals were not completed properly and had to be
discarded, and (b) the fourth Youden square was incomplete (containing but
six participants), so that the answer sheet balance inherent in each
complete block was unfulfilled in the last one.

REGRESS was used to locate vector orientations in the AVE, ROS,
SUPS, OBS1, OBS2, and STUDS configurations showing maximum correspondence
to each of the average rated properties. The results of these analyses
are shown in Tables 7 to 12. The format of these tables parallels that of
Tables 2 to 6. Multiple correlations or Rs between the 10 dimensions for
each group and each of the seven rated properties are shown as the first
line of numbers in each table. Each table also provides a matrix of
direction cosines showing how the fitted vectors were oriented in the
respective configural spaces, as well as a matrix of cosines showing the
interrelationships of the vectors in the space.

Tables 13 to 22 represent an attempt to interpret each of the ten
AVE content dimensions produced in the analyses. Each table contains a
statement summarizing the definitions derived for each dimension. Each
also contains a listing of twenty of the more salient tasks (ten on each
end. of the dimension) to serve as typical representatives of these
constructs. Interpreting these dimensions turned out to be a complex
process. While the data in Tables 7 to 12 were the primary sources of
information used, simultaneous consideration of this information with
virtually all that contained in Tables 2 to 6, and the loadings of the
tasks on the dimensions were necessary. It was quickly discovered that an
intimate working knowledge of each of the tasks was also essential, and
the author was fortunate in being able to rely on colleagues at the
Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit, (having considerable
experience with the content domain under study) and experienced
Navigator/Radio Officers working at military establishments in the local



area to assist him in this regard.

While the Rs in Tables 7 to 12 are all significant at P<.01, they
are generally small to moderate in absolute value. (This is perhaps
understandable given the inherent limitations of this kind of criterion
measure). Further, one notices similar multiple correlation and direction
cosine profiles across tables. Difficulty and Manual Skill tend to have
lowest saliences in each configuration; Importance, Cooperation, and
Mental Effort generally have moderate salience; while Speed and
Cooperation typically show largest relationship.

The matrices of direction cosines showing correspondence between
the fitted vectors and the configural dimensions, as well as the matrices
of cosines of angles between property vectors in the configurations were
useful for interpretive purposes. They depict the relationships among the
properties and dimensions as well as the interrelationships between the
properties when located in the configuration.

In examining the evidence in Tables 7 - 12, it is important to
remember that though the Youden square arrangement was set up to balance
presentation of the scales, this balance was not complete since the last
experimental block was only partially filled. One should also be aware
that the properties are somewhat confounded. This granted, it is apparent
from the matrices of cosines of angles between the property vectors in the
configurations, that the property ratings reflected more than subject
variance confounding, or halo. Further, the relationship profiles are
reasonably consistent across all configurations, and make a great deal of
intuitive sense. For example, the properties Concentration, Difficulty,
Importance, Speed, and Mental Effort show moderate to large
interrelationships. The only variable which shows consistent relationship
to Cooperation is Manual Skill, reflecting the fact that many of the
heavy, physical tasks done on the Argus aircraft by an Air Observer are
typically done in cooperation with someone else.

Implications and Possible Research Extensions

The results of Tables 2 to 12 make sense when considered solely on
the basis of the structural representations, as well as when considered in
the context of external criteria. This augurs well for the validity of
the form and content of the dimensions produced, and thus the methodology
used to produce them. Howerr, some question might still remain as to the
relevance of these data the context of the "criterion problem". One
might, for example, ouestion whether the tas!s functions as derived were
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the most useful entities on which to base the dimensional analyses, and
whether actual or simulated job problems (such as the circuit types
typically repaired by naval aviation technicians used by Schultz & Siegel,
Note 10, or the simulated air traffic control situations used by Landis,
Silver, Jones & Messick, 1967) might not be more appropriate. These and a
number of related issues are discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

Approprig_toux QL sit& Fuosuans 130,j,c Analytic Untts_

Ihe,514/91.0neratorYAL Task CIRM.teristiqs. The basis on
which similarity of dissimilarity judgements are made in a MDS study must
have an important bearing on results. Both the Schultz and Siegel (1962)
and the Landis et al. (1967) studies required participants to make
proximity Judgements on the basis of the similarity of the slikall.aLlitt
while the Air Observers and Radio Officers were asked to make their
decisions on the basis of lisa smiles 1121 tasks azP JA. This
difference in emphasis is believed important. In a sense, the distinction
relates to the difference between the analysis of task performance in
terms of szser-ktat ratuaterlstkes. versus task chatswasastiat discussed by
various authors (e.g., Prien & Ronan, 1971; Wheaton, Note 11). It seems
obvious that dimensions produced from MDS of proximities based solely on
judgements of similarity (or dissimilarity) of job problems or the like,
must have a primarily "task characteristics" perspective, and inferences
about abilitY/skill components will likely be possible only indirectly,
through consideration of the configurations in the context of personal
correlates (as was done by Landis et al.).

In the present investigation, an attempt was made to maintain an
"operator" Perspective. This was the reason for orienting instructions so
that participants would respond on the basis of how similar the tasks were
to do rather than on the basis of other attributes. Although analyses
based on judgements of task similarity per se may be of interest in other
applications, the outcome would not likely reflect the kinds criterion
(e.g., abilitY/skill) dimensions under investigation here. These comments
should not, however, be construed as criticism of other approaches. For
example, the PUrpose of the Landis et al. investigation differed from the
one reported here. Thus, even if their approach were applied to the
present situation, dissimilar (though hopefully complementary) results
would be expected. A potentially useful extension to the reserch in this
investigation, in fact, might be to prepare a number of tactical or other
situations typically faced by Air Observers and to use these in place of
the task functions in proximity generation and MDS procedures analogous to
those outlined earlier. A comparison with the dimensions Produced to
those in this Project could then be made. One would not expect the two
sets of configurations to overlap completely, but one would hope that they
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would be meaningfully relatable to each other.

_Number an or Task Entities. In reviewing the
literature for studies that have used MDS or related analytic approaches
in task analysis, one is struck by the relatively small number of entities
(tasks functions, simulated aerodrome situations, etc.) typically
involved. For example, Brown (1967) used a sample of 18 task statements.
Siegel and Schultz (Note 12) also used 18 task statements, Smith and
Siegel (1967) used 34 task functions, and Landis et al. (1967) used 30
simulated air traffic control problems. In many of these applications,
the investigators may have been limited either by the numbers of objects
their computer programmes could handle, or by the amount of labour their
method of generating proximities required of participants.

A number of procedures have been designed to economize on
participant labour. Other procedures have been created which use separate
computer runs to build up MDS solutions containing more objects than can
be handled in a single run. Kruskal et al. (Note 7) Provides a brief'
introduction to some of these techniques. Alternatively, if one has
access to sufficient computing resources, it is sometimez, possible to
enlargel the computer programmes to handle as many stimuli as are
needed. Although these procedures have been available for some time, most
investigators have either reduced the number of tasks by picking a small
sample of all those possible, or defined the tasks at such a gross level
of generality that a small number provided a global description of the
job.

There are a number of potential difficulties in having relatively
few task statements in a MDS analysis: with a small number of objects
(and thus interrelationships) one cannot possibly obtain many dimensions,
even if a larger number exists in the content domain. Further, the
smaller the ratio, number of objects/number of dimensions, the less
reliable or tightly constrained will be the final configuration.

In using MDS in task analysis, it is important to recognize that
the level of generality with which the task statements are derived, though
somewhat arbitrary, will have an important bearing on the results. For
example, except for some work to make level of abstraction a bit more
equitable, and to recast some in language that would be more readily

1. Enlarging the MDSCAL and REGRESS programmes for this research project
proved somewhat complicated. Copies of these computer programmes may
be obtained from the author.
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understood by participants, the total set of 350 task elements might have
served as the basis for similarity judgements and subsequent MDS analyses.

Vernon (1965) has proposed that one can view skilled behaviour as
being structured hierarchically. At the apex are broad factors, each
accounting for performance in a wide range of tasks. Below these, and
serving as building blocks for them, are successive hierarchical layers of
increasingly specific abilities, which, though pertaining to the same
variance as the layers above, also account for some of the variance in
more disparate tasks. From this perspective, the more specific and
detailed one can be in generating task statements, the better. Thus, a
comprehensive, specific list composed of many items should, other things
being equal, account for more content variance than a general list
composed of few. Within this conceptual framework, it should always be
possible to produce a more general MDS configuration from a specific one
by suitable rotation and/or clustering procedures, but not the
converse--that is, one could not move from general solution to specific
solution,

However, one is limited in the extent to which one can handle a

long, detailed task statement list by the purely practical considerations
of work capacity of participants, and computer resources. Even with a

major effort to economize, both of these resources were stretched about as
far as they could in this study. Thus the 169 task statements reflect a

compromise between the desirability of having more and more detail vs.
practical resourse constraints.

Generalizing Aus-Los Work Situatilas

The task analysis methodology used to investigate the Air Observer
trade was designed to be as general as possible so that the same format
could be used in many work situations. This was one of the major reasons
for deciding on the two step task descriptive phase of: (a) breaking the
job down into task elements and categorizing these according to an
established task taxonomy, and (b) summarizing and rewording the content
from the previous step into task functions designed to be at about the
same level of generality and in language that could be understood by
participants. With this process as a means of defining tho content to

study in each application, it should be possible to apply the methodology
across trades with only minor adjustments.

In doing across-trade comparisons, one might start with a number of
trades, each sharing content with at least some of the others. That is,
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one might have trade A sharing some components with trade B, trade B with
trade C, A with D, and perhaps (but not necessarily) A with C. Note that
each trade would not have to overlap with every other trade in the set,
and that there need be no limit to the number of trades involved (except
regarding practical constraints). One can imagine the situation as being
represented by a Venn diagram of overlapping circles, each circle
representing a trade. With the adding of more trades, it is possible that
any two (say A and Z), though linked together by a pathway of other
overlapping trades, might share no common variance.

Taking any two trades, for example A and B, one could process each
through the task descriptive phase of the task analysis methodology,
ensuring that the tank functions derived for each were at about the same
level of generality. Identically worded task functions corresponding to
the content shared by the two trades would be generated and included in
the total set of task functions for each trade.

Suppose that 100 and 109 task functions were created for trades A
and B respectively, and of these, 41 were common. One would run through
the proximity generation, MDS, and other methodological phases for each
trade. Then, the 41 common task functions could be used as a nucleus
around which to build a combined A + B configuration using the FIX option
of an enlarged KYST computer programme (Kruskal et al., Note 7). One
could repeat the procedure by adding trade C to obtain a combined A + B +
C configuration, and/or separate A + C, B +C configurations. The FIX,
KYST option, in conjunction with suitable algebraic manipulations, should
allow one to infer interrelationships of tasks'not shared by two jobs from
knowledge of interrelationships of those that were. One would want to
build in a number of cross checks to ensure that the results were
consistent (i.e., in the configuration combination A + B + C one might
start the process from different points -- e.g., C and B rather than A and
B, to ensure the end result was the same).

In effect, the procedures as outlined should allow one to predict
analytically, how tasks from different work situations might relate to
each other if they were together, and could thus represent a powerful tool
for the structuring and restructuring of jobs. Another important use of
these procedures, of course, would be as a means of integrating task
analysis data from complex work environments.

he MDS Dimegsions as Criteria

Before the true signiticance of the methodology illustrated in this
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paper can be evaluated, it is necessary to establish how well, or indeed
whether, the "poi.entialr of the approach is translatable into reality. In
the context of aptitude test development for example, one might ask
whether any of the 10 performance dimensions were suggestive of kinds of
tests that might predict training or job success in an applicant to the
Air Observer trade. The following paragraphs outline research bearing on
this point. It was conducted by a colleague of the author's at the
Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit and is more fully
documented elsewhere (Fournier, Note 18).

The Crkteriori Dimensions At a Basis for Developing Anttlude Tests

Early in the task analysis program while observing the Air Observer
at work, it was noted that much of the job entails processing information
from two or more sources at once, particularly in visual and auditory
modes. This observation was substantiated in later stages of the analyses
by the appearance of Dimensions I and II as defined in Tables 13 and 14.

As Fournier (Note 1$) states:

For example, all crew members must monitor the
intercommunication system while performing visual
detection functions. Many of the work stations require
the operator to manipulate equipment, monitor for
targets, monitor for equipment malfunctions, and report
status of detections while maintaining currency with the
tactical scenario and crew communications (p. 1-2)

The fact that individuals respond differently when two or more
physical or perceptual demands are made simultaneously than when either
are presented singly has been noted for some time. For example, Chiles,
Alluisi and Adams (1968), and Chiles and Jennings (Note 19) have suggested
that individuals differ in their ability to "time-share" or "shift gears"
from the requirements of one aspect to another. These authors have even
implied that, in eliciting these differences, the nature of the task is
not as important as the level cf time sharing on the part of the operator.

Thus far, the effects on performance of having to "time-share" has
been studied primarily in "dual-task" contexts in which information
processing or action is required on stimuli presented simultaneously from
both a primary and a secondary source. Performance measures taken under
these conditions are compared uo those taken when the stimuli from each
source are presented separately. A drop in performance from the
single-task situation to the dual-task situation is generally noted (see
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Johnston, Greenberg, Fisher & Martin, 1970; Posner & Boles, 1971;
Shulman & Greenberg, 1971; Smith, 1969; Taylor, Lindsay & Forbes, 1967).
It has been suggested that the drop in performance from single-task
presentation to dual-task presentation is inversely proportional to the
"spare processing capacity" of the operator when he handles the primary
task situation alone (Brown, 1962).

It is obvious from a number of the tasks loading at the low end of
Dimension I that performance required simply to do a task.. is not
necessarily what makes it complex for the Air Observer. The milieu, or
what may be going on when the task is performed is also significant. For
example, tasks 144 and 145 may not be complex to perform in and of
themselves, but when they must be done under operational conditions, the
situation can be complex. In this context, the individual must
simultaneously process information from a variety of sources, as well as
perform a number of other functions. Dimension II reflects even more
directly a general requirement on the part of the Observer to handle dual
or multi-source tasks. Tasks loadings at the high end of this dimension
tend to be those in which an individual must accumulate, process and
synthesize information (often received simultaneously) from several
sources before making a decision.

On the basis of the evidence that the ability to simultaneously
process information from more than one source was important to an Air
Observer, a dual-task situation was created by presenting: (a) a primary
task consisting of a number of slides each showing five pictures of
aircraft in different orientations and attitudes along with readings on
two aircraft instruments (artificial horizon and compass), and (b) a
secondary task consisting of an auditorily presented series of random
digits with a presentation rate of two seconds.

Forty-nine Observers (some of whom had participated in the task analysis
study) were asked to select the aircraft picture corresponding to
information presented on the instruments while repeating aloud, in
sequence, one random digit after being given the next.

The psychometric qualities of the dual-task measures and their
relation to on-job criteria in "concurrent validity comparisons" are
presented in detail elsewhere (Fournier, Note 13). The following
quotation from this source is provided as a succinct statement of some of
these findings:

Measures of the drop in performance (dual-task
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decrement) observed when the two tasks were combined
compared to performance levels when done separately,
showed that some Observers were able to perform in the
dual-task situation better than others. The dual-task
measures were not significantly related to operational
experience...the Radar Simulator criterion...was
significantly related to other criterion measures but
did not appear to reflect a large dual-task component.

Dual-task test measures were systematically
(significantly) and positively related to job-related
performance measures including supervisor rank ordering,
peer ratings, final radar training grades, and three
indices produced by combining the subjective and
objective criteria measures (p. 11).

In adddition, though requiring confirmation by cross-validation,
the evidence suggested tnat the dual-task measure offered a significant
prediction increment when combined with selection procedures already in
use.

The above example shows but one way the information from Tables 13
to 22 could be used as a basis for creating aptitude measures. Another
strategy would be to examine tasks loading at either pole of specific
content dimensions with a view to developing task replicas as measures of
aptitude. In creating these instrumens one would, of course, try to
limit those tasks aspects that are dependent on specific previous
learning. The practice of using work samples as predictors of later
success in training and/or work situations is an established practice (see
Cronbach, 1960). In fact, the only departure from tradition proposed
here, i3 that the work sample would be selected on the basis of prior
evidence that it contained a large component of a previously identified
construct. More conventionally, job samples are generally introduced on a
cut and try, intuitive basis. Then, if the resulting instrument predicts
adequately, it survives. Often however, it is difficult to determine
exactly what is being measured in these applications.

One notes from the interpretations given in Tables 13 to 22 that
only Dimensions I, II, III, VII and perhaps VI seem to reflect
aptitude-like qualities. Remaining dimensions appear to have more to do
with task interrelationships and the milieu in which they are performed.
Thus there is some evidence that the content dimensions are of different
types. Participants in the study were asked to sort on the basis of how
similar the tasks were to do. Therefore, given that attrAbuteSNother than
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aptitude-related ones were relevant in making the sorting decisions, one

would expect these to be reflected-L1 the results.

Criterion dimensions identifies; and interpreted as in this study

can be used to help decide what aptitude measures might be useful in a

particular application. After this has been done, and the instruments

prepared, one could use information arising from these dimensions to

suggest the form and content of criterion data to use in validating the

tests. There are a number of ways that the information from Tables 13-22
could assist in this process.

Criterion Data Collection Procedures

Evidence that reliable unidimensional scales can be generated from

the-- dimensions produced in MDS studies has been provided by Schultz and
Siegel (Note 161. These studies were conductei' before the advent of

recent MDS technology. As a consequence they were restricted to rather
limited sets of stimuli. In spite of these limitations, these studies

contain implications for significant extensions to the research

methodology illustrated in the Air Observer research programme.

In one study for example, Schultz and Siegel (Note 10) used MDS to

investigate content dimensions underlying successive interval judgements
of 18 tasks J:.:-s,...ated with the trade of electronics technician in the

U.S. Navy. The following four dimensions were produced:

Electro-Comprehenbion, Equipment Operation and Inspection, Electro-Repair,

and ,Electro-Safety. Taking dimension definitions derived from task

loadings on each of the dimensions, the authors asked technicians to: (a)

judge each task on the basis of its perceived relationship to each of the
four dimensions: and (b) think of and evaluate other technicians on the

task as viewed from the dimension definitions. From these judgements

unidimensional scales were produced which met Thurstone and Guttman

scaling requirements. For example, the indices of consistency I, which
Green (1956) states should be .50 or higher before a set of items can be

considered to scale in the Guttman sense were: Electro-Comprehension
(.62), Equipment Operation and Inspection (.68), Electro-Repair (.74), and

Electro-Safety 77). Correlations between the direct task ratings on

each of the defi.-.7 dimensions and the task loadings on each dimension

produced in MDS analyses were Electro-Comprehension (.88), Operation
and Inspection (.79), Electro-Repair (.67), and Electro-Safety (.50).

Generalizing from the Schultz and Siegel research program to that
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outlined in this paper has limitations because of the small number (18) of
stimuli used in the former. The investigators were undoubtedly restricted
by the number of variables their computer programmes could handle. The
task analysis literature, however, (some of which was summarized earlier)
suggests that this list of 18 tasks was either incomplete as a reflection
of a skilled trade like Electronics Technician, or too general to serve as
the basis of a task analysis in any realistic sense.

Following the lead of Schultz and Siegel (Note 16), one might use
the definitions in Tables 13 to 22 as a basis for generating separate
unidimensional scales. The correlations between task scale values on
these scales and the task projections on the respective MDS dimensions
would serve as indices of the adequacy of the scale development process.
Large values would give one confidence in the unidimensional scales,
attest to the validity of the MDS results, and support the individual
interpretations ascribed. If some of the correlations were too small, one
might try adjusting the scale definitions and then redoing the
unidimensional scaling. Successive iterations with this strategy should
sharpen the dimensional definitions. If the definitions of certain
dimensions could not be brought into focus, this would serve as a cue that
more study of the process or methodology used to generate them was
required.

A number of conventional rating and ranking procedures (Torgerson,
1958) could be used to compare individual performance against the
dimension definitions for purposes of collecting criteria data for test
validation, and/or performance evaluation for promotions, job transfers,
special assignments, and so on. Alternatively, one could investigate the
feasibility of using task loadings on the content dimensions as the basis
for "behaviourally based rating scales" analogous to those developed by
Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey,'and Hellervik (1973); Fogli, Hulin, and Blood
(1971); Landy and Gtlion (1970), Smith and Kendall (1963); and Zedeck and
Baker (1972). Since task scale values on each of the derived dimensions
are already available, it would be possible to circumvent many of the
scale development phases described by the above authors.-

Suppose one had MDS contewt., dimensions that were subsequently
defined and redefined using Guttman procedures as described earlier in
this section. Then to form a behaviourally based scale one would need
only to select a number of tasks that were reasonably well distributed
along the dimension. (Though perhaps not absolutely essential, it might
be wise to select tasks loading only on the dimension of interest). Since
the MDS/Guttman scaling.procedurea should have provided reasonably clear
scale definitions, interpretation problems should be minimal if raters
could be induced to concentrate (i.e., in comparing ratee performance to
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that required to do the task at a certain level of prQficiencv) only on
the dimensional description of interest.

Concjulion

The research programme outlined in this paper was predicated on a
contention that adequate technology for delineating
performance/behavioural dimensions inherent in job tasks exists, and
requires only to be organized and implemented in a systematic way. One
set of procedures for doing this was presented by illustration in a task
analysis of the Air Observer trade in the Canadian Forces. The results of
these analyses: were reliable and internally consistent within relatively
homogeneous groups of individuals; were readily and meaningfully
generalizable across a variety of work situations (experience and
responsibility levels); showed promise of being valid in terms of
producing meaningful results showing significant relationship to external
variables and being readily integrated into larger bodies of scientific
knowledge; and had implications that could be extended in other studies.

There is no intent to imply that the methodology outlined
represents a panacea for the "criterion problem" in its many facets. The
goals and requirements of task analysis should change from application to
application, necessitating corresponding adjustments in research
methodology. The taxonomy and judgemental strategy (e.g., sorting or
other procedures) for generating proximity indices, as well as the MOS
models and other analytic techniques should be tailored to suit the
specific application.

In Cronbach and Gleser's (1965) terms, the procedures outlined in
this paper must be considered somewhat "narrow band" but hopefully of
"high fidelity". Where data from "wider band" procedures were required
(e.g., when investigating trade or occupational structures in large
organizations), other kinds of methodologies are likely to be required.
This qualification being granted, the evidence suggests that, taken
together, the kinds of procedures used in the Air Observer task analysis
represent a comprehensive, integrated research methodology not previously
available. This methodology may not be universally appropriate, but when
sensibly and appropriately applied, can produce reliable, internally
consistent, and valid results of both theoretical and practical import.
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IL

STEPS COMMENTS

60 TASKS 1
SELECTED
FROXIMITIES
EXTRACTED

a. tasks selecteil to sample a reasonably broad

b. corresponding 60(60-1)/2 intertask similarities
extracted from total 169(169-1)/2 BUS matrix.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a. as a prelude to Step
KYST runs were conducted
Torgerson, and random
Visual comparisons indicated
were quite similar.
final KYST solution involved
in 6 dimensions.
after 9 preiterations
minimum reached after
two .17.
final configuration rotated
components.

last 4 columns (dimensions)
random numbers from a
0.05 x 5 I.O.

stress two started at
.11 (stress one . .03)
During this step the
enlarged, and modified
disc. The }WS proximity
test data in these runs.
immediately preceding
Initial configuration
run has been mislaid
starting stress and
values Are provided
reached minimum before
complete so that the
were several more than
(The series of analyses
runs in all.)

the matr: Ammented
(rectang, tributiun
in appro, . 19WS to
represented in 60 x 10

2, a number (.4 or 5) of
using Young/

initial configurations.
the solutions

60 tasks scaled

stress two .27.
24 iterations, stress

to principal

added by inserting
rectangular distribution,

about .30 and ended at
after about 90 iterations.
MDSCAL program was

to write distances on
subsample was used as
(The solution of the

run was used as the
in each case.) The first

so that an approximate
numbers of iteration
from memory. The solution

the modifications were
"about" 90 iterations
were actually needed.
consis-_rd of four

by random numbers
ranging (:),() < x <1.0)

fill in 109 tasks not
configuration.

a. minimum AVE configuration reached after 69
iterations.

b. stress two started at .99 (strew. one = .30)
and ended at .12 (stress one . .04).

KYST RUN
YOUNG/TORG-
ERSON OPTION

b.

c.
d.

e.

PARTIAL
RANDOM (PR)
60x10
CONFIGURATION

a.

a.

a.

7.

PR 60x10
STARTS MDSCAL
60 x10 ROS
ANALYSIS

60 xI0 ROS
MDSCAL AUG-
MENTED TO
PR 169 x10
CONFIGURATION

V

6.

PR 169 x10
STARS
OF ALL
PROXIMITIES

MDSCAL
AVE FINAL
STARTS RE-
MAINING
MDSCAL RUNS

AVE

8. GROUP

STRESS TWO
STRESS ONE
ITERATION NUMBER
REACHED MINIMUM

ROS SUPS 013S1 Ob52 STUDS

.52.17 .32.16 .32,16 .31.15 .(52,16

.16'.05 .10-1'.05 .10''.05 .10-1'.06 .19 .-.04
49 34 34 46 47

yes yes yrs yes yes

a. the tail and head of arrows indicate respec-
tive start and finish stress values.

I :' 5,Z

Table 1. schematic summary of MDFCAL eualyses. 165



Table 2

Multiple Linear Regression of Each ROS Dimension
on SUPS Dimensions

ROS Dimensions

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

Multiple Correlations

.93 .88 .88 .68 .87 .75 .77 .87 .75 .67

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Correspondence
Between Fitted ROS Vectors and SUPS Dimensions

SUPS
Dimensions

I .81 -.06 .11 -.03 .12 .07 .04 .06 -.02 -.05
II -.31 .94 .05 .04 .13 -.12 -.21 -.23 .02 -.13
III -.13 -.18 .90 .10 .26 -.02 -.14 -.14 .07 .24
IV -.36 -.12 .01 .90 .20 -.01 .02 -.27 .05 -.04
V -.07 .04 .18 .15. .85 .14 .02 -.09 .05 .03
VI .09 -.13 -.00 .12 .04 .93 .11 -.05 -.06 .03
VII -.13 -.16 -.02 -.01 .05 -.10 .94 -.12 -.00 .04
VIII .25 -.08 -.35 .12 -.28 -.18 .02 .90 -.02 .10
IX -.08 .11 .07 .28 -.12 -.20 -.17 -.09 .98 -.06
X -.05 -.01 .01 -.22 .22 -.06 -.03 .03 -.14 .95

Matrix of Cosines Showing Relationships Between
ROS Vectors After Being Fitted into SUPS Configuration

ROS

Dimensions

/

IV

V

VI

VII
VIII
IX

X

-.30

-.16
-.35
-.18
.17

-.02
.49

-.14

-.04

-.08
-.06
.08

-.22

-.42
-.23
.12

-.20

-

.07

.52

.06

.08

-.46
:13

.24

-

.22

.06

.01

.21

.36

-.22

-

.19

.09
-.44
-.07

.25

-

.07

-.16
-.23

-.03

-

-.06
-.3.7

.09

-.14

.11 -.19
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Table 3

Multiple Linear Regression of Each ROS Dimension
on OBS1 Dimensions

ROS Dimensions

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Multiple Correlations

.93 .87 .88 .76 .86 .77 .81 .83 .66

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Correspondence
Between Fitted ROS Vectors and OBS1 Dimensions

X

.74

OBS1

Dimensions

I .8? -.02 .06 -.08 .02 .11 -.03 .07 -.02 -.05
II -.14 .94 -.14 .05 .11 -.05 -.13 -.15 -.03 -.19
III -.07 -.14 .91 -.03 .15 -.04 .06 -.05 .11 .04
IV -.29 -.05 .90 .19 .04 .08 -.26 -.08
V -.18 .Q4 .19 .14 .92 .11 .00 -.17 .04 .15
VI .02 -.20 -.01 .22 .14 .91 .07 -.12 -.07 -.02
VII -.08 -.13 -.04 .05 .00 -.06 .98 -.03 .10 .01
VIII .29 -.09 -.27 .10 .08 -.33 .00 .93 -.06 .01
IX .02 -.07 .14 .27 .04 -.19 .03 .00 .90 -.04
X -.12 -.16 .02 -.13 .24 -.04 .07 .02 -.21 .96

Matrix of Cosines Showing Relationships Between
ROS Vectors After Being Fitted into OBS1 Configuration

ROS
Dimensions

I

II

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

X

-.14
-.07
-.32
-.28
.00

-.12
7

-.03

-.14

-.22
-.04
.05

-.17
-.28
-.19
-.07

- 32

-

-.11
.31

.05

.02

-.27
.25

.10

-

.30

.16

.13

-.21

.33

-.20

-

.24

.05

-.32
.05

.32

-

.00

-.42
-.22

-.04

-.04

.11

.10

-.07

.05 -.23

167
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Table 4

Multiple Linear Regression of Each ROS Dimension
on OB52 Dimensions

ROS Dimensions

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

Multiple Correlations

.95 .86 .89 .74 .86 .75 .80 .F5 .76 .67

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Correspondence
Between Fitted ROS Vectors and OBS2 Dimensions

Or,SI

Dimensions

I ,90 -.07 -.03 .01 .02 .10 .01 .10 -.04 .00
IT -20 .92 -.00 .06 .12 .03 -.04 -.OS .16 -.06
III -.68 -.12 .99 -.04 .11 .04 .02 -.00 .06 .24
IV -.17 -.04 -.02 .95 .14 .09 .03 -.09 .07 -.25
V -.01 .18 .04 .00 .94 .17 -.08 -.07 .08 -.12
VI .15 -.00 .11 -.07 .09 .91 -.00 -.16 .02 -.11
VII -.10 -.30 -.07 .18 .04 .01 .99 .05 .13 .27
VIII .28 -.00 -.05 -.09 -.16 -.21 -.02 .96 .12 -.02
IX .07 .10 .03 .16 -.13 -.27 .04 .13 .95 .08
X .08 -.02 -.00 -.18 .17 -.10 .04 -.07 .88

Matrix of Cosines Showing Relationship Between ROS Vectors
After Being Fitted into OBS2 Configuration

ROS
Vectors

I

II -.20
-.09 -.09 -

IV -.22 -.02 -.07 -

V -.07 .23 .16 .10 -

VI .12 .01 .15 .02 .31

VII -.07 -.35 -.05 .20 -.04
VIII .35 -.07 -.07 -.11 -.28
IX -.01 .22 .08 .26 -.95
X .07 -.19 .20 -.34 .01
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-.03 -

-.39 .09 -

-.23 .16 .24

-.24 .32 -.01 -.05
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Table 5

Multiple Linear Regression of Each ROS Dimension

on STUDS Dimensions

ROS Dimensions

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

Multiple Correlations

.91 .78 .79 .71 .77 .53 .76 .82 .60 .65

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Correspondence
Between Fitted ROS Vectors and STUDS Dimensions

STUDS
Dimension

I .87 -.04 -.05 .03 -.06 .14 -.06 .32 .09 -.14

II -.27 .84 -.00 -.01 -.03 -.22 -.41 -.24 .05 -.15

III -.23 -.15 .92 .02 .33 .11 .07 -.22 .27 .19

IV -.17 -.18 .04 .89 .12 -.04 .16 -.29 -.08 .08

V -.23 .02 .32 -.12 .88 -.08 .01 -.25 .10 .17

VI .03 -.16 .17 .14 .22 .86 .13 -.39 -.12 .09

VII .03 -.29 -.15 .18 .05 -.09 .78 .11 -.00 .02

VIII .10 -.22 -.03 .00 .06 -.35 .21 .68 -.16 .19

IX .10 .05 .02 .37 -.17 -.13 -.28 -.06 .90 -.23

X .10 -.27 -.00 .02 .09 -.17 ,23 .13 -.23 .89

Matrix of Cosines Showing Relationships Between ROS Vectors

After Being Fitted into STUDS Configuration

ROS
Vectors

I

II

111
IV
V

VI

VII
VIII
IX
X

-.26
-.34
-.05
-.34

.14

.06

.57

.03

-.09

-.13
-.24
-.18

-.20
-.75
-.29
.17

-.47

-

.02

.62

.20

-.02
-.37
.27

.25

-

-.01

.03

.20

-.28
.23

-.00

-

.12

.22

-.36
-.04

.38

-

.05

-.49
-.10
-.10

-

.23

-.37
.43

-.19
.11 -.40



'Table 6

Multiple Ling e.,- Regression of Each OBS2 Dimension
on OBS1 Dimensions

77E+7.3.. Vimensions

II 7-T V VI VII VIII IX X

CorreLations

.98 .92 .92 .88 .Fc .91 .8F

OBS1
Dimensions

Matrix of Direr:- 0

Between Fitted

CDslmes aowono Corr_:...sron&ence

DBS1 ...olms

I .96 -.01 .C1 .01 -.0,4 .03 22 66

IT -.03 .95 -. ,!', -.1. .07 -.09 -.01 -.20

III -.04 -.14 ..A: .14 .03 -. 72 -.10 .0 7:

IV -.12 -.OS .-)2 38 .1. -.17 .02 _Or

V -.08 -.12 .7 -2.:..6 -.10 -.CO PY

r .09 -.05 -, 51 ..-15 -.09 .00 1.2.

V i --.16 -.04 -.' 52 .12 -.05 --- 12

tIE .12 -.03 -.1 15 -.04 -.14 -. ti). .96 -.12 -.02

=1 .00 -.23 .12 .09 -.03 .09 -.10 .95 -.14

-.13 -.0z ..Jr. 2 .13 -.14 .2r .09 -.14 .97

of Cosi.2. :i0151wL_g Relationship liet..qeen OBS2 Vectors

After Being OBS1 Thlifigura7lion

.i!tg?
.141...cnsions

II -.01 -

III -.08 -.34

IV -.13 -.23 .

V -.10 -.27 -

VI .08 .05 -.1: . -.19 -

/II -.23 -.14 .02 -16 .17 .13 -

/III .16 .03 -.25 -_33 -.15 -.23 -.05 -

IX .01 -.41 .2: 18 .10 -.01 -.4 -.24 -

I -.23 -.09 .11: J6 .18 -.23 _T9 .06 -.25
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Table 7

10 'tiple Lir-far Regression of Fact' Rated Property

(or AVE

Properties

2 3 t 5 6 7

Piff. MS. lm`. Coop. Speed ME.

4u.r:tiple Czrrelati=ms

.2 .27 .34L .49 .4,0 .33

of Dirc-ction, Cosines 7.allurimg Corresporence

Betmen Fittofd Propertr Victors and AM dimensions

Configuration
Dimensions

I -.01 .14 -_1g .27 -.:21']) -.03

II .3 .0 -.6E -_19 -.09 .27: .37

IL: .1 .OS .1Z .20 .02 .17

IV .C2 .09 -.1L .15 -.17 )2 .11

V -.00 .22 -.41 -.21 -.-41 .15

VI ,9 .49 -.49 .3 -.50 .67

VII 12 -.3f .09 -.12 .26 -.30

VII: .38 .25 .15 .-15 .15 _34 .25

IX .51 .55 -.10 Jr .63 .38 .43

X -.38 -.13 -.29 - .69 .33 -.49 -.14

Properties Co,--7-is of Angles Between ?roperty Vectors
ir. 7onfigur3,:ion

1. Concentratir
2. Difficulty
3. Manual Skil_
4. Importance
5. Cooperation
6. Speed
7. Mental Effort

0.0,

-.I-

.7t
-.,_

.,/

.92

- 71

.51

.44
96

.11

.29

.12

-.69

-.15
.93

.57

-

-.07
-.25 .55



Table 8

Multiple Linear Regression of Each Rated Property
on ROS Dimensions

Properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Conc. Diff. MS. Imp. Coop. Speed ME.

Multiple Correlations

.30 .27 .25 .29 .48 .36 .30

Matrix of Direction
Between Seven Fitted

Configuration
Dimensions

Cosines Showing Correspondence
Property Vectors and ROS Dimensions

I -.10 -.11 .25 -.21 .36 -.11 -.11

II .63 .67 -.42 .10 .05 .04 .72

III .10 .12 .24 .15 .05 .28 .13

IV .18 .16 .41 .62 .27 .44 .24

V -.30 -.22 -.59 -.45 .14 -.66 -.20

VI .40 .40 -.36 .17 -.78 .44 .44

VII .14 .02 .11 -.06 .21 -.11 .03

VIII .27 .29 -.12 .06 .00 .23 .23

IX .32 .42 -.18 .17 .06 -.02 .31

X -.32 -.17 -.11 -.51 .34 -.16 -.07

Properties Cosines of Angles Between Property Vectors
in Configuration

1. Concentration
2. Difficulty
3. Manual Skill
4. Importance
5. Cooperation
6. Speed
7. Mental Effort

.97
-.20
.65

-.28
.61

.95

-.32
.F5

-.27
.55

.98

.41

.52

.41

-.31

.16

.82

.53
-.24
-.24 .57
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Table 9

Multiple 'Linear Regression of Each Rated Property
on SUPS Dimensions

Properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Conc. Diff. MS. Imp. Coop. Speed ME.

Multiple Correlations

.33 .30 .28 .28 .46 .32 .35

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Correspondence
Between Seven Fitted Property Vectors and SUPS Dimensions

Configuration
Dimensions

I .01 .15 .22 -.00 .41 -.15 .11

II .24 .28 -.68 -.33 -.00 -.24 .30

III .00 .06 .09 .14 .02 .05 .12

IV -.11 -.13 -.33 -.24 -.22 .01 -.03

V .21 .38 -.26 -.00 -.13 -.32 .31

VI .76 .51 -.42 .44 -.60 .70 .69

VII -.38 -.61 -.08 -.48 .30 -.33 -.51

VIII .21 .09 -.08 -.20 .09 .21 .05

IX .26 .32 -.21 .23 .41 .22 .21

X -.22 .01 -.27 -.54 .39 - 34 .04

Properties Cosines of Angles Between Property Vectors

in Configuration

1. Concentration
2. Difficulty
3. Manual Skill
4. Importance
5. Cooperation
6. Speed
7. Mental Effort

-

.88

-.47
.61

-.53

.71

.92

-

-.45
.52

-.30

.44

.96

-

.28

.23

-.02

-.54

-

-.48
.75

.50

-.56
-.45 .52

173
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Table 10

Regression of Eact Rated Property
on OBS1 Dimensions

Properties

1 2 3 4 5 7

Diff.' MS. Imp.. Coop. STe0. ME.

atiple Correlatio7s

_23 .27 .39 .49 .36 .31

Ma,.r*x

Be

Configu-771-ticn

c ii77_tcrion Cosines Showirt Correspondetrct

w. Fitted Property Vectors and OBSI LimnaF5 ins

I -:14 -.01 .13 -.19 .25 -.19 -.05

r: it" .69 -.57 -.06 -.19 -.20 .52

-.05 .15 .22 .09 .20 .16

.42 -.01 .24 -.08 .16 .38

.18 -.45 -.08 -.24 -.43 .14

S .21 -.53 .37 -.50 .44 .53

7 -.34 .11 -.11 .26 -.:2 -.30

VIII 1 .01 -.15 .20 .31 ..114 .15

IX .42 .38 -.03 .43 .56 .Z7 .31

X -.49 -.12 -.35 -.69 .33 -..E2 -.22

Propnrt es Cosines of Angles Between Property Vector
in Confituration

1. mtration
2. Ii - cult .72 -

3. SR: 11 -.35 -.60

4. TIMnp;47777ancy- .85 .40 .07

5. CoareTrstion -.19 -.23 .37 -.16

6. Spy 7 .73 .19 .20 .91 -.05

7. Mentz Effort .88 .89 -.61 .64 -.35 .4B



Table 11

Multiple Linea regression of Each Rated Property
OBS2 Dimension7

Properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Conc. MI_ MS. Imp_ Coop. Speed ME.

Me...27-ArCorrelations

.34 .27 .26 .32 .48 .41 .33

atrix of Direcic Cosines Showing Correspondence
3etween Seven Fittt.,,i1 Property Vectors and OBS2 Dimensions

Confl-

Dime or,:

-.07 .26 -.19 .27 -.05 -.01

.07 , -.69 -.37 -.13 -.35 .25

.24 6 .00 .22 -.01 .33 .34

Iv -.13 -.27 -.06 -.24 -.15 -.06

-.20 -.40 -.41 -.23 -.59 -.08
.74 .64 -.39 .26 -.43 .39 .75

jI -.31 37 .07 -.16 .2o -.16 -.31

711 .24 :1 -.20 -.13 .11 .11 .15

.37 .48 .12 .20 .64 .18 .35

X -.16 -.03 .08 -.67 .39 -.42 -.07

Properties Cosines of Angles Between Property Vectors
in Configuration

1. Concentration
2. Difficulty .90

3. Manual Skill -.28 -.45

4. Importance .53 .24 .27 -

5. Cooperation -.13 -.05 .59 -.19 -

6. Speed .70 .37 .30 .90 -.04

7. Mental Effort .96 .96 -.43 .37 -.17 .53
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Table 12

Multiple Linear Regression of Each Rated Property

on STUDS Dimensions

Properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Conc. Diff. MS. Imp. Coop. Spee- ME.

Multiple Correlations

.31 .22 .22 .29 .43 .3: .31

Matrix of Direction Cosines Showing Corresponenze
Between Seven Fitted Property Vectors and STUDS 7limensions

Configuration
Dimensions

I .07 .18 .10 -.12 .32 -.07 .19

II .59 .56 -.67 .26 -.03 .15 .58

III .23 .38 -.38 .27 -.06 .28 .43

IV .00 .07 -.23 .09 .09 .11 .01

V -.18 -.12 -.17 .00 -.15 -.60 -.01

VI .19 .11 -.13 .44 -.26 .37 .21

VII -.11 -.38 .36 -.15 .36 -.07 -.28

VIII -.03 -.15 .32 .00 .27 .15 -.24

IX .68 .55 .25 .67 .35 .50 .49

X -.23 -.08 -.07 -.41 .68 -.34 -.10

Properties Cosines of Angles Between Property Vectors

in Configuration

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

Concentration
Difficulty
Manual Skill
Importance
Cooperation
Speed
Mental Effort

.91

-.34
.86

.00

.74

.90

-.55
.74

-.03
.60

.97

-.22
.37

-.01

-.61

-.28
.78

.75

-.08

-.10 .54
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Table 13

wE-77mension I: Complexity of Task Context

Task
Number Task Statement

Context Stralizhtforward (task itself not necessarily easy)

Scale
Value

105 PREPARING MARKER MARINE FOR LAUNCH (ASW) 1.05

108 DROPPING PARACHUTE FLARE (ASW) 1.01

100 KEEPING OWES LOADED IAW NAVS INSTRUCTIONS (ASW) 1.01

098 FIRING SONO CHUTES LOCALLY (ASW) 1.00

106 LAUNCHING MARKER MARINE (ASW) .99

103 FIRING LIEBRASCOPE MANTJALLY (ASW) .99

117 SETTING OF MAI BAGS .98

095 CHECKING SONO CHUTES ON PFI (ASW) .98

110 CHECKING NULCIIER CAMERA SERVICEABILITY (FRAME COUNTER &

MOTOR ,IBRATION) .97

096 SETTING SWITCHES ON SONOS FOR PROPER DEPTH/LIFE (ASW) .96

Comments

Tasks loading on the positive end of this dimension tend to
involve fairly gross physical actions. Many of these are
relatively straightforward, and little judgement is required
when to initiate action, since the stimulus to initiate action
generally originates from outside the individual, often
from another member of the crew.

The situation or milieu in which the action can be performed

is obviously important. For example, tasks 144 and 145 may
not be complex to perform in and of themselves, but when they
have to be done under the pressure of an operational mission,
the larger work context of which they are a part can take on
immense complexity.

Context Complex (task itself not necessarily difficult)

021 CHANGING RANGE SCALE DURING HOMING -.79

152 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ARC505 WITH EXTERNAL AGENCY
ON VOICE (COMM) -.79

058 SELECTING & ADJUSTING CONTROLS FOR MAD OPERATION (DETECTION) -.81

149 CALIBRATING MODEM (COMM) -.82

150 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ORESTES CONTROL BOX (COMM) -.84

145 CHANGING PAPER, RIBBONS & TAPE IN TELEPRINTERS (COMM) -.85

151 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF JASON CONTROL BOX (COMM) -.86

144 CHECKING PAPER, RIBBONS & TAPE IN TELEPRINTERS (COMM) -.89

017 ADVISING PILOT OF HEADING TO PERFORM HOMING (ASV) -.91
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Table 14

AVE Dimension II: Multivariate Nature of Task and Degree
of Interpretation/Decision Making When Performing Task

Task

Number

072
071

025

Task Statement

Important Interpretation/Decision Making Component,
Typically with Many Facets

Scale
Value

.57

.56

.54

OBTAINING TURN COUNT (AURAL LISTENING-DETECTION)
CATEGORIZING TARGET BY CLASS, DOPPLER, DISTANCE (AURAL

LISTENING-DETECT)
MAINTAINING VARIABLE RANGE MARKER UN TARGET (ASV)

027 CALLING ACCURATE ON-TOP (ASV) .53

029 INSPECTING MAP FOR IDENTIFIABLE LANDMARKS (ASV) .51

028 ADJUSTING SCOPE PRESENTATION FOR BEST MAP READING (ASV) .51

070 DISCRIMTNATING TARGET FROM BACKGROUND (AURAL LISTENING-

DETECTION) .48

010 CHECKING WALITY OF SCOPE PRESENTATION ON GROUND VIDEO

CHECK (ASV) .47

033 INFORMING NAVIGATOR OF LANDMARK & ITS RANGE & REARING (ASV) .47

008 SETTING UP GIVEN SECTOR FUR TRANSMITTER CHECK (ASV) .46

Comments

Associated with the high end of this dimension are tasks with

much interpretation/decision making, generally involving many

different variables.

The AVE configuration vectors relating most strongly to difficulty,

manual skill, and mental effort have respective direction cosines

of .43, -.65, and .37 with this dimension. This profile is

consistent with the interpretation ascribed this scale.

Straightforward Tasks with Low- Level

of Interpretation/Decision Making

107
154
120

PREPARING PARACHUTE FLARE FOR DROP (ASW)
MAKING A MESSAGE TAPE (COMM)
PFI & PRESETTING OF ECM COMPONENTS

-.47
-.48
-.sn

109 RETURNING PARACHUTE FLARE TO STORAGE (ASW) -.54

108 DROPPING PARACHUTE FLARE (ASW) -.54

002 CHECKING METER VOLTAGES ON TURN-ON (ASV) -.55

093 FIRING PETRO LOCALLY (ASW) -.55

119 ACTING AS A MAI DROP MASTER -.56

118 DROPPING MAI BAGS IN SEQUENCE -.64

117 SETTING UP MAI BAGS -.67
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Table 15

Task
Number

AVE Dimension III: Fineness/Grossness of Task Activity

Task Statement

Manipulating, Finetuning, Checking Kinds of Behaviours

Scale
Value

089 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING AP102 FAULTS LISTED IN CHECKLIST

(DETECTION) .93

061 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING MAD FAULTS LISTED IN CHECKLIST
(DETECTION) .93

078 IDENTIFYING & CALLING ECHOES DURING JULIE OPERATIONS

(DETECTION) .87

077 SELECTING PROPER BUOYS DURING JULIE OPERATIONS (DETECTION) .86

020 CALLING RANGES DURING HOMING (ASV) .80

088 SETTING UP AR102 REMOTE CONTROL TO RECORD A FACILITY

(DETECTION) .79

073 INSPECTING JULIE RX & AJH501 RECORDERS DURING PFI (DETECTION) .76

056 CHECKING MAD INTERNAL NOISE (DETECTION) .74

069 LISTENING TO WATER AND TARGET AUDIO (AURAL LISTENING-
DETECTION) .73

040 CHANGING ASV RECEIVER CRYSTALS (ASV) .73

Comments

Tasks relating to checking, fine manipulation, tuning,
identifying, and so on tend to load highly on this dimension,

whereas tasks requiring gross response behaviours predominate

on the lower end. While this dimension in the STUDS configuration
share direction cosines of .38, -.38 and .43 with Difficulty,

Manual Skill, and Mental Effort, respectively, relationships with

any of the seven properties in configurations of the remaining

groups were generally quite small.

Gross Behaviours, Heavy Lifting, Carrying, General Dogwork

136 IDENTIFYING BASIC RADAR TYPE FROM AURAL PRF (ECM) -.44

114 TAKING PICTURES IN NOSE WITH HULCHER CAMERA -.44

141 ADJUSTING AE GAIN AND/OR ATTENUATION DURING HOMING (ECM) -.45

115 KEEPING ACCURATE HULCHER CAMERA LOG (ASW) -.45

164 PRESSING SYNCH BUTTON ON TIME CHECK CUE ON LF (COMM) -.46

169 IDENTIFYING AND RECTIFYING COMM EQUIPMENT FAULTS LISTED

IN CHECKLIST -.46

093 FIRING RETRO LOCALLY (ASW) -.48

130 ADJUSTING SCOPE FOR BEST D/F SIGNAL (ECM) -.50

094 UNLOADING & TURNING OFF RETRO (ASW) -.52

132 READING ANALYZER FOR PW & PRF (ECM) -.54
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Table 16

AVE Dimension IV: Criticality of Task Activity to Mission Success

Task
Number . Task Statement

Important to Successful Completion of Mission
That Task Done Correctly

Scale
Value

086 LOADING TAPES IN AR102 TAPE RECORDERS (DETECTION) .49

163 KEYING JASON (COMM) .48

077 SELECTING PROPER BUOYS DURING JULIE OPERATIONS (DETECTION) .45

149 CALIBRATING MODEM (CMM) .44

087 CHECKING AR102 RECORDER METER FOR RECORDING ON BOTH CHANNELS

(DETECTION) .43

078 IDENTIFYING & CALLING ECHOES DURING JULIE OPERATIONS
(DETECTION) .42

067 PLACING RULER ON CHART FOR TARGET RANGE CHECK (SSQ47-

DETECTION) .41

150 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ORESTES CONTROL BOX (COM.1) .41

088 SETTING UP AR102 REMOTE CONTROL TO RECORD A FACILITY

(DETECTION) .40

145 CHANGING PAPER, RIBBONS & TAPE IN TELEPRINTERS (COMM)
.39 111/1

Comments

.eral the tasks at the high end of the scale are those, that

done correctly, could lead to a mission not being completed

c,.,sfully. Tasks that are "critical" in this regard are not

neoel;sarily difficult, nor do they necessarily demand a great deal of

concentration or mental effort as evidenced by the fact that vectors

relating most closely to these properties in the ROS configuration

have respective cosines of .16, .18, and .24 with Dimension IV. (This

is to be expected, since a simple task like throwing an integral

switch could be critical).

Dimension IV in the ROS configuration is more clearly interpreted

as relating to "criticality", particularly when relationships to the

property vectors are considered (see Table 29). While Dimension IV

in the OBSI and OBS2 configurations are strongly related, the ROS

Dimension IV does not compare as closely to the corresponding
dimension in any of the other groups.
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Task
Number

Table 16 (continued)

Task Statement

. Not so Crucial to Successful Completion
of'Mission (Larger Error Tolerance)

Scale
Value

057 ORIENTING MAD (ID-378)
-.43

041 INSPECTING ASH EQUIPMENT IN NOSE ON PFI (DETECTION) -.43

044 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ASH SYSTEM (DETECTION) -.43

039 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING ASV FAULTS LISTED TN CHECKLIST

(ASV)
-.44

048 IDENTIFYING A "SIGNAL OUT" SITUATION ON ASH (DETECTION) -.44

038 COMMUNICATING WITH PILOT IN CALM CONFIDENT MANNER DURING

WX (ASV)
-.55

047 IDENTIFYING A PEAK ON AN ASH TRADE (DETECTION) 7.46

055 CENTERING RECORDER PEN USING OUTPUT BALANCE & PEN POSITION

CONTROLS-MAD

054 SETTING PEN SELECTION SWITCHES FOR MAD ON RECORDER

(DETECTION)
-.55

030 INSPECTING SCOPE FOR SIMILAR CONTOURS WHEN MAP READING

(ASV)
-.57
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Task
Number

Table 17

AVE Dimension V: Source Initiating Activity

Task Statement

Internal or Self Initiated

Scale
Value

120 PFI & PRESETTING OF ECM COMPONENTS .65

162 KEYING ORESTES (COMM) .63

160 LOOKING UP A MANUAL FREQUENCY ON ARC38 (COMM) .62

159 SETTING A rKLOCI FREQUENCY ON ARCM (COMM) .61

161 SETTING A MANUAL FREQUENCY ON ARC38 (COMM) .61

152 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ARC505 WITH EXTERNAL AGENCY
ON VOICE (COMM) .56

146 LOADING & CHECKING LP BLACK BOX (COMM) .56

149 CALIBRATING MODEM (COMM) .51

150 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ORESTES CONTROL BOX (COMM) .51

043 SETTING PEN SELECTION SWITCHES FOR ASH ON RECORDER

(DETECTION) .51

Comments

Tasks at the high end of this scale tends to be those which the

individual himself initiates. Those at the opposite end tend to be
initiated by others, either within or outside the aircraft.

Externally Initiated

015 ALIGNING RANGE & BEARING MARKERS ON TARGET (ASV) -.48

not CHECKING & CALLING BUOY SERVICEABILITY (RX/AUDIO/vv,
HYDROPHONE) (JULIE) -.49

062 SETTING SWITCHES FOR BUOY SELECTION (SSQ47-DETECTION) -.50

063 DETECTING TARGET FROM RECORDER (SSQ47) -.51

086 LOADING TAPES IN AR102 TAPE RECORDERS (DETECTION) -.52

079 MEASURE/PASS SINGLE ECHO MASTER RANGES (JULIE-DETECTION) -.54

080 MEASURE/PASS SINGLE ECHO SLAVE RANGES (JULIE-DETECTION) -.56

082 MEASURE & PASS JULIE DOUBLE ECHO RANGES-DROPPED
SIMULTANEOUS, DEEP/SHALLOW -.62

074 CHANGINE PAPER IN AJH501 RECORDER (JULIE-DETECTION) -.63

081 MEASURE/PASS DOUBLE ECHO RANGES (JULIE-DETECTION) -.74
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Table 18

AVE Dimension VI: Teamwork or Cooperation Involved

Task
Number Task Statement

Tasks Done Primarily by Self

Scale
Value

063 DETECTING TARGET FROM RECORDER (SSO47) .63

019 ADJUSTING SCOPE OPTIMAL TARGET PRESENTATION (ASV) .61

141 ADJUSTING AE GAIN AND/OR ATTENUATION DURING HOMING (ECM) .60

164 PRESSING SYNCH BUTTON ON TIME CHECK CUE ON LF (COMM) .58

090 CHECKING & RECORDING ALL ASW STORES ON BOARD DURING

PFI (RETRO) .58

169 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING COMM EQUIPMENT FAULTS LISTED IN

CHECKLIST .57

002 CHECKING METER VOLTAGES ON TURN-ON (ASV) .57

062 SETTING SWITCHES FOR BUOY SELECTION (SS047-DETECTION) .56

130 ADJUSTING SCOPE FOR BEST D/F SIGNAL (ECM) .55

066 TAKING TARGET RANGE CHECK WITH STOP WATCH (SSQ47-DETECTION) .50

Comments

Loading on the high end of this dimension are tasks the individual

does primarily by himself. Further, those tasks tend to require

concentration (.59), are difficult (.49), are important.(.38),

may have to be done quickly (.45), and require considerable mental

effort (.67), as evidenced by the direction cosines between this

dimension and the configuration vectors relating most strongly to

these properties. Tasks at the opposite pole tend to demand manual

skill (-.49) and cooperation (-.50). These relationships represent

a profile that is consistent with the interpretation given this scale.

Many of the tasks loading at the low end of the dimension require

cooperation in the sense that the individual must rely on someone

else to do, or not do something (i.e., throw a switch, before or while

the task is performed).

Tasks Requiring Reliance on Someone Else to Do or Not Do Something

108 DROPPING PARACHUTE FLARE (ASW) -.37

094 UNLOADING & TURNING OFF RETRO (ASW) -.41

157 LOGGING ALL MESSAGES RECEIVED & TRANSMITTED ON LF (COMM) -.42

104 UNLOADING LIBRASCOPE (ASW) -.44

099 UNLOADING SONO CHUTES (ASW) -.46

097 LOADING SONOS IN CHUTES (ASW) -.48

078 IDENTIFYING & CALLING ECHOES DURING JULIE OPERATIONS

(DETECTION) -.53

077 SELECTING PROPER BUOYS DURING JULIE OPERATIONS (DETECTION) -.56

140 ESTIMATING RELATIVE TARGET MOVEMENT E DRIFT (ECM) -.59

116 INSTALLING MAI CHUTES .

-.67
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Table 19

AVE Dimension VII: Discreteness of Task Event

Task
Number

120
093

109

Task Statement

Tasks Involving Single Discrete Behaviours

Scale
Value

.71

.68

.59

PFI & PRESETTING OF ECM COMPONENTS

FIRING RETRO LOCALLY (ASW)

RETURNING PARACHUTE FLARE TO cTnRAGF (ASW)

052 CHECKING BATTERY IN MAD SET (DETECTION)
.54

104 UNLOADING LIBRASCOPE (ASW)
.53

108 DROPPING PARACHUTE FLARE (ASW)
.52

094 UNLOADING & TURNING OFF RETRO (ASW)
.51

110 CHECKING HULCHER CAMERA SERVICEABILITY (FRAME COUNTER &

MOTOR VIBRATION)
.51

107 PREPARING PARACHUTE FLARE FOR DROP (ASW)
.50

059 IDENTIFYING & CALLING MAD MARKS (DETECTION)
.46

Comments

Tasks loading high on this dimension tend to be those requiring

relatively discrete action. It appears to be coincidental that

many of these tasks are also of a heavy physical nature.

Tasks on the low end of this scale appear to require chained

sequences of events that can ta}e place ever reasonably long

time periods. Many of the activities involved in these tasks

are such that a later step is contingent on what occurs in a

former one. That is, step X generally will not be performed

138

until step X-1 has been completed.

Tasks Involving Chained and Sequenced Activities

IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING ECM FAULTS LISTED IN CHECKLIST

(ECM)
-.38

065 CATEGORIZING DOPPLER (SSQ47-DETECTION)
-.39

165 SELECTING BEST FREQUENCY FOR USE WITH AGENCY (COMM) -.39

147 LOADING & CHECKING HF BLACK BOX (COMM) -.39

134 CHANGING TUNING UNITS & RF CALIBRATING (ECM) -.40

123 CHECKING XTAL SERVICEABILITY OVER TUNERS RANGE (ECM) -.41

007 COMPUTING DRIFT FROM DRIFT & HEADING MARKERS (ASV) -.41

148 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ARO 38 WITH EXTERNAL AGENCY

(COMM)
-.42

140 ESTIMATING RELATIVE TARGET MOVEMENT & DRIFT (ECM) -.47

156 LOGGING ALL MESSAGES RECEIVED & TRANSMITTED ON HF (COMM) -.58
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Tahle 20

AVE Dimension Danger Level in Task Event

Task
Number Task Statement

Hazardous Situation

Scale
Value

118 DROPPING MAI BAGS IN SEQUENCE .56

105 PREPARING MARKER MARINE FOR LAUNCH (ASW) .55

100 KEEPING CHUTES LOADED IAW NAYS INSTRUCTIONS (ASW) .55

095 CHECKING SONO CHUTES ON PFI (ASW) .54

098 FIRING SONO CHUTES LOCALLY (ASW) .52

107 PREPARING PARACHUTE FLARE FOR DROP (ASW) .52

103 FIRING LIBRASCOPE MANUALLY (ASW) .51

109 RETURNING PARACHUTE FLARE TO STORAGE (ASW) .51

092 CLEARING JAMMED RETRO (ASW) .50

099 UNLOADING SONO CHUTES (ASW) .50

Comments

Tasks at the high end of this dimension are either hazardous
in and of themselves or are performed under hazardous conditions.
Tasks at the lower end tend to involve rather safe activities
usually performed under safe conditions.

Configuration vectors corresponding to the properties
concentration and speed show direction cosines of .38 and .34
with this dimension. These relationships are logical since
handling these dangerous tasks safely requires considerable
concentration, and many (but not all) of the hazardous tasks
are performed when quick response is of the essence.

Nonhazardous Situation

127 CHECKING KD2 CAMERA (ECM) -.44

150 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ORESTES CONTROL BOX (COMM) -.46

112 SETTING UP SHUTTER SPEED & LENS OPENING ON HULCHER (ASW) -.56

130 ADJUSTING SCOPE FOR BEST D/F SIGNAL (ECM) -.61

062 SETTING SWITCHES FOR BUOY SELECTION (SS(147-DETECTION) -.62

019 ADJUSTING SCOPE OPTIMAL TARGET PRESENTATION (ASV) -.63

141 ADJUSTING AE GAIIN AND/OR ATTENUATION DURING HOMING (ECM) -.64

090 CHECKING & RECORDING ALL ASW STORES ON BOARD DURING
PFI (RETRO) -.64

169 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING COMM EQUIPMENT FAULTS LISTED IN

CHECKLIST -.64

164 PRESSING SYNCH BUTTON ON TIME CHECK CUE ON LF (COMM) -.66
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Table 21

AVE Dimension IX: Degree of Imagery or Orientation to Earth

Task
Number Task Statement

Activity or Imagery (i.e., Keeping HC Log)
Related to Earth's Surface

Scale
Value

116 INSTALLING MA1 CHUTES 1.03

078 IDENTIFYING & CALLING ECHOES DURING JULIE OPERATIONS
(DETECTION) .78

077 SELECTING PROPER BUOYS DURING JULIE OPERATIONS (DETECTION) .77

140 ESTIMATING RELATIVE TARGET MOVEMENT & DRIFT (ECM) .70

112 SETTING UP SHUTTER SPEED & LENS OPENING ON HULCHER (ASW) .53

114 TAKING PICTURES IN NOSE WITH HULCHER CAMERA .51

115 KEEPING ACCURATE HULCHER CAMERA LOG (ASW) .48

008 SETTING UP GIVEN SECTOR FOR TRANSMITTER CHECK (ASV) .41

091 TURNING ON AND LOADING RETRO (ASW) .39

111 ASSESSING WX FOR PROPER HULCHER CAMERA SET-UP (ASW) .39

Comments

The profile of task scale values on this scale tends to lead one

to feel the dimension differentiates tasks on the basis of

whether they are surface oriented or not (either in terms of

direct activity or imagery to support activity). Tasks having

to do with the earth's surface (ground / water) tend to load

on the high end.

Scale value variability on this scale is not as large as in many

of the others, particularly at the low end. This might suggest

that the low end of the scale is not well defined.

Activity not Oriented to Earth's Surface

120 PFI 4 PRESETTING or ECM COMPONENTS -.24

068 SETTING SWITCHES AND KNObS FOR OPERATION (AURAL

LISTENING-DETECTION) -.25

011 PERFORMING POST TAKE OFF CHECK (ASV) -.25

148 CHECKING SERVICEABILITY OF ARC 38 WITH EXTERNAL AGENCY

(COMM) -.25

125 SETTING UP PANORAMIC PRESENTATION ON SCOPE (GRASS-ECM) -.28

157 LOGGING ALL MESSAGES RECEIVED & TRANSMITTED ON LF (COMM) -.29

168 REPLYING AS REQUIRED TO EXTERNAL AGENCIES IN COMM OPERATIONS_-.30

006 CHECKING 4 ALIGNING HEADING MARKER (ASV) -.32

085 INSPECTING AR102 TAPE RECORDERS DURING PFI (DETECTION) -.33

005 CHECKING ASV SECTOR SCAN (ASV) -.34
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Task
Number

Table 22

AVE Dimension X: Housekeeping Functions

Task Statement

Primarily Checking and Housekeeping Functions
in Which Unsuccessful Performance

Not Generally Crucial to Mission Success

Scale
Value

115 KEEPING ACCURATE HULCHER CAMERA LOG (ASW) .97

114 TAKING PICTURES IN NOSE WITH HULCHER CAMERA .93

112 SETTING UP SHUTTER SPEED AND LENS OPENING ON HULCHER (ASW) .59

083 CHECKING & CALLING BUOY SERVICEABILITY (RX/AUDIO/

HYDROPHONE) (JULIE) .51

120 PFI & PRESETTING OF ECM COMPONENTS .50

084 IDENTIFY & RECTIFY JULIE FAULTS LISTED IN CHECKLIST

(JULIE DETECTION) .45

089 IDENTIFYING & RECTIFYING AR102 FAULTS LISTED IN CHECKLIST

(DETECTION) .45

088 SETTING UP AR102 REMOTE CONTROL TO RECORD A FACILITY

(DETECTION) .43

085 INSPECTING AR102 TAPE RECORDERS DURING PFI (DETECTION) .42

076 CHECKING CHART SPEED WITH ROOF TOP CHECKER (JULIE-DETECTION) .40

Comments

Tn some extent, tasks loading on both ends of this dimension

involve checking and housekeeping functions. The difference

between them appears to be the fact that those on the low end,

if not done correctly, by themselves are more likely to be

responsible for mission failure. The nature of the profile

of direction cosines between this dimension and configuration

vectors corresponding most closely to the properties

concentration (-.38), importance (-.69), cooperation (.33),

and speed (-.49) reinforces this interpretation.

Primarily Checking and Set up Functions that,

if Done Incorrectly, Could Lead to Mission Failure

004 CHECKING & SETTING ASV TILT (ASV) -.34

096 SETTING SWITCHES ON SONOS FOR PROPER DEPTH/LIFE (ASW) -.35

165 SELECTING BEST FREQUENCY FOR USE WITH AGENCY (COMM) -.35

121 CHANGING ECM ANTENNA IN AFT LOWER FUSELAGE COMPARTMENT (ECM) -.36

153 SETTING ARCSOS, TELEPRINTER, & I/C SWITCHES TO TRANSMIT

A RATT MESSAGE -.36

064 DETECTING TARGET FROM HEADSET (SSQ47) -.36

024 MAINTAINING DRIFT MARKER ON TARGET (ASV) -.39

131 CENTERING SIGNAL ON PAN PRESENTATION (ECM) -.39

001 PFI & PRESETTING ASV21 COMPONENTS (ASV) -.48

091 TURNING ON AND LOADING RETRO (ASno -.51
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Obstacles to and Incentives for Standardization
of Task Analysis Procedures

by

Robert W. Stephenson
and

Hendrick W. Ruck

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

The opinions and conclusions expressed in this paper
are those of the authors and are not necessarily

those of the United States Air Force.

A number of critical papers have been written regarding the status
of task analysis in the Air Force and the assumptions upon which task
analysis is managed within the Department of Defense. Montemerlo and

Harris (1978) cited a long list of such papers at the 1978 Annual
Conventiltw of the American Psychological Association. One of the major

concluS'hys :73 their paper is:

"...while everyone agrees on the need for task analysis,
there is almost no agreement as to what it is."

The writers go on to conclude that "the procedural approach to task

analysis has not and cannot work," because task analysis is essentially
a judgmental process. Many other experts referenced in their paper had

come to similar conclusions.

In the face of so many opinions that task analysis should not be

proceduralized in the first place, one feels a bit awkward presenting a

paper about standardization of task analysis procedures. As shall be

seen, however, our own position is not incompatible with that presented

by Montemerlo and Harris.

Different Kinds of Task Analysis

Before discussing obstacles and incentives for standardization, it

is necessary to clarify what kind of task analysis we are talking

about. In the Air Force, one can distinguish six different kinds of

task analysis as shown in Table 1: the task analysis associated with
the design of new weapons, which is an intrinsic part of the research
and development process; the task analysis associated with the prepara-
tion of Technical Orders after the weapon system has been designed
(these first two types of task analysis are usually conducted by a
weapons development contractor during the weapons development process);
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Task Analysis For...

New systems design

Systems documentation

Systems evaluation

Training design for
co

unperformed jobs

Training design for

existing jobs

Course revision

Table 1 Six Different Kinds of Task Analysis

Requirements for

Objective Judgment

Specify task procedures for

undesigned weapon systems

Specify task procedures for

previously designed weapon

systems

Acceptable

Personnel

Extremely High Developmental systems

design engineers

Very High Systems design engineers

Evaluation of technical orders Nigh

by government experts

Training performance objectives High

and design of new courses for

new jobs

Training performance objectives Moderate

and design of courses for

existing jobs

Minor additions to an existing Moderate

course

Systems analysts

Professionally trained

ISD analysts

Subject matter experts

with expertise in

training

Subject matter experts

who take short courses

for orientation



the task analysis that is conducted when the contractor's Technical
Orders are evaluated by the government (in the Air Force, these evalu-
ations are typically conducted at Edwards Air Force Base); the task
analysis that is conducted after the jobs have been established but
before occupational survey data are available; the task analysis that
is conducted after occupational survey data are available but before
the course has been written; and finally, the task analysis that is
conducted in order to revise an existing course.

We agree w;th the various experts cited in Montemerlo and Harris
(1978) about the need for judgment and experience--as opposed to
standardized procedures--especially for the three or four kinds of task

analysis that appear early on this list. We would maintain, however,
that both the feasibility and desirability of standardization increases
as you get further and further away from the original weapons develop-

ment process. One of the reasons that standardization is desirable is
that the personnel who conduct the task analysis ii these later stages
are typically not professional analysts. There are some hard realities

in the Department of Defense budget that force us to use enlisted,
subject matter experts who are not professionally trained as system
analysts or educators. To the extent that such personnel are used--the
need for standardization and simplication of procedures increases.

Failure to make distinctions between these various types of task
analysis can lead to a lot of confusion. It is not unusual for someone

to attack task analysis procedures designed for revising courses because
they are not documented with the kind of detail required for weapons
systems design. ISD experts sometimes get upset, for example, because
all of the procedures designed for brand new jobs are not being used in

the revision of Air Force courses. The probability of this reaction is

increased by the fact that most ISD manuals are designed for new courses

rather than the revision of existing ones. We have also encountered a

similar type of confusion in which subject matter experts are asked to
do jobs that they are not qualified to do, because it is assumed that a
person who can do one type of task analysis is qualified to do other

types that really require professional training.

Granted that some kinds of task analysis do require expert judgment

by professionally trained personnel and some do not, the question
addressed in this paper is, "To what extent should we standardize
procedures for those kinds of task analysis that are currently being

conducted by subject matter experts rather than by professional analysts?"

In other words, to what extent should we standardize procedures for the

two types of task analysis shown in the last two rows of Table 1.

Incentives for Standardization

There are many incentives for standardization, and most of them
are relatively obvious (see Table 2). One can avoid duplication of
effort, facilitate communication, improve the amount of management
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control, provide a consistent basis for evaluation, help inexperienced

subject matter experts to benefit from the experience of professional

analysts, and so on. These things are especially important in the
military environment, where there is rapid turnover of key personnel
and rapid technological change in the jobs.

Table 2 Incentives for Standardization

Minimize duplication of effort
Facilitate communication
Improve management control
Provide a consistent basis for

evaluation
Provide inexperienced personnel

with useful guidelines
Facilitate training of new

task analysts

Obstacles to Standardization

The obstacles to standardization are perhaps not so obvious (see

Table 3). First, let us deal with the obstacles to DOD-wide standardi-
zation, across Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. In the first

place, the jobs are different. At one extreme, the Navy must provide
personnel with a wide diversity of qualifications for assignments to

small ships. The Navy consequently has very broadly defined job cate-

gories, called ratings. At the other extreme, the Air Force, which
typically has large installations that work with highly specialized
equipment, has very technical jobs in specific job categories that are
more narrowly defined than the Navy ratings. The Army and Marine Corps

fall in between the extremes.

Another obstacle to standardization is that the various task

analysis organizations are staffed differently. The Navy seems to have

extremely qualified people at its new Instructional Program Development

Centers. The Air Force, by contrast, has had to react to budget cuts
by repeatedly decreasing the number of professionally trained personnel

at the Air Force technical training centers. The Marine Corps has the

fewest professionals while the Army is probably more similar to the Air

Force than it is to the Navy.

Another obstacle to DOD-wide standardization is that the occupa-
tional survey inputs to ISD personnel regarding established jobs varies

from service to service. All services do use occupational survey data,
but the extent to which these data are analyzed before they are sub-
mitted for use in task analysis and training program design varies

considerably from service to service. The Air Force, which originally
designed the occupational survey methods used today (Christal, 1974),
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Table 3 Obstacles to Standardization
of Task Analysis Procedures

Obstacles to DOD Wide Standardization

Jobs and job categories are different
Qualifications of ISD and task analysis staffs

are different
Inputs from occupational survey data are different
User orientation of occupational measurement centers

is different

Obstacles to Standardization Within a Single Service

Different requirements for task analysis associated
with combat crew training

Different resources and professional expertise

Unresolved Issues Regarding the Design of a Task Analysis Manual

Task analysis for training versus task analysis for

multiple users
Task analysis documentation that is of marginal utility

has taken a great deal of interest in occupational survey data, and the

data that are provided to Air Force training centers are rapidly growing

more sophisticated and better organized. The data provided by the Air

Force are also much more detailed than that provided by the other

services. This is partly a function of the way in which the jobs are

defined. If the job categories are relatively specific, as is true of

Air Force career ladders, it is possible for the occupational survey

information at the task level to also be specific. The Navy, since it

uses broadly defined job categories, almost necessarily uses task

statements that are broadly defined. If they don't do so, the task

inventories will be too long, and there will be problems with the

quality of the data.

Other differences between the services are associated with the way

in which the occupational measurement centers are organized, In the

Air Force, the Occupational Measurement Center is part of the Air

Training Command, and training applications are given extremely high

priority. In the other services, the occupational measurement center

is part of a Military Personnel Center, and other uses of occupational

survey data (e.g., classification, job satisfaction studies, etc.) have

high priority, while training applications seem to have less priority.

Another set of obstacles to standardization exists within each

service. For example, in the Air Force task analysis is conducted at

e?.,./
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Combat Crew Training Schools (each of which is associated with a major

command) as well as at Air Force-wide Technical Training Centers (which

are part of Air Training Command). These two parts of the Air Force

typically follow different task analysis procedures, and typically
approach the problem in different ways. The Combat Crew Training

Schools (CCTSs) conduct a very sophisticated kind of task analysis
since they must deal with teams of personnel rather than individuals.
These teams of personnel, moreover, are involved in complex combat
scenarios with multiple weapon units and multiple delivery systems.
The needs of the two types of Air Force organizations are so different
that there are two sets of complaints about the Interservice ISD manual
(Interservice Committee for Instructional Systems Development, 1975).
Some of the ISD personnel at the CCTSs complain that these procedures
are too simple. The ISD personnel at the Technical Training Centers
complain that the same interservice procedures are too complex.

The need for additional complexity in CCTSs is illustrated by a
case in which the tasks associated with a combat attack plane were

analyzed three times. First the standard interservice ISD procedures

were used. Unfortunately, these interservice task analysis procedures
were deemed inadequate because there was not enough emphasis upon

performance objectives. The whole task analysis was redone using
Mager's performance objectives (Mager and Pipe, 1976) which seemed to

help, but this, too, was not satisfactory. The task analysis was
redone again using combat team descriptions of the tasks as part of

complex combat scenarios. The reaction to the interservice manual is
exactly the opposite at ATC technical training centers where it is
simply considered too complex. At ATC schools, the interservice manual
is primarily used for guidance in the design of more simplied procedures
for local use.

The amount of resources and expertise available for task analysis
also differ sharply between Technical Training Centers and Combat Crew
Training Schools. The CCTSs often use contractors, whereas the Techni-
cal Training Centers tend to use military subject matter experts in
each specialty. The qualifications of the staff assembled by a con-
tractor organization tend to be of very good quality. They also tend

to be very expensive.

Another set of obstacles exists because of unresolved issues
regarding the design of a task analysis manual. To what extent should

a training task analysis provide information for multiple users of task

analysis information? To what extent, for example, should the perform-
ance objectives designed for training purposes be useful to the people

who establish performance objectives for promotion? Another important

unresolved issue is the question of how much documentation of task
analysis procedures is really needed. Suppose that you have in your

hand a detailed Plan of Instruction (POI) containing behavioral objec-

tives for each block of instruction. Do you still need a lot of task

analysis documentation to back up that POI, or can it be argued that
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the end product is all that is really required? If one is in a military

training command, it is easy to argue that the task analysis documenta-

tion for purposes other than training is not needed, or--if it is

needed--that it should come out of somebody else's budget rather than

your awn. Consideration must also be given to documentation that is of

marginal utility. Granted that some documentation is essential, one

can argue that the value provided by additional amounts of documentation

is less and less until-eventually--the additional documentation seems

to be more trouble than it is worth.

The Case for Non-Standardized Task Analysis Procedures

As long as the various military services are staffed differently,

organized differently, have different kinds of input information, and
'differing amounts of professional expertise and differing customer
orientations, a very good case can be made for permitting each service

to have its own task analysis procedures. This does not mean that the

various services cannot derive mutual benefit from improvements in task

analysis methodology or standardized formats for shared information.
In our current work on the design of an Air Force task analysis manual,

we have already contacted people from Air Force Combat Crew Training

Centers as well as people in Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.

They will be invited to help themselves to any of our methods that look

useful to them. We are also open to suggestions for standardized
formats for sharing information about the results of task analysis

efforts.

The Case for a Standardized Task Analysis Data Bank

One can make a much stronger case for a standardized task analysis

data bank than we can for a task analysis manual (see Table 4). There

are many jobs in the military services (e.g., plumbers, carpenters,

machinists) that are so similar that it would be a tremendous waste of

effort if all services were to conduct independent task analyses of

their own. Yet that is exactly what has happened and is currently

happening at this time. The job of carpenter, for example, is analyzed

by all military services. This is certainly not the way in which task

analyses are handled at the Vocational Technical Education Consortium

(VTEC) of Southern States (Hirst, 1975). In this consortium, the task

analysis work is divided so that each state only does its proportionate

share of the task analysis work in areas of general interest. Georgia,

for example, may analyze the job of carpenter and Mississippi may

analyze the job of plumber. There are also many advantages involved in

having analysis information available on computer. For example, the

computer can generate field survey sheets that can be used for valida-

tion studies of the task analysis worksheets.

There are problems with standardized data bank proposals, however.

While it is true that a task analysis data bank is highly cost effective

if one is starting out from scratch to develop task analysis information
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Table 4 The Case for a DOD-wide Computerized
Task Analysis Data Bank

Incentives

Minimize duplication of effort
Document previous efforts that have not been well documented
Generate work center catalogs for OJT
Rapid updating
Facilitate sharing of information
Computer assembled forms for field surveys

Obstacles

Uncertainty as to whether documentation is really needed
Uncertainty as to cost effectiveness
Prior need for agreement on a standardized format for

information to be shared

for all jobs in the Department of Defense, that is not the situation in
which we find ourselves. Almost all DOD jobs have already been analyzed,
and Plans of Instruction with behavioral objectives already exist.
Under such circumstances, a DOD-wide task analysis data bank is not a
way of avoiding work, it is a requirement to do work that would not
otherwise be accomplished at all. One could conceivably argue that
undocumented work is work of poor quality, and that a standardized task
analysis data bank should be required in order to upgrade the quality
of the information. We don't really know whether this is true or not,
however, since we do not have acceptable measures of the task analysis
information that is presently on file, nor do we have good information
about the cost advantages of redoing the work if it is of poor quality.

One thing is certain--if one already has end products in the forms of
behavioral objectives for Plans of Instruction (POIs)--it is very
difficult to convince training executives that they should undertake a
massive documentation effort for task analysis data. The training
commands already have the POIs that such an effort would produce and it
is the POIs--especially POIs that are provided with behavioral objectives
--in which they are most interested.

We conclude that the disadvantages of standardizing task analysis
procedures outweigh the advantages (see Table 5). This does not mean
that all forms of standardization are undesirable. We at HRL, for
example, are considering plans for a task analysis data bank for
critical tasks that are scheduled for On-the-Job Training (OJT). The

objective is to provide each work center with a catalog containing
information about the performance standards, the steps to be followed
in accomplishing the task, the relevant Technical Order references, and
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so on--for all the critical tasks in a particular work center. In

developing this task analysis data bank, we do not, however, propose

to re-do the existing task analyses for every job in the Air Force.

The Air Force cannot afford to do such a thing even if we wanted it

towhich we do not.

Granted that we should not attempt to establish a task analysis

data bank all at once, it is still possible to establish such a data

bank over a period of ten or twenty years by standardizing all new

task analysis documentation. This focus upon new documentation would

still permit us to divide up the responsibilities for documentation

among the various military services, so as to minimize duplication of

Table 5 Conclusions

Question Answer

Should task analysis proce-
dures be standardized?

Should information about task
analysis procedures be
shared?

Should task analysis data
for all courses be redone in
a standardized format?

Comment

Current differences in jobs,

No job categories, staff qualifi-
cations, occupational survey
inputs, and user orientation
are too great.

Communications are excellent

in this respect.
Yes

Even though documentation may
be of poor quality and incon-

No sistent from service to service,

the task analyses have
already been conducted and
courses have already been
designed. Work would have to

be redone.

Should a task analysis data
bank be generated to facilitate
OJT in critical tasks? Yes

Should standardized output
be required when new task
analysis efforts are
documented?

Plans to provide computer-
assembled work center catalogs
containing task analysis data
for use in OJT are currently
being prepared.

An interservice group of
representatives should be

asked to consider procedures

Yes for sharing new task analysis
data.
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effort. It is a safe assumption that one would--ten or twenty years
from now--have documentation that would be of much higher quality than
it is today. An interservice group of advisors should be asked to
consider this possibility at a conference to be scheduled early next
year.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, many of these questions
require information about the importance of good quality documentation.
The need for documentation is complicated by the fact that many oppor-
tunities exist for quick fixes downstream. Since many other procedures
can also improve the quality of training, how important is the initial
task analysis? We know, for example, that effective use of occupational
survey and task training emphasis data can keep us from overtraining--
we also know that complaints from the field can keep us from under-
training. So we have two feedback loops that will gradually improve
our courses over a period of several years regardless of the quality
of the initial task analysis.

Those who recommend standardization of documentation would be
completely correct if every service were starting out fresh to conduct
task analyses for every occupation. But they are not. On the contrary,
the typical task analysis requirement nowadays involves a minor scrub-
down of an existing course that is already well defined in terms of
behavioral objectives. The task analysis documentation may be non-
detailed or even non-existent--but we don't really know how important
a lack of documentation really is.

One of the reasons that large quantities of documentation seem so
attractive to many people is that they tend to think in terms of task
analysis for systems design or task analysis for new courses. People
tend to assume that if a large amount of documentation is good for the
human eningeers and the systems designers, then it must be equally
good for the trainers. In actual fact, a similar amount of documentation
may or may not be needed for the trainers, but we should at least
recognize the price tag. If it is needed--we are going to have to
reaccomplish hundreds of manyears of work for which the responsible
training organizations do not have adequate resources. This can be
redone all at once, with a lot of duplication of effort--or it can be
redone gradually over a period of many years as part of the normal
updating function.

The only way to really resolve this issue is to collect systematic
evidence regarding the cost effectiveness of standardized documentation.
We can certainly support the need for this documentation without
equivocation. However, until the evidence has been collected and the
cost determinations have been made, proposals for high priority stan-
dardization of task analysis documentation are more than just a little

bit late. They are proposals for large expenditures of time and
effort without any systematic evidence that these expenditures are
really worthwhile.
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TASK ANALYSIS: DhSIINATION OR JOURNEY

Dr. Melvin D. Montemerlo

Dr. Frank M. Aversano

U. S. Army Training Support Center

Ft. Eustis, VA 23604

The Systems Approach to Training (SAT), as it was known in the

1960's, or Instructional Systems Development (ISD), as it is now known,

has become the pre-eminent concept of modern instructional technology.

More than 100 SAT/ISD manuals have been published during the last quar-

ter century (Montemerlo and Tennyson, 1976). Each of these manuals

breaks down the process of course development into a linear sequence of

steps designed to be carried out by laymen, that is, by personnel with

little or no background in instructional design (Klein, 1977). Although

the manuals differ as to what the steps are and how they are to be

accomplished, they all agree on two things: (1) that one of the steps'

is "Task Analysis", and (2) that task analysis is proceduralizable(that

is, that it can be reduced to a well-defined, pre-stated sequence of

actions). Most SAT /ISD manuals present task analysis as nothing more

than the filling out of a pre-designed form on each of the tasks to be

trained.

The SAT/ISD Netew that task analysis is a routinized procedure has

given rise to the misperception that following the procedure will surely

lead to TRUn (i.e., to a well-defined result which is the best defini-

tion off the tasks to be taught, and which all task analysts would agree

with). Unfortunately, task analysis has come to be viewed as a desti-

nation, and not as a journey. It is the hypothesis of this paper that

the latter analogy is more appropriate. In any given task analysis, the

distance the journey progresses depends on: the time and money available;

the experience, skill, rank, personality and political acumen of the

task analyst (ao' to mention his knowledge of the subject matter area);

the type of subject matter involved; the existence of similar analyses;

and the co-operativeness of the people being analyzed.

Task analysis la a purely rational process (in most cases). Phil-

osophy is a purely raticnal process (in most cases). The scientific

method came about as a recognition of the limitation of purely rational

processes. At first blush, it would seem that heavier rocks would fall

faster than light rocks. Atter all, light racks fall faster than feathers.

The scientific movement
didn't really throw out the armchair; it merely

asked the person sitting in it to get up after he finished thinking, and

test out his conclusion. Task analysis has been pretty much a 100% re-

turn to the armchair, for in almost all training development projects

there is little enough money to do a purely rational task analysis, never

mind going on and testing these ideas. Even if there were the time and

money to test the task analysis, what would it be tested against?

For any job, consider the set of all possible task analyses of that

job. One couldn't know if the best possible task analysis was in hand

until the entire universe of task analyses on that job was done. But
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even then, upon what variables would you judge which was best, or even

Which ones were adequate? Since the only real measure of the goodness

of a task analysis is the degree of its usefulness in generating the

training program, one
would have to use each of the task analyses to

develop a training program and then assess the relative goodness of the

resulting courses. In case of a tie, the analysis which was the easier

to use would be the winner.

Any one who doubts that there would be much variation in task anal-

yses which are
independently done on the same task should do a little

experiment. Select a very simple task, and have any two people analyze

it independently.
(Three, four or five people are even better.) While

in his doctoral program at Penn State, Dr. Montemerlo participated in

such an exercise. One Friday, one of his professors (in an instructional

technology course) asked the five students to do a task analysis of a

relatively straightforward
mathematical task. The five returned on

Monday with documents ranging in length from a few pages to a small

volume. The professor asked the students to peruse the analyses done

by each of the other students. He then stated that they could dispose

of their analyses;
he didn't need to see them. The dismayed student&

were given the following explanation: "I asked you to do a task anal-

ysis. I gave you the task, but I never told you the purpose your task

analysis was to serve. Without that information you can't do a mean-

ingful task analysis." His message was clear and his medium was effec-

tive. However, even if he had told the students the goal of the anal-

ysis, there would have been large differences in the result.

Doing a task analysis is much like taking a projective test.

There is monumental room for variance in the results. One rationale

for this is provided by John Holt (1976) in his latest book "Instead

of Education." He states,

"It may be true, at the level of words, to say that anyone doing

a difficult thing well is using a variety of skills. But this does

not mean that the best way to teach a difficult act is to break it

down to as many separate skills as possible and teach them one by one."

Holt is pointing out the artificiality that necessarily exists

whenever human performance, which is continuous, is sliced into discrete

"tasks."

Holt's hypothesis is not new. He attributes it to Alfred North

Whitehead. Another great educator who espoused it is R. B. Miller,

the father of modern task analysis. Miller (1966) stated,

"A task is a fairly arbitrarily bounded set of activities. A

rigorot.. operational definition cannot (and therefore should not) be

sought. It is a heuristic term."

At the Air Force's ISD Conference (The Pentagon, 3-5 Feb 76) Burt

Cream, of the Air Force's Human Resources Laboratory, described six

assumptions of ISD which, he claimed, are unsupportable. All have to do
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with the task analysis portion of ISD. They are, that:

1) any task can be reduced to a series of stimuli and responses.

2) the resulting task breakdown is the best way to teach the task.

3) the personnel who can do a task best can do the best analysis.

4) a whole task is nothing more than the sum of its parts.

5) defining "successful performance" of a task is straightforward,

and,
6) complexity always yields to successful analysis.

Montemerlo (1976) added four more unsupportable assumptions to Cream's

list.

7) task analysis is a non-political process.

8) the process requires no creativity.
9) there is one best way to teach any task.

10) one method of analysis is best for all tasks.

The hypothesis that tasks can be broken down into a linear sequence

of stimuli and responses has been highly attractive for some time. It

was one of the foundations of the behavioral or "S-R" school of psychol-

ogy. The hypothesis that tasks can't be broken down has also been highly

attractive for about the same lengtb of time. It was one of the founda-

tions of the cognitive school of psychology and was popularized by the

Gestaltists. Reading up on the history of these two schools may provide

some insight into the future of task analysis. In short, the two schools

melded. The pure S-R approach was soon given up as untenable and the pure

cognitive approach was given up as not very useful.

The S-R people inserted an "0" between the S and the R. The "0"

stood for "organism", and was inserted in recognition of the fact that

organisms process information coming from the stimulus before reacting

to it. The fact that this information processing exists, is obvious,

but the fact that it is not open to direct observation is just as obvious.

"Intervening variables" and "hypothetical constructs" were hypothesized

to account forwhat goes on during this processing. The neo-behaviorists

went so far as to hypothesize countless undetectable little s's and r's

(called kinesthetic and proprioceptive cues) which occurred between each

external stimulis, S, and each response,R. With that development, the

behaviorists and the cognitivists came to complete agreement: objective

analysis and scientific studies combined could not describe human behavior

as a series of stimuli and responses.

The most significant step forward in task analyses in recent years

can be found in Klein's 1977 paper entitled, "Phenomenological Approach

to Training." He gives a brilliant and forceful argument for recognizing

that rational task analysis has its limitations. He finds ISD-type

approaches to task analysis suitable for procedural tasks but not for

affective skills or for complex perceptual and motor tasks. He finds it

useful for describing the relatively choppy performance found at initial

stages of learning but not for describing the smooth, highly proficient

performance of experts. Klein states:
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"Instructor pilotn working on ISD teams are frequently charged with
developing ISD descriptions of complex performance. They prepare such
descriptions, but will typically admit, on an informal basis, that they
do not follow those ISD steps while flying."

Klein's major argument is that as a person increases in skill on a
task, he experiences shifts in perspective concerning the task. G. A.
Miller (1956) had introduced this idea originally under the rubric of
"chunking." What is important to the novice is often subsumed into
larger chunks of behavior and is no longer consciously thought about. The
novice billiards player, for instance, worries only about making his next
shot, while the expert is thinking many shots in advance.

Holt (1976) makes a similar point. He feels that analyzing behavior
into tasks is artificial in that expert behavior is not a unitary concept.
That is, he believes that one does not 'stop "learning" at some point in
time and then start "doing". Great musicians, such as Van Cliburn and
Earl Scruggs didn't become experts at some point and then level off. To
Holt, "learning" is "doing" and both continue until you die. ISD methods
generally recognize only two levels of performance, unacceptable and
acceptable. Anyone who has ever done a task analysis and attempted to
come up with the "acceptable" standards of performance knows the frustra
tion involved and can appreciate Holes argument.

Instructional technologists in the Navy know that there is an "East
Coast Navy" and a "West Coast Navy". Those in the Air Force know that
there is a school way of flying and many different operational ways.
Those in the Army know that personnel holding the same MOS (Military
Occupational Specialty) may have little overlap in the tasks they perform.
The bottom line is that the real world of task analysis is much more complex
than it appears in the ISD literature.

The recommendation of this paper is not to stop doing task analysis
just because it has difficulties, but to realize that it is a journey and
not a destination. As with any journey, you should begin a task analysis
only after you:

1) know where you intend to go.
2) are willing to pay the price.
3) are prepared for emergencies and changes in venue.
4) have someone along who knows the way.
5) are prepared to stop every so often to assess your progress.
6) realize that someone is waiting for you.
7) are ready to enjoy your trip.

Task analysis may be compared to a specific type of journey--a
pioneering, exploratory voyage. You can be sure that:

1) you will be criticized for going.
2) you will be criticized for the route you take.
3) you will find the 'road rocky at points.
4) there will be dissention in the ranks somewhere along the line.

(1 r") -
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5) there will be some stressful times and some heartrending decisions.

6) someone who takes the same journey after you will surely take a

better route, especially if he has your trip report to work with.
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FOUR FUNDAMENTAL CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING THE TASKS

OF AN OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY

Walter E. Driskill, Ph.D.
and

Frank C. Gentner, Capt, USAF

USAF Occupational Measurement Center

Occupational Survey Branch
Lackland AFB, TX 78236

As pressures to lengthen occupational surveys grow, four fundamental

criteria for developing task inventories become increasingly important.

These essential criteria are (1) each task of the inventory must be

time-ratable, (2) each task must communicate in the language of the

specialty, (3) each task is mutually exclusive of other tasks in the

inventory, and (4) each task must differentiate among workers where

actual task performance differs. Besides the communicative, interpersonal,

and judgemental skills necessary to elicit job information from career

field incumbents, describing the tasks that make up an occupational

specialty is a blend and compromise of these four fundamental criteria

for task writing.

THE PROBLEM:
LENGTH VERSUS DESCRIPTIVENESS

Theoretically, each occupational specialty shouii he described at

the lowest level of work activity, with activities (tasks) describing a

complete and inseparable operation. Often, however, occupational areas

are so broad that task description at the lowest level is impractical,

because inventory length makes job incumbent response requirements

unreasonable. Thus, task inventory development is a matter of compromise

between reasonable task list length and the writing of tasks that adhere

to the four fundamental criteria.

From the practical viewpoint, a task inventory for an occupational

specialty is no more than a sample of the infinite number of activities

available for descriptive purposes. The desirable final task inventory

captures the essence, or intrinsic nature, of the occupational specialty.

It consists of a comprehensive, yet representative set of activities for

each subarea of the specialty. Task inventories rarely include all

activities comprising an occupational specialty, not only because of the

practical constraint of inventory length, but also because of the infinite

number of ways that a specialty may be described.
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The problem of task list development, then, is to eescribe the

essence of an occupational specialty with a sample of tasks written at

the lowest level of specificity consistent with the constraints of

length, the fundamental criteria that each task must meet, and the

purposes which the ultimate job analysis is to serve. Regarding the

purpose of the survey, the results of occupational analysis may be

employed for a variety of personnel management purposes. Some of these

purposes may be adequately served with task inventories at a general

level of specificity, while others demand greater specificity. Yet,

United States Air Force experience suggests that more detailed task

lists are most productive.

EVOLUTION OF TASK INVENTORIES IN THE USAF

Over the past 11 years of operational occupational analysis in the

US Air Force, more than 300 occupational areas have been analyzed and

described. This effort required the writing of over 150,000 tasks which

were administered to over 700,000 job incumbents.

In the early years of the operational experience, task inventories

followed the model established through ten years of research of occupa-

tional analysis techniques. Since a major objective, if not the primary

one, of early task lists developed during the research period was to

support the Air. force classification process, the early task lists

tended to be less detailed. The average number of tasks was about 350,

and rarely did a list exceed 500 tasks. The broadly-written tasks

contained in these inventories provided information about the subdivisions

of the specialty upon which classification decisions could be made.

Other users of tAe data soon developed, primarily training managers

and curriculum development personnel. These users began to request more

detail. Presently task lists for the simpler specialties range from

350 to 600 tasks; for the more complex specialties they may average as

many as 1000-1200 tasks. The longest USAF inventory, used to describe

the variety of jobs in the Communication-Electronics Officer Utilization

Field, contained 1,435 tasks. So far, there is no evidence that these

longer inventories, if carefully constructed, have any deleterious

effects on the stability of incumbent responses.

These longer, more detailed inventories provide more complete

information for training decisions and at the same time provide specific

information for later users of the data. These most recent users include:

promotion testing; management engineering; maintenance engineering; and

personnel research into such areas as aptitude requirements, job satis-

faction, and job difficulty.

Since the goal of these longer inventories is more precise data, it

is essential to apply the four fundamental criteria for developing task

inventories.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF TASK DEVELOPHINT

In 1967 Air Force Human Resources Laooratory Technical Report PRL-
TR-67-11, Morsh and Archer published a Procedural Guide for Conducting
Occupational Surveys in the United States Air Force. This guide remains

the single best source of task writing procedures, and the criteria
described below are readily found in that source. This paper intends to
elaborate the criteria in light of the 150,00.; plus tasks that have been
written during the intervening years.

In developing tasks to describe an occupational field, the occupa-
tional analyst is charged with writing tasks that meet the following
fundamental criteria:

a. Each task is time-ratable -- that the job incumbent can
reasonably estimate the relative amount of time he or she spends on each

task. This criterion normally eliminates tasks that begin with such
words as "insure, 'have responsibility for" and "understand", which make
it difficult or impossible to determine the relative tires. devoted to

this activity.

b. Each task communicates in the language of the specialty. The

task statement must be clear so that it is easily unrrstood by career
field incumbents, the people who must answer the questionaire. Termin-

ology consistent with current usage in the career field *leaves less
chance for error or dfering inte,Tretations of task statements.

c. Each task io mutually exclusive of other Ujsks in the inventory;
that is, whether a job incumbent indicates that he or ::he performs a
task must be intkpendent of his or her performance of all other tasks in

the inventory.

d. Each tisk will differentiate among workers where actual task
performance differs because of such factors as differen,:es of jobs,
experience level (apprentice, journeyman, technicianl, organizational
level (command, staff, base, ilightline, or shop), and whether or not

the person is a supervisor.

DISCUSSION

In this section we will elaborate the four fundamental criteria for

task development with examples, then examine the level of detail and its

influence on the last two criteria. Finally, we will look at questions

which serve to guide the task developer in setting trbe level of detail

in a particular occupational Lurvey.
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Time-Ratable

Tasks must be time-ratable in order to depict clearly the relative
time spent on a particular task. Words or phrases whict are not time-
ratable often creep into inventories if this basic criterion is not
stressed. Examples of words and phrases which may not be time-ratable
include the following: "insure, assure, assist, control, monitor,
coordinate, recommend, determine, know how to, understand, have knowledge
of," and "have responsibility for." These words and phrases are vauge
and can prevent the respondent and the occupational analyst from deter-
mining when the task started and finished. In addition, some of these
examples are not behaviors, but rather knociledges, like the word "under-
stand." Some of these same words, however, can be used as time-ratable
tasks depending on the career field; for example, while "to monitor
supply accounts" may not be a time-ratable task for a supply apprentice,
"monitoring the scope" may well be a time-ratable task for a weapons
controller who actually does monitor a radar scope for six hours of his
or her eight-hour day. Also, the word, "assist", can refer to a sp.,-"4-
task in medical specialties such as "assist the surgeon" in operating
room procedures, while in other career fields the word "assist" is very

vague. The same word, "assist", in the machinist shop could mean stand
close by and watch, set up the equipment, hold the equipment in place,
clean up afterward, or actually do the task under supervision.

Communicates in Language of Specialty

Each task must communicate in the language of the specialty. To

reduce the possibility for error or misinterpretation, USAF experience
indicates that it is clearest to construct inventories using the current
language of the career field. Terms used in the daily work of the
career field have a definite meaning to incumbents. In addition, there

are certain dangers in depending on an external source of definition,

like a glossary of verbs. For example, if a glossary is used that
depends on some impersonal source of vocabulary other than the definitions
in common usage by career field members, respondents could make the
following errors which would lead to unreliable task ratings: forget to

read or simply skip reading the glossary, forget the glossary definition
or confuse the provided definition with the common usage version. We

have found that more solid and stable responses are obtained by using
the language respondents use every day on their job.

It takes skilled occupational analysts to differentiate subtle
shades of meaning which exist in career field vocabulary and clarify
task statements in such a way as to prevent misinterpretation. For

example, in some career fields the word "troubleshoot" means to isolate

the problem, whereas in other career fields the same word means to both

find and fix the problem. In this example, if a standard glossary
definition differed from usage, the word, and consequently the task
would be subject to much misinterpretation, in unreliability of the
resulting responses.

0 r)
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Mutually Exclusive of Other Inventory_Tasks

Each task must also be mutually exclusive of other tasks in the
inventory. If two or more tasks are mutually dependent (that is, if one
task is performed, the other task must also be performed, or vice versa)
these tasks would be more correctly called subtasks or task elements of
a parent task. For example, in a weather observer inventory the tasks,
"determine wind speed" and "determine wind direction", are really subtasks
of the parent task, "stake wind obser..ations", since every time the
observer does one task he or she must do the other task. The parent
task, then, could more succinctly describe both activities, and therefore
shorten the inventory. Another reason for dropping the subtasks from
the inventory is that mutually dependent tasks may falsely inflate the
relative time spent in a duty area by forcing the respondents to indicate
multiple responses fox essentially the same task. Also, if a parent
task is used, no information regarding percent members performing would
be lost by dropping the subtasks in favor of the parent task.

In CODAP programs, each task is valued equally, even if it is
infact a subtask and not mutually exclusive of other tasks in the inven-
tory. When two subtasks are used instead of their parent task, responses
of time spent and percent members performing are recc:ded on two tasks
instead of one. If two subtasks are used instead of the one parent
task, groups performing the parent task could appear more similar in
the cluster-merger diagram. Individuals or groups responding that they
do not perform the parent task could appear more different than they
would have had they marked only one task negatively, rather than the two
subtasks. Thus, a more representative picture of the career ladder's
structure can be obtained by using a parent task, rather than its subtasks.

Differentiates Among Career Field Members

Each task must differentiate among career field members where
actual task performance differs. For example, if an apprentice can do
only parts of a task under supervision, the journeyman can do the entire
task, and the technician can supervise the task as well as perform it,
the task inventory should include items which enable the occupational
analyst examining the cluster-merger diagram to make these distinctions.
In order to distinguish between groups which make up an occupational
specialty, the tasks must be written at a sufficiently specific law.' of
detail. For example, if an inventory only lists journeyman tasks,
excluding supervisory and apprentice tasks, most members of the career
field will not be separated by their performance level. If the inventory
does not allow respondents to choose tasks which distinguish the levels,
the occupational analyst scrutinizing the cluster-merger diagram cannot
find these differences.
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Level of Detail

In terms of level of detail, the last two criteria are the most

important. As we have seen above, if two (or more) tasks are mutually

dependent, or if they do not differentiate the level of work, what will

be learned from data collection on these items is likely to be spurious.

Differentiation is critical for defining the various kiuds of jobs which

make up a specialty. The key to differentiation resides in the level of

specificity of tasks. Also, if the .tasks are mutually exclusive, task

differentiation is enhanced. In describing tasks, it is essential to

first determine if any activity consists of concomitant elements in

which the activity is a parent. task. This characteristic, alone, assures

differentiation. But just assuring differentiation in today's environment,

when longer inventories are needed, is not sufficient.

In many cases it may be necessary to fiad some way to combine

parent tasks, which would normally stand alone in an inventory. For

example, the combination of parent tasks may be necessary because an

inventory is too long. In this case, an additional criterion for task

writing is essential: the occupational analyst should determine if any

tasks, which are being considered for combination are performed differ-

ently by job incumbents. That is, whether they always exist concomitantly

at any given job location, job experience level, etc. If parent tasks

do exist concomitantly at all levels and locations, then the level of

detail may be set at a more general level and the parent: tasks may then

be combined. In these longer inventories where space is at a premium,

tasks which have high similarity, or tasks which could be accomplished

without additional training, can be combined into a more general and

inclusive task. For example, instead of listing all 150 preflight

inspection checklist items separately, the task, "conduct preflight

inspection on ( :IT.: of Aircraft)" could be used if the preflight inspec-

tion is.conducted the same way at all locations and experience levels

but differs by aircraft. In this case, differentiation between those

parent tasks is not necessary, even though the tasks may not be mutually

dependent.

This new criterion, or exception to the rules of mutual exclusivity

and differentiation, then may help shorten today's longer multiladder

inventories. The J.evel of detail can be adjusted according to this

criterion without causing spurious data collection which results from

failing to follow the four fundamental criteria.
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SUMMARY

As occupational enalysis becomes more sophisticated, the length of
occupational survey task inventories have become longer. The added
length results from impetus to meet the following objectives: to describe
tasks at the lowest level of work activities which describes a complete
and inseparable cperation, to provide technical training schools with
the most useful data to structure their courses, and to best describe
career field structure to classification inteiestsby multi- or cross-
ladder surveys. Longer surveys make critical four fundamental criteria
for describing occupational survey tasks. These criteria are (1) each
task must be time-ratable, (2) each task must communicate in the language
of the specialty, (3) each task must be mutually exclusive of other
tasks in the inventory, and (4) each task must differentiate among
workers where actual task performance differs. Compromise between these
criteria is often necEssary in the practical world. The appropriate
level of detail is determined by carefully banal-Acing criteria three and
four. Setting the level of detail at the appropriate pint maximizes
the information to be gained from task inventories and minimizes the
length to providE, accurate data to users of the occupational survey
program.

0
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TWO APPLICATIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL

SURVEY DATA IN MAKING TRAINING DECISIONS

Capt. David S. Vaughan
ATC Technology Applications Center

In this era of ever-tightening budgets, it has become ex-
tremely important that formal training content match, as closely
as possible, actual job requirements. We can afford neither
overtraining, which wastes training resources, nor undertraining,
which increases the on-the-job training load and detracts from
primary mission accomplishment. One very useful source of
information for constructing job-relevant training programs in
the Air Force is the occupational survey. Occupational surveys
are accomplished on a routine basis for most Air Force enlisted
job specialties by the USAF Occupational Measurement Center.
Procedures used in these occupational surveys are described in
Morsh and Archer (1967).

Data available to trainers from occupational surveys include
the percent of airmen in a specialty (or in an identifiable sub-
group of the specialty) who perform any given task, the relative
time spent on each task, and task learning difficulty. As may
be seen, this sort of information can be very useful for making
training decisions. However, several important questions are
not answered. In some job specialties, the criticality of a

1111

task plays an important role in determining training requirements.
Task criticality is not directly assessed in conventional occupa-
tional surveys and may not have a close relationship with percent
members performing or the other normal occupational survey vari-
ables. Consider, for example, the 571X0, Fire Protection, Air
Force job specialty. In this specialty the most critical tasks
and those for which training is most needed, such 4s putting out
fires, are tasks that, hopefully, are seldom actually performed on
the job. A second major question concerns the procedures which
should be used to combine data on the several conventional occu-
pational survey variables into one index for ranking tasks for
training. For example, if task A has high percent members performing
and moderate difficulty, while task B has moderate percent members
performing and high difficulty, which should receive more emphasis
in training? Without guidance concerning how to combine the occu-
pational survey variables in making training decisions, attention
may be focused on one of the variables to the exclusion of the
others, or an arbitrary combination rule may be used which is less
than optimal.

Recently, the Air Force Human Resource Laboratory (AFHRL)
completed a research project which was designed to provide
solutions to the two problems outlined above. Progress reports
concerning this research have been presented at several recent
conferences (Mial & Christal, 1974; Mead, 1975; Stacy, Thompson,
& Thomson, 1977). Mr. Hendrick Ruck (Ruck, Thompson, & Thomson,
1978) will present a detailed description of this research and
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its results at this year's Military Testing Association convention.

The present report is concerned with the application of AFHRL's

recently-completed training research, along with conventional

occupational survey data, in an actual Air Force training environ-

ment. Therefore, a detailed description of those research results

will not be given here.

My organization, the Air Training Command (ATC) Technology

Applications Center, is concerned wi..--.. the application of research

within ATC training. We apply research on a test basis, evaluate

the success of the application, and if appropriate, assist in the

full scale implementation of the research. With the AFHRL training

research results, we are conducting two separate applications

projects. In the first project, occupational survey data are being

used for the narrow purpose of revising an existing apprentice-

level resident training course. By contrast, the second project

is concerned with determining total training requirements--both

resident and on-the-job training (OJT)--for an entire Air Force

job specialty. The specific procedures being field-tested in

both of these projects will be discussed below. First, the AFHRL

research results which are being field-tested will be summarized.

The main product of the AFHRL research being discussed here

is a new occupational survey scale--field recommended training

emphasis. This scale is illustrated in figure 1. Data on the

scale are gathered by having senior noncommissioned officers in

the job specialty under consideration rate each task. The ratings

indicate the extent to which emphasis should be placed on each tas

in formal training for first assignment--apprentice level--airmen.

The ratings do not, however, distinguish among various forms of

formal training, such as resident, field training detachment, or

OJT. Two main reasons exist for this lack of distinction. First,

on a logical basis, NCOs in the field do not have certain types of

information--resource availability at technical training centers,

for example--which are important in such decisions. Secondly, Mead

(1975) showed that field NCOs have low agreement concerning resident

training vs OJT. In contrast, the AFHRL research showed that, in

most job specialties, data gathered on the field recommended train-

ing emphasis scale have high interrater agreement. Furthermore, the

AFHRL research showed that ratings on this scale were predictable

with great accuracy from task data on the various factors which the

educational literature tells us should be important in making train-

ing decisions. In summary, the research showed that, in most job

specialties, this new field recommended training emphasis scale is

both reliable and valid.

Course Revision Project
The first of the two applications

projects which we are con-

ducting with this new field recommended training emphasis data has

the relatively narrow goal of revising (or constructing an appren-

tice-level resident training course. The procedures being tested

in this project assume that certain important decisions have already

III
been made, at least tentatively. The first assumption is that an

apprentice-level resident
training course of some sort will exist
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in the particular job specialty being examined. Secondly, it
is assumed that the "audience" for this course has already been
defined. The ?reviously-defined "audience" might, for example,
be all airmen entering the job specialty or airmen entering the
specialty who will be assigned to the Strategic Air Command.
Finally, it is assumed that some general decisions have been made
concerning jobs to be performed by airmen at various skill levels
in the specialty (in particular, that an acceptable Specialty
Training Standard STS exists). Of course, it is recognized that
the outcome of the procedures being tested in this project may
result in modification of these decisions.

The goal of these procedures is to translate, in a simple
and direct manner, occupational survey data into course content.
The procedures should allow each topic covered in the course to
be traced back to one or more tasks which were identified for
inclusion.

The first step of the procedures is to select tasks for in-
clusion in the course. For this purpose, a special occupational
survey printout is provided. This printout is illustrated in
figure 2. On the printout, all tasks are listed in order of their
field recommended training emphasis. Beside each task is printed
the field recommended training emphasis, the percent of first-assign-
ment airmen performing the task, and the task difficulty. Using
this printout, training personnel consider each task for inclusion
in the course. In general, tasks with high field recommended train-
ing emphasis are the ones which should be included in the course.
However, it is recognized that many other considerations may also
be important in determining course inclusion for any given task.
For example, a task with high field recommended training emphasis
might be excluded from resident training if that task has low dif-
ficulty and/or percent members performing, or if equipment necessary
to train that task cannot be made available at the training center.
Consideration might be given to including a task with low field
recommended field training emphasis if that task has high difficulty
and percent members performing or if that task has a great deal of
content overlap with other tasks already included in the course.
When available, information from sources other than occupational
surveys should also be used in making task decisions. For each task,
the reasons for the decision to include or exclude are documented
in a brief note beside the task on the printout. Certain rules of
thumb are provided to simplify this documentation requirement.
First, any task whose field recommended training emphasis is at
least one standard deviation above the mean requires written docu-
mentation only if that task is to be excluded from the course (i.e.,
high field recommended training emphasis is sufficient to include
a task unless other considerations dictate that the task be ex-
cluded). Any task whose field recommended training emphasis is
at least one standard deviation below the mean requires written
documentation only if it is to be included in the course (i.e.,
low training emphasis is sufficient for exclusion, unless other
considerations are important). Only tasks whose field recommended
training emphasis is within one standard deviation of the mean
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require documentation for either inclusion or exclusion. Train-
ing emphasis data does not provide an unambiguous answer for these
"middle range" tasks, and other considerations will always be
important.

The next step involves task analysis--determination of the
skills and knowledges required to perform the task and, thus,
behavioral objectives for the course. Student evaluation in-
struments--course examinations--are also constructed in this step.
The original intent was for the task analysis to be accomplished
through conventional Air Training Command procedures. However,
at the same time that we were field-testing the procedures des-
cribed here, AFHRL personnel were field-testing a new handbook for
task analysis. Details of the AFHRL task analysis procedure are
described in a paper to be presented at this conference (Eschen-
brenner, De Vries, and Ruck, 1978). The AFHRL experimental hand-
book was made available to course revision personnel to use as a
part of cur course revision project. The result of the task analy-
sis will be a complete list of skills and knowledges required to
perform each of the tasks identified for inclusion in the course.
Behavioral objectives are also constructed as part of the task
analysis. Although not part of the AFHRL task analysis procedure,
course examinations will also be developed during this step. The
result of this step will allow each skill and knowledge, behavioral
objective, and test item or segment to be traceable back to one or
more of the occupational survey tasks which were identified for
inclusion in the course.

In the third step, course personnel identify groups of tasks 1

with common subject matter--common knowledges and skills--in order 1

to provide organization for the course. Then we will sum the
difficulties for all tasks in each group and divide these sums by
the sum of difficulties for all tasks being included in the course.
The result of this procedure is an approximate measure of the rela-
tive amount of training time to be devoted to each group of tasks.
The relative training time measure is a guide for course planning
and may be overriden when appropriate. This procedure can, if
desired, be carried out for eae 'ndividual task. Finally, actual
course matter will be developed using normal, currently followed
procedures.

It is difficult to predict the effects of this procedure on
curriculum content. The course may be lengthened, shortened,
changed in other ways, or remain the same. In any case, the
reason for using occupational survey data in curriculum develop-
ment is to insure that courses are closely aligned with the survey
results and with actual job requirements. Even if a course is
not changed appreciably, indicating that it was previously aligned
with survey results, systematic use of survey data in revision of
the course is desirable because it will provide evidence of this
alignment. Therefore, the first criterion for success of the pro-
posed procedure is that its application should result in courses
that are no less closely aligned with occupational survey data
than conventionally developed courses. This criterion will be
evaluated by examining the relationship of occupational survey
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1110 data to course content; before and after revision. In addition,
test items developed under the proposed procedure will be adminis-
tered to graduates of the old and revised courses For follow-on
comparisons. Significant revisions in course content should be
reflected in the knowledge levels of course graduates. If gradu-
ates of the old course perform as well as graduates of the revised
course on these new items, the occupational survey data probably
had no major impact on the course content. Conversely, large
test score difference could indicate significant revisions in
course content. It is recognized that factors other than use of
occupational survey data can result in score differences between
graduates of old and revised courses. However, the test score
data will be interpreted in light of other data to be gathered.
For example, if large test score differences are found, but the
POIs for the old and revised courses are identical, the test score
differences are probably not due to use of occupational survey
data in course development.

Two other criteria which should be met for the proposed pro-
cedure to be considered successful are efficiency and acceptability
to users. To be considered efficient, any additional resources
required by the proposed procedure should, in the judgment of users,
be counterbalanced by benefits over and above those obtained by
using conventional procedures. To measure possible additional re-
sources required by the new procedure or resource savings obtained
under the new procedure, users will rate the time and other re-
IDsources required under the new procedure relative to that required
under conventional procedures. Users will also rate the benefits .
of the new procedure relative to those conventional procedures, as
well as the relative acceptability of the new procedure. This
resource and benefit data, as well as data gathered to meet the
first criterion, will he made available to the users, who will rate
whether any additional benefits obtained under the new procedure
are worth possible additional resource requirements. In order for
the application to be considered successful, the new procedure
must be at least as efficient and as acceptab1 P. as currently-used
procedures.

We are currently testing these procedures in two job special-
ties--19333, Apprentice Radio Operator; and 91130, Apprentice Aero-
space Physiology Specialist. ln both of these courses, the task
selection process was completed in less than one day. Course per-
sonnel are currently working on the second step--the task analysis.
We had hoped to be able to report here some results from our formal
evaluation of these procedures. However, the revision efforts are
not far enough along in either of the two courses for much data to
be available. We can say that course personnel found the task
selection process to be reasonably efficient and are finding the
results to be useful. The only real problem encountered so far
concerns the training emphasis cutoff value below which written
documentation is required only for a task to be excluded from the
course. Field recommended training emphasis values have an extreme
Ilkpositive skew. Out of an inventory with over 500 tasks, only 50
or 100 may have very high recommended training emphasis values.
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Therefore, the meali training emphasis is low, and one standard
deviation below the mean is extremely low. Based on our experience
to date, it appears that this cutoff should be set higher than one
standard deviation below the mean, perhaps at an absolute value of
2.0.

Construction of Specialty Training Standards
An Air Force Specialty Training Standard (STS) defines train-

ing requirements for an entire career ladder. First, an STS serves
as a specification document for formal training. Second, it is the
basis for preparation of Career Development Courses (CDCs). Third,
an STS is a guide for local OJT programs and for preparation of
Job Proficiency Guides used in OJT. An STS contains information
concerning the topics for which training is to be provided at each
skill level (apprentice, specialist, and technician) in an Air
Force Job Specialty (AFS). In addition, information is provided
concerning the degree of training to be provided in OJT and in
formal training courses and concerning reference material which may
be used in training. A well-constructed STS, therefore, provides a
comprehensive description of training requirements in an entire AFS;
including data concerning what tasks are to be trained at each skill
level and the extent of the training to be provided. A sample page
from an STS is illustrated in figure 3. Each subject area on an
STS has skill-knowledge codes which indicate the amount of training
to be provided at each skill level. Figure 4 contains a key for
these skill-knowledge codes.

The purpose of this application project is to develop and fiel
test a systematic procedure for applying occupational survey data i
constructing STSs. Algorithms will be tested for selection of tasks
to appear on an STS, for identification of tasks for resident train-
ing and for assignment of skill-knowledge codes. The new field
recommended training emphasis factor will be used in addition to
normal occupational survey data. This project is a direct follow-
on to that of Ruck, Dineen, and Cunningham (1977).

Under this STS construction procedure, a number of decisions
are made using arbitrary, although reasonable, cutoff values. It
is recognized that these cutoffs may not be appropriate in certain
circumstances, and that information not contained in the occupational
survey data may also be relevant in making STS decisions. There-
fore, a manual override option is allowed at each decision point
concerning task selection and skill-knowledge coding. However,
reasons for manual override will be documented, and approval will
be obtained from appropriate authorities.

The first step involves selection of the tasks to appear on the
STS. Also, in this step, tasks will be matched with particular skill
levels in the AFS. STS task statements will be taken directly from
the occupational survey task list. The use of occupational survey
task statements has several advantages. First, a great deal of
labor can be saved, since a well written task inventory provides,
ready-made, a detailed, behaviorally-oriented breakdown of all job
activities in a particular career ladder. Secondly, use of occupa-
tional survey tasks on an STS eliminates the problem of relating
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occupational survey data, based on one job breakdown, to an STS,
which is usually based on a different breakdown. Finally, use of
occupational survey task statements on an STS eases the establish-
ment of the relationship between occupational survey data and
other training documents, such as course Plans of Instruction,
which are based on STSs. The rule followed for selection of tasks
is that any task with at ]east 10 percent members performing at
any skill level will appear on the STS and will be matched with
that skill level. In addition, tasks will be matched with all
levels above such a skill level (for example, the five skill level
will include all tasks matched with the three skill level, as well
as tasks not performed at the three skill level).

The second step involves selection of tasks fcr inclusion in
an ABR course. The field recommended training emphasis task factor
will be used to make these decisions. Any tasks whose field recom-
mended training emphasis exceeds a minimum cutoff value on the
training emphasis task factor will be that which is equivalent, in
the regression sense, to 30 percent members performing among first
assignment airmen.

The last step involves assignment of skill-knowledge codes to
the STS. Two different procedures will be tested for skill-know-
ledge code assignment. A separate STS will be constructed using
each of the two procedures, allowing a direct comparison of the
procedures. Examples of STSs constructed under these two proce-
dures are contained in figures 5-6.

(1) Under the first procedure, a skill-knowledge code will be
assigned to each task for each skill level with which the task is
associated. These skill-knowledge codes will be assigned through
currently followed procedures.

(2) The second skill-knowledge code assignment procedure is
based on the "go-no go" philosophy. Under this philosophy, an OJT
trainer signs off an STS area when an airman reaches the "go" level
of performance in that area. No gradations of performance or know-
ledge are recognized in OJT beyond the "go" and "no go" levels.
Herein, assignment of skill-knowledge codes to STS areas is assumed
unnecessary for. OJT purposes. However, skill-knowledge codes will
still be needed to reflect partial training on particular tasks
which may be given in an ABR course. Therefore, the foll- ling
skill-knowledge,pode assignment procedure will be used only to
assign codes for asks included in an ARR course: Any task whose
field recommended' training emphasis exceeds a value which is equi-
valent, in the regression sense, to 50 percent members performing
will be assigned the 2b code. All other tasks included in the
ABR course will be assigned the la code. As with all other auto-
mated decisions, those made in this step may be modified through
manual override.

Under the conventional skill-knowledge approach, the differ-
ence among the various skill levels are mainly a matter of degree-
of how well airmen can perform various tasks. Under the "go-no go"
approach to be tested, differences among skill levels are not a
matter of "how well", but a matter of what tasks are performed.
For example, a specialist-level airman can perform all tasks that;
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an apprentice-level airman can perform, as well as some additional 4111

tasks.
An evaluation will be conducted of these experimental STS

construction procedures. The evaluation will involve comparisons

among three STSs: a "go-no go" experimental STS, an experimental

STS with conventional skill-knowledge coding, and the conventional

did: Th@ Meigt important criterion in the evaluation will be accep-

tability to users. This criterion will be measured through surveys

of all classes of users--formal trainers, OJT trainers and super-

visors, career field functional managers, etc. Another criterion
will be the ease with which the proposed procedures can be followed.

This will be evaluated through surveys of personnel who are directly
involved with the construction of the experimental STSs.

These STS construction procedures are currently being applied

in three job specialties. We had hoped to be able to present some

results from the formal evaluations, but STS construction is not

yet complete in any of the specialties. However, in one of the
specialties, 911X0, Aerospace Physiology, one of the experimental
STSs iF complete (with conventional skill-knowledge coding), and

the other is nearing completion. We are able to offer some obser-

vations from that experience. The actual selection of tasks was
completed in less than a day by training personnel. The remainder
of the procedure (assignment of skill-knowledge codes, grouping

tasks into subject areas, revising some tasks, etc.) was completed

with about 15 hours of labor. Course personnel are very satisfied

with the results. Also, an Instructional Systems Design specialist

who serves as a consultant to the entire school in which the Aero-

space Physiology courses are located, reviewed the experimental STS

and indicated that he liked the STS. It seems fair to say, based on

this preliminary information, that formal training personnel like
the experimental ST$s, at least the conventionally skill-knowledge

coded STS. However, no information is yet available concerning how

other users, such as OJT trainers will like the experimental STS,

Summary
Two sets of procedures for using occupational survey data, in-

cluding data on the new field recommended training emphasis scale,

in training decision-making are currently being field-tested. Both

sets are designed to provide simple and efficient methods for trans-

lating occupational survey data into training content. The first

set of procedures have the limited goal of revising (or constructing)

an apprentice-level resident training course. The second set has

the more ambitious goal of determining all training requirements,

both resident and OJT, in an entire career ladder. Results of the

planned formal evaluations are not yet available. However, both

sets of procedures are currently being applied in several job
specialties; the experience obtained to date suggests that both

sets of procedures will be useful.
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FIELD RECOMMENDED TRAINING EMPHASIS SCALE

HECK EACH TASK FOR WHICH YOU RECOMMEND FORMAL TRAINING FOR FIRST-

ERM AIRMEN.

RATE ONLY THE TASKS Y.OU CHECKED TO INDICATE HOW MUCH FORMAL TRAINING

EMPHASIS YOU RECOMMEND FOR FIRST-TERM AIRMEN.

1
EXTREMELY LITTLE

2

5 AVERAGE

)4

S

9 EXTREMELY HEAVY



COURSE REVISION PROJECT

COMPUTER PRINTOUT

U.I

Z CC (/)

20 Z a.
w

F 103 SERVE AS INSIDE OBSERVER ON TRAINING CHAMBER FLIGHTS 1 7,99 3.89 96,9

F 104 SERVE AS LOCK OPERATOR ON TRAINING CHAMBER FLIGHTS 2 7,79 4,54 93,8

F 101 SERVE AS CHAMBER OPERATOR ON TRAINING CHAMBER FLIGHTS 3 7,74 3,97 93,8

H 193 PERFORM STRUCTURE TESTS OF PRESSURE SUIT GLOVES 144 2,62 4.77 3,1

H 236 SUIT UP CREW MEMBERS WITH PRESSURE SUITS 145 2,59 4,39 4,6

E 87 PROOFREAD CORRESPONDENCE, REPORTS OR FORMS 146 2,51 4,01 23,1

A 2 ACT AS TRAINING PROGRAM ADVISOR AT STAFF LEVEL 342 .10 5,89 10,8

D 66 DEVELOP RESIDENT COURSE CURRICULA MATERIALS 343 ,10 5,59 3,1

B 23 CONDUCT STAFF MEETINGS 344 .06 4.91 3,1

2.4-



W.- STS 908)')

T MKS. KNOWLEDGE
AND STUDY REFERENCES

PROFICIENCY LEVEL. PROGRESS RECORD AND CERTIFICATION

3 SKILL LEVEL 3. 5 SKILL LEVEL

A

AFSC

B

Date
OJT

Starter

C
Date Candid

Tionoot's
StmeromWs

Imuats

A

Arm

B

Date
OJT

Started

C
Date Candid
iTramee's
Supervism's

InitlNI

AIL 7 SKILL LEVEL
A

AFSC

/C.
Date
OJT

Started

Date Co
Ttamee't.

Supervaor's
Indrals

20. ANIMAL SERVICE AND ZOONOTIC DISEASE CONTROL

SR: ATMs 125-5 (chap 4, vol 1), 160-12, 160-37, 160-43; AFLs 125-9, 161-e, 163-4, 163-1:., 168-10;
AFP 163-1-3, 163-10 (sec A f. B); Catcott, E J. Animal Hospital rechsology, Americas Veterinary
Publications (AVP), 1971; Benbrook, E. A., and M. W. Sloss, Vece'inary Clinical Parasitology,
Iowa State University Press, 3rd ed, 1961

a. Principles of animal care, management,
medicine and sureery

b. Principles of identification and control of
zoonotic and other diseases of animals (in-
cluding controlling entry of foreign animal
diseases into the US)

c. Assist in the zoonoses control program

d.

e.

Assist in
treatment
animals
Prepare reports and maintain
ing to veterinary care of:

the management, veterinary
and necropsy of government

(1) Privately owned animals

(2) Government owned animals

records

care,

owned

pertain

f. Perform laboratory and/or clinical proce-
dures related to control of animal and
zoonotic diseases
Procedures for evaluatizn and decor:tam/natio
of military working digs exposed to nuclear,
biological or chemical agents

g.

21. ANIMAL TECHNICIAN SPECIALTY (For personnel
assigned duties as an Animal Technician, SEI 491
exclude from consideration in development of
SKT and CDC)

a. Occupational health and safety

SR: AFP 161-25; AFRs 92-1, 127-101, 127-4,
161-6, 161-8, 161-18, 161-24

(1)

(2)

Injury and zoonotic disease hazards in
the research animal colony
Apply appropriate occupational safety
practices

b. Medical terminology

SR: APR 160-56 (chap 2); American Associati
Manual for Laborator Animal Technician
Purina Manual; Worden, A. N. and Lane P
Management of Lab Animals, 4th ed., The
(here:after listed as the UFAW Handbook)

(1) Medical terminology relating to anatomy
and physiology

(2) Disease

(3) Surgery

(4) Axenic animals

la/a

la/a

a

la

2b

27-6, 127-12, 160-56

n for Laboratory Ania
, 196: (hereafter lie
tter, W. ads: The UE

Universities Federati

3c

3c

3b

3b

3c

(chap 7)

3b

al Ecienc
ted as AA
AW Iandbo
on for An

C

C

4c

4c

4c

4c

C

160-57, 160-13

4c

Pub 67-:,
.AS Pub 67-3);
k on the Care a
mal Welfare, is

C

C

nd
72

224
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QUALITATIVE RELjUIREL:ENTS

STS 306X0

PROFICIENCY CODE KEY

SCALE
VALUE DEFINITION! Th Individuol

Lu
U
< _jsc z

.... kJ
4 >- 0 uj

4. ...j
te
ti.;
c.,

Con do simple pails of the task. Needs to b told or shown how to d., meal of the tusk.(EXTREMELY LIMITED)

2 C on do most pails of the task. Needs help only on hoidest pails Hoy not meet iocol ciemoi.do, in,
speed or accuracy. "PARTIALLY PROFICIENT)

3 Con do all ports of thw eosin. Needs only a spot chick of complewd work. Mts irn.n.m,em loco!
demands tor spied and accuracy. (COMPETENT)

4 Con do the complete took quickly and occuratly. Con tell or show others how to do the took
(HIGHLY PROFICIENT/

W
1..,

Y 0 '-.1
." U.3 Uj
4( ...-.! >
!-- .." Lu0

Z I
Y

o Con nom ports, tools, and simple facts about tho task. (NOMENCLATURE)

b Con dteirnine step by step procedures for doing the task. (PROCEDURES)

c Can splairo why and when the task must b done end why such step .s norordd.
(OPERATING PRINCIPLES)

d Con predict, dntsfy, and isolve problems about tk. task. (COMPLETE THEORY)

t
i ar

1.- J., .")
f l. i CI J
1 w U.S tu

A Con identify basic facts and terms about the ublct. (FACTS)

B Con ploin rlorionshrp of basic facts and tot genera/ principles about the ublel. (PRINCIPLES)
2 ij 1

0 wl opz -J

0 : sc
C Con onolyz facts and principles and draw conclusions about the sublct. (ANALYSIS)

D Con voluot conditions end moko pilaw dciion obou' the ubjct. (EVALUATION)

EXPLANATIONS w

A task knowledge scale volu may bo, used olon or with o took performanc scale volu to def.n o lvisl of knowledgefor a specific task. (Eamples b and Ib)
A iwbfct inowledg tc cif/ v olu I a used alon to define o loivI of knowledg for o ubjct nor directly rloted to anyspecific teak, as for o ublect common to .vre! tosks.

... This murk it used alone inst ad of o scaly volts. to show /hot no proficIncy training is providd in the cours, or thatno pioficiency is rouimd at this {kill lvrol.
X This moil is used alone in coui colum a to sh-iw that orsonme is not given due to limitenons In r000nooo.

PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE. REPLACESATE FORM 21A, JAN TS, *HIEN IS OBSOLETE.

2
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1. 1 2.

h. Teach pose-flight chamber flight procedures

i. Teach procedures during chamber flights

11. HYPOBARIC CHAMBER MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

SR: T.Os. 43D8-3-1-101, 43D8-3-2-6

a. Perform daily inspections of low pressure chambers

b. Perform periodic inspLtions of low pressurfc chambers

c. Perform special inspections of low pressure chambers

d. Recharge batteries for emergency intercom systems

e. Remove or replace flourescent tubes Inside low

pressure chambers

f. Remove or replace operator panel instruments

g- Remove or replace oxygen equipment items on low

pressure chambers

h. Add oil to vacuum pumps

SR: T.Os. 34Y5-3-29-4; 34Y5-3-35-1

i. Solder breaks in intercom wiring

j. Prepare or maintain records on status or inspections

of equipment

SR: T.Os. 00-20-5, 00-20-7

12. LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONS

SR: AFP 160-5 (chap 13 and 14)

a. Fit oxygen masks

SR: T.O. 15X-4-4-12

b. Fit parachutes

SR T.Os. 14D1-1-1, 14D1-2-1

2b/la

2b/la

2b

211

2b

2b /-

2b/-

2b/-

2b/-

2b /-

2b/-

2b

3c/2b

2b/la

1.

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

2b

FORM
APR 69 362A PREVIOUS EDITIONS OBSOLETE STS TYPING GUIDE (Working Copy)
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3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

3c

2b



TASKS. KNOwLEDCES AND STUDY REFERENCES AF SC/C. s

7.

11
Al- SC

3.

h. Teach post- flight chamber flight procedures

i. Teach procedures during chamber flights

11. HYPOBARIC CHAMBER MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

SR: T.Os. 43D8-3-1-101, 43D8-3-2-6

a. Perform daily inspections of low pressure chambers

b. Perform periodic inspections of low pressuie chambers

c. Perform special inspections of low pressure chambers

d. Recharge batteries for emergency intercom systems

e. Remove or replace flourescent tubes inside low

pressure chambers

f. Remove or replace opetator panel instruments

g-
Remove or replace oxygen equipment items on low

pressure chambers

h. Add oil to vacuum pumps

SR: T.Os. 34Y5-3-29-4; 34Y5-3-35-1

i. Solder breaks in intercom wiring

j. Prepare or maintain records on status or inspections

of equipment

SR: T.Os. 00-20-5, 00-20-7

12. LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONS

SR: AFP 160-5 (chap 13 and 14)

a. Fit oxygen masks

SR: T.O. 15X-4-4-12

b. Fit parachutes

SR T.Os. 14D1-1-1, 14D1-2-1

FORM
APR 69 362A

PREVIOUS EDITIONS OBSOLETE STS TYPING GUIDE (Working Copy)

c)
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X/la

X/2b

xph

X/la

X/-

X/2b

X

X

X

X

X

X

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



THE STABILITY OVER TIME OF AIR FORCE ENLISTED CAREER

LADDERS AS OBSERVED IN OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY REPORTS1

Walter E. Driskill, Ph.D.
and

Frederick E. Bower, Jr., Capt, USAF

USAF OCCUPATIONAL MEASUREMENT CENTER
OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY BRANCH
LACKLAND AFB, TEXAS 78236

A paper presented at the Military Testing Association Convention

30 October - 3 November 1978

1 The views expressed in this paper represent those of the authors and

do not necessarily reflect the views of the United States Air Force or

the Department of Defense.
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THE STABILITY OVER TIME OF AIR FORCE ENLISTED CAREER
LADDERS AS OBSERVED IN OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY REPORTS

Walter E. Driskill, Ph.D.
and

Frederick B. Bower, Jr., Capt, USAF

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Occupational Survey Branch

Lackland AFB TX, 78236

A basic assumption behind the Air Force occupational survey has
been that advances in technology and improvement in management
procedures and techniques create over time, changes in the type of job
performed within a given occupational specialty. Through the
occupational survey, these changes could be identified and the

appropriate updating of classification documents and training programs
would then be made so that individuals in that occupation are trained
and utilized in the most efficient manner. Research seems to indicate
that the program has been pointed toward the identification of change in
Air Force jobs since its early development days.

One objective of the Air Force program as described by Morsh (1964)
is the identification of job changes and the determination of training
needs. He determined this during reliability studies of the job
inventory methods of occupational survey, although as Prien and Ronan
(1971) point out, the logical research exter- ions are not reported.
This was also the premise of Christal (1969) in his reliability studies
of the job inventory. Both assumed that since reliability varies
depending on the time interval between ratings, changes in the job
survey would be noted over time. However, this early emphasis on
identifying change in order to show the reliability of the survey
instrument may have led those within the program away from identifying
job stability. As pointed out by Driskill, Keeth, and Mitchell (1978),
The USAF Occupational Measurement Center has now been in existence long
enough to have resurveyed many enlisted career ladders for the second
and sometimes third time. As such, our perceptions of how to approach
the analysis of occupational survey data is changing. Like Morsh and

Christal, we see the change in the areas of time requirements and task
occurance, but we are also seeing stability in the job structure of many

career ladders as evidenced in the recent surveys. Of the 76
occupational survey of enlisted career ladders surveyed between 1

January 1977 and 30 June 1978, 71 of the ladders were being resurveyed
and 59 of these were found to have remained essentailly stable over the
time since the previous survey. Seven career ladders were identified as
having changed to some degree but none had changed to any great extent.
No determination of stability or change could be made for the remaining
five because either radical differences between formats of the survey
instruments or different approaches to the job analysis by the survey
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analysts made comparisons too difficult. It should be pointed out that
this comparison between surveys is now made as a routine part of every
survey analysis. The determination of career ladder stability is made
by the survey analyst based on the data collected. Nineteen analysts

working independently of one another determined the stability of these
59 career ladders as a part of their normal job and not as any sort of
special project or study.

To illustrate just how stable career ladders can appear, two such
specialties will be used to display the various comparisons that can be
made to determine stability over time between surveys. These career

ladders were chosen for ease of data display and because the jobs per-
formed in the specialties are readily understood both inside and outside
the military community. The two career specialties chosen as examples
are Dental Laboratory Personnel and Air Force Recruiters. Dental

Laboratory Personnel are responsible for the fabrication and repair of
dental prostheses such as complete dentures, partial dentures, bridges,
and crowns. Air Force Recruiters are responsible for contacting,
interviewing, and smoothly processing prospective applicants for active
duty Air Force service.

The firs:. comparison that can be made between surveys is that of
career ladder structure. This is the job structure of the career
specialty determined on the basis of what people are actually doing in
the field. The job groups are determined throught computer analysis
using the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP).
The CODAP groups jobs according to similarity of respondents' responses
to the job tasks performed and the amount of time spent performing those

tasks. Table 1 depicts the comparison of the Dental Laboratory career
ladder structure between the April 1974 survey and the Jun 1978 survey.
Every job identified in the first survey can also be found in the career
ladder structure in the current survey. The differences in groupings

are merely a function of each survey analyst's preference in choice of

reporting points. Some analysts prefer to report small individual job
groups while others prefer to report larger job clusters.

Another point to be brought out on this slide is the decrease from
the previous study in the number of personnel fabricating removable
partial dentures and the increase in the current study of personnel
fabricating crowns, bridges and porcelain products. As dental

technology has improved the quality and appearance of prosthetic
implants, demand for these products has increased while the use of
removable partial dentures has decreased. However, some patients will
always require removable partial dentures for one reason or another, so
the job of their fabrication will not go away. Therefore, the job
structure within the Dental Laboratory career ladder remains stable even
though the number of personnel working in particular jobs has changed.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the career ladder structure between
surveys of recruiter personnel. The job ladder here is .remarkably
similar considering the extensive revision and reorganization of the
survey instrument used to collect the data for the current study. The
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improvements in the job inventory resulted in the identification of the
Production Management and Classification Interviewer jobs. However,
recruiter personnel revealed these jobs had existed at the time of the
first survey, but tasks had not been included in that job ' ventory to
capture them. This further tended to verify the stability of this
specialty.

Another comparison made to determine career ladder stability is
that of the percent time spent performing various duties of the job.
Since none of the duty titles changed between development of the job
inventories used to survey Dental Laboratory personnel, Table 3
provides a good example of this comparison. The differences in time
spent fabricating and repairing removable partial dentures and

fabricating procelain products was explained previously. The 1-24 month
active federal military service group was chosen to further illustrate
stability of the initial job assignment in this career ladder in that
there is no carry-over of personnel from the previous survey to the
current survey.

A comparison of the percent of members performing tasks between
surveys is also used to determine stability of jobs over time. Table 4
shows this comparison of tasks for Dental Laboratory personnel with 1-24
months active federal military service. Again, despite the completely
different makeup of each sample group, the percent of members performing
each task is comparable.

Also shown on Table 4 is a comparison of the difficulty of each
task between surveys. Task difficulty is determined by asking
experienced personnel in the job specialty to rate each task in the
survey instrument on the basis of how long it takes to learn to do the
task. A nine point scale is used with "one" being a very small amount
of time needed to learn the task to "nine" being a very large amount of
time to learn the task. The ratings are then computer adjusted so that
tasks of average difficulty have ratings of 5.00. Task difficulty
ratings are accomplished for each survey and the sample chosen to
perform the ratings is selected at random. Therefore, the high degree

of similarity in task difficulty ratings is evidence that the

perceptions of the difficulty of jobs within this particular career
ladder have not altered over time.

Prior to 1974, task difficulty ratings were not adjusted. Rather

the raw average scores were utilized. As Table 5 illustrates, even when
comparing raw scores to adjusted scores, the order of task difficulty
remains relatively the same.

The final comparison made for career ladder stability is that of
job skill level. Table 6 depicts a different specialty than the
previous examples but one chosen because it spans nearly 10 years
between the first and the current surveys. As illustrated, 5-skill
level Inventory Management Specialists have remained relatively constant
in the percent of members performing the various tasks relative to their
jobs. Only in the areas of operating data processing equipment has
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there been a steady rise in the number of personnel performing those
tasks. As the Air Force supply function became more automated such an
occurance was naturally expected.

As shown, the determination that a career ladder is stable is more
than just identifying like job groups. It is an in-depth comparison
between surveys of not only the career ladder structure but a comparison
by skill level and time in service groups plus task difficulty as well.

The implications of identifying so many stable career ladders are
varied and complicated. Certainly classification and training personnel
will be better able to.manage their resources and training programs with
this knowledge. However, these managers must not let themselves neglect
stable career ladders. Even in the most stable of careet areas, as
technology improves and the Air Force acquires new and more
sophisticated weapon systems and equipment, utilization patterns and
training needs will change. Certainly stable career ladders need not be
surveyed as frequently as they may have been in the past. However, we

must remain responsie to changes in the field and always be prepared to

provide timely data on any career ladder if the requirement arises.
Certaialy the verification of career ladder stability will allow survey
analysts the time to broaden their horizons and explore the
possibilities of other uses and applications of the survey data.
However, analysts must never lose sight of the fact that the foundation
of an occupation is the job structure, and that job structure has to be
identified in order to properly interpret any of the other factors
relating to the personnel performing in that career specialty. While

the concept of career fields is utilized primarily by the military, as
McCormick (1976) points out there are many civilian areas that could
also be viewed as career fields. As such, job stability is very likely
within the civilian community as well. Like military managers, civilian

personnel utilizing occupational survey data must guard against
identifying a stable job area and then failing to continue to monitor it

for change in the future.

The apparent stability of the majority of jobs in the Air Force

enlisted career structure has only recently been identified. There is

much to do in this area before such data can be fully emploited. For

example, job stability must be defined and objective criteria
established so that stability may be determined. Even now though, the

concept of stability within Air Force career ladders is impacting on the

Occupational Survey Program and on the use of occupational data in

classification training construction of career development courses,
testing, and other USAF personnel programs.
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AIR FORCE SPECIALTIES IDENTIFIED AS STABLE THROUGH OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS
CONDUCTED JANUARY 1977 THROUGH JUNE 1978

AIR FORCE CURRENT PREVIOUS

SPECIALTY CODE CAREER LADDER TITLE SURVEY SURVEY

114X0 AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER JUN 77 SEP 71

242X0 DISASTER PREPAREDNESS JUN 77 MAR 73

291X0 TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS FEB 77 OCT 70

303X3 AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR NOV 77 JUN 73

305X4 ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEC 77 DEC 72

306X2 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS/EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE FEB 78 JUN 73

316XOF MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (TITAN II) NOV 77 OCT 73

316X1F MISSILE SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE (TITAN II) NOV 77 OCT 73

316X00 MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (WS-133AM/CDB) JUN 78 OCT 73

321X2 WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS (F-5E) DEC 77 JAN 73

321X2A (F-106, ASQ-25 SYSTEMS) DEC 77 JAN 73

321X2C (F-106, ASQ-25 SUBSYSTEMS) DEC 77 JAN 73

321X2N (F-105D/F) DEC 77 JAN 73

321X2P (F-4C/D DEC 77 JAN 73

321X2Q (F-4E) DEC 77 JAN 73

321X25 (A-7D) DEC 7 JAN 73

325X0 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS OCT 77 MAR 72

328X4 AVIONIC INERTIAL AND RADAR NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS APR 78 APR 71

362X1 TELEPHONE SWITCH EQUIPMENT, ELECTRO/
MECHANICAL MAR 78 FEB 72

423X2 AIRCREW EGRESS SYSTEMS JAN 78 FEB 73

423X5 AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN JUL 77 APR 71

431X1 TACTICAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
431X1A (A-7) JUN 77 FEB 69

431X1C (F/RF-4) JUN 77 FEB 69

443X0G MINUTEMAN MISSILE MECHANIC JUL 77 SEP 71

472X0 BASE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT MECHANIC JUN 78 JUN 72

472X1 SPECIAL PURPOSE. VEHICLE MECHANIC

472X1A (FIRE TRUCKS) JUN 78 JUN 72

472X1B (REFUELING VEHICLE) JUN 78 JUN 72

472X1C (MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT) JUN 78 JUN 72

472X1D (TOWING AND SERVICING VEHICLES JUN 78 JUN 72

472X2 GENERAL PURPOSE VEHICLE MECHANIC JUN 78 JUN 72

473X3 VEHICLE BODY MECHANIC JUN 78 JUN 72

511X0 COMPUTER OPERATIONS
511X0A (BURROUGHS SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73

511XOB (HONEYWELL SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73

511XOC (IBM SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73

511X1 COMPUTER PROGRAMING
511X1A (BURROUGHS SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73

511X1B (HONEYWELL SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73

511X1C (IBM SYSTEMS) MAR 77 MAR 73



AIR FORCE SPECIALTIES IDENTIFIED AS STABLE THROUGH OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS 1111,

CONDUCTED JANUARY 1977 THROUGH JUNE 1978
(CONTINUED)

AIR FORCE
SPECIALTY CODE CAREER LADDER TITLE

CURRENT
SURVEY

PREVIOUS
SURVEY

511X2 COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN MAR 77 MAR 73

542X0 ELECTRICIAN OCT 77 MAR 73

542XOF (TITAN II) OCT 77 MAR 73

542X1 ELECTRICAL POWER LINE MAY 77 JUN 72

542X2 ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION JUN 78 AUG 73

544X0 CRYOGENIC FLUIDS PRODUCTION JUN 78 DEC 73

545X0 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SEP 77 MAR 71

547X0 HEATING SYSTEMS SEP 77 MAR 71

554X0 REAL ESTATE-COST MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS JUN 78 MAY 74

571X0 FIRE PROTECTION APR 78 MAR 72

601X4 PACKAGING MAY 78 OCT 73

602X0 PASSENGER AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS MAY 78 OCT 73

602X1 FREIGHT TRAFFIC MAY 78 OCT 73

622X1 DIET THERAPY MAR 78 OCT 73

701X0 CHAPEL MANAGEMENT MAY 78 DEC 73

901X0 AEROMEDICAL MAR 77 NOV 71

982X0 DENTAL LABORATORY JUN 78 APR 74

99500 RECRUITER MAY 78 MAR 73

;1:0,11
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF CAREER LADDER STRUCTURE BETWEEN SURVEYS OF
AFS ;d2X0 DENTAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL

A 74 SURVEY (A=501)

COMPLETE DENTURE CLUSTER (A=191)

riORKING SUPERVISION CLUSTER (N=103)

RTHUDOATIC JOB TYPE (N=o)

CROWN AND BRIDGE CLUSTER (N=56)

iETAL FINISHING CLUSTER (N=51)

SAX :P CLUSTER (N=22)--

REA LAB SUPERVISION CLUSTER (N=33)

1111/12EYEIIii±.5321

BASE DENTAL LAB PERSONNEL (N=307)

ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCE SPECIALISTS
(N=9)

CROWN AND BRIDGE FABRICATORS (N=97)

PORCELAIN FABRICATORS (N=15)

REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES FABRICATORS
(N=44)

DENTAL LAB MANAGERS (N=29)



TABLE 2

OF CAREER LAE:E= STRUCTURE BETWEEN SURVEYS OF RECRUITER FEFS:':,EL

".:= -3 SURVEY (N=1665)

RECRUITER CLUSTER (!=2192)
:-S =E2 .LITER CLUSTER (N=1E

=E:=UITER (N=7)-

:SORY CLUSTER (N=19C)

:= _:::SON NCO (N=61)

:2 :SING AND PUBLICITY
-ER (N=43)

CLUSTER (N=23)
-ES- 11,STER (N=86)

MAY 78 SURVEY (N=1615)

RECRUITER SALESMEN (N=1127)

RECRUITER rANACEVENT PERSONNEL N=166;

AFEES LIAISON ;COs (N =1EE)

ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY
NCCs (N=29)

TECHNICAL SCHOOL INSTRUdTORS

PROaCTION f'ANAGEMENT PEESON'..EL
CLASSIFICATION INTERVIEWERS



TABLE 3

.:0 PARISON OF PERCENT TIME SPENT PERFORMIN3 DUTIES BETWEEN SURVEYS

AFS 984X0 DENTAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL
(1-24 MCWL-1S ACTIVE FEDERAL MILITARY SERVICE)

APR 74 .:i,r 78

DJ: ES BEY S.JRVEY

DRGAAIZING AND PLANNING 1 i

LIRECTING AND IMPLEMENTING 2 2

IaSFE:TING AND EVALUATING e .
1

TRAIAIAG

PERFuRMING ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPLY TASKS 3 1

PERFJRAING GENERAL LABORATORY TASKS 48 53

FAAiRICATING AND REPAIRING COMPLETE DENTURES 13 10

FAzRICATING AND REPAIRING REMO/ABLE PARTIAL DENTURES 16 10

FA;;R::ATING CROWNS INLAYS AND FIXED PARTIAL DENTURES 9 ,.
,.

FAiS:CATING PORCELAIN PRODUCTS 1 7

FAi.S::ATING AND REPAIRING ORTnOJONTIC APPLIANCES 5

FA:2,ICATING SPECIAL PROSTHESES 1

....ICATLS LESS THAN 1 PErs\::-..17

5



TAELE g

CORARISOii OF PERCENT OF INERS PERFONG TASKS BETWEEN SURVEYS OF

hFS 962X0 DENIAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL

(I-24 NgNS ACTIVE FEDERAL MILITARY SERVICE)

APR A TASK Jb 18 TASK

1)IFFICULD Eli
Fi1CATE CRANIAL IMPLANTS 5 7.38 7,33

KiLDER METAL FRAMEWORKS 06 OXYGEN-GAS

'ODES 12 6,88 1 5,80

-AFT BUDGET OR FINAKIAL REQUIREMENTS 11
. 6,82 12 6,86

:EVELOP TESTS 9 6,72 5 5,85 2

A7TACN WIRES TO GELS FOR RIME

APPLIANCES 32 6.72 38 5.39

FLA LAYOUT OF FACILITIES 13 6.58 9 6,85

PECTRIS-EXCAVATRI1 IMPLANTS 5 651 1 1,46

IiIES FOR WAXING 33 6.50 24



Tel 5

TASK DIFFICVLI? INDEX OF DIFFICIJLI TASKS

BETWEEN SURVEYS OF RECRUITER PERSOMMEL

TkSIK 12EX

MAR 13 110 18

2E.

SET VP PRODUCTION PLANS TO MEET RITHE REalJIRENDITS 5,24 1,13

SLiFERVIE AFSC 99110 PERSONNEL 419E

CLARIFY) VALIDATE, AND NNE PROSPECTS OBJECTIONS TO

AIR FORCE BURN 4.95

ESIGII OR MOVE WORK h1ETHODS AND PEEVES 480 ?,51

FijI!t,OR DIE TUNING CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS 11,U

Mg FOLLOW-UN TRAINING OF NEWLY ASSIGNED PERSONNEL 5,46

'fiagTlISN WAIVERS, RENE FOR AFFROVRI. OF ENLISTNENT FOFS

HIEHE PRIMP MET OF PROSPECTS 4,41 EIH

MCI SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TRAINING FOR RICRETIE;'S

"."EalTER SIEES 11,16 1,11
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'-'ABLE 6

CUMPARISON OF PERCENT OF MEMBERS PERFORMING TASKS BETWEEN SURVEYS OF
5-SKILL LEVEL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL

DEC 68 OCT 72 JUL 78
TASKS SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY

YAINTAIN SUSPENSE FILES 42 18 45

COUNT PROPERTY 26 20 18

PREPARE ISSUE DOCUMENTS 26 19 i9

C.OMPARE PHYSICAL COUNTS OF PROPERTY WITH STOCK
RECORD BALANCES i8 16 16

PLACE LOCATION SYrIBOLS ON STORAGE FACILITIES ii 4 5

PREPARE TURN-IN DOCUMENTS 10 11 18

ESTABLISH BENCH STOCKS 9 6 11

;PERATE REMOTE KEYBOARD UNITS 15 25 39



The Collection and Prediction of
Training Emphasis Ratings for Curriculum Development

by

Hendrick W. Ruck
Nancy A. Thompson
David C. Thomson

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

The opinions and conclusions expressed in this paper
are those of the authors and are not necessarily

those of the United States Air Force.

One of the most difficult questions that arises in occupational
curriculum design is, "What should the training content be?" This
question, in the business of Air Force vocational training, could be
further reduced to the fundamental questions of "Which occupational
tasks should be included in the curriculum?" and "How do those tasks
translate into specific skills and knowledge?" The purpose of this
paper is to address the first of the fundamental questions; i.e., the
selection of tasks for training.

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory has been conducting
extensive research in the training requirements area. The initial con-
cepts and theory guiding the research were first proposed by Christal
(1970), who suggested that boards of expert judges could be used to
study information about tasks that are hypothesized to be related to
the training decision. The experts could then evaluate those tasks in
terms of the appropriateness for inclusion in curricula. He further
suggested that the mathematical technique of policy capturing be
applied to the judges' decisions so that the policy of the judges could
be applied to additional tasks. This approach would reduce the necessity
of expert judgment in task selection for each task and would assure
more consistent decisions since the mathematical model of the experts'
decisions could be used instead of additional judgments by the experts.

These initial suggestions have been studied in a stream of research
on task training factors. Mial and Christal (1974) developed a number
of task training factors and were able to predict judges' mean rank
ordering of tasks for priority in training using a four-facto- regression
equation (R=.88; P<.001). Their research was conducted using the
Medical Service specialty. Mead (1975) has presented additional evi-
dence as to the utility of the policy-capturing approach. He performed
a similar study to that of Mial and Christal using a different specialty
(Law Enforcement) and met with similar success in predicting training
priorities. Mead successfully used both mean rankings of training
priority and mean ratings of training priority in his research. These
studies suggested that a promising link between Instructional System
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Development (ISD) theory, occupational survey data, and curriculum
design could be further developed.

Stacy, Thompson, and Thomson (1977) presented a paper last year at
the Military Testing Association Conference outlining preliminary
results of task factor data collection, training emphasis prediction,
and task-anchored scaling. Stacy found that the task training factors
could be collected reliably using standard occupational survey techniques.
He also reported success in using the policy-capturing approach for a
number of specialties. The present paper will discuss the results of
policy-capturing research on 13 Air Force specialties, the similarities
and differences in policies for different specialties, and the implica-
tions of the research for Instructional System Development (ISD). A

separate paper is being presented at this conference by Squadron Leader
David C. Thomson (Thomson and Goody, 1978) documenting the results of
the task anchored scaling research.

Method

Research conducted prior to Stacy, et al (1977) focused on two
specialties. This study was designed to test the generalizability of
earlier findings. Therefore, 13 of the 14 specialties studied by
Stacy, et al, were selected for this study (Table 1). The specialties
were selected so that occupational survey data and job inventories were
current, initial skill courses were mandatory for entry into the special-
ties, and all four aptitude areas used in Air Force job placement
(Mechanical, Electrical, General, and Administrative) were represented.
As a result of the operational occupational surveys conducted by the AF
Occupational Measurement Center, data were available on percent members
performing each task, an index of percent time spent on each task, the
learning difficulty of each task, and the average grade of members
performing each task. Additional data that were collected for the
study included: (a) field recommended training emphasis for each task,
(b) present school emphasis for each task, (c) probable consequences of
inadequate performance for each 11,A, and (d) delay tolerance for each
task. The learning difficulty task factor used in this study was
collected using a nine-point relative scale. However, the other two
factors (consequences of inadequate performnce, task delay tolerance)
were collected using nine-point scales (Stacy, Thompson & Thomson;
1977) that were verbally anchored and did not require relative task
comparisons. These factors have been described previously (Stacy, et
al, 1977); however, the training emphasis scale will be described again
in this paper because of its importance.

The field recommended training emphasis scale was developed as the
criterion. It was expected to yield equiva1en:7 information to the mean
rank orderings of training priority as used 5y Mial and Christal (1974),
since Mead (1975) demonstrated the equivalency between rankings and
ratings or training priority. The field recommended training emphasis
scale a nine-point scale ranging from "Extremely Little" to "Extremely
Heavy." Senior NCOs serving in operational units in each specialty are
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AFSC Title

Table 1

AFSC Aptitude Areas and Raters

Aptitude

Area

293X3 Radio Operator A

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment E

304X4 Ground Radio E

Communication Equipment

328X3 Electronic Warfare E

412X2 General Purpose Vehicle M

Mechanic

552X5 Plumbing Specialist M

651X0 Procurement Specialist A

672X1 General Accounting A

672X2 Disbursement Accounting A

Specialist

902X0 Medical Services G

906X0 Medical Administration G

911X0 Physiological Training G

981XD Dental Specialist G

Number of Respondents/Raters

Members Training

Emphasis,

.4.1=1111

Consequences Delay DifficultK

1468 224 45 50 78

1513 215 35 50 89

2351 335 60 58 122

1223 306 46 47 43

3338 291 33 34 127

964 143 82 62 116

979 320 61 63 101

596 85 55 55 86

1352 149 65 65 86

2198 380 93 95 58

2356 300 105 104 78

408 79 30 30 86

1856 89 65 47 45

Total 20662 4220 1096 1098 1451



asked to (a) check each task for which formal training (school or on-
the-job training (OJT)) is recommended for first-term airmen, and (b)
rate each of the tasks that were checked using the nine-point scale.
The training emphasis scale is normally treated in data reduction and
analysis as a 10-point scale since the absence of a check mark is
treated as zero. This differs from other ISD task factors used in the
Air Force occupational survey program since every task is normally
considered to possess some amount of each ISD factor. That is, for
example, no task would be expected to have zero learning difficulty.
Similarly, no task would have zero consequences of inadequate performance
or delay tolerance. Tasks could, however, have zero field recommended
training emphasis.

The field recommended training emphasis scale has been intensively
researched. It has been collected in the research mode for 19 special-
ties and in the operational mode for an additional 21 specialties.
Table 2 lists the AF specialties and associated interrater agreement
data for the field recommended training emphasis data collected to
date. The median interrater agreement coefficient is .95. Analyses of
rater agreement data suggest that a minimum of 40 raters should be used
to provide reliable results for the recommended training emphasis
scale.

The validation of field recommended training emphasis was performed
using policy capturing (Christal, 1968). Policy capturing requires
that a multiple regression model be developed in an attempt to "capture"
the policy of the judges in their ratings or rankings. Basically, it
is the development of explanatory and predictive regression models.
The policy model that was developed to predict field recAlmended train-
ing emphasis included three task factors and three related job factors,
together with squares of the factors. The task factors in the model
were learning difficulty, probable consequences of inadequate performance,
and task delay tolerance. The job-related factors were percent members
performing in the first assignment, an index of percent time spent by
members in their first assignment, and the average weighted grade of
members performing. Since each factor was squared to address expected
curvilinear relationships, a twelve variable regression equation was
generated for each Air Force specialty.

The ISD literature has often been interpreted as suggesting that
there is one correct way to combine task and job factor information in
order to derive training requirements. This hypothesis was tested by
analyzing the regression equations (Ward, 1963; Gott, 1978) for each
specialty to determine whether, in fact, different policies as expressed
in the policy equation exist across specialties, or, as one might
expect, there is one universal equation (or combination rule). The
analyses required to test the Hypothesis can be conducted using a hier-
archical grouping algorithm which tests similar regression equations
for homogeneity of weights. 'D:7 3



Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of Training Emphasis Ratings

AFSC Title
Avg
Mean SD

Rkk*
No. of
Raters

111XO Defensive Aerial Gunner 3.49 1.94 .94 43
293X3 Ground Radio Operator 2.26 1.44 .92 189

303XX Aircraft Control and Warning Radar 3.08 1.76 .96 52

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment 2.38 1.50 .94 199

304X4 Ground Radio Communication Equipment 1.82 1.15 .90 315

307X0 Telecommunication Systems Control 2.87 2.11 .96 75

321XX -Defensive Fire Control Systems 2.48 2.09 .97 50

328X3 Electronic Warfare Systems 1.02 1.25 .94 248
341XX Training 'evices 1.38 1.15 .89 46
361X0 Outside Wire and Antenna Maintenance 3.53 1.67 .94 40
423X1 Aircraft Environmental Systems 2.63 1.34 .91 137

423X4 Aircraft Pneudraulic Systems 2.89 l.K .93 282

427X2 Nondestruction Inspection 3.89 2.29 .98 178
427X5 Airframe Repair 3.48 2.16 .97 267
443X0 Missile Maintenance (LGM 25-Titan) 3.91 2.30 .97 53
462X0 Aircraft Armament Systems 2.72 1.81 .96 186
463X0 Nuclear Weapons 2.05 2.29 .90 40
472X2 General Purpose Vehicle Maintenance 2.39 2.30 .98 243
472XX Vehicle Maintenance 3.42 1.75 .95 49
542X2 Electronic, Power Production 3.85 1.54 .93 40

552X5 Plumbilig 3.32 1.62 .95 125

555X0 Programs and Work Control 2.61 1.48 .92 54

571X0 Fire Protection 3.55 1.87 .95 51

601X4 Packaging 1.42 1.72 .97 17

602XX Passenger and Freight 2.75 1.58 .92 26
622X1 Diet Therapy )., . 3.68 1.82 .95 47
631X0 Fuel 3.22 1.92 .95 277
645X0 Inventory Management 1.77 1.55 .92 12
645X1 Materiel 1.27 1.37 .92 15



Table 2 (Continued)
Descriptive Statistics of Training Emphasis Ratings

AFSC Title
Avg
Mean SD Rkk*

No. of

Raters

645X2 Supply 1.31 2.25 .99 5

651X0 Procurement 2.85 1.63 .94 295
672X1 General Accounting 1.29 1.41 .95 73
672X2 Disbursement Accounting 1.21 1.37 .95 131

902X0 Medical Service 3.44 1.72 .93 302
904X0 Medical Laboratory 2.91 1.83 .95 46
906X0 Medical Administrative 1.71 1.19 .91 270
907X0 Environmental Health 3.25 1.82 .95 64
911X0 Aerospace Physiology 2.59 2.00 .96 68
981X0 Dental 2.33 2.06 .97 85
982X0 Dental Laboratory 2.84 2.02 .97 23

*Rater agreement indices for a sample of 40 raters as estimated by the Spearman Brown formula.
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Analysis of Policy Equations

The results of the grouping analysis of the 13 policy equations

are highlighted in Table 3. Notice that, if the regression equation

derived for each of the 13 specialties was used to predict for that

specialty, the overall predictive efficiency would be quite high (.86).

On the other hand, predictive efficiency using a single averaged equation

for each of the specialties would result in unacceptably low predictive

efficiency of .56. As a result of the analysis, a compromise solution

appears to be one which uses one equation (Policy A) for eight special-

ties, and a second equation (Policy B) for the remaining five specialties.

The equation used in Policy A yields an R-squared of .72; however, the
Policy B equation has an R-squared of .64. This suggests that the

specialties in Policy B are not as predictable (using the ISD factors)
as those in Policy A.

Table 3
Grouping of Training Priority Policy Equations

Overall

Number of Predictive

Equations Efficiency (R2)

Maximum 13 .86

Optimal 2 .73

Minimum 1 .56

Additional analyses of the differences between the two policies
were performed in an attempt to isolate characteristics of specialties

in each policy. The specialties in Policy B differed from those in
Policy A in that Policy B specialties were measured with job inventories
that had significantly more tasks than in A (XA = 425, XF3, = 951;

t = 3.81, df = 11, p<.01) and Policy B specialties included significantly
more job types than Policy A (XA . 27.1, XB . 47.6, t = -2.69, df = 11,

p<.05). It is important to note here that no significant relationship
was found between number of tasks in a job inventory and number of job

types identified in an occupational analysis (r = .29, ns).

Analysis of Interrater Agreement

Although the complex relatinships among recommended training
emphasis and the ISD factors will not be more fully developed in this
presentation, one may conclude that there is no single method of com-
bining ISD factor d%'a to arrive at training emphasis for all specialties.

This conclusion applies if Air Force specialties are considered the
unit of analysis; however, the conclusion has not been tested, and may
not hold up if the unit of analysis is changed to job groups within
specialties rather than specialties. Nevertheless, the finding is
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significant, since most technical training in the Air Force is developed
for specialties and not for job groups.

After determining that there were at least two different policies
that could be used to predict training emphasis, and that the policies
differed in predictive efficiency and type of specialty, further analyses
of interrater agreement were conducted. Although no difference in
interrater agreement was found among the specialties in each policy
group, interrater agreement'was found to be m3derately correlated with
predictive efficiency. That is, the correlation between R-squared for
each specialty and interrater agreement (R11) on training emphasis is
significant (r = .61, p<.05).

Table 2 displays the interrater agreement values adjusted for 40
raters. "sing a conservative cutoff of .91 for acceptable interrater
agreement, one can see that five (or 12.5 percent) of the specialties
do not meet the cutoff. This analysis leads to the conclusioh "lat the
recommended training emphasis data can be reliably collected in at
least 80 percent of the Air Force specialties.

Complex Specialties

The training emphasis research has resulted in a criterion that
may be collected and used in decision making in a large number of
specialties. Two types of problem specialties have been identified in
the research. First, there are specialties with 1014 interrater agreement.
Second, there are specialties for which predictability of recommended
training emphasis is not as high as is necessary for practical prediction.
These complex specialties are being investigated further. The new
research will attempt to (a) determine whether additional factors may
be useful for predicting 2commended training emphasis in complex
specialties through the development of additional task factor scales,
(b) examine the complex specialties for commco characteristics, (c)
determine optimal data displays for complex specialties for training
decision makers, (d) determine which specialty characteristics are
associated t :ith low interrater agreement and poor predictability.

Discussion

The task training factor research stream has produced significant
results. First, ISD task and job factors have been identified and
scales developed to measure them. Second, the field recommended
training emphasis scale has been developed as a criterion. The training
emphasis scale has been shown to be reliable, through interrater agree-
ment analyses in 40 specialties, and valid, through policy capturing
and policy grouping in 13 specialties. Third, no single way of combining
ISD factors for training decisions was found to be appropriate for all
specialties.

The initial objective of the research was to discover combination
rules that may be applied to ISD factor data for selecting tasks for
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training. This has been done. However, the rules differ for different

groups of specialties. The criterion used in the research has been

found to be both reliable and valid. Furthermore, only a moderate

number of raters (about 40) is required to provide stable data. These

findings have led to the unexpected conclusion that the criterion
should be collected and not predicted. It is important to note that
recommended training emphasis ratings, although useful for most Air
Force specialties, will not always be immediately usable. In particular,

complex specialties appear to require additional study to enhance
understanding of low predictive efficiency and poor interrater agreement.

As a result of this research, it has been recommended that super-
visory ratings of formal training emphasis be collected routinely in
the Air Force Occupational Survey Program. Further, it has been
recommended that routine collection of the task factors Consequences of
Inadequate Performance and Task Delay Tolerance be discontinued since
recommended training emphasis ratings include consideration of those
factors. In cases where more than one Air Force specialty would be
included in a single job inventory, it is recommended that separate
ratings be collected for each specialty and that those ratings be
analyzed and presented for each of the specialties. Finally it has
been recommended that the training emphasis data be presented using oPw
modularized CODAP (Thew & Weissmueller, 1978) programs that allow a
merging of training documentation, such as Specialty Training Standards
(STS) or Plans of Instruction (POI) with job inventory tasks. This

merging of job inventory tasks and training documents provides a simple
and reliable method of displaying occupational survey data within the
context that training r,ersonnel are most familiar. The Appendix displays
an example of the output.

The research leading to the conclusions and recommendations has
been difficult and complex. However, the available technology for
using occupational survey data for training decisions has been consid-
erably expanded and implementation of the results would provide a much
stronger basis for making training decisions than is currently avaLable.
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APPENDIX

I. This appendix contains sample computer output that is being recom-

mended for use by training managers and curriculum developers. The

printout is in two ps.-;s; the first part (pp 12-14) is an executive
summary, and the second part (pp 15-16) provides detailed Occupational

Survey (OS) data that have been matched with Specialty Training Standard

(STS) items.

2. Four columns are on each of the subsequent printouts. Column 1

displays the number of OS tasks that have been matched to each of the
STS items. The data displayed in column 2 are the recommended training
emphasis ratings collected from AFS 293X3 (Ground Radio Operator) field
supervisors. Column 3 includes the percent of job incumbents with 2-24
months military service in the 293X3 career ladder who perform the

tasks. Finally, Column 4 shows the learning difficulty for each task.

3. The executive summary has been designed to aggregate OS task data to

STS item level. Pages 12-14 display STS items in original STS sequence.
Mean values for each of the three OS task factors for the tasks that
were matched to the STS item are displayed in columns 2-4. Note that in

the case where no tasks have been matched with an STS item, the values
in the adjacent columns are zero. Also, it is possible to show the same
STS items and OS data with the STS items arranged in descending order on
field supervisors' recommended training emphasis. This display gives a

powerful overview rf the data and is expected to be quite useful to
training managers.

4. The remaining two pages (pages 15-16) provide samples of detailed OS

data in the STS framework. STS items are printed between dashed lines
and OS tasks (and associated data) are shown immediately below the
items. Tasks are listed in order of training priority for introductory
airmen within each STS category. The matching between STS and OS tasks

was performed and reviewed by course personnel. Note that tasks may be

mapped into as many STS items as required and that both STS items and OS

tasks may have no counterparts.
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DATA BASE TO DETERMINATION OF TRAINING CONTENT:

A MANAGEABLE SOLUTION

Douglass Davis

The Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET), Naval Air Station,
Pensacola, Florida, is the Chief of Naval Operat'ons (CNO) designee
as the Navy's principal training agent. The CNET participates, inter
alia, in the development and implementation of the most effective
teaching and training :-.1ytems and devices for optimal education and
training. This paper will describe in some detail a CNET initiative
which is bringing into a manageable focus the historical problem of
determining the content of training programs within the agonizing
limitations of existing, and even diminishing, resources.

Although a framework does exist for determining the training require-
ments of naval personnel, there is inconsistency among assigned roles
of the Navy's three "Training Warfare Desks" (within the CNO). This
situation undoubtedly springs from the fact that within the United
States Navy there are three distinct communities: air, surface, and
submarine. The distinctions are so prevalent that personnel within
the employ of the Navy Department often speak of three "separate
Navies." To illustrate the reality of this situation, cne need only
refer to the CNO instruction which delineates the functions of the
three individual Train , warfare Desks: OP-29, OP-39, and OP-59,
for submarine, surface, .end aviation manpower and training requirements,
respectively.

A function of the Submarine Manpower and Training Requirements Division
is the identificeion and --tablishment of training concepts and
requirements; the corresponding function of the Surface Warfare Manpower
and Training Requirements Division is the identification of require-
ments and the establishment of priorities for assigned training programs.
The Aviation Manpower and Training Division, however, is tasked with
developing requirements for aviation training courses of instruction
conducted by the CNET and with exercising curriculum control and
ensuring a continuum of training by coordinating the integration and
standardization of flight, aviation ground and aviation technical
training conducted by the Chief of Naval Education and Training

The clue to dealing with this disparity lies perhaps in the one
common function among the three Training Warfare Desks: developing
(or establishing) training requirements. The vehicle for system-
atically specifying requirements lies in the surface (0P-39) function
of establishing for assigned training programs. It is the
implementation of the Instructional Systems Development (ISD) process
which enables the CNET and the respective Manpower and Training
Warfare Divisions to make possible '' 'evelopment (quantifiable

(44)6statement) of requirements and the ablishment of priorities within

stated requiremeuts. 1



An early product of the ISD process is a Job Task Inventory (JTI)
or list of tasks which school or course graduates may reasonably
be expected to perform in their fleet (or shore) assignments. It

is the JTI which actually serves as a statement of training require-
ments and gives CNET and sponsors at the CNO echelon a data base
from which to negotiate in the ultimate determination of training
content. This process of negotiation of training requirements has
been in progress since early March of this year (1978) following
the critique of the Radioman (RM) "A" School propc,sed curriculum
validation at the Service School Command, San Diego. This critique
was attended by representatives from the RM Technical Advisor, the
CNO rating advisor, and the Commanders in Chiefs, Atlantic and
Pacific Fleets.

At this critique, primarily because of the attendees' inability to
agree upon curriculum ,70:atent, the concept of prioritization of JTI
items (Job tasks) was introduced by CNET representatives. The plan,

which has been recently carried out to completion, involved the
forwarding of a CNET-developed JTI to CNO for subsequent distribution
to the Rating Technical Advisor (COMNAVTELCOM), the Commander in
Chief Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT), and the Commander in Chief
Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT) and their type commanders (air, surface,
and submarine). Ea;h recipient of the JTI prioritized the list of
tasks from most to least critical and forwarded the prioritized
listing up the chain of command to CNO. In early October 1978,
CNO forwarded the consolidated prioritized list of tasks to CNET as
a formal statement of training requirements for RM "A" School
(apprentice) trainees. The prioritization contains three sections:
Priority A - Major Tasks identified as CRITICAL; Priority 8 - Tasks
Identified as IMPORTANT; and Priority C - Tasks identified to be
included if practicable, for example:

CATEGORY A: (CRITICAL)

Receive top secret material
Receive secret material
Process confidential material

CATEGORY B: (IMPORTANT)

Update crypto center files
Perform operator maintenance on TSEC /KcT -26

CATEGORY C: (Include if practicable)

Inventory parts /tools /supplies

Upon receipt of the prioritized JTI, CNET has begun to study the
requirements so stated in order to determine exactly how far down
the list of tasks the Naval Education and Training Command can
afford, within current assets, to successfully develop training
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programs to satisfy fleet and OPNAV expectations. For the first

time, CNET is able to work from prioritized, approved lists of

requirements. When resources have been exhausted, CNET ca.' continue

this cooperative endeavor with CNO to determine the placement of

tasks which cannot be trained in the RM "A" School within the bounds

of present numbers of student billets, school staff billets,

equipments, and OPN/O&MN funding. Of course the CNO will have the
option of reallocating resources to the RM "A" School or of supporting

additional resource allocations in the outyears. Exercising this

option may include the assignment of training tasks to On-the-job

Training (OJT), to Self-Training Exportable Packages (STEPS), or to

Rate Training Manuals and/or Career Correspondence Courses.

This venture, emanating from the data base created by application of

the ISD process, enables all concerned to plan career training and

to understand the rationale which determined the placement of training in

a particular setting or at a particular point in the career of

enlisted RMs. The dilemma of curriculum content will now begin to

deminish as determination of curriculum content is removed from those

who develop curricula and is placed in the hands of those who have

actually been charged for many years with determining training

requirements.

As one would well expect, Fleet recipients of course graduates find

their jobs easier when course graduates have been trained to perform

at identified, approved high levels of competency. Ideally, CNET

would ensure that graduates meet or exceed the expectations of their

supervisors. It is these expectations and the limitations of

:resources and student billets which have made for misunderstandings,

illogically derived course content, and generally uncomfortable

feelings among the Fleets who receive graduates and the command (CNET)

that develops and administers training programs. Admittedly, there

has been confusion concerning expected and actual performance of

CNET course graduates. This situation has existed for several years

primarily because of CNET's having been forced to remove "extraneous"

material from courses and to train only to "need to know" in order

to shorten courses whenever practicable to ease the impact of

decreasing resources.

A follow-on to prioritization of training requirements and development

of courses which reflect this prioritization is the development and

refinement of a concept which, once implemented, will serve to

preclude misunderstandings on the part of active users of course

graduates. A Skills Profile (SP) will be developed for the purpose

of "profiling" the job entry level for RM "A" (and ultimately all

other) School graduates. The SP will enumerate the skills possessed

by graduates and will be made available tc all cognizant activities

via the Catalogue of Navy Training Courses (CANTRAC) microfiche

medium. Such a precise statement of capabilities to which a

graduate has been trained will provide a "lefinitive baseline against

which job performance can be evaluated an from which a Fleet feed-

back system and a training readiness inde an be implemented.
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The cooperative CNO-CNET lrt tc provide a data base and the

subsequent prioritizatic '':raz=ing requirements which ±± supports

will provide CNO sponsors ixpcn which to base decisions (the

"who, what, when and where" of t:Lwining), while making possible the

realization of the actual CNET acmlying expertise in designing,

developing, implementing, .7.nd evaluating (the "how" cf training)

courses which will, more -than ever before, meet Flee:: requirements.
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USING THE COMPUTER TO BUILD THE TASK INVENTORY

T. M. Ansbro

Career Development Group, Naval Education and Training
Program Development Center, Pensacola, Florida

At the "front end" of Instructional Systems Development (ISD)
o=upational data stockpiles, especially when data gathering is
enmhusiastically and thoroughly pursued. Some of the data gathering
fn" Training Task Analysis in the Navy has so far produced thousands
of tasks per rating, and there is no evidence to suggest a change in
the trend. As the data-gathering techniques necessarily (and unavoid-
ably) become more sophisticated and complex, the chances are increased
that the data recorded will be sufficiently comprehensive to permit
follow-on analysis to perform its design function in development of
training curricula and materials, certainly throughout and hopefully
far beyond any initial iteration of ISD. Except for technological
change or significant adjustments in manpower management, there should
be little need for more than a periodic augmentation to a data storage
that has been assemb:ed with a broad compe.ss of retrieval strategies
in mind.

One key to the projected employment of these occupational data
items (tasks) is the "signature block" of each task recorded during
job/task analysis; another is the computer programming that permits
grouping and regrouping of recorded tasks into arrays and hierarchies
reflective of representative equipment items, levels of work sophisti-
cation, established or innovative occupational structures, or internal
task-descriOtive hierarchies. To proceed succtssfully through Train-
ing Task Analysis, an important phase of ISD, it is first necessary to
provide job task inventories that indicate relationships among tasks,
as well as merely list them, and that describe, classify, and cata-
logue. Such inventories must also be capable of rearrangement of tasks
to meet specific requirements by means of a variety of retrieval strate-
gies. These inventories can be built in and by the computer, task
interrelationships can be determined, commonality or. uniqueness estab-
lished and measured, and degree of componency and index of complexity
fixed. The initial data input is an inventory, to be sure; but,
except to serve as a master index of tasks ascribed to a rating, it is
not the single or principal such instrument employed in Training Task
Analysis in ISD.

This paper will treat a range of inventories and the methodology
used to produce and modify them by describing a model developed and
currently in experimental use by the Career Development Group, a unit
of the Naval Education and Training Program Development Center, Pensa-
cola, Florida. The model shown represents one attempt to secure a
massive occupational data input and then to trim it down to an easily
manageable catalogue from which to select items for the follow-on
steps of ISD.
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The task inventory, fully explored and exploited, is more than a

list of tasks covering work done within a rating; although the Master

Index (figure 1, sample page) is just that. Inventories for use in

Front End Analysis (FEA) for ISD meet training task analysis require-

ments other than those of indexing. For example, inventories can be

printed out by equipment hierarchies (platform/system, equipment item,

component, module; figure 2), or by established "skill levels" (pay-

grade groupings), or in.divisions or sections specialized to meet other

expressed needs of the ISD process. It is the retrieval strategy

applied to a multilayered, .ietailed, and comprehensive occupational

data input that make the varied outputs (invemmories mentioned above)

capable of practical employment in such furthem steps as Training Task

Analysis (TTA).

Principal objectives for the data input design are that the data

be detailed, extensive, and reflective less of a technician's opinion

than of his recognition and recall of characteristics descriptive of

tasks. To this end, tasks to be recorded in FEA are fitted loosely

into a data structure that becomes progressively more finite at each

lower level of description. This data structure is a Navy world-of-

work frame of descending categories of tasks in what eventually

becomes an inventory. The major, or first, divisions (Major Functional

Categories) indicate the broadest clearly distinct categories of work

that tasks fall into, irrespective of the official boundaries of a

rating under analysis. The second (next lower) are the Duty Subcate-

gories, work-descriptive areas of smaller compass, within which are

the Task Descriptive Characteristics and the Skill Areas (see figure 3).

The first two divisions essentially place the tasks to be recorded;

they define or re-define areas of task population. The Descriptive

Characteristics and Skill Areas provide extensive and varied items

descriptive of task actions and behaviors: skill-related, tool-and-

equipment-oriented, explicit actions in a graduated format. It takes

the recording of many of these characteristics to make up the task

"signature block" data input in the computer; but, in the aggregate,

they draw the picture of the task (the signature block is the solid

block of numbers from zero (0) to three (3) below the statement "Task

Data Worksheet Information" in figure 1).

The initial recording instrument is the Job Data Worksheet (JDW)

(figure 5). All job/task information, with the exception of the task

signature block and the complexity index is transferred to the com-

puter from this form (compare figures 1 and 5).

The second date recording instrument is the Task Data Worksheem

(TDW) (figure 6). This instrument records the appropriate Task Des-

criptive Characteristics and the applicable Skill Areas, all of which

are transferred to the computer, reappearing in the printout as the

signature block. It is at this point that the computer actually per-

forms computation. All items appearing in the printout (figure 1)
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except the comp_ ,Lxity inde :-_:.gure 1, "Compleity 2.17 ") represent

merely a printeaM restat' of task data input or identification.

The comp.Lxity wfiax is factor with range of zero 0) to

five (5) moult from cor-=,7-manipulation c predetermired weights

for the s.steve-m77.Loned a ^t :.-±s in the task sisn=ture block.

Met:. -lous Lee data provides the Master or

total tassk_Lnitc-ry, : 1r rating (or any other identified acc7==ional

group: NE: . MOS, ..tc. nature and shape of other invemmoes

results a=o1:_zazd variety of retrieva_ strategies tr.- the

Master Ines':. zn.7*--lorrq:s as that shown in -figure 2 (ec.,,i7meht

hierarchy are essenc:.. '"511orthand" types of m7ecialized tmvea_zorieF

the tequiprm-: Tc get: all the data recorded

on any sp,, sic tai _L7r:-- has only to track the task mmmbE7 bac,

from the F -,7--=:...1,EL) inventory to the Master Index.

With 1-1: more k]i:7.ni input than that shown, the camp=r
screen out -afa id.-nt ca all items in a task signature

identical z_ all - is n other tasks). Tasr: "similarity" :J..tvt.,

upon percentage c "_de-:: .1), and therefore, "commonality," may be

determined the -pu-r. Using the derived complexity indices an_

a program e--o-e task interrelationships, "componency

(the degree LO is included in, therefore, "coupone

to" another- of Est 'higher complexity) may also be determed

(see figurE 7). C.. Jna l:. complexity, and componency of taskF in

any invent=y a ,
by tae computer, not by the subject :Tatter

personnel -. mo reco:r :he In the model shown here, the abi...ty of

the compubsz- to "lop . tasks with the same eye" (fol7 catal_guing

tasks) and =-_-3 do i.: r,lia and with tireless repetition is fully

exploited. Summar cLL:is: s, formerly the province of the subject

matter exc-.:_t. (SIL ), have li:erally disassembled into nut_zrous

and specific. ite,-; of rIptive data for selection and applization

to task _data- sec dth SMEs, recorded by them, then reassembled

by the cczot.ter L :3 such de =rision patterns as those mentione.-__ above

(complex=y et- Few : "Es can match the computer's abilit: to

compare-al- .ter ...lvenzory cf 3,000 to 5,000 tasks for commonaLity in

a single ep some duty subcategories of ratings, sixty -pa-cent

of tasks .Ardet. proved to be identical, thereby substantial.:- re-

ducing t:- .ze r f the inventory while not affecting its comps).
The philc **-77 filowed in developing this model is that, unless data

gathertn.,.....:=Lni;,n infiltration, and actual analysis are recormized as

separate Tft.i_-.1-zoun progressive) steps in task analysis, and this sep-

arateness -.: ,:.taimtained, opinion infiltration eventually advances in

both direct: 9s, muddying the entire effort. It is difficult ±47-r an

SME to cop task ii2L,5 with #165, having previously made judg,:lents

on the compa=nZive commonality of #102 and #86 without succumbiz to

the halo effr.:t: or some other flowering bias, fatigue, or naggiv:

second thoilgh.57. The ccmputer's monolithic programming leaves it

undisturber' by these problems. SME opinion is employed copiousl--

where indilzidua technical expertise, recall of detail, understanding

of systems, broom summary judgements, and examination and verifi=ation

r)r.)
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of the computermade decisions .L'-an refine and val: ate findings and zirE-3
products of analysis.
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NO.****110 JOB DATA WORK SHEET INFORMATION AE-CHT-118

RATING TASK PACKAGE TASK-ACTION-CODE DUTY-SUBCATEGORY
AE 0118 0001 IFT 01

ACTION = IFT (ISOLATE FAULT/TROUBLESHOOT) ISOLATE FAULT/TROUBLESHOOT WHEEL
WELL LIGHTS 44125

PLATFORM = P3A/B SYSTEM = LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT = EXTERIOR LIGHTING COMPONENT - W°-EEL WELL 'LIGHTING

CUES, REFERENCES, STANDARDS, ETC., REFERRED TO BY THIS TASK. ...

CUE MALFUNCTION
CUE OPERATIONAL CHECK
STANDARD IAW REFERENCE PUBLICATION
REFERENCE NA-01-75-PAA-1-12
REFERENCE NA-01-1A-505
TOOLS COMMON HAND TOOLS
SUPPORT EQUIP POWER UNIT NC12/12A
SUPPORT EQUIP AIR CONDITIONER NB-3A
TEST EQUIP MULTIMETER PSM-4

TASK DATA WORK SHEET INFORMATION
GENERAL 31111000000000000000000000000
DUTY SUB 01 33333330000000000000000000000
SKILL 1 21133000000000000000000000000
SKILL 2 12110000000000000000000000000
SKILL 4 23332320000000000000000000000
SKILL 5 22332111300000000000000000000

COMPLEXITY 2.17

FIGURE 1 SAMPLE PAGE, MASTER INDEX PRINTOUT
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30 4CTION = REMOVE

;TFORM - P-3

JIPMEN- = AN/ASN-42

DULE = NOT CODED

31 ACTION = ALIGN

kTFORN = P-3

JIPMENT = AN/ASN-42 NAV

)ULE = NOT CODED

3 ACTION = ALIGN

VI-FORM = P-3

JIPMEWT = AN/ASN-42

)ULE = NOT CODED

ACTION = REMOVE

kTFORIlt = P-3

JIPMENT = AN/ASN-42

)ULE = NOT CODED

1 if

FIGURE 2

& REPLACE MOD 7352904

SYSTEM

COMPONENT

COMPLEXITY

AN/ASN-42 NAV CPTR SET 73520

SYSTEM

CPTR SET COMPONENT

COMPLEXITY

= BOMB NAV

= NOT CODED

= 0.65

= BOMB NAV

= NOT CODED

= 2.31

CP-632/ASN-42 NAV CPTR 7352400

SYSTEM = BOMB NAV

COMPONENT = CP-632

COMPLEXITY = 1.61

& REPLACE 4A32 PWR AMP ASSY 7352440

SYSTEM = BOMB NAV

COMPONENT = CP-632

COMPLEXITY = 0.51

SAMPLE PAGE, EQUIPMENT HIERARCHY PRINTOUT

AE-0010-0017-02-RAR-2

AE-010-0023-02-ALI-2

AE-0010-0320-02-ALI-3

AE-010-0319-02-RAR-3
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MAJOR FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY

MAINTENANCE
** FABRICATION/PRODUCTION

OPERATIONS
PERSONNEL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
INFORMATION SERVICES (MEDIA)
MILITARY

DUTY SUBCATEGORY

*A. CHECKING/TESTING/INSPECTING
B. REPLACING/RESTORING ITEMS
C. ADJUSTING/ALIGNING/CALIBRA-

TING
D. REPLENISHING/LUBRICATING
E. CLEANING/PRESERVING

**A. CHECKING/TESTING/INSPECTING
B. DESIGNING/PLANNING/LAYING-

OUT
C. CONSTRUCTING/ASSEMBLING
D. EVALUATING/EARTHMOVING
E. DESTRUCTING/DISMANTLING
F. FINISHING/TRIMMING/DECORATING

FIGURE 3 DATA STRUCTURE, MAJOR CATEGORIES
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GENERAL MAJOR FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY: FABRICATION/PRODUCTION

ACCESSIBILITY DUTY SUBCATEGORY: DESIGNING/PLANNING/LAYING OUT

(Concerns getting to the object to be worked on) SPECIFICATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

a. Easily accessible; of little consequence in a.

complexity of task.

b. Moderately accessible, e.g., requires opening b.

drawers, removal of plates, panels, boots,

covers, or minor components; climbing, etc.

c. Difficult to gain access, e.g., requires

disassembly or removal of other components.

MAJOR FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY: MAINTENANCE

DUTY SUBCATEGORY: REPLACING/RESTORING ITEMS

REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT

a. Simple change of location--requires no fasten-

ing/unfastening, e.g., lift, push aside, etc.

b. Dual action--rp4uires fastening/connecting/

unfasteninnecting in addition to

change of

c. Multipl- , other supporting

actions ,
to fastening/connecting/

unfastening .F.,:ting and change of

location.

FIGURE 4 DATA STRUCTURE, CONTINUED

Specifications provided; only static measure-

ments required.

Speefications provided; dynamic measurements

requi red.

c. Specifications must be derived; dynamic

measurements required.

SKILL AREA: (5) USING TEST EQUIPMENT

OPERATION

a. Built into system or requires no connection to

system and provides automated readings after

initial set up.

(1) Built into system or requires no connections

to system but requires manual step-by-step

procedure to obtain readings, or

(2) Must be connected to system but provides

automated readings.

c. Must be connected to system and requires manual

step-by-step procedure to obtain readings.
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RATING. NEC JOB COMMUNITY b/f1/144 C O N7801-

TASK OBJECT HIERARCHY WUC/EIC

0-4.44)
0..L.

111 c
4
Lcons FITT".-r---

IV WATER I-4Hr DDONS
V

VII

MFC OS'C

8

r TASK ACTION

1I/5PEC1

4DJOS

petsERvE-

ge E RePt 40

TASK ACT. CODE

CONDITIONS/SKILLS

II= li11111111111
5 II

REmovr qgpLAcE RAR S

JOB DATA WORKSHEET NETPD 1500/4

(Rev, 64-78)
OPS IDIT OA COPY DATA SYS XII! Of DATA ST1 ME PAO( OF

FIGURE 5 JOB DATA WORKSHEET

31, ('



RATING HT

CUES REFERENCES

1. PMS, quarterly 1. A-608/m17A-N

Viiihen damaged 2iMai901 -a21413_
nijilliiijitgadEgeherna Chap. 9920

iImb INN

MINIMINoPlr

10111111=1

SUPPORT MATERIAL

1. Clean rags

2. Paint remover

3. 1" paint hruch

.4, Hardwond blnrk

5. Car2enteric_chali .

6. Sumhnl 219(1 TFP nil

7. MIL n-23549 Grease

8. 1.; x Di stick packing

MIL P-17578 Symbol 1425

Type I or M114-6032, Type II

9. 2206 oil aluminum oxide

abrasive cloth

10410&ater41--

TEST EQUIPMENT

1. Tape measure

STANDARDS

1, JAW reference

TOOLS

1. Scraper

7. Wire brush

3. Allen wrench_set

4. 12' adjustable wrench a___

5, 8" normal-duty screwdriver

5. Bali peen_ hammer

7. Had chisel

8. Drift punch

9. Welding hood

10. Cutting goggles

11. Electrode holder

12. ChippiDg hammer

13. Gasket punch

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

1. Flash light

2. oil can

3. Grease gun

4. Tocii_llox

5. Eye protection shield

fi. Bucket

7 04 fuel rutting tnrri

R. Welding marhine

9. Flprtrir grinder

Snap clone

11 Welding elartrbdes

12_ Spark igniter

13_ leather glnves

OTHER CONDITIONS

08 DATA WORKSHEET RESOURCES ORIG OPS QA COPY DATA SYS (ORIG) OP FILE. ,PAGE OF OF PACKA'

FIGURE 5 (CONTINUED) JOB DATA WORKSHEET



RATING 1+t

TASKDATAWRiqk±.1

PACKAGE C9 /

T
A

5
K

f

/_.... ___

/0

GENERAL
SUBCATEGORY

DUTY
SUBCATEGORY

SKILL
AREA

1

SKILL
AREA

2

SKILL

AREA

3

SKILL
AREA

4

SKILL
AREA

5

1 abc
2 bc
3 abc
4 be
5 anc
6 aec
7 0 b c
8 a (.6) c
9 a b 6)
10 0b c
11 a b c

.

1

2 ga
3 a (5)
.4 a5©
5 aPc
6 a
7
8 a
9 a

10 a
11 a
12 a
13 a
14 a
15 a

bc
bc

c

b c
c
c
c
c
c
c

.

c
c
c

1

2
3
4
5

abc)
bc
be
be
b c

1 ('abcc2ac
3 abc
4 abc

.

1

.

a 0 c

.
.

-

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

abc
abc
abc
abc
abc
abc
a b c
abc
abc
a b c
a b c

.

1 abc
2 abc
3 abc
4 abc
5 abc
6 abc
7 a' h c
8 abc
9 abc

10 a b c

,
13

0Z. G

,

T

A
S
K

i
1

7 f )
d.
a

GENERAL
SUBCATEGORY

DUTY
SUBCATEGORY

SKILL
AREA

1

Sall
AREA

2

SKILL
AREA

3

SKILL
AREA

4

SKILL
AREA

5
.

1 1\bc
bc

abc
4 (I) 13 c

6 a c
7 ®b c
8 a(6)c
9 a bC)

io obc
11 a b c

.

I
2
3.

4

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

LifFL\bc
albc
a 0 ) c
aa a(cd)

a b c
a lb c
aCpc
a b c
a b c
a b c
a b c
a b c
a b c
abc

1

2

.

abCy-'
be
!) C

cc

l`Gbc
2 abC)
cp_ cc

4 (D)

.

1

.

abe 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

abc.
abc
abc.
abc
abc
abcabc'
abc
abc
a b c
a b c

_

I. abc
2 abc
3 abc
4 abC
5 abc
6 abc
7 abc
Erabc
9' abc

10 a b c

..
NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN 1500/8 (REV 11-77)

.FIGURE ..6..: TASK DATA WORKSHEET

Page3J of

3©2
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SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONAL VALIDATION THROUGH TESTING

Introduction

Systematic development, implementation, and evaluation of instruc-

tion has gained increasing attention as the aspects of accountability,

efficiency, and effectiveness of education or training have received more

emphasis. Instructional systems development (ISD) is essentially appli-

cation of a systems approach to educational process. Steps in this

approach are basically (1) determining instructional needs, (2) developing

effective and efficient solutions to these needs, (3) implementing solu-

tions, and (4) assessing the degree to which these needs are met.

For new instructional programs, ISD can be logically and effectively

applied. However, for existing programs, a comprehensive testing plan

will provide an effective alternative. The testing plan is designed so

that, if ISD is later applied to the instruction, the methods used and

data collected will be applicable to and consistent with ISD. The pur-

pose of this paper is to present a technique for validating instructional

programs through course testing instruments in order to supplement the

development process used.

Testing integral to instruction

Testing serves two main purposes in Navy health sciences education

and training: (1) to assess student knowledges and skills acquired while

participating in training activities; and (2) to assess carryover of knowl-

edges and skills to real-life/actual job settings. For these purposes,

at least three aspects must be measured: cognitions, motor skills,

and application of cognitions and skills in the job setting. For each of

these aspects, numerous instructional objectives exist for a given course,

these objecLives giving specific substance to this otherwise theoretical

distinction. Test items are designed to represent and conform to objec-

tives and the methods of instruction.

For testing to assess the effect/success of instruction, it is

essential that tests measure the outcome of instruction at whatever level

of detail the instruction is given. The key to determining the effective-

:less of instruction is the precision with which what is taught is tested.

Test items must measure sl,ecific behavior, with the conditions under

which the behavior is to be achieved and the manner in which the behavior

and conditions are to be demonstrated established by the objectives.

The number of written test items and performance assessments that can

be generated to adequately represent all the instruction conveyed in a

particular course or program is almost always more than can practically

be administered to any student. Sampling of instructional content or of

testing mechanisms is usually done to reduce the amount of actual testing

to a proportion of the total. Selection of test items and instruments for

use at any one time can be done by random or stratified sampling procedures
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or a combination of both, the objectives of the instruction will usually
guide the choice of sampling procedures. Whatever the selection process
used, all testing mezhanisms need to be validated beyond the face and
content validity built in during development. Typically, phis validation
takes the form of concurrent or predictive validity studies where appro-
priate criterion measures are available or developed, against which the
new tests are compared.

Field validation

A different approach to validation, however, is more appropriate for
specialized training particularly when ISD has not been used in program
development. This approach is closely linked to the second purpose of
testing: to assess carryover of knowledges and skills to the real-life/
actual job setting. Validation through testing can be accomplished only
if direct input is obtained from appropriate "field" specialists or prac-
titioners. In traditional curricular development, tests are devised to
correspond to instruction. It is essential, however, to extend validation
by determining the extent, to which instructional content and tests corres-
pond to job requirements.

The process by which tests can be validated against job requirements
can be applied to any type of testing mechanism. Two specific examples

will be given here, one of written test items and one a performance rating
scale which are part of a 16-week (640-hour) course for otolaryngology
(ENT) technicians. This course consists of five content units: anatomy

and physiology, ENT surgery, clinic technique, operating room procedures,
and audiology. The expressed purpose of the course is to "provide trained
enlisted personnel with the knowledges and skills needed to assist medical
officers in the treatment and care of patients with otolaryngology disorders'
(Catalog of Navy Training Courses, June, 1978, Vol. 2).

Validation of written test items

For field validation of test items for this course, a sample of Oto-
laryngologists (ear, nose, and throat (ENT) specialists) was chosen based
on the following criteria: (1) the physicians were on a hospital staff
(Navy Regional Medical Center); (2) three or more ENT technicians were
assigned to assist the physicians in the clinic and operating rooms of the
hospital; and (3) the physicians were the immediate supervisors of one or
more ENT technicians.

The physicians were directed to judge how important information con-
tained in each test item was for the technician's performance of his
clinic and operating room duties. To obtain these judgements in a system-
atic way, test items were presented in a rating'scale format--each item
preceded by five response columns.

The statement to which the physician responded was: "The item tests

information that is essential to the technician's job performance."
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Judgement ol the importance of the content of the test question was

expressed by indicating how much he agrees or disagrees with this state-

ment. The f ve columns located to the left of each item were labeled as:

SA (Strongly- .Agree), A (Agree), U (Undecided), D (Disagree), and SD

(Strongly Disagree). The specialist was instructed to mark an "X" in the

appropriate 7ralumn to represent his judgement about the essentialness of

the technicium knowing the item's content. (See Tables 1.1 and 1.2 At

the end of each section of the test--there were five sections corre

ing to the five content units of the course--was a Comments page or 1

the physician could note topics that were not included but which s 'De

tested.

Responses to the rating scale were received from 8 of the 9 R al

Medical Centers. A frequency tally was done of the ratings given each

test item. An item for which more than half of the ratings fell below

the midpoint, i.e., five or more responses were in the columns of "Dis-

agree" and "Strongly Disagree," was considered to be judged non-essential.

Of the original 200 test items submitted for review by the Otolaryngol-

ogists, 45 were judged to test non-essential information.

The remaining 155 items were then revised as recommended by the

reviewers and submitted to the ENT technician instructional staff for

review, revision, and additions. Instructors were requested to perform

two functions: (1) verify that the remaining test items correspond to

instructiARA1 objectives, or revise one or the other so that they do

correspoi.d, amr..1 (2) propose additional test items to measure objectives

not repremented by the remaining test items, indicating the objective

being meam:ured. The revised and new test items are then submitted for

field valtitation in the manner described above, the process being an

iterative one.

Validation of performance rating scale

Since a large portion of ENT technician instruction consists of skill

development, assessing the level at which these skills are performed in

the real-life/actual job setting is the most appropriate method to determine

the adequacy of instruction for these skills. Field validation of the skills

for which ENT technicians were trained was initiated through a training

follow-up or feedback instrument. Because of the diversity of tasks for

which the technician is trained--this primarily dile to his assisting in

either or both clinic and operating room setting--two forms were developed:

one related to clinic tasks and one for tasks performed in the operating

room. Initial review and refinement of task statements was accomplished

in cooperation with an ENT physician and a senior ENT technician.

Within 30 days of completion of instruction, training follow-up forms

were sent to the duty station of the graduates of the school. Otolaryngol-

ogists supervising the recent graduates were requested in a cover letter to

complete the forms for purposes of assisting "in determining the relevance

of the Otolaryngology Technician training curriculum."

Each of the two training follow-up
forms consisted of a list of tasks

for which the technician is trained, each task followed by three response
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columns. Specific instructions to the physician completing the form

included:

Attached is a list of tasks an ENT technician may be require
to do in the clinic (or operating room). If the specified
technician is assigned for the equivalent of one day or more
per week to the clinic (or operating room), this Clinic (or

Operating Room) Assignment form should be comple:_ed for him/

her. . . .

In the Columns numbered I, II, and III following each task,
indicate specific information about the technician's perform-
ance of that task.

Column I: "Does the technician perform the task?" Mark

an "X" under either "YES" or "NO", whichever
is appropriate.

Column II: Use this column only if the technician performs
the task (if you marked an "X" under "YES" in
Column I).

"How well does the technician do the task?" Mark

an "X" in the block under the term that best
describes the quality of this performance, namely,
EXCELLENTLY, ADEQUATELY, or INADEQUATELY.

Column III: Use this column only if the technician does not
perform the task (if you marked an "X" under "NO"
in Column I).

"What is the reason that the technician does not
perform the task' Mark an "X" to indicate which
of the following-reasons is appropriate:

1. The technician says he/she wasn't taught how
to do it.

2. The technician doesn't know how to do it.

3. Operating room procedures, or your way of
practice, does not require the technician
to do the task.

Allowing for incompleteness in the list of tasks, the specialist was
also requested to supply in the space provided under Additional Duties,

those tasks that the technician does which were not included in the list.

A Comments section was also provided, with the specific request that the

physiCian give general suggestions he may have regarding the follow-up

itself. Depending on the actual work assignments of the technician,
either the clinic or operating room form (or both) was/were completed for

each graduate.
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Summary of 9erformance data

The initial group of recent graduates whose performance was assessed

consisted of 14 ENT technicians. For this group, responses for 12 were

received. A frequency tally was done of the responses to the three

questions asked: if the technician performs the task, how well he performs,

or why he doesn't perform it. Totaling the responses initially provided

the following data:

(1) the number of recently graduated ENT technicians who perform
and do not perform each listed task;

(2) the number who are judged to perform each task at the three
specified levels of competence; rand

(3) the number of technicians who do not perform the tasks for
each of various reasons.

Summary descriptive statistics were then calculated for each task, pro-

viding the following further data:

(1) the proportion (or percentage) who perform and do not perform

each task;

(2) the average (median) competence rating given for those who

perform each task (for purposes of calculation, a rating of

Excellent was converted to 3, Adequately to 2, and Inadequately

to 1); and

(3) an index of variability in ratings (semi-interquartile range)

using the same numerical conversions.

Additional tasks supplied by the physicians were summarized in the same way.

Application of data

The actual number of responses from otolaryngologists to the field

survey of the essentialness of test item content and the performance of

recent graduates is insufficient to warrant extensive curricular revision.

The process, however, is being repeated for additional tests and subsequent

graduating classes to substantiate trends and to clarify topics and tasks

for which responses varied greatly. The manner in which these types of data

can be utilized for validation and revision of tests and instruction are

straightforward, however.

Test validation and revision

1. Written test items judged to contain non-essential information are

eliminated from the usable item pool. 2. Test items that are judged to

contain inaccuracies, based on comments of specialty practitioner are
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revised accordingly and validated, as are new items. 3. Similarly, tasks

performed by those completing instruction constitute the list of tasks
for which others should be trained, and, therefore, performance of those
tasks is what is testable. 4. A pool of field validated items and tasks

is maintained from which tests for specific purposes and according to
specified parameters can'be drawn. 5. Periodic re-validation of testing
instruments will be implemented so that changes in knowledge and technology

can be represented and incorporated.

Instructional validation and revision

1. Those areas of content judged essential and the skills reported as
functional by field practitioners form the basis for instruction.

2. That content judged non-essential and tasks not performed are
removed from instruction (unless emergency or contingency consideration
require its being retained).

3. Recommendations for additions or deletions to instruction or testing
are compared with data from field practitioners. If validation data is

not available, it is collected using one of the previously described

procedures.

Conclusions

While procedures for revising instruction and testing are often
organizationally specific and tied to considerations not at all a part of

educational process, the need to firmly base such revisions on the real-
world considerations is almost too obvious to mention. The all-too-common

and cyclic process of instructor determining what should be instructed, +.,

most often with real sincerity, believing he is the best judge of what

should be taught because he has been teaching it for N years, needs to
become instead an interactive process. Obtaining and incorporating "field"

data into instruction and instructional development is essential and effi-

cient if your goal is validity.
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The item tests in-

formation essential

to job performance.

SA A D SD

AUDIOLOGY

1. What frequency span is used for the short increment

sensitivity index?

a. 4K, 2K, 1K, 500Hz, 250Hz

b. 6K, 4K, 3K, 500Hz, 250Hz

c. 6K, 4K, 3K, 2K, 500Hz, 250Hz

d. 6K, 4K, 2K, 1K, 500Hz, 250Hz

2. Nonsyllabic, phonetically balanced, and equally difficult

words are characteristics of the test.

a. short increment sensitivity index

b. Stenger

c. speech reception threshold

d. speech discrimination

3. What is the most efficient type of masking noise for pun
1

tones? .

a. speech

b. sawtooth

c. white

d. narrow band

Table 1.1
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The item tests in-

formation essential

to job performance.

SA A U D SD

AUDIOLOGY

For items 1-4 select from column B the term which best fits the

definition in Column A.

Column A Column B

1. d a device designed to determine a. air conduction

the quantity of hearing b. sensorineural hearing

loss

c. bone conduction

2. a transmission of sound stimuli d. audiometer

to the eardrum via the external e. conductive hearing 00

ear canal loss

3. b hearing loss caused by decreased

sensitivity of the end organ of

hearing

4. c transmission of sound vibrations

to the inner ear via the bones

of the skull

ems...WM

5. What examination determines the ability of a patient to under-

,
stand what he hears?

a. speech discrimination

b. speech reception threshold

c. short increment sensitivity index

d. Sttnger test

3,,

Table 1.2



OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) TECHNICIA1g446) TRAINING FOLLOW-UP:

O.R, ASSIGNMENT

ENT Technician
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. 1

Performs

task

U
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how rie:n

.

III
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ov,,:. rixson
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Technician has been working in clinic/O,R, for months.
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TASKS,

TRANSPORTING THE SURGICAL PATIENT TO THE 0,R.

Verify identification of patient using arm band and chart.
.......................IL....

Revioperj..ti]_iec.1___.lecklist forcompleteness.

TransferEient from bed to mEnglEibl____
....._.1

1

.

Push occu ied uerne /crib to O.R.

212112121221i.ston Stryker or Foster frame.

---2..2....-1._.-LIEL...__P---....--iltIVIorsecialcareTans"tatientreuirino

transport n orthapedic 'traction,

.

4

.

Observe_patient for signs of chillLE.

Watch for and report symptoms of exts___Erla.....lalhertlae..

I I I

i

I I

.

1_=PLIM11.1

Watch for and re ort abnormal res irations.

Table 2,1
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SCHEDULING FORMAL SCHOOL TRAINING
TO MAXIMIZE COST EFFECTIVENESS

DOUG GOODGAME
OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Procedures for designing instructional systems which rely upon the job
inventory method to collect occupational data from incumbent workers and
job supervisors, can, in the data analysis phase, provide the designer
information for making decisions on cost effective scheduling of formal
school training. Two situations are presented to substantiate this assertion.
One situation describes correlational relationships between task factor
ratings (measuring work requirements at the job site) which dictate that
formal school training should be scheduled prior to job assignment. The
second situation reveals relationships whereby formal school training may

be delayed indefinitely.
The results of three occupational studies are reviewed to demonstrate

sample applications. The studies reveal that uniform relationships do not
exist across work requirements in similar occupations and indicate that
unique conditions in the work environment affect relationships between
work requirements.
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I INTRODUCTION AND
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate a method whereby instruc-
tional system designers can determine if formal school training should be
scheduled prior to job assignment. In the event formal school training can
be delayed to a period after job assignment the designers will then be able
to develop less costly forms of training and implement the training during
an on-job-training phase. Cost of training is often related to the location
where training is delivered. These locations can include, but are not neces-
sarily limited to the following:

On The Job: Training experiences are directly keyed to job actions and
easy to learn job practices, and procedures. Supervisors and
senior workers controL the content, pace and sequence of instruction.

Agency Classroom: Training experiences are often keyed to policy, pro-
cedures and specialized job functions of the employing organization.
Management and staff from the employing agency control content,
pace, and sequence of instruction.

Remote Classroom: Training experiences are directed to those work
behaviors and technologies most difficult to learn. Training at
this location (referred to as formal school) represents a pooling
or sharing of training resources where instructional specialists
control the content, pace and sequence of instruction.

The most costly training occurs in the formal school setting at
the remote classroom. Training costs at this location are the cumulative
result of trainees loss of production to attend the school or cost to
replace trainee with worker of comparative ability. Additional costs
include trainees travel and per diem plus the cost to support instructional
resources at the remote location. Many of these costs can be minimized if
initial training can be delivered on-the-job or in the agency classroom
reserving formal school training to a later more cost convenient period.
Appropriate on-job and agency classroom training can also reduce time
and cost to administer formal school training by addressing skills and
knowledges that are readily learned in those training environments.
In addition, work experience at the job site can provide valuable learning
experiences and develop a foundation and frame of reference for formal
school training.

It is not always possible to delay formal school training to n later,
more cost convenient period in a trainees work experience. In many situations
work requirements at the job site necessitate the aquisition of critical
knowledge and skills before a worker can function productively in the
assigned work environment.

Determining if formal school training can be delayed without violating
critical work requirements at the job site is the central problem to be
addressed by this article. The solution to this problem requires an analysis
of occupational data measuring work requirements of tasks performed by
incumbent workers at the job site.
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II REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

Considerable research has been conducted to develop appropriate method-

ologies for designing instructional systems to solve training problems (1)

(8). To date, the effort has concentrated on job-task analysis techniques

and procedures for translating results of task analysis into curriculum.

These activities mark the beginning points for instructional system design.

Designers often assume that the end product will be delivered in the most

cost effective manner on a schedule consistent with work requirements at

the job site. Too often well designed instructional systems are not delivered

on a schedule consistent with work requirements. This is unfortunate, for

designers are now beginning to collect the types of occupational data

which make such determinations possible.

An investigation to determine if formal school training should be

scheduled prior to job assignment can be a by-product of standard proced-

ures for conducting job analytic studies in an occupational area. There

is little additional work required of a designer of instruction systems

provided the designer follows recommended procedures and collects, for

analyses, specific types of occupational data using job or task inventories

(2) (7).
III METHODOLOGY

Data Requirements

Numerous organizations presently follow recommended procedures in

constructing job or task inventories which enable large samples of incumbent

workers in an occupational field to report performance and non-performance

of tasks across their job domain. A job or task inventory, if correctly

developed, will contain a listing of all tasks performed by incumbent

workers in a specific job domain. Each incumbent can then use the task

inventory to report the unique set of tasks performed at the job site.

Task level job descriptions can be computed for a group of incumbent

workers to report the percentage of workers performing each task.

The percentage performing value is a vital measure of emphasis of task

performance at the job site and identifies what workers do and do not do

as they routinely perform their work assignments. Resultant values produce

a data vector across all tasks in the job domain with values ranging from

0% to 100%. This data vector (percentage of members performing tasks) or

task factor will be referred to in an abbreviated form as "PERP" in this

article.

Job analytic studies, conducted to design instructional systems, also

require that certain types of occupational data be collected from experienced

job supervisors to define critical work and training requirements of tasks.

To accomplish this, job supervisors review each task and report ratings

(using specially designed Likert scales) on each of the following task

factors:

-Task learning difficulty (TLD): time required to learn to perform a

task satisfactorily. (low scale values equal short learning periods)

-Task delay tolerance (TDT): delay time tolerated prior to beginning

performance of a task once incumbent observes that task must be

performed. (low scale values equal short delay times)

/(i
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-Consequences of performance failure (CPF): severity of consequences
of inadequate performance of task. (low scale values equal inconse-

quential results)

Inter-rater reliability coefficients should be computed on ratings
from each factor to identify and delete unreliable raters from the
investigation (6). Resultant means provide a measure of the work require-
ments for each task on each task factor and establishes a data vector
for each factor.

Recent studies have demonstrated that data vectors for each of the

four task factors presented in this article (PERP, TLD, TDT, and CPF)

can account for 80 to 90 percent of the variance in a criterion data

vector representing reliable ratings on training priority of tasks

(3) (4) (5). It is evident that a task's estimated priority for training

is a function of: a) emphasis on task performance at job site, b) task

delay tolerance, c) task learning difficulty and d) consequences of task

performance failure.

The associative variations among these task factors (factor vectors)

can present very intriguing glimpses into the work requirements for an

occupation. These variations, in a correlational framework, can allow

designers of instructional systems to determine if delay can be tolerated

in delivering formal school training. In this regard, the next section

presents two examples: the first identifies certain relationships among

work requirements that necessitate delivery of formal school training

prior to job assignment, and the second identifies an opposite set of

relationships indicating that formal school training can be delayed

indefinitely.

IV PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSING DATA

The first step in analysing the work requirements of an occupation
relative to the four task factors requires computing and reporting a
correlation matrix. The matrix reports the Pearson product-moment correla-

tion coefficient between each factor vector and all other factor vectors

in an occupational study.

The correlates between factor vectors in an occupational study can

reveal to the designer relationships between work requirements at the job

site, which, in turn, can help the designer determine whether delay in

formal school training would seriously violate work requirements of tasks

routinely performed at the job site.

The following is being presented as an example of a situation where

formal school training, at the remote location, should be scheduled prior

to job assignment. The correlates in a model matrix should indicate that:

1. PERP. is negatively correlated with TDT: This implies that for tasks

performed by a majority of workers, the workers have little delay

time in initiating performance of the tasks once the workers observe

that the task has to be performed. It also implies'that workers may

not have time to consult a supervisor or senior worker or look up

a procedure in a manual before initiating performance of the task.
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2. PERP. is positively correlated with TLD: This implies that tasks

performed by a majority of workers are difficult to learn to perform.

Difficulty being expressed as time required to learn to perform a

task satisfactorily.
3. PERP. is positively correlated with CPF: This implies that tasks

performed by a majority of the incumbent workers will result in

severe consequences if not performed correctly.
4. TDT is negatively correlated with TLD: This correlation indicates

that tasks with low time delay tolerances require longer periods

of learning time.
5. TDT is negatively correlated with CPF: This implies that tasks with

low time delay tolerances will result in severe consequences if

performance failure occurs.
6. TLD is positively correlated with CPF: This correlation implies

that tasks which are difficult to learn, to perform correctly will

result in severe consequences in the event of performance failure.

Correlates of high magnitude in the above example would apply to few

jobs in our work society. It is highly probable the correlates would apply

to tasks performed by emergency medical service personnel and firefighters

to name two occupations where the job demands are exceedingly rigorous with

task performance constrained by low time delays. It is conceivable that an

analysis of occupational data from these two areas would indicate that formal

school training should occur prior to job assignment.

A reverse in the signs associated with the correlates between factor

vectors presented in the model matrix will establish the boundaries for a

second matrix. This second model would indicate a high probability that

formal school training could be delayed indefinitely. Such a reverse implies

that a majority of the tasks performed by workers will exhibit high task

delay tolerance values, be easy to learn to perform, and produce inconse-

quential results if performance failure occurs. In addition, tasks with low

time delay tolerances will be easy to learn to perform and will produce

inconsequential results if performance failure occurs. Also, tasks that are

difficult to learn to perform will produce results in which performance

failures will be inconsequential.

The two correlational models presented in this section represent

situations in which occupational work requirements dictate two extremes.

The first model implies that formal school training should be scheduled

for new employees prior to job assignment, since an analysis of work

requirements indicates that a new employee would have difficulty perform-

ing assigned tasks without special training. The second model implies that

formal school training could be delayed indefinitely, since the analysis of

work requirements indicates a high probability that a new employee would

not have any difficulty learning to perform assigned tasks at the job site.

In the next section correlates between factor vectors generated from

three occupational fields are reviewed to demonstrate field application

of the process.
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V THREE SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The Occupational Research Program at Texas A&M University recently

conducted job analytic studies in three criminal justice occupations to

derive training requirements for designing instructional systems. In one

study 2,5 tasks performed by 258 county detention officers were analyzed

(5). Tasks perforsed in county detention centers are closely related to

tasks performed by correctional officers in state and federal correctional

institutions. Generally, county detention officers process prisoners into

the center, supervise the custody of inmates housed in cell blocks and

process prisoners for release from custody.

A second study investigated the work performed by 121 sheriffs'

deputies (4). A portion of this study focused upon 423 tasks performed by

deputies working in counties with less than 40,000 population. These

officers perform a myriad of county law enforcement and public service

tasks.

The third study analyzed 355 tasks performed by 47 field sergeants

working in police departments serving highly populated cities (3). These

officers supervise the work of uniformed patrolmen who provide law enforce-

ment and public assistance services to municipal government.

The table on page 8 reports a matrix of correlates between factor

vectors across three occupations. The notation "PERP X TDT" in item 1

below refers to two factor vectors of interest. The notation rA, rB, and rC

refers to correlates in each occupational field relative to the factor

vector of interest. A review of the findings indicates that:

1. PERP X TDT: (rA = -.45, rB = -.50, & rC = -.35)

A majority of the officers in each occupation perform tasks where

low time delays are tolerated prior to initiating performance of

a task once an officer observes that a task has to be performed.

This implies that officers may not have time to seek assistance or

guidance from supervisors or fellow officers on how to perform a

task, nor be able to look up a procedure in a manual.

2. PERP X TLD: (r& = -.46, rB = .35, & rC = -.17)

A majority of the officers in occupations A and C perform tasks

which are relatively easy to learn to perform as indicated by the

negative coefficients. This is not the case with deputy sheriffs

working in less populated counties. Here, a positive coefficient

implies the tasks performed by a majority of the officers are

difficult to learn to perform; a reverse of the situation normally

expected of workers in an entry level position. It is generally

understood that these deputies perform a wide range of tasks which

in larger counties would be performed by senior deputies or

specialists.
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3. PERP X CPF: (rA = .14, rB = .48, & rc = -.02*)

A majority of the officers in occupations A and B perform tasks

in which the consequences of performance failure was deemed very

severe. This is evidently not true for officers in occupation C.

The job descriptions for officers in this field, revealed that

field sergeants continue to perform many line tasks. Line tasks

being the type of work normally performed by uniformed patrolmen.

4. TDT X TLD: (rA = -.06*, rB = -.34, & rc = -.20)

It appears for occupations B and C that a significant negative

correlation exists between the length of time required to learn

to perform a task and the delay time tolerated to initiate perfor-

mance at the job site. This was not a characteristic of the

relationship between tasks performed by county detention officers

as evidenced by the low coefficient r = -.06.

5. TDT X CPT: (rA = -.77, rB = -.76, & rc = -.59)

For these occupations a high correlation exists between the delay

time tolerated prior to initiating performance of a task and the

resultant severity if performance failure occurs. This implies

that tasks with low time delay tolerances will produce severe

consequences if not performed correctly.

6. TLD X CPF: (rA = .39, rB = .71, & rc = .71)

For these occupations a high correlation exists between the time

required to learn to perform a task satisfactorily and severity

of consequences if performance failure occurs. Specifically, this

indicates that tasks requiring long periods of learning time will,

if not performed correctly, produce severe consequences.

*Coefficients were not deemed significant at .05 level.

VI CONCLUSIONS

The correlates report very pronounced relationships between work

requirements in each occupation, but indicate that uniform relationships

do not exist across these occupations. It could have been assumed that

all law enforcement and detention related occupations in criminal justice

career fields would exhibit similar relationships between work require-

ments across all occupations.

According to the first correlational model outlined in Section III

it would be appropriate for sheriff's deputies to receive formal school

training prior to job assignment since the work requirements of performed

tasks meet all six critical criteria. It is possible that formal school

training could be delayed for new employees in county detention centers

since a majority of the officers perform tasks which are not difficult

to learn to perform. And, it is conceivable that supervisory training

can be delayed for newly appointed first-line supervisors since a majority
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of supervisors continue to perform line tasks which relative to all tasks
in their job domain, are easy to learn to perform. Also, a majority of

1

the supervisors perform tasks where consequences of performance failure
ratings (from insignificant to serious) appears randomly distributed
across all tasks.

TABLE I

Correlates Between Task Factors Across
Three Criminal Justice Occupations

OCCUPATIONS

A = 258 County detention officers, 295 tasks
B = 121 Deputy sheriffs, 423 tasks
C = 47 Field sergeants (municipal police department), 355 tasks

TASK FACTORS (DATA VECTORS)

PERP = Percentage of members performing tasks
TDT = Task delay tolerance
TLD = Task learning difficulty
CPF = Consequences of performance failure

TDT TLD CPF

A B C A B C A B C

PERP -.45 -.50 -.35 -.46 .35 -.17 .24 .48 -.02

TDT 1 1 1 -.06 -.34 -.20 -.77 -.76 -.59

TLD 1 1 1 .39 .71 .71

VII SUMMARY

Designers of instructional systems need to determine if formal school
training should be scheduled prior to job assignment. In the event formal
school training can be delayed less costly forms of training can often be
instituted at the job site. This training can provide job experiences and
instruction which will benefit the employee during his formal school exper-
ience.,Tbe job experience will provide a frame of reference to make formal
school training more job related, and instruction at the job site and agency
classroom can build knowledge and skills which may permit reduction in
amount of time required to deliver formal school training.

Present procedures for designing instructional systems incorporate
techniques for collecting data to validate the job relatedness of proposed
training curriculum and can define critical tasks which new employees should
be trained to perform. This same data, when analyzed in a correlation matrix,
can offer a designer of instructional systems insights into the critical
work requirements of tasks distributed across a specific job domain.
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Determining if formal school training can be delayed requires a special

analysis of the critical work requirements at the job site. The analysis

involves computing a matrix of correlates among task-factor vectors measur-

ing: a) emphasis of task performance at the job site, b) task learning

difficulty, c) task delay tolerance, and d) consequences of performance

failure of tasks. The resultant matrix will enable the designer to assess

relationships between work requirements and determine if formal school

training can be delayed.

Length of delay is a judgment the designer will have to make based on

knowledge of when tasks which are difficult to learn to perform and have

low time delay tolerances become major assignments for new employees. An

advisory committee composed of knowledgeable first line supervisors can

assist the designer in setting time limits which can vary according to the

work environments at various job site.

r-)
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METHODS FOR DETERMINING SAFETY TRAINING PRIORITIES

FOR JOB TASKS

By
Nancy A. Thompson

and
Hendrick W. Ruck

Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory is actively involved

in performing training requirements research using both operational

and experimental occupational survey data. Currently, research is

aimed at providing products to assist training designers in deciding

which tasks should be considered for training in various Air Force

specialties. In addition to the training requirements work, a basic

research study is presently being conducted on the feasibility of

developing a method of prioritizing job tasks in terms of hazard potential,

expected frequency of accidents and other pertinent factors that could

assist training designers in determining needs for safety training.

There are several similarities between the objectives of the

safety training research and the training requirements research. Both

streams of research endeavor to define certain task factors that will

prove to be predictive of training requirements. Both efforts employ

the regression modeling approach, a method that is more thoroughly

discussed by Ruck (1978). Also, both projects share the goal of con-

tributing meaningfully to the job relevancy of Air Force training

programs.

The safety training research described in this paper is in response

to a request from the Air Force Inspection and Safety Center (AFISC)

at Norton Air Force Base. The objective is to provide the AFISC with

information to help prevent on-the-job accidents that result in injuries,

loss of equipment, loss of time and loss of materials. The approach

is to collect hazard potential ratings for technical tasks and determine

the extent to which these hazard potential ratings (and a number of

other task factor ratings) can predict accidents on the job. The

purpose of this paper is to present an approach to working with accident

data, to discuss some of the problems associated with this type of

data and to discuss future directions for an expanded study of accident

data in various career fields. It is important to note that the problem

addressed in this paper has to do with "what tasks will have accidents"

and not with "which people will have accidents." Therefore, the question

addressed in this paper is somewhat different from that normally considered

in safety research.

,)-_,
0,7 I
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Approach

The approach taken in the safety training priority research was
to define task factors believed or known to be predictive of accidents,

to collect task factor ratings from experts, to prioritize job tasks

in terms of need for safety training, and to develop regression models
with predictive efficiency for safety training. Data were analyzed

using the comprehensive occupational data analysis programs (CODAP)

(Christal & Weissmuller, 1976).

Several alternatives to determining characteristics peculiar
to safety training were considered. Based on previous training priorities
research, ratings of consequences of inadequate performance, task
delay tolerance and task difficulty were ircluded in the analysis.
Consideration was given to a scale that would yield ratings of safety
training requirements, but was rejected because the scale was not

clearly related to the problem. Another possible approach was to

use only tasks which had been involved with accidents; however, this

approach did not address tasks that might have been potentially hazardous

but had not had any occurrence of accidents. Ultimately a new task

factor scale was devised to measure the hazard potential of tasks.
The approach for this initial study is promising in that rater response
has been good and initial results are encouraging.

Data Collection

The aircraft armament specialty (AFSC 462X0, previously called

weapons mechanic), was chosen for the present study. The aircraft

armament career ladder consists of 12,669 incumbents, 2,588 of which

serve at a supervisory skill-level. The major job groups for non-
supervisory incumbents are weapons loader (72%), weapons release (18%),

and gun services (10%). Each job incumbent performs an average of
70 tasks out of a possible 527 tasks included in the job inventory.
Twenty-nine percent of the time spent by job incumbents is on super-

vistory functions; 28% of their time is spent on loading functions;

and 15% is spent on flight line inspections and operational checks.

Criterion data were extracted from accident reports that were

supplied by the AFISC. Among various variables, the reports provided

the accident location and date, the cost per accident, and a narrative

describing the accident. These reports were reviewed by a person

knowledgeable in the aircraft armament specialty and the accidents

were matched with the tasks that were being performed when the accidents

occurred. The number of accidents per task was then established for

each of 527 tasks as listed in the job inventory for 462X0. As is

frequently discovered when dealing with accident data, the ratio of

accidents to tasks was very low. In a time frame beginning in July,

1975, and ending in December, 1976, a total of only 49 accidents was

reported that could be related to the job inventory for the aircraft

armament specialty. Furthermore, these 49 accidents were associated
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with only 20 tasks from the 527 tasks included in the inventory. When

the number of accidents was broken down by duty, it was found that

almost half (26) of the accidents occurred while performing loading

tasks. Other accident related duties were: (a) performing operational

checks of aircraft suspension, release, launch, and monitor and control

systems (10 accidents); (b) shipping and transporting munitions (8

accidents); (c) performing flight line inspections of aircraft suspension,

release, launch, and monitor and control components (2 accidents);

(d) performing flight line maintenance of gun systems (2 accidents);

and (e) removing, installing, and rellacing aircraft suspension, release

launch, and monitor and control components (1 accident).

Several task factors were collected from the supervisors in the

field. These factors included consequences of inadequate performance,

task delay tolerance, and task difficulty. The development of these

factors was described by Mead (1975) at the 17th annual conference

of the Military Testing Association.

Since this study was concerned with safety training, a fourth

factor was developed called hazard potential. Tha hazard potential

factor was suggested by a study which evaluated human effects on nuclear

systems safety (Askren, Campbell, Seifert, Hall, Johnson, Sulzen,

1976). The hazard potential scale was designed to de,ermine which

tasks are more hazardous to perform than others and might, therefore,

cause accidents. If the raters agree that certain tasks are more

hazardous to perform than others, then safety training can be recommended

for those tasks.

The nine point hazard potential scale ranges from extremely low

hazard potential through extremely high hazard potential. The hazard

scale was sent to seven and nine skill level supervisors who were

asked to first check only those tasks in the inventory which he or

she considered to be potentially hazardous. Then the rater was asked

to rate the checked tasks on a scale from 1-9 to indicate how potentially

hazardous each task is. For analysis purposes the scale was considered

a 10 point scale because a task not checked was given a value of zero,

indicating no hazard potential. Appendix A illustrates the rating

scale. Appendix B presents the inter-rater agreement indices for

a sample size of 50 (based on the Spearman Brown formula) for all

task factors.

In addition to the four task factors, two other variables which

had previously been collected in a routine occupational survey were

considered: percent members with 1-48 months total active military

service performing each task and an index of percent of time spent

by members with 1-48 months service performing each task. Appendix

C shows the zero-order correlations among the six variables. Although

the correlation between hazard potential and consequences of inadequate

performance is high, (r=.70), there are some conceptual differences

in the two factors. Other factors correlate significantly with hazard
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but the correlations are not as high. These include percent members
performing (r".33), percent time spent (r.35), and task delay tolerance
(r=.-34). The negative relationship with delay is due to the fact
that the delay scale is inverted with a rating of one rather than
nine being the most critical. The lowest and only nonsignificnat
correlation was hazard potential with difficulty (r=.-04). Clearly,
difficulty and hazard potential do not appear to be linearly related
for this specialty.

Data Analysis

A factor printout program (FACPRT) was run to produce all of
the tasks sorted in descending order of hazard potential according
to the supervisory ratings. The task that the supervisors agreed
was the most hazardous was "arm or dearm aircraft armament systems
other than guns". An extract from the hazard potential FACPRT listing
is given in Appendix D.

The factor printout listing reflects the opinions of the people
working in the field and wouldbe highly useful for training designers.
However, it must be noted that some of the ratings may have been affected
by the rater's knowledge of accidents that had already occurred on
certain tasks.

To take the research a step further, prediction models were con-
sidered. As mentioned earlier, a major difference exists between
this study and other safety research in that this study is predicting
tasks that will have accidents occur while the task is being performed
rather than predicting who will have an accident while performing
the tasks. Consideration was given to predicting the probability
of an accident occurring if the task is performed once. In order
to predict probabilities. it would be necessary to have frequency of
performance data for each task; these data are not available. Since
a considerable data collection effort would be required to obtain
these data, the model predicting probability has been deferred at
this time.

From the possible criteria available for analysis, frequency
of occurrence of accidents per task was considered the most appropriate.
The distribution of the criterion for this specialty was badly skewed.
Of the 20 tasks associated with accidents, 11 tasks had only 1 accident
occurrence, 3 tasks had 2 accidents, 2 tasks had 3 accidents, 1 task
had 4 accidents, 2 tasks had 6 accidents, and 1 task had 10 accidents.

Three models were developed to investigate the relationships
among three primary predictors, hazard potential, an index of percent
time spent, 1-48 months, percent members performing 1-48 months; six
generated variables; and the frequency criterion. The models will
be referred to as full, exposure, and hazard. Table 1 illustrates
the variables in each model. In addition, the relative contribution
of the hazard potential rating was evaluated.
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TABLE 1. VARIABLES INCLUDED IN EACH

OF THE THREE PREDICTION MODELS

Variables Full Exposure Hazard

Hazard Potential X X

Percent Members Performing
1-48 mos. X X

Percent Time Spent 1-48 mos. X X

Hazard Squared X X

Members Squared X X

Time Squared X X

Hazard X Time X

Hazard X Time Squared X

Hazard Squared X Time Squared X

Results

The full model predicting frequency of occurrence had an R...70

(p<.001); the exposure model with the percent time and percent members

variables had an R=.68 (p<.001); the third model with hazard and hazard

squared had an R=.38 (p<.001). Considering the three primary predictors,

hazard potential, the index of percent time spent, and percent members

performing; the index of percent time spent on a task accounted for

the most variance in the regression models. Percent time correlates

.42 with frequency, whereas hazard potential only correlates .27.

However, hazard potential does contribute significantly to the full

model.

A predicted number of accidents based on the regression weights

derived from each of the three models (full, exposure, hazard) with

frequency of accidents as the criterion has been computed for each

of the 527 tasks for each model. Each of the three sets of predicted

numbers of accidents was ordered in factor printouts from the task

with the highest predicted number through the task with the lowest

predicted number. Appendix F, G, and H are tables showing the cumulative

percentage of accidents occurring at different cumulative percentages

of tasks.
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A chi square was run on each of the sets of predicted number
of accidents to test the hypothesis that the distribution of actual
accidents over predicted scores was no better than chance. The accident
distribution was found to be significantly different from chance (p<.01)
for each set of predictors. A chi square for independence among the
three sets of predicted scores was significant (p<.05). In addition,
a chi square for independence between the full model and the exposure
model was significant (p<.05). However, no difference between the
full model and hazard was found. Appendix I presents the chi square
models. Although the regression model indicates that the hazard potential
ratings add significantly to the prediction, the chi square analysis,
a somewhat less powerful test, does not indicate significantly different
distributions between the full model and the hazard model. A decision
to use or not use the hazard potential ratings would be based on further
test results together with the expense in money and time involved
in collecting the data.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The results of the analysis applied to the aircraft armament
speciality are encouraging. One of the most useful products generated
is the factor printout of the hazardous tasks as rated by the supervisors
in the career ladder. This is an easily understandable tool which
could be used by the training designers. The full regression model
that was developed to predict expected frequency of accidents accounts
for 49% of the variance in this particular speciality. However, it
is not yet known how well the model will hold up on cross validation.

Efforts are continuing to determine if the methods so far developed
in the present study are valid and generalizable. To that end, research
is currently in progress to cross validate and cross apply results
developed in the present study.

Additional survey of the 462X0 ladder has been conducted and
is under analysis. The survey was performed to collect field recommended
training emphasis judgments. Field recommended emphasis ratings are

a measure of a task's recommended formal training emphasis, either
school or on-the-job, based upon the ratings of field supervisors.
The interrelationship of this variable with others already collected

will be investigated.

A cross validation study is planned for the 462X0 ladder. When

enough new accident data (18 months worth) have been collected, the
weights from the frequency of performance model will then be applied
to the new data to determine how well the equation would predict in

the cross-application.
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The method used for analysis of the aircraft armament specialty

will be repeated for two additional career fields. Surveys are currently

in the field for Fire Protection (571X0) and Fuel (631X0). Results

from these two fields may indicate whether the methods developed have

any applicability across specialties.

In general, the preliminary findings from this feasibility study

have been encouraging. The approach and the methods for predicting

tasks which will have accidents are promising. However, results from

this initial study must be regarded with reservations until a cross-

validation of 462X0 is finished and the results of cross-applications

to additional career fields are available.
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APPENDIX A: HAZARD POTENTIAL RATING SCALE

Rating Scale Hazard Potential

1 Extremely Low Hazard Potential

2 Very Low

3 Low

4 Below Average

5 Average

6 Above Average

7 High

8 Very High

9 Extremely High Hazard Potential



APPENDIX B: RATER AGREEMENT INDICES AND AVERAGE
MEAN RATINGS FOR TASK FACTORS

Rkk*Task Factor R Average Mean Rating

Hazard Potential .9315 1.87

Consequences of Inadequate Performance .9390 6.16

Task Delay Tolerance .8914 4.52

Task Difficulty .9302 4.07

* Rater agreement indices for a sample size of 50 raters as
estimated by the Spearman Brown formula.

'-)
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APPENDIX C: CORRELATIONS OF VARIABLES (N=527 TASKS)*

Consequences Task

Hazard of Inadequate Delay Task Percent Members Percent Time

Potential Performance Tolerance Difficulty Performing Spent

Hazard Potential 1.0000

Consequences of

Inadequate Performance .6992 1.0000

Task Delay Tolerance -.3394 -.5958 1.0000

Task Difficulty -.0439 .2711 -.1438 1.0000

Percent Members

Performing 1-48 mos. .3302 .2870 -.4453 -.2526 1.0000

Percent Time Spent .3509 .2377 .4431 -.2820 .9702 1.0000

1-48 mos.

*

Correlations above .088 are significant at the .025 level.



APPENDIX D. PRIORITIZED JOB TASKS IN TERMS OF HAZARD POTENTIAL RATINGS

Con

% Time of Num

Seq Haz Mem Spent Inad. Del of

# Pot 1-48 1-48 Per Tol Dif Ace

F 162 Arm or Dearm Aircraft Armament Systems 1 6,2 62 1.9 7.5 1.9 3.8 6

Other Than Guns

F 170 Load or Unload Non-Nuclear Munitions on 2 5.9 57 1.6 7.8 2.5 4.2 10

Aircraft or Pre-Load Stands or Racks

F 172 Load or Unload Preloaded Non-Nuclear 3 5.9 34 .8 7.8 2.6 4.2 0

Munitions on Aircraft

F 174 Perform Functional Checks or Tests on 23 4.3 60 1.7 7.7 2.10 4.21 6

Aircraft Armament Circuits While

v)
Loading

P 426 Drive a gillunition Loaders 76 3.1 18 .4 5.4 4.7 3.1

H 230 Perform Operational Checks of Jettison 84 2.9 48 .9 7.3 3.6 4.2 1

or Emergency Release Systems Using

Meters or Indicators

P 445 Perform Facility Cleaning on Vehicles 396 .8 7 .9 5.9 3.5 4.3 0

K s 1.87 12.78 .19 6.16 4.52 4.07

SD 1.24 11.16 .27 .86 .81 .55
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APPENDIX E: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PREDICTORS
AND CRITERION (N=527 TASKS)

Accident Frequency

Hmootti Pdtmtial .2721

% Members Performing (1-48 mos) .3386

% Time Spent (1-48 mos) .4215

All correlations significant (p<.025)

;
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APPENDIX F: CLASSIFICATION OF PERCENTAGES OF ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF TASKS ORDERED ON PREDICTED NUMBER

OF ACCIDENTS BASED ON FULL REGRESSION MODEL

Percentages of Accidents Percentages of Tasks

45 1

53 5

67 10

86 20

86 30

90 40

98 50

100 100

3 1 1
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APPENDIX G: CLASSIFICATION OF PERCENTAGES OF ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF TASKS ORDERED ON PREDICTED NUMBER

OF ACCIDENTS BASED ON EXPOSURE MODEL

Percentages of Accidents Percentages of Tasks

45 1

49 5

49 10

67 20

69 30

82 40

92 50

100 100

3.4
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APPENDIX H: CLASSIFICATION OF PERCENTAGES OF ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON

DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF TASKS ORDERED ON PREDICTED NUMBER

OF ACCIDENTS BASED ON HAZARD MODEL

Percentages of Accidents Percentages of Tasks

33 1

49 5

65 10

88 20

88 30

88 40

96 50

10C 100
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APPENDIX I: CHI SQUARES

1. Chi Square for Difference From Chance
for Full Model

Percentage of Tasks

20 40 60 80 100

Number of
Accidents

42 2 4 0 1

x
2
= 133.14 (p<.01)

2. Chi Square for Difference From Chance
for Exposure Model

Percentage of Tasks

20 40 60 80 100

Number of
Accidents

33 7 5 2 2

x2 = 70.49 (p<.01)

3. Chi Square for Difference from Chance
for Hazard Model

Percentage of Tasks

20 40 60 80 100

Number of
Accidents

43 0 5 1 0

x2 = 142.33 (p<.01)
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4. Chi Square for Independence Among

11-20 21-1000-1

Three Models

Percentage of Tasks

2-5 6-10

Full44 M
0

0
Exposure

TJI0 U HazardZ

22

22

16

x2 = 19.30

4

2 L.

8

(p<.05)

7

0

8

9

9

11

7

16

6

5. Chi Square for Independence
Between Full and Exposure Models

0-1

Percentage of Tasks

2-5 6-10 11-20 21-100

44 M
0

0
P W
W

4-IU

7A u

Full Model

Exposure
Model

22

22

4

2

7

0

9

9

7

16

Z <4
x
2 = 11.19 (p<.05)

6. Chi Square for Independence

11-20 21-100

Between Full and Hazard Models

0-1

Percentage of Tasks

2-5 6-10

W CO
0 4-s0
P W

.41
u

Z

Full Model

Hazard
Model

22

16

x 2 = 2.62

4

8

(NS)

7

8

9

11

7

6
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Since the U.S. Air Force (AF) developed its first major instructional
system in 1965, the systems approach to training has received considerable
emphasis within the Department of Defense and in the civilian sector.
The issuance of AF Manual .(AFM) 50-2, Instructional System Design, and
AF Pamphlet (AFP) 50-58, Handbook for Designers of Instructional Systems,
witnessed a realization on the part of the AF that application of
modern instructional technologies might yield substantial improvements
in the effectiveness and efficiency of AF training programs. In both

documents, considerable emphasis has been placed upon achieving close
correspondence between training program content and job performance
requirements.

The Occupational Survey (OS) is an information source useful for
accomplishing job analysis and specifying job performance requirements
within the context of AF technical training. However, it does not, nor
was it intended to, generate the kinds of data about job performance
subtasks or elements and supporting skills and knowledges that are
required to design instruction. These data are the products of a rig-

orous task analysis. The process by which a skilled instructional
designer identifies the major procedural steps and makes inferences
about skill and knowledge requirements is not well articulated. Addi-

tionally, those in the Air Training Command (ATC) who are responsible
for conducting and documenting task analyses are Subject-Matter Special-
ists (SMSs), not educational technologists. The implementation of a

simplified task analysis procedure/documentation system and a computer-
based task analysis data bank may offer significant economies in the
design and revision of technical training courses. A standardized task
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analysis procedure would help insure that course content decisions are
,made on the basis of job performance requirements as moderated by train-
ing situation constraints; and a computer-based data bank would provide
a means of storing, retrieving, updating, and disseminating detailed
task analysis information. Ultimately, these economies might be expected
to manifest themselves in the form of more effective and less costly
training.

The primary objective of this study is to develop and field test a
simple-to-use, reliable, valid, and cost-effective/time-efficient task
analysis procedure for application by ATC training development personnel
responsible fnr the design and conduct of tarhniral training rnurqPq. A
secondary objective is to make recommendations regarding the feasibility
and utility of implementing a computer-based task analysis data bank and
to submit a preliminary data bank design for consideration. End items
include:

a. A handbook detailing a standard task analysis procedure that
will provide an acceptable degree of uniformity and quality
control over task analysis efforts at ATC Technical Training
Centers (TTCs); and

b. A systems analysis of present and future AF task analysis
requirements, with special emphasis on the recommendations
regarding future plans for a task analysis data bank.

The investigative approach employed in this study is straight-
forward and comprehensive. In Phase I, task analysis procedures currently
in use at ATC TTCs were characterized and evaluated, and recommendations
for improving the task analysis effort were proposed. In Phase II, a
standard procedure was specified and a prototype handbook was developed.
It will be field tested at ATC TTCs, and revised on the basis of field
test results. In Phase III, the task analysis handbook and the descrip-
tion of data bank requirements will be prepared, reviewed in conference
with intended users and management personnel, and revised as necessary
prior to finalization. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that
continuous involvement of ATC training development and management person-
nel in the design, testing, ind revision process will insure that the
final product is useful and will maximize the probability that it will be
accepted and implemented.

Phase I

Survey Procedures

A semistructured research interview was employed to gain insight into
the task analysis procedures currently being utilized in the AF technical
training community. Specific areas of inquiry were the relative percentage
of time spent revising existing courses versus developing new ones; proce-
dures currently utilized to accomplish, document, and validate subtask and
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skill/knowledge analyses; and familiarity with and judged adequacy of
the task analysis guidance provided in AFM 50-2 and AFP 50-58.

The sample of interviewees included a full range of training
development personnel, including military and civilian education

specialists. Instructional System Development (ISD) technicians, and
master instructors, who had been or were currently involved with task

analysis efforts at the five ATC Training Centers. In addition, train-

ing development personnel from the 3306th Test and Evaluation Squadron
at Edwards AFB; the School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB; and the
Sehnn] nf Health taro Sciences, Sheppard AFR, were also interviewed:

Results

We found that task analysis procedures and documentation methods
utilized at the TTCs were widely variant. Documentation produced in

response to inquiries regarding how the results of task analyses were

recorded ranged from Plans of Instruction (Ms) to fairly detailed ISD
worksheets, most of which were locally designed. It was our feeling

that quality control of the task analysis effort across branches within
the same group would have been difficult, at best. An integrated

quality control program across TTCs would be virtually impossible.
Therefore, an attempt to develop and implement a standardized task
analysis procedure/documentation system for application at all TTCs

seemed a worthwhile pursuit.

We also noted with some interest that no individual or group of
individuals at the TTCs was ultimately accountable for the task analysis

effort. The issue of accountability is, of course, closely related to

that of quality control. For ATC to realize the maximum benefits
associated with implementing a standardized task analysis procedure/
documentation system and to insuve a rigorous quality control program,
an articulated accountability system must be defined and implemented.

Frequently heard comments regarding currently available ISD and
task analysis guidance_ documents (AFM 50-2 and AFP 50-58) included,

"too complex," "require too much paperwork," and "most applicable to'
the design of new courses." With regard to the final comment, in

response to a direct survey inquiry, we found that training development

personnel currently spend the great majority of their time (in excess

of 95%) completing task analyses in support of the redesign of existing

technical training courses. There seems to be a legitimate need for a
simplified task analysis procedure/documentation system that can be
applied in the revision of existing courses as well as the development

of new courses. Additionally, a preliminary assessment of the feasibil-

ity of implementing an automated storage/retrieval system for task

analysis data seems warranted. This type of data bank would facilitate

the revision of existing courses and would support implementation of a

quality control/accountability system.
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Recommendations/Actions

Based on survey findings and our observations, we recommended that
a simplified task analysis procedure/documentation system, including
improved procedures for in-process review of task analysis efforts, be
developed and field tested at ATC TTCs. Additionally, we recommended
investigating the feasibility of providing an automated storage/retrieval
system for task analysis data. The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
(AFHRL) and ATC directed us to proceed with the development of a proto-
type task analysis handbook. Further, ATC agreed to support field
testing of the prototype handbook at the TTCs.

Phase II

Handbook Development

The task analysis handbook addresses the design and revision of
technical training courses and presumes the existence of a comprehensive
task listing in the form of a Specialty Training Standard (STS) or
Course Training Standard (CTS). The handbook task analysis procedure
represents a best-mix of procedures contained in existing documents and
literature, while incorporating the comments and suggestions made by
training development personnel during the Phase I survey.

The handbook presents task analysis as a three stage process.
Figure 1 presents, in flowchart format, an outline of the handbook task
analysis procedure.

Stage A consists of converting STS/CTS task and knowledge items
into Preliminary Criterion Objectives (PCO). In Stage B, each PCO is
examined and broken down into its component subtasks. Finally, Stage C
consists of determining the skills and knowle, aes which underlie or
support each subtask. It was our strong feeling that identification of
supporting skills and knowledges had to be addressed if the task analysis
effort was to achieve its two primary objectives: (1) insuring that
only "need to know" content was included in a course, and (2) providing
an adequate information data base to support preparation of objectives
and test items. Stage C is primarily inferential in nature and therefore
less amenable to proceduralization than other parts of the process.
However, some guidelines are offered in support of Stage C activities.

It should be noted that there are a number of differences between
the handbook procedures and the detailed task analysis guidance pre-
sented in AFP 50-58. First, the task analysis guidance in AFP 50-58
is fragmented, whereas the prototype handbook presents task analysis as
an integrated process. Second, AFP 50-58 calls for a considerable
amount of task analysis activity prior to finalization of the training
standard, while the handbook assumes a training standard as the point
of departure. Third, the handbook specifies a single format (the
flowchart) for intermediate documentation, and a single form for final
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documentation. Importantly, too, the final documentation form is con-
siderably simpler than the one presented in AFP 50-58. Fourth, the
handbook is built on the assumption that task analysis will be performed
by a Subject-Matter Specialist (SMS) who is relatively inexperienced in
ISD theory and practice. Handbook procedures, therefore, do not require
the SMS to conduct an instructional analysis. The procedures n AFP
50-58, on the other hand, call for the analyst to classify each knowl-
edge being analyzed (e.g., chaining, associating) to determine profi-
ciency levels for supporting skills and knowledges, and to specify the
amount of practice required to reach proficiency. It is our feeling
that these decisions are better left to instructional design specialists.
Fifth, and finally, the handbook specifically calls for a series of
reviews by SMSs at key points in the task anlysis process. The inter-
action between analysts and reviewers should provide an excellent
safeguard against overtraining. It was our feeling that SMS review and-
verification is given insufficient emphasis in AFP 50-58.

Table 1

Differences Between AFP 50-58
and Task Analysis Handbook Procedures

AFP 50-58

Fragmented Procedures

Analysis Prior to Finalization
of Training Standard

Complex Documentation

Assumes Instructional Design
Expertise

Requires Managerial Review

Task Analysis Handbook

Integrated Process

Assumes Existence of
Training Standard

Simple Documentation

Assumes Technical Subject
Matter Expertise

Requires More Interaction
and Review by Other SMSs
during Task Analysis

Field Test Procedures

A two-stage field test of the prototype task analysis handbook
will be conducted. Stage 1 consists of preliminary tryouts, while
Stage 2 will be devoted to feasibility testing (i.e., formal evaluation).

Stage 1 Procedures and Results. Preliminary tryouts were accom-
plished to obtain information useful for revising the prototype handbook.
The goal was to develop an empirical data base that could be used to
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identify required revisions and make the handbook as useful as possible.

A potentially important by-product of preliminary tryouts was a set of

task analysis examples directly relevant to AF technical training. The

three sites selected for preliminary tryout of the handbook were Keesler

AFB, Edwards AFB, and Chanute AFB.

Every attempt was made to insure that the courses chosen for
preliminary tryouts of the task analysis procedure encompass the full
range of technical training. Basic and advanced training for "soft"
skill courses, operator training courses, and maintenance courses were
represented. Two or more courses per rite were utilized as test beds.
For each course, a duty area was selected, and a task performance item
and a task knowledge item from within that duty area were chosen for

analysis. For each course at each site, two SMSs participatea in the

preliminary tryout. One of these SMSs served as an analyst, the other

served as a reviewer.

Analysts then employed the handbook procedures to analyze one task

performance item and one task knowledge item from the selected duty

area and documented the analyses. Task analysts were encouraged to ask

questions, identify problems, and present suggestions for improving the

procedure. If the analyst failed to understand an explanation, another

wording or elaboration was attempted. If the analyst failed to under-

stand an example, verbal clarification was provided. Problems encountered,

explanations and additional information provided, and suggestions for

improvement, as well as typographical errors and other kinds of diffi-

culties that the analysts encountered, were recorded. Reviewers had

two tasks during preliminary tryouts. Their primary task, of course,

consisted of reviewing task analysis worksheets and documentation. A

secondary function involved critically reviewing the handbook in an

attempt to identify faulty wording, unclear passages, inadequate

explanations, poor examples, improper sequencing, poor layout, typo-

graphical errors, and other difficulties. Additionally, general

suggestions for improving the handbook and procedures described therein

were solicited.

Additionally, each Technical Training Group (TTG) at each TTC

provided a senior review team, consisting of an educational specialist

and a senior SMS, which examined the handbook, identified problems and

made suggestions for improvement, and completed a free-response question-

naire containing items related to the adequacy and practicality of the

task analysis procedure/documentation system described in the handbook,

as well as items related to appropriateness of style and format.

To reiterate, the objective of the preliminary tryout phase of

field testing was to gather information that could be utilized to "fine

tune" the handbook prior to feasibility testing (i.e., formal evaluation).

At each test site, those training development personnel who participated

as task analysis teams and as senior review teams generated a sizable

number of suggestions for improving the handbook. There was at each

r)1.-
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test site substantial overlap between the suggestions put forth by the
two groups of participants. In our view, this close agreement consti-
tuted consensual validation and provided sufficient justification for
revising the handbook in accord with the suggestions made. Not surpris-
ingly, both the number of new and the number of major suggestions
generated decreased steadily from site to site. We concluded that the
preliminary tryouts had indeed served their primary purpose--a consider-
able amount of "fine tuning" had been accomplished.

Stage 2 Procedures. The three sites to be used for feasibility
testing (formal evaluation) will be Lackland AFB, Lowry AFB, and
Sheppard AFR. Three rnurpc per site will be identified as test beds.
For each course, a duty area will be selected, and a task performance
item and a task knowledge item from that duty area chosen for analysis.

For each course at each test site, four SMSs, one senior SMS, and
one training specialist will participate in the feasibility testing.
The pool of four SMSs will be divided into two two-person task analysis
teams. On each team, one SMS will serve as the analyst, the other as
reviewer. The senior SMS and the training specialist will serve as a
task analysis evaluation team.

Analysts will utilize the task analysis handbook to analyze the
selected task performance item and task knowledge item from the chosen
duty area and document the analyses. Those participants designated as
reviewers will participate in the analysis and documentation activities
in the manner prescribed in the handbook. The amount of time required
by each team to complete each major step in the analysis will be
recorded. Upon completing the analysis, each analyst and reviewer will
be asked to complete a Handbook Evaluation Survey. The survey consists
of 43 Likert-type items that solicit opinions regarding the task analysis
procedures prescribed in the handbook as well a handbook format and
style. Additionally, three free-response items also included to
allow respondents to indicate which handbook features they like best
and least and to raise important issues not directly addressed in the
survey.

Evaluators will then be asked to review the completed task and
knowledge analysis and assess each analysis from the standpoints of
accuracy, completeness, and overall adequacy as a basis for the develop-
ment of objectives, the preparation of tests, and the design of instruc-
tion. They will also be asked to judge the degree of correspondence
between the analyses produced by the two analysis teams.

Additionally, each TTG at each TTC will provide a senior review
team, consisting of an educational specialist and a senior SMS, which
will examine the handbook, identify problems, and make suggestions for
improvement, and complete the Handbook Evaluation Survey.
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The simplicity of the handbook procedure will be assessed by
examining analyst, reviewer, and senior review Lem opinions regarding
the readability of the manual, the clarity of the explanations offered,
the adequacy of examples included, and the appropriateness of the
terminology. These data will be gathered with the Handbook Evaluation
Survey.

The validity of the handbook procedures will be assessed by examin-
ing the opinions of the task analysis evaluation teams with regard to:
the accuracy of each analysis; the completeness of each analysis; and
the overall adequacy of each analysis as a basis for developing objec-
tives, preparing tests, and designing instruction. An overall rating of
the quality of each analysis will also be solicited.

The reliability of the handbook procedures will be assessed by
examining the correspondence between analyses for each course (evalu-
ation team judgments), and the consistency of high correspondence across
courses. The consistency with which the new procuedres produce high
quality results will provide an additional index of reliability.

Summary and Conclusions

An investigative study was undertaken at the behest of ATC to
review task analysis methodologies currently in use, to recommend
improvements in current procedures, to develop a simple-to-use, reliable,
valid, and cost-effective/time-efficient task analysis procedure. In

addition, should a successful procedure be developed, the study would
examine the feasibility of providing an automated storage and retrieval
system for task analysis data.

Results from Phase I of the study included strong recommendations
for development of a simple standardized procedure and documentation
system, and establishment of accountability for task analyses. Further-
more, it was recommended that the procedure be oriented toward both
course revision and initial course development.

A new task analysis procedure was developed to satisfy the ATC
requirements. The procedure differed significantly from current AF
recommended task analysis procedures in that it is simpler, designed for
SMSs, requires streamlined documentation, requires accountability, and
is an integrated process. Preliminary tryouts of the prototype task
analysis procedures resulted in a handbook that could be formally
evaluated. Conclusions about the success of the handbook must wait
until the final formal testing has been conducted and evaluated.
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Methodology for Selection and Training
of Artillery Forward Observers

Job Analysis*

by

John B. Mocharnuk
and

Ruth Ann Marco
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army Field Artillery School at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma is
charged with the responsibility of training artillery officers in all
facets of artillery systems performance. One component of this system
is the location of enemy targets and subsequent destruction of these
targets through direction of fire by an observer located in a forward
position in the combat zone, remote from the artillery pieces. The

accuracy and rapidity with which the forward observer (FO) is able to
perform these tasks have a direct bearing on the outcome of the battle-
field situation, i.e., whether enemy targets ,are destroyed or disabled.
With advances in battlefield weapons technology and enemy mobility, the
role of the FO has become even more critical. Recently, concern has
been expressed regarding the selection of personnel who are best suited
to perform these tasks and the requisite training necessary to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of the combat artillery unit.

In response to this concern, a Weapons System Training Effectiveness
Analysis (WSTEA) study was conducted by the Directorate of Evaluation at
the Army Field Artillery School. That study focused on the forward
observer component of the Field Artillery system. Their findings indi-
cated that considerable improvement in the effectiveness of the system
could be achieved by improving the accuracy of both target acquisition
and location on the part of the FO.

It is clear .from the WSTEA report that FO performance is not at the
desired level. The WSTEA evaluation revealed that although accurate
fire delivery could be achieved, forward observers required an average
of 4.7 artillery rounds in adjustment to achieve the desired accuracy.
The Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) standard is three rounds
for adjustment prior to firing for effect. Other results of the WSTEA

field evaluation showed self-location accuracy and target location accu-
racy to be below ARIL= standards.

*This is based upon research being conducted for the U.S. Army Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences under Contract
DAHC-19-78-C-0025.
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Additional studies (Eschenbrenner & Taylor, 1969; Taylor &
Eschenbrenner, 1970; Taylor, Eschenbrenner, & Valverde, 1970; Dominque,
1973; Laveson & De Vries, 1973; U.S. Army Combat Development Command,
1968; U.S. Army Field Artillery School, 1975; and Thomas, 1976) suggest

the same conclusion reached by the WSTEA team. FOs are not performing

at acceptable levels overall and in some cases, performance is so far

below acceptable standards that it would severely impair combat effec-

tiveness. In order to upgrade the performance level of the Field

Artillery FO, and thereby improve the combat effectiveness of the field

artillery subsystem, increased emphasis must be placed on the selection

and training of FOs who can demonstrate competence on combat-referenced

operational performance measures. This can be achieved by analyzing the
forward observer tasks, developing a profile of the effective forward

observer, and specifying the correspondence between this profile and

valid performance criteria.

The following paper presents the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

Company - St. Louis (MDAC-St. Louis) approach to the development of a

methodology for the selection and training of field artillery FOs.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The MDAC-St. Louis approach to the selection and training of FOs.

incorporates a job analysis of current FO job and skill requirements

with a training analysis of the FO component of the Field Artillery

Officer Basic Course (FAOBC). In the FO Job Analysis, two techniques,

task analysis and profile development, have been combined in order to

maximize the amount of information available for the decision process in

the training analysis phase. The task analysis element will identify the
essential skills and knowledges an FO needs to know in his combat

role. The profile development will supplement the task analysis with an

examination of the critical characteristics, abilities, aptitudes, person-

alities, education, and personal histories of the successful FOs.

Neither of these techniques, task analysis nor profile development, is

particularly innovative in its usual context, especially since task
analysis, in the classical usage, does involve some elements of trainee

characteristic description. However, the combination of task analysis

with the type of profile development procedure that is typically the

domain of personnel selection will provide the basic standards for FO

selection, as well as the information critical to the determination of

FAOBC program effectiveness. Additionally, it will furnish the data

necessary to suggest improvements to be incorporated into FO training

and to upgrade and standardize that program.

Job Analysis

The primary objective of the FO job analysis is the identification

of the critical tasks an FO must perform in order to achieve his mission.

These essential job elements will be compared with the existing FO train-

ing program to determine if all critical tasks are being taught. TRADOC

Pamphlet 350-30,Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Develop-

ment; Phase I: Analyze,outlines four basic procedures to be used in the
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conduct of a job analysis: 1) development of a tentative task

2) authentication of the task list, 3) validation of the task list, and

4) identification of subtasks, conditions, cues and standards. Since

the present-research ;P., not specifically directed toward the development

of detailed behavioral objectives and instructional materials, but to

the identification of critical skills, our activity is directed to the

task level of specificity rather than to the subtasks, conditions and

standards level.

The initial task listing was developed by extracting FO and possible

FO tasks from pertinent OBC texts and from direct observation of FO

training activities. Special emphasis was placed on Gunnery, Map Reading,

and Counterfire texts and on graded and ungraded firing exercises. Once

the tentative lists were developed, they were consolidated into a list of

candidate FO tasks,and a preliminary task categorization scheme was

developed.

The list of candidate tasks was reviewed with FAOBC instructors from

the Gunnery, Counterfire and Tactics departments at the Field Artillery

School. At least ten instructors from each department were interviewed

for task selection purposes. Because the refinement of a task listing

is an iterative process, the list which reflects the inputs of the FAOBC

instructors is not considered a final task listing, but will be subject

to further review.

The revised FO task list will be reviewed by additional FO instruc-

tors and FOs assigned to organic Field Artillery Units. Structured

interviews with fifty FOs are scheduled. The interviewees will be asked

to evaluate each task for offensive and defensive scenarios in the follow-

ing theaters: European theater, Far Eastern theater, Middle East and

African theaters. Interview data will be augmented by information
collected via questionnaires distributed to FOs who have served in Europe,

Korea, Vietnam and CONUS. The questionnaires will also include items

pertinent to training and profile development.

Profile Development

Profile development will emerge from analytical and statistical

examinations of a critical skills and characteristics list for the effec-

tive FO and from an assessment of the makeup of the current FAOBC student

population. The list of critical skills and characteristics is being

developed primarily from the following three sources and procedures:
1) Examination of the prioritized FO task list, 2) interviews with

experienced FOs and FAOBC instructors, and 3) questionnaire responses
from experienced FOs.

The examination of the prioritized FO task list presumes that certain

tasks demand specific,requisite skills and characteristics. Similarly,

to operate specialized FO related equipment necessarily demands certain

abilities which must be components of the critical skills list and,

observing logical sequence, components of the profile. List elements
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emerging from this process will be further evaluated when interview and

questionnaire data sets are complete.

Interviews will be used not only for further refinement of the crit-
ical skills and characteristics listing, but for the generation of new

elements for inclusion in the critical skills and characteristics lists.

Artillery Officers assigned at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma,and officers assigned

at other CONUS installations will be interviewed. The interviews with

these officers will serve to provide a more diverse sample.

Characteristics and critical skills identified from the above

activities are being subjected to further evaluation using

questionnaires. Additional elements of a skills and characteristics
listing will be directly solicited using the same questionnaire.
Descriptive statistics will be compiled for the questionnaire responses
and used for further refining of the profile.

A second major component of the profile development activity relates
to the development and refinement of the FO Personal Profile Questionnaire
and the provisional validation of the profile developed with that instru-
ment. A developmental version of that questionnaire has been administered
to FAOBC 12-78. Item analysis on this version will be completed with
comparisons of upper and lower criterion group performance along several
criterion dimensions. Those include firing scores for individual graded
shoots, a combined firing score, gunnery, counterfire, and tactics grades,
and the overall OBC grade. The criterion measures will not be available
for a few weeks, but some early frequency data from selected question-
naire items are included in the preliminary results section. The train-

ing and intermediate criteria will allow the research team to select those
items with the greatest potential for discriminating between high and low abi-

lity student FOs. Additionally, certain items provide data useful for
training development independent of the criteria. Information gleaned

from the analysis of the first developmental form will be used to refine
the questionnaire. The revised form will be administered to FAOBC 3-79.
Analysis of responses to that questionnaire will serve to further improvz,
the profile development device. TI' development of the profile will also
include an evaluation of characteristics of current OBC students reflected
in personal data sheets. Variables identified here will be analyzed in
conjunction with factors from the FO Personal Profile Questionnaire and
the critical skills and characteristics list. A preliminary model of

the effective FO will emerge from this analysis activity.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

As an example of how the various steps of the job analysis interact
with each other and impact the training analysis, we have developed a
series of regression equations and summary statistics for selected
samples of FAOBC student course grades and personal profile questionnaire
responses.

Data collected from students of FAOBC 6-78 were examined as part of
a preliminary hypothesis generating activity. More extensive data sets
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for three separate samples, all considerably larger, are being collected
and will be analyzed to evaluate hypotheses generated in this activity.*

The predictor variable data file for each student included age;

source of commission (comprised of four dummy variables, Army ROTC, Navy

ROTC, Army OCS, and National Guard with Marine PLC as the reference);

marital status; college major (composed of the dummy variables, science

and math, business, and education, with liberal arts as the reference);

and scores on two tests administered at the beginning of OBC, the Math-

ematics subtest of the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP)

and the nonverbal subtest of the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test.

Criterion measures available for this early analysis included firing

accuracy scores from two graded shoots; ten subcourse test scores; and

a weighted average of these which will, for convenience and clarity,

be referred to as the average grade. Three regression models will be

presented and their implications discussed.

The first model was constructed using average grade as the dependent

variable and allowing the predictors to enter (or exit) from the model

according to a stepwise variable selection procedure. The descriptive

linear multiple regression model achieved is:

Y = so + slx1 + 82X2 + + a x +
6 6 6

Table 1 shows 0 values; the order of variable selection; the value of the

statistic, F, when each predictor variable was entered; and changes in

R2 with the addition of variables. The value of R4 for the model is .489.

Although not great, it is suggestive in light of the modest sample size

and the preliminary nature of the analysis.

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION MODEL 1 - AVERAGE GRADE

8

Variable (In Percent- Increase Total

Descriptor Variable age Points) in R2 R2 To Enter

STEP Score X1 .147 .281 .281 17.60

Army OCS X
2

-3.080 .043 .324 2.80

Navy ROTC X
3

5.561 .027 .351 1.79

Married X
4

3.517 .045 .397 3.15

Education Major X
5

5.184 .046 .443 3.39

Business Major X
6

3.285 .046 .489 3.61

Constant (80) 41.542

*The present set included only 47 students for whom an entire data set

was available. The authors are fully aware of the limitations imposed

by this small sample size, but conclusions are intended as preliminary

and to reflect a "data snooping" activity.
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The negative effect (a value) of Army OCS when evaluated against a
reference variable of Marine Platoon Leader Course (PLC) graduates indi-
cates a Marine/Army difference. This difference is further amplified by
the Navy ROTC effect. Virtually, all students in OBC 6-78 who received
their commission through Navy ROTC were Marines.

It is not especially surprising that there is such a marked differ-

ence between Marine and Army OBC graduates since the Marines, particularly

the Marine PLCs, receive a significantly greater amount of pre-OBC train-

ing in map reading, land navigation, and terrain association. These

three skill areas have been judged to be critical FO tasks by the FO

instructors in the task identification step of the FO task analysis.

Additionally, the OBC course of instruction presumes prior training

in map reading, land navigation, and terrain association in the alloca-

tion of time-to-task instruction. However, interviews with FO instruc-

tors reveal this assumption to be false. This is supported by the afore-

mentioned data. If the trend identified by this regression equation is

confirmed, a recommendation in the training analysis phase of the present

research effort might be to pretest on these three tasks to determine

those students requiring remedial work.

College major may have a potentially important effect. As indicated

by the regression model 1, the effect of college major accounted for over

9 percent of the variance. Because of the restricted sample, the effect

should be treated cautiously. Again, if this trend is confirmed in

subsequent samples, more definite interpretation could be developed. Presumably,

business and education majors may be more involved with form completion,

routine procedure following, etc., than the liberal arts or science

major,and it is this practice that may account for the difference.

The second regression model examined the radial missed distance of

the location indicated by each OBC student serving as the FO on the

mobile shoot firing exercise SW. In a mobile shoot, students function

as FOs from a vehicle which is moving between individual firing exercises

and is sometimes moving during the actual firing exercise. This means

that the student must locate and adjust rounds from multiple locations

with less opportunity for carefully determined self location than would be

the case with a stationary firing exercise. The descriptive linear mul-

tiple regression model with radial missed distance as the dependent

measure is:

so alX1 a2X2

Table 2 shows information important for interpreting this model.

Several important features of this regression model should be noted.

First, it accounted for only 21 percent of variability in the data.

Second, the magnitude of the $s is large. gird, only variables indi-

cating source of commission entered the model. If one were to take this

model seriously,it would imply that Army OCS graduates and Army officers

(2)
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION MODEL 2 - SW RADIAL MISS DISTANCE

Variable
Descriptor Variable e. (In Meters)

Increase
in R2

Total

R2

F

To Enter

Army OCS X
1

416.3 .180 .180 9.88

Army ROTC X
2

117.5 .021 .201 1.14

Constant (80) 153.0

who completed ROTC do not achieve the level of accuracy in target location

that individuals who obtained their commission from other sources achieve.

This is an hypothesis which can be examined in future data sets.

It must be pointed out here that radial Miss Distance should logically

be the closest approximation of the operational criterion available in

the present training environment. Additionally, the FO of the future
field artillery team is more likely to be involved in conducting fire
adjustment from a mobile position. Recent developments include the
development and testing of a Forward Observer vehicle. As such, identi-

fication of predictors of this criterion would be potentially more valu-
able than identifying predictors of certain other factors.

The third descriptive model looked at the linear multiple regression
of the predictors on the combined observed fire grade for all OBC graded
shoots and the best two of three hasty target location exercises conducted
by the Gunnery Department at the FAS (G0211). The model achieved is:

y=
o

+81 8
1

+a2 x
2

+ +a6x
6

+ e

Table 3 shows pertinent information regarding this model in the same
format as previously reported regression models.

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION MODEL 3 - OBSERVED FIRE GRADE GO-211

Variable
Descriptor

Business Major

Navy ROTC

Education Major

Married

Army OCS

Large Score

Constant (80)

(In Percent- Increase

Variable tage Points) R2

X1

X
2

X
3

X
4

X
5

X
6

9.231

11.144

9.801

4.737

-4.581

-0.119

91.928
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.153

.116

.066

.057

.066

.036

(3)

Total
R2 To Enter

.153 8.15

.270 7.01

.336 4.28

.393 3.96

.459 4.99

.494 2.81



As with the Average Grade, college major and source of commission
have an effect on this grade. (Of course this grade is not independent

of the average grade, r = .686.) What this suggests is that the effect
of major and source of commission influence observed fire grades and not
just total course grade.

A developmental form of the Forward Observer Personal Profile
Questionnaire was administered to 192 FAOBC 12-78 students at the begin-

ning of training. Their responses on the questionnaire items will even-
tually be compared with end-of-course and in-course scores to determine
an "FO profile." Without the availability of test scores on FAOBC 12-78
students, very little information can be gleaned from this administration
of the questionnaire. However, the responses on two questions are of
interest in this discussion of preliminary findings.

The first question asked "What was your first branch choice?"
Possible responses included: artillery, infantry, armor, combat engi-
neer, finance, adjutant general and other noncombat branch. FAOBC 12-78

students selected as their first choice: 41%artillery, 6% infantry,
8% armor, 6% combat engineer, 3% finance, 8% adjutant general and 28%
other noncombat branch. If the categories are collapsed, these responses
indicate that 59% chose some nonartillery branch of the Army as their first

choice. Of the 59% that chose a nonartillery branch as their first choice,
57% chose a noncombat branch as first. Noncombat branch was the first
choice of 39% of the total sample. These data, if this trend is continued
in later samples, suggest a possible motivational factor. The question

then arises, should only students who want to be in the field artillery
combat arms branch of the Army be admitted? At this time, this is not

a viable solution. how then, in the course of instruction, do you change
this attitude, not necessarily from wanting to be in the field artillery
(albeit desirable) but to an attitude of wanting to do well in FAOBC?

she second question dealt with their judgment of the principle
factor involved in most failures to hit the target. Possible responses

included: a breakdown in communications, inadequate performance by the

FO, inadequate equipment, errors on the part of the gun crew, errors in
the FDC, and gun erro;, and weather factors. Fifty-eight percent felt
that inadequate performance by the FO accounted for most failures to
hit the target. Twenty percent thought it was a result in a breakdown
of communications; 11 percent gun error and weather factors; four percent
no response; four percent inadequate equipment; two percent errors on
the part of the gun crew; and one percent errors in the FDC. These

responses were given before the students had received any FO training. If

they have this attitude prior to training, how then does it affect their

motivation to learn, and, secondly, what can be done within OBC to

change this attitude?

The motivational issues raised by these two questions only serve
to pinpoint areas requiring further analysis. Only if a relationship
between these types of questions and the dependent scores is determined
can there be any real, substantive discussion of alternatives.
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OBSERVER SELF-LOCATION ABILITY AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO COGNITIVE ORIENTATION SKILLS

John R. Milligan, Ph.D. and Raymond O. Waldkoetter, Ed.D.

US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Fort Sill Field Unit, P.O. Box 3066, Fort Sill, Oklahoma 73503

INTRODUCTION

The ability of a human observer to locate himself on the earth's
surface in relation to other objects or targets on that same surface has
widespread military and civilian application; the importance of which is
easily overlooked due to the assumption of the skill's uniform existence
among individuals. Self-location or spatial orientation ability is often
implicitly assumed to exist at levels common to all individuals in land
and sea navigation training even though there is extensive evidence to the
contrary (Witkin, 1946; Woodring, 1939). There has been an extensive
research effort in the area of spatial orientation related to localized
brain damage (Ratcliff, Newcombe 1974; Hecacn, Tzortzis, and Masure 1974),
sex differences (Cohen, 1977; Maxwell, Croake and Biddle, 1976; Pellrgrini
and Empey 1971), age differences (Howard and Templeton, 1966), and race
differences (Osborne and Gregor, 1966), but relatively little research
has been specific to self-location or geographical spatial orientation
and military map training involving target acquisition for indirect fire
weapons. The purpose of the exploratory research reported here is to
examine self-location abilities, as they relate to cognitive directional
orientation, by developing an instrument capable of identifying those who
do poorly or do well on such directional tasks.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.

Sincere appreciation is expressed by the authors to Dr. Donald O. Weitzman,
US Army Research Institute, whose work in this area generated an interest and
provided a framework for the authors. Appreciation is also expressed to
MAJ D. Nemetz and SFC E. Johnson, US Army Research Institute, Fort Sill Field
Unit, for their assistance in data collection.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The importance of self-location abilities was demonstrated by the
Army's Human Engineering Laboratories in a field test of the field
artillery indirect fire system in the early 1970's (Technical Memorandum
24-70). This field test found that over 50% of the error variance in the
indirect fire system was attributed to the forward observer's inability
to locate che target or himself in relation to the target within acceptable
standards. Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) standards allow a
maximum error of 250 meters in target location. Field tests reveal however,
that the average target location error is between 500 to 700 meters. This
field test although well designed and executed encountered difficulties in
controlling nusiance variables which may have influenced the reliability
of forward observer performaace as the authors noted in that study. The
50% error variance attributed to the forward observer may and probably does
overestimate the error variance. There appears, however, little doubt
either empirically or logically, that the accuracy of the forward observer
largely determines the accuracy of the indirect fire weapons. The rifle
marksman's accuracy is affected by the condition of his rifle and the
weather conditions but most importantly is determined by iais aim or per-
ceptual judnent. With indirect fire weapons, however, the crew doing
the firing neither see the target nor calculate adjustments due to weather,
distance, etc. These functional tasks are broken down and performed by
other team members who in the case of the forward observer may be separated
by many miles from the actual guns being fired. The forward observer
generally is the only member of the indirect fire team who can actually
observe the target being fired upon; he transmits his observations to the
fire direction center (FDC) where this information is processed by calcu-
lating weather conditions, gun location, type of munition being fired, etc.
These calculations are then sent to the gun crew in the form of elevation
and deviations which will be set on the-guns and the rounds fired. The
forward observer observes the impact of the rounds fired and transmits
corrections to the fire direction center who in turn recalculate and send
new elevation and deviation information to the gun. The essential dif-
ference between the perceptual judgment (aiming) used by the rifle
marksmanship and the observing done by a forward observer is in the area
of what the researchers call "conceptual associating."

The rifle marksman once he has established the range of his target
and adjusted the sights on his weapon is faced primarily with a perceptual
alignment task in that he must be concerned t:ith the placement of the
adjusted and aligned sights upon the target for accuracy. The forward
observer on the other hand is faced with the much more complex task of
associating a target he can see on a horizonal plane to a military map
drawn in the vertical plane. He must be able to analyze the actual terrain
from one perspective and interpolate what that terrain looks like when
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expressed in symbols and from a different perspective. Thus it is pri-
marily a conceptual task requiring extraction and association of
information in a form other than that observed.

Kozlowski and Bryant (1977) studied geographical spatial orienta-
tion ability in a series of three experiments in an attempt to further
investigate individual differences in orientation skills reported in the
research literature. The first experiment divided human subjects (N=245)
into categories of either good sense-of-direction or bad sense-of-direc-
tion. The subjects were then tested to see if what people say about
their sense of direction relates to their actual directional and mapping
abilities. The first test consisted of pointing to unseen buildings, a
map-drawing task, and a pointing to north and nearby cities task. The
results of this experiment indicated that the better the self-report of
sense-of-direction the better was the orientation performance. Average
pointi.1, error was 19.3° (SD=9.5), and 33.2 (SD=14.6) for good and poor
sense of direction subjects respeCtively, t(43)=3.41 p< .01.

The second experiment in this research was a refinement of the first
with the inclusion ot additional independent variables. Subjects were
given directions, distance, and time estimation tasks. Results indicated
that self- reports of sense-of-direction and self-reports of distance-
estimation ability are highly correlated; and the better the sense of
direction or distance, the smaller the pointing error. The mean pointing
error was 10.79 (SD=5.08) for good sense-of-direction people and 25.71
(SD=19.53) for poor sense-of-direction people. The failure of time or
distance-estimation performance to correlate with anything was probably
due to lack of variation in the performance data according to the authors.

The third experiment attempted to answer the question "How well would
self-reports of directional ability be able to predict spatial performance
in a novel environment?" A human size maze was used to ans-er this
question in the form of a section of tunnels underneath a dormitory complex.
The subjects were lead through the maze once and then traveled the maze as
a group for three trials in which performance measures were observed for
time, distance, and direction, along with self-reports of the same per-
formance variables after each trial. The researchers found in this study
that people with good and poor senses of direction do not differ in their
average pointing error, in the accuracy of their estimation of straight
line or route distance to the end of the tunnel, or in their estimation of
time spent in the tunnels (F ratios < 1). Analysis of the results of these
three experiments led the researchers to conclude that far from having an
extreme facility at orientation-one that requires little work; the good
sense-of-direction people appeared to be more active and put more effort
into the tasks.
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The group method of traveling through the maze of tunnels may have
hidden some significant differences between the two categories. Those with
poor sense-of-direction may have simply went along with the good sense-of-
dlrection people. This possibility was acknowledged in the study by citing
the f'ndings of Beck and Wood (1976) which suggested personality differences
is yle who exhibit exploratory behavior "mixers" and those who stay close
to a known place in a novel environment, "fixers" which 'rluld account for
differences observed.

The interpretation of personality or innate differences in the subjects
rather than simple learning/experimental differences between good sense-of-
direction people and those of poor sense-of-direction can be supported from
the literature. Tryon (1939) conducted a series of experiments on maze
"bright" and maze "dull" rats and concluded that sensory abilities or simple
learning could not account for the observed differences in the rats. Tryon
proposed the hypothesis that good maze learners were better at developing
directional sets than poor maze learners. This supports the view that high-
level cognitive processes rather than simple learning may account for
differences is ;clod and poor sense-of-direction people.

The Field Artillery School (FAS) at Fort Sill as a result of the Human
Engineering Laboratories analysis of indirect fire systems, previoqsly
cited, attempted a further analysis of fw.-ward observer performance (ACN
32750, 1977, WSTEA Phase la). The FAS used a comparison of two data groups,
one consisted of data gathered from officer basic classes and the other was
composed of artillery officers from field units. Evaluation of the institu-
tional data consisted of target location, and observed fire scores correlated
with map reading scores, number of shoots, and nonverbal tests. Significant
correlations were found among all variables except target location and
observed fire scores and target 1Prgtion and number of shoots. These results
should be accepted with caution. -never, due to the fact that large sample
sizes such as this (N=1281) insa t7.at even very small correlations will
be statistically significant regardless of the meaningfulness of such corre-
lations.

The field test (N=45) analyzed self-location, target location and shoot
scores in relation to map reading scores, previous institutional shoot
scores, visual acuity, depth perception, nonverbal tests, and number of
practice missions. Correlational analysis revealed that only two pairs of
the variables were correlated at a significant level, these were: the non-
verbal tests with self - location, and map reading scores with field shoot
scores. The fact that so few relationships were found to be significant is
surprising but must be considered light of rather severe zethodological
problems reflected in the study. , -hough the FAS study failed to show a
significant relationship between t .et location error and observed fire
scores the study concluded that accurate target location ability was the
primary shortcoming of the forward observer.
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Based upon these results the FAS conducted an additional study to
analyze the effect of doubling the amount of mqp reading instruction

given. Comparison between groups of students who had their length of
map reading instruction doubled to that of control groups revealed no
significant differences between the groups. (WSTEA Phase lc, undated)

The studies reviewed here are suggestive of differences among indi-
viduals in spatial orientation, self-location, and target location
abilities. Spatial orientation abilities vary with self estimates of
zpatial orientation ability and are related to later performance on
orientation tasks. Experience and training may be related to orientation
performance but as of yet have not been clearly demonstrated in the
research. All the studies reviewed here have strongly suggested the
presence of personality and/or innate differences which may account for
differences in performance.

The purpose of the study reported here was to gather additional
empirical data on a limited part of spatial orientation abilities. Par-
ticularly, the researchers sought information as to the relationships
or differences aruong individuals on self-location abilities and directional
orientation abilities. Significant findings of relationships between these
two variables were sought by the researchers as an important starting point
or pilot study for larger and more comprehensive research designs.

METHOD

The experimenters used a one-way analysis of variance design in which
human observers (N=30) were divided into categories of either high or
low self-location abilities (median split) on a previously administered
practical exercise in which the observer was required to locate his
geographical position in relation to his position on a military map.
The experimenters then measured the subjects' ability on three tasks:
(1) use of a pointing instrument to point the direction to a series of
loca7. landmarks familiar to the subjects, (2) use of a pointing instrument
to point to a series of cities within the United States, and (3) the
subjects were tested with a visual imagery exercise which required the
subjects to mentally follow a complex set of directions and then report
the direction they were facing at the conclusion and at various points
of the exercise.

SUBJECTS

Subjects were 30 male student officers from all officer basic class
at the Field Artillery School at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. All students
had completed forward observer, and related subject course areas at the
time of testing. Self-location scores (percentage correct) were rank
ordered for all 118 stLlents. Each student was assigned a number and
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15 students were randomly selected from the top half and 15 from the
bottom half (median split) of the class.

APPARATUS AND MATERIALS

Two test instruments were used in this study. The first instrument
was a 38 inch diameter circular piece of plywood which could be situated
on a flat table. The outer edge of this circle had painted the 6400 mils
of a military compass in 10 mil increments. Mils were used in this
research since this is the measurement unit used on military compasses
and can be easily converted to degrees. The center of this circle had
a rotating post with a 38 inch pointer which could be pointed in any
direction and the direction read in mils off the circular base. Subjects

were individually tested in a lighted but enclosed room by showing them
the correct direction to true north with the mils and the pointer cor-
rectly oriented. Each subject was then asked to move the pointer as close
as possible to the actual direction of six local areas in which the student
had frequent contact i.e., student mail room, post exchange, etc. Appendix
A contains a scoring guide of all locations and their correct directions.
Ihe subjects were also required to point the direction to six cities using
the pointing instrument thereby providing measures of both local and
national geographical orientation.

The second test instrument used in this study was a mental imagery
exercise consisting of a single sheet shown to the subjects with square
grids covering approximately two-thirds of the page. Individual subjects
were asked to close their eyes and imagine themselves at the top of the
series of squares or grids facing a specified direction. They were then
asked to imagine themselves walking along the grid lines in whatever
direction and for whatever distance the experimenter instructed, then
at various points along this path they were asked what direction they
were facing. Each subject completed three of these mental imagery

exercises. Instructions with the plotted paths for each of the three
exercises are presented in Appendix B to this paper.

PROCEDURE

Subjects were randomly selected for each of the two groups as pre-
viously described and ran individually. The experimenter briefly described
the study to each subject and obtained informed consent. Then each subject

was taken into a lighted room where the pointing instrument was located.

There was no attempt to eliminate directional visual cues within the room.
The subject was shown the operation of the pointing instrument and then
the instrument pointer was placed on true north and the subject asked to
point to the previously described locations.
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RESULTS

LOCAL POINTS

One-way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the group differ-
ences in pointing to six local areas with which the subjects had daily to
weekly contact. Absolute error scores measured in mils from the actual
azimuth measured from true north were used in this analysis as the
dependent variable. Group assignment was the independent variable with
group one consisting of subjects who had scored above the median on a
field self-location test and group two consisting of these who had scored
below the median on the same self-location test. Table 1 presents the
results of this analysis.

Group one (high self-location scores) performed significantly (pz .04)
better than group two (low self-location scores) on pointing to local
points as was expected. Table 2 presents the means, standard deviations
and errors for these two groups.

Insert Table 1 and 2 about here

As can be seen from these tables the relative difference is rather small
when the mils are converted to degrees (approximately 15 0 error for group

and 18 error for grong two). Although this is a relatively small
difference this data provides evidence as to the of a pointing
instrument in differentiating between high and low scorers in self-
location tasks.

DISTANT CITIES

One-way analysis of variance as previously described in the analysis
of local points was used to analyze the differences in groups for pointing
to distant cities. The results of this analysis are presented in Tables
3 and 4.

Insert Table 3 and 4 ab,qt here

As in the previous analysis, significant differences were obtained between
groups (p < .03) on pointing to distant cities. Again examination of the
results of the analysis of variance and means, SD, and SE reveal the point-
ing instrument was effective in differentiating between groups.
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VISUAL IMAGERY

The third analysis as in the first and second revealed significant
differences (p 4- .002) between the two groups on the visual imagery tasks.

Insert Table 5 and 6 about here

As can be seen from an examination of Tables 5 and 6 the visual imagery
task produced what appears to be the greatest magnitude of differences.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to examine relationships among self-
location abilities and performance on an orientation task requirin,
estimates of compass directions and geographical spatial orientation
using visual imagery. The results of the preliminary research have
clearly demonstrated that differences between high scores and low scores
on a self-location test can be differentiated by use of a simple point-
ing instrument and visual imagery task. The results although promisin6
must be accepted with caution due to the relatively small sample size,
lack of biographical data on subjects, lack of test retest rellabilities
using the instruments, contamination of the criterion variable, relat!.ve
little variation in the criterion variable, and ether uncontrolled
variables which may impact upon spatial orientation and self-location
skills which were not included in this pilot research. These same cautions,
however, provide the foundation for an expanded investigation in which a
multivariate statistical ...:asign will allow for greater control of variables
and analysis of their contributions to performance in self-location and
target location abilities.
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TABLE 1
a

Analysis of Variance of Mean Errors in Pointing to Local Points

for Groups 1 and 2
b

Source SS df MS

Between Groups
Treatment

Within Groups
Error

Total

34884

212431

247315

1

28

29

34884

7587

4.60c

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

aUnit of measure is in Mils with 6400 mils = 360°.
b
Group 1 = Subjects scoring above median on self-location test.

c
Group 2 = Subjects scoring below median on self-location test.
p< .04

TABLE 2a

Means and Standard Deviations and Errors for Groupsb

on Pointing to Local Points

Group Mean SD Standard Error

1 264 67 17.32

2 332 103 26.68

Total 298 92 16.86

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

b nit of measure is in Mils with 6400 mils = 360°.
Group 1 -,-- Students scoring abo . median on self-location test.
Group 2 = Students scoring below median on self- location test.
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TABLE 3a

Analysis of Variance of Mean Error in Pointing co Distant Cities

for Groups 1 and 2
b

Source SS df MS F

Between Gr ups
Treatment

Within Groups
Error

Total

150946

778886

929832

1

28

29

150946

27S17

5.43c

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

aUnit of measure is in Mils with 6400 mils = 360°.
b
Group 1 = Students scoring above median on self-location test.

c
Group 2 = Students scoring below median on self-location test.
p < .04

TABLE 4a

Means and Standard Deviations and Errors for Groups
b

on Pointing to Distant Cities

Group Mean SD Standard Error

1 366 83 21.49

2 507 221 56.98

Total 437 179 32.69

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

aUnit of measure is in Mils with 6400 mils = 3500.
b
Gro:tp 1 = Students scoring above median on self-location test.
Group 2 = Students scoring below median on self-location test.
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TABLE 5a

Analysis of Variance of Scoresa Obtained on Visual Imagery Test

for Groups 1 and 2
b

Source SS df MS

Between Groups
Treatment

Within Groups
Error

Total

2484

5933

8417

1

28

29

2484

212

11.73

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

a
Scores represent percent correct

bGroup 1 = Subjects scoring above median on self-location test.
Group 2 = Subjects scoring below median on self-location test.
cp .002

TABLE 6a

Means and Standard Deviations and Errors for Groups

on Visual Imagery Test

Group Mean SD Standard Error

1 90 12 3.05

2 72 17 4.36

Total 81 17 3.11

Note. N=30; 15 per group. Numbers rounded to nearest whole number.

b nit of measure is in Mils with 6400 mils = 360°.

Group 1 = Students scoring above median on self-location test.

Group 2 = Students scoring below median on self-location test.
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APPENDIX A

POINTING INSTRUMENT SCORING GUIDE

Location Name Location Azimuth

1. Officers Club 5855

2. Main PX 5075

3. Ft Sill Blvd Exit 3610

4. Key Gate 2490

5. Mail Room 1825

6. CF Department 4900

7. Oklahoma City 0710

8. New Orleans 2150

9. Dallas 2550

10. Houston 2670

11. Kansas City, MO 0620

12. Denver 5610
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APPENDIX B

VISUAL IMAGERY EXERCISE

NARRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS GRID #1

1. Graphic Representation: See Attached Sheet

2. Scoring Procedure: Score one point for each correct direction given

by the subject. Ask the subject for his direction at each place

indicated in the narrative.

3. Narration:

a. Close your eyes and imagine yourself facing South on the grid

previously shown to you.

b. Proceed two blocks South, Stop.

c. Turn 90° left, now proceed two blocks and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (Correct answer is East)

d. Now turn left 90° and proceed two blocks, Stop.

e. Turn left 90° and proceed two blocks and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (Correct answer is West)

If the subject correctly answers both questions score 2 for

this example.

4. Now give the subject a blank grid and ask him to draw the directions

he followed in this example.

5. Ask the subject for any questions to clarify the procedure.

6. Proceed to the next exercise if the subject understands the directions.
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NARRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS GRID #2

1. Close your eyes. Imagine /ourself facing South on the grid you were

just shown.

2. Proceed one block and Stop.

3. Turn 90 0 left, walk one block ind Stop.

4. Turn 900 right, walk one block and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (A3, South)

5. Turn right 900 proceed one block and Stop.

6. Turn right again 90° proceed one block and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (A5, North)

7. Turn right 900 proceed one block and Stop.

That direction are you facing? (A6, East)

S. Turn left 900 proceed one block and Stop.

9. Turn left 900 proceed one block and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (A8, West)

10. On this blank grid page draw the route you have been following.



S.
4

1-
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NARRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS GRID #3

1. Close your eyes. Imagine yourself facing East on the grid you were

just shown.

2. Proceed two blocks and Step.

3. Turn right 90°, new turn 45° more to the right and proceed two blocks
and Stop.

What direction are you now facing? (A2, SW)

4. Turn left 90
o
, now turn 45

o
more to the left and proceed two blocks

and Stop.

That direction are ou now facing? (A3, E)

5. Turn left 180° then turn right 45°.

What direction are you now facing? (A4, NW)

6. Proceed two blocks in this directi....n and Stop. Turn left 45°.

What direction are you now facing? (W)
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ESTABLISHING THE PROGRAM

Prior to detailing the application of job analysis techniques to
design of enlisted medical training, it would appear appropriate to o'
line how and why the Army Medical Department came to use the Instruc-
tional Systems Development technology which includes the use of job
analysis.

As has been the case with its sister services, the U.S. Army has.,
for many years, been under the scrmtiny of the Congress and the Fedems2..
Executive Bran*-. The focus of ths scrutiny has been an ef5art to
restructure the training establishment with the intent of changing thle
student to staff ratio and to make more personnel available for ass4pr
ment to combat units. There were a,number of ancfrary issues raisers,
two of which were the methods of instruction and the cost of -he tray

The impact of the Congressional concern was expressed in a legis
tive amendment to the FY 76 Defense Authorization Bill (House Report
94-413) which mandated a study of DOD training establishments. The
effect of this legislation on the U.S. Army was to force the issues
modernizing training procedures, streamlining training structures, had
minimizing training fund expenditures. During the same year, the DOD tal
its Report of Training to the Congress, endorsed a new training develop-
ment model, the Instructional Systems Development (ISD) approach,
subsequently was adopted.

The ISD philosophy was to implement training based upon tasks the
trainee would subsequently perform on the job. This philosophy pla,:_ed

the Army Medical Department and the Academy of Health Sciences in a
dilemma. The Academy of Healtli Sciences was committed to enlisted
technical training based on the traditional model of education. cm.

Academy of Health Sciences is the Army Medical Department's only fact
school with a staff and faculty of approximately 2150, a resident s
population of more than 33,000 annually, and over 30,000 nonreside.
students enrolled in extension courses.)

To further complicate this dilemma, two other problems arose. /I-

first of these problems lay in the area of gathering sufficient expert
to implement the new training philosophy, task based training, whil
continuing the on-going training mission to support the needs of 0-- -w.

The second problem was the resistance of a largely successful orgar_
tion to a basic change in both philosophy and organization.

The final catalyst for this monumental change in philosophy ay._
method of operation was the assignment of a new Superintendent to Mad
Academy of Health Sciences. The arrival of a new commander, with ,a-rs
pragmatic approach, resulted in considerable acceleration of the 6-7,40g.,-
process and provided guidance in terms of product oriented directicurimth
a rigid timetable.

With the philosophical decisions made, the next problem was to
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implamemm the ISL wemeach. In order to accomplish this, a task force

was eq=blished atwIrt drew upon the talents and resources available with-

in that Academy md Health Sciences. There were two basic problems in

constamcting ther:esk7Eorce. The first was the necessity to continue the

tradttmmmal trail gaing program, thus somewhat restricting the personnel who

coulth Im-.remmeed="mmt their teaching or-administrative positions. The

second *tot:aeon m:-.J31 taking the ISD directional pamphLets which were

.largely alohi.immi-lbiral approach to developing task hesed training and

monvertung thewi-losamhy into a pragmatic product Ors ad mode of

TelhatimmL.

Theme- talc prmgdems were solved by_ietailing a aaer of ;21,_tly

aducated7merommW1 to the Task Force ann:allowing tnE group appramlmately
Arty dews tic Irrillempilly review, digest, and educate themef.t as to

ice vagmte-fli NE__ *Lamenting the ISD philosophy. Tice Pgelf-ed1Jcation

rrincess retnnf of Congressionai hearings and docmammi,,-.s, techni-

zzai...materials fremarike ISD model and the history of the ISDr,-ocess. By

SE:member 1976 emaamember of the Task Force had an amerni.,. of7haw his

Hurts wild fit mho the total ISD picture. At tha=mncd':_ tie Task

Farce emobaAei: .1:ts first ISD effort, to establish a gmmland:rest the

plan by devel__pi :ga single course of instruction. The sThe'Lialz-y chosen

±c-t- the ln.itiEs] tt-ial effort was the Medical Specialist, 40S 91-3, with a

.__cgetdda-2 f=ccurse validation of October 1977.

Now-. to mowefrom the history of the establishing the LSD method

cfftrainxia4 deve-J.spment to the initiation of the lob am4lysis efforts, in

aril _'n3 7, the .A:ndemy of Health Scienceiobtained amaalified job

amalyst. fir-,: the fact that this occured considerably after the

itcitiatiau of tt,, Medical Specialist ISD effort, the job analysis proce-

dame was begun. The results were to serve two purposes; first, to

ettablisrI lines f communications with the Army Occupational Survey

r-rogran data base at the U.S. Army Military Personne Center (MILPERCEN)

iorAlealamdria, Virginia and second, to validate the efforts of the Task

YOrce estabLLshing a task based training package.

P-rsonnel in the Military Occupational Data Div_sion of MILPERCEN

- _re ezzzemely cooperative in allowing the establishment of informal

nes oaf communications and providing data as rapidllyas their system and

fa U.S E. Postal Service would allow. The Academy of- lealth Sciences was

-rtumare in having coordinated with the Military Occupational Data

171:alsimn during the period of 1976 and early 1977 it the construction of

:-.1rinsentory questionnaires for most of the medical specialties. The

Jame to support the ISD efforts had been gathered from September 1976

--.:rough April 1977 and much of the data was available for processing.

attrjob analysis of the Medical Specialist, MOS 91B, began in May of 1977

a=.-a final occupational survey report was published L. September of 1977.

Inamracrion between the job analyst and the other members of the Task

Fomne led to consideration of survey findings.in the hanfelopment of the

new =Medical Specialist course.
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By October 1977, the Task Force had estaLLished a plan for impliement:Ing
ISD methodology for course development at the cademy of Health Sct.mces.
The plan had been tested in the development of -the course of ins=7:..=tion for
the Medical Specialist MOE and a recommendatia= was made and appr7minext
formalize the organizatio: and methodology and zontinue with the ---ludlLing
thirty specialt4es and as.4.ociated courses of instruction.
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Jam ANALYSIS FINDINGS

Since the initiation of the Instructional Systems Development process

at the Academy of Health Sciences, occupational surveys have been com-

pleted for mine specialties. These specialties are:

Medical Specialist, MOS 91B
Medical Supplyman, MOS 76J
Hospital Food Service Specialist, MOS 94F
Veterinary Specialist, MOS 91R
Behavioral Science Specialist, MOS 91G
Patient Administration Specialist, MOS 71G
X-Ray Specialist, MOS 91P
Clinical Specialist, MOS 91C
Operating Aoom Specialist, MOS 9lD

In addition, analysis of the occupational data m=r two other special-

ties are in progress. These are the:

Medical Laboratory Specialist, MOS 92B
Dental Removable Prosthetic Specialist, MOS *..IM

In an attempt to illustrate the utility of the occupational survey

data, selected findings will be briefly discusseci. One of the most

valuable contributions that an occupational survey can provide to tie

training development process is the identification of the different jobs

which exist within each specialty and the tasks individuals perform when

accomplishing those jobs. For example, the job structure analysis for the

Hospital Food Service Specialist, MOS 94F, occupational survey indicated

the existance of eleven different jobs within the specialty. The eleven

different jobs could be grouped together to form two large clusters of

jobs and two smaller separate job classifications. Personnel in nne of

the large job clusters, titled Food Preparation Specialists, whn repre-

sented 53 percent of the sample, performed tasks virtually idet,t'al to

those performed by another specialty, the Food Service Special.i.;c, MOS

94B. On the basis of this information, coupled with additional data,

consideration is being given to consolidating the food preparation phase

of training for the two specialties at a single location with an addi-

tional period of training provided for Hospital Food Service Specialists

in the areas of their specialty peculiar to the hospital environment.

A second example of the utility of the job structure information

occurred in the Patient Administration Specialist, MOS 71G, occupational

survey. The job structure analysis identified eleven separate jobs within

the specialty. A number of these jobs were found to be performed by

personnel in their second or subsequent enlistments. In reaction to this

information, the task analysis team is recommending that training in these

areas be given at some time other than in the initial resident course. If

such a recommendation is approved, there could be a significant savings in

training funds.
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However, au: occupational survey information must be considered only
as a point of rture. Prior to the implementation of any recommenda-
tions from an ocmanational survey, information related to many other
factors must 9:e =moldered. Some of these factors are overall contributions
to unit missIme- =me ability of the individual to perform collective
tasks, and the =meet on the individual's ability to expand his base of
knowledge.

A second_ apct of occupational survey information which impacts on
training decamions 'elates to the probability that an individual will
perform a task.. As an example, in the Medical Supplyman (MOS 76J) occupa-
tional survey, there were very few tasks performed by large percentages of
survey respondents. The inventory questionnaire included a total of 392
task statements which was a reasonably comprehensive list. The average
number of tats performed by any one respondent was 55, with the average
dropping to 46 tasks when the data base was restricted to those in their
first enlistment (the target for the initial resident training course).
This information, when considered in concert with two other facts; (1)
there were tffiree tasks performed by a least half of the target population;
and (2) theme were an additional sixteen tasks performed by at least
one-third of the target population; led to the conclusion that a task
based cost-effective training course would be difficult to develop.

A second example of the impact of task performance data on training
development came from the occupational survey of the Medical Specialist,
MOS 91B. The survey data yielded a rather broad base of tasks which would
be appropriate for inclusion in an initial resident training course.
There were, however, two substantial problems with this information: (1)

Many of the tasks which were performed by personnel at that time were not
the ones which would be required to be performed should the individual be
placed in a hostile environment (because the Medical Specialist, MOS 91B,
is the individual commonly referred to as the Combat Medic; and (2) many
of the tasks performed by individuals are not appropriate to include in a
specialty training course (these are primarily those tasks related to
vehicle maintenance. a responsibility inherent in the job of a soldier).

Another illustration of the impact of occupational survey information
is the discovery of the unpopular. These are findings which may be
illustrated by the following examples. In the Clinical Specialist (MOS
91C) occupational survey, the job structure analysis identified a small
job group (representing approximately four percent of the population)
where the personnel were performing tasks which were the same as those
performed by a relatively large job group in the Medical Specialist, MOS
91B, occupational survey. This was an unpopular discovery because the
Clinical Specialist, MOS 91C, receives approximately one year of training
while the Medical Specialist, MOS 91B, receives approximately twelve weeks
of training. Another example of an unpopular finding occurred in the
Medical Supplyman, MOS 76J, occupational survey. The survey data revealed
a differential utilization pattern between the male and female survey
respondents. The male resrondents performed shipment and storage tasks to
a much greater degree than the female respondents, who performed adminis-
trative supply tasks to a substantially greater degree.
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A final illustration of the impact of occupational survey data lies

in the discovery that a specialty can be appropriately described and that

training prepares the individual to perform his/her job. The discovery

that all is reasonably well within a specialty is too often dismissed

while a discovery that something is wrong or in error is trumpeted out of

proportion. This impact of the occupational survey information is as

important as any other impact and perhaps the most overlooked. In addi-

tion, conducting an occupational survey leading to the conclusion that all

is well is often not very exciting. The findings, for example, that the

Veterinary Specialist (MOS 91R) has a broad and complex job, which included

conducting the food inspections for all Army installations under a myriad

of regulations and guidelines, was not new to anyone. The finding that an

X-ray Specialist, MOS 91P, must be trained to perform a wide range of

different radiographic tests was a well-known fact prior to the completion

of the occupational survey. However, what is important is that after the

completion of the occupational survey, the feelings, intuitions, and pre-

conceived notions can be validated and the training programs can be based

on empirically substantiated information.
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NOW AND THE FUTURE

The implementation of this new method of training development is well
underway. To the present, job analysis has been accomplished for eleven
specialties. Task analysis has been completed for five of these
specialties and is in progress for an additional three. A new course has
been designed and tested for one specialty. The program is clearly still
in its infancy. With the development of this new approach to course con-
struction have come many problems, two of which will be discussed.

One of the malor areas of concern with the new approach is the rela-
tionship between the "what is," as represented by the occupational survey
information, and the "what may be," when personnel must perform in a
hostile environment. Directly related to this concern is the fact of
dealing with the distinctly unique requirements of the medical community.
The concept of the "critical task" takes on a very real meaning in a
medical emergency. Training programs must be designed to prepare the
individual to perform tasks for which the probability of performance may
be limited. This requires exposure to the task, not only in the training
environment, but also in some form of continuing training beyond the
resident course. The use of unit training and Training Extension Courses
(TEC) are a partial answer to this problem.

A second area of concern with the new approach involves the cognitive
nature of many of the tasks performed by medical personnel. This aspect

of task definition and performance became increasingly evident in the
development and analysis of tasks for the Behavioral Science Specialist,
MOS 91G. Personnel in this specialty deal with individuals who have
problems coping with their environment and manifest any number of external
and internal abnormal behaviors. The normal task analysis processes
(standards, conditions, cues, etc.) were not derived and they are not
generally effective in dealing with tasks related to human cognitive
skills. In this area the Academy of Health Sciences is developing a
supplement to the ISD model to aid in the development of training in the
area of cognitive skills.

But what does the future hold for continued implementation of the iob
analysis effort within the Army medical training environment. The imme-

diate future appears to be relatively well planned with ISD efforts
proposed for all of the enlisted medical specialties. These efforts alone
will consume th^ better part of the next three to four years. In addition,

there are a number of special projects which illustrate the growth of the
ISD program in the medical training community. Such special efforts are;

the development of a pre-command course for medical command selectees
(what do medical commanders do and what do they need to know?), an attempt
to design a front end analysis effort to facilitate the design of a course
of training for the Special Forces Aidman (a distinctly different type of
medic), the beginning of ISD efforts in the officer arena (a new under-
taking in the medical profession), and an assessment of the supervisory
and management skills required of commissioned and noncommissioned
officers.
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CODAP: A NEW MODULAR APPROACH TO OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS
By

Michael C. Thew and Johnny J. Weissmuller

INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of career fields requires a corresponding increase

in the number of task items within an occupational survey. Survey booklets

containing 800 to 1200 items are not unusual. Initially, the incumbent was

required to read every task item in Grier to locate those which were

relevant to the job. (Appendix A) Lecause this was an onerous chore,

tasks were overlooked and the reliability of the responses could be ques-

tioned. By ordering the tasks on some type of commonality, an organization

takes place which simplifies the identification of tasks by the incumbent.

(Appendix B) This method of organizing the tasks by duties within the job

inventory is widely used and works well for data collection. However, not

all users find this organization useful when analyzing the data for their

particular needs. Recently, methods have been developed to facilitate the

reorganization of tasks into new categories called modules. Module

definition always occurs after the data base has been generated from the

survey instruments.

DATA COLLECTION
Tasks
Tasks Within Duties

DATA PRESENTATION
Tasks
Duties
Tasks Within Duties
Modules

"J:jAJLE DEFINITION

The two steps involved in creating modules are definition and assignment.

Definition consists of defining the attributes or rules for the organization

of tasks into modules. Assignment consists of the application of those

rules to the collection of tasks into modules. This is usually done by a

person who is judged qualified to decide whether or not a task meets the

requirements set by the definition; i.e., a subject matter specialist.

When these requirements are quantifiable (measurable by a range of numeric

values) an a,tomated approach of combining the tasks may be utilized. Data

displayed by user defined modules may provide insights about the survey

which are not readily apparent from the original order. This is an extension,

not a replacement, for the task, duty or task within duty display formats.

The best method is always determined by how the data are going to be used

which is an especially important consideration in the module definition.



EXAMPLES

The following examples illustrate a few applications of user defined
modules in occupational analysis.

Example 1: Relating Training Requirements to Tasks Performed. Suppose

a technical trainer says, "Right now every student is taught how to
overhaul engines. We hypothesize that only second term enlistees are
doing this job while first termers merely assist with parts of the
process. If this is true, we could emphasize the training on those tasks
which the first termers actually perform." What the trainer is asking for
is a report showing the percent of first termers and the percent of second
termers who overhaul engines. Looking at the task inventory list, we find
there are no tasks titled Overhauling Engines. Closer examination of the
Task Inventory list reveals that several tasks might be associated with
engine overhaul. At this point, a subject matter specialist familiar with
the operation of overhauling engines is asked to identify which of the
tasks in the inventory are applicable. A mark will be placed by those

tasks which belong to the new module. (Appendix C) The tasks can now be

reorganized into a new pseudoduty or module' labeled "Overhauling Engines".
The reorganized report of percent members performing data now provides the
trainer with information necessary to make his decision. (Appendix D) It

is important to note that instead of constructing and administering a new
survey, we have decided only to reorganize the existing inventory in a
manner that is acceptable to the user's needs. This approach reduces both

time and cost.

Example 2: New Task Categories Vs Time-in-service. In another case,

someone might ask: "Suppose we separate a Task Inventory into five major
categories called Managerial, Clerical, Heavy, Light, and Dirty tasks.
Could we identify a relationship between time-in-service and the type of

task being performed?" Since there are no duties with these titles, the

five new modules must be defined. As in example 1, we will use a subject
matter specialist to identify those tasks which fall under the new module

definitions. (Appendix E) Then, four additional categories will be
produced representing people who have been in the service 1-24 months,
25-48 months, 49-96 months and more than 96 months. Combining the modules

defined earlier with these four descriptions, a report is produced that
addresses the user's question. (Appendix F) Another approach might use

male/female categories in place of time-in-service.

Example 3: Associating Tasks with Training Standards. The Air Force has

established a document for every AFSC called the Specialty Training Standard

(STS). Supervisors in the field are familiar with this form and when
presenting data to these personnel, it should be organized accordingly.
(Appendix G) Again, a subject matter specialist is utilized in associating
the STS document with the Task Inventory.
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Example 4: Computer Generated Modules. If the requirements from the

definition step are quantifiable, then the assignment of tasks to modules

can be computer generated. For example, the assignment could be based

on the probability of co-performance from a matrix containing the probabil-

ities that tasks are performed together. Using this matrix, tasks which

are likely to be performed together cluster into groups called task

modules. (Appendix H) The next step is for a subject matter specialist

to study those task modules and label each as a separate group such as

training module, etc.

Example 5: Relating Tools to Tasks Performed. Suppose we wish to look

at the association of tools and equipment with tasks performed. A

difference description is produced by comparing job descriptions of those

people who do and don't use a selected piece of equipment. This identifies

those tasks which are likely to be related to the use of the tool and they

become members of the new module. Analysis reports are then generated by

merging several tool module descriptions by case membership groups.

SUMMARY

The purpose of any computerized approach to problem solving is to provide

the information necessary for making decisions. Computer programs have

been developed to produce these decision making reports and the programs

take into consideration that the questions asked about the data will

differ by application. These programs are now an integral part of the

Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) system at the

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. In conclusion, through the use

of user defined modules we have realized a more effective utilization of

existing data.

3 f) *-
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Appendix A. Job Inventory for Vehicle Maintenance

JOB INVENTORY IN ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE. ONLY 42 OUT OF 690 POSSIBLE
TASKS ARE SHOWN.

1. ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCE
2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS
3. ALIGN OR ADJUST HEADLIGHTS
4. ANALYZE CAUSE OF BRAKE FAILURE
5. ANALYZE CAUSE OF VEHICLE FAILURE
6. ANALYZE MAINTENANCE TRENDS
7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL
8. CHECK OR SERVICE OIL LEVELS
9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS

10. CONDUCT CLASSROOM TRAINING
11. CONDUCT OR ATTEND STAFF MEETINGS
12. COORDINATE WITH SUPPLIERS TO MAINTAIN REQUIRED PARTS

13. DEMONSTRATE OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT
14. DISASSEMBLE DISTRIBUTORS
15. DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS
16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
17. ESTABLISH MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
18. FLUSH TRANSMISSIONS
19. INSPECT BRAKES
20. INSPECT ENGINE VALVE GUIDES

21. INSPECT FRONT END ALIGNMENT
22. INSPECT IGNITION POINTS
23. INSPECT MOTOR MOUNTINGS
24. INSPECT MAINTENANCE RECORDS
25. INSPECT TIRES
26. INSPECT VALVE COVER GASKETS
27. INSTALL BRAKE LININGS
28. INSTALL CYLINDER LINERS
29. INSTALL ENGINES
30. INSTALL POINTS
31. INSTALL TRAILER HITCHES
32. ISSUE OR MAINTAIN STOCK ITEMS OF HIGH VALUE

33. ISSUE PARTS FROM STOCK ROOM
34. MAINTAIN ACCIDENT LOG
35. MAINTAIN INVENTORY FORM 226
36. MAINTAIN VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FORM 100

37. MANUFACTURE ENGINE GASKETS
38. OPERATE ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
39. OPERATE TIRE BALANCING EQUIPMENT
40. PLAN AIDS FOR TRAINING
41. PREPARE ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 22
42. PREPARE BRIEFINGS
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Appendix B. Job Inventory for Vehicle Maintenance

JOB INVENTORY IS CATEGORIZED BY DUTIES WITH THE APPLICABLE

TASKS SHOWN IN ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE. SOME DUTIES AND TASKS

ARE NOT SHOWN.

A. ORGANIZING, PLANNING AND MANAGING

6. ANALYZE MAINTENANCE TRENDS
11. CONDUCT OR ATTEND STAFF MEETINGS

16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
17. ESTABLISH MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
24. INSPECT MAINTENANCE RECORDS
42. PREPARE BRIEFINGS

B. TRAINING
2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS

10. CONDUCT CLASSROOM TRAINING

13. DEMONSTRATE OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT

40. PLAN AIDS FOR TRAINING
44. PREPARE LESSON PLANS

53. SELECT INDIVIDUALS TO ATTEND TRAINING

C. WORKING WITH FORMS
35. MAINTAIN INVENTORY FORM 226

36. MAINTAIN VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FORM 100

41. PREPARE ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 22

45. PREPARE SURPLUS INVENTORY FORM 695-7

D. PERFORMING SUPPLY FUNCTIONS

12. COORDINATE WITH SUPPLIERS TO MAINTAIN REQUIRED PARTS

32. ISSUE OR MAINTAIN STOCK ITEMS OF HIGH VALUE

33. ISSUE PARTS FROM STOCK ROOM

51. RESEARCH FEDERAL STOCK NUMBERS OR PART NUMBERS

54. STOCK PARTS, SUPPLIES OR EQUIPMENT

E. TROUBLESHOOTING VEHICLES
4. ANALYZE CAUSE OF ENGINE FAILURE

5. ANALYZE CAUSE OF BRAKE FAILURE

20. INSPECT ENGINE VALVE GUIDES

22. INSPECT IGNITION POINTS
23. INSPECT MOTOR MOUNTINGS

52. ROAD TEST VEHICLES

F. REMOVING, REPLACING OR CLEANING PARTS

7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL
9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS

15. DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS
19. INSTALL BRAKE LININGS

28. INSTALL CYLINDER LININGS
30: INSTALL POINTS
48. REMOVE OR REPLACE PISTONS AND RINGS
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Appendix C. Job In\ventory for Vehicle Maintenance

JOB INVENTORY IS
TASKS IDENTIFIED
AN ENGINE.

*1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

*8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

*14.

*15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

*20.

21.

*22.

23.

24.

25.

*26.

27.

*28.

*29.

30.

31.

IN ALPHUBETICAL ORDER WITH ASTERISKS PLACED BY THOSE
BY A SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALIST AS PART OF OVERHAULING

ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCE
ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS
ALIGN OR ADJUST HEADLIGHTS
ANALYZE CAUSE OF BRAKE FAILURE
ANALYZE CAUSE OF VEHICLE FAILURE
ANALYZE MAINTENANCE TRENDS
CHANGE ENGINE OIL
CHECK OR SERVICE OIL LEVELS
CLEAN BATTERY POSTS
CONDUCT CLASSROOM TRAINING
CONDUCT OR ATTEND STAFF MEETINGS
COORDINATE WITH SUPPLIERS TO MAINTAIN
DEMONSTRATE OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT
DISASSEMBLE DISTRIBUTORS
DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS
DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
ESTABLISH MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
FLUSH TRANSMISSIONS
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSPECT
INSTALL
INSTALL
INSTALL
INSTALL
INSTALL

BRAKES
ENGINE VALVE GUIDES
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
IGNITION POINTS
MOTOR MOUNTINGS
MAINTENANCE RECORDS
TIRES
VALVE COVER GASKETS
BRAKE LININGS
CYLINDER LINERS
ENGINES
POINTS
TRAILER HITCHES

REQUIRED PARTS

32. ISSUE OR MAINTAIN STOCK ITEMS OF HIGH VALUE
33. ISSUE PARTS FROM STOCK ROOM

34. MAINTAIN ACCIDENT 1OG
35. MAINTAIN INVENTORY FORM 226
36. MAINTAIN VEHICLE ',:AINTENANCE FORM 100

37. MANUFACTURE ENGINE GASKETS
*38. OPERA= ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
39. OPERATE TIRE BALANCING EQUIPMENT
40. PLAN AIDS FOR TRAINING
41. PREPARE ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 22
42. PREPARE BRIEFINGS
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Appendix D. "OVERHAULING ENGINE" Module

THIS MODULE SHOWS THOSE TASKS IDENTIFIED AS APPLICABLE TO OVERHAULING

ENGINES. SOME TASKS NOT SHOWN.

PERCENT MEMBERS
PERFORMING

A.

1.

8.

14.

15.

OVERHAULING ENGINES

ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCE
CHECK OR SERVICE OIL LEVELS
DISASSEMBLE DISTRIBUTORS
DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS

1ST

TERM

2.0
48.7

4.7
36.2

2ND
TERM

32.1
4.6

62.7
10.5

20. INSPECT ENGINE VALVE GUIDES 1.1 38.7

22. INSPECT IGNITION POINTS 4.8 56.3

26. INSPECT ENGINE COVER GASKETS 25.9 19.2

28. INSTALL CYLINDER LINERS 0.5 66.9

29. INSTALL ENGINE 30.3 26.4

38. OPERATE ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 1.1 43.6

46. PREPARE VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FORM 100 57.4 10.1

48. REMOVE OR REPLACE PISTONS OR RINGS 5.3 26.7

49. REMOVE OR REPLACE POINTS 2.4 47.8
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Appendix E. Five Categorical Modules

THESE MODULES SHOW WHICH TASKS WERE IDENTIFIED AS BELONGING TO
THE SPECIFIED CATEGORY. SOME TASKS NOT SHOWN.

A. PULNAGEitiAL

6. ANALYZE MAINTENANCE TRENDS
11. CONDUCT OR ATTEND STAFF MEETINGS
16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
24. INSPECT MAINTENANCE RECORDS
42. PREPARE BRIEFINGS

B. CLERICAL

2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS

16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE
34. MAINTAIN ACCIDENT LOG
35. MAINTAIN INVENTORY FORM 226

46. MAINTAIN VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FORM 100

C. HEAVY TASKS

29. INSTALL ENGINES
33. ISSUE PARTS FROM STOCK ROOM
47. REMOVE OR REPLACE BATTERIES
50. REMOVE OR REPLACE POWER STEERING UNITS
55. ROTATE TIRES

D. DIRTY TASKS

7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL
9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS

15. DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS
29. INSTALL ENGINES
47. REMOVE OR REPLACE BATTERIES

E. LIGHT TASKS

1. ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCES
3. ALIGN OR ADJUST HEADLIGHTS
7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL
9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS

49. REMOVE OR REPLACE POINTS
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Appendix F. Percent Members Performing Categorical Modules

THE MODULES, WITH RELATED TASKS, SHOW WHICH CATEGORY OF PEOPLE ARE

PERFORMING WHAT TYPE OF TASK. PERCENT MEMBERS PERFORMING DATA IS

USED.
1 2 49

-24 -96

A. MANGERIAL

6. ANALYZE MAINTENANCE TRENDS 0.0 3.1

11. CONDUCT OR ATTEND STAFF MEETINGS 1.: 7 10.7

16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE 4.3 2 36.7

24. INSPECT MAINTENANCE RECORDS 1.6 5.6 42.3

42. PREPARE BRIEFINGS 0.0 0.0 15.6

96+

25.2

89.3
5.5

10.5
75.6

B. CLERICAL

2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS 5.6 32.1 10.5 1.1

16. DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE 4.3 10.2 36.7 .5.5

34. MAINTAIN ACCIDENT LOG 4.7 50.1 48.6 5.9

35. MAINTAIN INVENTORY FORM 226 16.3 42.8 10.2 0.5

46. MAINTAIN VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FORM 100 10.2 66.6 12.7 0.1

HEAVY TASKS

29. INSTALL ENGINES 26.5 30.3 8.8 0.9

33. ISSUE PARTS FROM STOCK ROOM 10.9 26.3 25.5 1.3

47. REMOVE OR REPLACE BATTERIES 63.7 10.2 1.6 0.0

50. REMOVE OR REPLACE POWER STEERING UNITS 15.1 26.9 9.9 2.6

55. ROTATE TIRES 72.6 21.0 4.1 0.0

D. DIRTY TASKS

7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL 66.7 30.9 4.1 0.0

9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS 54.3 5.0 1.1 0.0

15. DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS 51.6 4.7 2.6 0.1

29. INSTALL ENGINES 25.6 30.3 8.8 0.9

47. REMOVE OR REPLACE BATTERIES 63.7 10.2 1.6 0.0

E. LIGHT TASKS

1. ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCES 0.0 5.1 32.6 15.5

3. ALIGN OR ADJUST HEADLIGHTS 20.1 22.6 5.4 1.0

7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL 66.7 30.9 4.1 0.0

9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS 54.3 5.0 1.1 0.0

49. REMOVE OR REPLACE POINTS 2.9 18.7 26.1 3.0
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Appendix G. Specialty Training Standard

TASKS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE SPECIALTY TRAINING STANDARD FOR THE
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL.

IA DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

151. ATTEND SAFETY BRIEFINGS
102. MAINTAIN FIRE EXTINGUISHER READINESS FORM 672

133. PERFORM SPOT CHECKS OF SAFETY READINESS
264. PRACTICE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

IIB SECURITY

32. ISSUE OR MAINTAIN STOCK ITEMS OF HIGH VALUE
196. MAINTAIN STOCK INVENTORY
599. PLAN SECURITY PROGRAMS
602. CONDUCT SECURITY BRIEFINGS

IVA SUPERVISING AND TRAINING

2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS
10. CONDUCT CLASSROOM TRAINING

220. SCHEDULE WORK ASSIGNMENTS
319. SUPERVISE SUBORDINATES

4'
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Appendix H. Computer Generated Module

THESE MODULES WERE GROUPED TOGETHER BASED ON THEIR PROBABILITY OF

BEING PERFORMED TOGETHER.

A. MINOR ENGINE OR TRANSMISSION SERVICING

7. CHANGE ENGINE OIL
8. CHECK OR SERVICE OIL LEVELS

9. CLEAN BATTERY POSTS

15. DRAIN COOLING SYSTEMS

18. FLUSH TRANSMISSIONS

B. SERVICING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

14. DISASSEMBLE DISTaIBUTORS
22. INSPECT IGNITION POINTS

38. OPERATE ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

49. REMOVE OR REPLACE POINTS

C CLASSROOM TRAINING

2. ADMINISTER OR SCORE TESTS

10. CONDUCT CLASSROOM TRAINING

13. DEMONSTRATE OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT

156. OPERATE AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

170. PLAN AIDS FOR TRAINING
43. PREPARE LESSON PLANS

189. SIGN OFF TRAINING RECORDS
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OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FOR FIELD GRADE ARMY OFFICERS

Sally J. Van Nostrand

US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

and

M. Reid Wallis

Richard A. Gibboney Associates, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The Command and General Staff College (CGSC) prepares Army
officers for duty as field grade commanders and principal staff
officers at brigade and higher echelons. The College consumes
significant expenditures and provides the first, and for the
majority of field grade officers the only formal Army training for
high level jobs. Despite the importance of the CGSC mission,
occupational definition of post-CGSC assignments and the crosswalks
to training needs analysis at this level of responsibility have not
yet been objectively addressed. In a memorandum to the Army Research
Institute (ARI) in 1977 the CGSC Commandant stated, "front-end
analysis to support curriculum development . . . is one of the most

pressing priorities that the College faces today." He requested
that ARI research the feasibility of using the ARI Duty Module
concept "to provide an information base for decision on further
research effort and its direction."

This research was directed to the examination of two disparate
sub-courses of the CGSC curriculum. Research design, results from
the feasibility prototype, and directions for further research are
discussed.
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BACKGROUND

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE INVOLVEMENT WITH COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF
COLLEGE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

In a memorandum to the Army Research Institute (ARI) in 1977 the
Command and General Staff College (CGSC) Commandant stated, "front-end
analysis to support curriculum development ... is one of the most pressing

priorities that the College faces today." He requested that ARI research

the feasibility of using the ARI Duty Module methodology "to provide an
information base for decision on further research effort and its direction."

The feasibility research has been completed. ARI is currently working

in both the Analysis and Control (external evaluation or feedback)
phases of the Instructional Systems Development (ISD) of CGSC curriculum
development. The ongoing research was precipitated by the Duty Module
feasibility results, statements of Human Resource Needs (HRNs) for new
methods of front-end analysis for non-procedural tasks from several Army
schools and HRNs for feedback on training and education) from CGSC

graduates.

CGSC MISSION REQUIRES BOTH TRAINING AND EDUCATION

The mission of the Command and General Staff College2 is to provide

instruction for officers of the Active Army and Reserve components,
worldwide, so as to prepare them for duty as field grade commanders and

principal staff officers at brigade and higher echelons.

The College prepares officers to:

- - Command battalions, brigades, and equivalent-sized units

in peace or war.

-- Train these units to accomplish their assigned missions.

- - Employ and sustain weapon systems to optimize their effect

in the conduct of combined arms operations.

Serve as principal staff officers from brigade through

division, to include support commands, and as staff officers
of higher echelons, including major Army, joint, unified,

or combined headquarters.

1 The definitions of training and education for this paper are:

Training - Teaching specific skills which will be needed in the next

assignment. Education - Teaching broad kr.cwledge areas as a founda-

tion for the requirements of all expected positions in the future,

not necessarily for the next assignment.

2 1977-78 Catalogue, US Army Command and General Staff College

41)-i-
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CGSC offers a Master's degree in Military Arts and Sciences, and offers
the opportunity to obtain numerous other Master's level degrees from a
number of other colleges and universities. Although the junior officer
schools (Basic Course for second lieutenants and Advanced Course for

captains) teach some basic management and supervisory skills, the major
emphasis is on specialty-related tasks and separate schools are run by
the specialty branches--the graduate of a Basic or Advanced School is

expected to be technically proficient in specialty skills.

In a survey of general officers concerning the Army officer educa-
tion and training programs (Van Nostrand and Wallis, 1978) attitudes

were identified as follows:

- Management should be taught (at CGSC) but not at the
Basic and Advanced Courses where officers are taught to be
technicians in their branch specialties.

CGSC should teach those brilliant young officers who are to
provide the staff and general officers who will run the Army

for the next 10 to 20 years. (Approximately 6-7 years after

attending CGSC the officers are competitively selected to
attend the Army War College)

-- The Army should go to the university concept.

-- What should be taught:

Conceptualization, even though difficult

Develop truly general staff officers

Research, write and brief on solutions to real issues

ISD USED FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

All of the US Army schools for officers, except the US Military

Academy and the Army War College, are monitored by the US Army Training

and Doctrine Command (TRADOC). Curriculum development within TRADOC

doctrine requires that the TRADOC monitored schools use the Instructional

Systems Development (ISD) process as a systems approach to the develop-

ment and evaluation of training (TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30). Although ARI

research is concerned with all five phases (Analyze, Design, Develop,

Implement and Control) of the ISD model, this paper is directed to those

phases which require occupational analysis to provide decision-making

data. These are:
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Analyze - (a) Determine tasks to be taught (front-end analysis)

(b) Determine setting in which each task will be taught

Control - (a) Internal evaluation -- how well did students meet

the stated objectives?

(b) External evaluation -- how well di) graduates perform

on the job? Usually determined by performance
evaluations of the school-taught tasks with feedback
information to the schools.

Procedures evolved through the use of ISD in the Army schools have

proved useful; they represent many person-years of effort to develop a

workable, systematized training approach. Some of these procedures are:

a. Occupational description techniques developed to define a

position in terms of tasks having specific beginning and ending times,

cue to perform, and step-by-step (or procedural) description of how the

task is to be performed. These techniques have proved useful for the

majority of enlisted tasks and for many of the NCO and company grade

officer specialty-unique tasks. The majority of the Army schools respon-

sible for training for these jobs need concern themselves with only

those jobs which are unique to their special ties.

b. The crosswalk from occupational analysis to training require-

ments has been successfully addressed for enlisted personnel. However,

the problem of training requirements of supervisors and managers at the

non-commissioned officer (NCO) level based on job descriptions has not

yet been resolved. This problem has already surfaced for company grade

officers in the recently initiated TRADOC program for defining officer

tasks.

c. Criticality has been refined to four measures commonly called

"the four-factor model." However, this refinement is inadequate to

answer all criticality questions.

d. A concept that permeates all descriptions of ISD is, "train for

the next job to be performed" i.e. if the trainee will not use the skill

very soon there may be no reason for training it -- the learning retention

decay rate may prove the training resources could better be allocated

elsewhere.

The ISD process is proving to be very difficult to implement at the

Command and General Staff College. The standards or concepts noted

above, although not necessarily "standard" in the original ISD reports

(Branson, et al, 1975) are particularly difficult to apply to the
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curriculum for field grade officers. The CGSC curriculum which does not
focus on specialty proficiency, bLt rather a general broadening of
horizons for field grade officers, cannot be fitted to the conventional
front-end analysis techniques of the ISD process.

First, as CGSC serves the entire Army, not just a few specialities
the sheer size of the data base is a problem--all field grade officer
positions in the Army must be subjected to occupational analysis for
creation of the task lists. Using the assumption (as is usually now the
case) that a supervisor's job must include generalized management tasks
plus a knowledge of the tasks of all the supervised personnel, the size
of the data base is multiplied by some unknown factor.

Second, a unit of instruction usually teaches several related
tasks. As the data base becomes larger it becomes more and more difficult
to find all of the related tasks. Unfortunately, the task analysis
techniques do not yield tasks which fit clustering requirements for CGSC
curriculum development.

Next, CGSC is a masters level degree granting institution, and is
in this respect, unique among the TRADOC schools. The concept of CGSC

as an institute of higher learning, providing the foundation for future,
individual officer self-development and growth (to "think and decide")
requires that subjects be taught which are not based on "next assignment,"
but are general education in many different fields.

Further, as CGSC is the formal training/education institution for
the Army "middle managers," many of the tasks for which CGSC does train
are non-procedural in nature, i.e., these tasks are difficult, perhaps

impossible to define in terms of cue to perform, begin and end points,
steps to perform, and evaluation criteria.

Even more difficult is the choosing of criteria on which to base
the train/don't train decision. The four factor criteria used for
enlisted and branch specific tasks do not apply. A concept that has
been popular recently is, "the officer is much more than the sum of
those skills in which proficiency can be demonstrated." Consider the

following hypothetical example: If most field grade officers spend 50%
of their-time reading paper work of some type and less than 1% of the
time making decisions; should CGSC train them to read paper work, or
should more resources be spent in teaching good decision-making?

PREVIOUS FIELD GRADE OFFICER OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS RESEARCH BY ARI

Responding to personnel management needs ARI has been working on

the Duty Module concept since 1970. A Duty Module represents a signifi-
cant work activity; is applicable to a number of different duty positions,
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and describes the various jobs in a common language. A Duty Module is

smaller than an MOS or any one job within an MOS and larger than a task.

It is actually a cluster of 10 to 20 tasks that relate, occupationally

and organizationally, in meaningful ways. These tasks are very much

like the tasks produced by other job analysis techniques, but the

significant difference is that a major emphasis of the original research

was to produce meaningful task clusters. These horizontal clusters can

be used as building blocks, or "plug-in" units, to describe the signifi-

cant duties of any job using only a few Duty Modules. Duty Modules are

also designed for describing jobs at all levels of responsibility (vertically

clustered). Therefore, the full interrelationship among jobs, across
all specialties and for all officer grades, both similarities (commonality)

and differences, can be codified.

Although the Duty Module methodology could be applied to civilian

organizations, or to enlisted or NCO positions, the research was directed

to support of the Officer Personnel Management System (OP'") and the

present data base is essentially complete for officer dut common to

all the OPMS specialties. Further development to complete the OPMS data

base would necessitate creation of only a limited number of specialty-

specific Duty Modules.

APPLICATION OF DUTY MODULE TECHNIQUE TO FRONT-END ANALYSIS

Most CGSC graduates will be assigned as a staff officer, some at

very high levels, others may assume command of a battalion or brigade.

The commander's management role is analagous to that of the operations

manager of a medium-sized manufacturing company. Additional duties of

the position require responsibility for the unit as it trains to achieve

and maintain combat readiness during peacetime, with the capability for

rapid transition to combat effectiveness during war. The resources

available to, and, therefore, controlled by, one Armor battalion commander

consists of approximately 550 personnel, $55 million investment in

equipment, and annual expenditures of $13 million. The staff role of

the CGSC graduate can have comparable responsibility. In context of the

increasingly constrained training resources, the growing importance of

training quality can not be overstressed. As the quality of training is

dependent upon the adequacy of the front-end analysis, those responsible

for CGSC curriculum development have a continuing concern with development

of better front-end techniques. In keeping with this concern, the CGSC

has used both formal and informal channels to obtain feedback on the

appropriateness and utility of the instruction. This concern has stimulated

many students to study some aspects of curriculum development as part of

their independent research requirement.

A recently completed CGSC Master's thesis (Norris and Robbins,

1977) explored the feasibility of utilizing Duty Modules for the front-

end analysis of the CGSC regular course. The thesis is based in part

upon earlier ARI work, Cory, Medland, and Uhlaner (1977); Davis and
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Korotkin (1975); Korotkin, et.al. (1975); and others. This thesis

develops the concept of Duty Modules as the vehicle for the ISD Analysis
phases of CGSC curriculum development.

Although Norris and Robbins point out some possible shortcomings of
the Duty Module approach, they nontheless conclude that theoretically,

"....Duty Modules offer an attractive approach to this problem and
have the major advantage of being beyond the 'drawing board stage'.
Duty Modules are a reality and the effort in time and resources to
apply these concepts to the college is far less than that required
to develop new methodology."

The need for empirical validation of the Norris and Robbins approach
stimulated the CGSC Commandant's request that ARI conduct the prototype
feasibility research which was initiated during the fall of 1977. The

design of the prototype analysis was:

a. Identify two significant assignments filled by CGSC graudates.

b. Identify the CGSC courses or sub-courses which prepared the
officer for the identified assignments.

c. Describe both the course curriculum and the assignments using
the Duty Module structure.

d. Compare each assignment Duty Module structure with the Duty
Module structure of the related CGSC course. Commonality will be indicative

of degree of correlation between training and job requirements. Significant

commonality would indicate a high degree of overlap between content
taught and skills required on the job. Lack of or little commonality

would indicate one or more of the following:

1. CGSC is teaching material not required or necessary to the job.

2. CGSC is )t teaching skills required by the assignment.

3. The Duty Module approach is not feasible.

Two assignment areas were selected to represent disparate duties

and relate to specific instructional areas:

a. Combat commander; related course is "Battle Captains"

b. Staff assignments at Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD),

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS), Department of the Army (DA),

and Army major commands; related course is "High Level Staff Applications."
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The Battle Captains course is one course of a sequence of five
orientation courses given as refresher training to command designees

(lieutenant colonel and colonel) prior to their assumption of command.
Each of these five courses closely matches one of the six previously

validated Duty Modules which apply to unit commanders, although detailed

analysis was not performed for the four not taught at CGSC. The subject

matter of one of the Duty Modules, "General Administration," is not

taught in these orientation courses and it must be assumed that the

officer retains the necessary knowledge and skills from previous education

and on-the-job training.

Comparison of the detailed task analyses of the Battle Captains

course and of the 0-U-1 Duty Module, "Directs and controls employment of

Infantry and Armor maneuver unit," shows that the tasks taught and the

tasks performed correspond exactly. Using the same technique it should

be possible to compare the other four orientation courses and, if necessary,

to develop another couse for the general administration module. For

this course we can say that the Duty Module front-end analysis procedure

is feasible.

The comparison of relevant duty modules and the High Level Staff

Application Course was more difficult. To adequately describe the
position, "Action Officer, High Level," it was necessary to create one

new Duty Module, "Performs action officer functions on a high level

staff." Verification of this new Duty Module was accomplished by interviewing

a sample of 20 respondents holding high level staff positions. Although

all 20 respondents performed the new module, it was necessary to use 17

Duty Modules from the data base to adequately describe their positions.

It is unusual to need as many as 18 for 20 similar positions, but the

job incumbents represented 8 different branches, 11 primary specialties

and 12 alternate specialties (a total of 19 different specialties). The

18 Duty Modules performed by the surveyed incumbents were all, except

the new one, specialty related and, therefore, would not be of concern

to CGSC; they would, or should have been taught at the specialty related

schools and earlier attendance at CGSC. These modules had been verified

in earlier research but were, however, examined to assure that they did

continue to accurately describe the duties.

An examination of the program of instruction (POI) revealed these

five subject areas:

a. The organization, functions and relationships between OSD, OJCS,

Office of the Secretary of the brily (OSA), and Office of the Chief of

Staff of the Army (OCSA).

b. The organization, functions and relationship to DA of

- Headquarters, TRADOC

- Headquarters, DARCOM

- Headquarters, FORSCOM
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c. The organization, functions and relationship of Headquarters,
US Readiness Command to OJCS.

d. DA staffing procedures to include rewriting a decision memorandum
into 175 words or less and writing two information papers of 175 words or
less.

e. Staff techniques and procedures used within the OJCS. Of the

five subject areas, the last two listed, being performance oriented,
lend themselves to a front-end analysis using Duty Module techniques.

The first three subjects are informational in nature and cannot be
directly translated into a Duty Module structure.

HIGH LEVEL STAFF COMPARISON

CGSC COURSE: HIGH LEVEL STAFF

SUBJECT AREAS:

a. Organization, functions and
relationships between OSD, OJCS,
OSA AND OCSA.

b. Organization, functions and
relationships to DA of TRADOC,

DARCOM and FORSCOM.

c. Organization, functions and
relationships of US Readiness
Command to OJCS.

d. DA staffing procedures inc-
cluding writing decision memor-
andum and two information papers.

e. Staff techniques and proced-
ures used within the OJCS.

DUTY MODULE: PERFORMS ACTION
OFFICER FUNCTIONS ON A HIGH LEVEL

STAFF

TASKS:

a. Prepare decision memoranda,
information memoranda, information
papers, and other similar documents
for a superior.

b. Represent superior in action

officer meetings.

c. Process joint staff action
directives.

FIGURE 1
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Comparing subject area d and e from the curriculum with the tasks
in the new Duty Module, one can see a close correlation, see Figure 1.
This signifies that these subject areas should be included in the course
curriculum. This type of comparison, however, does not lend itself to a
statistical analysis so it is not possible to state a confidence level
with which one can say they should be included, or what percentage of
the time should be devoted to them, especially as only some, not all of
the officers use the OJCS staffing procedures.

To explore the applicability of the methodology to the first three
subject areas a questionnaire was administered. Respondents were asked

to indicate the degree of understanding, ranging from "comprehensive" to

"no understanding," which they needed of OSD, OJCS, DA TRADOC, FORSCOM,
DARCOM, US Readiness Command, or other similar headquarters in order to
perform their assigned duties. Not surprisingly, the survey sample
composed of DA and DARCOM staff officers indicated a need for a high
level of understanding of the organization and functions of their own
headquarters. Next followed OSD, TRADOC, FORSCOM, OJCS, and US Readiness

Command, in that order. One can deduce that the "need to know" rating
of any headquarters would go up if officers from that headquarters were
included in the survey sample. It does appear significant, however,
that the US Readiness Command received lower need to know ratings from
the survey sample than did write-ins for US Army Europe (USAREUR). This

outcome suggests that consideration be given to examining whether Head-
quarters, USAREUR should replace US Readiness Command in the POI.
Before this consideration, however, a larger survey which includes
officers from all of the.designated offices should be performed. If the

result still holds true the POI decision shOuld be made by training
experts; there may be valid reasons for including a joint headquarters
in the curriculum to the exclusion of a major overseas command.

When courses teach performance-oriented skills, it is logical that
the skills should appear in a Duty Module for some Army job, as Duty

Modules are a prior performance-oriented. When courses teach information,

that information will not appear in a Duty Module directly, but only in

a performance task which is influenced by the information acquired.

This is easily seen by the results of the two comparisons. The skills

taught by the Battle Captains Course are performance-oriented; the Duty
Module approach was completely successful for a front-end analysis of

this course. The High-Level Staff Application, Course teaches some

performance skills and some knowledges (information); the Duty Module

approach was only partially successful for this front-end analysis.

RESULTS

The results of the feasibility can be stated:

a. For performance-oriented skills it is feasible to use Duty

Modules to fully describe all positions filled by graduates of CGSC,

then compare the applicable Duty Modules with the Duty Module structures
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of the scope and instructional objectives of a large portion of the
college curriculum to "identify curriculum needs and define CGSC output,
both critical elements in resource justification" (Norris and Robbins,
Ibid).

b. The Duty Module approach is not adequate for those courses or
sub-objectives of courses which are designed to impart knowledges or
information; expanded front-end analysis techniques must be developed

for these.

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

FRONT-END ANALYSIS FOR NON-PROCEDURAL TASKS

Several of the schools in the TRADOC community have identified
needs for new front-end analysis techniques for those parts of the
curriculum which are difficult to describe in terms of performance-
oriented (procedural) tasks such as administrative, communication skills

(interpersonal as well as reading, writing and briefing), and leadership.
This first effort is to make more explicit the procedures for defining

these non-procedural assignment requirements which should be included in

education/training programs but which are not normally described in

officer job descriptions. Several alternative methods for representing

these additional data for inclusion in job analyses are being considered.

Some of these are:

a. A simple task list prepared in CODAP-type format using the

scales developed for enlisted positions,

b. A similar CODAP-type format, but using scales which "expert

opinion" feels should be used for officer surveys,

c. A questionnaire at the level of topics in a Program of Instruction

rather than tasks (this alternative will also examine alternative types
of responses such as simple "yes" or "no" responses to the question, "is

it needed?", to having a job incumbent allocate proportionate times of

instructional hours that s/he feels would optimally prepare someone for

an assignment.), and

d. A questionnaire on the POI but using the CODAP task format.

As this is an exploratory effort the questions that we hope will be

answered are qualitative, not quantitative. These are:

a. Can these skills be adequately described in terms of tasks

and/or topics?

b. Are the representations of these skills meaningful to job

incumbents who have been trained in these skills and are now in positions

where these skills are required?
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c. Are the data meaningful to CGSC curriculum development personnel?

TRAINING INFORMATION FEEDBACK SYSTEM

Concurrent with the exploratory effort for non-procedural tasks is

the development of a Training Information Feedback System (TIFS) for

CGSC. The objective is to create clusters of similar tasks into data

elements called Job Certification Components (JCCs) which can be used in

computerized data bases for individual officer competency certification,

for feedback to curriculum developers, career management, and specialty

proponents professional development programs.

The JCCs can be useful for curriculum development if it is possible

to show differential performance between those officers who have attended

the appropriate education/training course(s) and officers who have not

attended but are nonetheless serving in the same positions as graduates.

The target population, therefore, is made up of field grade officers

serving in the same positions, the first set being graduates of CGSC and

the second set being those who have not attended. Occupational analysis

techniques will be used for development of JCCs for these duty positions.

JCCs will then be verified ss useful for a TIFS for CGSC by analysis of

job performance of officers from both sets.
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A Technique for Selecting
Electronic Specialties for Consolidation

by

Hendrick W. Ruck

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

The opinions and conclusions expressed in this paper
are those of the author and are not necessarily

those of the United States Air Force.

The Air Force occupational classification system for enlisted
personnel is composed of approximately 250 specialties. These special-
ties cover a wide range of occupations such as band members, medical
technologists, pneudraulics repairmen, and aircraft control and warning
radar repairmen. Approximately 50 of these specialties are generally
considered to be "electronic specialties." These electronic specialties
(see Table 1) are vital to the Air Force, since the airmen in these
specialties have the responsibility for maintaining the Air Force's
global communications network, defensive surveillance systems, and air
navigation and communication systems. Airmen in these specialties
comprise somewhat more than 10 percent of the enlisted force. Even

more important, though, is the investment the Air Force makes in
training these airmen. Technical training designed to give initial
skills to airmen in electronic specialties is costlier than technical
training in other specialties in both time and equipment. For purposes
of efficient personnel management, effective personnel utilization,
and efficacious training, the Air Force is seriously considering
consolidating several of these specialties.

Table 1
Examples of "Electronic" Specialties

302X0 Weather Equipment Specialist
305X4 Electronic Computer Systems Specialist
316X2 Missile Electronic Equipment Specialist
316X3 Instrumentation Mechanic
321X1 Defensive Fire Control Systems Mechanic
328X3 Electronic Warfare Systems Specialist
341X3 Analog Flight Simulator Specialist
341X6 Digital Navigation/Tactics Training Devices Specialist
361X0 Outside Wire & Antenna Maintenance Repairman
362X3 Missile Control Communications Systems Specialist
403X0 Biomedical Equipment Maintenance Specialist
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Consolidation of specialties offers the Air Force several advan-

tages. These advantages include (a) increased operational flexibility

in utilization of personnel within field units, (b) simpler assignments

due to larger pools of eligible incumbents and fewer specialties, (c)

simpler training due to fewer initial-skill courses, and (d) reduced

manning, since specialists would have broader expertise and therefore
fewer specialties (and specialists) would be involved in maintaining

complex systems.

Electronic principles are relatively well defined and are generally
regarded as necessary prerequisite knowledge for job proficiency in

electronic specialties. The assumption that there are underlying

principles that are common across electronic specialties has offered
the possibility of studying the actual overlap in electronic principle

utilization among these specialties. Electronic principles are rather

easily identified, since the Air Force offers common core courses in
electronics as prerequisites to entry into the equipment portion of
specialist courses. The purpose of this paper is to present preliminary
results of a commonality analysis among 20 of the electronic specialties

and to discuss the procedures used in the analysis. The electronic
specialties analyzed in this study are all from two career fields,
Communications-Electronics Systems and Wire Communications Systems.

These fields contain 24 specialties that maintain ground communications

sytems. Air Force managers have expressed interest in reducing the
number of ground electronics specialties for reasons described earlier.

Commonality and Consolidation Considerations

When looking at the feasibility of consolidating specialties,

information concerning at least three personnel-related subsystems is

required: the training, manning, and recruiting subsystems. An outline

of the information that must be synthesized and analyzed in the process

of making consolidation decisions is presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Some Considerations Relating to Consolidation of Specialties

Training Manning Recruiting

Equipment Similarity Work Center Location Recruiting Difficulty

Job/Task Similarity Total Manning Aptitude Requirements

Underlying Principles/ CONUS/Overseas Ratio Attrition

Knowledge Similarity
Unit Manning



Data relating to the similarity of equipment maintained or used
in different specialties can be gathered from routine occupational
surveys, special surveys, logistics or functional managers, or technical
orders. Regardless of the data source, however, expert judges would
be required to provide measures of similarity. In the ground communica-
tions electronics area alone (24 specialties) over 1400 end items are
managed within the Air Force logistics system. It is difficult to
estimate how many additional major command specific end items are in
the inventory. If one extends a similarity analysis to the total
electronics community, it can be readily seen that generating similarity
overlap measures on end items of equipment for electronic specialties
would be an overwhelming task. The difficulty in such an analysis is
that judges familiar with several items of equipment would be required
to estimate similarity. Aside from the statistical problem of combining
judgments made on different combinations of equipment end items, there
are at least two other difficulties. One is the number of judges that
may be required, and the other is the definition of the dimensions of
similarity.

As a second approach, one might ask, then, how difficult is it to
gauge the similarity of jobs and tasks performed in the electronics
community? A ready source of data exists since Air Force occupational
survey data have been collected and analyzed for most of the specialties
in question. Once again, the scope of the problem limits the appropri-

ateness of this approach. Several thousand tasks performed by persons
in several hundred job types have been identified in the occupational
analysis of electronic specialties. Even where tasks are worded similar-
ly, experts must judge equivalence between tasks. Since no acceptable
taxonomy has been developed for tasks or job types, it would be an
extremely laborious task to compare all tasks with one another or all
job types with one another.

What, then, could be done to reduce the magnitude of the comparison
problem? Developing a priori groupings of specialties that are good
candidates for consolidation is one solution. Various groupings have
been developed and sponsored by different Air Force and major command
managers. Unfortunately, these grouping schemes have rarely been con-
sistent with one another and, therefore, considerable debate has
arisen concerning each proposal. An empirical approach to developing
grouping schemes would be possible since data on utilization of funda-
mental electronic principles could be available for all of the special-
ties in question. The rationale for this approach would be that
initial groupings based on common underlying principles should be
developed and subsequent analyses may then be performed for specialties
with high commonality in principles. Under this approach the assumption

is made that it would be unwise to consolidate specialties that have
little or no commonality in principles or knowledge used on the job.
Although this assumption may appear at first to be trite, it may be
appreciated by those who have familiarity with some of the decisions
on specialty structure that have been made in the past.
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The considerations relating to manning are somewhat easier to

measure than the training considerations. At the unit level, certain

specialties have been traditionally undermanned, while others receive

priority manning. For the problem at hand, ground communications-
electronics maintenance, unit manning is critical. This is due to the

fact that many of the positions require round-the-clock manning by
fully-qualified personnel. Units that require more than one specialty

on 24-hour duty should be identified, and, if there is agreement,

those specialties would be good candidates for consolidation providing
enough job similarity exists. CONUS/overseas ratio considerations are

easily measured in terms of ratios. Traditionally, specialties with

high overseas imbalances have been suggested as candidates for merging
with specialties that have high CONUS ratios. Again, such possibilities

should be tempered with job similarity measures.

Recruiting considerations are more difficult to use in making

consolidation decisions. Obviously, specialties that are consolidated

should have similar aptitude requirements. However, the impact of

recruiting difficulty and attrition on consolidation decisions requires
policy makers' and researchers' attention. It is not clear whether it
would be in the best interest of the Air Force to merge specialties

with high and low recruiting difficulty. Would such a merger average,
increase, or lower subsequent recruiting difficulty for the new specialty?
Similar questions arise in dealing with the impact of merging on

subsequent attrition.

This paper is concerned with developing candidates for consolidation
based on underlying principles and knowledge similarity of jobs. It

is assumed that other considerations and analyses suggested here would

be made following the similarity analyses made on underlying principles.

Electronic Principles Job Inventory

The Electronic Principles Job Inventory (EPI) and its development
have been presented previously (O'Connor, Ruck & Driskill, 1978; Ruck,
1977) and therefore will be only briefly described in this paper. The

EPI contains 1257 items covering the universe of electronic fundamentals
as defined by Air Training Command fundamental courses (as of 1974)

and instructors and supervisors of those courses. The 1257 items were

written so that the job incumbent could indicate whether or not he or
she uses each principle on the present job. Lead-in questions and
routing instructions were provided to minimize the time required to

complete the EPI booklet. For many sets of questions a "do not remember"
question was included as an item after a list of detailed items was

offered. This allowed the incumbent, for example, to indicate that he

oshe.replaced capacitors on the present job but could not remember
which type of capacitor was involved. Table 3 presents sample questions.
It is important to note that the EPI was developed at the Occupational
Measurement Center for the express purpose of course validation and
was not originally intended to be a research tool. The Occupational
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Measurement Center has collected EPI data from 59 specialites as of

this writing.

Table 3
Sample EPI Questions

E1-1 Do you work with coupling devices in your present job? If no, go

to item E2-1; if yes, continue.

Do you identify on schematic diagrams and relate to the actual circuitry
the components associated with any of the following types of coupling?

E1-2 RC coupling
E1-3 Impedance coupling
E1-4 Transformer coupling

Do you work with any of the following types of coupling circuits?

E1-8 Directly coupled circuits
E1-9 Capacitive-resistive coupled circuits

E1-10 Capacitive-inductive coupled circuits

E1-11 Transformer coupled circuits
E1-12 Don't remember which type of coupling

Methods Used to Measure Commonality

The EPI was selected as the instrument to measure underlying

principles/knowledge used within each specialty and, ultimately, as

the input for commonality analysis. The EPI, for purposes of this

analysis, is assumed to have included all of the relevant principles

or knowledge required within the Air Force electronics community.
Further, each item is assumed to have similar meanings across different

specialties. Both assumptions are justified based on the development

and validation procedures used in generating the instrument.

The criterion measure from the EPI that was selected was the

percent of journeymen (5 -skill level) personnel in each specialty

answering "yes" to each item. Several difficulties arise in determining

commonality once the criterion has been selected. First, no specialties

have 100 percent overlap in principles used. Second, no measure of

criticality (importance, difficulty, complexity, etc.) is currently

available for inclusion in the anrlysis. Third, it is impractical to

merge simple specialties with complex ones. Last, correlational

measures could be quite mi-leading due to the possible high number of

common zeroes. That is, correlations would be inflated due to the
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number of items that many specialties will have zero responses in

common.

The statistical technique used in the analysis was Ward's hier-
archical clustering technique (Ward, 1961). The sum of the absolute
value of the differences in percent using over the 1257 items was
input as the difference measure. The technique was employed so that
common principles, the degree to which principles are used, and the
size of each group being analyzed would be considered. Correlations
among specialties that grouped in the cluster analysis were analyzed
to provide additional interpretation of the overlap figures. Since no

attempt was to be made to totally reorganize all electronic specialties,
separate grouping analyses were performed for the 16 ground communica-
tions electronic specialties and the 4 wire and cable specialties.

Preliminary Results

Several specialties failed to group with other specialties in the
pool. That is, they exhibited low overlap values with the most similar
specialty or low correlations with the most similar speciOty.
Table 4 lists these specialties and pertinent EPI data. Two of the
specialties, Telecommunication Systems/Equipment Maintenance (AFS 30652)
and Telecommunications Systems Console Specialist/Attendant (AFS 30750)
have-very low utilization of electronic fundamentals, and would not
appear to be good candidates for consolidation with any of the more
complex specialties. The Television Equipment Repair Specialty (AFS
30455) appears to have low commonality with other specialties even
though it has rather high utilization of fundamentals. Further detailed
analysis is required for this specialty. Similarly, further analysis
is required to determine why the Au .`.o Tracking Radar Repair Specialty
(AFS 30353) has low commonality in spite of moderate usage of principles.

Results of the grouping analyses are shown in Table 5. Since
four specialties were omitted from this analysis, these results should
be viewed as suggestive in nature. The groupings of specialties have
been reviewed by Air Force managers and technicians in the ground
communications electronics career field for their comments prior to
performing additional analyses. It should be noted that the groupings
displayed in Table 5 would be further analyzed using the additional
considerations discussed earlier in this paper. Several of the group-
ings are congruent with recommendations that have already been made,
and therefore validate prior judgments. Group E (Telephone Switching
Equipment and Telephone Equipment Installation/Repair) has been formal-
ly proposed as a new specialty. Two of the three specialties in
group B (Weather Equipment and Airborne Meteorological/Atmospheric
Research) and in group D (Radio Relay' Equipment and Ground Radio
Communications Equipment) had also been formally proposed earlier.
However, the third specialty in group B (Aircraft Contrcl and Warning
Radar) and the third specialty in group 0 (Space Communications Systems
Equipment) had not been proposed as possibilities for merging within
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AESC

Table 4

Specialties That Have Little Commonality with

Other Communication Electronics Maintenance Specialties

Title

Percent

Overlap

Average Percent with Most

Percent Used By Similar

Used Any Specialty

30353 Auto Tracking Radar Repair 23 83 50

30455 Television Equipment Repair 32 81 25

30652 Telecommunications Systems/Equipment 11 41 89

Maintenance

30750 Telecommunications Systems Console 4 21 89

Specialist/Attendant

Correlation

with Most

Similar

Speciak

.68

NA

.38
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Grow AFSC

A 30554

30651

Table 5

Specialties That Have Potential for Consolidation

Title

Percent Correlation

Average Percent Overlap of Percent

Percent Used By Between Members

Used Any Specialties Performing

Electronic Computer Systems Specialist 21 56

Elec-Mech Comm & Crypto Equip Sys Spec 21 54 95 .94

B 30250 Weather Equipment Specialist 37

30352 AC&W Radar Specialist 31

30251 AM Meteorological /Atmospheric Res Equip Repair 23

E

F

30451 Flight Facilities Equip Repair

309505 Space Surveillance Radar Repair

30450 Radio Relay Equipment Repair

30454 Ground Radio Comm Equip Repair

30456 Space Comm Sys Equip Opr/Spec

87

89 93 .93

40 89 37*

33 84

29 74 94 .88

23 74

26 75 90 .85

33 91 85 .83*

36251 Telephone Switching Equip, Electra Mechanical 7 21

36254 Telephone Equip Installation & Repair 6 24 91 .93

30351 Air Traffic Control Radar Repair 40 89

30950A Missile Detection & Warning Radar 45 74 87 ,83

36252 Electronic Switching Systems Repair 23 65

36253 Missile Control Comm Systems Specialist 13 40 67 36 4111

*Average correlation with each of the two preceding specialties



those groups. Also, groups A, C, F, and G, although easily explained
by knowledgeable electronics experts, had not been proposed, prior to
this analysis, as new consolidated specialties.

The empirical groupings of specialties based on similarity of
principles used as measured by the EPI have been supported, in some
cases, by prior recommendations, and in other cases, by expert judgment.
Although additional analyses are required prior to recommending imple-
mentation of the new consolidated specialties, the empirical procedures
have provided an important service by reducing significantly the
number of comparisons that should be made. In this study, for example,
190 comparisons of pairs of specialties would have to be made to
examine all possible pairwise combinations, and 1140 combinations of 3
specialty groups must be studied in order to examine all groupings of
that size. This analysis has narrowed the number of groups to be
included in subsequent studies to only 7.

Plans for the Future

The results of this analysis indicate that the technique of
grouping specialties using EPI data has considerable promise. Many of
the groupings are logical and might have been expected. However, some
of the groupings were not expected and require further detailed analysis.
All of the potential consolidation groupings should be viewed as
tentative and would be finalized only after additional analyses of
occupational survey, manning, recruiting, and planning data have been
performed. The contribution of the EPI data has suggested promising
empirical groupings of specialties, something that was heretofore not
possible. The EPI analysis has significantly reduced the scope of the
comparison problem.

Several additional studies are planned in the near future. The
analyses tentatively reported in this paper will be performed again
once data for the complete array of specialties have been collected.
Similar analyses will be performed for the total electronic community
and within career areas within the electronic community.

Scales could be developed to further enhance the power of the
EPI. Appropriate scales include measures of "complexity" or "difficulty"
of the items. Once the scales have been developed, grouping could be
performed on a measure of percent performing by (times) complexity.
In addition, the new scale information would be quite useful to training
specialists in course development.

Ultimately it might be useful to factor analyze the EPI so that a
shorter non-redundant version could be used. Such analysis would be
possible because there is considerable overlap among items in the
inventory. This overlap is inherent, since the inventory covers
knowledge, principle, task, and skill items of various degrees of
specificity. The shorter version would be more efficient in terms of
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data collection and analysis, and would allow for "cleaner" grouping

analyses.

The possible uses of EPI data have been enumerated elsewhere
(O'Connor, Ruck & Driskill, 1978). Clearly, the utility of the

instrument is, in large part, due to its universality. This paper has

described one of many practical applications of the EPI data base.
However, additional work is required, both in the development of
analysis techniques, and in the refinement of the EPI.
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Differential Field Assignment Patterns for
Male and Female Soldiers1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Along with the other military services, the United States Army
has been traditionally an almost totally male instit-ition. Binkin and
Bach (1977) have outlined the minimal role played by women in the
military prior to World War II, their significant contribution during
that war, and the consequences of the recent expanded role of women in
the military. This expanded role, however, has not been accomplished
without controversy. And the disputes regarding the role of women led
to Army management's perception of the need for information on female
enlisted personnel, particularly with respect to their performance.

Accordingly, since 1972, considerable attention has been given to
assessing the effect of expanding the role of women in the Army. A
number of different studies of women in the military have been conducted.
Two major research efforts by the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) have concerned measuring the impact
of female participation on performance. One of these investigations,
called MAX WAC, involved a 72-hour field exercise and assessed the impact
of varying levels of female content on unit performance (Army Research
Institute, 1977). Later research, known as REF WAC, evaluated individual
and group performance during an extended field training exercise (Johnson,
Cory, Day, & Oliver, 1978).

Problem

During the REF WAC a collection, there were comments from the REF
WAC participants concerning 'ifferential treatment of men and women.
These subjective impressions were supported by the pretest and posttest
questionnaire responses, which showed that sizeable proportions of
respondents (officers, NCO's enlisted men, enlisted women) reported
differential treatment of male and female soldiers by officers and NCO's.
In general, about a third to more than a half of the respondents believed
men and women were treated differently.

One mode of differential treatment may be the assignment of different
jobs to men and women. Inspection of the REF WAC work availability data
did, in fact, indicate that differential assignment patterns occurred
during the field training exercise. Specifically, it was found that the
mean number of regular work hours was greater for male enlisted personnel

1The authors wish to express their appreciation to Mr. Sidney Sachs for
his invaluable contributions to the data analysis.
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than for female enlisted personnel, while the mean number of special duty

hours was greater for female enlisted personnel than for male enlisted

personnel. Accordingly, it was decided to identify the differential patterns

of regular and special duty assignments for men and women soldiers and to

investigate the relationship of these patterns to possible causal variables.

One variable that might be related to differential assignment patterns

is the mission of the unit. Since different types of units have different

functions, assignment patterns could vary with the type of unit. And

although the REF WAC data analysis showed that women had more special duty

assignments than men, no analysis was made of the number of times special

duty was assigned to each person, nor was the type of special duty broken

out for men and women. Physical difficulty of the Military Occupational

Specialty (MOS)2 might be another factor affecting differential assignments,

since the REF WAC results indicated that supervisors were strongly influenced

by this variable in making hypothetical assignments to jobs. Finally, it

was felt that a soldier's level of competence might affect the type of duty

received. Performance ratings, then, might be related to assignment

patterns.

Research Questions

The following research questions were investigated:

1. What are the relationships among gender, type of unit, and type of

duty?

2. How is the frequency of special duty related to gender?

3. How is type of special duty task related to gender?

4. How is physical difficulty of DMOS related to assignment patterns?

5. How are daily performance ratings related to assignment patterns?

METHOD

The subjects, instruments, and procedures used in the REF WAC

research project are described in detail in Johnson et al. (1978). Brief

descriptions of the methodological aspects which pertain specifically to

the research reported here are given below.

21n the Army, a Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) is a grouping of

duty positions requiring similar qualifications and the performance of

closely related duties. This job (e.g., clerk-typist, wheel vehicle

mechanic) may be the soldier's primary one (Primary Military Occupational

Specialty, or PMOS), his or her secondary one (Secondary Military Occupa-

tional Specialty, or SMOS), or the one which is his or her duty assignment

(Duty Military Occupational Specialty, or DMOS). The DMOS may be the

same as the soldier's PMOS or FMOS, or it may be an entirely different MOS.

4
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Subjects

The population for this research included the enlisted personnel of

22 maintenance, medical, military police, signal, and supply and transportation

units. These companies were among those participating in REFORGER 77, which

involved an extended field training exercise conducted in West Germany in

the autumn of 1977. The 22 units were selected because they contained

women in sufficient numbers to provide a meaningful sample.

Members of the male and female cohorts of the REF WAC project
constituted the sample for the research reported in this paper. All

women in the selected companies were contained in the female

cohort. A male from the same company was matched as closely as possible

with each female on the basis of paygrade, length of service, MOS, age,
and intelligence test score (see Johnson et al., 1978, p. II-10). These

matched males constituted the male cohort.

Instrument

Data analyzed in this investigation were obtained from the Schedule 4

form, "Daily Record of Work Availability and Performance." This

instrument, described in Johnson et al. (1978, pp. 11-18 and 11-21), was
used to record supervisors' performance ratings and reports of work

availability for each member of the male and female cohorts. The dail

performance ratings were made on a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging
from "performed all tasks in a superior manner" to "performed all tasks
in an inferior manner." The work availability data consisted of records

of assigned hours and lost time. Only the assigned hours for regular
duty and for special duty were of interest to the research reported in
this paper.

Data Collection

The Schedule 4 (Daily Record of Work Availability and Performance)

data were collected by noncommissioned officers (NCO's) assigned to each

company. Each day during the field training exercise, the NCO data
collectors obtained performance ratings on each member of the male and

female cohorts in their unit. The performance ratings were made by the
individual's regular supervisor and/or the supervisor of the special duty

to which the soldier was assigned. The number of hours on regular duty

and on special duty was also recorded.

Design and Data Analysis

Variables. The independent variable which was the principal focus

of this research was gender. That is, the primary comparisons were of

male and female enlisted personnel. The other major independent variable
of interest was type of unit (maintenance, medical, military police,
signal, and supply and transportation). Both gender and type of unit were

included in all analyses. (Due to small n's, however, comparisons among
units were not always meaningful.) For some analyses, the following
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independent variables were also included: duty assignment patterns
(personnel with regular duty only, personnel with special duty and regular
duty) and type of duty day (days with special duty, days with no special

duty).

The dependent variables which were used in the analyses reported in

this paper included the following:

1. Regular duty hours: mean number of hours per day spent on

regular duty.

2. Special duty hours: mean number of hours per day spent on

special duty.

3. Frequency of special duty: number of times a given individual

was assigned to special duty.

4. Type of special duty: task assigned to soldier on special duty- -

vehicle maintenance (military police units only), guard duty, kitchen
police, and "other" (see Johnson et al., 1976, pp. 111-19 to 111-21).

5. Difficulty of MOS: The physical difficulty of the Duty Military
Occupational Specialty (DMOS) was evaluated according to the classification
made in Johnson et al., 1978 (see pp. 111-21 and 111-22).

"1" = all tasks can be performed by a woman in a field environment.

"2" = most tasks can be performed by a woman in a field environment.

"3" = few tasks can be performed by a woman in a field environment.

If no DMOS was recorded, the subject's Primary Military Occupational
Specialty (FMOS) was used. A few subjects had MOS which were not contained
in the classification found in Johnson et al. (1978). In these cases,
the MOS was evaluated by the second author in consultation with a
senior military officer. For analysis purposes, categories "2" and "3"
were combined. All MOS classified as "1" were defined as "easier MOS,"
and the remaining MOS were considered "harder MOS."

6. Performance ratings: mean ratings of performance for special
duty or for regular duty.

Analyses. Several kinds of analyses were employed to explore the
relationships among the variables described above. The principal
analysis involved a repeated measures ANOVA which investigated the
interrelationships of gender, type of unit, and type of duty. The two
between-subjects factors were gender (male and female) and type of unit
(maintenance, medical, military police, signal, and supply and transportation).
The within-subjects factor was type of duty (regular and special).
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In addition to the ANOVA, several chi square tests were conducted to
examine the interrelationships among the variables. For the breakdown of

special duty by frequency and type for male and female enlisted personnel,
only the totals for all types of companies were used for the purpose of

analysis. Although there appeared to be differences among the units, the

ti' a %Mr@ 80 small that more detailed analyses did not seem warranted.

A chi square test was also employed in assessing the relationship
between special duty and MOS difficulty. The first test was of the
number of males and females without special duty who were in harder and
easier MOS. (Since inspection of the data revealed males and females
witb special duty were almost identically distributed in harder and
easier MOS, no statistical test was run for this group.) The second chi
square test involved the numbers of males and females (not broken down by
whether or not they had had special duty) into harder and easier MOS.

No statistical tests were performed on the performance rating data.
Means for the three types of duty days were so similar for men and women
that further analysis was considered unnecessary.
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RESULTS

Gender, Type of Unit, and Type of Duty

Table 1 contains means and standard deviations for regular and special

duty hours for males and females by type of unit. The results show that

for each type of unit males have more hours of regular duty than females.

However, for special duty, with the exception of the military police units,

females have more hours of special duty than the males. This pattern also

appears in the totals for all males and all females.

Table 2 presents the results of the repeated measures analysis of

variance. The results of the analysis revealed that all three main effects
(for gender, type of unit, and type of duty) were significant beyond the

.001 level. Two two-way interactions were also significant: type of duty

by gender (2<.001) and type of duty by type of unit (2<.001). There was

no significant interaction between gender and type of unit or for gender,

type of unit, and type of duty.

Frequency of Special Duty

Table 1 shows differences between males and females for mean number
of hours of regular duty and special duty for each type of unit. Table 3

presents a breakout of how many times individuals were assigned special
duty in each type of unit. As can be seen in the table, most males and
females who have special duty have it only one or two times. Of the five

types of units, the military police and signal units stand out as the only

ones in which the number of males who have one or two instances of special

duty exceeds the number of females with one or two instances of special duty.

It is also apparent from the table that of all soldiers who had special
duty three or more times, there were considerably more women than men.

When a chi square test was performed on the total number of males
and females who had special duty one or more times (see Table 4), there
was a statisticallX difference between males and females for frequency

of special duty (x = 6.97, 2 <.01). This finding most probably was due

to the fact that the number of females who had special duty three or more
times was much greater than the number of males who had special duty three
or more times.

Type of Special Duty

When investigating patterns of special duty assignments, it is of
interest to ascertain what kin& of tasks are assigned for special duty
and if these tasks differ for men and women. It can be seen in Table 5
that most instances of special duty were either guard duty or kitchen
police. The pattern of more special duty for women that was previously
noted can be observed here also. In three types of units (medical,
maintenance, and supply and transportation), women have more instances of
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guard duty and kitchen duty than men. However, a chi square test (see
Table 6) revealed no statistically significant difference between the
number of instances of guard duty and kitchen police duty between males
and females (x2 = .002, p >.05).

Difficulty of MOS

The totals in Table 7 indicate that a larger proportion of both
males and females with special duty were in easier MOS (72% and 71%
respectively), than were males and females with no special duty (38%
and 51% respectively). There was virtually no difference between the
proportions of men and women with special duty in either easier or
harder MOS. The pattern differed, however, for personnel with no special
duty. For these individuals, males tended to be concentrated in the
harder MOS (62% males vs. 49% females), and a chi square test
(x2 = 5.05, df = 1) (see Table 8) showed this difference to be significant
atc< = .05.

In spite of the matching procedure followed in selecting the male
cohort, Table 9 demonstrates that there was a significant difference in
MOS difficulty between males and females, with males tending to be in
harder MOS and females in easier MOS. This difference is significant at

= .05 (x2 = 5.0, df = 1).

Performance

Table 10 presents mean performance scores for males and females in
each type of unit for three different types of duty days: (1) days of
special duty for personnel with special duty, (2) days of regular duty
for personnel with special duty, and (3) days of regular duty for personnel
with regular duty only. As can be observed in the table, the data do not
suggest any relationship between performance ratings and type of duty day.
Therefore no statistical test was performed.
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DISCUSSION

Limitations

The findings of this research must be considered with an awareness
of the limitations of the investigation. First, the data collection was
constrained by the general requirement of noninterference in the normal
activities of the subjects. An additional problem was the lack of time
for the training of data collectors with consequent adverse effects on
L In it appeared that the definitions of terms
and categories were not always clear to the data collector and the
supervisors from whom they collected the data. The result of this lack
of consistent definition was that different units (and different data
collectors) recorded time in different ways. Tasks assigned as regular
duty in one unit, for example, might be considered special duty in
another. Shifts in one type of unit might be eight hours in length,
while in another unit shifts were considered 24 hours long because the
"on call" time was included. In addition, there were the usual individual
differences among data collectors contributing additional variance.

Because in many cases the data were based on small n's, statistical
comparisons could be made only for totals. Yet it is possible that
comparisons across different types of units may not always be meaningful
due to differences in unit mission or to differences in classification
of the performance variables, etc. Hence, generalizations from these
results should be made cautiously. The research does, however, demonstrate
interpretablc trends and suggest lines of investigation for future
research.

Conclusions

Gender, type of unit, and type of duty. Of the three significant
main effects found in the repeated measures ANOVA, the one for gender
was of greatest interest. It can be concluded that, on the average, men
worked significantly more hours than women during the field training
exercise. The main effect for type of unit showed that the total amount
of time worked by enlisted personnel varied significantly as a function
of the type of unit. These differences in total time among units may be
due, at least in part, to differences in the units' missions. As noted
above, however, some of the difference may have been due to variations
in interpreting terms. For example, some supervisors considered time
"on call" as part of the regular shift and other supervisors did not.
That the daily average for regular duty hours would differ significantly
from the special duty average was obvious from visual inspection of the
data and not of interest in and of itself.

The pattern of differential assignment was revealed by the significant
interaction between gender and type of duty. It was clear that females
had significantly more special duty and males had significantly more
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regular duty during the field exercise. This pattern was noted for all

units for both types of duty except for military police units in which

women had less special duty. The interaction of type of unit and type

of duty suggested that units varied in terms of the relative amount of

regular and special duty assigned. Again, this finding may have been

affected by differences in recording data. However, no interaction

occurred between type of unit and gender. Thus, it can be concluded

that the amount of total time assigned to men and woman did not vary as

a function of type of unit. The three-way interaction was not significant,

either, indicating no reliable differences beyond those occurring in the

two-way interaction.

Frequency of special duty. Because the n's are small, no conclusions

can be reached concerning the frequencies of special duty for different

types of units (Table 3). Overall, however, it is clear that women not

only had significantly higher daily averages for special duty than men
(as demonstrated by the ANOVA results in Table 2) but that they tended
to be assigned to it more often than men (Table 4).

Type of special duty. When special duty was assigned, the most frequent

kinds were guard duty or kitchen police duty. A chi square test showed

that the numbers of men and women assigned to these jobs did not differ

significantly. Therefore, it can be concluded that no bias seemed to be
operating in the type of jobs assigned to the special duty soldiers.
That is, men did not tend to draw guard duty, and women were not necessarily

put on kitchen police duty.

Difficulty of MOS. Difficulty of MOS appeared to have no relationship

to gender for personnel who had been assigned special duty since virtually

identical proportions of males and females fell into the "harder" and

"easier" MOS classifications. For personnel with no special duty, however,

the pattern differed significantly, with more men concentrated in the

harder MOS category. As is apparent from Table 7, almost three-fourths of

the people with special duty had easier MOS. Females with no special duty

tended to be evenly balanced between harder and easier MOS, while 62%

of men with no special duty were in 9arder MOS. This difference (see

Table 8) proved to be significant (x = 5.05, df = 1, 2. 4- .05). The pattern

shown in Table 7 suggests that supervisors tended to assign people from

easier MOS to special duty. It may be that people in easier MOS are more
interchangeable and that those in harder MOS are difficult to replace due

to the physical demands of the job. It would make sense, then, for a
supervisor to assign the more easily replaced soldier to special duty.
One interpretation of these findings is that women may get special duty
more often not because they are women but because they are in easier MOS.

(Women may, of c arse, be concentrated in easier MOS to begin with because

of gender bias.)

Performance. It was felt that performance might be related to

special duty with lower performers being selected for this type of duty

because, like soldiers in easier MOS, they would be more easily replaced
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or compensated for. The results showed, however, that there was no
relationship between performance ratings and type of duty for either those
who had had only regular duty or those who had been assigned to special
duty one or more times.

Implications

Perhaps the principal contribution of this research is to illustrate
that investigations of male-female differences should not examine the
gender variable in isolation. The obvious conclusion when significant
differences are found between male and female groups (especially in the
taw) is that bias is operating. Yet such is not necessarily the case.
Here, for example, women receive significantly more special duty than
men. But of those persons assigned special duty, there was no difference
between males and females in type of duty assigned. The aditional
male job (guard duty) was no more likely to be assigned to males than to
females, and the same pattern held for the traditional female job (kitchen
police duty). Analyses related to MOS difficulty suggested that it may
have been this variable, rather than gender, which was important in the
selection of people for special duty. Special duty personnel tended to

come from the easier MOS. And although there was an attempt to match
males and females on the MOS variable, women may have been overrepresented
on special duty because there was a significant difference in the way
men and women were assigned to MOS. In addition to being an example of
the need to investigate overall gender differences, this research has
additional implications as described below.

Future research. The findings described in this paper have implications
for future research on assignment patterns. If similar data are collected
'again, every effort should be made to obtain more precise definitions of
the categories to be used. "Regular duty," for example, should draw from
the same set of behaviors for every subject. Data collectors should
receive sufficient training in defining terms and behaviors and in recording
data, and they should be able to transmit this knowledge to the supervisors.
It would be important to know who was doing what, when and why they were
doing it, and for how long and under what circumstances. The leadership
aspect of assignments should be delineated in detail--who makes what
assignments for whom, and why these people were selected. The Schedule 4
performance ratings used in this research were found to have some validity
in the REF WAC research since two other REF WAC obserliational performance
measures yielded similar findings concerning male-female performance
(Johnson et al., 1978). But reliability data concerning the duty categories
are lacking, and such data should be provided for future research efforts.

In some of the data analyses described in this paper, comparisons could
not be made within each type of unit because of the small number of instances
recorded. Since the missions of different types of units vary, it may not
be meaningful to combine data across units. Hence, future research should
endeavor to collect enough data within each unit type to permit intra-type
comparisons.
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Malefemale assignments. This research has relevance for those

concerned with patterns of male and female assignments. The findings

suggested that women got more special duty during the extended field
training exercise not because they were women but because they were

in easier MOS. The results also showed that men worked significantly

more hours than women. If the proportion of women in the Army (or in
certain Army units) rises markedly, men may be increasingly concentrated
in the harder MOS. If, at the same time, men must work more hours (at
least, during field exercises), morale could be adversely affected and
the ability to accomplish the unit mission may decrease. Differential
assignment patterns, then, are potentially detrimental and may impair
organizational effectiveness.

4 4
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SUMMARY

This paper has examined assignment patterns of male and female

enlisted personnel during a field training exercise. Although female

enlisted personnel averaged a greater amount of special duty per day

than did their male counterparts, men averaged more regular duty and

more total duty per day than did women. Women were found to be more

frequently assigned to special duty than were men. However, of those

people assigned to special duty, there was no discrimination in terms of

the type of duty assigned to men and women. Woman were as likely to

have guard duty as men, and men were as likely to have kitchen police

duty as women. It was also found that significantly more women than men

had easier MOS. Of those personnel assigned to special duty, almost

three-fourths had easier MOS; the pattern was identical for men and

women. Of personnel never assigned to special duty, less than one-half

were in easier MOS; a greater concentration of men than women were in harder

MOS. The findings suggested that supervisors tended to select special

duty people from those with easier MOS, perhaps because persons in easier

MOS were more interchangeable and their absence was more easily compensated

for. Since the matching of the male and female cohorts on MOS was imperfect,

it could not be determined whether the differential assignment pattern

was due to the overconcentration of women in easier MOS or to gender bias.

Unlike MOS difficulty, performance ratings proved to be unrelated to special

duty. The conjecture that lower performers would tend to be assigned to

special duty was not confirmed.

Thus, the primary contribution of this research was seen as an

illustration that investigations of male-female differences cannot consider

the gender variable in isolation. The implications of the research were

also discussed in terms of methodological considerations for future research

and the effect of differential assignment patterns on organizational effecti-

veness.
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Regular and

Special Duty Hours for Enlisted Personnel

Type of Unit

Duty Hours

Regular Duty
M SD

Special Duty
rl

OT
OM

Total

Maintenance

Male 57 12.68 2.91 .55 1.08 13.23

Female 56 12.59 3.36 .86 3.79 13.45

Medical

Male 21 9.73 3.82 .23 .36 9.96

Female 19 7.41 2.84 .71 .07 7.81

Military Police

Male 39 11.04 1.62 .29 .56 11.33

Female 42 9.80 1.95 .16 .34 9.96

Signal

Male 31 12.42 2.24 .14 .31 12.73

Female 31 10-92 1.98 .21 .59 11.13

Supply & Transportation

Male 47 11.52 2.46 .36 .89 11.88

Female 54 10.11 3.08 1,45 3.02 11.56

Totals

Male 195 11.71 .35 12.06

Female 202 10.60 .76 11.36

Entire Sample 397 11.15 .56 11.71
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Table 2

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Gender, Type of Unit, and Type of Duty

Source of Variance

Between subjects.

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Gender (A) 1 38.57 12.65***

Unit (B) 4 84.65 27.76***

4 7.22 2.37 n.s.

Within subjects

Duty (C) 1 18423.17 2886.36***

CA 1 121.36 19.01***

CB 4 69.92 10.96***

CAB 4 9.87 1.55 n.s.

*** P < .001
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Table 3

Frequency of Special Duty for Each Male
and Female Soldier by Type of Unit

Tuna of Hnit

Frequency

0 times 1-2 times 3 or more times Total

Maintenance

Male 41 15 1 57

Female 32 20 4 56

Medical

Males 14 7 0 21

Females 10 6 3 19

Military Police

Male 28 11 0 39

Female 32 9 1 42

Signal

Male 24 7 0 31

Female 25 5 1 31

Supply & Transportation

Male 40 5 2 47

Female 35 11 8 54

Total

Male 147 45 3 195

Female 134 51 17 202
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Table 4

Frequency of Special Duty for Males and Females

Frequency of Special Duty
Group -

1-2 3 or more

---

Totals

Males 45(39.72,a 3(8.27) 48

Females 51(56.28) 17(11.72) 68

Totals 96 20 116

x
2 = 6.972 e,01

a
Expected frequencies in parentheses

4 .4 ;".;
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Table 5

Frequency of Type of Special Duty Tasks Assigned to Enlisted Personnel

Type of Task

Type of Unit Vehicle
Maintenance

Guard
Duty

4

5

6

13

Kitchen
Police

19

31

3

a
Other-

1

1

4

2

Total

24

37

10

18

Maintenance

Males
Females

Medical

Males
Females

Military Police

Males 6 6 0 12

Females 5 4 4 13

Signal

Males 6 1 1 8

Females 4 3 0 7

Supply & Transportation

Males 20 5 2 27

Females 36 12 3 51

Total

Males 6 36 31 8 81

Females 5 58 53 10 126

aThis category includes unexplained tasks and tasks described generally

as "details."

4
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Table 6

Number of Instances of Guard Duty and Kitchen Police
Duty Assigned to Enlisted Personnel

Enlisted
Type of Duty

Personnel Guard Duty Kitchen Police Totals

Males 37 (36.3)a 32 (32.2) 69

Females 59 (59.2) 52 (51.8) 111

Totals 96 84 180

x
2 = .002, 2 >.05

aExpected frequencies in parentheses
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Table ;

Numbers and Proportions of Males and Females in
Easier and Harder MOS by Type of Unit

Type of Unita
Personnel with Special Duty Personnel with No Special Duty

Easier MOS Harder MOS racirmr MOS Harder MOS

Maintenance

n % n

Males 12 75 4 25 22 48 24

Females 15 65 8 35 28 64 16

Medical

Males 7 88 1 13 11 85 2

Females 9 100 0 7 64 4

Signal

Males 4 58 3 43 5 12 38

Females 3 50 3 50 12 28 31

Supply & Transportation

Male 8 67 4 33 15 38 24

Female 13 72 5 28 20 61 13

Totals

Male 31 72 12 28 53 38 88

Female 40 71 16 29 67 51 64

aMP MOS data not available.
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Table 8

Percent of Easier and Harder MOS for Males
and Females with No Special Duty

Type of MOS
Enlisted Personnel

Easier Harder
-_.-_-_-_--

Totals

Males 53(62.2)a 88(78.8) 141

Females 67(57.8) 64(73.2) 131

Totals 120 152 272

x2 = 5.05 2 < .05

aExpected frequencies in parentheses



Table 9

Total Number of Males and Females with Easier and Harder MOS

MOS

Enlisted Personnel
Easier Harder Totals

Males 84 (94.7)a 100 (89.3) 184

Females 107 (96.3) 80 (90.7) 187

Totals 191 180 371
_ ..._

x
2 = 5.O2 4:.05

aExpected frequencies in parentheses
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Table 10

Mean Performance Scores of Enlisted Personnel
for Three Types of Duty Days

Personnel with special duty Personnel with regular
duty only

Type of Unit Days with special Days with no
duty special duty

n M SD n M SD n M SD

Maintenance

Males 16 6.4 1.00 16 6.1 .80 41 6.0 1.06

Females 24 5.8 1.57 23 5.8 .92 32 6.0 .70

Medical

Males 7 5.6 .73 7 5.9 .52 14 5.4 1.02

Females 9 6.1 1.05 9 6.0 .78 10 5.6 1.23

Military Police

Males 11 5.5 1.77 11 5.8 .93 28 6.0 .76

Females 10 6.0 .48 10 5.9 .73 32 5.9 .73

Signal

Males 7 6.3 .45 7 5.7 .90 24 5.9 .65

Females 6 6.6 .56 6 5.4 .66 25 5.7 .77

Supply &
Transportation

Males 7 5.1 .76 7 5.3 1.22 40 5.8 .69

Females 19 5.9 1.09 19 6.2 1.10 35 5.9 .82

Totals

Males 48 5.9 1.23 48 5.8 .92 147 5.9 .86

Females 64 6.0 1.21 67 5.9 .95 134 5.9 .81
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THE PREMATURE ATTRITION OF NAVY FEMALE ENLISTEES'

Background

Gradually, women are obtaining greater opportunities in the Navy
defense establishment, as evidenced by progress in four areas: (1) it is
easier for women to gain entrance into the Navy and Navy programs than it
has been previously, (2) women are participating in a greater range of
work activities, (3) a greater number of training opportunities are open
to them, and (4) there are signs that they are being accepted by Navy
management as "one of the Navy's own."

Four historical developments indicate that it is becoming progressively
easier for women to gain entrance to the Navy and its programs. In 1967,
the two percent ceiling on women in each service was abolished by Congress.
In 1972, Admiral E. Zumwalt, the then Chief of Naval Operations, made women
eligible for NROTC scholarships, thereby giving them access to another
officer training program. In 1974, the age regulations governing selection
procedures throughout the military were standardized so that women were
no longer required to be older than men. In 1976, entrance of women into
the military academies was cleared by an amendment to the Defense Appro-
priation Bill.

One development, in particular, illustrates the expansion of women's
work roles in the Navy, i.e., issuance of "Z-Gram 116" by Admiral Zumwalt
in 1972. This directive specified that women were to become eligible for
(1) all enlisted ratings, (2) shore command positions, (3) the Chaplain
and Civil Engineer Corps, and (4) flag rank (i.e., admiral status) within
managerial and technical specialties.

One indication that women are receiving greater training opportunities
in the Navy was the issuance in 1976 of a directive requiring women to
take apprenticeship training if they were not eligible for "A" School.
This training provides a basic shipboard orientation and is a prerequisite
for acquiring an apprentic Ship position.

In addition to the expansion of women's work roles and training oppor-
tunities, there are signs that women are gradually being accepted by Navy
management as "one of the Navy's own." For example, their uniform has been
redesigned to make it more compatible with their new vork roles. Also,
a "summer whites" uniform, previously available only to men, is currently
being tested for women.

In summary, it can be stated that women increasingly are becoming a
more integral part of the Navy community and are shouldering a greater

'The opinions and assertions contained herein are those of the senior
author and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views
of the Navy Department.
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share of the defense burden. Moreover, this trend is expected to continue- -

the Chief of Naval Personnel (Note 1) has recommended that the Navy double

its percentage of women by 1983.

Problem

Two problems gave rise to the current study. First, although the

attrition rate of Navy female first enlistees has been declining since 1973,

it is still considered to be too high--approximately 28 percent (see Thomas,

Note 2). Secondly, it is expected that the attrition rate will increase

when and if women are no longer required to have a high school diploma for

acceptance into the Navy, i.e., when and if selection requirements for women

become the same as those for men. Research with men (Plag & Goffman, 1966;

Lockman & Gordon, 1977; Sands, 1977) has consistently demonstrated that

educational level is the most valid predictor of premature attrition.

Purpose

The current study was an exploratory one, designed to lay the ground-

work for (1) an instrument which could be used in the relatively near future

for screening female applicants (Goal 1) and, to a lesser extent, (2) a

screening instrument which could be used when and if female applicants are

no longer required to have a high school degree (Goal 2). In order to reach

these goals, the study investigated the relationship between the premature

attrition of Navy female first enlistees and preenlistment variables, such

as personal history, demographic traits, and attitudes. It was believed

that these variables would be especially useful for reaching Goal 1. That

is, it was believed that these variables would be less attenuated for women,

and thus more predictive, than, for example, most of the variables currently

used to select males (Lockman & Gordon, 1977). The selection procedure for

males utilizes age, mental level, educational level, and number of depend-

ents for which an applicant is financially responsible. However, the last

three variables are attenuated for women; mental level and educational

level because of the high school degree requirement and the last because

the male typically assumes responsibility for a family's financial obli-

gations. It should be noted that educational level and mental level should

become more useful as predictor variables when and if the high school

degree requirement is abolished for women. It was believed, however, that

additional variables will be needed in order to effectively predict attrition.

The present study (Goal 2) laid the groundwork for locating them.

Approach

Instruments. A questionnaire approach was utilized in the study. Two

questionnaires termed Quest 1 and 2 were constructed, composed of "common"

and "unique" items. Common items were those which were identical on both

questionnaires. Unique items were those which were found on cne question-

naire but not the other. The unique items on one questionnaire were, at

times, parallel in form to those on the other questionnaire. At other times,

unique items on one questionnaire measured totally different aspects of a

general construct, such as mental health, than did items on the other

questionnaire. 11
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Each questionnaire was composed of 120 items which were conceptually

grouped into eight areas, as shown in Table 1. Copies of Quest 1 and 2

are available from the senior author.

Table 1

Content Areas and Number of Items: Quest 1 and 2

Content Area Number of Items

Personal History/Demography 26

Female Role Ideology 6

Mental Health 24

Motivation to Fail 6

Realistic Expectations of Navy 4

Enlistment Motivation 21

Similarity to Previous Successful Recruits 6

Occupational Needs 27

TOTAL 120

Items relating to personal history and demographic traits were con-

ceived on a logical basis, i.e., they were perceived as being related to

attrition. Item topics included number of males in the household when

growing up, previous emotional reactions to time spent away from home,

and type of discipline received during teenage years.

Items were included on female-role ideology, using the concepts of

"traditional" and "contemporary" ideologies advanced by Lipman-Blumen

(1972). Approximately 80 percent of the enlisted women in the Navy are

assigned to traditional jobs. It was thus hypothes:47.ed that the less

traditional a woman was in her role orientation, the more likely she was

to attrite.

It was believed in the curren:. -Ludy that poor mental health was re-

lated to attrition ((see, for example, Craighill (1947) and Schuckit and

Gunderson (1971)). Mental health items developed by Friedman (1956) were

used in Quest 1 and 2.

4.-
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Horner (1969) found that the motive to fail characterizes the personal-

ity of manywomen. It was believed in the current study that this motive

would lead ultimately to attrition. A story involving a hypothetical,

successful, woman Recruit Chief Petty Officer was included in the question-

naires, as a projective device, to measure the motive to fail.

Porter and Steers' review article (1973) concluded that one cause of

turnover may be the unrealistic expectations of individuals upon entering an

organization. Items were thus constructed which asked the respondent whether

she had any relatives or friends in the military and whether she had dis-

cussed their experiences with them.

Enlistment motivation was also tapped by the questionnaires. To de-

velop items, 50 women were interviewed who had recently been assigned to

their first duty station. Generally speaking, an "empirical" approach

was utilized, i.e., no hypotheses were advanced relating enlistment motiva-

tion to attrition.

Items were designed to assess the similarity of the respondent to pre-

vious successful recruits. A woman who had previously been a recruit

company commander was interviewed and "success" traits identified, such

as (1) a tendency toward conformity, (2) a commitment to the Navy as a

career, and (3) a deliberative rather than an impulsive decision-making

style.

It was believed in the current study that a general set of occupational

needs may exist that are optimally compatible with Navy life. Individuals

possessing these needs would be more likely to experience job satisfaction

and perhaps less likely to attrite. Items were adapted for use from Hall's

Occupational Orientation Inventory (1971).

Sample and Data Collection. One of the two questionnaires was admin-

istered to each female recruit after she pd been assigned to her company,

but before her actual training had begun. Twenty companies participated,

with a total N of 977. Questionnaires were administered in May, June,

and July of 1975 and a deadline of December 1976 established for deter-

mining whether a woman was an attritee or a survivor.

Data Analysis. Analyses were conducted for individual items (referred

to below as the "first" and "second" analyses) and scales (referred to as

"third" and "fourth" analyses.) In the first analysis, chi-square and

2Since the study was an exploratory one, the "restriction of range"

problem inherent in using a recruit sample was not deemed critical.

3The use of one deadline for all subjects, instead of, for example,

using an 18-month lag period for each person, was not viewed as serious

because of the study's exploratory nature.
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"strength of assortiation" (SA) statistics were computed between each item

and attrition. The Cramer V was utilized as a measure of SA for nominally-
scaled items, while tau b and c were used for ordinally-scaled items.
Sample N's for the unique Quest 1, unique Quest 2, and common items were
485 (105 attritees and 380 survivors) (Sample A), 492 (99 attritees and
393 survivors) (Sample B), and 977 (204 attritees and 773 survivors)
(Sample C), respectively. As reported later, more unique Quest 1 items
emerged as significant in the chi-square analysis than did for the other
types of items. Therefore, in the second analysis, Sample A (1) was divided
randomly in two, (2) ordinally-scaled items were identified in the first
subsample which evidenced a tau of .10 or greater, and (3) a regression
analysis was conducted with the second subsample utilizing (a) the identified
items as predictors and (b) the attritee--survivor status of the woman
as the criterion. A shrunken R was then computed.

In the third analysis, the empirical keying approach of Campbell (1971)
was utilized to identify a set of discriminating response options or

"scale ", i.e., a set of response options, each of which had been selected
by at least 10 percent more attritees than survivors, or vice versa.
This approach was utilized separately for Samples A, B, and C. The

fourth analysis also utilized Campbell's approach. Samples A, B, and

C were each randomly divided into a validation and cross-validation sample.
A unit weighting scoring system was devised based on validation sample

data. That is, a plus or a minus 1 was assigned to a discriminating response
option, as appropriate, and a zero to non-discriminating options. This

system was then utilized with the cross-validation sample to produce a

scale score for each woman. Scores for the entire cross-validation
sample wcre then correlated with attrition.
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RESULTS

The Relationship Between Items and Attrition

Table 2 presents the results for all the unique Quest 1 items which

were significantly related to attrition. These items are broken down

into those which were ordinally-scaled and those which were nominally-

scaled. For ordinally-scaled items, the exact nature of their relationship

with attrition is specified--for example, the table indicates (see Item 41)

that a woman is more likely to attrite if she values individuality as

opposed to conformity. For the nominally-scaled items, only the general

content of the item is supplied.

Twenty-one of the 57 items unique to Quest 1 demonstrated a statistical-

ly significant relationship with attrition in the chi-square analysis

(a < .10). However, the absolute strength of these relationships was

weak, obtained statistics varying from .008 (item 92, tau c) to .215

(item 52, tau b). Of the eight areas advanced at the start of the study

as possible indicators of attrition, only two--mental health and occupa-

tional needs--produced a sizeable number of significant items in the

chi-square analysis. The relationship between the mental health items

and attrition was as hypothesized, i.e., the more the woman perceived

herself as nervous, headache-prone, etc., the more likely she was to

attrite. Although no hypotheses were advanced for the occupational need

items, a discernible need profile emerged for the attritee.

Table 3 presents the results for those items unique to Quest 2 which

were significantly related to attrition, while Table 4 presents the re-

sults for significant common items. Eight of the 57 unique Quest 2 items

and nine of the 63 common items were significantly related to attrition,

although, once again, the actual strength of these relationships was weak.

Most of the significant unique Quest 2 items represented the mental health

area, while the significant common items represented the personal history

and enlistment motivation areas.

Even though strength of association statistics were generally low for

the significant items, the possibility existed that combining the items

in a multivariate fashion would increase their predictive value. An ex-

ploratory analysis was conducted, therefore, composed of the following

steps: (1) Individuals in Sample A (i.e., individuals completing Quest 1)

were randomly assigned in a 50-50 fashion to one of two subsamples, (2)

ordinally-scaled items were identified in subsample 1 which evidenced a

tau statistic > .10, and (3) these items were then utilized as predictors

with subsample 2 in a multiple regression analysis in which the survivor-

attritee status of the woman served as the criterion. Eighteen items

were subsequently identified for subsample 1. Results are available from

4It was judged that this significance level was appropriate for an

exploratory study.
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Tablp 2

Unique Quest 1 Items Which Were Significantly Related to Attrition

Ordinally-Scaled Items

Item
Number Category

a
X
2
(df)

Strength ofb
Association

Nature of Relationship: uoman
More Likely to Attrite If She

41 SR 11.109(3) .011 -.067 Values individuality

46 MH 13.903(1) .001 .174 Reacts poorly to pressure

47 MH 5.261(1) .022 .109 Is nervous person

52 MH 21.087(1) .001 .215 Experiences many headaches

56 MH 3.637(1) .057 .097 Had bossy teachers

60 MH 5.140(1) .023 .109 Is subject to depression

62 MH 19.687(1) .001 .208 Trembles with anxiety

63 MH 5.366(1) .021 -.114 Had poor childhood health

64 MH 7.579(1) .006 .131 Has difficulty sleeping

66 MH 12.809(1) .001 .168 Torries a lot

71 ON 12.908(4) .012 -.105 Desires autonomy

73 ON 8.981(4) .062 .109 Doesn't value novelty

76 ON 16.488(4) .002 .106 Doesn't value work teams

77 ON 9.185(4) .057 .064 Doesn't value caring supervisor

78 ON 8.698(4) .069 .083 Doesn't value job respect

79 ON 14.376(4) .006 .083 Doesn't value orderly procedures

89 ON 8.355(4) .079 .031 Doesn't value set plans

92 ON 8.083(4) .089 .003 Doesn't value interpersonally-
oriented jobs

94 ON 13.060(4) .011 -.089 Enjoys working outdoors

Nominally-Scaled Items

Item Strength of
bNumber Categorya X

2
(df) p Assw:lation Item Content

34 RE 19.630(4) .001 .202 Group activities with males

35 FR 10.492(4) .033 .150 Family religion

Note. N = 485.

n.
,ategory abbreviations: RE = items on realist-I,: expectations about Navy, FP = items on

female role ideology, SR = Items on similarity to previous successful recruits, MH = mental
health items, ON = occupational need items.

b
F0 )rdinally-scaled items, tau b was comnuted for the 2 x 2 situation, i.e., when the df

'were !, and t:lu c was computed in all other situations, i.e., when the df were greater than

1. For nomindllv-scaled items, a Cramer V was computed.
410,.
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Table 3

Unique Quest 2 Items 4hich Were Significantly Related to Attrition

Item
Number Category X

2
(df) 2

Strength ofb
Association

Nature of Relationship: Woman
More Likely to Attrite If She

34 MH 10.694(4) .030 -.054 Had a neglectful mother

47 NH 5.619(1) .018 .112 Is nervous

49 MH 6.445(1) .011 .121 Had severe childhood punishment

52 NH 5.252(1) .022 .110 Faints a lot

54 NH 6.574(1) .010 .122 Believes she has bad luck

60 NH 9.112(2) .011 .099 Is chronically tired

66 NH 6.753(1) .009 .123 Becomes upset when yelled at

93 ON 10.558(4) .032 -.002 Wants to travel

Note. N 492. All items were ordinally scaled.

a
Category abbreviations: MH mental health items, ON occupational items.

btau b was computed for the 2 x 2 situation, i.e., when the df were 1, and tau c was cam- 1

puted for all other situations, i.e., when the df were greater than 1.
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Table 4

Common Items Which Were Significantly Related to Attrition

Ordinally-Scaled Items

Item
Numbera Category

b
X
2
(df) 2

Strength of
Associations

Nature of Relationship: Woman
More Likely to Attrite If She

19 PH 9.688(4) .046 .092 Dates infrequently

21 PH 15.578(4) .004 .088 Plans to marry/remarry

111 EM 9.759(4) .048 -.055 Doesn't want to travel/meet
people d

113 EM 8.003(4) .092 -.028 Doesn't want further education

115 EM 14.238(4) .007 .096 Has relatives/friends in service

117 EM 18.138(4) .001 .110 Wants to help family financially

Nominally-Scaled Items

Item Strength ofc

Numbers Category
b

X
2
(df) Association Item Content

14 PH 12.240(4) .016 .124 Childhood clubs

17 PH 15.038(4) .005 .124 Types of male friendships

20 PH 16.727(4) .002 .131 Marital history

Note. N , 977.

aItem numbers were the same for both questionnaires.

b
Category abbreviations: PH = personal history items, Elf = enlistment motivation.

cAll values for the ordinally-scaled items are tau c statistics. Cramer V's are entered

for the nominally-scaled items.

dThis item varied somewhat in content from Item 93 in Table 3,
perhaps accounting for the different results.
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the senior author. A multiple R of .388 was obtained with s4sample 2

and a shrunken R of .295 (Guilford & Fruchter, 1978, p. 377).

The Relationship Between Scales and Attrition

As described previously, response options were identified for Samples

A, B, and C which discriminate between attritees and survivors. In any

future studies, these options are likely to be the most stable since the

entire sample was utilized in each case. Information on these options

is available from the senior author.

To claim that these options are the most stable is not sufficient,

however: They may not be stable enough to base a screening instrument

on them. Therefore, an attempt was made to obtain some quantitative infor-

mation. As described previously, Samples A, B, and C were each divided

into a validation (V) and cross-validation (CV) sample. A set of dis-

criminating response options, or scale, was identified for each V sample,

the three scales respectively termed (1) the Unique Quest 1 Scales, (2)

the Unique Quest 2 Scale, and (3) the Common Scale. Options identified in

the V sample were then unit weighted in the CV sample and a scale score

computed for each woman. Correlating such scores with attrition yielded

cross-validation coefficients of .247, .149 ,and .069 for the above-mentioned

Unique Quest 1, Unique Quest 2, and Common Scales, respectively.

5Although restricted samples were utilized, one would generally expect

the reported correlations to be underestimates.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As reported, a shrunken R of .30 was obtained between attrition and a
set of items measuring preenlistment variables. Moreover, a cross-valida-
tion correlation of .25 was obtained between vttrition and one of the scales
created through empirical keying. Both result:, suggest that a moderately

effective instrument can be constructed for screening current female appli-
cants, although the regression approach seems more promising.

If one examines Tables 2, 3, and 4, one sees that there are 25 items
with "strength of association" values > .10. At a time when female appli-
cants are required to have a high school education, these items represent
the most logical choices for a selection instrument. It is recommended,
however, that researchers first evaluate these items from a strict legal
and practical standpoint. Some items--for example, those on occupational
needs--pose no obvious problem. However, an item on family religion could
not.: ethically or legally be used. There may be some question about using
the mental health items, because they may represent an invasion of privacy.
Also, it may be possible to "fake" one's responses to tie mental health
items. That is, if applicants are informed, as requira:, by the Privacy
Act, that these items are beiiig used to screen them, they may falsify

their answers.

Items which survive this evaluation should then he administered to
female applicants at the Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Centers,
along with the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). It is

believed by the authors that the Navy is committed to using the ASVAB as

its primary screeni for the foreseeable future. The goal in the

proposed study, the.:'_',Le, becomes one of determining whether "preenlistment"
questionnaire items sigr.::icantly improve attrition prediction over and

above the ASVAB. (It was impossible in the current study to include the

ASVAB as a variable, since the Test Battery was the selection instru-

ment used by the Navy when the study was conducted.)

The current study has additional implications for developing a screening
instrument for use when and if women no longer are required to have a high

school degree for acceptance into the Navy. That is, the study suggests

that the most valuable items for predicting attrition ,11 probably come
from the mental health, occupational need, enlistment motivation, and
personal history areas (see Tables 2, 3, and 4).

,
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Leader Sex, Leader Descriptions of
Own Behavior, and Subordinates
Description of Leader Behavior

ABSTRACT

In this paper the authors examine the relationship between
male and female leaders description of their own behavior
and the followers description of the leader's behavior in
traditionally male-oriented leadership positions.

The data were collected as part of a larger research effort
to assess how women are being assimilated into the Corps of
Cadets at West Point, and how the women are being trained to
become effective Army leaders.

During the summer of 1978, women cadets in the graduating
class of 1980 were assigned for the first time into non-
traditional platoon leader roles in predominantly mNie sub-
ordinate units. Both male and female platoon leaders were
asked to describe their behavior using the LeadelAip
Opinion Questionnaire (Fleishman, 1960). Two composite scores
Consideration and Structure were the dimensions of leadership
behavior. Subordinates in the platoons were asked to describe
their leader's behavior on the same two dimensions, Consider-
ation and Structure.

The results were interpreted in terms of three major issues:
(1) the importance of sex roles as a leadership variable;
(2) the leader perceptions of what performance behaviors are
more important, Consideration versus Structure, and (3) the
subordinates perceptions of what performance behaviors ale
important in a platoon leader's role.
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INTRODUCTION

The concern about how well women can perform in non-tradi-
tional leadership roles has been a salient issue in the
military particularly with the admission of women as cadets
in the service academies. As military planners and research-
ers began to prepare programs for the development of women as
future Army leaders, little empirical research was available
in academic resources from which they could draw. Stogdill
completed a comprehensive re- :iew of leadership research in
1974; however, sex roles and leadership were not systemat-
ically addressed. Terborg (1977) prepared a review of the
literature on women in management roles. Some studies prior
to 1975 suggest that there appears to be a bias in psychology
for researchers to study males rather than females or both
sexes (see Holmes and Jorgensen 1971; Dan and Beekman, 1972).
Thus, military researchers and decision makers need to be
cautioned about the generalizability of conclusions drawn
from male-based research. Bender (1978) suggests that it re-
mains unclear if social psychological literature on leader-
ship is applicable for women as leaders.

This paper reports the results of a portion of a longitudinal
research program to assess how women are being assimilated
into the Corps of Cadets at West Point, and how effective the
women are being trained to become effective Army officers.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

On October 7, 1975 President Ford signed into law Public Law
94-106, an amendment to which authorized women's admissions
to the service academies, including West Point. As a result
the academy developed operational plans for the admission of
women as cadets.

Four phases of the program, 1-7:1-f-r titled Project Athena, were
planned:

- Preadmission phase to prepare cadets and the military
community for the arrival of women (Vitters and Kinzer
1978).

- Integration phase which included careful documentation of
how women were being integrated into the C(2ps of Cadets
(see Vitters and Kinzer 1977, and Vitters, 1978).

4
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- The Assimilation phase which studies how well women are
being fully assimilated into the Corps of Cadets.

- The Graduate Assessment phase which will study how well
women are performing their roles as officers.

The first two phases of Project Athena have been completed.
The lattLr two are continuing to be designed and studied.

DESIGN

The design of this study involved five cadet companies where
women were assigned into non-traditional roles as platoon
leaders for the first time. The platoon leadership positions
were for a four week interval after which a leadership change
would occur. Women platoon leaders were assigned to both
the first and second changeover detail.

At the end of the summer training, all platoon leaders were
asked to describe their leadership behavior using Fleishman's
Leadership Opinion Questionnaire. At a separate location,
the subordinates were assembled to prepare peer ratings.
During this time, the subordinates were also asked to describe
the behavior of the platoon leaders of each detail using the
same dimensions of Consideration and Structure.

Because there were only five women assigned in the non-tradi-
tional role as platoon leaders, a matched pair of five men
from the same units on alternate details was used (see slide
1). Thus, the subordinates rated both the male and the female
leader of the same platoon. The independent variables tested
in the design were:

Cadet Companies*
Details within Companies (nested)
Platoon Leader Sex

The dependent measures used were:

Scores on the dimension of Consideration.
(Welfare of subordinates)
Scores on the dimension of Structure
(Ability to get the task done)

The company designations 1 thru 5 are arbitrary to protect the
anonymity of the male and female leader participants.

4
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FINDINGS:

In terms of differences between how, male and female leaders
describe their own behavior, there were no significant dif-
ferences. That is, there was no significant difference be-
tween male and female platoon leaders in how they described
themselves on the dimensions of consideration or structure.
The authors conclude that the sample of only ten leaders
was too small to note any sensitive differences between
leaders on either of the criterion dimensions.

In the analyses where the subordinates described the leader-
ship behavior of their leaders, statistically significant
effects were noted. When the subordinates used Consideration
as the dependent variable a leader sex main effect was noted
(see slide 2). The slide shows that the platoon members
perceived different behaviors on the part of male and female
leaders with regard to the leader's concern for the welfare
of the members.

However, because the significance tests do not provide any
information about the pattern of effects, a multiple class-
ification analysis was conducted to determine which sex
provided more concern for _ubordinates (Consideration). The
results of this analysis are presented in slide 3. The de-
viation from eta indicated in the LEADERSEX variables re-
veals that it is the females who are the leaders whom sub-
ordinates believe as having more concern for the welfare of
the troops.

In the analyses where subordinates were asked to describe
the leader behavior of their platoon leaders on Structure
(Task Accomplishment) there were no main effects due to
LEADERSEX. It is the authors' belief that the subordinates
described their platoon leaders as equally capable of getting
the task or mission accomplished. The multiple classification
analysis revealed no significant difference between LEADERSEX
for the Structure dimension (e.g., deviation eta for males
-0.41 and 0.43 for females).

DISCUSSION:

The results reported in this study are part of a larger
program which is trying to assess how well women are
assimilating into the Corps of Cadets. Part of the
assessment of full assimilation requires .1:4 to examine
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how well women are objectively performing in new, non-
traditional roles as leaders and what the perceptions
a...e about the women leaders' performance.

one data in this study indicates that the leaders them-
selves do not report any difference in how they see their
platoon leader roles. This may well be an artifact in the
methodology of too small a sample -- 10 leaders.

The more promising results indicate that subordinates do
see male and female leader differences. Women are re-
ported to be more sensitive to the welfare of subordinates
Perhaps one may associate a priori the feminine communal
values: sympathy, sensitivity and consideration as be-
haviors one may expect to typically find in women leaders
(see Spence and Helmreich,1974). It is important to note
that these behaviors are important for a leader -- espe-
cially one who will be expected to lead in an Army that
requires the integrated services of both men and women.

Subordinates also reported no difference in leader be-
haviors between male and female platoon leaders in their
activities to accomplish the mission (Structure). In
this study, the authors are encouraged to find no statis-
tically significant differences due to sex. Should men
have higher subordinate scores on this dimension, one
could possibly infer that there men were more inclined
to get the job done than women.

The issues and concerns of how women are performing in new
non-traditional roles will continue to be studied. Objec-
tive performance measures of how well women have performed
in these roles is still being analyzed. Finally, compar-
isons of male superiors attitudes towrzd women in the Army
and the superior's evaluations of men and women's perform-
ance is also being analyzed to see if any sex bias in
evaluation of women leaders is unique to those male supe-
riors with traditional beliefs.



Cadet Company Leader Sex Training Detail

1 Female First Four Weeks
Training

Male Second Four Weeks
Training

2 Female First Four Weeks
Training

Male Second Four Weeks
Training

3 Female First Four Weeks
Training

Male Second Four Weeks
Training

4 Male First Four Weeks
Training

Female Second Four Weeks
Training

5 Male First Four Weeks
Training

Female Second Four weeks
Training

* A sixth company was originally planned in the design
however, the female who was designated to be the platoon
leader voluntarily resigned and the orthogonal block of
3 women first detail 3 women second detail was lost.

SLIDE 1 Independent Variables: Company
Training Detail
Leader Sex
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*HIERARCHIAL ANOVA: CRITERION

SOURCE MEAN SNARE F

(CONSIDERATION)

SIGNIFICANCE OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 170.30 2.46 .025LEADERSEX 786.97 11.36 .001DETAIL 8.43 0.12 .999COMPANY 56.61 0.82 .999

2 WAY INTER-
ACTIONS
LEADERSEX
COMPANY 151.96 2.19 0.088

EXPLAINED 164.19 2.37 0.014RESIDUAL 69.27

SLIDE 2 Leader Sex Nrain Effect for Subordinates
description of leader behavior of
Consideration

* Hierarchial approach (option 10) invokes the stepdown
procedure. The sum of squares assoc -ed with the main
effect for the first variable is no usted for any
other variables. The sum of squares Lor the main effect
for the second variable considered is adjusted only for
the first variable, and so on (see Nie et.al., 1970)
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MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS

VARIABLE & CATEGORY UNADJUSTED DEV'N ETA

LEADERSEX

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPTNDENT
VARIABLES DEN7"...;

ETA

1 MALE -1.70 -1.71
2 FEMALE 1.80 1.80

0.21 0.21

DETAIL 0.03 0.02

COMPANY 0.11 0.11

SLIDE 3 Multiple Classification Analyses
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Female Utilization in Non-Traditional Areas

by

Joseph A. Bergmann
and

Raymond E. Christal

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

INTRODUCTION

As current Air Force policy has opened many traditionally all-male
specialtiFs to women, it has become increasingly important to the Air
Force to he.ve detailed management information concerning how females are
actually being utilized on the job. The Occupation and Manpower Research
Division of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory is devisiog methods
of providing sufficient information to address present management
questions regarding female uti.iization and identifyirg problems which,
thus far, may not have received management's attention.

This report presents results of a probe study of female aircraft
mechanics and outlines what we hope to accomplish in our follow-on in-
depth aralyses of the area. The probe study involved analysis of on-
hand data collected during a routine occupational survey conducted by
the Air Force Occupational Measurement Center (AFOMC).

METHOD

Survey Instrument

The job inventory used in the survey was very comprehensive, con-
sisting of 977 task statements organized under 23 duties. It was admini-
stered bet.!een May and September 1976, and usable data were received
from 5825 males and 206 females.

Analysis Sample

All of the women in our survey sample had been in the Air Force 43
or fewer months. This meant we could not simply compare male and female
first-termers without further sample selection and matching. Further-
more, if we had restricted our samples to those who had been on board
between 8 and 43 months, there would have been a 3-month difference in
the average Total Active Federal Military Service (TAFMS) for males and
females. In order to do direct comparative analyses, we matched the b.o
samples on TAFMS case by case.

The final sample analyzed in our probe study is shown in Table 1.
Our intent was to select males for a perfec': month-by-month match with
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females on a five-to-one basis. We later had to discard one female for
missing data, but this did not have a significant impact on the equiva-
lence of the matched sample.

Data Quality Control Checks

In reviewing the survey returns, we noticed a number of individuals
claiming to be females who had distinctively male names. We therefore
matched the entire sample against the Air Force Uniform Airman Record
file to eliminate possible errors in sex identification. We discovered
that approximately one-half of one percent of the individuals surveyed
made an error in identifying their own sex. This is not a very high error
rate--only one in every two hundred subjects. However, in a sample of
6000 males and 200 females, this leads to an intolerable error in iden-
tification of the female subsample. In such an instance, 29 (or 12.7%)
of the 229 identified as females would actually be males.

RESULTS

Job-Type Analysis

A very large number of job types and job-type clusters were identi-
fied using the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP)
system. However, for simplicity, all of these could be classified as
being either hard-core maintenance jobs or, support jobs. Representative
job types in these two categories are shown in Table 2. The title "Crew
Chief" is somewhat of a misnomer. Crew chiefs are not supervisors;
they are the flight line mechanics who perform primary aircraft mainte-
nance tasks. Note that 59% of the males and 44% of the females in our
sample were classified as crew chiefs. Some differences in job assign-
ment as a function of sex is apparent from data in this table. Only
5.6% of the males were working in support jobs, while 26.2% of the
females were working in jobs classified in this category.

Information in Table 3 suggests that during the first 43 months,
there is a movement of individuals from maintenance to support jobs.
However, this flow appears to be much larger for females than males.
This implied difference is shown graphically in Figure 1.

It can be seen in Table 4 that women in maintenance jobs find their
work at least as interesting as men and express at least equal intent to
reenlist. They report their talents as being slightly less well utilized.

Data in Table 5 suggest that there are differences in the work performed
by men and women working in support job types. Women spend more of
their time performing tasks which can be classified as administrative or
clerical in nature. However, ,lftere appears to be little difference in
the nature of tasks performed y males and females working in mainte-
nance jobs. Notice the small ax differences in time spent by male and
female maintenance personnel tasks classified as being "heavy" or
"dirty." Also note that work formed by women in the support area is
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rated by sui 'sons as being more difficult than that performed by men
either in the .ilainGenance or support job areas.

cable E displays some-of the differences in the *titles performed by
men and women in support jobs. Women spend more time imentaining rec-
ords and forms. however, they also spend more time orgiezing, planning,
directing, mid loorementing--which are-.duties normally nerformed by
second-tertreermuw- , The differences reported in th amble are not
highly stab_. - herau.i!e of the small numbers of cases involwed.

The dale: in t le 7 reflect differences in the dut it performed by
men and womesi wortnug in madntenance job types_ ThiE iviOmmation should
be fairly stale, Wince aporoximately 7 of the women nd 94% of the
men are work-no it these s. It appears twat dtffer, teas in the uti-
lization of IMF mar women n maintenanc,s jobs are ver} ill .

In one suw#Molysis, identified tests win 't, weme performed by
men in the ml s, out not by **omen, 14k"lieNTr-, you JOE sliE from Table 8
that not owe of :mese taski ,was being .z,-Formed by i4s Oeny as three
percent of- the rem, end apf.0mwomately ark-half of them 'Mire being per-
formed by -be trjam =ne ;sit: of the mon. inspection of these tasks
led to the art -''wfistor Via± *doer could avnt pronatilly coo orform them, but
the small iam Tfiunly failet 1.7.o pick up such case=

TablE 3 4- o ua one of too major ftindings to the prothe study. The
correlation o timm 3-re v-- on Fs bg 111e:les wib that - 3females is .97
in the main: tenth J ties. Ever sec s tri kvsg- s z cmrre 1 a ti on of
.99 between th* -Av.,-temt z maw and -.Tionales perfo-rr: -g various tasks.
T't appears ther t znere is -very lfttUe difference n the work per-
formed by ma!0T females irr-maintmanee jobs. The relationship be-
zween the voilm lerfIrmed by males ami females in support jobs is con-
siderably .umarc At:. mentioned pevimus/k, this may have been due in
part to unstadne -tay., as a function u! ;ample size.

Analysis of %,ude. Distributions

We now tin tr a second significant finding from the probe study.
Table 10 refLects the aptitude requinteoeot levels for entry into air-
craft mechanic slizeolties for variommi time periods. Note that prior to
June 1971 and stirdi qovember 1975, a MechanicaA Aptitude Index of 50 was
required for ems.. However, betmeelm these two periods, during which
most of the inctioidanls in the analysis sample came into the Air Force,
applicants coullioaAfy on either tbuO4iechanical or Electronics Indexes
at the 50th centile 'level.

Table 11 runedls gross differences in the Mechanical and Admini-
strative Aptitude ,Indexes for the male and female members in the analysis
sample. Notice libtt the mean mechamaima AI for females was 39.2 which
is considerably imedo4 the current Sabil _menthe entry requirement level.
Also, it was appommilmately one and mass- quarters standard deviations
below the mean scone for males in our-ample.



P-reseetly there ewe Lauproxinatteriff 2000 women working in the Air-
craftrintenance spedtity- This mixes possible one of the most
definitive studies ewer conducted ow *.males working in a non-traditional
area. The Personnel Rfsearch and acooaration and Manpower Research
Divis;f41' 4 of ARICRl are presently cointreting details for a joint study of
female aircraft -mechanics.

-:ne joint study win involve analysis of thie complete input female
samp to determine technical school access, attrition, retraining out
of tim specialty, ant other factors rating to .msidualization of the
group. For those stfirl working in thspecialty, we will evaluate their
utilitirorc patterns aot the task level, survey -their attitudes, evaluate
their rerfanuance Vela, and. Mortify those who are -moved from main-
tenanr-e to art*_ jobs ,b3 determine why. We will analyze task require-
ments 14tr- starving, tn, stamina, and -plecaiormotor skill% and determine hem
such task are tinerfirined by members Of both sexes. ilk hope to adminis-
ter experimental ests of mechanical aptitude and walidate them against
current and futurtF perfprmance information. We wilT7 analyze promotion
test scores amt. canp,re men and women supervisors- Finally, all cases
will be fol 1 owed thr Jughout their carers to de toll/wine career patterns
and attituwe =ha :

Our goaC ins lo have suffficient information tc.andress present and
future manansinent questfons regarding file util"=...icrn in the Mr
Force.
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The distributions of scores for the two subsamples in Table 12 are
even more striking. Approximately 57% of the females in the probe study
scored below the 50th centile and therefore could not presently qualify
for entry into the Aircraft Maintenance career field. Yet, results from
the probe study indicate that 75% of these women were working in mechan-
ical job types and were performing essentially the same tasks as males.
Furthermore, all of the women in the probe study had successfully com-
pleted technical training courses and had been working in the Aircraft
Maintenance specialty for a number of months. However, this is a
residualized group. We don't know how many male or female cohorts
failed to graduate from school, and we don't know how many of them were
retrained out of the specialty. Also, the present study is solely
concerned with the time being spent on particular tasks by males and
females. It does not address questions of the speed or quality of
performance. All of these issues will be treated in the follow-on
study. There is a growing body of evidence that mechanical aptitude
tests which have historically been shown to be highly predictive of
success for males may not be appropriate for females.

Table 13 lists some of the tests typically included in differential
aptitude batteries such as the AQE and ASVAB. Automotive Information
and Shop Information are primarily measures of mechanical experience.
However, for the male population, it turns out that experience measures
are good indicators of interest level and of ability to do well in sub-
sequent mechanical training. Because of cultural differences, the same
is not necessarily true for females. The Personnel Research Division of
AFHRL is giving high priority to work on new mechanical aptitude measures
which are appropriate for women.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

1. In traditionally all-male specialties recently opened to females,
only a limited number of females can be expected. Caution should be
exercised by those who may be extracting data on females from survey
studies and accepting self-reported sex identification as being accurate.

2. Care should be taken to control for differences in lengths of
service when comparing men and women in non-traditional specialties.

3. There is very little apparent difference in work performed by males
and females in maintenance jobs within the 431X1 Aircraft Maintenance
Specialty.

4. Females appear to migrate from maintenance to support jobs more
rapidly and in higher proportion than males.

5. Mechanical aptitude tests highly predictive of success for males
may not be appropriate for females in non-traditional specialties.

6. Additional research will investigate questions arising from the
probe analyses.
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Figure 1: "SUPPORT" JOB TAFMSJ
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SELECTION OF SAMPLE F011? UTILIZATION OF WOMEN STJDY
A I RCRA FT MECIMVN cs 4311 C, E, & F

Re-43 MONTHSTFMS SURVEY SAMPLE

MALES FEMALES

1959 206

25.8 22.9

10.1 7.3

8-43 MONTHS tsittLYS I S SAMPLE

N

AFMS M

S. D.

MALES FEMALES

1015 202

22.9 22.9

7.2 7.3
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Table 2:

DISTRIBUTION OF MALES AND FEMALES IN SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE JOBS

SUPPORT

JOBS

Tech Orders

Training

Documentation

Scheduling

Safety

Job Control

Deficiency Analysis

Bench Stock

COW I NS:

5, 6% of males

26,2% of females

MAINTENANCE

JOBS

Crew Chiefs*

Inspection

Special Maintenance

CONTAINS:

94, 4% of males x
2:890

35, df :I

13.8% of females J p< 0 001 488

* 59% of all males and 44% of all females work in "Crew Chief" jobs



PERCENT MALES AND FEMALES IN "SUPPORT"
JOB TYPES BY TAFMS

% OF To OF

TAFMS MALES FEMALES

0-12 3.74 8.70

13-24 3.69 11.92

25-43 8.65 43.84

TOTAL 5.62 26.24



JOB ATTITUDES BY SEX AND JOBTYPE CLASS
4 3 1X1 UTILIZATION OF WOMEN STUDY

SUPPORT MAINTENANCE

MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN

ATTITUDE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

Job Interest 4.53 4.36 4.64 4.72

Utilization of Talent 3.18 2.75 3.21 3.00

Utilization of Training 2.70 2.52 3.53 3.54

Reen I istment Intent 1.98 2.27 2.30 2.36

* S. D. About 1.3 1. 6 for Attitude Variables; About 1.00 for

Reenlistment Intent, Which is Defined As Follows:

1= No; 2 = Uncertain, Probably No; 3 = Uncertain, Probably
Yes; 4 = Yes

**No significant differences initsts between any male/female pairs.



Table 5:

PERCENT TIME SPENT ON VARIOUS CLASSES OF TASKS BY
MEN AND WOMEN IN "SUPPORT" vs "MAINTENANCE" JOB TYPES

CLASS OF SUPPORT MAINTENANCE

TASKS MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

Clerical

Heavy Maintenance

Light Maintenance

"Dirty" Maintenance Tasks

Inspect, Check, Troubleshoot

Oth
Cupport, Non-Clerical)

26.4 46.7 5.6 6.8

2.5 .3 8.6 8.3

5.6 1,2 14.6 13.9

.8 .6 8.6 8.3

8.6 3.2 37.2 37.2

56.0 48. 1 25. 3 25.4

AS PERFORMED 28.1 18.8 " 157. 9 141,1 **

AVG TASK DIFF. PER UNIT TIME 4,4 5.0 ** 4.4 4.3

**p< .01 Nests were not computed for class of task categories.



Table 6:

PERCENT TIME ON VARIOUS DUTIES FOR MALE AND

FEMALE PERSONNEL WORKING IN SUPPORT JOB TYPES

%TIME TIME

DUTY MALE FEMALE

TIME

DIFFERENCE

F Performing Supply Functions 2015 20.22 0.03

Maintaining Forms and Records 11,31 2 &1S -10,81

P Maintaining 780 Equipment 15.29 2.70 12.59

) Maintaining Non-Powered AGE Equipment 10, 08 0,40 9,68

k- Organizing and Planning 9,24 19.78 -10. 54

3 Performing Genaral Aircraft Maintenance 6,70 3.30 3.d0

Directing and Implementing 6.42 12,65 -6,26
) Training 4,94 4.60 0:34

Inspecting and Evaluating 4.74 4,75 0,01
I Ground Handling of Aircraft 3,67 1,55 2.11

SUBTOTAL 9 &61 98, 10



Table 7:

PERCENT TIME ON VARIOUS DUTIES FOR MALE AND FEMALE

PERSONNEL WORKING IN MAINTENANCE JOB TYPES

DUTY

%TIME %TIME %TIME

MALE FEMALE DIFFERENCE

G Performing General Aircraft Maintenance 22,61 22,53 0,08

H Performing Ground Handling of Aircraft 20, 03 21.63 -1, 60

I Maintaining Landing Gear Systems 11, 24 , 9.88 1.36

M Maintaining Electrical Systems 6.32 7,27 -0,95

K Maintaining Flight Control Systems 5,19 4.56 0.63

f) Performing General Engine Maintenance 5, 05 4.43 0, 62

L Maintaining Pneudraulic Systems 5.00 5, 37 -0.37

E Maintaining Forms and Records 4.79 5.55 -0,76

0 Maintaining Non-Powered AGE Equipment 4, 45 3. 80 0, 65

N Maintaining Fuel Systems 4,17 4.04 0.13
J Maintaining Utility Systems 3.23 3.14 0.09

F Performing Supply Functions 2.46 2.51 -0.05

C inspecting and Evaluating 1.54 1.41 0,13

SUBTOTALS 96,08 96, 12
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Table 8:

PERCENT OF MALES PERFORMING TASKS NOT BEING PERFORMED BY FEMALES

PERCENT OF NUMBER Or TASKS

MALES NOT PERFORMED

PERFORMING BY FEMALES

3% or more 0

2, 0 2. 9 6

1, 5 - 1,9 9

1, 0 1, 41

loss than 1% 55

TOTAL 111*

1111,100=MMIMMIMMI..0

* of 977 tasks in the inventory



Table 9:

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE WORK IN 4 3 1X1 C, E, & F

VARIABLES

CORRELATION

MALE VS FEMALE

%TIME SPENT ON TASKS IN. .97 **
MAINTENANCE JOB TYPES

%PERFORMING TASKS IN .99 **
MAINTENANCE JOB TYPES

%TIME SPENT ON TASKS IN
.69 **

SUPPORT JOB TYPES

%PERFORMING TASKS IN .58**
SUPPORT JOB TYPES

**All correlations greater than 0 at .01 level,



Table 10:

APTITUDE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO 4 3 1X1

TIME PERIOD REQUIREMENT LEVELS

Prior to June 1971 Mechanical 50

June 1971 November 1975 Mechanical or Electronic 50

Since November 1975 Mechanical 50



APTITUDE INFORMATION FOR ANALYSIS SAMPLE

431X1 UT LI ZAT I ON OF WOMEN STUDY

APTITUDE MEAN MEAN

COMPOSITES MALE FEMALE t

Mechanical 68,9 39,2 210 55**

Electronic 64.5 6D.7 1 90**

General 60,7 69,9 7.46"

Administrative 47.6 63.4 10.79'

**pc , 01
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Tate 12:

DISTRIBUTION OF APTITUDE SCORES FOR ANALYSIS SAMPLE BY SEX

MECHANICAL AI ELECTRONIC Ai

SCORE MALE FEMALE WILE FEMALE

0 0 0 I 0

5 0 4 0

10 0 9 1

15 2 16 0

20 1 7 4 0

25 7 33 6 0

30 7 14 7 0

35 9 12 11 3

40 11 12 57 3

45 10 5 42 1

50 96 23 82 36

55 138 27 115 41

60 129 22 131 42

65 87 7 114 26

70 76 .2 105 14

75 76 3 83 14

80 65 1 74 6

85 85 0 67 3

90 114 0 47 5

95 69 0 33 2

MEAN 68.93 39.16 64.45 60.66

SD 16.29 17.96 15.86 11.66

4!'9



MECHANICAL SUBTESTS IN AQUASVAB

Mechanical Principles

Automotive Information

Shop Information
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Strain by prolonged duty hours and Problems as to mobility
of soldiers - as seen by the Federal Armed Forces Association.

By Colonel H.7. Seuberlich.

I. Introduction.

The German Federal Armed Forces Association, founded in
1.56 by 55 soldiers, today, as a top organisation with
more than 230,000 members of all status groups and ranks,
represents the professional and social interests of
servicemen. Its highest authority is the General Meeting.
From it the Federal Board receives its commission. The 10th
General Meeting passed the programme for the next four
years with 300 resolutions.

The individual resolutions reflect the manifold problems of the
servicemen of the Federal Armed Forces in the late 70s.
With their Comprehensive fundemental prograMme, they will
be taking effect far into the next decade. Thus they are
now already forming the image of the serviceman of the 80s.

Allow me to cite two crucial resolutions. One demands a
stock-taking of the "personal and social situation in
the Federal Armed Forces." Defence Minister Apel has
already introduced this in the meantime. The second resolution
which I want to mention outlines a general defence concept
for the Federal Republic of Germany, it includes, inter
alia, the demand for compulsary service in which women
sould also be included..
In this consideration the goals are:

- the improvement of conscriptional equality
securing the necessary personel in the second half of the 80s

if the rise in the number of those liable to military service
begins to sink as a result of the structure of age groups in
the Federal Republic of Germany.
- increased motivation for the military service.

These are indications of the future. Both should contribute
to the abolition of the disturbance of the equilibrium
which has arisen in recent years, and which have formed a
focal point for measures and budgetary means with the
change in armament and modernisation of the Getman Federal
Armed Forces with arms systems of the future. The Federal
Armed Forces Association emphasizes that despite technical
perfection, the human factor should not be rejected, because
even the technically most advanced arms system in effect
is only as effective as the serviceman who operates it, and
as his sincere willingness to do'his best. This willingness

5 ( (Th
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will be encouraged or impaired by:

- his social situation
- the strain imposed by his daily service
- his jqb satisfaction
- many influences from the outside world, especially from
his own family.

His committment in an emergency will be largely conditioned
by the knowledge of how his family and the civil population
will be protected from attack.

II. Job evaluation.

1. The factual situation of iob evaluation in the public
service of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Since 1975 the basic principle for the function orientated pay
has been contained in the Federal Law of Payment. According to
this the level of payment of civil servants, judges, and
soldiers should be determined according to the importance of
their fufilled functions. Therefore their functions should be
properly assessed according to their requirements and the
appropriate ranks should be assigned. The aim in this respect
is just payment in the civil service. That requires a
standardized scale of assessment for all departments of the
public service.

The Federal Ministry of the Interior is responsible for this.
It is working on the development of a relevant REFA system. A
first file of characteristics, for the civil service only,
has already been tested in 281 jobs. A second edition is
being tested now until next year on a larger scale.

2. ConceDtionand cooperation of the German Federal Armed
Forces Association.

The hitherto existing files of characteristics do not yet record
the service characteristics of servicemen with their manifold
special demands and stresses, or do so insufficiently. Therefore
it is not clear either how they should be evaluated. At its 10th
General Meeting the German Federal Armed Forces Association. dealt
with these problems in detail and parsed a draft conception. From
this a few basic principles :

- The special requirements and stresses on servicemen as opposed
to other sections of the public service, are to be evaluated
according to standardized scales.
- the claim on servicemen's time, the frequent separation
from their ramilies and .the frequent change of duty must also
be considered. fir),N
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- It must be possible to consider fairly any probationary
periods or experience necessary

- A comprehensive analysis of the requirements of all posts
in the Armed Forces will be necessary for this evaluation.
- This requires a job specification which makes the
determination of a verifiable job evaluation possible.
This will be served only by a file of characteristics with
the typical characteristics of the activities in the armed
services for a standardized listing. This file is to be
coordinated with the files of the other sections of the
public service.

The army chairman, Colonel Seuberlich, has been commissioned
with the representation of these principles within the
scope of the present activities of the Ministry of the
Interior.

3. The activities of the Federal Ministry of Defence,-

The comprehensive analyses of the requirements for all posts
in the armed forces commissioned by the Federal Armed
Forces Association serve the projects "function analyses
of the personel structure" undertaken by the Federal Armed
Forces Association already known to you. They are based on
the suggestions made by the Commission on Personel Structure
which were also lectured on several times before the MTA.
The Federal Ministry of the Interior is aiming for an
agreement on the critical points with the Federal Ministry
of Defence by January 1979, to the effect that also the
servicemen in the next trial period can be included.

III. Strain by prolonged duty hours.

1. The evolution of working time regulations.

When the Federal Armed Forces were established in 1956 the
official working hours were 48 hours per week. Within 15
years this was reduced to a 42-hour week. In 1974 the 40 hour
week was even introduced into the public service. The
Chancellor of the Federal Republic recognized this reduction
with a 5% pay rise .Civil servants' overtime over and above
this which can be measured and cannot be compensated for
by free time, is reimbursed.

The reimbursement,which has been raised several times in
recent years, at the moment amounts to between 9.50 DM
and 18.50 DM per hour for civil servants of the various
pay categories.

5(1
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2. The sitaation of the serviceman.

For servicemen, however, neither the regulation of working
hours nor the payment of overtime has up till now been
planned. As they receive no other compensation, their
social equilibrium is considerably disturbed as far as
wages are concerned, as : according to statistics submitted
by the German Federal Armed Forces Association to the
Lower House of the Federal Government in 1978 soldiers work

- 60% regularly up to 50 hours a week
- 12% between 51 and 60 hours a week
- 5% over 60 hours a week

Manoeuvres and military excercises of on average 40 days
per year are not included in these figures, although
that would in most cases bring the hours up to about 80
per week.

A general regulation of working hours for servicemen cannot
be coordinated with the necessary readiness for action of the
armed forces with the present number of personel. Nevertheless
this special stress must be entered in the file of
characteristics for servicemen, in order to unequivocally
record the disturbed social equilibrium , and to further
the search for a possible solution. That such a solution
exists is shown by the example of policemen , who are
comparable to servicemen, whether it be the Federal Border
Police or the police forces of the states of the Federal
Republic of Germany, with a 40 hour week and overtime pay.

III. The ascertainment of normal duty hours for different
groups.

Here it is neither a matter of the introduction of a '40 hour
week for servicemen, nor of the creation of the basic
requirements necessary so that servicemen could receive
overtime pay. Both would be a gross misunderstanding. It
would lead to a bureaucratized army and to the time clock
serviceman, which the Federal Armed Forces Association
decidedly rejects.

The Association acts rather from the assumption that in the
modern armed forces the demands of time on the serviceman
arising as a result of military excercises, manoeuvres and
duties of various kinds vary greatly in the course of a year

r
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They are, moreover, dependant on the different demands and
situations in the individual branches of the armed forces,
distributed among the SOLL personel. It is therefore the
opinion of the Federal Armed Forces Association that these
connections should be investigated in detail, and that
subsequently the relevant conclusions should he drawn.
These could be concerned with organisation, finances and
personel. They should, though, be concerned with the
"normal working hours " of whole units, and not those of
the individual serviceman. Thus 6 to 10 large groups will
be formed of servicemen exposed to similar or comparable
stress, and which would be under consideration to find feasable
and socially balanced justifiable solutions.

IV Mobility

Mobility is one of the characteristics of service in the
armed forces. For the serviceman it therefore entails the
obligation to allow himself to be transferred at any time,
to take part in training courses or to take on new duties.
This characteristic of service in the armed forces , often
linked with a change of base, affects about a quarter to
a third of all professional servicemen and "Zeitsoldaten"
(volunteers who sign up for a certain number of years) every
year. Unmarried people take this more or less in their stride,
but married servicemen are as a rule confronted with many
problems. The Federal Armed Forces Association, inter alia,
has investigatied them with their wives in two symposia,
and the results can thus be summerized :

- children are the worst affected; they are uprooted from
familiar surroundings, have to change schools, lose friends
and other social ties. The slogan "if the father is transfered
the child has to repeat a year at school" characterizes however
only one aspect of the problem, when the child is not able
to continue his education at a new school without any breaks
or inconsistencies, as a result of the confusion created by
the particularistic educat ional policy of Federal Germany.

Inner conflicts, possibly involving psychological damage,-
whether it is the children or the wives who discover only
after a matter of years that they are unable to cope with
a constant change of address.

- For children the frequent change of address entails a lasting
negative influence on their future careers; not counting the
inferior educational opportunities for school-leavers in
economically weak areas in which military bases are often
situated.



- the wives are also forced to make sacrifices which
are not asked of other women of our. society. That
opportunity of self-realization through a career is
denied them which our women strive towards with increasing
zeal as a result of their new self-confidence.

- Both the woman's share in the family's earning power
and her own occupational and social security are reduced
to a minimum.

- Financial sacrifices,- not counting those incurred by
moving house,- are often caused by high rents, which
even pay rises through promotion do not cover; and a
transfer is not always coupled with promotion any, y.

Nevertheless, frequent transfers do not affect all servicemen
equally. They vary according to the different ranks and
duties.

V. Possibilities and limits on the conclusions for the
consequences of strain by prolonged duty hours and
mobility.

Both strain by prolonged duty hours and mobility contain
characteristics of service in the armed forces. Both have
one thing in common - they are not directly connected
with a definite post and its demands. Therefore both
exceed the systematics of an analysis of the requirements
concerned with a post in the services and its proper
assessment.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that both components
have a certain, at times close correlation to one anther. For
every new duty demands a period of vocational adjustment
which usually also entails additional working hours. That
means that the frequency of the change of post increases
the strain by prolonged duty hours.

While "normal working hours" can be established according
to organisational fields, strain as a result of mobility
has to be established according to service ranks and
duty or training groups.

General possibilities for the alleviation of the negative
. onsequences of mobility could be found in :

- more generous compensation for expenses entailed by
moving house.
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- measures for the standardization of rents in the
different bases.

- Assistance in the integration of famil4.as in new
bases in all the different areas of life.

VI. Resume and outlook

The phenomena of strain,by prolonged duty hours and
mobility are becoming noticably a problem for the
armed forces, because they are no longer accepted by
servicemen and their families as inevitable, but are
compared with the working conditions of topers.

Organisors, personel planners, those who draw up plans for
trainig schemes and work timetables are therefore
cooperating more and more closely with one another. With
regard to general development in the working society,
it is impossible in the long term to try to explain
away social inequalities simply as the characteristics
of work in the armed forces, without seriously endangering
the necessary motivation.

In a file of characteristics for servicemen, therefore,
strain by prolonged duty hours, and mobility must also
be considered as factors of work science.

In its role as social early warning system the German
Federal Armed rorces Association has for years been drawing
attention to the complexity of these problems and in the
future will also point out concrete possibilities for a
solution.

5(
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INTRODUCTION

Background

The problem which originally prompted the present author's interest
in the field of information retrieval is humorously related by Redican
(1973) in an article entitled "Reprints: File Before They Defile You,"
published in the American Psychologist. He states that:

Several centuries ago, a philosopher, whose name now escapes
me, is said to have come to an untimely end when his over-
loaded bookcase toppled over and buried him. Although the
condition of most psychologist's bookshelves is undoubtedly
not quite so lethal, many are burdened by sizable piles of
reprints, manuscripts, journals, and books that await
filing (July 1973, p. 625).

The creation, utilization, and maintenance of a reference retrieval
system was identified as a professional problem for the field of psychol-
ogy twenty-five years ago by Daniel and Louttit (1953). The magnitude of
the problem can be appreciated by the recognition that the growth rate of
scientific publications is exponential, with the number of references
doubling every 13-15 years (Price, 1961, 1963). This rate of information
production can be overwhelming to the individual researcher who attempts
to keep up with the literature in a particular field. The initial attempt
at imposing order on a growing personal reference library often involves
filing documents alphabetically by the last name of the senior author.
Inevitably there arises a situation where the researcher knows that the
library contains a reference on a particular topic but cannot recall the
author's name. Location of the reference requires a sequential search of
the alphabetical file of source documents. With a small reference
library, this sequential search process is inconvenient. As time passes
and the size of the reference library grows, the sequential search
strategy becomes increasingly burdensome. Therefore, some alternative
information retrieval method is sought.

Information Retrieval Systems

Lancaster (1968), adopting a broad perspective, maintains that
information retrieval encompasses all the activities from the initial
acquisition and indexing of source documents to the search, retrieval,
and delivery of. the results of a query to the user. He further points
out that an information retrieval system does not change the knowledge
of the user on any s-J)ject. Rather, the system simply informs the user
of the presence or absence of source documents on a particular topic and
the location of all pertinent documents.

A wide variety of information retrieval systems is available
(Bourne, 1963; Lancaster, 1968) including a manual system using ordinary
index cards, an edge-punch card system employing thin rods to sort and
retrieve inFormation, and various computer-based systems. One manual
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approach which has considerable merit is the "accession number coordi-
nated system" described by de AlarcOn (1969), and, specifically, a
variation known as "Uniterm" introduced by Taube (1953) and discussed in
the American Psychologist by Broadhurst (1962). The coordinate indexing
method advocated by Broadhurst is described as follows:

The procedure involves setting up a separate card file to index
the collection of references, these being filed irrespective of
author or content but merely according to a serial number
assigned to each reference as it is added--technically the
accession number. The classification of the reference is then
done by selecting certain key words and underlining them
('tracing'). This is most conveniently done as the reference
is read, and can be done on the card or the associated reprint
if you have one, or in your copy of the journal, so long as the
serial number given to either of the latter is the same as that
shown on the reference card. These key words (or 'Uniterms')
which have been created by the tracing procedure can be as many
or as few as you like, depending on your interests and the
relevance of the material to them. If an important classifica-
tion does not occur in the text or reference, it can be added.
The serial number of the reference is then transferred ('posted')
to cards which merely bear the appropriate Uniterms as headings.
Proceeding in this way generates a personal psychological vocab-
ulary of Uniterms represented by cards each having the serial
numbers of references on them. Retrieval of information then
becomes simple.' Consideration of any one Uniterm card will give
the serial numbers of all the references which deal with the
subject in question. For two subjects, take the two Uniterm
cards, and compare them for coincidences of number. Such coin-
cidences of number indicate references which deal with both
subjects. Making a series of such cross matches of Uniterm
cards will yield information about the collection of references
in as broad or as fine a detail as is required. (1962, p. 137).

Thus the term coordinate indexing is quite descriptive. Each Uniterm can

be considered as one of a set of classification coordinates. For any
pair of Uniterms, the accession number(s) at which the pair intersects
represents a eference(s) that has been classified as belonging under both

Uniterms.

THE CARL SYSTEM

Design Objectives

The Computer Assisted Reference Locator (CARL) System is a computer-
based information retrieval system which generally follows the coordinate
indexing approach described above. Some of the objectives considered in
designing the system were: (1) simplicity of reference query and
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retrieval; (2) ease of system maintenance (additions, deletions, cor-
rections, etc.); and (3) adaptability for alternative computer systems.

The first objective, query-retrieval simplicity, is primary. If a
system is too complicated, troublesome or time-consuming, a researcher
probably will avoid using it. From a practical standpoint, any infor-
mation retrieval system which is not used is worthless, regardless of
the creativity displayed in the system design or programming.

The second objective, maintenance simplicity, is also important.
If the system is so complex that changes to the existing data files or
the addition of new references to the system is a monumental task, the
system probably would be expensive in terms of time, costs, or both.
*Obviously, this expense could constrain the utility of a reference
retrieval system.

The third objective, adaptability, is a desirable characteristic as
it will facilitate the adoption and use of the CARL System by r:-%earchers
having access to a wide variety of computer systems with different
operating systems, internal and external storage conventions, and input/
output characteristics. The system design and the component source
programs of the CARL System have been developed with this third objective
in mind. The original version of the CARL System (described in this
paper) is a sequential access system, as distinguished from a direct
access system. Therefore, the data files which will be described. below
could be stored either on magnetic tape or on disk. Most computer
systems include one or both of these storage media. The source programs
which incorporate the processing logic of the CARL System are written in
ASCII FORTRAN.2 The use of FORTRAN should insure a wide degree of
compatibilit; with different computers, as most systems support FORTRAN.3

Input Information

The information for each new reference is encoded for keypunching4
on four different toms. The first form is for headers, as shown in
Figure 1. The header card allows space for up to four authors (last name
and first and middle initials), the year of publication, and the first
letter of the reference title. In addition, there is space for a five-
digit reference number and a one-digit card number. Zero is the card
number for the header card. Each reference has only one header card,
regardless of the actual number of authors. The header card is used for
sorting operations in the CARL System.

2
A version of the FORTRAN language which handles the full American

Standard Code for Information Interchange character set.
3The computer system used in the development of the CARL System is

a UNIVAC 1110, a general purpose, high performance, multiprocessor
system employing the EXEC 8 executive system. This computer system is
located at the Naval Ocean Systems Center in San Diego, California.

`Actually, there are no system constraints which require card input.
The information could be entered via a computer terminal.
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The second form is used for the text of the reference citation.
There are no system constraints on the arrangement of information within
this text card (excluding the reference number and card number).
Figure 2 illustrates the conventions adopted by the present author. The
first line of text begins in column one with the senior author's last
name, first and middle initials. This is followed by the article title,
the journal name, year, volume number, and page numbers. Note that the
additional text cards differ from the first text card in that inform-
ation begins in column four. This is done to improve readability of
lists of references. The second example in this figure illustrates the
encoding of a technical report published by one of the military
personnel research laboratories. The authors and title are formatted as
above, followed by the report type and number assigned. Next, the
location and the name of the performing organization are specified,
followed by the publication date. The text cards for a single reference
are assigned card numbers from one to six, as needed.

The third type of form is.for author information. As shown in
Figure 3, the format allows for four authors per card. If there are
more than four authors, a second author card is used. All author cards
are assigned the number seven as the card number.

The last form used to encode input data is for keywords. As shown
in Figure 4, up to four keywords are allowed per card. The number of
keyword cards for a single reference is unlimited, but each keyword card
is assigned eight as a card. number. The only system constraint on key-
words is a length of eighteen characters. The present author has
developed a controlled vocabulary for use in assigning keywords to
references. The choice of keywords for a reference is the most crucial
aspect of encoding all input data. If many keywords having only a
remote relationship to the reference are assigned, the reference will be
retrieved frequently when it is not useful. On the other hand, if a
reference is not assigned critical keywords, it will be missed in a
reference search even though the material is pertinent to the user's
needs. The best balance between these two considerations will depend
upon the typical user of the system. The present author leans toward
overinclusion (i.e., too many keywords), to insure that all pertinent
references are identified in a search.

New References

The addition of new references to an existing library involves
twelve steps:

1. Alphabetize a new set of source documents by author(s)
remove any duplicates.

2. Check new source documents
apparent duplicates.

3. Determine unique/duplicate
eliminate identified duplicates.
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4. Code information on new documents onto keypunch forms:

A. Header form for Card #0
B. Text form for Cards #1-6
C. Author(s) form for Card #7
D. Keyword(s) form for Card #8

S. Keypunch new information (Cards #0-8) for each new source
document.

6. Verify keypunching of new information.

_7. Sort new card deck by document number and card number.

8. Run edit program on sorted deck.

9. Correct any problems identified by edit program.

10. Proofread edit program output:

A. Header
B. Text
C. Author(s)
D. Keyword(s)

11. Correct any problems identified by proofreading.

12. Input corrected card deck and update system.

Data Files

The CARL System data files may be divided into those primary files
accessed by the system during normal processing and those backup files
kept as insurance against disaster.

There are four primary data files in the CARL System.5

1. RDXXXX.--The raw data file which contains all the raw data from
the header, text, author, and keyword cards for each reference (i.e.,
cards zero through eight), arranged sequentially by reference number and
card number.

2. KAXXXX.--The keyword-author file which contains all of the key-
words and authors with the associated reference numbers, arranged alpha-
betically by keyword/author.

.5

The XXXX portion of each data file name is a number indicating the
highest reference number currently incorporated into the system. For
example, RD0400. would indicate a data file based upon references 1-400,
inclusive.
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3. KDXXXX.--The keyword dictionary file containing all keywords
employed in the existing library, arranged in alphabetical sequence.

4. ADXXXX.--The author dictionary file containing all the authors
employed in the existing library, arranged in alphabetical sequence.

All four primary data files are backed up on magnetic tape.
Specifically, the raw data file (ADXXXX.) and the keyword-author file
(KAXXXX.) are kept on one reel and the two dictionary files (KDXXXX. and
ADXXXX.) are kept on another reel. Finally, the original punched cards
are saved so that the entire CARL System could be rebuilt if all the
disk files and magnetic tapes. were destroyed.

Computer Programs

The computer programs in the CARL System can be divided into two
categories: (1) input preparation programs, and (2) system programs.
As the name implies, the purpose of the input preparation programs is to
clean up the input data prior to incorporating it into the CARL System.
The EDIT program reads the punched card deck (or a disk file) containing
all the raw data and prints it out in a format which facilitates visual
editing. In addition, the program checks for the following problems:
(1) cards missing or not in sequence within a reference, (2) reference
numbers not in sequence, (3) missing reference numbers, (4) duplicate
reference numbers, and (5) illegal reference numbers. Approvriate
diagnostic messages are printed as error conditions are enct,..intered.
Finally, after processing all the input data,the number of errors
flagged and the number of missing references are reported.

The duplicate identification program (DUPL) reads the raw data file
(RDXXXX.) and strips off all zero cards. These header cards are then
sorted on four fields in the following order of significance: (1) author,
(2) publication date, (3) first letter of title, and (4) reference
number. A sorted listing of the header cards is produced. Optional
outputs include: (1) identification and listing of all potential
duplicate references (i.e., references with identical header cards) and
(2) a comparison of potential duplicate references with a stored list of
apparent duplicates which have been previously identified as unique
references and a listing of the remaining potential duplicates.

The recommended keyword dictionary program (RKWD) reads a punched
card deck of keywords, arranges them in alphabetical order, and prints
out a dictionary of recommended keywords. This dictionary is designed
to provide initial guidance for indexers as a system is getting started
and includes only a few references. Later, after a substantial number
of references has been indexed and 'incorporated into the system, a
dictionary of actual keywords will be used.

There are three systems programs: (1) a system creation program
(BUILD), (2)a query-retrieval program (QUERY), and (3) a system main-
tenance program (CHANGE). The BUILD program is used only once (assuming

5'23
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the data files in the CARL System are not destroyed). As shown in
Figure 5, the BUILD program reads the raw data either from the original
punched card deck or a disk file containing the same information. The
data are edited and if an abortive error condition is encountered a
message is printed out and processing terminates.6 If no abortive
condition is found, the BUILD program creates four output files: (1) the
raw data file (RDXXXX.), (2) the keyword-author file (KAXXXX.), (3) the
keyword-dictionary file (KDXXXX.), and (4) the author-dictionary file
(ADXXXX.). Each of these four output files can be either a disk file or
a magnetic tape file, depending upon the computer system hardware avail-
able and the costs of different storage modes. At present, a good config-
uration appears to be having RDXXXX. and KAXXXX. created as disk files and
KDXXXX. and ADXXXX. created as magnetic tape files. The first two data
files will be needed almost everytime the CARL System is used but the
other two files are needed only when a dictionary (either keyword or
author) is required or when certain types of corrections are being made
using the CHANGE program. Finally, separate printed dictionaries are
produced for keywords and authors.

As shown in Figure 6, the query-retrieval program (QUERY) uses the
keyword-author file (KAXXXX.) to respond to demand terminal queries from
a user. The desired keyword(s) is (are) typed on a terminal by the user.
The QUERY program examines the KAXXXX. data file to identify all references
with the appropriate keyword(s). A message indicating the number of ref-
erences located is sent to the user on the terminal. The user is given
the option of having the actual reference numbers listed or the entire
text of the reference citation(s) listed. If the user elects to have the
entire reference citation(s) listed, the RDXXXX. data file is required.
If, on the other hand, the number of references initially indicated is too
many, the user can narrow the scope of the search by specifying additional
keywords.

The maintenance program (CHANGE) requires access to all four data
files (RDXXXX., KAXXXX., KDXXXX., and ADXXXX,) as shown in Figure 7. If
the change desired involves one or more corrections to the existing system,
the appropriate data files are updated. If the maintenance activity
involves adding new references to the system, new raw data are input (from
cards or disk), certain editing checks are performed and all four data
files are updated. Finally, the operator has the option of obtaining a
post-change listing of all references changed (or added).

Query-Retrieval Example

The following example is presented to illustrate the way in which a
user would interact with the CARL System. After contacting the person
managing the system, the user would examine a controlled dictionary of
all allowable keywords. This would enable the user to formulate the

retrieval request in a manner which will he meaningful to the system.

6
The operational definition of an abortive error condition can be

specified by the system manager.

5,C?
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Armed with the legitimate keywords which are pertinent to the topic, the
user is ready to interact with the QUERY program of the CARL System,
illustrated in Figure 6. After accomplishing the log-on procedures
required to establish contact with the computer system, the user would
enter the keyword(s) on a demand terminal. The QUERY program will locate
all references which have been indexed with that keyword, or combination
of keywords, and the number of references located will be displayed on
the terminal. The user is then asked if a list of reference numbers is
desired and, if so, the reference numbers are printed out in ascending
sequence. Next the user is provided with the option of having the entire
reference citation printed out for each reference located by the search.
If the user wishes the entire reference citations, a hardcopy list will
be produced in alphabetical sequence by author. Finally, the user is
presented with the option of continuing the interaction with the CARL
System or terminating the session and logging-off the computer system.

CONCLUSIONS

Coordinate Indexing

The coordinate indexing approach to information retrieval allows
considerab]e flexibility. The source documents contained in the personal
library system are not limited to published material available to the
public as is the case with commercial reference retrieval systems.
Lecture notes for teaching, documentation for computer programs, printed
advertiseLmts, equipment brochures, and notes used to present briefings
are examples of the diversity which can be incorporated into a personal
reference system. In addition, the coordinate indexing approach has
considerable generality. For example, in the work setting, coordinate
indexing could be employed in a management information system (MIS)
designed to provide military laboratory managers with current information
on all on-going research nd development projects. The source document
for this MIS could be DO-1498 Forms. In a home setting, coordinate
indexing could be used to create, query-retrieve, and maintain files on a
minicomputer. These home files might contain a photography collection of
prints or slides or a record collection of albums or tapes. Unquestion-
ably there are many examples, both in the office and the home, where an
information retrieval system employing coordinate indexing could be quite
useful.

Future Work

Eventually a disk-oriented version of the CARL System will be
created. This second version of the CARL System will use direct access
methods as opposed to the sequential access methods used by the original
CARL System described herein. The direct access version will require
considerably more programming time to develop than the sequential access
version. However, once developed and debugged, the direct access version
should significantly speed up the information retrieval process while
simultaneously providing a substantial reduction in computer costs.
Further, the advantage of a direct access system over a sequential access
system will increase as the number of references in the system increases.
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The possibility of a CARL System Network will be given consideration.
This network would allow individual researchers to have access to the
personal reference libraries of other researchers, in a mutually agreed
upon fashion, thereby increasing the number of references examined for

any query.
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QUALITY OF ROTC ACCESSIONS
TO THE ARMY OFFICER CORPS

Arthur C. F. Gilbert, Ph.D.
U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences 1

John I. Weldon, Jr., Ph.D.
U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

Richard S. Wellins, Ph.D.
U. S. Army Research Institute for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences

The Army Reserve Officers' Training Program (ROTC) and the other
officer procurement programs have to produce a sufficient number of
officers to meet the requirements of the Army active and reserve
components. Projections of future requirements appear to indicate that
the ROTC program will need to double its number of graduates within
the next few years in order to remain responsive to this need. As a
consequence, the Professors of Military Science have been striving
diligently to meet this objective by enrolling increasing numbers of
students in the ROTC program. As in any personnel selection this, in
turn necessitates a system, it is necessary to have a more stringent
evaluation, of the quality of accessions as more emphasis is being
placed on quantity.

The objective of this research was to evaluate the quality of
ROTC graduates and to determine if there were differences among ROTC
graduates in performance on the basis of sex or on the basis of the
geographical region in which the ROTC units are located. The criterion
was the final course grades in the Officer Basic Courses (OBC) of the
13 Career Branches.

Procedure

A sample of 1,243 officers who completed Officer Basic Course in
the first and second classes after 15 June 1977 were used in this
research. In addition, a sample of 4,662 officers who continued on
active duty after completion of OBC in Fiscal Year 1974 were selected
from a total of 9,180 officers who entered on active duty during that
year.

1The views expressed in thisldaper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect' the views of the Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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Each sample was divided on the basis of sources of commission, ROTC,
USMA, OCS, and direct appointments. The ROTC samples were divided into
those officers who were ROTC scholarship recipients and those who were
not. The ROTC sample for 1977 was divided into geographical regions
corresponding to the location of the ROTC institution that they
attended. Finally, the 1977 ROTC graduates were divided on the basis
of sex.

Results and Discussion

The means of the four groups of officers from the four procure-
ment programs are shown in Table 1 for the 1977 sample. Also, the
means of the different subgroups are presented (i.e., ROTC Scholarship
recipients, ROTC region and male and female samples.).

The results of the analysis of variance amone the four procurement
programs was significant. The average final OBC grades for the four
procurement programs ranked as follows: U. S. Military Academy, ROTC,
OCS, and direct appointments. Even though the U. S. Military Academy
graduates were favored, a meaningful difference in mean performance
for that group and for ROTC graduates was not obtained. When the ROTC
graduates are classified as ROTC scholarship recipients and non-recip-
ients, the mean Officer Basic Course final grades of the graduates of
the different programs ranked as follows: U. S. Military Academy
graduates, ROTC scholarship recipients, non-recipients of ROTC scholar-
ships, OCS graduates, and direct appointments.

When an analysis of variance was performed to detect differences
among the four ROTC regions, a significant difference was obtained.
The Western Region was favored in terms of average OBC final grades
earned-while-the-South Central Region had the lowest average perfor-
mance. A significant difference did not exist between the mean per-
formance of male ROTC graduates on the criterion measure.

ROTC units who had five or more graduates in the 1977 sample
were ranked on the basis of average OBC final grades. Of the 70 ROTC
units ranked, the average OBC final grades of 18 of the 70 institutions
so ranked exceeded that of the average OBC final grades of graduates
of the U. S. Military Academy. The average OBC performance graduating
of 50 of the ROTC institutions exceeded that of the average performance
of OCS graduates while the average performance of graduates of 54 ROTC
institutions exceeded that of .the average performance of those officers
who received direct appointments.

The means of the Officer Basic Course final course grades for
each of the four procurement programs in the Fiscal Year 1973 sample
are shown in Table 2 as well as the mean performance of ROTC scholar-
ship recipients and non-recipients. Results of analysis of variance
revealed a significant difference in performance among the four groups.
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TABLE 1

MEANS OFFICER BASIC COURSE FINAL GRADES
FOR THE DIFFERENT GROUPS IN THE

'1977 SAMPLE OF OFFICER ACCESSIONS

Group N iF

U. S. Military Academy

ROTC

OCS

Direct Appointment

113

871

132

61

106.90

100.34

96.22

94.37

Total 1,177* 100.20

ROTC Scholarship Recipients 347 105.81

Non-Recipients 524 96.72

Male ROTC Graduates 814 100.48

Female ROTC Graduates 57 98.30

Eastern ROTC Region 341 98.13

North Central ROTC Region 188 101.99

South Central ROTC Region 155 96.83

Western ROTC Region 170 106.14

*A11 1,243 cases were not used due to missing data elements.
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TABLE 2

MEANS OF THE DIFFERENT PROCUREMENT

PROGRAM GROUPS IN THE FY 1974 SAMPLE

Group

U. S. Military Academy 591 99.04

ROT'.7, 1,721 100.80

OCS 113 106.10

Direct Appointment 76 95.71

Total 2,501 100.47

ROTC Scholarship Recipients 598 102.54

Non-recipients 1,123 99.87
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Graduates of OCS were favored over U. S. Military graduates and ROTC
graduates while those officers who received direct appointments had the
loWest mean OBC final course grades.

Those ROTC units who had five or more graduates in the Fiscal Year
1975 sample were rank-ordered on the mean Officer Basic Course final
grades of the graduates. Inspection of these means revealed the means
performance of 106 of the 235 institutions so ranked exceeded that of
the mean performance of U. S. Military Academy graduates. The average
performance of graduates of 37 ROTC institutions exceeded the average
performance of OCS graduates in this sample while the average per-
formance of 105 ROTC institutions exceeded the average OBC performance
of officers who received direct appointments.

For the ROTC institution and that had five or more graduates both
in the 1977 sample and in the Fiscal Year 1974 sample, the mean per-
formance of the graduates were ranked within each sample. A Spearman
rank order correlation coefficient was computed between the obtained
values. The resulting correlation coefficient of .53 between these
rankings was significant at the .01 level.

The results of this research indicate that the ROTC program is
producing a quality of graduates whose performance in the Officer Basic
Course is of comparable quality with other officer procurement programs.
There appears to be a variability among the ROTC institutions in terms
of the performance of graduates in Officer Basic Course but even so,
the ROTC is meeting its objective of obtaining quality accessions for
the officer corps. There appears to be a certain tendency for ROTC
institutions that have produced graduates in Fiscal Year 1974 who per-
formed well in Officer Basic Courses to do so again in 1977.
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Prediction of Reading Grade Levels of Service Applicants from
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

John J. Mathews and Lonnie D. Valentine, Jr.
Personnel Research Division

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235

Wayne S. Sellman, Major, USAF
Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center

(Research and Measurement Division)
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

Background

The General Accounting Office (GAO) submitted a report dated
31 March 1977 to the Secretary of Defense entitled "A Need to Address
Illiteracy Problems in the Military Services." Among other things,
it recommended that the Department of Defense develop a policy to
address the illiteracy problem and have the Services (1) determine the
reading grade level required for each military occupation, and (2)
establish an overall minimum reading level required for enlistment.

In a 10 June 1977 letter to the GAO, the Assistant Secretary of .

Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) concurred in
general with the findings of the report (i.e., illiterate service
personnel do have higher discharge rates, do experience more difficulty
in training, and do have less potential for career advancement) but
indicated that DOD's mission did not include the societal responsibil-
ity for remedying any deficiencies in the American educational system.
Subsequent to the 10 June 1977 letter, other initiatives surfaced
which were directly related to the illiteracy problem. The House and
Senate Defense Appropriations Committees expressed concern about in-
service high school completion programs and the potential impact of
continuing to attempt to correct educational deficiencies of enlistees
after they enter the Service. The Committees believed instead that a
more efficient approach would be for potential enlistees with educa-
tional weaknesses to receive basic skills training prior to enlistment.
Accordingly, the Secretaries of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)
and Labor, in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, were
requested to develop such a basic skills program.

Introduction

The result of these initiatives was increased OSD emphasis on the
Services' literacy programs. In that regard the Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense IMAnpower, Reserve Affairs, and
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Logistics) directed by memorandum, dated 18 October 1977, that a
"study be conducted to evaluate the capability of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to determine the reading ability
skills of applicants for enlistment at the Armed Forces Examining and
Entrance Stations (AFEESs)." It was believed that because of its
highly verbal content, the ASVAB already indirectly measured reading
ability. If that was, in fact, the case, most applicants with low
reading skills were already being screened out. In addition, if a
reading grade index could be derived from /MAR, estimates of appli-
cants' reading skills could be provided to Labor and HEW representa-
tives involved in the programs alluded to above.

Thus, the specific objectives of this study were to assess the
reading ability of applicants for military service as well as for
actual accessions and to determine the relationship between ASVAB
measures (Jensen, Massey, & Valentine, 1976) and reading scores.
Depending on the magnitude of the relationship, an appropriate combi-
nation of ASVAB subtests could be used to estimate the reading grade
level of groups of applicants and possibly to predict within
reasonable confidence interval the reading grade level of individuals.
The present report concerns analyses involving two reading tests.
Additional data covering two other reading tests will be presented in
a subsequent report.

Method

Subjects

The study plan called for testing 6,000 service applicants
divided among 25 geographically dispersed AFEESs. Four reading tests
were administered, the Gates-MacGinitie, Nelson-Denny, Basic Skills
Assessment, and Literacy Assessment Battery, with each subject taking
two of the tests. This report concerns all subjects given the Gates-
MacGinitie tests and a subsample who were alsio glmen the Nelson-Denny
test. In March-April 1978, 2;699 applicants were given the Gates-
MacGinitie test, and ASVAB scores obtained for 2,432 of these. The
first sample consists of 2,033 of the 2,432 for whom sufficient
identification was available from reading and ASVAB data sources to
obtain accurate matches, and for whom most other data of interest
(e.g., sex, race, education) was also valid. A subsample consists of
818 of the 2,033 who were given the Nelson-Denny reading test in
addition to the Gates-MacGinitie. The second sample includes 212
subjects who took the Gates-MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny, but for whom
no ASVAB data were available. Reading data for these was compared to
that for the 818 to detect possible bias in the samples.
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Predictors

An Applicant Processing Worksheet was available for most of the
subjects. ASVAB subtest scores and Armed Forces Qualification Test
(AFQT) percentiles were obtained from these documents. Other analysis
variables from the worksheets included military service applied for,
educational level, race, sex, and service qualification status- -

qualification being a function of an applicant's meeting specified
minimum ASVAB and educational criteria. Sample percentages for demo-
graphic variables are in Appendix A.

Criteria

The reading tests involved in this report were the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Tests Survey D (Gates & MacGinitie, 1965) and the
Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form C (Brown, 1973). The order of adminis-
tration of these tests was counterbalanced. Both tests contain a
vocabulary and a reading comprehension subtest which were separately
scored. The published test norms were used to convert the reading
test raw scores to reading grade level scores.

Statistical Methods

Statistical analyses included multi-variate distributions end
correlation matrices. Due to a difference in range and distributions,
reading grade levels for the two reading tests have been summarized
in most instances by use of medians rather than means. The best
combinations of ASVAB subtests for predicting reading levels was
determined via multiple regressions.

Results and Discussion

Percentages of service applicants scoring at each reading grade
level as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie test are shown on the right
side of Table 1. The reading grade level range of Gates-MacGinitie
which is targeted at 4th-6th grades is from 2 to 11. The top reading
grade level,'labeled "11 & above," contains the largest proportion
of applicants, 565 or 27.8% of 2,033. About 7.8% obtained reading grade
levels below four. The median reading grade level of applicants was
9.0.

Due primarily to aptitudinal and educational screening standards
employed by services, the reading grade levels of examinees meeting the
qualification standards of the service for which tested were usually

higher than those of examinees who did not qualify. The median reading
grade level of applicants qualifying for services was 10.2 compared to
5.7 for non-qualifying applicants.



Since each service has different screening standards and uses
different combinations of abilities, the aptitude and education
distributions vary across services for applicants and especially for
accessions. This is reflected in relatively higher reading grade
levels for Air Force and Navy applicants than for Army and Marine Corps
applicants. As indicated in Table 1, the median reading grade level
for applicants qualifying for the Air Force was 10.9 and the median
reading grade level for those qualifying for the Navy was 10.5, while
the --di-- re...44^g gr=.4= 1=v=1 f^r id Marine Corps qualified
applicants was 9.3 each.

The impact of completion of high school on reading grade level
can be seen in Table 2 which gives percentages of graduates and non-
graduates at each reading grade level. The median reading grade level
for high school graduates was 9.8 compared to 7.9 for high school non-
graduates. The effect of aptitude screening on reading grade level is
also evident from data in Table 2. High school graduates who qualified
for services had a median reading grade level of 10.6 while high school
graduates who did not qualify had a median reading grade level of 6.1.

The Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) which is used for
preliminary screening by all services was correlated with the Gates-
MacGinitie. The correlation (I) between AFQT percentiles and reading
grade level was .74. For the Black applicants in the sample (N = 835)
the r was .68 (race and sex distributions of reading grade level appear
in Appendix B). To gauge the magnitude of this relationship, the
construct validity and reliability of the Gates-MacGinitie and the
reliability of AFQT must be considered. Due to less than perfect
reliability of these measures, their maximum intercorrelation would be
less than one.

Data for a subsample of the 2,033 who had also taken the Nelson-
Denny reading test (N = 818) was analyzed for additional information.
The 818 appeared to be representative of the 2,033, with mean Gates-
MacGinitie reading grade levels of 8.6 and 8.4, respectively, and a
common Standard Deviation of 2.8.

The Nelson-Denny has a reading grade level range of from 6 to 15
and is targeted at about the 11th-13th grades. Table 3 contains com-
parable data for samples for which Gates-MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny
data were analyzed. The median reading grade level for Nelson-Denny
was 9.5 compared to 9.0 for Gates-MacGinitie. While 32.4% of applicants
had Gates-MacGinitie reading grade levels of six or less, only 10.8% of
applicants had Nelson-Denny reading grade levels of six or less. The

mean AFQT percentile of those with reading grade levels of six or less

was 25.5 for Gates-MacGinitie and 31.9 for Nelson-Denny. The correla-

tion between Nelson-Denny reading grade level and AFQT was .65 compared
to the r of .74 between Gates-MacGinitie and AFQT (intercorrelations of

reading tests, AFQT, and selected ASVAB subtests are listed in Table 4.)
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The r between the average of Gates - MacGinitie and Nelsozp.Denny reading
grade levels and AFQT was .76.

The intercorrelation between GatesMacGinitie and Nelson "Denny
reading grade levels was .69. If these tests are measuring the same
ability (reading), then AFQT is also measuring reading with comparable
precision since AFQT correlates to about the same degree with Gates-
MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny as these reading tests do with each other.

AFQT is not the best ASVAB measure of either reading grade level,
however. Not surprisingly, the ASVAB subtest with the highest relation-
ship to reading scores was Word Knowledge (WK). This vocabulary test
correlated .73, .69, and .78 with GatesMacGinitie, Nelson-Denny, and
the average of the two reading grade levels, respectively. Of the
other two subtests (besides WK) which form the AFQT, Arithmetic
Reasoning (AR) correlated substantially higher with reading grade level
than did Space Perception (SP). The r between AR and average reading
grade level was .62, compared to .35 between SP and average reading
grade level. This indicates that a composite of WK and AR (the General
Technical composite used by Army and Navy, and the General composite
used by Air Force) would be an even more valid predictor of reading
grade level than AFQT. The General Technical composite (GT) correlated
.76, .68, and .79 with Gates-MacGinitie, Nelson-Denny, and average
reading grade revels, respectively. Compared to the r of .76 between
AFQT and average reading grade level, GT accounts for about 8% more
variance in reading grade levels than does AFQT.

Based on multiple correlation (R's), the best two ASVAB subtest
combination for predicting both reading tests consisted of WK and
Numeric Operations (NO), a clerical speeded subtest. The R's of WK
and NO were .77, .75, 4nd .83 with Gates-MacGinitie, Nelson-Denny, and
average reading grade levels, respectively. The three ASVAB subtest
combination which correlated highest with reading grade levels included
General Science (GS). The R's of WK, NO, and GS with Gates-MacGinitie,
Nelson-Denny, and average reading grade level were .80, .77, and .86.

The choice among commercial reading tests and some combination of
ASVAB measures as optimal for estimating reading grade levels of
service applicants should be based on considerations involving fair-
ness, difficulty levels, and administrative considerations as well as
validity and reliability. The reading tests (Gates-MacGinitie +
Nelson-Denny) correlated slightly higher with race than did AFQT

(-.44 vs. -.37). Minorities did relatively less well on both reading

tests than on AFQT. Gates-MacGinitie plus Nelson-Denny also had a
higher r with the dichotomous variable sex than did AFQT (.19 vs. .10).

Females scored higher on both AFQT and reading tests, but this sex

difference was less on AFQT.

Regarding difficulty levels, the form of Gates-MacGinitie used
would be appropriate for minimum cutoff scores around 4th-6th reading

grade levels. However, Gates-MacGinitie would be too easy for cutoffs
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at the 9th reading grade level (used by the Air Force) or for accurate
estimates of group reading grade levels since the median of service
accessions was only one grade lower than the top Gates-MacGinitie
reading grade level. The Nelson...Denny form used would be too difficult
for use for cutoffs around the 4th-6th reading grade levels since the
sixth grade was the lowest Nelson-Denny reading grade level. The
ASVAB was developed for the service applicant population. The mean
item difficulty level (proportion of examinees correctly answering

AVAT A.1.6cmo, el... vu 1.1.1:41. =LIU WA b4G00.1.1145/e

From an administrative standpoint, the easiest way to obtain
estimates of reading grade level would be currently used ASVAB com-
posites (AFQT or GT). An unweighted combination of ASVAB subtests
(such as WK + GS + NO) would be somewhat less convenient and probably
not much more valid. A weighted composite of WK + GS + NO would give
a somewhat better estimate of reading grade level, but would require
additional computations. A reading grade level index computed from
ASVAB could be used to tailor basic skills remediation programs to the
reading levels of their referrals.

The sample of 818 taking the Gates-MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny
tests was compared to 212 who also took these tests but for whom no
ASVAB data were available. It had been speculated that many of those
without ASVAB data were of marginal aptitude and did not return to take
the ASVAB after doing poorly on the reading tests. This was not the
case, however, as the mean average reading grade level was slightly
higher for the 212 than for the 818 (9.8 vs. 9.4).

Conclusion..

The main findings of this study were:

1. The median reading grade level for service applicants was 9.0
based on Gates-MacGinitie and 9.5 based on Nelson-Denny. The median
Gates- MacGinitie reading grade level of applicants who qualified for
services was 10.2 compared to 5.7 for non-qualified applicants.

2. The AFQT correlated .74 with Gates-MacGinitie, .65 with
Nelson-Denny, and .76 with average reading grade levels, respectively.
Since the intercorrelation of Gates-MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny was
.69, AFQT appeared to measure reading as well as the reading tests.
The GT composite (General AI for Air Force) correlated .79 with average
reading grade level.

3. The multiple correlations between the three ASVAB subtest
combination of WK, GS, and NO, and the Gates-MacGinitie, Nelson-Denny,
and average reading grade levels were .80, .77, and .86, respectively.

4. ASVAB is presently screening out most applicants with marginal
literacy skills.
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Recommendations

The GT composite of ASVAB should be used as an index of reading
grade level. A conversion table can be developed for predicting
reading grade levels from GT scores.
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Table 1. Percentages of Qualified and Not Qualified Applicants by Service

at Each Gates -MacGinitie Readily Grade Level

Reading Grade qualified

Level Army Navy AF MC All

11 L al.ni.n
sAwievu

ln
41.1*/

LI
4Jo1 48.9 24.8 37.8 0.7 5.6 5,2 - 2.4

10-10.9 11.9 14.9 19.2 13.8 14.3 5.2 5.6 12.9 3.5 7.1

9-9.9 10.2 10.0 12.9 15.2 11.2 3.1 7.0 9.7 3.5 5.4

4-8.9 8.6 10.1 6.9 11.0 8.9 6.6 9.9 7.7 6.9 7.3

7-7.9 . 9.8 9.4 6.3 13.1 9.3 7.6 11.3 14.8 10.3 10.3

6-6.9 11.1 5.5 1.9 9.7 7.3 12.4 16.9 13.6 8.6 12.9

5-5.9 9.8 3.7 1.9 6.9 6.0 21.0 12.7 14.2 17.2 17.8

4-4.9 5.2 1.8 0.6 1.4 2.8 15.9 16.9 12.6 22.4 15.7

3 -3.9 2.1 1.4 0,6 2.8 1,6 13.8 9.9 6.5 8.6 10.8

2.9 & below 1.6 0.2 0.6 1.4 1.0 13.8 4.2 3.2 19.0 10.3

Total

Percent 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Median Read-

ing Grade

Level 9.3 10.5 10.9 9.3 10.2 5.3 6.4 7.0 5.0 5.7

Total N 561 436 317 145 1,459 290 71 155 58 574

9.0

27.8 565

12.3 249

9.5 194

8.5 172

9.5 194

8.9 180

9.3 189

6.4 131

4.2 86

3.6 73

100

2,033



Table 2

Percentage of High School Graduates and non-Graduates at Each

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Grade Level

by Qualified/non-Qualified

Estimated High School Graduate High School non-Graduate

Reading Grade Not All Not All

Level Qualified Qualified Grad Qualified Qualified Non-Grad

11 & above

10-10.9

9-9.9

8-8.9

7-7.9

6-6.9

5-5.9

4-4.9

3-3.9

2.9 X below

42.9 3.7 34.3 30.3 1.5 20.0

15.8 6.7 13.8 12.0 7.6 10.4

11.0 5.4 9.8 11.6 5.5 9.4

7.6 8.7 7.8 10.8 6.1 9.1

8.1 12,4 9.0 11.1 8.8 10.3

4.7 15.3 7.0 10.8 11.0 10.9

5.0 14.9 7.2 7.0 19.8 11.6

2.5 16.1 5.5 3.4 15.5 7.8

1.6 9.9 3.5 1.7 11.6 5.3

0.8 7.0 2.2 1.2 12.5 5.3

Total Percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

Median Reading
Grade'Level 10.6 6.1 9.8 9.3 5.5 7.9

Total N 855 242 1,097 584 328 912



Table 3. Comparison of Reading Grade Level and AFQT for
Gates-MacGinitie (N = 2,033) and
Nelson-Denny (N = 818) Samples

Cumulative %
Reading Grade Gates- Nelson-

Level MacGinitie Denny__

Aaly Mean
Gntes- Nalann-

MacCinItie Denny

15 & above - 100 81.9

14-14.9 94.8 76.0

13-13.9 - 88.1 64.5 (66.9)

12-12.9 78.7

11-11.9 100 70.1 70.', 60.8

10-10.9 72.2 6.3.9 V).1 49.6

9-9.9 59.9 55.0 50.9 46.9

8-8.9 50.4 42.4 46.'1 40.4

7-7.9 41.9 27.7 'iS.8 38.2

6-6.9 32.4 10.3 31.9

5-5.9 23.5 2.3.94

4-4.9 14.2 2).7 (25.5)1

3-3.9 7.8 ^ 18.3

2.9 & below 3.6 14.2/

Median Reading
Grade Level 9.0 9.5

AFQT Mean 50.1

Standard Deviation '23.7 22.5

Total W 2,033 618

1Mean for 6 and bc!ow .

2
Mean for 11 and ribove
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Table 4

Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of Variables for Gates-MacGinitie

Nelson-Denny Subsample 01 a 818)

OMMIIOMMMIMEMPPI11/114.M.M=.040.14'
Intercorrelations

Mean SD 1

1 Sexl 1.16 .37 1.00 -.01 .20 .10 .11 .19 .14 .02 -.11 .04 .15 .20 .19

2 Race2 1.43 .55 -.01 1.00 .02 -.37 -.38 -.30 -.34 -.35 -.22 -.37 -.41 -.40 -.44'

3 Education 11.58 1.27 .20 .02 1.00 .28 .29 .25 .30 .24 .06 .31 .23 .36 .32Level

4 AFQT

Percentile 50.06 22.52 .10 -.37 .28 1.00 .94 .57 .88 .82 .62 .73 .74 .65 .76

5 GT

Percentile 54.33 27.20 .11 -.38 .29 .94 1.00 .58 ,94 .83 .38 .68 .76 .69 .79

6 NO 30.56 10.19 .19 -.30 .25 .57 .58 1.00 .49 .58 .28 .49 .58 .59 .64

7 WK 18.63 6.71 .14 -.34 .30 .88 .94 .49 1.00 .62 .33 .71 .73 .69 .78

ul
8 AR 11.47 4.30 .02 -.35 .24 .82 .83 .58 .62 1,00 .40 .58 .60 .54 .62

S? 12.P5 3.92 -.11 -.22 .06 .62 .38 ,n8 .33 .40 1.00 .43 .39 )25 .35

10 GS 10.31 3.91 .04 -.37 .31 .73 .68 .49 .71 .58 .43 1.00 .70 .67 .74

11 Gates-

NAcGinitie

Reading Grade

Level 8.60 2.82 .15

12 Nelson-

Denny Reading

Grade Level 10.09 2.73 .20

13 Average

Reading Grade

5
Level3 9.37 2.55 .19

litaie 1, Female s 2

2Caucasian - 1, Minority s 2

-.40 .23 .74

-.40 .36 .65

-.44 .32 .76

.76 .58 .73 .60 .39 .70 1.00 .69 .92

.69 .59 .69 .54 .25 .67 .69 1.00 .92

.79 .64 .78 62 .35 .74 ,92 .92 Lo.

--1".1

3Average of Gates -MacGinitie and Nelson-or Reading Grade Levels for each subject. 11111



APPENDIX A

Frequency Distributions of Variables for Gates-MacGinitie Sample
(N mg 2,033) and Nelson-Denny Subsample (N = 818)

Gates-MacGinitie
Sample

Gates-McGinitie + Nelson-Denny
Subsample

Service

Army 851 41.9 371 45.4
Navy 507 24.9 187 22.9
Air Force 472 23.2 195 23.8
Marine Corps 203 10.0 65 8.0

Race

White 1,198 58.9 508 62.1
Black 835 41.1 310 37.9

Sex

Male 1,652 81.3 688 84.1
Female 381 18.7 130 15.9

Qual. Status

Qualified 1,459 71.8 645 78.9
Not Qualified 574 28.2 173 21.1

AFEES

Atlanta 273 13.4 273 33.4

Boston 27 1.3
Cincinnati 175 8.6

Dallas 271 13.3 271 33.1
Fresno 89 4.4

Indianapolis 196 9.6
Jacksonville 35 1.7
New Orleans 193 9.5
Oklahoma City 189 9.3 189 23.1

Philadelphia 446 21.9
Pittsburgh 85 4.2 85 10.4

5,44;i
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APPENDIX B

Percentages of Applicants at Each Gates-MacGinitie Reading Grade
Level by Race and Sex

Reading Grade
Level White Black Male Female

11 & above 38.8 12.0 26.3 34.4

10-10.9 15.4 7.8 11.6 15.2

9-9.9 10.9 7.7 9.0 12.1

8-8.9 8.4 8.5 8.2 9.7

7-7.9 7.9 11.9 9.4 10.0

6-6.9 6.8 11.9 9.4 6.6

5-5.9 4.9 15.6 9.8 7.4

4-4.9 3.2 11.1 7.4 2.4

3-3.9 2.3 7.1 4.8 1.8

2.9 & below 1.5 6.6 4.3 0.5

Total percent 100 100 100 100

Median Reading
Grade Level 10.3 6.8 8.6 10.0

Total N 1,198 835 1,652 381
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SECTION 6

USING RATING SCALES
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The Content Issue in Performance Appraisal Ratings

by

Randy H. Massey, Captain, USAF
C. J. Mullins

James A. Earles
Personnel Research Division
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

Introduction

Much research done on ratings has been concerned with efforts to
determine the best stimulus statements to use in a rating situation.
Unfortunately, in much of this research "best" has been defined in
terms of psychometric properties inherent in the ratings. Little
research has been done employing external criteria for evaluating rating
statements. This study focuses on the relative merits of rating state-
ments with content selected to represent different points on a continuum
from highly job-specific statements to person-oriented, trait-like
statements. A context was constructed which provides an opportunity to
evaluate the usefulness of various sets of rating statements against
criteria external to the ratings, rather than the more traditional
method of evaluating rating statements in terms of their internal
psychometric characteristics.

The generally accepted viewpoint is that the more specific
observable behaviors are more accurately rated than general personality
descriptive statements. This viewpoint appears to be based more on the
selective appraisal of a narrow spectrum of studies rather than on an
appraisal of all studies conducted in the field (Kavanagh, 1971). In
any case, the difficulties and controversial issues inherent in ratings
have been well documented (e.g., Barrett, 1966; Kavanagh, 1971; Ronan &
Prien, 1971; Schmidt & Kaplan, 1971).

. Three prominent methodological procedures in developing rating
stimulus statements or evaluation attributes include the following
approaches: Behavioral Expectation Scales (Smith & Kendall, 1963);
multitrait-multimethod (Campbell & Fiske, 1959); and McCormick's (1957)
job analysis approach.

In the Behavioral Expectation Scales (BES) approach, important
performance dimensions are identified and defined by a group of individ-
uals responsible for evaluations. The scales are anchored by actual
job behaviors which represent specific performance levels. The
multitrait-multimethod approach uses data from many traits and raters

which are analyzed for convergent and discriminant validity. The
optimum stimulus statements should possess high convergent validity
correlation coefficients and low discriminant validity correlation
coefficients (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). McCormick (1957) emphasizes the
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importance of using job-oriented and worker-oriented statements derived
from job analysis techniques. Job-or 4ented statements describe the job
content, or what is accomplished by the worker (repair water pump,
inspect lubrication system, drive pick-up truck, etc.). Worker-oriented
statements tend to characterize generalized human behaviors or worker
characteristics which are usually descriptive across many different jobs
(observe visual displays, judge condition or quality, manually pour
ingredients into container, etc.).

Perhaps the most popular scaling procedure designed to measure job
performance is the BES methodology developed by Smith and Kendall (1963).
BES has had considerable intuitive appeal, and there have been many
proponents of the technique (e.g., Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey, Hellervik,
1973; Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick, 1970; Dunnette, 1966; Landy,
Farr, Seal, & Fretag, 1976; and Zedeck & Blood, 1974). BES scales have
also been developed for a variety of occupations (e.g., Arvey & Hoyle,
1974; Landy, et al., 1976; Smith & Kendall, 1963). However, a review of
studies in which BES was compared to other formats does not provide
support for the effectiveness of the BES methodology (e.g., Buranaska &
Hollmann, 1974; Dickenson & Tice, 1973; Zedeck & Baker, 1972; Borman &
Vallon, 1974).

Intrinsic to the BES methodology is the assumption of the superior-
ity of behavior-based attributes over trait-oriented attributes.
McCormick's (1957) job analysis approach assumes the superiority of
behavior-based attributes as well as task-oriented attributes. The
multitrait-multimethod approach is the only methodology that does not
implicitly assume the superiority of behavior-oriented attributes over
trait-oriented attributes. In fact, both types of attributes have been
found to be effective in performance evaluation devices (Kavanagh, 1971)
when employing the multitrait-multimethod approach. Considering the
popularity of behavior-oriented statements, it is not surprising that
the common belief is that behavior-based rating statements are superior
to trait-oriented statements. Nevertheless, there is no comparative
evidence to indicate the superiority of any of the aforementioned
methodologies.

A common issue underlying all rating methodological approaches is
the "content issue" defined by Kavanagh (1971), as "the issue of the
relative representativeness of traits . . . along a continuum ranging
from subjective to objective, abstract to concrete, or ?ersonality to
performance." He concluded that there is no overwhelming evidence to
indicate the superiority of behavior-based over trait-oriented
dimensions. He further suggests that contradictory findings across
reliability and validity studies cou:;:- be partially attributed to a
failure to resolve or control for the "content issue." Resolution
of this issue may give insight into the effectiveness of various
performance evaluation methodologies, particularly in relation to time
and cost expended. Settlement of this issue can also have significant
explanatory value accounting for the numerous contradictory findings
that exist in performance appraisal research.
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Kavanagh, MacKinney, and Wollins (1971) were the first to directly
address the content issue, using the multirater-multimethod approach,
by investigating middle managers using performance ratings from
superiors and two subordinates. They found more convergent validity
fc,r personal traits than performance traits, but no difference for
discriminant validity. Although the higher personal trait convergent
validity was accompanied by a greater degree of "halo," the overall
conclusion was that ratings of personal traits did as well as the
ratings of performance traits.

Since Kavanagh (1971), the content issue has been almost entirely
ignored. Recently Borman and Dunnette (1975) attempted to resolve the
content issue by comparing behavior-based statements with trait-
oriented statements. Their conclusions were, "at present little
empirical evidence exists supporting the incremental validity of
performance ratings made using behavior scales." Unfortunately, there
are methodological problems associated with their study. They compared
three different rating systems (performance anchored, performance nr1-
anchored, and trait-oriented statements obtained from the Naval Officer
Fitness Report), rather than just comparing three rating formats. In
BUM, the study did not directly focus on the content issue of rating
criteria, but rather on the effectiveness of three different rating
systems. Among other experimental difficulties, they compared different
numbers of rating statements between treatments and included trait-like
statements (integrity, responsibility, and dedication) within the
performance treatment category.

It seems clear, then, that the issue of the preferred content for
rating statements has in no way been resolved by previous research.
This study is one in a series of studies using criteria external to
the ratings to attempt such a resolution. It is anticipated that this
approach will be more effective in resolving the content issue than were
past studies that employed internal characteristics of the rating
instrument as criteria for judging the excellence of rating statements.

Method

Sample

One hundred and twenty students assigned to the ATC NCO Academy
at Lackland AFB Annex completed the rating tasks. The study included
nine separate seminar groups, each consisting of 13 or 14 NCOs (E6s to
E7s) whose length of military service was 10 to 17 years.

Rating Scales

The treatment conditions in this study varied across three differ-
ent types of rating statements (task-oriented, worker-oriented, and
trait-oriented). Ten rating statements representing each of the three
different kinds of rating content were included in the study. These
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were determined by consultation with instructors, administrative
officials, and students. Previously conducted studies were also
reviewed to identify factors. Each of the 10 rating attributes was
rated on a 5-point scale as follows:

Specific
Ratable
Attribute

Well
Below Above Above
Average Average Average Average Outstanding

L_

Trait oriented attributes also included a brief descriptive definition.
See Appendix A for a complete list and description of the rating
statements.

Rating. Tasks

The research was conducted in two phases. In Phase I, each student
rated all members in his seminar group on one and only one of the three
different types of statements--task-oriented, worker-oriented, and
trait-oriented. This phase resulted in the generation of individual
profiles based on the group's evaluation of each member on each of the
10 selected rating attributes.

In Phase II, about 2 weeks later, the experimenter handed out the
profiles,to the seminar group without an identifying name on the
profiles. Each subject was required to perform three tasks: first, he
had to rank-order the profiles according to predicted seminar class
rank; second, he had to identify to whom each profile belonged; and
third, he had to predict the final school seminar class rank of his
seminar peers without any regard to profile considerations. Subjects
appeared unaware of the nature of the study until Phase II research
when they were asked to identify each of the profiles.

Research Approach and Rational

Many studies into the relative efficiency of sets of rating state-
ments have apparently started with a basic set of assumptions: (1)

Raters are subject to leniency error resulting in elevated means and to
halo error revealed by small standard deviations among the ratings
assigned. Since these two forms of rating error are revealed by the
indicated statistics, a study of means and standard deviations forms a
basis for comparison among sets of rating statements4hich may beimd
to distinguish among sets as to their goodness; (2) If rating statements
are meaningful, and if raters are accurate in their perceptions of'
ratees, then inter-judge agreement, in the form of correlations among
sets of ratings issuing from different judges, will be an expression of
the goodness of a set of ratings; (3) The most useful way to compare
sets of rating statements with each other lies in the comparisons which
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can be made among the summary statistics produced by the ratings. If

one accepts these assumptions, then it follows that the best way to
compare sets of rating descriptions is as it has frequently been done- -
the best set is that set which produces lower means, larger standard
deviations, and larger inter-judge correlation coefficients.

However, the foregoing assumptions are subject to challenge.
Taking them in order: (1) The evidence seems clear that leniency and
halo errors do occur. It is less clear how important these two errors
are in a family of other possible errors (e.g., racial bias, low rater
motivation, low observability of the ratee, and others). It is also
clear that there is not a direct relationship between leniency error and
larger means or between halo error and smaller standard deviations. A
person who is good on one dimension is more likely also to be good on
whatever other dimensions are being considered. This is true whether
the "goodness" metric is derived from ratings, from tests, or from any
other reasonable source. Therefore, some portion of "halo error" may
reflect true conditions, and be no error at all. (2) Inter-judge agree-
ment may sometimes be a sufficient basis for comparing sets of rating
statements, but it is not unusual for groups of judges to agree on a
decision which additional facts show to be in error. If one may postu-
late individual differences among raters in respect to their ability to
perceive ratees accurately, which seems plausible, then one must agree
that some raters will provide better ratings. If some raters are better
than others, it seems naive to expect that their ratings of a given
characteristic will fall eternally at the mean of ratings given on that
characteristic. (3) In this study, an approach is taken which provides
a better basis for making comparisons across rating sets than does the
traditional psychometric comparison. The approach is constructed
around the concept of "hits;" that is, the number of times a rater can
correctly identify anonymous profiles of his peers, constructed around
various seta of descriptor statements.

If a rating statement is useful in describing a person, and if a
group of raters can agree to some extent on the elevation of this
characteristic in a ratee, then a profile of this ratee produced from a
set of such statements should be identifiable as a rating "picture"
of that individual. If a group of raters can recognize the individuals
whom their profiles describe, then it seems more likely that the set of
profiled characteristics can be useful in evaluating or predicting the
performance of those individuals. The number of "hitR" (correctly
labeled profiles) should be useful in comparing one set of rating
descriptions with another.

One analysis was made using hits as the dependent variable. The
number of hits, however, at /east in prior research (Curton, Ratliff,
& Mullins, 1977), has proved so small that something more sensitive was
needed. A rater could conceivably misidentify the first profile con-
sidered; and that misidentification could cause him to miss the rest,
even if.only by a small margin--or he could be so insensitive to
personal differences that he makes guess errors in all the
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identifications. The search for a sensitive measure of profile identifi-
cation led to the use of the rank-order correlation as a possibly more
effective measure of identification of peers than the simple count of
correct identifications.

If a rater trying to identify anonymous profiles of his peers is
confronted with 15 profiles, three of which have been rated very high on
a particular characteristic, and if he believes correctly that peers B,
H, and J are the three in his peer group highest on this characteristic,
he may not know which of the three is peer B. He might specifically
misidentify all three profiles, although he has been correct in believing
that these three profiles, as a set, represent peers B, H. and J.
Although he has come close, his number of exact identifications, or hits,
among these ...hree profiles :.could be zero, ro better than it would be for
some less astute rater who believed B, H, and J were the lowest three in
the peer group on that characteristic. In short, the "hits" measure
contains no provision for crediting near misses, but the correlation
between the ranking of unidentified profiles and the ranking of his
named peers on the success dimensions should provide a continuum which
the raw "hits" metric does not possess. A rank-order correlation
between these two ranks should provide a sensitive measure of recognition
far more powerful than the simple count of matched profiles.

Data Analysis

In order to apply the metric described in the preceding paragraph,
three rankings were collected. First, an official ranking (OR) of the
students performed by the school was available. Second, a ranking of
the anonymous profiles (UP) was collected. Finally, a ranking of
seminar members by their peers (PR) was collected. This ranking was
made using only a list of peer names, not profiles, and was made
according to predictions of success in training.

The UP and PR rankings were group average ranks derived by summing
all of the assigned rank:, for each person in his seminar group, then
converting that total sum of ranks back to a rank order ranging from 1

to 13 or 14 depending on the seminar's group size. These average ranks,
UP and PR, represented a group coni.:ensos on the perception of each
seminar member by the group. The Official Class Rank (OR) was
determined by class standing on four exams (312 points), drill evalua-
tion (25 points), student evaluation (25 points) and communication
skills (38 points).

Rank-order correlations for each rater were computed for the
following purposes:

(1) Correlation between unide:Itified profile ranking and named
peer rankings (UP-PR)--one correlation coefficient was computed for
each rater and was viewed as a more sensitive measure of hits than the
number of exact identifications of unlabeled profiles. This produced
a new variable, the logic of which was explained above.
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(2) Correlations between unidentified profile rankings and
official class rank (UP-OR)--One correlation coefficient for each rater.
This variable indicates how well the rater can evaluate the operational
criterion (OR) in terms of the statements available. Differences in
effectiveness among the statement sets should be revealed in differences
between the sizes of the average correlation coefficients. Average
correlation coefficients across groups could have been computed by summing
the numerators in the rho formula (6Ed2) and divided by the sum of the
demoninators (N(N2 - 1)). The squared deviations (d2) were used in the
analyses of variance since in this instance it provided a simpler and
more accurate measurement variable in examining rank order effect than
the correlation coefficients themselves.

(3) Correlation between named peer rankings and official class rank
(PR -OR)- -One for each rater. The average of this correlation coefficient
would normally indicate the efficiency of peer ratings in predicting a
criterion. In this case, however, there was considerable evidence that
most of the subjects were well aware through intra-group discussion of
how their peers had done on previous tests and were consequently aware
of how they stood on the-overall class evaluation. In short, they were
ranking on direct information about their peers rather than judgment
based on indirect knowledge.

The primary analysis included testing to see if significant differ-
ences existed in terms of hits and the other dependent variables among
the three treatment conditions. Since each seminar group was randomly
assigned to one of the three treatment conditions, the experimental
design resulted in the nesting of three seminar groups under each treat-
ment condition. The hierarchical design (Nested Factors) is usually
used to test the effects among a number of treatments in certain types
of experimental situations (Winer, 1962). Typical examples include
investigating drug effects among a number of hospitals, studying teach-
ing methods among a number of schools, or studying training methods
among different individuals.

The hierarchical ANOVA is an efficient method of studying such
experimental situations because it avoids multiple t-tests or non-
orthogonal comparisons (Rays, 1963). The two-way hierarchical ANOVA in
this experiment is also a more powerful statistical test than a one-way
ANOVA that only tests for treatment effects ignoring any group effects.
In this design, the nested factors are controlled by statistical
procedures. In many experimental situations, it is dangerous to assume
that certain nested factors have no significant influence on treatment
effects.

Two sources of variation were observed in the experimental data.
The treatment effect was of primary interest, whereas the seminar group
affiliation was of secondary interest. The null hypothesis, no differ-
ences between treatment means, was tested for both investigated sources
of variation. The analysis of both sources of variation was



accomplished by performing a two-way hierarchical ANOVA for experiments
with unequal cell sizes using the least-squares procedural method
described by Tim and Carlson (1975).

"Hits" and the sum of the squared differences between UP and PR
rankings, UP and OR rankings, and PR and OR rankings were the dependent
variables used in the ANOVA analysis to determine if significant differ-
ences existed among treatment conditions. The squared difference
between rank orderings was used rather then the rank-order correlations
since the squared difference provided a simpler and more accurate
measurement variable in examining rank order similarity.

Results and Discussion

The hierarchical ANOVA summary for "hits," or correct identifica-
tion of profiles is shown in Table 1. As expected, the "hit" measure-
ment variable showed no significant differences among treatments. In
essence, the rating "picture" for each individual produced by the
three different sets of rating statements were equal in their descrip-
tive power. However, seminar group effects within a treatment were
significant at the .01 level (Table 1). Table 2 shows the summary
results of hits for seminar groups within treatments.

Table 1. Analysis of Variance by Number of "Hits"
(Correct Profile Identifications) by

Treatment and Seminar Group

Source Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Squares

Treatment

Seminar Groups
Within Treatments

Error (Within
Groups)

6.215

53.421

304.379

2

6

112

3.107

3.903

2.742

.349

3.247*

*Significant at the .01 level.
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Table 2. Number of Profile Identifications (Hits) by
Treatment and by Seminar Group

Treatment 1
(Seminar Group)
F I A

Treatment 2
(Seminar Group)
C E H

Treatment 3
(Seminar Group)
B D G

Group Results
Total N 13 14 13 14 13 13 13 13 14
Total Hits 24 47 45 32 26 48 23 29 42

Mean Hits 1.86 3.36 3.46 2.29 2.00 3.69 1.77 2.23 3.00
SD Hits 1.63 1.82 2.37 1.90 1.68 1.55 1.30 1.30 .96

Treatment Results
Total N 40 40 40
Total Hits 116 106 94
Mean Hits 2.90 2.65 2.35
SD Hits 2.05 1.83 1.27

T-Ratios
Treatments 1 vs. 2 Comparison t = .574ns
Treatments 1 vs. 3 Comparison t = 1.44ns
Treatments 2 vs. 3 Comparison = .85ns

ns = not significant.

The average rank-order correlations between the pairs of rankings
appear in Table 3. Using Ferguson's (1966) table of significance for
Spearman Rhos, 25 of the possible 27 rhos were significant at the .05
level. Furthermore, most of the nine correlations possible in each
treatment group were significant at the .01 level (21 in all), and only
one correlation in treatment II and III was not significant. All
correlations demonstrated a similar pattern of significance in each of
the three treatment conditions. The three rank order comparisons showed
a high degree of agreement. This data analyses suggested that no one
type of rating statement w.ls superior for use in performance appraisal
instruments. The purpose of these rank order comparisons was to see
whether the pattern of significance under each treatment was generally
similar or different. However, the most definitive test for determin-
ing differences between treatments was the hierarchical ANOVA analysis.

Tables 4 to 6 show the hierarchical ANOVA summary for comparison
of the rating statement treatment conditions with respect to the squared
difference between the following rank order comparisons UP-PR, UP-OR,

aud PR-OR. The ANOVA results showed no significant difference between
treatment conditions as reflected by the squared differences between
the UP-PR rankings (viewed as a more sensitive measure of identification
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of unlabeled profiles), the UP-PR rankings (indicating how well the
rater can evaluate the operational criterion in terms of given stimulus
statements), and the PR-OR rankings (normally indicating the efficiency
of peer ratings in predicting a criterion).

Table 3. Rank Order Correlations Among Unidentified Profile
Rankings, Peer Rankings, and Official Rank by Treatment

and by Seminar Group

I (Worker)
Rank Order Seminar Groups
Comparisons F I A

UP an °R .58* .86** .87**
UP and OR .52* .71** .82**
PR and OR .87** .93** .97**
Total N 13 14 13

Treatments
II (Task) III (Trait)

Seminar Groups Seminar Groups

.85** .86** .90** .79** .90** .71**

.43 .65* .85** .37 .72** .70**

.57* .79** .94** .74** .79** .97**
14 13 13 13 13 14

Critical values of p, the Spearman rank correlation, were obtained
from Ferguson (1959), Table G, p. 414.

*Significant at .05 level.
**Significant at .01 level.

Table 4. Analysis ':.:1riance of Squared Deviations between

Unidentified PreL,ile lankings and Peer Rankings by
Treatment and by Seminar Group

Source Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Squares

Treatment 9396.114 2 4698.057 .117

Seminar Groups
Within Treatments 241470.876 6 40245.146 4.722*

Error (Within
Group) 945985.099 111 8522.388

*Significant at .01 1 vt..1.
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Table 5. Analysis of Variance of Squared Deviations between
Unidentified Profile Rankings and Official Rankings

by Treatment and by Seminar Group

Source Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Squares

Treatment

Seminar Groups

Within Treatments

Error (Within
Groups)

12127.327

394330.700

558976.730

2

6

111

6063.663

65721.783

5035.826

.0922

13.051*

*Significant at .01 level.

Table 6. Analysis of Variance of Squared Deviations between
Peer Rankings and Official Rankings by Treatment

and by Seminar Group

Source Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Squares

Treatments

Seminar Groups
Within Treatments

Error (Within
Groups)

119263.060

465196.015

53553.566

2

6

111

59631.530

77532.668

4797.780

.769

16.160*

*Significant at .01 level.

The PR-OR rank order coefficient, however, cannot be considered an
unbiased indicator since there was considerable evidence that most
subjects were ranking on information based on knowledge of test
performance acquired through intra-group association, rather than
judgment based solely on observation of peer activities and traits.

Although no significant rank order differences were found between
treatment conditions as reflected by the squared difference cc the
various pairs of rankings, the differences between seminar groups within
treatments on all three ANOVA analyses were significant at the .01 level
(Tables 4, 5, and 6). This was an unexpected finding because each
seminar group was randomly assigned to one of the three treatment

conditions. The results demonstrated that no one type of content rating
statement was superior to any other in determining rank order differences.
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The data analyses showed that the statements investigated here
yielder: no significant advantages for one set of statements over another.
It makes no difference whether the rating statements are task-oriented,
worker-oriented, or trait-oriented. This study provides additional
evidence that the doubts of Bell, Hoff, and Hoyt (1963), Borman and
Dunnette (1975), and Kavanagh, MacKinney, and Wollins (1971) about the
superiority of job-oriented dimensions over trait-oriented dimensions
were well founded. As Kavanagh (1971) concluded from his comprehensive
literature review of performance appraisal studies, there is no reason
to assume the superiority of job-oriented statements over trait-
oriented statements. The selection of rating statements for inclusion
in performance appraisal devices should primarily be determined by cost
considerations. Cost considerations tend to favor trait-oriented
statements in most situations, since job analysis, which is required to
obtain task-oriented and worker-oriented statements, is costly and time
consuming. Trait-oriented statements are also much more generalizable
across different occupations than either task-oriented or worker-
oriented statements.

Unlike many prior studies, this study does not conclude with a
condemnation of judgmental rating statements. This study suggests that
peer group person-oriented statements are as effective as job descrip-
tive statements when the standard is an external criterion such as
ability to recognize peers from unidentified profiles or ability to
predict their official class rank.

An unexpected finding was the significant effect associated with
seminar groups on all performed. ANOVA analyses, particularly since all
seminar groups were randomly assigned to each treatment condition.
The importance of recognizing and controlling for group effects in such
performance evaluation studies is evident. Investigated treatment
variables might easily become contaminated by group effects leading to
inaccurate results and conclusions. The reasons for these significant
group effects are unknown, although such intra-group variables as
morale, leadership, and attitude are possible causal influences.

It may be that performance appraisal research emphasis has not been
placed on the most important variables. Perhaps there are environmental
influences that affect performance ratings more than variables attribut-
able to the appraisal device. Perhaps such issues as content, format,
scale, etc., are relatively unimportant as compared to these other
variables. A need exists to broaden the research focus in performance
appraisal studies focusing an criteria independent and external to the
performance appraisal device.

Summary and Conclusions

Three different kinds of rating stimulus statements differing along
a dimension of trait-oriented to task-oriented descriptions, were
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compared in a context which permitted the comparisons to be made in
terms of criteria external to the ratings. No evidence of superiority
was found for any of the three sets although many significant correla-
tions with various external criteria were obtained in all three experi-
mental conditions.

Significant differences were also found among the three rating
sub-groups comprising each of the three treatment groups although these
rating sub-groups were assigned randomly to the three treatment groups.
The importance of controlling for group effects in peer group studies
was noted.
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APPENDIX

WORKER-ORIENTED RATING DIMENSIONS

Well
Bel_v Above Above Out-
Average Average Average Average Average

1. Military appearance (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

2. Participates in class
activities (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

3. Communicates clearly by
oral and written methods (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

4. Amount of assistance to
peers in work assignments (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5. Completes work in a timely
manner (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

6. Follows provided
instructions (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

7. Takes accurate notes (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

8. Competence in analyzing
work assignments (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

9. Awareness of safety
precautions (A) B) (C) (D) (E)

10. Studies well on his own CA; (B) (C) (D) (E)
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APPENDIX

TASK-ORIENTED RATING DIMENSIONS

Well
Below Above Above Out-
Average Average Average Average standing
Effective-Effective-Effective-Effective- Effective-

1.

2.

Knows UCMJ pro-
grammed text

Contributes examples
in seminar on Disci-
pline and Unity of

ness

(A)

ness

(B)

ness

(C)

ness

(D)

ness

(E)

Command (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

3. Promotes and
organizes Community
Project (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

4. Analyzes courts-
martial case study. (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5. Partic:.?ates in

Foreign Policy role
playing (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

6. Understands reasons
for nonalignment of
uncommitted nations (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

7. Knows history of
. AF uniform (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

8. Applies the six-step
approach to problem
solving (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

9. Knows how to plan a
conference (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

10. Researches topic for
Persuasive Speech (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
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APPENDIX

TRAIT-ORIENTED RATING DIMENSIONS

Well
Below Above Above Out-
Average Average Average Average standing

1. Honesty - straightforward
and truthful in dealing
with others (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

2. Ambition - works hard,
accepts challenges (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

3. Dependability - does
assigned tasks con-
scientiously without
close supervision (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

4. Punctuality - prompt
in keeping engagements... (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5. Quality of work - per-
forms work accurately
and effectively (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

6. Quantity of work -
produces a large amount
of work that meets
requirement standards.... (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

7. Initiative - originates
and achieves goals oa
his own (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

8. Adaptability - changes
attitude and behavior
to meet the demands of
the situation (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

9. Originality - creative,
thinks of new solutions
to old problems (A) (B) (C; (D) (E)

10. Agreeableness - gets
along well with fellow
workers, well liked (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
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DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES ON ALTERNATELY ANCHOLED JOS RATING SCALES

Jimmy L. Mitchell, Lt Col, USAF

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Occupational Survey Branch

Lackland AFB, TX 78236

A variety of rating scales have been used wilt. 'ob and occupational
data through the years but very seldom is a ratio', ,e given for the use
of a particular scale. Likewise, there have been a number of ways in
which scales have been anchored but the reasons behind the choice of a
5point scale over a 7- or 9-point scale have not typically been
reported.

Viteles' job psychograph was developed in 1934; it consisted of a
standard set of psychological traits, each of which was to be rated by a
job analyst as to its "importance" for the job being studied (Viteles;
as cited in Blum & Naylor 1968; 506). The considerable influence of
this pioneering work survives today in the form of trait ratings, such
as are used in the Department of Labor job analysis system (Depaement
of Labor 1972) and in the wide-spread use of 5-point importance sL.ales
(cf. Baehr 1967; McCormick, Jeanneret, & Mecham 1972).

In some of the more recently developed job analysis systems, longer
scales have been used. Hemphill (1959) in his study of executive
positions, used a 7-point Part-of-the-Position scale with three verbal
anchors. The Air Force occupational analysis program used first a
7-point scale and later a 9-point scale measuring relative time spent,
with verbal anchors for each scale point (Morsh 1964, Driskill 1975).
Other job analysis systems have used scales which vary in length crom
item to item (Scott 1963; Fine and Wiley 1971).

The literature on scaling provides few clues as to the optimum
number of levels for job rating scales. However, Matell and Jacoby
(1972) determined experimentally that if the number of scale levels
exceeds 5, only about 60 percent of the scale will be used. They
concluded that scales of no more than five to seven levels should be
adequate for most measurement purposes.

Christal and Madden (1961) have raised the issue of being able to
detect those jobs which would be "off scale" when compared to other
jobs. This is an issue of particular interest when a large number of
jobs are to be considered and one objective of measurement is to be able
to distinguish between jobs which are substantially different. In such

cases, a larger number of scale levels are needed to insure that the
extreme jobs can be appropriately rated. Thus, in the Air Force
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occupational analysis program, a 9-level scale is typically used. This
gives the maximum possible discrimination in a single digit scale and
provides the opportunity to detect extreme jobs in most Air Force
occupational areas.

A potentially more serious problem lies in the selection of verbal
anchors for the scale points of job rating scales. Christal and Madden
(1961) noted that it has never been determined whether every scale point
should have a verbal anchor. While most job rating scales which have
been used through the years have provided such anchors, Hemphill (1959)
used a 7-point scale with only three verbal anchors. Cragun and
McCormick (1967) used this scale with Air Force officers in a study of
the reliability of job ratings and their results suggest that it had
considerable reliability and was to some degree preferred by incumbents
in managerial positions to characterize their jobs. Tornow and Pinto
(1976) used the same scale but they compressed it to a five point scale;
they provided no rationale for their modification of the Hemphill scale
nor any estimate of the effect of this modification on their final data.

I have not been able to find any definitive answer to the question
of the anchoring of scale points in the job analysis literature.
However, in the course of gathering and analyzing data for the
development of a structured job analysis instrument, I chanced on some
interesting results which bear on this issue.

The instrument being developed was the Professional and Managerial
Position Questionnaire (PMPQ), an experimental structured job analysis
questionnaire for the study of higher level jobs (Mitchell and McCormick
1976). This 93-item questionnaire was developed in the tradition of
McCormick's Position Anal:sis Questionnaire (PAQ) but was aimed
specifically at executive and management types of positions since
earlier research with the PAQ had indicated tr separate instrument
for higher-level positions might be appropria & McCormick
.1973)

In this new instrument, 9-point Part-of-the-Job and Complexity
scales were used with verbal anchors for every other scale point (1, 3,
5, 7, and 9). Additionally, the Complexity ratings were further
anchored with behavioral examples; these behavioral examples were scaled
by obtaining independe,,t ratings of a set of examples from panels of
professional and academic industrial psychologists (Mitchell 1978).
Also included in the instrument were items dealing with the personal
requirements for the positions, to determine such things as educational
levels required, prior experience, training, etc., and a section for
other information, such as the number of people supervised, etc. For
these items, there were numbers, categories, or constructs which were
used to anchor every point of the scale, such as years of education,
numbers of employees, etc. Thus, in the same instrument, there were
both alternately anchored items (Part-of-the-Job, Complexity) and items
with verbal anchors for every scale point (Number supervised, etc.).
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The PMPQ was used to gather data on 300 positions in 45 companies,
schools, and goverment agencies throughout the country. The sample of
jobs was quite diverse and salary levels ranted from about $690 per
month for an administrative assistant to over $6800 per month for an
executive vice president of a major company. About 250 cases had
complete data and were useable in the various types of analysis planned
for the study. An analysis of the distribution of responses by item was
not included in the research plan but in the course of displaying some
of the data for another purpose, it was noted that some items appeared
to have non-normal distributions. This led to displaying the data in
such a way that the distribution of responses by scale point was
visible. Table 1 gives a partial picture of this data.

The items at the top of this table are those with alternately
anchored response categories. Items at the bottom have a verbal anchor
for each scale point.

Pe.
L. ly
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ITEMS

TABLE 1

RESK:q DISTRIBUTIONS FOR A SAMPLE OF ITEMS FROM THE PMPQ

RESPONSES

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Work Scheduling (P) 5 7 2 27 11 74 15 65 18 29

2. Complexity of Work Scheduling (C) 4 10 4 52 26 85 29 26 8 7

43. Planning/Scheduling (Summary P) 2 6 3 32 19 85 21 55 10 26

01 n n

67. Formal Education Required 0 4 15 15 27 124 6 36 12 36

87. No. of Nonsupervisory Personnel 55 45 53 28 17 11 15 16 10 10

89. Total No. of Personnt: 26 37 56 36 28 16 31 13 6 1



You will note that for the alternately anchored items, the 2, 4, 6, and
8 response categories are consistently lower than are the 1, 3, 5, 7 and
9 categories. This pattern is perhaps even more visible if the data are
plotted as histograms.

Figure 1 gives the distribution of responses for item 1, which asks
the degree to which an incumbent schedules his or her own work or the
work of others. The verbally anchored scale points are indicated in
this figure by cross hatching while the unanchored scale points.are
shown blank. You can see that all response categories were used but
that there is a marked differential in response between the anchored and
the unanchored scale points.

Figure 2 displays the distribution of responses for the second item
in the PMPQ; how complex ar the work scheduling activities of the
position? Here, the anchor d scale points have not only a verbal anchor
but also have one or two beavioral examples to concretely reference the
level of complexity. Again, there. is a marked differential in response
frequency between anchored and unanchored response categories.

Figure 3 represents data from Item 89, which asks the total number
of personnel in units under the supervision or management control of the
incumbent. Here all response categories are concretely anchored with an
interval; for this item, 3 = 10 to 25 people. As you can see from the
distribution of responses displayed in this figure, this is quite a
different kind of distribution. There is no marked difference across
adjacent items in the systematic way seen in Figures 1 and 2. Thus,
there appear to be very major differences in the way individuals respond
to anchored and unanchored rating scales.

We have not yet tested to see if these are significant differences.
Hopefully, this work can be done in the next few months and we can come
to a more cor:crete conclusion. When this is done, I expect that we will
seek to publish the result as a short note in one of the journals.

For the present, this unexpected result has led me to question the
results of some of the earlier research. Would the results of
Hemphill's landmark study of executive positions have been the same had
he used a verbal anchor for all scale points rather than just three
anchors across seven response categories? Would Cragun and McCormick
have come to the same conclusions if they had used a Part-of-the-Postion
scale which was completely anchored? Of course, there are no ready
answers to these questions. We have not yet done the research needed to
clarify just what is goiig on in these cases nor do we yet have any idea
of the impact of this differential response,phenonomenon on the major
findings of earlier research.

What is clear is that this is a phenomemn which must be looked
into; we need to learn how this type of differential response tendency
impacts on occupational data and ultimately on management decisions made
with these data. 74,
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For the present, we must assume that this type of differential

response is not a desirable outcome and thus, that alternately scaled

items should be avoided. Until more is known about the impact of

variance in verbal anchoring such scales, scales with verbal anchors for

each response category should be used. If verbal anchors cannot be

developed for each scale point, then we perhaps should use a semantic

differential with anchors only at the end points. It would be

interesting indeed to see how our results would vary with these

different anchoring systems this is an area which really could benefit

from some empirical research.

57
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SAMPLE SIZE AND STABILITY OF TASK AgALYSIS
INVENTOR! RESPONSE SCALES

John J. Pans and David W. Robertson

Navy Personnel Research and Developmen= Center

San Die,.. California 92152

Problem

Occupations: -:ask analysLs inventories are athministered on a

recurring basis -.ha) hundreds of tnausnnds of personnel in the military

services. ftile =ne collected tmta.re used by management for the

specification cf,1 occupational .....,dudames, the design of training

curricula. Jan, :ne=structuring c,==pational specialities, the data

acquisitich.preAures place heavy zme demands on job incumbents.

Typical motes contain becween 800 to 1000 items and can take

over four "T to administer. Thlu4.. the problem is, how to minimize

the time a an the Fleet whiL?. selecting sample sizes and

inventory--'.asp -Ise scales adequate tc obtain stable (that is, reliable)

data.

Obi ectiv_

The vbject-Ive of the study

stabilit' and :dependence of re

scalestbs.! TioRt Spent scale anc

are curr,ntly 1.z= use by the milf

subsequiy). A primary conceltm

stabilim-- as sample size varied.

Data

to determine empirically the

.:roses on two task analysis response
-ae Task-Performed scale (these scales

services--they will be defined

was the degree of change in

-,ETHOD

Task inventory response data (Display 1) were provided by the

Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center (NODAC). Four Navy

occupational specialties (termed Ratings in the Navy) were selected

for analysis; that is, the Aviation Machinist's Mate, the Electronics

Paper presented at the 20th Annual Conference of the Military

Testing Association, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 30 October to 3 November, 1978.

The opinions and assertions contained herein are those of the writers

and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the

Navy Department.
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Technician, the Torpedoman's Mace, and the Yeoman. These four

occupations were deemed to be representative of a broad range of

occupational requirements. The data were collected from_ job incumbents

in a wide variety of both Fleet and Shore activities.

Each of the four data sets provided by NODAC was randomly split by

paygrade to obtain eight pairs of independent paygrade samples (for

paygrades E2 to E9), each comprising 50 percent of the paygrade personnel

in the respective total sample.

Inventory Scale Response Data

The fundamental task analysis data collected by the military

occupational analysis programs are responses to the Time -Spent scale

(a scale developed within the Personnel Research Laboratory of the

U.S. Air Force). This scale is a Likert-type scale of tire spent per-

forming a task, with scale points ranging from "very much' through

"average" to "very little." The Navy program uses a Ewe-point Time-

Spent scale. Other military services use a seven or Tame point Time-

Spent scale.

The Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP), a

programming package developed and upgraded by personnea of the Human

Resources Laboratory of the Air Force, operates on the Time-Spent

responses and converts these data, as shown in Display 2, to responses

on a Relative Time-Spent scale and to responses on a binary Task-Performed

scale (where a score of 1 indicates the task is performed and 0 indicates

the task is not performed). From these converted response scores,

average scores for a given sample are derived by CODAP for the tasks in

an inventory. These average score vectors, called jab descriptions or

job description profiles (Display 3), contain the most widely used task

analysis information. As shown in Display 3, the first vector or profile

is the percent of personnel performing each task, calculated by taking

the average of responses on the Task-Performed scale. The other t.4-

profiles are averages of responses on the Relative Time-Spent scale

The profile in the middle of the Display is calculated on scores for

only those personnel who perform the task; that is, personnel with

zero or blank Time-Spent scores are not included in the calculation

of these averages. All the personnel are included in the calculation

of average pekcentages of Time-Spent for the third profile shown. The

data in this display are actual data derived from scale responses by

paygrade 6 personnel from the Torpedoman's Mate Rating.

The present study derived these three profiles for the randomly

drawn independent paygrade samples, and calculated the similarity

between each profile, based on several indices, across samples (Display 4).

Of primary interest was the degree of similarity of the profile data

for corresponding paygrade samples in each rating as indicated by the

X's in the diagonal of the display matrix. Since the job description
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profiles are averages c responses on either the Relative Time-Spent

or the Task-Performed aimles, the degree of obtained similarity between

corresponding paygradel mdicates the degree of stability of the

responses on these .

Stability Indices

Three stability- vices were calculated on the profile data

(Display 5). All three reflect the stability over all tasks in the

profile or inventory.. For the Product Moment (PM) coefficient
calculation, profile tasks were treated as cases, and percentages as
scores.' Essentially this coefficient measured the stability of the
relative values or =mak order of inventory tasks in terms of Relative

Time-Spent or Task =Performed percentages.

The other two indices measured the stability of the absolute or

actual percentage values for the percent performing profile only.

These indices evaluated the difference in percentages of personnel

performing the same tasks across independent paygrade samples. The

percentage of inventory tasks that met the criteria listed on Display 5,

that is, not exces69ing 5 or 10 percentage points difference or not

reaching significance, was the value for the particular index. Pairs

of zero scores on norresponding tasks across samples were not included

in the calculation of any index. The obtained values for certain of

these indices were then plotted against sample size, and eta coefficients

were calculated to measure the relationships. A computerized curve
smoothing procedure (ISSC, 1970, pp. 11-7 to 11-9) was applied to the

plots.

Independence of Responses to the Task-Performed and Time-Spent Scales

Using the same correlational model previously described, the Product

Moment coefficient was also calculated between the Percent Performing

profile and the Average Time-Spent by All personnel profile. This

analysis was performed between these two profiles since preliminary

results showed marked similarity; that is, a lack of independence

between these profile data.

'With this correlational model, complete independence of scores

did not exist. That is, the same individuals provided responses for
calculation of a percentage (i.e., score) for more than one task.
However, Cragun and McCormick (1967) report only minor inflation for

coefficients derived with this same model for the study of U.S. Air Force

task analysis inventory reliability.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For this presentation, only some of the results will be presented.

A technical report which includes all results related to this presen-

tation and which also includes findings on the relationship between

sample size and cluster solution stability is in preparation.

Comparative Stability and Independence of Responses on the Task-Performed

And.TineSpent'Scales

The stability results based on the PM coefficient are presented in

Display 6. As shown, two of the profiles obtained very high median

coefficients, but the profile, calculated on Relative Time-Spent values

for only those personnel who perform the tasks, obtained relatively

low stability values. The coefficient values for the other two profiles

(i.e., Percent Performing and Average Time-Spent by All) were not only

very high but also appeared to be positively related.

This apparent relationship was investigated to determine the degree

of independence between profile data (Display 7). The very high correlation

coefficients obtained between the Percent Performing and Average Time-Spent

by All profiles within each of eight paygrades for AD and TM are sheen in

Display 7. Similar findings on the lack of independence between these two

profiles are reported in a report published by the Human Resources

Laboratory of the U.S. Air Force (see Carpenter, 1974). Thus, there is

little difference between these profiles in terms of distributional shape

or rank order Of task scores (see Cronbach and Gleser, 1953). The use

of either profile in determining rank order of tasks will yield very

similar results.

Next the magnitude of these two similar profiles was examined. The

percentages for the average Time-Spent by All profile are extremely

small in value. The data in Display 3 are sorted from high to low on

the basis of this profile's values. As shown, 1.98 percent is the

largest score for the 337 TM inventory tasks for this sample of

paygrade 6 personnel. Typically, values on this profile for all

paygrade samples analyzed were below 1 percent, that is, an average

of less than 1 percent of time was spent performing any tae.,:. The

magnitude of these values make interpretation difficult. Parenthetically,

small values were also typiCal for the other Time-Spent profile.

Furthermore, Navy users surveyed reported little or no use of the Time-

Spent data. On the other hand, the percentages of personnel performing

tasks appear meaningful as well as being highly stable.

Other studies indicate additional problems with Time-Spent data;

specifically, a less favorable reaction by job incumbents to using the

Time-Spent scale as compared to other task analysis scales (see Cragun

and McCormick, 1967), a substantial amount of time needed to mark tasks
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on the Time-Spent scale (estimated to be about 2.5 hours for 450 items

out of the 800 to 1000 items in a typical inventory [Cragun and

McCormick, 1967]), as well as inconsistent conclusions drawn in regard
to the scale's validity (see Hartley, Brecht, Pagery, Weeks, Chapinis,

and Hoecker, 1977 versus Carpenter, Giorgia, and McFarland, 1975;
also see McCormick, in Dunnette, 1976, p. 670). Hartley et al. (1977)
do report substantially valid rank ordering of tasks by job incumbents

in terms of time spent. In comparison to the Time-Spent data, the
Percent Performing profile based on Task-Performed data is highly
stable and is used regularly by consumers of task analysis information.
Thus, these data were selected to examine in relation to sample size.

Sample Size and Stability of Responses to the Task-Performed Scale

Display 8 plots the relationship between the correlational stability
index calculated on the Percent Performing data against sample size. For

comparability with other plots, correlation values were multiplied by
100 before plotting. As stated before, this index reflects the stability
of the rank order of tasks for these Task-Performed data. The clearly
asymptotic curve indicates high stability of data for sample size
exceeding about 30 and extremely high stability when the sample exceeded

about 100. This curve shows minimal improvement in stability for increases
in sample size above about 40.

Display 9 shows two curves which plot the percentage of inventory

tasks that did not exceed a difference across samples of either 10 or
5 percentage points. Curve 1 is clearly asymptotic and indicates high
stability for sample size exceeding about 30 and extremely high
stability when the sample exceeded about 100. Curve 2, reflecting the

more rigorous criterion level, indicates very high stability at N above

240, and moderate stability at sample size above 100. The eta coeffi-

cients were .76 and .88 (PI .01, df=5, 26, see Hays, 1963, formula

16.6.4) for Curve 1 and 2, respectively, which indicate a substantial,
highly significant relationship between sample size and stability.

Examination of the curves in relation to each other reveals
additional information. First of all, the curve based on the correla-
tional index is highly similar to the curve based on the 10 percent

level. Thus, for interpretations of the data for sample size above

about 40, Curve 1 in r ;play 9 can be considered to also represent the

curve in Display 8 based on the correlational index.

Curve 2 in Display 9 intersects a stability value of about 75

(that is, 75 percent of inventory tasks across samples differed by

less than 5 percentage points) at sample size of about 100. The

question as to the stability (or amount of difference obtained) for

the remaining 25 percent of inventory tasks is answered by examining

the value at which Curve 1 intersects the stability dimension for the

same sample size of 100. The value shown is about 97 percent and

indicates that of the remaining 25 percent of inventory tasks, all
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but 3 percent differed by 10 or less percentage points. For another

example of information gained by comparing curves, at sample size of

80, Curve 2 intersects the stability dimension at a moderate score of

about 70, but Curve 1, when considered the same as the curve based on

the correlation index (Display 8), intersects at about 95 (that is,

a correlation coefficient equal to about .95). Thus, for this sample

size of 80 the relative values or the rank order of all the tasks in

the inventory are (is) highly stable in terms of percentages of

personnel performing those tasks.

Display 10 shows data from all three curves. As shown, sampling

beyond an N of 240 would produce very little gain even in terms of

the most rigorous stability criterion. And if only the rank order of

tasks in terms of numbers of people performing them is required, a

sample size of 100 or even 40 would be acceptable. Consideration of

available personnel and the information displayed resulted in a

recommended total sample size of about 1400, or 45 percent less

personnel than in the collected data for the AD Rating. A similar

sample size was indicated for the ET Rating; that is, a sample

containing about 1000 less personnel than in the existing total

sample. Examination of the total sample sizes for about 36 Ratings

reveals some oversampling for about one-fourth of the Ratings. On

the other hand, an additional 115 personnel to add to the total

sample of TM personnel was indicated by the findings. The application

of these guidelines will enable more cost-effective sampling (es-

pecially realized for the larger Rating populations) and assure overall

stab-::Uty of results.

2hould be noted that the utility of these obtained relation-

7 -':!es on the degree of representativeness of the samples

~.rid those to be inventoried. Assuring a representative sample

coule increasing sample size above that indicated by the study's

guideliPes. Other factors such as availability of personnel, and sub-

groups of special interest, must also be considered in determining

sample size. One other possible limitation concerns the generality

of these findings to other Ratings and to other types of occupational

specialties. It is reasonable to expect the findings to apply to

occupational specialties judged to be as homogeneous as (or more

homogeneous than) paygrades within a Rating.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the study's findings and current task analysis procedures,

it is concluded that (Display 11):

1. To substantially reduce administration time, the Time-Spent

scale can be deleted from future task analysis inventories without loss

of practical information. Alternate methods of estimating time spent,

including incumbent ranking of the most time consuming tasks, could be

administered on a trial basis.
r . ,

t
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2. Responses to currently administered inventory scales could

be used to calculate the percentage of incumbents performing tasks--

CODAP modification is not essential.

3. The study's empirically developed guidelines on sample size

required for stable data can be used an an aid to determine cost-

effective sample sizes that optimize stability.
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DISPLAY 1

TASK ANALYSIS SURVEYS FOR

FOUR NAVY RATINGS ANALYZED

RATING INVENTORY SIZE

ABBRE- TOTAL TOTAL SAM-

TITLE VIATION ITEMS TASKS PLE SIZE
INIEIN

AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE AD 1163 404 2538

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN ET 1080 597 2548

TORPEDOMAN'S MATE TM 782 337 735

YEOMAN YN 810 529 2771



DISPLAY 2

FUNDAMENTAL TASK ANALYSIS DATA:

RESPONSES TO THE TIME-SPENT SCALE

JOB INCUMBENT

TASK

1

2

3

4

5

TIME-SPENT RELATIVE TIME- TASK-PERFORMED

RESPONSE SPENT RESPONSE CD RESPONSE

0

2

5

0

0

20

50

0

0

1

1

0

3 30 1

10 100%
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_DISPLAY 3

DATA ANALYZED: CODAP JOB DESCRIPTION PROFILES DERIVED FROM

RESPONSES ON THE RELATIVE TIME-SPENT AND TASK-PERFORMED SCALES

JOB DESCRIPTION PROFILE

PERCENT AVERAGE TIME- AVERAGE TIME-

TASK PERFORMING (%) SPENT (%) SPENT BY ALL (%)

1 82,42 2.41 1,98

2 90,11 1.95 1,76

3 74,72 1,96 1.46

4 72.52 1.87 1.35

5 67,03 1.90 1,28

6 63.74 1,77 1.13

7 61.54 1,59 .98

8 64,83 1.50 .97

9 63,74 1,51 .96

10 59,34 1,60 .94
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DISPLAY 4

DETERMINATION OF STABILITY BASED ON

COMPARISONS OF JOB DESCRIPTION PROFILES

DERIVED FOR INDEPENDENT PAYGRADE SAMPLES

SAMPLE A PAYGRADE
SAMPLE B

PAYGRADE E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

E8

E9

X

X

5 r)
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DISPLAY 5

STABILITY INDICES CALCULATED ON JOB DESCRIPTION PROFILES

ACROSS INDEPENDENT PAYGRADE SAMPLES

RELATIVE VALUE (RANK ORDER) STABILITY

1. PM CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

ABSOLUTE (ACTUAL) VALUE STABILITY

1, PERCENTAGE OF CORRESPONDING PROFILE

TASKS THAT DO NOT EXCEED:

A. 5 PERCENT DIFFERENCE

B. 10 PERCENT DIFFERENCE

2, PERCENTAGE OF CORRESPONDING PROFILE

TASKS THAT ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY

DIFFERENT (Z TEST)



DISPLAY 6

COMPARATIVE STABILITY OF JOB DESCRIPTION PROFIL,

BASED ON PM CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

MEDIAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ACROSS

CORRESPONDING PAYGRADES (E2-E9)

PERCENT AVERAGE TIME- AVERAGE TIME-

RATING PERFORMING SPENT SPENT BY ALL

AD ,98 .33 .96

,,77 .98 ,50 .96

TM .90 .32 .92

YN .97 .31 .96
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DISPLAY 7

PM CORRELATION BY PAYGRADE BETWEEN PERCENT PERFORMING

AND AVERAGE TIME-SPENT BY ALL PERSONNEL PROFILES

PAYGRADE

RATING E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9

AD 94 96 97 97 93 96 96 72

(67) (149) (282) (337) (281) (108) (31) (14)

TM 92 94 96 9.6 94 90 92 83

(08) (29) (66) (125) (92) (36) (10) (02)

NOTE: NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS IS NUMBER OF PERSONNEL IN PAYGRADE

SAMPLE.
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DISPLAY 10

SAMPLE SIZE EFFECT ON STABILITY OF

PERCENTAGES OF MEMBERS PERFORMING INVENTORY TASKS

ACTUAL VALUE

STABILITY

PAYGRADE 5 PERCENT 10 PERCENT

SAMPLE SIZE LEVEL LEVEL

40 58% 87%

100 75% 97%

240 91% 100%

340 96% 100%

440 99% 100%

RELATIVE VALUE

(RANK ORDER) STABILITY

CORRELATION

.90

.97

.99

.99

.99

6
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DISPLAY 11

CONCLUSIONS

1. THE TIME-SPENT SCALE CAN BE DELETED TO REDUCE

INVENTORY ADMINISTRATION TIME

2. RESPONSES TO CURRENTLY ADMINISTERED INVENTORY

SCALES COULD BE USED TO CALCULATE PERCENT

PERFORMING DATA

3. THE STUDY'S EMPIRICALLY DEVELOPED GUIDELINES

CAN BE USED AS AN AID TO DETERMINE OPTIMAL

SAMPLE SIZE
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BENCHMARK SCALES FOR COLLECTING TASK TRAINING FACTOR DATA

By

David C. Thomson
and

Kenneth Goody
Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

Introduction

The Occupation and Manpower Research Division of the Air Force

Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) is engaged in resear0, into an

advanced methodology for determining task training priorities (Christal,

1970; Mead, 1976). One element of this research is the development

of benchmark scales for measuring task factors that contribute t

training priority decisions. The type of benchmark scale employed

is a 9-point scale on which each level is represented by three typical

tasks, drawn from a large number of specialties, that illustrate that

level. Scales have been developed for three task factors. They are:

Probable Consequences of Inadequate Performance, Task Delay Tolerance,

and Task Difficulty. In all, three series of scales have been developed,

one for specialties with an Administrative or a General (A/G) aptitude

requirement, the second for specialties with an Electronic (E) aptitude

requirement, and the third associated with a Mechanical (M) aptitude

requirement.

At Annex A is an example of one of the nine scales developed

and validated over the last two years. The development phase of such

a scale has been fully documented and reported by Goody (Psychology

in the USAF Symposium Apr 76), Goody and Watson (MTA in Oct 76) and

Goody ( AFHRL Technical Report 76-15). This paper will not repeat

the description of the development phase of the scales, but will address

the field testing of the scales, their use and future research areas.

Background

The benchmark scales were conceived as a means to permit measurement

of task factors against common frames of reference for various specialties.

It was envisaged that a limited number of regression equations using

benchmark scale task factor data could be computed, each applying

across a number of specialties, that would predict task training priorities.

Task factor scales to date have been of a relative nature, in that

the ratings given on a task were dependent on the nature of the other

tasks in the specialty. While such ratings can be used to predict

task training priority within a specialty, a new regression equation

must be computed for each specialty.

6
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Field Testing of Benchmark Scales

The benchmark scales, as developed, were field tested by comparing
the relative scales rating data with the benchmark scales rating data
over at least two specialties for each of the nine scales. The extensive

range of the study is tabulated in Table 1, which shows the specialties

and sample sizes used in the testing.

Supervisors, randomly drawn from each of the specialties listed,
were asked to rate their own career ladder inventories on a single

task factor using either the relevant benchmark scale or the relative

scale. Using standard techniques, raters were deleted if their task
means were significantly (p1.01) divergent from the sample task means,
this fixed selection rule being applied to each rater and each sample.
Comparison of benchmark and relative sample sizes and percentage deletions
of divergent raters could now be made and a conclusion drawn about
the relative efficiency of the scales. These results are shown in

Table 2.

The next step in the analysis of the data was to standardize
the interrater reliability coefficients so as to suppress the effect

of rater response set and permit direct comparisons of the reliabilities.

The significance test used was that deVeloped by Haggard (1958). The

test requires conversion of the reliability coefficients into Z scores
and then a significance test on the difference between the relevant
benchmark and relative scale Zs. Results of those tests are tabulated

in Table 3.

Finally to test whether raters using the benchmark scales converge
on the same vector as they do using the relative scales, the benchmark

raw vectors of task means were correlated with the corresponding relative

scale raw vectors of task means. Pearson correlation coefficients

are tabulated in Table 4.

Findings

Although raters using the benchmark scales have to use technical

knowledge outside their past and current job experiences, it was found

that on the average u,ly 10% of those raters had to be deleted compared

with an average 16% of each sample of raters using the relative scales.

This significant difference in percentage rater deletions implies

that by using benchmark scales,'generally smaller samples can be used,

with the associated cost savings benefits, to achieve equally good

reliabilities.

At a probability of 0.05, the benchmark rater agreement coefficients

are significantly higher than the relative rater agreement coefficients

in 14 comparisons, not significantly different in 10 comparisons,

and significantly lower in 3 comparisons. Investigation of these

later 3 cases showed that the raters were not sufficiently familiar

with the tasks on particular benchmark scales to be able to make reliable

ratings. Future research needs to address this question as to which

subsets of raters are sufficiently knowledgeable to be able to reliably

use the benchmark scales.
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Of the 27 Pearson correlation coefficients, only nine are below

.85 and of these only two are below .72. In those two cases, low

relative scale interrater reliabilities contributed strongly to the

poor correlations. But as high correlations were generally found

to be the order, it can be concluded that raters using the benchmark

scales do rank the tasks in the same order as raters using the traditional

relative scales.

Future Research

Although not discussed in depth in this paper, the problem of

raters not being sufficiently familiar with the tasks listed on the

benchmark scales does exist. Future research needs to address this

problem. One way around the problem is to accept the technology for

what it is, and develop benchmark scales to address questions across

specialties in a limited number of similar specialties (e.g. aircraft

systems maintenance) such as exist in a career field.

There are some indications in the research data that supervisors,

using the benchmark scales and rating their own career ladder inventory

tend to inflate their ratings. That is they tend to indicate that

the task difficulty is higher than it really is, that the acceptable

delay before a task must be performed is smaller than it really is,

and that the consequences of not doing a task properly are much worse

than they really are. Furthermore, this inflation does not appear

to be constant or even predictable. Research must address and solve

this problem before task factor comparisons across large numbers of

specialties can be made. Developing special benchmark scales for

use within career fields may help, since the problems of rater inflation

and raters being unfamiliar with tasks on the scales should be less.

Conclusion

Benchmark scales will allow experienced raters to provide better

interrater agreement than do the relative scales and the desired level

of stability of the means is obtained more efficiently as fewer rater

deletions are necessary. Furthermore, these same raters preserve

the correct rank ordering of the tasks on the different task factors.

However, considerable effort and care is needed to make certain that

the intended raters have a reasonable amount of familiarity with the

tasks that define the various points on. each benchmark scale. Some

inflation of ratings for the raters' own specialty should be expected.
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Table 1

NUMBER OF RATERS BY FACTOR AND TYPE OF RATING SCALE

FOR 11 AFS IN FINAL VALIDATION STUDY

Minimum Number of Raters

2,ir Force Specialty Aptitude
Requirement

Consequences Delay Tolerance Task Difficulty

Bench. Relative Bench. Relative Bench. Relative

293X3 Radio Operator A60 51 45 49 50 49 78

651X0 Procurement A70 67 61 71 63 59 101

531X5 Non Destructive G50 61 - 67 - 67 55

Inspection

906r; Medical Adminis-
tration

G60 77 105 87 104 101 78

304X4 Ground Radio E80 66 60 57 58 55 122

Communication Equip

304X0 Radio Relay Equip E80 39 35 39 50 44

423X4 Pneudraulic Repair E, M40 60 - 71 - 69

552X5 Plumbers M40 69 82 66 62 69 116

423X1 Environmental M40 52 33 52 34 52 77

Systems

427X5 Airframe Repair M40 71 63 77 65 74 75

631X0 Fuel Specialtists G, M40 71 - 71 - 74 75

Average 62 61 64 61 65 85
.
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Specialty/Aptitude

293X3 Radio Operator A60

651X0 Procurement A70

906X0 Medical Administration G60

Table 2

PERCENTAGE OF RATERS DELETED

Consequences

Benchmark Relative

Delay Tolerance

Benchmark Relative

Task Difficulty

Benchmark Relative

531X5 Non Destructive Inspection G50

304X4 Ground Radio Coumunication Equipment E80

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment E80

423X4 Pneudraulic Repair E, M40

552X5 Plumbers M40

423X1 Environmental Systems M40

427X5 Airframe Repair M40

631X0 Fuel Specialists G, M40

8 20

12 5

3 5

7

5 7

5 3

10

16 6

6 6

20 5

20

12 24

17 19

5 5

25

14 16

0 20

11

28 27

10 29

21 20

11

16 24

5 22

2 6

6 16

0 11

2 11

10 11

3 34

6 14

11 28

7 25

Average Percentage Raters Deleted

Average Final Sample Size

10 7

52 54

14 20

51 46

6 18
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Table 3

COMPARISON OF STANDARDIZED Ril VALUES DERIVED FROM BENCH IRK AND RELATIVE SCALE DATA

Specialty/Task Factor

TASK DIFFICULTY

Benchmark Relative Number ZR - ZR

Standard. Standard. Benchmark Relative Bench. Relat, of 1471'1' Probabilil

R11 R-
-11 11 Fll

K K Tasks

293X3 Radio Operator .357 .221 16.6 11.9

651X0 Procurement .395 .321 36.3 30.2

531X5 Non Destructive Inspec. .342 .185 30.8 10.5

906X0 Medical Administration .460 .428 80.3 35.2

304X4 Ground Radio Comm. Equip. .412 .335 35.5 32.9

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment .394 .259 26,9 22.7

423X4 Pneudraulic Repair .292 .297 23.9 23.3

552X5 Plumbers .333 .310 33.1 34.1

423X1 Environmental Systems .280 .312 17.9 23.5

427X5 Airframe Repair .357 .302 36.1 22.1

631X0 Fuel Specialists .345 .340 35.7 22.5

RCONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE

293X3 Radio Operator

651X0 Procurement

906X0 Medical Administration

304X4 Ground Radio Comm. Equip.

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment

552X5 Plumbers

423X1 Environmental Systems

427X5 Airframe Repair

TASK DELAY TOLERANCE

293X3 Radio Operator

651X0 Procurement

906X0 Medical Administration

304X4 Ground Radio Comm. Equip.

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment

552X5 Plumbers

423X1 Environmental Systems

421X5 rame Repair

28.0 38.5 345

54.1 61.7 328

51.3 42.0 230

93,1 45,8 813

49.3 63.3 730

39.7 62.1 322

55.4 52.8 575

64.3 73,5 407

43.4 49.7 736

63.1 48.7 252

65.7 41.8 374

3.02 <.05

1.65 .10

8,03 <.05

11.61 <.05

1.03 .30

1.49 .14

.28 .78

- .30 .76

-3.69 <.05

3.85 <.05

4.40 <.05

.369 .314 20.8 16.1 34.0 33.0 345 2.34 <.05

.222 .217 16.4 16.7 53.9 56.6 328 - .18 .86

.230 .258 22.5 34.2 72.0. 95.4 813 -5.91 <.05

.281 .265 23.6 20.7 57.7 54.6 730 1.75 .80

.403 .247 25.4 11.7 36.3 32.8 322 6.82 <.05

.159 .265 11.7 27.3 56.9 72.8 407 -8.43 <.05

.305 .277 20.5 11.5 44.4 27.4 736 7.74 <.05

.382 .274 35.4 23.4 55.6 59.3 252 3.24 <.05

.370 .325 19.9 15.5 32.2 30.0 345 2.27

.276 .246 22.4 17.0 56.1 48.8 328 2.49

.258 .251 28.9 30.8 80.2 89.0 813 - .91

.282 .129 19.1 7.7 46.0 45.5 730 12.09

.283 ,268 15.3 14.4 36.4 36.6 322 .56

.168 .155 10.9 9.0 49.1 43.5 407 1.92

.243 .217 14.5 6.8 42.1 20.9 736 10,07

.330 .246 2 17.7 57.5 51.3 252 3.93

<.05

<.05

.37

<.05

.57

.05

<.05

Alig.05

1 61.'9
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Table 4

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Specialty/Aptitude Consequences Delay Tolerance Task Difficulty

293X3 Radio Operator A60 .91 .92 .59

651X0 Procurement A70 .89 .91 .93

906X0 Medical Administration G60 .85 .94 .94

531X5 Non Destructive Inspection G50 .73

304X4 Ground Radio Coumunications Equipment E80 .92 .73 .92

304X0 Radio Relay Equipment E80 .87 .90 .78

423X4 Pneudraulic Repair E, M40 .82

552X5 Plumbers M40 .82 .47 .89

423X1 Environmental Systems M40 .94 .72 .92

427X5 Airframe Repair M40 .81 .85 .93

631X0 Fuel Specialists G, M40 - - .91
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TASK DELAY TOLERANCE

(Electronic)

DEFINITION

ANN. ;

The Task Delay To lersace of a task is a measure of how much delay can be tolerated between the time an airman becomes
aware the task is to be performed and the time he must commence doing it.

BENCHMARK SCALE

Level 9 Most Tolerance of Delay Do when randy

Clean or paint missile facilities or equipment (Missile Systems Maintenance Specialist)

Wash, dean or inspect maintenance vehicles (Flight Facilities Equipment Specialist)

Write test questions (Avionic Inertial and Radar Navigation Systems Specialist)

Level 8

Revise technical orders or indices (Weather Equipment Repairmen)

Inventory bench stock, equipment or supplies (Flight Facilities Equipment Specialist)

Maintain electrical storage battery records (Telephone Switching Equipment Repairman)

Level 7

Chen parts or components using solvents (Avionic Navigation Systems Specialist)

Locate part or stock numbers in federal supply catalogs (Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory Specialist)

Prepare or maintain Explosive Ordinance Disposal reports (Munitions Disposal Specialist)

Level 6

Change oil in antenna drive assemblies (Air Traffic Control Radar Repairman)

Analyze computer logic diagrams (Electronic Computer Systems Repairman)

Trace underground power cables using cable test set (Electrical Power Line Specialist)

Levels
Tighten bolts or nuts to specified torques (Missile Systems Analyst Specialist)

Troubleshoot aircraft radio switching systems (Avionic Communications Specialist)

Perform operational tests on angle-of-attack or side-slip transmitters (Integrated Avionics Component Specialist)

Level 4

Test or check safety devices such as valves, regulators, or alarms on biomedical equipment (Biomedical Equipment
Maintenance Repairman)

Load nuclear bombs, warheads or reentry vehicles onto transport aircraft (Nuclear Weapons Specialist)

Repair or adjust aircraft cockpit latches or locks (Aircrew Egress Systems Repairman)

Level 3

. Perform inflight analysis of malfunctions In automatic tracking radar (Auto Tracking Radar Repairmen)

Target or retarget guided missiles (Missile Systems Analyst Specialist)

Install nuclear weapon fusing systems (Meteors Mechanic)

Level 2

Perform nuclear bomb safety checks (Nuclear Weapons Specialist)

Monitor aircraft engine instruments during flight (Flight Engineer Specialist)

Check aircraft for armament safety (Weapons Control Systems Mechanic)

Level 1 Least Tolerance of Delay Must do immediately

Conduct emergency shutdown of missile launch facility (Missile Systems Analyst Specialist)

Render aircraft emergency egress systems safe after crash (Aircrew Egress Systems Repairman)

Perform emergency shutdowns of high pressure boilers (PlAnt Operator)

I ')
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WEIGHTED SELECTION SYSTEM FOR AFROTC APPLICANTS --

PERSPECTIVE AFTER SECOND YEAR OF USE

Lieutanant Colonel David K. Jackson
Mr. M. Meriwether Gordon, Jr.

At last year's meeting of the Military Testing Association, AFROTC

representatives reported on the "Development of a Weighted Selection

System" for admitting applicants into the AFROTC Professional Officer

Course. This course is the last two years of the four-year AFROTC

Progr:Am and leads to an Air Force commission on graduation.

The weighted system has come to be known as WPSS (pronounced

WEEP-us) standing for Weighted POC Selection System. The system was

developed on the basis of the findings-of a model selection board held

at Maxwell AFB. With the assistance of Human Resources Laboratory,

statistical "policy capturing" techniques were applied to the board's

findings. The variables considered by the board in rank-crdcring appli-

cants for the program were processed through a system known as "Hier-

archical Grouping" and assignee, weights in accordance with the contri-

bution each made to the individual's rank-order. About ninety variables

were considered and reduced to eleven which were identified as contri-

buting significantly. Those variables and their weights together with

the number of points each contributes to the total Quality Index Score

(QIS) derived by the system are listed in Table 1. Note that the

computations are based on an assumed mean of each of the variables.

These are the actual means that were attained on each after all

applications were received and the overall means computed.

TABLE 1

Eleven Variables
Constituting the QIS

VARIABLE MEAN WT POINTS SCORE

AFOQT--Quality Composite 45.5 0.1381 6.28 ( 8.4)

SAT Score 1054.2 0.0245 25.83 (34.5)

Cumulative GPA 277.3 0.1005 27.87 (37.2)

PAS Rating 3.2 1.7975 5.75 ( 7.7)

ASTIN Rating 3.5 0.7172 2.51 ( 3.3)

AFROTC GPA 224.2 0.40130 2.91 ( 3.9)

AFOQT--Quantitative 47.0 0.0459 2.16 ( 2.9)

Type Program 0.6. 1.5837 0.95 ( 1.3)

Academic Major 0.4 2.5949 1.04 ( 1.4)

Number of Applicants 36.6 0.0222 0.81 ( 1.1)

Applicants Rank 14.7 -0.0870 -1.28 (-1.7)

Quality Index Score: 74.83
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The Officer Quality Composite of the Air Force Officer Qualifying

Test is shown as contributing 8.4% to the total score while the SAT

is shown as contributing 34.5%. These figures merit additional quali-

fication. Where students have ACT scores instead of SAT scores, the

scores are converted to SAT equivalents. If the students have both

ACT and SAT scores, they may convert the ACT scores to SAT equivalents

if the conversion results in a higher score. Where students lack either

ACT or SAT scores, they are allowed to convert their Officer Quality

scores if they benefit, thereby. Indeed, they may convert the Officer

Quality Score in any case where this would be advantageous to them.

In addition, the AFOQT Quantitative score--a sub-test of the Officer

Quality score--is counted separately and contributes 2.9%. Thus, the

Officer Quality Score may contribute much more heavily than the figures

seem to indicate. Standardized tests in toto--ACT/SAT/AFOQT--contri-

bute 45.8% of the total Quality Index, score with the cumulative GPA as

the next highest contributer at 37.2%. Standardized test scores and the

grade point average in combination contribute 83% of the total Quality

Index Score.

The Professor of Aerospace Studies (PAS) rating is done on a

scale of 0 to 4 and amounts on the average to 7.7% of the total score.

The PAS can exert a little additional influence on the overall score

through the rank-order of the applicant. The rank-ordering is done

either by the PAS or by a local board of which the PAS is usually a

member. (Note the negative weight of the applicant's rank among those

ranked).

The "Astin Rating" is a college selectivity rating on a scale of

1 to 7 devised and published by Dr. Alexander W. Astin in his book

entitled Predicting Academic Performance in College.

The "Type Program" variable provides the applicant some credit

for participation in the four-year programs over the two-year program.

Its value is either 0 or 1 times its weight.

The "Academic Major" variable provides credit to those applicants

with desired scientific/engineering academic majors. Again, its value

is either 0 or 1 times its weight.

The Pilot and Navigator-Technical Composites of the AFOQT are not

factors in the QIS. Nevertheless, they are powerful as qualifiers for

the program since applicants are not eligible for consideration under

the WPSS as potential pilots or navigators unless they have attained

at least the minimum requirements set by the Air Force on these composites

Since standardized test scores in combination are the most heavily

weighted factor in the system and no statistical distinction is made

between' SAT, ACT, and Officer Quality Scores, the correlation matrix

in Table 2 is of interest. The matrix also includes the Verbal and
Quantitative sub-composites of the Officer Quality score, the applicant's

grade-point-average (4.00 scale), and the Quality Index Score (QIS)

derived by the system. Only those applicants possessing both SAT and
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ACT scores were used. The coefficients to the left were derived from

287 applicants possessing all three scores who applied in FY 77. The

coefficients to the right (in parentheses) were derived from 341 such

applicants in FY 78.

TABLE 2
Correlation Matrix

(Pearson Product-Moment)

d tin

E.4

c
0

0
cn

a,
0- '

ACT _____
.85(.83) .73(.67) .66(.68) .58(.57) .21(.26) .74(.72)

SAT .85(.83) .72(.66) .65(.66) .58(.58) .27(.29) .76(.73)

*OQC .73(.67) .72(.66) .74(.69) .77(.77) .21(.26) .81(.79)

VERB .66(.68) .65(.68) .74(.70) .45(.42) .21(.17) .62(.56)

QUANT .58(.57) .58(.58) .77(.77) .44(.42) .15(.24) .67(.73)

GPA .21(.26) .27(.29) .21(.26) .21(.17) .15(.24) .59(.63)

QIS .74(.72) .76(.73) .81(.79) .62(.56) .67(.73) .59(.63)

It is interesting to note that the ACT and AFOQC predict the grade-

point-average to an equal degree while the SAT--probably the most highly

and systematically standardized test in existence--predicts it only slightly

better. Indeed, one might reasonably contend that the three tests are

about equally predictive of academic success as measured by the grade-

point-average.

Some individuals have expressed surprise and dismay at the seemingly

low correlations between standardized test scores (SAT/ACT/OQC) and the

grade-point-average. All of these tests purport to predict academic

success.

It must be remembered that among students taking the SAT and ACT

many low scorers are dissuaded from going to college and are not present

to be included in the validity data. Many others for whom the tests

accurately predicted failure did not survive in college long enough to

be included in this group of applicants for the advanced AFROTC program.

Finally, any students for whom the test inaccurately predicted failure

are still present and count against the test's validity. For those

reasons, at this stage of the game--the end of the sophomore year--these

coefficients should be considered quite good.

*The OQC scoring scale is restricted in range in comparison with the ACT a

SAT scales. If OQC scores were free to vary over the same range as their

and SAT counterparts, their correlatio134th the other two tests (and with the

GPA) would probably be higher. -4, /
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It is also interesting to note that the Air Force Officer Quality

score stands up well in the company of its highly prestigeous competitors.

Indeed, any one of the three scores could readily be accepted as a pre-
dictor of academic success in lieu of either of the other two.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

For many years, AFROTC allowed its separate detachments to make
their selection for entry in the Professional Officer Course (POC)
locally in the same manner that other college programs admit their
applicants. Local selection was allowed despite the knowledge that the
lowest individual Officer Quality score at some of the highly selective
institutions was higher than the highest score at some of the low
selectivity institutions. However, the decline in the number and
quality of applicants that ensued after the advent of the all-volunteer
force made it apparent that AFROTC would have to exert strong quality
controls to insure a continued wage officer corps. Central selection
of applicants seemed a necessary measure though one that AFROTC was
reluctant to take

The new WPSS has proved to be a more than adequate compromise
between local and central selection. Under the new system, Air Force

Professors of Aerospace Studies (Detachment Cammanders) are allowed to
fill their enrollment quotas locally with students possessing Quality
Index Scores of sixty-three or above prior to a given cut-off date.
The names of those with scores above .ixty -three in excess of quotas or
who apply after the cut-off date and those with scores below sixty-three
are submitted to Maxwell AFB for central selection. The names c those

selected locally are also submitted for official confirmation. Thus,

all or nearly all, of the selections are still made locally at the more
selective institutions, while selections at the less selective insti-
tutions are partially made by central board. While in theory a local

selectee might be thrown out in favor of a more highly qualified central
selectee, this in fact did not happen.

The new system allows AFROTC to enjoy simultaneously the best aspects
of both local and central selection. Indeed, it is possible to make the
seemingly paradoxical assertion that while all the selections are made

centrally, most are still made locally. That is to say that all the
selections made locally are those that would have been made by central
selection and do not be come final until confirmed by the central board.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

One of the problems confronting the central selection boards
has been the high incidence of drop -outs among applicants already

selected. About 22% of selectees did not subsequently enroll, this

has kept the central selection boards in action throughout the summer
months and up to the starting day of class and even beyond. A great

deal of conjecture occurred about why this should be so. One hypothesis

was that the drop-outs were occurring among the higher quality applicants

who had wider and better alternatives than their less talented fellows
and were being distracted by offers from competitors. As reasonable as
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this hypothesis sounded, it has proved to be largely untrue. Drop-outs

are about equal in quality to those who remain as may be seen from the

data in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Comparison of Applicants

(Applied, Selected, and Selected/Dropped)
*SAT-

No. OQC GPA EQ QIS

a. Applied 4613 50.6 2.79 1090 77

b. Selected 4470 52.0 2.81 1098 78

c. Selected 1234 50.0 2.83 1089 76
Dropped

However, the term "dropped," as employed here includes all selectees
who for some reason after selection failed to enter the program when
classes began. The failure may have been totally involuntary as would
be the case with academic eliminations from the institution, medical
disqualifications, or headquarters disapproval of a request to waive some
disqualifying characteristic. (Arrest, drug-abuse, etc.). Some drop-

outs might be called semi-voluntary such as students who could not gain
entry in the category desired (pilot or navigator) or who failed to re-
ceive an anticipated scholarship. Other drop-outs are entirely voluntary
such as those who simply lose interest, change their minds about enrolling,
or who enroll in an Army or Navy program.

Reasons for drop-out insofar as they could be determined and the
various quality measures associated with each are as detailed below:

TABLE 4
(Reason for Drop-Out)

No. OQC GPA
SAT-
EQ QIS

a. Academic 100 8.1% 51 2.43 1086 73

b. Physical 159 12.9% 49 2.73 1070 73

c. Quota Competi-
tion

30 2.4% 38 2.69 1023 70

d. HQ Disqualified 25 2.0% 46 2.65 1088 74

e. Outside Competi-
tion

216 17.5% 54 2.93 1097. 78

f. Field Tng Elim 87 7.1% 51 2.85 1089 75

g. Personal 582 47.2% 50 2.91 1093 76

h. Scholarship 11 .9% 55 2.72 1120 78

i. Other + Unknown 24 1.9% 52 2.68 1105 76

j. Overall 1234 100% 50 2.83 1089 76

*SAT-EQ includes actual SAT scores or ACT/OQC conversions to SAT. The

mean is computed without distinction between actual and converted scores.
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The two largest groups of drop-outs are those citing "Outside
Competition" 'andAose diting-"Personal" as the reason for drop-out.
These are also the two groups among which the reason for drop-out is
strictly voluntary. Therefore, these drop-outs merit more detailed

examination. Their characteristics are outlined in Tables 5 and 6.

TABLE 5
(Drop-Outs--Outside Competition)

Received a better offer from:

No. OQC GPA
SAT-
EQ QIS

a. Civilian Source 140 64.8% 54 2.96 1103 78

b. Other Military 54 25.0% 56 2.85 1097 77

c. Other Government 8 3.7% 39 2.94 1034 74

Agency
d. Unknown/Other 14 6.5% 48 3.00 1070 76

Total 216 100% 54 2.93 1097 78

TABLE 6
(Drop-Outs--Personal Reasons)

SAT-

No. OQC GPA EQ QIS

a. Lost Interest 360 61.8% 50 2.91 1098 77

b. Peer Pressure 4 .7% 35 3.23 1110 79

c. Family Problems 62 10.7% 43 2.90 1049 74

d. Financial Problems 41 7.0% 45 2.88 1066 73

e. Active Duty 9 1.5% 47 2.73 1059 75

(not Released)

f. Girl/Boy Friend 23 4.0% 42 2.89 1083 75

g. Religion 7 1.2% 58 2.88 1124 81

h. Unknown 29 5.0% 60 2.85 1118 77

i. Other 47 8.1% 58 2.94 1126 80

Total 582 100% 50 2.91 1093 76

The figures in Table 5 by no means define AFROTC's problems with compe-
tition from outside agencies. The loss of 140 prime selectees to civilian

competitors is regrettable. What we do not know is how many were lost
before they ever applied for selection.

What does become apparent under analysis of the data is that 360 high
quality selectees dropped-out simply because they "lost interest" between
the time of selection and the first day of class. If the individual
detachments, by a vigorous follow-up campaign, could succeed in reducing
this figure by half, they might succeed in reducing the over all drop-rate
from 28% to 24%. Getting the rate much lower than 24% would not seem a

realistic goal.
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Characteristics of the FY 78 WPSS selectees (for FY 80 graduation)

are as displayed in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 shows the mean scores by

sex and race of fall 78 enrollees on the Officer Quality Composite and

Quantitative Composite of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test and their

mean grade-point-averages on the four-point scale. Table 8 showa the same

information by enrollment category: pilot, navigator, missile specialist,

science-technical, and other.

TABLE 7

(Mean Standardized Test Scores and Grades of WPSS Selectees

for FY 78, by Sex and Race)

Overall Male Female Caucasian Black Other

Total "N" 3211 2691 520 2770 330 111

SAT 1099 1105 1065 1119 949 1032

OQC 52 54 44 56 26 36

QUANT 55 57 46 58 33 46

GPA 2.80 2.77 2.91 2.81 2.69 2.76

TABLE 8

(Mean Standardized Test Scores and Grades of FY 78 WPSS Selectees

by Category)

Overall Pilot Navigator Missile

Tech/
Science

Non-
Tech

Total "N" 3211 848 285 298 902 878

SAT 1099 1141 1092 1064 1152 1017

OQC 52 61 50 47 61 37

QUANT 55 65 56 48 68 36

GPA 2.80 2.84 2.58 2.68 2.90 2.76

Table 9 shows the improvement in Officer Quality Score since the pre-

WPSS days in fiscal year '67.

TABLE 9

OQC SAT

a. FY 76 (Pre-WPSS) 41

b. FY 77 (1st Yr WPSS) 49 1087

c. FY 78 (2nd Yr WPSS) 52 1099
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AFROTC is justified in concluding that the system has

helped identify quality applicants and allowed AFROTC to

select the highest quality applicants. AFROTC intends to

continue to use, study, and refine the system for the fore-

seeable future.
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ABSTRACT

The Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB)
was introduced in 1977 for use by the Defense
Language Institute Foreign Language Center
to screen potential candidates for training
in over thirty foreign languages. Its pre-
dictive validity for success in foreign lan-
guage training is higher than its predecessor
test and two commercially-available language
aptitude tests niffarantipl prediction by
language was studied as a part of the vali-
dation research. That hypothesis, when using
DLAB, was not sustained.



THE DEFENSE LANGUAGE APTITUDE BATTERY

The Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center

is located at the Presidio of Monterey, California, and
operates under a direct charter from the Department of

Defense which names the Department of the Army as

Executive Agent for operation of the school.

At Monterey some thirty foreign languages (expandable to
fifty languages) are offered to a group of some 2,200

students at any given time. We graduate between three

and four thousand students annually. Our students are
predominantly officer and enlisted personnel from the

four military branches plus a smattering of civilian

students from other federal agencies. Spouses of stu-

dents are also invited to attend class on a space-
ay.41..10.ms iNAa4a.

Like most military schools, the Institute is concerned

with cost-effective operations while producing the best-

qualified linguists possible. One method employed is to

attempt to predict, and therefore control, student attri-

tion for academic reasons. The Defense Language Aptitude

Battery (DLAB) is used for this purpose.

Each military branch has its own recruiting criteria for

physical and mental standards. Whether the individual

is a first-term service man or woman, or someone with a

number of years of military service, candidates for

foreign language training at Monterey are required to

take the DLAB. General and flag officers are excused

from this requirement.

Exercising his authority over technical control of the

Defense Foreign Language Program, the Commandant, DLIFLC,

sets the minimum scoring criteria (cutting score) on DLAB

that represents eligibility for training. Waivers may be

granted at the discretion of the Commandant. The test is

usually administered at Armed Forces Entrance and Exami-

nation Stations, or at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.

Some testing is done at Monterey.

The views of the author do not purport to reflect the official

position of the Department of Defense, the United States Army,

or the Defense Foreign Language Center.
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The Defense Language Aptitude Battery is the successor to

the Defense Language Aptitude Test (DLAT), which was used

for over twenty years. DLAB was implemented in the summer
of 1977 and the use of DLAT rescinded at that time. The

two tests differ in several significant ways.

While both tests are paper and pencil tests using a
multiple-choice format, DLAB also contains an audio compo-

nent. DLAT did not. This was incorporated into the test
design because of the teaching methodology used at Monterey.
This is predominantly the audio-lingual method, which places

a considerable burden on listening, as opposed to cognitive-
code, grammar-translation and other traditional foreign
language teaching methodologies.

The old DLAT was prepared in two alternate forms. The con-
struction and equating of alternate test forms is an expen-
sive and time - consuming operation. The purpose of con-
structing alternate forms is to mitigate the problems of
compromise and practice effect when personnel are retested.
Experience on DLAT indicated that few individuals ever
requested a second test administration. Further, the unique

design of DLAB is such that compromise short of possessing
the answer key would be difficult. As an additional safe-
guard, test length was extended from fifty-nine items on
DLAT, to 119 items on DLAB.

DLAT required about thirty minutes to administer and DLAB
requires about ninety minutes. This has caused some diffi-
culty at the AFEES, where each processing minute is very

important. We are now conducting item analysis on a sample

of approximately 2,000 answer sheets to investigate the
possibility of reducing test length without disturbing
validity or reliability.

DLAB enjoys one great advantage over DLAT. That is, the
meticulous field validation of the test, its revisior and

subsequent cross-validation using external criteria on a
large population of our students. The result is that DLAB

has a correlation with student achievement of .50, as
opposed to .35 for DLAT.

The size of the population taking the test at AFEES and
military bases worldwide is known to us, but fluctuations
in the size of the population are dependent upon variables

not under our control. With known "pass rates" associated

with a given cutting score we can establish a fair idea

of the student eligibility pool for that cutting score.
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An abrupt decrease in the population passing the test with-
out a corresponding decrease in linguist requirements would
suggest that the cutting score be lowered. While this
would increase the relative eligib:Aity pool it would also
be accompanied by a rise in academic attrition. Thus, we
attempt th peg the cutting score at a point that will permit

the appropriate number of individuals to become eligible
while maintaining the lowest possible predicted academic

attrition rate.

Periodically, DLAB scores are compared with classroom per-
formance by our students using the final course grade as
the criterion. Combined with input numbers and attrition
data, we can then establish an optimum cutting score. Based
upon simulated prediction, the current raw cutting score of
sixty produces an eligibility pool of approximately twenty

per cent of those actually tested. In actual performance
the eligibility yield has been slightly higher, between
twenty three and twenty four per cent. We suspect that
this small fluctuation is due to changes in the total test
population. The groups upon whom the test was normed back

in the early nineteen seventies was almost exclusively male

and predominantly white. In recent years the recruit popu-
lation has included growing numbers of females and blacks.
Earlier this year, at the request of the Defense Department,

we performed a preliminary study on the limited number of

answer sheets then on hand to determine if there were sig-
nificant differences in the test population in terms of
military branch, ethnic origin and gender. That informa-
tion did indicate differences. In general, DLAB scores
were slightly higher for Navy personnel, whites and females.
The first full cycle of these individuals are now complet-
ing their foreign language training. We are keenly aware
of the social, legal and cost-effective operational impli-

cations of these preliminary findings. When adequate num-
bers of personnel have completed the training cycle we will

be obligated to investigate these variables further.

As a selection, classification and screening device, DLAB
does not operate in a vacuum. There are many other related

factors. For instance, the military branches may impose
minimum attainment standards on the Armed Services Voca-

tional Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) before individuals are per-

mitted to take DLAB. Auditory acuity is only grossly
examined now. We would like to improve the way this is

measured. Our students are, by and large, volunteers.
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This surely impacts on motivation and attitudes. Many of

our graduates must enter fields of work with sensitive
security requirements. Therefore, their backgrounds must
indicate a high probability of being granted a security
clearance before a lot of money is invested in their train-

ing. Other than aptitude and learning capacity, these
variables are not subject to the control of DLIFLC.

One other variability interested us when the test was

designed. We hoped that the special features of the test

might permit some indication of differential aptitude across

language families or perhaps, for individual languages
themselves. This proved to be a phantom, probably due to

a series of uncontrolled, or even unrecognized, variables.

For example, American English is the native language for
most of our students. Based upon both lengthy experience

and intuition, we generally expect the Romance languages

to be easiest for our students to learn, the Slavic group
somewhat more difficult, and the Arabic and Oriental lan-
guages the most difficult. Unfortunately, there are

numerous linguistic differences within these generalities

that may enhance or impede the learning process for the

native American English speaker. To cite but two examples,

our students have considerable problems with tone languages

(e.g., Thai, Chinese) and those with unique writing systems

(e.g., Arabic, Japanese). And, despite a commitment to

rather singular teaching methodology and environment, each

course of instruction differs in many ways from the others

in areas not related to the language itself.

The initial establishment of the cutting score for DLAB was

arbitrary, but not set without considerable information.
My, colleague, Mr. Thain, will discuss the techniques
employed as well as the rationale for using standard scores
for DLAB, instead of raw scores, which were used with DLAT.

For those of you who would like to further examine both the

DUB design concept and the validation procedures, we have

a limited number of booklets here at the front table con-

taining the technical reports.

I thank you for your attention and will be happy to respond

to any questions you may have.
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DEFENSE LANGUAGE APTITUDE BATTERY (DLAB)

DESCRIPTION

PART I BIOGRAPHICAL INVENTORY

PART II RECOGNITION OF STRESS PATTERNS

PART III FOREIGN LANGUAGE (FL) GRAMMAR

PART IV FL CONCEPT FORMATION

ACTUAL TEST

Items 119

Practice Items 7

Total Items 126

CUT OFF SCORES FOR ENTRY

RAW STANDARD

60 89

63
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DEFENSE LANGUAGE APTITUDE BATTERY

PREDICTIVE VALIDITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGE COURSES

LANGUAGE

ZERO ORDER CORRELATIONS

DLAB PREDICTIVE NAT PREDICTIVE
1d/111111TV VALIDITYvrIt.ti,11 I

r N r

ARABIC 153 .400 140 .210

CHINESE-MANDARIN 85 .624 75 .244

CZECH 86 .640 70 .503

FRENCH 72 . 550 43 . 311

GERMAN 106 .428 99 .228

KOREAN 92 .547 78 . 467

RUSSIAN 86 .678 73 .570

SPANISH 83 .594 66 .507

THAI 51 .521 27 .398

VIETNAMESE 38 .433 37 .04`0

TOTALS 852 . 541 708 . 348
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COMPUTER S IMULATION OF
D LI SELECTION PROBLEM

DLAB BASE

CUTTING SAMPLE AVERAGE

SCORE INELIGIBLE ATTRITION GRADE

%

40 42. 2 7.8 78.7

42 46.5 6.7 79.

44 50.7 5.3 79.6
46 54.6 4.0 80.0
48 Joco

0. 0 2.7 80.5
50 62.9 1.5 810
52 66.9 0.5 814
54 70.6 0.0 819
56 74.0 8.6 82.3

58 77.2 7.7 82.8

60 80.3 7.1 83.3
61 817 6. 7 83.6
62 83.1 6.1 83.9
63 84.4 5.6 84.2

64 85.5 5.2 84.4
65 86.7 4.8 84.7

66 87.9 4.4 85.0
67 88.9 4.0 85.2

68 90.0 3.9 85.5

69 90.1 3.5 85.9
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DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER

DEFENSE LANGUAGE APTITUDE BATTERY

Current (April 1978) Statistics

Total Test Population
Army Sample
Air Force Sample
Navy Sample
Marine Sample

*Maximum Possible Score = 119

N Mean*

24, 633 51.6

870 52.0
1,560 51.3

333 55.2
(Too Small to Include)

Test Reliability Estimate (N =4, 000) . 91

(Kuder-Richardson Formula 21)

-$,

Test Population

All Services
Army
Air Force
Navy
Marines

Passing Rate
(Raw Score Cut-Off = 60)

Number of
Answer Sheets

76, 837

43,428
33, 085

310

14

584

Number
Pass

14, 534

6, 686

7, 744

100

4

Standard
Deviation

15. 5

17. 2

14.4

17. 8

Eligible
Per Cent

24.9%

15. 4%

23.4%

32.2%
28. 6%



S Correlations of Predictors With Average Grade

For 1969 1971 Sample (879 Cases) in 12 Languages

Predictor Correlation

1 Age .029

2 Years of Education .185

3 Defense Language Aptitude Test (DLAT) . 373

Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT):
4 MLAT Part 1: Number Learning .155

5 MLAT Part 2 : Phonetic Script .307

6 MLAT Part 3: Spelling Clues .324

7 MLAT Part 4: Words in Sentences . 359

8 MLAT - Part 5: Paired Associates .243

9 MLAT Auditory (Total 4 & 5) .266

10 MLAT Paper and Pencil (Total 6, 7, & 8) .413

SMLAT Total .401

Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery (PLAB):
2 PLAB Part I : Past Grades (Biographical) .258

3 PLAB Part 2 : Interest .113

4 PLAB Part 3 : Vocabulary .267

5 PLAB Part 4: Language Analysis .263

6 PLAB Part 5: Sound Discrimination .198

7 FLAB Part 6: Sound Symbol Assoc. .204

8 PLAB - Auditory (Total 16 & 17) .253

9 PLAB Paper and Pencil (Total 14 & 15) .319

20 PLAB Linguistic (Total 18 & 19) .357

21 PLAB Total , .405

22 Otis Lennon (IQ) .272

23 Need for Social Approval Scale -.078
24 Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale -.040
25 Defense Language Aptitude Battery .431
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ABSTRACT

From a strictly theoretical point of view, the best method
fii-ifflArm amcf iqfor determining the cutoff score for =

to administer the test during a field trial, but randomly
select personnel for training regardless of score on the
aptitude test, and then observe performance and attrition
rates in terms of aptitude test score. However, such a
method is often impractical in a military setting. Monte
Carlo techniques can be used to simulate random selection
from the "unrestricted" population to which the aptitude
test is administered. A computer program designed by the
author uses test and criterion parameters and cutting
scores, correlation coefficient, sample size, and number
of samples to be drawn as inputs, and calculates decision
classification rates across samples and for combined
samples.



MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SIMULATING
SELECTION DECISIONS FROM PERSONNEL TESTS

My colleague at DLIFLC in Monterey, Mr. Henderson, has

presented a paper on the development of the Defense Language

Aptitude Battery (DLAB). My work on a Monte Carlo program

for simulating personnel test decisions was done in conjunc-

tion with the development of this language aptitude test.
The Monte Carlo program has broader application for all

not nnr languagepersonnel tests used for selection;
aptitude test. However, our work on DLAB provides concrete

illustrations of how the program can be used. I will start

by explaining some relatively basic concepts and terms and

build up to more complicated ideas.

Since I am not sure about the background of the

audience, I am not sure how to sequence the presentation of

these basic concepts. I hope the main ideas eventually get

through and that no one feels distressed because he has

difficulty in following the transitions from point to point.

The table at Appendix A illustrates a basic problem in

making personnel decisions. No language aptitude test is

perfect enough to insure that everyone scoring higher than a

certain score will succeed in language training while every-

one scoring lower will fail. In practice, some examinees

pass the test and then fail the training. Other examinees

fail the test, but could have passed the training if they

had been given the chance.

If the minimum passing score is extremely low, then we

will have a preponderance of problems of the first kind --

examinees passing the test but subsequently failing train-

ing, but very few problems with screening out nonpassing

examinees who could have succeeded in training. If the

cutting score is very high, we will have only minor pro-

blems with test passers subsequently failing training but

more significant problems with the unwanted screening out

of nonpassers who failed to achieve the high passing score

but who could have succeeded in training.

Let us call the first type of error (where test

passers fail in training) false positive errors, and the

second type of error (where examinees are screened out who

could have succeeded in training) false negative errors.

As we can see, the proportion of false positives will
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increase as the cutoff score falls, and the proportion of
false negatives will increase as the cutting score rises. By
choosing a given cutting score we choose a certain tradeoff
between false positives and false negatives.

Let us assume a simple scenario involving a predictor
test and a criterion test. All examinees taking the pre-
dictor test also take the criterion test. We want to
generalize these results to a future situation in which we
have established cutoff scores for the predictor test and a
cutoff score for mastery on the criterion test,

Let us make some assumptions that will allow us to
conduct a simulation study. Assume that we know the popula-
tion parameters listed on the slide -- mean and standard
deviation of predictor and criterion tests and the correla-
tion between predictor and criterion. Assume a bivariate
normal distribution. Our computer program can easily
utilize a random number generator and then an inverse normal
distribution function to generate a normal distribution of
mean ./0.- x and standard deviation of °x. A correspond-
ing set of random numbers can be generated and subjected to
the inverse normal distribution function and then plugged
into the formula in Appendix B.

This formula will generate a criterion distribution with
a mean of /0, standard deviation of 67-, and correlation,

of r- with the predictor. If z scores are used throughout
the computation, the formula is much simpler. It was also
simpler to write the computer program using z scores and
convert to raw scores only when output was required.

So we now have a bivariate normal distribution with
.given parameters. At least we almost have such a distribu-
tion. No system for generating random numbers is totally
random. The random number functions I have used have a very
slight bias. The more pairs of random numbers generated, up
to a certain point, the closer the distribution generated
approaches population parameters. Since we are dealing with
a computer simulation, we can easily generate 50,000 or more
pairs of random numbers, and the amount of bias is extremely
small.

Appendix C is an output from a computer program I have

written. Note the parameter values of 43.6, 69.3, 18.0,
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14.6, and .63, and the actually obtained values of 43.4969,

69.27282, 17.98392, 14.56758, and .63320. Corresponding

z values are very close to a mean of 0 and standard

deviation of 1 as we would expect: -.00573, -.00186,

.99911, and .99778. By using the random number function and

the inverse normal distribution function, we come ery close

to a bivariate normal distribution with the desired

parameters.

The next step in the simulation process is to add the

considerations of predictor cutting score and criterion

cutting score we mentioned earlier. Every predictor score

is matched to a criterion score. We mentioned earlier two

undesirable combinations of predictor and criterion scores,

which we labeled false positives and false negatives. Two

other desirable combinations exist -- combinations in which

the aptitude test is doing what it is supposed to do. One

combination is when the examinee passes the test and then

passes his training; we call these cases valid positives.

Another combination is that the examinee fails the test and

would have failed the training also; we call these cases

valid negatives.

Given our bivariate distribution and our predictor and

criterion cutoffs, every pair of predictor and criterion

scores falls into one of these four categories. As our

computer program generates its bivariate distribution, it

simultaneously counts the number of cases in each of the

four categories, given the cutoffs specified.

The results are shown in the computer printout at

Appendix D. In this case our predictor cutoff of 60 is

almost a full standard deviation above the predictor mean

of 43.6. The computer program generated 25,000 cases,

4502 of which passed the predictor test and 20,498 of which

failed the predictor test. As explained earlier, the

"passes" are further divided into valid and false positives

and the "fails" into valid and false negatives, depending

on whether the criterion cutoff score was achieved. In

this printout, for a given predictor and cutoff score we

have the number of positive and negative cases and the

number of cases in each quadrant. We also have the mean

predictor and criterion score in each of these categories.

If the distribution stays constant as the predictor

cutoff rises, fewer people pass. Some of the correctly
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classified valid Positives that were below the cutoff become
misclassified as false negatives. However, some of the false
positives that were below the cutoff become properly classi-
fied as valid negatives. This is the kind of tradeoff we
mentioned earlier.

It is interesting to note that as the predictor cutoff
rises in this example, the mean scores for both predictor and
criterion in all quadrants rise. This occurs because there
is a relatively high correlation between predictor and
criterienn. Increasing the predictor cutoff adds cases with
a higher predictor score to the category of negative cases,
so that both the predictor and; criterion means for negative
cases rise. The same cases that are added to the negative
categories were the lowest predictor scoresfrom the positive
categories so that the predictor and criterion means for the
positive categories also rise for the remaining cases with
higher predictor scores. In parentheses on the printout we
also have the percentage of positive and negative cases
passing the criterion for each of the predictor cutoffs.

We have generated 25,000 cases so that the bivariate
distribution would have almost exactly the parameters desir-
ed. However, at DLIFLC we don't admit students to training
in groups of 25,000. Our computer program enables us to
break the big sample into a number of smaller samples of
any size we choose. This enables us to view the effect of
sampling error in circumstances similar to everyday operating
conditions. In our case we have drawn 250 samples of 100
each from the 25,000 cases. To establish a frame of refer-
ence for thinking about sampling error, we have printed the
standard errors of the parameters for 25,000 cases and for
100 cases in the first two columns at the top and the left
of the output page in Appendix C.

At the lower left of the page we have the mean values
of the small sample characteristics across groups. Of
course the mean of the means is the same as the grand mean,
but the mean of the other characteristics varies slightly
from the values for the whole sample. On the lower right
we have the standard deviation of these characteristics
across groups. For example, with this predictor grand mean
and this standard deviation of predictor sample means, we
would expect to find 68% of the sample means to fall between
about 41.7 and 45.3.
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Finally, for each combination of predictor and
criterion cutoff scores there is an output page like

Appendix E. This page gives the average number of cases

in each of the small samples for each of the four
categories and also the standard deviation of the number

of cases across all the small samples. For purposes of
comparison, a page is shown where the predictor cutoff
has been raised from 60 to 68.

In the preceding example, we have only talked about

changing the predictor cutoff. It is just as feasible to

change the criterion cutoff, and such examples were not

shown in order to keep the presentation simple.

In summary, this program employs a Monte Carlo
technique to generate a bivariate normal density function.

The five parameters on which the function is based are the

predictor and criterion means, the standard deviations, and

the correlation coefficient. The program treats these para-

meters as population values from which repeated samples are

drawn. Individual cases are then compared to predictor and
criterion cutting scores; the rates and distributions of

valid positives, false positives, valid negatives, and false

negatives are then computed.

The predictor and criterion cutting scores can be

automatically incremented to produce expectancy tables. The

program utilizes a random number generator as input to an

inverse normal function taken from STATFAK (Computer
Sciences Corporation, 1972) to create the test and criterion

distributions. It has been adapted f,r a UNIVAC 1108 with a

Fortran V Compiler.

The following output is generated:

1. Standard errors of parameters.

2. Obtained means, standard deviations, and correlation

coefficient for combined sample.

3. Standard deviation of means, standard deviations,

and correlation coefficients across samples.

641
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4. As relates to the four decision categories (VP, FP,
VN, FN):

a. Average number of cases in combined samples.

b. Average number of cases in each sample.

c. Average percentage of cases.

d. Standard deviation of number of cases across
samples.

e. Predictor mean score.

f. Criterion mean score.

5. Proportion of successful selectees.

6. Mean predictor score for selectees.

7. Mean criterion score for selectees.

8. Proportion of successful rejections (assuming
rejections were given the opportunity to succeed).

9. Mean predictor score for rejections.

10. Mean criterion score for rejections.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF
D LI SELECTION PROBLEM

DLAB BASE

CUTTING SAMPLE AVERAGE

SCORE INELIGIBLE ATTRITION GRADE

ex,

40 42.2 7.8 78.7

42 46.5 6.7 79. I

44 50.7 5.3 79.6
46 54.6 4.0 80.0

48 58.8 2.7 80.5

50 62.9 15 81.0

52 66.9 0.5 81.4

54 70.6 0.0 819
56 74.0 8.6 82.3

58 77.2 7.7 82.8

60 80.3 7.1 83.3

61 81.7 6.7 83.6

62 83.1 6.1 83.9

63 84.4 5.6 84.2

64 85.5 5.2 84.4

65 86.7 4.8 84.7

66 87.9 4.4 85.0

67 88.9 4.0 85.2

68 90.0 3.9 85.5

69 90. I 3.5 85.9
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APPENDIX B

(ze-- 9 <7"737 "1" i-fx#

CRITERION MEAN

PREDICTOR SCORE

PREDICTOR MEAN

PREDICTOR STANDARD DEVIATION

CRITERION STANDARD DEVIATION

CORRELATION BETWEEN PREDICTOR AND CRITERION

A NUMBER GENERATED BY UTILIZING A RANDOM

NUMBER GENERATOR AND INVERSE NORMAL DISTRI-

BUTION FUNCTION TO GENERATE A DISTRIBUTION 1

WITH /Air = 0 AND Grx = I .

STANDARD-ERROR OF ESTIMATE

WITH Z. SCORES

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
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PAM: A METHODOLOGY FOR PREDICTING
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AVAILABILITY

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a methodology for projecting the
career transition activity of Air Force personnel to predict
their future availability. It includes a personnel availability an-
alysis model (PAM), application techniques, and a personnel
data bank.

The cost significance of weapon system personnel re-
quirements has made their consideration a major concern with-
in the systems acquisition process. The need for tools to aid
in this consideration has led primarily to the development of
models and techniques which address the identification of those
requirements. What has been lacking is a means to determine
and provide guidance for the accommodation of the potential im-
pacts of a changing military force structure on their fulfillment.
The methodology described here is a first step toward the com-
prehensive assessment of weapon system design, personnel re-
quirements, and support plans in terms of the future availability
of military personnel.

The heart of the PAM methodology is a computerized
model which represents career transition activity within the Air
Force by a series of Markov processes, each depicting a sub-
population of airmen, with states defined by years of service
and paygrade. State transition probabilities are calculated on the
basis of actual transition activity data contained in the Uniform
Airman Record (UAR). Subpopulations may either be defined on
an a-priori basis, such as by Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC)
designation, or analytically established by applying a discrete
dependent variable regression analysis technique called Logit
Analysis. This technique identifies subpopulations consisting of
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personnel exhibiting similar career transition behavior and de-
scribes them in terms of individual attribute data contained in

the UAR. It increases career projection accuracy by reducing
uncontrolled variance, and provides increased specificity in the
analysis of personnel policy change impacts.

The PAM methodology includes computer programs
which extract and combine data elements from the UAR to form
an addressable data bank. Presently, this data bank contains a
selection of data elements from the 1975, 1976, and 1977 UAR

files for approximately 95,000 airmen assigned to thirteen
AFSCs.

BACKGROUND

The cost and quality of trained system support pers-
onnel have become extremely important considerations in weapon
system design and support planning. The primary reason for
attributing such importance to the role of human resources in

weapon system development is the growing concern that their
cost, which presently overshadows that of system acquisition,
will grow to a size which will effectively preclude the afford-
ability of future systems. The Air Force, in particular, as a
branch of the Armed Services whose operational effectiveness
is most often measured in terms of the capabilities of its weapon
systems, has the unfortunate distinction of being the Service
most likely to experience the object of that concern.

This situation haki precipitated considerable research
concerning the development of tools and techniques to implement
the consideration of human resources implications of design,
operation and support within the systems acquisition process.
Emphasis has been placed, however, on human resources as, re-
quirements rather than as vital commodities whose availability
and operational disposition over time may be as crucial to new
weapon system deployment as is their timely specification as
system ownership requirements. ( Slide 1)
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The personnel availability methodology which this paper
describes is one product of an effort which expands that empha-
sis to address: (1) the present and future capability of a mili-
tary personnel force structure to respond to those requirements;
and (2) how that structure may be perturbed to increase its
ability to do so. That effort is the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory Project 1959, entitled "Advanced System for Human
Resources Support of Weapon System Development." It was
undertaken to develop a coordinated human resources technology
package which combines the results of previous research in sev-
eral human resources related technologies to provide a single
integrated mechanism for the use of human resources consider-
ations as system design and support planning guidelines. The
overall objective is to avoid unnecessary system ownership cost
through a methodical consideration of all aspects of personnel,
manpower, and training within the design process itself.

Much of the integrated technology package addresses the
early assessment of system design and support alternatives in
terms of their potential impact on human resources requirements.
However, that portion which constitutes the personnel availability
model (PAM) methodology complements that activity by providing
further guidance concerning the feasibility of meeting those re-
quirements within the constraints imposed by present and fore-
seeable circumstances of personnel availability. It allows system
planners the option of either designing a system in compliance
with a predicted personnel availability situation or seeking means
to alter that situation to provide for a mission essential design
capability. In the former instances the PAM methodology can
probabilistically define the composition of the personnel force
structure at the time of system deployment, thus identifying a
design/planning requirement. In the latter, it can provide a
vehicle for rapid hypothesis testing in a search for that set of
personnel policy actions most likely to result in the availability
of appropriate personnel to meet mission essential support
requirements.

The modeling approach to personnel availability analysis
embodied in the PAM methodology is neither new in concept nor
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uniquely superior to others in terms of its ability to provide
panacea-like solutions to insurmountable problems. However, as
a total package of model, data base, and application techniques,
it represents an important first step toward the comprehensive
assessment of weapon system design, personnel requirements,
and support plans in terms of the means available to operation-
ally ac.lommodate them.

OPERATION OF THE MODEL

The heart of the PAM methodology is the personnel
availability model itself. Its objective function is to provide esti-
mates of future personnel availability on the basis of career
transition activity projections derived from historical data indi-
caeng current and past force structure composition and past car-
eer transition activity. Derived primarily to meet needs identified
for guidance within the Air Force systems acquisition process,
that function is predicated on the following five capability require-
ments: (1) evaluation of the current human resources in the Air
Force; (2) estimation of that human resources complement at
future points in time; (3) comparison of estimated human re-
sources availability to estimated requirements at coincident points
in time; (4) quantification of differences between human resources
requirements and estimated availability; and (5) identification of
personnel policy changes necessary to reduce or eliminate potent-
ial disparities between future personnel requirements and future
personnel availability.

It was originally expected that a model could be selected
or adapted from among the many manpower/personnel models
which exist today. To a certain extent that expectation was borne
out. However, additional operating requirements were identified
which extended the modeling capability requirements of this effort
beyond those of existent candidate models identified in an exten-
sive literature search. These requirements called for: the ident-
ification and tracing of actual personnel career transition activity;
the consideration of management conditions within the manpower
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system, such as training and retirement policies; the calculation
and use of probabilistic information; minimization of computational
requirements without substantial loss in capability to accurately
reflect the actual functioning of the Air Force manpower system;
and operational specificity sufficient to assess the career transi-
tion activity of subpopulations within the total Air Force personnel
population, defined by personnel attribute designations, while
maintaining enough flexibility to investigate larger aggregate popu-
lations. In addition, the model to be selected had to be capable of
projecting the future size of the personnel complement to be found
'.-ithin a subpopulation category, itself defined either by personnel
attribute or career status designations.

In order to meet the previously defined modeling require-
ments and to provide a realistic representation of the Air Force
manpower system, the career transition process of Air Force
personnel is most tractably modeled as a finite-state, discrete-
time Markov process. This conclusion was reached in considera-
tion of the following aspects of the Air Force manpower system
which are compatible with such a model: (Slide 2)

1) It is hierarchical when states are defined by years
of service (YOS) and paygrade. Airmen can only move from low
paygrades and low years of service to higher paygrades and higher
years of service, if they 9,re to remain in the system.

2) It is approximately Markovian. An airman' s state
(YOS, paygrade) at time t+ 1 depends primarily on his state at
time t, and less so on his state at prior times.

3) It is discrete. An airman transitions from one state
to another at yearly intervals, rather than at random time inter-
vals.

A Markov model is structurally suited to take advantage
of the above three properties of the Air Force manpower system,
and also has the virtue of being computationally facile. These facts
are underscored by the mechanical simplicity of the Markov model
chosen to meet the requirements of this effort.

A population possessing user specified attributes is part-
itioned by the model into a state matrix, with states defined by
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YOS and paygrade. (Slide 3) Once the state matrix for a given
population has been defined, the model comp:des the probabilities
associated with the various allowable types of state transition.
This is accomplished on the basis of two set; of historical data
abstracted from the Uniform Airman Record (Lim). The data is
sampled at two points in time, the interval between which is de-
termined by the projection interval which a user desires to be
produced by the model. In the present case, a one year model
projection interval was desired. Therefore, the UAR was sampled
at two points in time one year apart (1975 and 1976). It should
be noted here that the model' s overall prediction of personnel
availability at a future point in time is accomplished on the basis
of an iterative updating of its state population projection. That is,
the n.. lel continually applies the UAR data-derived transition
probabilities (calculated from the actual transitions indicated by
the two point data sample) to its most recent state population
projection matrix, until the user specified outyear tem::Ination
point is reached. The final stake population projection matrix is
the airman population prediction for that outyear bounded, of
course, by whatever personnel attribute or career status designa-
tions the user has chosen to impose as output constraints.

Several assumptions were made concerning both the flow
of airmen through the Force manpower system and external
policy considerations might conceivably affect the probabil-
ities associated with vari,,,is types of career transition activity.
(Slide 4) In formulating the model, it was assumed that once a
person enters a particular state t!--,e probabilities associated with
his next transition are independent of how or from where he may
have arrived at that state. That is, the probability associated with
his next transition must be selected from those available to any
other person in that same state. The second model formulation
assumption is that a transition must occur within the model pro-
jection interval. The third is that transitions must indicate pro-
gress either in years of service or paygrade, i, e. , no demotions
are allowed and time in -1rvice must increase without regard for
the actual but rare e of breaks in tenure. The fourth
assumption postulates a constant recruitrent rate. This is to keep
the transition probabilities "clean" with respect to variables other
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than those under examination. As will be explained later, any of
these assumptions may be purposively violated by the user by
exercising the user-interactive features of the PAM.

A typical state within the model is illustrated in Slide 5.
Such a state represents a particular service tenure and paygrade
within a single Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), and may be
visualized as a single cell within a three dimensional state popu-
lation projection matrix bounded by those variables. It is so rep-
resented within the PAM, with the additional consideration that
the population of each state is also bounded by the set of pers-
onnel attribute constraints imposed by the model user. In the
illustration, the solid arrows indicate the transition probabilities
that produce a new state population (Sij' ). Segmented arrows in-
dicate the ways in which personnel may leave a typical state. As
is shown, transition into a state can occur only in one of three
ways: (I) a transfer from some other AFSC, or a new accession;
(2) an increase in paygrade with an incremental increase in YOS;

or (3) an incremental increase in YOS without a change in paygrade.

Basically, the PAM examines its historical data base
and calculates the exit probabilities associated with each state as
determined by historical preedent. It then forms a state and
probability data base which is comprised of transition probability
matrices for upgrade, increment, loss from service, and trans-
fer. These matrices become the bases for determining the com-
position of future state populations. The basic Markov formula-
tion for these future state probability calculations is shown in
Slide 6. The following provides additional detail.

Letting Sij denote a state at time t with year of service
i and paygrade j, and S' ij denote the state population at time t+ I,
the following equation defines the computation for determining a
new state value for the succeeding time interval:

S' ij = (Si-I, j) (PIi-I, j) + (Si-I, j-1)(PUi-I, I) + Tij

where:
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S' ij 4.11.e state population at a point in time t+ 1, having i years
of service and j paygrade;

Si-1,j z the state population at a point in time t, having i-1
years of service and j paygrade;

Si-1, j-1 x the state population at a point in time t, having i-1
years of service and j-1 paygrade;

PIi-1,j = the probability that people in state Si -1, j will increment
one year in service but, will not leave the population or
upgrade;

PL11-1, j-1 = the probability that people in state Si-1, j-1
upgrade to S' ij within the next time interval;

Tij = the number of people from outside the population that will
transfer into state S' ij within the next time interval.

It should be noted that, since year of service is monotonic, the
i subscript carries time in the equation for the succeeding state.
New state population values are determined by the transitions
from the state preceding it by one time interval. Probability of
loss from a state, by exit from the Service or transfer to another
population, is not included in the previously described equation
but is taken into consideration in the more comprehensive state
transition equations within the PAM.

PAM DATA BASE

In the most general terms, the PAM data base can be
described as being comprised of two sets of data which provide
"snapshot" .pictures of the Air Force personnel population at two
points in time. Their comparison, within the model, reveals the
career transition activity which has taken place within the time
interval selected and provides the means to project that which will
take place during successive time intervals in the future. The
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equation described above defines the process for that projection.
The data bases are abstracts of the Uniform Airman Record
(UAR). The current PAM data base was constructed from the 1975
and 1976 UAR and covers approximately 95,000 airmen in thirteen
technical Air Force Specialty Categories. (Slide 7) Data for indiv-
idual personnel are assembled on PAM records and address such
things a.s test scores, duty assignments, personnel history, pay
levels, etc, which the PAM uses as personnel descriptors or
attributes. The records cover 24 of the 450 identifiable personnel
characteristics contained in the UAR. (Slide 8) The present select-
ion was made on a judgemental basis and could conceivably be im-
proved for specific PAM application objectives by a more detailed
consfieration of the possible relationships between individual attri-
butes and those objectives.

The actual process of UAR data abstraction, necessitated
by the voluminous nature of the UAR, is undertaken external to
the PAM. It should be considered a preparation process, rather
than a PAM function, in that the proper selection of attributes to
be abstracted demands considerable user judgement. In any case,
the mechanization of the process, once selection decisions are made,
is a straightforward task. In the present instance, it was rapidly
accomplished by the Computation Sciences Division of the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory. Once the abstraction process
is performed and the two PAM data record sets are compiled, the
PAM takes them as inputs and combines them to form a single
record set. This corlbined record set is then used by the PAM to
generate transition probability data, i.e., future behavioral probab-
ility data based on the recorded career transition activity concern-
ing whether individuals in certain AFSCs incremented in years of
service, upgraded in pay status, did both, transferred to another
AFSC, or left the Service within the time interval covered.

Transition probabilities ark. computed using the transition
data and the following algorithms:

(1) Computation of state (5) matrix:

Sij = number of airmen in the population with years of service (i)

and paygrade (j);
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(2) Computation of probability (P) matrices

Number of airmen who left state (i, j) during the time
interval via upgrade

PU'ij =
Sij = population of state (i, j) at beginning of time interval

Number of airmen whose grade remained the same
during the time interval

PIij =
Sij = population of state (i, j) at beginning of time interval

Number of airmen who left state (i, j) during the time
interval by leaving the Service

PLij =
Sij = population of state (i, j) at beginning of time inLerml

Probabilities associated with airmen transfer in and
out of Air Force Specialty Categories (AFSCs) are included among

the probability matrices calculations within the PAM. The process
by means of which they are generated involves a comparison of
the four types of AFSC designations found in the UAR, viewed at

the two points in time which bound the interval of historical data
sampling. Discussion of that process is beyond the scope of this

paper.

PAM PROGRAMS AND FUNCTIONS

The PAM is comprised of two computer programs which

perform the following four functions: (I) data base generation;
(2) data base maintenance; (3) extrapolation over time; and (4)

data post-processing. (Slide 9 )
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Each function is performed by a program or program subroutine
and the functions are sequential in the sense that the output of
one function serves as the input to the next function in the seq-
uence.

Program 1 (Data Base Generation Function)

This program selects the personnel records on the basis
of user-selected criteria for screening on particular attributes.
The records selected are processed and used to create matrices
for use by subroutines two and three of program 2. Oiice the
records have all been processed, the program calculates probab-
ilities (P' s) of upgrade, increment in years of service, and loss
for each AFSC, paygrade, and year of service state as was prev-
iously described. The program also accumulates matrices for num-
bers of transfers by AFSC, years of service, and paygrade.

Program 2 (Model Operation Function)

This program consists of three subroutines and is user-
interactive via remote terminal facilities. It performs the following
tasks: (1) data base maintenance which allows for user-entered
override modifications to the state, transfer, and probability mat-
rices; (2) operation of the probability extrapolator model for a user-
specified number of time intervals; and (3) printout of results
and/or current values contained in the state, transfer, or probab-
ility matrices. All of the above functions are controlled by the user
at the computer terminal. Through ro:;ponses to a series of quest-
ions displayed at the terminal, program execution will select sub-
routine 1, 2, or 3 of this program, depending upon the specific re-
quirements of a task defined by the user. (Descriptions of these
subroutines are given below.) Each tinic a user input is required,
a statement followed by a question r114::. All be displayed to
prompt the user. At those points, progr?m execution will pause
for the user response and resume once it is made. Termination
of each user input is signaled to the program by striking the
carriage return key. The three subroutines function as follows.

Program 2; Subroutine 1 (Data Base Maintenance Functi--)n)
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This subroutine is used to modify the state, probability,
or transfer matrices on an element-by-element basis. The sub-
routine will perform edit and reasonableness checks, i. e. , allow
user override of the matrix cell entries. Its use is optional and
can be bypassed if the user is satisfied with the matrices com-
puted from the :_lput data supplied by program 1.

Program 2; Subroutine 2 (Extrapolation Function)

This subroutine produces the projections of state trans-
fer, using the matrices calculated in Program 1. It steps the
state matrix forward in time, interval by interval, and stores the
output in a Result File for future output to the user in several
ways and formats which he may designate. Examples of such
outputs are: projections bounded by specified years of service,
paygrades, and/or by specific outyear restrictions; and display
via terminal screen or printed hard copy.

Program 2; Subroutine 3 (Post Processing Function)

This subroutine selectively lists any part of the Result
File created by subroutine 2. The portion to be listed is a user
option. Current programming allows the user to impose output
parameter restrictions which yield listings within the following
formats:

(1) The entire state matrix for paygrades 3 through 9
and years of service 1 through 21, where years of service 21

is an aggregation of years 21 through 30;
(2) Any selected combination of states; and
(3) Breakout by years of service with all paygrades being

collapsed to yield a single line matrix output.

APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

Two very important features are built into the PAM.
The first, provided by Program 2/Subroutine 1, allows the user
to make changes in the state or probability matrices; thus giving
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him the opportunity to make state population projections on the
basis of postulated, as well as real, initial state conditions and
personnel career flow constraints. The second feature provides
the PAM user with a capability to investigate the career transit-
ion activity of subpopulations selected on the basis of their mem-
bers possessing certain combinations of personnel attributes, (Slide 10)
e.g., age, education, race, sex, etc. Personnel availability in-
vestigation on the subpopulation level is desirable because the Air
Force manpower system, while not truly a homogeneous system,
has been modeled within the PAM as a Markov process. Specifi-
cally, various subpopulations of airmen have been found to have
different career transition rates. Therefore, an increase in mod-
eling accuracy may be obtained by dividing subject populations
into homogeneous subpopulations for individual examination.

The PAM is structured such that projections are made
on the basis of years of service (YOS) and paygrade. However,
other factors may significantly affect the career transition pro-
cess. Airmen with identical YOS and paygrade at present may be
expected to transition to different states,.. independently of how
they arrived at the current state, L There are sufficient differ-
ences among their other attributes such as test scores, marital
status, or sex. Such differences are handled in the PAM method-
ology by two distinct mathematical approaches to the detailed ev-
aluation of human resources availability in terms of their group-
ing on the basis of personnel attributes. Possible modeling in-
accuracies which might arise as a result of attribute heterogen-
eities are accounted for by the calculation of separate transition
rates for each homogeneous subpopulation that can be identified
by attributes other than YOS and paygrade. Such descriptors may
be thought of as driving attributes.

The first approacn, which can be thought of as an attri---
bute identification or categorical approach, employs a qualitative
discriminant analysis using graphical displays of transition freq-
uencies versus attributes. It identifies the attribute or combinat-
ion thereof which indicates a high concentration of specific trans-
itions. Directed at determining which groups of airmen, or sub-
populations transiti(m alike, it attempts to flag any attributes that
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are capable of being used to distinguish between airmen subpop-
ulations exhibiting dissimilar career transition rates. This is
ace-- aplished by exposing incidents of career transition activity
ch Leterized by disproportionate numbers of transitions relative
to the number of airmen possessing a given attribute or set of
attributes. The resultant grouping of airmen reflects a categori-
zation on that basis. The groups are then examined as individual
entities which constitute homogeneously transitioning subpopulat-
iens.

The second approach is directed at the determination of
a functional relationship between specific transitions and the attri-
butes; as in multiple regression analysis. A specialized statisti-
cal technique called Logit Analysis is used to aid in that determ-
ination by establishing dependency relationships among the various
attributes. The object of that analysis, rather than the identifcat-
ion, of homogeneous groups of airmen in terms of career transit-
ion rates, is the determination of how the transition rates are re-
lated to the specific attributes themselves. In this formulation,
transitions are viewed as a response (dependent) variable and the
UAR data are taken to constitute a vector of explanatory (indepen-
dent) variables. The variables are operated upon by a mathemati-
cal model, using binomial logit analysis, that in effect regresses
the dependent variables on the independent variables to yield indi-
cants of relationship. Results of this analysis are particularly
well suited toward the provision of aid in the identification of air-
men groups that have a distinct set of attributes and a set of tran-
sition probabilities different from the average movement paramet-
ers of the total airmen population, i. e. , homogeneous subpopulat-
ions.

In summation, categorical analysis involves the identifi-
cation of an attribute(s) that coincides with non uniform populat-
ion transition rates. It constitutes a search for driving attributes
to define similarly transitioning subpopulations by comparing the
frequency distributions of transitions. Logit analysis is directed
.towards the establishment of a weighting scheme for the attributes
relative to transition rates. The process of subpopulation identifi-
cation, state & probability matrices calculations, and human
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resources availability projection is functionally illustrated in Slide
11 Slide 12 provides a detailea illustration of PAM operation, to
include the PAM methodology for identifying homogeneous subpop-
ulations. The application methodology described above allows the
subpopulation selection features of the basic PAM to be used intell-
igently on the basis of data implications, rather than that of trial
and error. There is, however, a variable which, although not di-
rectly addressed by the PAM methodology, does bear significantly
on the validity of the PAM personnel availability projections. That
variable is recruitment rate. Normally, it may be assumed to be
constant. However, the PAM data base maintenance f-lnction sub-
routine may be used to input changes at the discre.i. -,L of the user.

Slide 13 illustrates an additional use for the identificat-
ion of homogeneous subpopulations, other than prediction of total
population availability on the basis of aggregating predictions for
the subpopulations which it subsumes. That additional use is in
the analysis of the potential impacts of personnel policy changes
on career transition activity and future availability. It should be
noted that, although the PAM provides a basic capability for this
kind of analysis, the analysis of personnel policy impact assumes
a knowledge of the relationships between policy and the personnel
attributes which the PAM uses to track personnel career progress-
ion.

SUMMARY

A model has been developed for projecting the future
availability of Air Force maintenance personnel based on the 1975
and 1976 career transition activity of 95,000 airmen. The utility
and specificity of the model, and the accuracy of the projection
results, have been expanded by the development of an application
methodology. That methodology incorporates certain statistical
techniques to, not only examine the Air Force manpower structure
on a more individual basis than was heretofore possible but also
to, identify personnel attributes that are related to tenure in the
Air Force.
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The PAM and its methodology for personnel availability
analysis is capable of meeting the needs of an analyst who, in
the design phases of weapon system acquisition, desires to deter-
mine whether planned maintenance manpower requirements may
be expected to be fulfilled by the Air Force human resources
supply at the time of weapon system implementation. If human
resources availability projections indicate that requirements may
not be met, the PAM provides a capability which can be of aid
in seeking personnel policy changes which can be implemented
to effect changes in the future availability of the required pers-
onnel such that future requirements can be met.
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Some Implications of Commercial. Test Normings

for Mobilization Surveys

I assume that, in an abstract way, the object of the study contemplated

by this symposium can be regarded as the description of a large segment of

the American population in terms of variables that are of military interest;

a major problem is that we don't normally access that segment for testing.

One approach is to try to estimate the statistics of interest through their

relationship with variables that are included in larger, more comprehensive

surveys of populations similar to the population of interest. I will,

however, focus on a different alternative--that of operating one's own

survey--using the development of national test norms as an example (Jackson

& Schrader, 1976).

This problem is not unlike one faced by the College Entrance Examination

Board, for which we (ETS) are the technical contractors. The Board owns the

Scholastic Aptitude Test. (SAT), a test used for admissions in a large number

of American colleges and universities. It is useful to secondary school

students to know where they might stand in the SAT score distributions. To

supply this, the Board periodically has us undertake to find the distribution

of test scores in American secondary schools. In this, we have a situation

similar to that of the military. The SAT, like the ASVAB, in whose distri-

butional statistics we might be interested, is only given to applicants; for

both testing programs there is another big pool of people out there about

whom we would like to know.

Actually, the Board doesn't use the SAT to construct norms; it uses a

somewhat shorter test called the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT),

which is extensively administered, but at somewhat lower grades than is the

SAT. Use of the PSAT is feasible for several reasons. Statistical relation-

ships between the PSAT and the SAT have been developed, and their factorial

content is highly similar, as might be expected since they are built to about

the same test development specifications. Also, for the schools that appear

in the sample and that also regularly administer the PSAT, the job is only

one of getting them to extend their testing to include the whole class (as

opposed to introducing the school to a brand new administration). Since a

large portion of American secondary schools regularly administer the PSAT,

the reduction of effort is very substantial. Because the tests are given at

somewhat different ages, conversions that include "aging the scores" have

been worked out. Indeed, the procedure of developing age relationships on

smaller samples and then using the relationships to transform statistics

collected on younger, but available, populations is one that might well be

considered for studying variables of military interest.

Next, we choose schools as the sampling unit. It's the most feasible

unit for us. ETS keeps a list of American secondary schools for the College

Board; it's updated monthly and if effort makes it good, it's good. It's

too big a list on which to keep detailed information about any of the schools;

we have just the school name and address and, for some, the principal's name.

Stratification, except geographic, directly from that list is pretty well out

of the question. That such a list exists is an enormous help! With a

sophisticated group like this, I hesitate to say that one of the techniques 4
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for studying the population is to develop a frame, but I can hardly avoid

saying it. The problem that I sete for mobilization studies is that the

population, as defined, is one fox which it is very difficult to conceive

a frame. But frame construction. at any rate, is one of the first things

that I would undertake. Possibly, in sheer desperation, I would consider

modifying the problem to be one where a frame can be constructed.

Next, the sample is to be drawn, and we must decide how many cases

are necessary. Those of us who have been involved in quantitative research

over the years know that much soul - searching goes with setting sample sizes.

Usually, the survey sponsors want the samples to be small because that keeps

the dollar cost down; the statisticians want the sample sizes up to get

narrow confidence bands. For myself, I have arrived at the following

attitude, one I can reach because of some statistical results about

simultaneous confidence intervals. People don't ordinarily identify

simultaneous confidence intervals with surveys of this kind, but I believe

an important implication for us is there. We usually have several parameters

that we want to estimate, and we would like to draw some conclusion about

the set. Test norms comprise a whole series of statistics, and we don't just

concern ourselves with the precision of each one at a time. Now, the find-

ing that motivates my attitude about sample sizes is that if one sets many

confidence intervals narrow enough to be useful, more cases are required than

there is population! That's impossible, of course; it happens because the

intervals are derived using infinite theory and the populations are finite.

But the thrust of it is that whatever you do, it isn't going to be enough.

Therefore, my attitude is that you should take what the traffic will bear;

get all you can get if you're interested in multiple pieces of information.

It's very seldom, in a social science inquiry, that I've encountered a

situation in which any really credible confidence interval construction was

involved; in fact, I can't remember any. Rather, there will be a certain

amount of money available to do the study. What you do is to balance your

resources so that you can do the best job for your sponsor and his purposes.

Within that context, you get as large a sample as you can get and still get

the rest of the job done--that's the state of the art. Of course, you should

calculate confidence intervals for single pieces of information, and if those

are too broad to be meaningful for the sample size you have, you can reason-

ably doubt whether the study should be performed without modification.

Therefore, by some procedure not entirely statistical, we arrived at

the conclusion that there should be 200 schools! The next problem is to

get their cooperation and that of their students. How (and whether) you

secure that cooperation are crucial. Probably this seminar is supposed to

concern technical things, but I think that careful attention to securing

the cooperation of the participants is every bit as important, if not more

so. In securing this cooperation, the College Board has a lot going for it.

First of all, SAT scores have value, and as a consequence of participation,

they can be supplied. Thus, the student has access to information that can

help him forecast his position when the time comes for the grand sorting of

high school students into the slots of the world, and he can get it for

nothing. He gets some practice for the real thing, and the result never
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hurts his record. He gets it a little bit earlier in his career than he

normally would, and that helps him plan his postsecondary school career

strategies. The student that really doesn't have a college career in mind

and had not planned to take the PSAT may, in fact, learn that there is

some desirable higher education alternative open to him that he would not

have known about otherwise. (Parenthetically, since we are discussing what

the examinee has to gain by taking the test, let me mention that we've had

very little luck with money as an incentive for students. My belief is that

the amount of money needed to buy enough student cooperation to produce a

good study is more than one can afford. But I do think that there has to

be an incentive for examinees.)

Schools can have advantages, too. Those not usually participating in

the PSAT programs will gain experience with a national testing program with

which they haven't had previous experience, and will get guidance informa-

tion that they didn't have. The schools that normally have their students

take the SAT or PSAT will have the national norms updated, they can use them

in accustomed ways and will have more complete guidance information about

their student bodies. Knowing that these things are going for them, it is

perfectly reasonable for the College Board to contact American secondary

schools, ask them if they would be interested and willing to participate in

national norms development for the SAT, and expect to get takers. I

emphasize all this strongly because I think that to conduct a national study

you must approach the institutions and the examinees in such a way that they

have a reason to cooperate with you. In military research you can, of course,'

appeal to abstractions such as patriotism, and that will be effective in some

cases. But when you're pursuing cooperation of a sample, you want broad

acceptance. You must have appeals with nearly universal effectiveness.

Therefore I think you must somehow create an approach that establishes some

gain for the participants.

In any case, a letter is written to the schools and signed by the

President of the College Board. It tells about the study and tries to

motivate the schools to participate. At Educational Testing Service, we're

very careful about who signs such letters and how they are written. Even

so, we are perhaps sometimes not as careful as we ought to be. Generally,

we try to find signers who are of significance to the recipients, as do you

in military testing research. (I date myself by admitting it, but I have

often participated in, PI observed, the drafting of a letter for the Army

Adjutant General's signature.) I think the source of the letter ought to

be a figure who is recognizably identified with some goal of the institution

whose participation you seek; the purposes given for the study need to be

purposes with real appeal to the potential participants. Recruiting is a

good purpose, and evaluating the relative quality of the peOple coming into

the service is a good purpose. But they're military purposes, and may not

be as directly connected with the goals of a school principal as are other

uses of his time and his students' time. I can only suggest that, and can't

precisely formulate, a common interest of broad appeal be established with

educational associations. I think this very important part of it needs a

lot of thought.
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Well, we did our best, solicited the schools, and collected the data.

How well did we do? In a 1974 study, the participation rate was 58.4 of the

schools. We don't know why the rate was that low. With all those things

going for the study, the sample obtained still wasn't that large, so we

now had the problem of deciding how much of an effect the loss of schools

had on the result. One way to approach this problem is to take spot surveys

of the non-respondents. If you do this, it is very possible that the results

will get you to your answer. Maybe that's obvious, but let me give you an

example of where it worked out very neatly. In a survey of elementary

schools for the National Commission for Marihuana and Drug Abuse (Boldt,

Reilly, & Haberman, 1976), we were studying the types of drug education

programs that were available in elementary schools. The response rate was

terrible, less than 10%. Who'd believe a 4% sample? One option was to

find characteristics of that 4% sample and compare them to national character-

istics and find they're the same. But that isn't very convincing as a

procedure, because it doesn't explain why you got the people that you got;

it merely tells you some ways that they're not different. But that doesn't

establish that they're the same; it just establishes that you didn't find

the ways they differ. In our case, we went back to a sample of schools who

didn't respond to us, and repeatedly called them until they talked to us.

Their reactions were fairly monolithic. The schools thought we had originally

contacted them by mistake: What, after all, did we mean asking them about a

drug abuse program in elementary school? They didn't believe there was a

drug problem in elementary school and felt that the survey simply didn't

apply to them. In no case was there a consciously formed drug education

program. The obvious point is that anything we came out with in our 4%

sample is an overestimate of the magnitude of such education. We found in

our data that such education occurred in very few places, that when it did

occur it occurred only because officials at the next higher levels of

organization wanted it, not because of pressure from the community. The

survey did establish that there wasn't local, immediate pressure because of

a perceived drug problem; and there wasn't much education going on. That

was part of our answer, but we got it by asking the non-respondents, not

by comparing information from respondents with existing statistics.

Unfortunately, many times researchers do not ask the non-participants why

they didn't cooperate. With schools, sometimes, it's just that the testing

area isn't big enough. If you're losing schools for a reason like that you

can sample or work out some other compromise.

Another technique for the non-response problem is to send a small

simple questionnaire with the original letter of request and try very hard

to get it completed and returned by all persons contacted. You can then

perhaps get a hypothesis about why they don't participate if, in fact,

they don't. Easily supplied descriptive information would be good, and I

suggest that you don't leave a place to say "we are not participating

because," because frankly that makes it too easy for them not to. Make

the special approach to non-participants separately.

In summary, it's best if you can capitalize on some existing program.

The fact that the program exists indicates that people have an interest in
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it, and you can relate what you're doing to that interest you have a

better dunce of getting cooperation. Next, you need to establish in the

minds of -the possible examinees and the possible participating schools ox-

sampling:snits, whatever they are, that they have a stake in till, enter-

prisenot because they have a stake in what you do but because ev 'lave

a stake in it because of what they do. Third, I suggest that ye ,11

the sample that you can get, consistent with the cost and requi- s of

the rest of the job. Finally, make provision for collecting ea

supplied data from everybody you write to in the first place, fc up

those who don't cooperate, find out why, and modify your procedt if

you can, to get them in. Those aren't technical procedures (I IL, them

remarkably unstatistical, I guess, when I think back on them), but to the

extent that you need to go out and estimate national statistics, they have

been crucial in our educational research.
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Measuring the Military Base Population of the 1980's

M. A. Fischl

U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia 22333

Abstract

Measurement of the military base population is needed to serve three
general purposes. First, knowledge of the population distribution of general
and specific abilities, vocational interests, and some skills, can facilitate
high quality test development research. The World War II general ability
measure on 12-million men has been exceedingly helpful, and it is time to
update and expand it. The second purpose will be facilitation of manpower
research, through obtaining population demographic, biographic, socio-
economic data. In order to understand and manage the force, understanding

of what is in the well seems critical. The third purpose will be facilitation
of recruiting research through providing parameters of popularity and avoidance
in the relevant age-group population. The paper identifies some sources of

the needed data for the population measures.



Measuring the Military Base Population of the 1980's

M. A. Fischl

U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia 22333

There is a clear need to learn what the population distribution of

military age young people will look like on relevant dimensions.

Samples from the population, even very large samples which join the
military service over an extended period, differ very drastically on
basic attributes depending on the political, economic, and defense state-
of-affairs in the Unites States and the world at the time. Consider the

figure below, which is the distribution of AFQT scores of all men entering
the Army for the first time in two recent 12-mOnth periods, fiscal years
1969 and 1977. In 1969 the country was at war, 1977 was a very recently
completed period under all-volunteer operations. Although essentially

the same in means, the dispersions are about as disparate as two distri-

butions can get. WHAT DOES THE POPULATION FROM WHICH THESE SAMPLES
WERE DRAWN REALLY LOOK LIKE?, which is the point of today's symposium.

Measurement of the military base population is needed to serve three

general purposes. First, precise knowledge of the population distri-
bution on general and specific abilities, vocational interests and per-
haps some skills, can be very facilitating of high quality test develop-

ment research. Knowledge of the population distribution permits re-
search to utilize smaller samples, stratified to conform to the population

distribution, than would otherwise be needed--this translates to lower costs

and less disruption of operations. Knowledge of the population distri-

bution allows for more precise estimation of psychometric relationships
through enabling use of such statistics as range restriction corrections,

which are dependent on such information. This is doubtless one reason

why military employment test validity coefficients arc invariably higher

than those in private induStry. The World War II general ability

measure on 12-million men has been exceedingly helpful for these 30-odd

years, and it is time to update and expand it to other psychological

domains.

The second general purpose served by knowledge of the military base

population will be facilitation of manpower research. A separate pool

of information from that of the prior paragraph, but obtainable by similar

methodology, consists of demographic, biographic, socio-economic variables

descriptive of the population of young adults. A few years ago our office

did a small feasibility examination of some sources of these data, to

answer the very relevant question: "How representative is the Army?".

A particular source looked at was the U.S. Office of Education (Depart-

ment of HEW) National Longitudinal Study of the High School Graduating

Class of 1972 (NLS). We analyzed the original data set (Spring 1972)
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and the first follow-up (October 1973). Some outcomes of that analysis

were:

a. Longitudinal capture rate from Spring 72 to Fall 73 was 86%.

b. Of an N of approximately 20-thousand, 321--11/2%--had joined the Army.

c. These 321 cases divided as follow on some dimensions of interest:

Race: 75% White, 17% Black, 8% Other

Socio-economic Status: 42% Low, 42% Middle, 14% High

Region: Northeast 18%, North Central 27%, South 35%,

West 20%.

High School Activities: Athletics 56%, Vocational
Educational 21%, Hobby Clubs 22%, Drama, Debating,
Music 25%.

d. We did not review all dimensions.

The point here is not to report on the NLS but to indicate that population

data on these types of variables can be helpful to manpower research. To

understand and manage the force composition, understanding of what is in the

well seems critical.

The third purpose we see facilitated by the mobilization population

data set will be recruiting research, providing precise quantification of

domains of military service perceived to have positive and negative valences,

and providing stable benchmarks for evaluation of changes in Service recruit-

ing policies.

How may these ends be served, yielding a census of young people in

terms of the types of variables I described? Clearly we will need to splice

together data from several sources, coupled with some special-purpose

empirical data collection. It seems apparent that the High School ASVAB
Testing Program can be of great value, and splicing it to the production

AFEES Testing Program seems a natural; reliance on and tying into subsequent

NLS follow-ups would seem profitable; lessons to be learned from Project

TALENT should be sought; there are numerous ad hoc and continuing Department

of Labor, Department of Defense (e.g., Gilbert Youth Survey), Bureau of

Labor Statistics and Bureau of the Census surveys to be examined. I've

just skimmed the surface and the obvious. The other participants today

will tell us of prior experiences in this type of endeavor inside and

outside the Department of Defense and I hope illuminate a way that we can

cooperatively inventory the military base population of the 1980's.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MOBILIZATION POPULATION INVENTORY USING EXISTING ASVAB
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MOBILIZATION POPULATION INVENTORY USING EXISTING ASVAB

DATA BANKS

The Military Enlistment Processing Command (MEPCOM) annually tests

approximately 1.9 million individuals with the Armed Service Vocational

Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Approximately 800,000 are applicants for

enlistment in the Armed Services and are tested with the ASVAB Form 6 or

7. The applicants are tested at one of the 66 Armed Forces Examining

and Entrance Stations (AFEES) or at one of over 1,000 test4ng locations

run by the AFEES. Additionally, there are approximately 1.1 million

high school students who are annually administered the ASVAB Form f in

their own high schools. Results of this high school version are then

used to provide a prescreened list of mentally qualified prospects for

enlistment.

The mobilization population can be defined as the set of 18-24 year

old, American citizens. Presumably this subset of the American population

would be subject to the draft during a national emergency. Naturally,

it would be desirable to test a large unbiased sample of the mobiliza-

tion population to develop a new mobilization base, but the cost would

probably he prohibitive. Accordingly, we may have to sacrifice some

theoretical purity in the face of economic constraints. Nevertheless,

the possibilities appear bright for tailoring existing data to develop a

new mobilization base which can be more accurate and of greater utility

than the one currently in use. The data base that appears most feasible

for use in modeling the mobilization population is the high school

sample. There are two reasons for this selection: low cost and low

pre-test bias.
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First, the sheer magnitude of the number of student; tested, combined

with the demographic data that is coded by the students on their answer

cards, allows for the instant computerized analysis of extremely large

samples. Additionally, the results obtained on the ASVAB 5 are relatively

unbiased by illegal pretest assistance. Unfortunately, applicants for

enlistment are frequently provided pretest information regarding items

on the ASVAR 6 or 7. This behavior (commonly called compromise) is a

major factor inflating the scores of applicants on the Armed Forces

Qualification Test (AFOT), which is the Qualification portion of the

ASVAB. in contrast to the ASVAR 6/7 production testing, the effect of

test compromise in the high school testing program appears to be neglig

able. Only 8% of those taking the test initially indicate a desire to

enter the military. Additionally, those who intend to obtain illegal

assistance probably opt for immediate testing nn the ASVAR 6/7 rather

than waiting for their high school to schedule the ASVAB 5. Figures 1

and 2 are examples of ASVAR 5 vs ASVAR 6/7 percentile plots for male and

female applicants, respectively, who were administered both tests. The

ASVAB 5 sample appears to be closer to a "normal curve" than the curve

depicting the same sample of individuals who took the ASVAR 6/7 version

of ASVAR.

There are two basic problems with estimating the performance character

istics of our referenced population, no matter what sample we take:

(1) The motivation of the individuals within the sample.

(2) the appropriateness of the sample.
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The motivation factoriunfortunately, has pervasive effects with our

current method of norming. During the draft era, a signficant portion

of selective service registrants would intentionally fail the AFQT in

the hope they would not be inducted. Now the problem is reversed. A

significant portion of applicants has received some form of unauthorized

testing assistance so that they will be found mentally qualified for the

service and job of their choice when, in fact, they are unqualified.

The current method of norming new tests requires stratification of a

sample of applicants in the AFEES by AFQT. Unfortunately, since the

existing AFQT is compromised, the new items appear harder because the

stratified sample makes applicants appear more capable then they really

are. Our norms are continually degenerated each time this stratifica-

tion process takes place because the effects are cumulative. In essence,

we are stratifying the population to insure the sample is unbiased but

we are not compensating for the overriding effect of test compromise.

While it is difficult to quantify the extent of compromise, its effect

can be demonstrated using a verification composite first proposed by

Sims (reference 1). Figures 3 through 6 are percentile plots based on

all applicants tested in all. AFEES from Apr Jun 7B. The qualification

composite (AFQT) is compared against a composite based on other non-AFQT

tests within the ASVAB. For ease of discussing, this verification

composite is called the "pseudo".AFOT. The difference in these curves

reflects different rates of compromise by service. Unfortunately there

is no readily available "clean" sample of applicants upon which to

measure the true extent of comnromise in the current AFQT versions.
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There are additional indications of test compromise. MEPCOM recently

instituted a statistical procedure to identify those applicants who had

inconsistently high qualification scores, so that they might he retested.

A "5% screening table" was developed using the cross tabulated test

scores of a samnle of over 40,000 applicants for enlistment. The

screening table is an internal consistency check: the performance on

individual tests within the AFOT is compared to the performance on

highly correlated tests elsewhere in the battery. The tables are

statistically designed to screen 5% of all those apnlicants whose test

score comparisons appear most aberrant.

Using this screening table on a sample from the AFEES, it is readily

apparent the AFQT is compromised, especially the Word Knowledge test.

Table 1 shows a comparison of this nature where a "clean" sample of

3134 by USMC recruits were tested in early 1976 when the ASVAB 6/7 was

initially introduced. Ideally, what is needed is some form of internal

consitency check of item distractors to eliminate applicants who were

"coached" from the sample while still retaining an unbiased sample of

the mobilization population. In this fashion, those individuals who

purposely failed most of the easier distractors could he detected as

inconsistently low. By the same method, those who consistently failed

the difficult distractors vet who scored high enough to qualify could he

identifed as inconsistently high. Until internal consistency checks are

instituted, the current practice of standardizing tests in the AFEES

using the existing qualification test should he used on],' as an interim

solution.
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A recent preliminary report of the descriptive statistics for the ASVAB

5 (reference 2) indicates that motivation is not a problem. Few

students intentionally do poorly on the ASVAB 5. The students taking

the ASVAB 5 are not, however, a random selection of all high school

students within _he nation. For most students the decision to take the

test is voluntary since the DOD does not require the test. In our

recent analysis, 30% of the students tested indicated a desire to attend

a four year college program. In addition, a greater percentage of

students from the south elect to take the ASVAB than would be expected

by examining population density statistics. Nevertheless, sample bias

can be overcome. This school year (77-78), for the first time, data is

being differentiated on the basis of which testing sessions are manda-

tory and which are optional. (Mandatory sessions are those for which

the high school counselors have elected to test all students within a

given grade). In essense, it is now possible to obtain renresentative

statistics on those students who previously chose not to take the ASVAB

because of a predominate interest in attending college. We can now

compensate for sample bias by statistically selecting test data from

mandatory testing sessions whose aggregate population reflects the

demographic characteristics of the nation in terms of the following

characteristics:

(1) Populatton density (by zip code region)

(2) Race

/tits

(3) Sex

(4) Plans after graduation .
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Initial norms based on high school testing results appear promising.

Referring to the information in Figure 7, we have a comparison of a

norm based on a random sample of ASVAB 5 results against the norms

actually used for enlistment qualification. By demographically

stratifying the sample, the ;,urve may he shifted to the right somewhat

but it is apparent that this student sample will better describe the

mobilization nopulation.

It should he clear from the forms of the two curves, a sample of over

200,000 students will describe a smoother and more representative curve

then a sample of preselected recruits. At the present time MEPCOM is

testing one out of every six seniors in the nation. By the use of

prudent statistical samplinR one can have, at reasonable cost, a large

data base that is demographically stratified to reflect an unbiased

sample of the nation's mobilization population.
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TABLE 1

SCREENING EFFECT ON

CLEAN AND OPERATIONAL SAMPLES OF USMC RECRUITS

(313411RUITS)

ASVAB TEST (1) (2)

#FAILED %FAILED

WK 30 0.96%

AR 16 0.51%

SP 11 035%

(42REMS)A
(3) (4)

#FAILED %FAILED

322 6.58%

28 0.57%

19 0.39%

AAPRIL 1978 MARINE CORPS APPLICANTS,
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Air Force Experience with PROJECT TALENT

Lonnie D. Valentine, Jr.
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

Over the years, one of the chief means used by test constructors
for maintaining stable normative standards (or score meaning) from one

form of a test to the next has been through equipercentile conversion

procedures in which each form of the test is calibrated such that its

distribution matches that of a "reference" test which has been

calibrated for the target population.

In the case of the Armed Services, the most frequently used
enlisted test standarization reference measure has been the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The predecessor test to AFQT was
standardized during World War II ou a very lnrcrel c.mnia repregAntativA

of service-age young men.

Since that time, virtually all service selection and classifica-
tion test batteries for enlisted personnel have been calibrated against
those World War II standards through AFQT. This has generally been

true regardless of whether the score being standardized was intended as

an alternate form of AFQT.

For its officer test programs, the Air Force, in 1954-55, adapted

as its standards reference, distribution of ability among Air Force

Academy (AFA) applicants. The assumption was that academy applicants

were a select group of young men who could well define the standard

against which officer applicants were to be compared. Moreover,

because AFA is a prestige program, ability levels of AFA applicants

were assumed to be fairly constant from one year's applicants to the

next. Prior to that time, officer standards were calibrated in terms

of performance of World War II aircrew program applicants.

Academy applicants did, in fact, prove to be a select group of young

men, but over time the nature of their selectivity was such that they
became inadequately representative of the "target" pool for other

officer programs. Their performance on both verbal and quantitative

ability measures was initially equivalent/above average for 18-year-

olds, but, over the first few academy classes, the applicants became

increasingly self-selected on quantitative abilities while their levels

of verbal ability held constant. Thus, if one established norms for

successive AFOQT's directly on raw score distributions among academy

applicants to successive classes, the verbal norms would have held
fairly constant within the broader officer target population, but
quantitative norms would be badly biased (i.e., relatively higher
raw scores would be associated with moderate or low converted scores).
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, If one considered the sum of College Entrance Exam Board/Verbal and

Quantitative, indicators of general ability, as the reference measures,

one would have a circumstance in which the use of these reference

measures would result in "easy" verbal standards and "difficult"

quantitative standards.

This brings us to an important principle with respect to equi-

percentile norming procedures, specifically: the stronger the

relationship between the normative reference measure and the measure to

be standardized, the higher the probability that the new norms will be

unaffected by atypical sampling and uncontrolled variables.

Air Force began reviewing its test standardization procedures in

light of this principle and concluded that it would be highly desirable

to use a different reference measure for each test or composite to be

normed, with the reference measures selected to correlate as highly as

possible with the score being normed; if an Airman Qualifying

Examination were being normed, it would be desirable to use separate

Mechanical, Administrative, General; and R1ptronics AI reference

measures. Ideally, these reference measures would be parallel forms of

their counterpart in the new battery and would correlate with it or

about the order of reliability.

What was needed was a large data base--lots of subjects, and a

broad content spectrum of measurements from which appropriate composites

could be developed, normed, and then used as benchmarks.

At about this time, the American Institutes for Research (AIR) was

starting PROJECT TALENT, a national aptitude cen3us study. Contractual

arrangements were made with AIR for linkage of Air Force tests to the

PROJECT TALENT data base such that a composite of TALENT measures might

be developed as a normative reference for each separate Air Force

selection and/or classification test or composite. The study through

Which these reference composites were developed is detailed in an Air

Force technical report by Dailey, Shaycroft, and Orr (1962).

The TALENT Battery was administered to approximately 3,300 basic

airmen, yielding about 2,500 complete cases, stratified by Armed Forces

Qualification Test (AFQT) deciles in the centile range 21-100. The Air

Force provided records of subtest and composite scores for the AFQT,

the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT), and the Airman Qualifying

Exam (AQE) for each airman in the sample.

For the data analysis, the total sample was randomly divided into

two approximately equal subsamples, designated Subsample A and Subsample

B. Much of the data analysis was done separately for the two sub-

samples.

In order to pick the best predictive composite for each of the Air

Force variables, multiple
regression analyses were run with each one of
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the Air Force variables, in turn, as criterion, and with 74 of the

TALENT Battery test scores as predictors.

On the basis of these analyses, sets of predictor variables were
selected from TALENT Battery reference composites for the Air Force
criterion variables. One restriction on this selection was to limit
the total testing time for the tests predicting AFOQT to 4 hours and

for those predicting AQE to 2 hours. Prediction weights were expressed

as integers, roughly proportional to the Sample A and Sample B average
of the raw score regression weights obtained by a stepwise regression

procedure. Typically, these TALENT based composites correlated about
.8 with the composites they were designed to predict on cross-

application to other samples.

This study allowed for estimation of the distribution of 18-year-
old performance on the various Air Force tests and provided constant
highly correlated reference measures for norming future revisions of

the Air Force tests. These reference composites were used for a number

of years in. Air Fore rest nnrming stildies. Air Force experience with

these reference composites leads to a few recommendations I would like

to pass on with respect to an appropriate mobilization base study.

(1) The test battery for such a study should be Quite broad both

in content and difficulty range. In our experience, the TALENT Battery

was quite adequate for enlisted reference composites; however, for

officer test norming studies, more "top" on the battery would have been

desirable. It would seem entirely appropriate to define the mobiliza-
tion base in terms of the manpower pool available both for enlisted and

officer specialties; thus, measures in the battery should accommodate a

broad spectrum of ability. Broad content coverage is needed both to

permit initial development of highly relevant reference composites and

to permit later development of new reference composites as tests and

test programs change.

(2) The study's sampling plan should include adequately large

representation of the potential officer_pool. One product of the study

should be standards against which officer and aircrew tests can be

normed. It would be desirable to code data on participants in the study

such that specific subpopulations of possible service interest may be

identified and used as a standards reference.

(3) The study should provide a standards reference data base

which may be extended as service tests change over time. While

established reference composites should be retained in the data base,

specific subtest data should also be retained in an easily accessible

form. Whenever new service tests are developed, it should be possible

to relate the new test to the subtests of the mobilization base

battery, to develop a reference composite for the new test, and to

establish reference conversion standards in the mobilization base file.
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Basically, a mobilization survey should have broad content cover-

age, encompass a broad ability range, and should be easily exercised to

form highly correlated reference standards for both current and future

service tests.
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The Inpact of Valid

The Inpact of Valid Selection Procedures on Workforce Productivity

Abstract

This study reports evidence showing that the impact of valid selection

procedures on workforce productivity is much greater than personnel psy-

chologists have typically believed. The Brogden-Cronbach decision theoretic

models of selection utility are presented and explained. The three major

reasons for the failure of personnel psychologists to make wide use of

these equations are presented and shown to be faulty. Decision theoretic

equations are used to estimate the impact on productivity of a valid test

if used to select new computer programers for one year in (a) The Federal

Government and (b) the national economy. The test analyzed is the Pro-

gramer Aptitude Test (PAT), which previous validity generalization research

(Rosenberg, Schmidt, and Hunter, Note 1) has shown to have substantial

and generalizable validity. A newly developed technique is used to estimate

SDs,, the standard deviation of the dollar value of employee job performance,

the item of required information that has been most difficult and expensive

to estimate in the past. Results are presented separately for the Federal

Government and U.S. economy. For both, results are presented for different

selection ratios and for different assumed values for the validity of

previously used selection procedures. The impact of PAT on programer pro-

ductivity was shown to be substantial for all combinations of assumptions.

The results support the conclusion that hundreds of millions of dollars in

increased productivity could be realized by increasing the validity of

selection decisions in this occupation. Likely similarities between com-

puter programers and other occupations are,also discussed.

(.9._ .1
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The Impact of Valid Selection Procedures on Workforce Productivity

Questions concerning the economic and productivity implications of valid

selection procedures have come increasingly to the fore in industrial-organi-

zational psychology. The recent Annual Review of Psychology chapter by

Dunnette and Borman (1979) includes for the first time--a separate section

on the utility and productivity implications Gf selection methods. This

development is due at least in part to the emphasis placed on the practical

utility of selection procedures in recent years in some of the litigation

involving selection tests. Hunter and Schmidt (1979) have contended, on the

basis of a review of the empirical literature on the economic utility of

selection procedures, that personnel psychologists have typically failed to

appreciate the magnitude of productivity gains that result from use of valid

selection procedures. The major purpose of this study is to illustrate the

productivity (economic utility) implications of a valid selection procedure

in the occupation of computer programer in the Federal Government and in

the economy as a whole.

History and Development of Selection Utility Models

The evaluation of benefit obtained from selection devices has been a

problem of continuing interest in industrial psychology. Most attempts to

evaluate benefit have focused on the validity coefficient, and at least

five approaches to the interpretation of the validity coefficient have been

advanced over the years. The oldest of these is the Index of Forecasting

Efficiency, symbolized E. E = 1 -1,1i:=Tcy2, where rn, is the validity
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coefficient. This index compares the standard error of job performance

scores predicted by means of the test (the standard error of estimate)

to the otondord error that results when there is no valid information

about applicants and one predicts the mean level of performance for

everyone (the standard deviation of job performance). The index of

forecasting efficiency was heavily emphasized in early texts (Kelley,

1923; Hull, 1928) as the appropriate means for evaluating the value of

a selection procedure. This index describes a test correlating .50 with

job performance as predicting only 13% better than chance, a very

unrealistic and pessimistic interpretation of the economic test's value.

The index of forecasting efficiency was succeeded by the coefficient

of determination, which became popular during the 1930's and 1940's.

The coefficient of determination is simply the square of the validity

coefficient or rxy2. This coefficient was refered to as "the propor-

tion of variance it the job performance measure accounted" for by the

test. The coefficient of determination describes a test of validity of

.50 as "accounting for" 25% of the variance of job performance. Although

2
rxy is still occasionally referred to by selection psychologists --and

has surfaced in litigation on personnel tests--the "amount of variance

accounted for" has no direct relationship to productivity gains resulting

from use of selection device.

Both E and r
xY

2
lead to the conclusion that only tests with relatively

high correlation with job performance will have significant practical value.

Neither of these interpretations recognizes that the value of a test varies

as a function of the parameters of the situation in which it is used. They
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are general interpretations of the correlation

shown to be inappropriate for interpreting the

selection ,Irogden, 1946; Cronbach and Gleser,

Alf, 1969).

The well-known interpretation developed by Taylor and Russell (1939)

goes beyond the validity coefficient itself and takes into account two

properties of the selection problem--the selection ratio (the proportion

of applicants hired) and the Lase rate (the percentage of applicants who

gapolA be anerogcfnin without one of the test). This model yields a much

more realistic interpretation of the value of selection devices. The

Taylor-Russell model indicates that even a test with a modest validity can

substantially increase the percentage who are successful among those

selected when the selection ratio is low. For example, when the base rate

is .50 percent and the selection ratio is .10, a test with validity of only

.25 will increase the percentage among the selectees who are successful

from 50 percent to 67 percent, a gain of 17 additional successful employees

per 100 hired. Although an improvement, the Taylor - Russell approach to

determining selection utility does have disadvantages. Foremost among them

is the need for a dichotomous criterion. Current employees and new hires

must be sorted into an unrealistic two point distribution of job per-

formance: "successful" and "unsuccessful" (or "satisfactory" and "unsatis-

factory"). The decision as to where to draw the line to create the dichtomy

is arbitrary. But more important than this is the fact that information on

levels of performance within each group is lost ( Cronbach & Gleser, 1965,

123-124, 138). All those within the "successful" group, for example, are

The Impact of Valid

coefficient and have been

validity coefficient in

1965, p. 31; Curtis and
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implicitly assumed equal in value, whether they perform in an outstanding

manner or barely exceed the cut-off. This fact makes it difficult to

express utility in units that are comparable across situations.

The next major advance was left to Brogden (1949), who used the

principles of linear regression to demonstrate how the selection ratio

(SR) and the standard deviation of job performance in dollars (Sy affect

the economic utility of a selection device. Despite the fact that Brogden's

derivations are a landmark in the development of selection utility models,

they are very straightforward and simple to understand.

Let r
x.Y

= the correlation between the test (x) and job performance

measured in dollar value. The basic linear model is:

Y = az
x + p

y + e

Mere:

Y = job performance measured in dollar value;

S = the linear regression weight on test scores for predicting job

performance;

Zx = test performance in standard score form in the applicant group;

uY = mean job performance (in dollars) of randomly selected

employees; and

e = error of prediction.

This equation applies to the job performance of an individual. The equation

which gives the average job performance for the selected (s) groups (or for

any other subgroup) is:

E(Ys) = E(SZxs) + E(py) + E(e)

Since E(e) = 0, and a and p are constants, this becomes:
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V13 = axs + py

This equation can be further simplified by noting that B = rxy (SDsr/SE) where

srs, is the standard deviation of job performance measured in dollar value among

randomly selected employees. Since SDx = 1.00, B = rxl,SDy. We thus obtain:

-s slcr.A-rxs

This equation gives the absolute dollar value of average job performance in

the selected group. What is needed is an equation which gives the increase

in dollar value of average performance that results from using the test.

Note that if the test were not used, Ys would be ps,. That is, mean per-

formance in the selected group is the same as mean performance in a group

selected randomly from the applicant pool. Thus the, increase due to use of

a valid test is rxy SDy Txs.

gy to give:

Ys - pi = rxy.SDAcs

The value on the right in the above equation is the difference between mean

productivity in the group selected using the test and mean productivity in

a group selected without using the test, that is, a group selected randomly.

The above equation thus gives mean gain in productivity per selectee resulting

from use of the test, i.e.,

AU/selectee = rxyalsAci
(1)

where U is utility and AU is marginal utility.

Equation (1) states that the average productivity gain in dollars per

person hired is the product of the validity coefficient, the average standard

score on the test of those hired, and the SD of job performance in dollars.

The value r Y.xY-As. is the mean standard score on the dollar criterion of those

The equation we want is produced by transposing

0
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selected, Zy. Thus utility per selectee is the mean Z-score on the criterion

of those selected times the standard deviation of the criterion in dollars.

The only assumption that Equation (1) makes is that the relation between

the test and job performance is linear. If we further assume that the test

scores are normally distributed, the mean test score of those selected is

0/p, where:

P = the selection ratio, and

0 = the ordinate in N(0,1) at the point of cut corresponding to p.

Thus equation [1] can be written:

AU/selectee - rxy 0/p Spy (2)

The above equations illustrate the critical role of Spy and suggests

the possibility of situations in which tests of low validity have higher

utility than tests of high validity. For example:

rte, Zyi S10, AU/selectee

Mid-level job (e.g., systems analyst) .20 1.00 25,000 $5,000

Lower level job (e.g., janitor) .60 1.00 2,000 1,200

The total utility of the test depends on the number of persons hired.

The total utility (total productivity) gain resulting from use of the test is

simply the mean gain per selectee times the number of people selected, Ns.

That is, the total productivity gain is:

AU = Ns r.Ky

In this example, the average, marginal utilities are $5000 and $1200. If 10

people were hired the actual utilities would be $50,000 and $12,000 respec-

tively. If 1000 people were to be hired, then the utilities would be
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$500,000 and $120,000 respectively. Obviously the total dollar value of

tests is greater for large employers than for samll employers. However,

this fact can be misleading: on a percentage basis it is average gain

in utility that counts; and that's what counts to each individual

employer.

Equations (1) and (2) clearly illustrate the basis for Brogden's (1946)

conclusion that the validity coefficient itself is a direct index of selec-

tive efficiency. Brogden (1946) showed that; given only the assumption of

linearity, the validity coefficient is the proportion of maxiniim utility

attained, where maximum utility is the' productivity gain that would result

from a perfectly valid test. A test with a validity of .50, for example,

can be expected to produce 50% of the gain that would result from a perfect

(validity = 1.00) selection device used in the same setting and at the

same selection ratio. A glance at Equation (1) or Equation (2) verifies

this verbal statement. Since the validity coefficient enters the equation

as a multiplicative factor, increasing or decreasing the validity by any

factor will increase or decrease the utility by the same factor. For

example, if we increase validity by a factor of two by raising it from

.20 to .40, equation (2) shows that utility doubles. If we decrease

validity by a factor of one-half by lowering it from 1.00 to .50, utility

is cut in half. Equations (1) to (2) also illustrate the fact that there

are limitations on the utility of even a perfectly valid selection device.

If the selection ratio is very high, the term 47p (or %) approaches zero

and even a perfect test has little value. If the selection ratio is 1.00,

the perfect test has no value at all. Likewise, as SUI, decreases, the
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utility of even a perfect test decreases. In a hypothetical world in

which SD were zero, even a perfect test would have no value.

Brogden (1946) further showed that the validity coefficient could

be expressed as the following ratio:

r isytx) Fisr(r)

Zy(y)
2Y (r)

where:

Zy(x) = the mean job performance (y) standard scorn for those
select3d using the test (x).

Gy(y) = the mean job performance standard score resulting if
selection were on the criterion itself, at the same
selection ratio.

Zy(r) = the mean job performance standard score resulting if

selection decisions were made randomly (from among the
otherwise screened pool of applicants).

r
xY

= the validity coefficient.

Since Ty(r) = 0 by definition, the above formula reduces to Ty(x)/Ey(y).

This formulation has implications for the development of new methods of

estimating selection procedure validity. If reasonably accurate estimates

of both Yy(x) and ;7(y) can be obtained, validity can be estimated without

conducting a traditional validity study Further, estimates produced by a

procedure of this kind would be unaffected by range restriction and criterion

unreliability.

In Equations (1) and (2), the values for rxy and SDs, should be those

which would hold if applicants were hired randomly with respect to test

scores. That is, they should be values applicable to the applicant popula-

tion, the group in which the selection procedure is actually used. Values

of rxy and Spy computed on incumbents will typically be underestimates
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because of reduced variance among incumbents on both test and job performance

measures. Values of rte, computed on incumbents can be corrected for range.

restriction to produce estimates of the value in the applicant pool

(Thorndike, 1949, 169-176). The applicant pool is made up of all who have

survived screening on any prior selection hurdles than might be employed,

e.g., minimum educational requirements, physical examinations, etc.

The correlation between the test and a well developed measure of job

performance (y') provides a good estimate of rxy, the correlation of the

+-amt with job performance measured in dollars (productivity). It is a

safe assumption that job performance and the value of that performance are

at least monotonically related. It is inconceivable that lower performance

could have greater dollar value than higher performance. Ordinarily, the

relation between y' and y will be not only monotonic but also linear. If

there are departures from linearity, the departures will typically be

produced by leniency in job performance ratings which lead to ceiling

effects in the measuring instrument. The net effect of such ceiling

effects is to make the test's correlation with the measure of job per-

formance smaller than its correlation with actual performance, that is,

smaller than its true value, making rxy' an underestimate of rxy. An

alternative statement of this effect is that ceiling effects due to

leniency produce an artificial nonlinear relation between job performance

ratings and the actual dollar value of performance. A nonlinear relation

of this form would lead to an underestimation of selection utility because

the performance measure underestimates the relative value of very high

performers. Values of r
xYo should also be corrected for attenuation due
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to errors of measurement in the criterion. Random error in the observed

measure of job performance causes the test's correlation with that measure

to be lower than its correlation with actual job performance. Since it is

the correlation with actual performance that determines test utility, it

is the attenuation-corrected estimate that is needed in the utility formulas.

This estimate is shTplyrxyAEe77 where r
Y Y

is the reliability of the

performance measure. (See Schmidt, Hunter, & Urry, 1976, for further dis-

cussion of these points.)

The next major advance in this area came in the form of the monumental

work by Cronbach and Gleser, Psychological Tests and Personnel Decisions.

First published in 1954, this work was republished in 1965 in augmented

form. The book consists of detailed and sophisticated application of

decision theory principles not only to the single-stage fixed-job selection

decisions which we have thus far discussed, but also to placement and

classification decisions and sequential selection strategies. In these

latter areas, many of their derivations were indeed new to the field of

personnel testing. Their formulas for utility in the traditional selec-

tion setting, however, turn out upon examination to be identical to those

of Brogden (1949), except for the fact that they formally incorporate cost

of testing ("information gathering") into the equations.

Brogden, it will be recalled, approached the problem from the point cf

view of mean gain in utility per selectee. Cronbach and Gleser (1965, chapter

4) derived their initial equation in terms of mean gain per applicant. Their

initial formula was (ignoring cost of testing for the moment):

AU/applicant = rxy

7:?
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All terms are as defined earlier. Mulitplying by the number of applicants,

N, yields total or overall gain in utility. The Brogden formula for over-

all utility is:

AU= Ns AU /selectee = NS r.xy SD, 0/p
(3)

Ns, it will be recalled, is the number selected. If we note that

p = Ns/N, i.e., the ratio of selectees to applicants, we find that Brogden's

equation immediately reduces to the Cronbach-Gleser (1965) equation for total

utility:

AU = NtxySDly 0

Role of the Cost of Testing

The previous section ignored the cost of testing, which is quite reason-

able in most testing situations. For example, in a typical job situation, the

applicant pool consists of people who walk through the door and ask for a job

(i.e., there are no recruiting costs). Hiring is then done on the basis of

an application blank and a test which are administered by a trained clerical

worker at a cost of 10 dollars
(:: so. If the selection ratio is 10%, then

the cost of testing per person hired is 10 dollars for each person hired and

90 dollars for the nine persons rejected in finding the person hired, or 100

dollars altogether. This is negligible in relation to the usual magnitude

of utility gains. Furthermore, this 100 &liars is a one time cost whereas

utility gains continue to accumulate over as many years as the person hired

stays with the organization. When cost of testing is included, Equation (2)

becomes:

&U /selectee = r*y Ms, 0/P - c/0 (4)

where C is the cost of testing one applicant.
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Although cost of testing typically has only a trivial impact on selec-

tion utility, it is possible to conjure up hypothetical situations in which

cost plays a critical role. For example, suppose an employee were recruiting

one individual for a sales position that would last only one year. Suppose

further that the employers decide to base their selection on the results of

an assessment center which costs $1000 per assessee and has a true validity

of .40. If the yearly value of SIO, for this job is $10,000, and 10 candi-

dates are assessed, the expected gain in productivity is .4($10,000)(1.758)

or $7034. However, the cost of the assessment center is 10(1000) = $10,000,

which is $2966 greater than the expected productivity gain. That is, under

these conditions it would cost more to test 10 persons than would be gained

in improved performance. If the employer tested only five candidates, then

the expected gain in performance would be 5607 dollars while the cost of

testing would be $5000 for an expected gain of 607 dollars. In this situa-

tion, the optimal number to test is three persons. The best person of

three would have an expected gain inperformance of $4469 with a cost of

testing of 3000 dollars, for an expected utility of 1469 dollars.

Relation Between SR and Utility

In most situations, the number to be hired is fixed by organizational

needs. If the applicant pool is also fixed, the question of which SR would

yield maximum utility becomes academic. The SR is determined by circum-

stances and is not under the control of the employer. However, employers

can often exert some control over the size of the applicant pool by in-

creasing or decreasing recruiting efforts. If this is the case, the
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question is then how many applicants the employer should test to obtain

the needed number of new employees in order to maximize productivity gains

from selection. This question can be answered using a formula given by

Cronbach and Gleser (1965, p. 309):

0 - pex = C/rxy

where Zx is the cutting score on the test in Z score form. This equation

must be solved by iteration. Only one value of the SR (i.e., p) will satisfy

this equation and p will always be less than or equal to .50. The value

computed for the optimal SR indicates the number that should be tested in

relation to the number to be selected. For example, if the number to be

selected is 1C9 and Equation (3) indicates that the optimal SR is .05, the

employer will maximize selection utility by recruiting and testing 2000

candidates (100/.05 = 2000). The cost of recruiting additional applicants

beyond those available without recruitment efforts must be incorporated into

the cost of testing term, C. C then becomes the average cost of recruiting

and testing one applicant. The lower the cost of testing and recruiting, the

larger the number of applicants it is profitable to test in selecting a given

number of new employees. Since the cost of testing is typically quite low

relative to productivity gains from selection, the number tested should

typically be large relative to the number selected.

In situations in which the applicant pool is constant, statements

about optimal SR's typically do not have practical value, since the SR is

not under the control of the employer. Given a fixed applicant pool,

Arkselectee increases as SR ratio decreases if cost of testing is not con-

sidered. Brogden (1949) showed that, when cost of testing is taken into
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account and when this cost is unusually high, AU/selectee will be less at

very low SR's than at somewhat high SR's. If cost of testy -3 per appli

cant is very high, cost of testing er selectee can become greater at

extremely low SR's than AU/Selectee, producing a loss rather than a gain

411L.ui tA Ill
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costs and extremely low SR's that could lead to negative utilities occurs

rarely, if ever. When the applicant pool is fixed, the SR that is optimal

for AU/selectee is not necessarily the optimal SR for total gain in utility.

Cronbach and Gleser showed that total utility is always greatest when the

SR falls at .50. As SR decreases from .50, AU/selectee increases until it

reaches its maximum, the location of which depends on the cost of testing.

But as AU/selectee increases, the number of selectees, Ns, is decreasing,

and the product N5t Ur/selectee or total utility is also decreasing. In a

fixed applicant pool, total gain is always greatest when 50 percent are

selected and 5J percent are rejected (Cronbach and Gleser, 1965, pp. 38-40).

Reasons for Failure to Employ Selection Utility Models

Despite the availability since 1949 of the utility equations discussed

above, applied differential psychologists have been notably slow in carrying

out decisiontheoretic utility analyses of selection procedures. In our

judgement, the sparcity of work in this area is primarily traceable to three

facts. First, many psychologists believe that the utility equations presented

above are of no value unless the data exactly fit the linear homoscedastic

model and all marginal distributions are normal. Many reject the model in

the belief that their data do not perfectly meet the assumptions.

(
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Second, psychologists once believed that validity is situationally

specific, that there are subtle differences in the performance requirements

of jobs from situation to situation that produce (nontrivial) differences in

test validities. If this were true, then the results of a utility analysis

conducted in a given setting could not be generalized to apparently identical

test-job combinations in new settilgs. Combined with the belief that utility

analyses must include costly cost accounting applications, it is easy to see

why belief in situational specificity of test validities would lead to reluc-

tance to carry out utility analyses.

Third, it has been extremely difficult ir most cases to obtain all the

information called for by the equations. The SR and cost of testing can be

determined reasonably accurately and at relatively little expense. The

item of information that has been most difficult to obtain is the needed

estimate of Sips, (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965, p. 121). It has generally been

assumed that SDs, can be estimated only by the use of costly and complicated

cost accounting methods. These procedures involve first costing out the

dollar value of the job behaviors of each employee (Brogden & Taylor, 1950)

and then computing the standard deviation of these values. In an earlier

review (Hunter & Schmidt, 1978), we were able to locate only two studies in

which cost accounting procedures were used to estimate SE. In this study,

we will present an alternative to cost accounting estimates of Mir.

Are the Statistical Assumptions Met?

The linear homoscedastic model includes three assumptions:

1. Linearity.

2. Equality of variances of conditional distributions.

3. Normality of conditional distributions.

7,?i;
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As we have shown above, the basic selection utility equation [Equation (1)]

depends only on linearity. Equation (2) does assume normality of the test

score distribution. However, Brogden (1949) and Cronbach and Gleser (1965)

introduced this assumption essentially for derivational convenience: it

provides an exact relation between the SR and Txs. One need not use the

normalitybased relation Vp = -2- to compute The value of Z"xs The

be computed directly. Thus in the final analysis, linearity is the only

required assumption.

TO what extent does data in differential psychology fit the linear

homoscedastic model? To answer this question, we must of necessity

examine sample rather than population data. However, it is only conditions

in populations that are of interest; sample data is of interest only as a

means of inferring the state of nature in populations. Obviously, the

larger the sample used, the more clearly the situation in the sample will

reflect that in the population, given that the sample is random. A number

of researchers have addressed themselves to this problem.

Sevier (1957), using N's from 105 to 250, tested the assumptions of

linearity, normality of conditional criterion distributions, and equality

of conditional variances. The data were from an education study, with

cumulative grade point average being the criterion and high school class

rank and various test scores being the predictors. Out of 24 tests of

the linearity assumption, only one showed a departure significant at the

.05 level. Out of 8 samples tested for equality of conditional variances,

only one showed a departure significant at the .05 level. However, 25

of the 60 tests for normality of the conditional criterion distributions

694 1..
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were significant at the .05 level. Violation of this assumption throws

interpretations of conditional standard deviations based on normal curve

tables into some doubt. However, this statistic is typically not used

in practical prediction situations, such as selection or placement.

Sevier's study indicates that the assumptions of linearity and equality

of conditional variances may be generally tenable.

Ghiselli and Kahneman (1962) examined 60 aptitude varibles on one

sample of 200 cases and reported that fully 40 percent of the variables

departed significantly from the linear homoscedastic model. Ninety per-

cent of these departures were reported to have held up on cross-validation.

Topes (1964) re-analyzed the Ghiselli and Kahneman data and found that only

20 percent of the relationships departed from the linear honoscedastic

model at the .05 level. He also found that three of the "significant"

departures from linearity were probably due to typographical or clerical

errors in the data. Later Ghiselli (1964) accepted and agreed with Topes'

re-analysis of his data. Topes' findings must be interpreted in light of

the fact that the frequency of departure from the linear homoscedastic model

expected at the .05 level is in fact much greater than 5%. Topes carried

out two statistical tests on each test-criterion relation: one for line-

arity and one for equality of conditional variances. Thus the expected

proportion of data samples in which at least one test is significant is

not .05 but rather a little over .09. If three statistical tests are

run at the .05 level one for linearity, one for normality of conditional

distributions, and one for homogeneity of conditional distributions, the

expected proportion of data samples in which at least one of these tests
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is significant is approximately .14 when relations in the parent popula-

tions are perfectly linear and homoscedastic.

Tiffin and Vincent (1960) found no significant departures from the

bivariate normal model in 15 independent samples of test-criterion data,

ranging in size from 14 to 157. In each set of data, a chi square test

was used to compare the percent of employees in the "successful" job

performance category in each fifth of the test score distribution to

the percentages predicted from the normal bivariate surface (which incor-

porates the linear homoscedastic model) corresponding to the computed

validity coefficient. Surgent (1947) performed a similar analysis on

sir tiat- and reported tY0 same findings.

Hawk (1970) reported a major study researching for departures from

linearity. The data were drawn from 367 studies conducted on the General

Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), used by the U.S. Department of Labor, between

1950 and 1966. A total of 3303 relations, based on 23,428 individuals,

between the nine subtests of the GATB and measures of job performance

(typically supervisory ratings) were examined. The frequency of departures

from linearity significant at the .05 level was .054. Using the .01

level, the frequency was .012. Frequencies closer to the chance level can

hardly be imagined.

Brogden, during his years as technical director of what is now the

Army Research Institute for the Behavior and Social Sciences, spent a con-

siderable amount of time and effort attempting to identify nonlinear test-

criterion relationships in large samples of military selection data.
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Although quadratic and other higher order nonlinear equations sometimes

provided impressive fits to the data in the initial sample, not one of

the equations cross-validated successfully in a new sample from the same

population. In cross-validation samples, the nonlinear functions were

never superior to simple linear functions (Brogden, Note 1).

These findings, taken in toto, indicate that the linear homoscedastic

model generally fits the data in this area quite well. The linearity

assumption, the only truly critical assumption, is particularly well

supported.

We turn now to the question of normality of marginal distributions.

In certain forms (see Equation 2), the Brogden-Cronbach utility formulas

assume, in addition to linearity, a normal distribution for predictor

(test) scores. The Taylor-Russell tables, based on the assumption of

a normal bivariate surface, assume normality of total test score distri-

bution also. One obviously relevant question is whether or not viola-

tions of this assumption seriously distort utility estimates. Van Naersson

(in Cronbach & Gleser, 1965) found that they do not. He derived a set of

utility equations parallel to the Brogden-Cronbach equations except tint

they were based on the assumption of a rectangular distribution of test

scores. He found that when applied to the same set of empirical data,

the two kinds of equation produced very similar utility estimates (p. 288).

Cronbach and Gleser (1965, p. 160) point out that this finding "makes it

possible to generalize over the considerable variety of distributions

intermediate between normal and rectangular." Results from the Schmidt

and Hoffman (1973) study suggest the same conclusion. In their data
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neither the predictor nor the criterion scores appeared to be normally

distributed. Yet the utility estimates produced by the Taylor-Russell

tables were only off marginally: 4.09 percent at SR = .30 and 11.29

percent at SR = .50.

Thus it appears that an obsessive concern with statistical assumptions

is not justified. This is especially true in light of the fact that for

most purposes, there is no need for utility estimates to be accurate down

to the last dollar. Approximations are usually quite adequate for the kinds

of decisions that these estimates are used to make (Van Naersson, 1963,

p. 282; cf. also Cronbach & Gleser, 1965, 139). Alternatives to use of the

utility equations will typically be procedures which produce larger errors,

or even worse, no utility analyses at all. Faced with these alternatives

errors in the 5-10 percent range appear negligible. Further, if overesti-

mation of utility is considered more serious than underestimation, one can

always employ conservative estimates of equation parameters (e.g., rte Spy)

to virtually guarantee against overestimation of utilities.

Are Test Validities Situationally Specific?

The third reason we postulated for the failure of personnel psychologists

to exploit the Brogden-Cronbach utility models was belief in the doctrine of

situational specificity of validity coefficients. This belief precludes

generalization of validities from one setting to another, making criterion-

related validity studies and utility analysesnecessary in each situation.

The empirical basis for the principle of situational specificity has been

the fact that considerable variability in observed validity coefficients is

typically apparent from study to study even when jobs and tests appear to
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be similar or essen:011ly identical (Ghiselli, 1966). However, there are

a priori grounds for postulating that this variance is due to statistical,

measurement, and other artifacts unrelated to the underlying relation between

test and job performance. There are at least seven such sources of artifactual

variance:

1. Differences between studies in criterion reliability.

2. Differences between studies in test reliability.

3. Differences between studies in range restriction.

4. Sampling error (i.e., variance due to N < 03).

5. Differences between studies in amount and kind of

criterion contamination and deficiency (Brogden &

Taylor, 1950).

6. Computational and typographical errors (Wolins, 1962).

7. Slight differences in factor structure between tests

of a given type (e.g., arithmetic reasoning tests).

In a purely analytical substudy, Schmidt et al. (in press) showed that the

first four sources alone are capable, under specified and realistic circum-

stances, of producing as much variation in validities as is typically

observed from study to study. They then turned to analyses of empirical

data. Using 14 distributions of validity coefficients from the published

and unpublished literature for various tests in the occupations of clerical

worker and first-line supervisor, they found that artifactual variance

sources (1) through (4) accounted for an average of 62 percent of the

variance in validity coefficients, with a range from 43 percent to 87

percent. Thus there was little remaining variance in which situational

7
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moderators could operate. In an earlier study (Schmidt & Hunter, (1977),

it was found that sources (1), (3) and (4) alone accounted for an average

of about 50 percent of-the observed variance in distributions of validity

coefficients presented by Ghiselli (1966, p. 29). If one could correct

for all seven sources of error variance, one would, in all likelihood,

consistently find that the remaining variance was zero or near zero.

That is, it is likely that the small amounts of remaining variance in

the studies cited here are due to the sources of artifactual variance

not corrected for. Thus there is now strong evidence that the observed

variation in validities from study to study for similar test-job combina-

tions is artifactual in nature. These findings cast considerable doubt

on the situational specificity hypothesis.

Rejection of the situational specificity doctrine obviously opens the

way to validity generalization. However, validity generalization is

possible in many cases even if the situational specificity hypothesis can-

not be definitively rejected. After correcting the mean and variance of

the validity distribution for sampling error, for attenuation due to

criterion unreliability, and for range restriction (based on average

values of both), one may find that a large percentage, say 90 percent,

of all values in the distribution lie above the minimum useful level

of validity. In such a case, one can conclude with 90% confidence

that true validity is at or above this minimum level in a new situation

involving the same test-type and job without carrying out a validation

study of any kind. Only a job analysis is necessary, in order to ensure

that the jab at hand is a member of the class of jobs on which the
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validity distribution was derived. In Schmidt and Hunter (1977), two of the

four validity distributions fell into this category, even though only three

sources of artifactual variance could be corrected for. In the later study

(Schmidt et al., in press) in which it was possible to correct for four

sources of error variance, 12 of the 14 corrected distributions had 90 per-

cent or more of validities above levels that would typically be indicative

of significant practical utility (cf. Hunter & Schmidt, 1979).

These methods and findings indicate that in the future validity gen-

eralization will be possible for a wide variety of test-job combinations.

Such a development will do much to encourage the application of decision-

theoretic utility estimation tools.

Difficulties in Estimating SDs,

The third major reason for neglect of the powerful Brogden-Cronbach

utility model was the difficulty of estimating Sa.. As noted above, the

generally recommended procedure for estimating Bps, is by use of cost

accounting procedures. Such procedures are supposed to be used to estimate

the dollar value of performance of a number of individuals (cf. Brogden &

Taylor, 1950a), and the SD of these values is then computed. Roche's

(1961) dissertation illustrates well the tremendous time and effort such

an endeavor entails. This study (summarized in Cronbach and Gleser, 1965,

pp. 256-266) was carried out on radial drill operators in a large mid -

western plant of a heavy equipment manufacturer. A cost accounting pro-

cedure called "standard costing" was used to determine the contribution

of each employee to the profits of the company. The procedure was

extremely detailed and complex, involving cost estimates for each piece

701 7,41
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of material machined, direct and indirect labor costs, overhead, perishable

tool usage, etc. There was also a "burden adjustment" for below standard

performance. But despite the complexity and apparent objectivity, Roche

is compelled to admit that "many estimates and arbitrary allocations

entered into the cost accounting" (p. 263, in Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).

Cronbach, in commenting on the Roche study after having discussed it with

Roche, states that some of the cost accounting procedures used are unclear

or questionable (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965, pp. 266-267) and that the

accountants perhaps did not fully understand the utility estimation problem.

Thus even given great effort and expense, cost accounting procedures may

nevertheless lead to a questionable final product.

Recently we have developed a procedure for obtaining rational estimates

of SODy. This method was used in a pilot study by 62 experienced supervisors

of budget analysts to estimate S10 for that occupation. Supervisors were

used as judges because they have the best opportunities to observe actual

performance and output differences between employees on a day - to-day basis.

The method is based on the following reasoning: if job performance in

dollar terms is normally distributed, then the difference between the value

to the organization of the products and services produced by the average

employee and those produced by an employee at the 85th percentile in per-

formance is equal to Spy. Budget Analyst supervisors were asked to estimate

both these values; the final estimate was the average difference across the

62 supervisors. The estimation task presented to the supervisors may appear

difficult at first glance, but only one out of 62 supervisors objected and

stated that he did not think he could make meaningful estimates. Use of a
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carefully developed questionnaire to obtain the estimates apparently aided

significantly; a similar questionnaire was used in the present study and is

described later. The final estimate of SD3, for the budget analyst occupa-

tion was 11,327 per year (standard error of the mean = $1,120). This

estimate is based on incumbents rather than applicants and must therefore

be considered to be an underestimate. As noted earlier, it is generally

not critical that estimates of utility be accurate down to the last dollar,

Utility estimates are typically used to make decisions about selection pro-

cedures, and for this purpose only errors large enough to lead to incorrect

decisions are of any consequence. Such errors may be very infrequent.

Further, they may be as frequentor more frequentwhen cost accounting

procedures are used. As we noted above, Roche ;1961) found that, even

in the case of the simple and structured job he studied, the cost

accountants were frequently forced to rely on subjective estimates and

arbitrary allocations. This is generally true in cost accounting and

may become a more severe problem as one moves up the occupational

hierarchy. What objective cost accounting techniques, for example,

can be used to assess the dollar value of an executive's impact on

subordinate morale? It is the jobs with the largest St, values, i.e.,

the jobs for which AU /selectee is potentially greatest, that are handled

least well by cost accounting methods. Rational estimatesto one

degree or another--are virtually unavoidable at the higher job levels.

Our procedure has at least two advantages in this respect. First,

the mental standard to be used by the supervisor-judges is the estimated

cost to the organization of having an outside consulting firm provide
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the same products and/Or services. In many occupations, this is a

relatively concrete standard. Second, the idiosyncratic tendencies,

biases, and random errors of individual experts can be controlled for

by averaging across a large number of judges. In our initial study,

the final estimate of St, was the average across 62 supervisors. Unless

this is an upward or downward bias in the group as a whole, such an

average should be fairly accurate. In our example, the standard error

of the mean was 1,120. This means that the interval $9,480 to $13,175

should contain 90 percent of such estimates. (One truly bent on being

conservative could employ the lower bound of this interval in his or

her calculations.)

Methods similar to the one described here have been used successfully

by the Decision Analysis Group of the Stanford Research Institute (Howard,

Note 2) to scale otherwise unmeasurable but critical variables. Resulting

measures have been used in the application of decision-theoretic principles

to high-level policy decision-making in such areas as nuclear power plant

construction, corporate risk policies, investment and expansion programs,

and hurricane seeding (Howard, 1966; Howard & Matheson, 1972, Raffia,

1968; Matheson, Note 3). All indications are that the response to the

work of this group has been quite positive; these methods have been

judged by high level decision-makers to contribute valuably to improve-

ment of socially and economically important decisions.

In most cases, the alternatives to use of a procedure like ours to

estimate SD, are unpalatable. The first alternative is to abandon the

idea of a utility analysis. This course of action will typically lead
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to a gross (implicit) underestimate of the economic value of valid selec-

tion procedures. This follows if one accepts our contention (Hunter .&

Schmidt, 1979) that the empirical studies that are available indicate

much higher dollar values than psychologists have expected. The second

alternative in most situations is use of a less systematized, and probably

less accurate, procedure for estimating Spy. Both these alternatives can

be expected to lead to more erroneous decisions about selection procedures.

The procedure for estimating S4/ described here assumes that dollar

outcomes are normally distributed. One purpose of the present study is to

evaluate that assumption.

The present study has three purposes: (1) to illustrate the magnitude

of the productivity implications of a valid selection procedure, (2) to

demonstrate the application of decision-theoretic utility equations, and

(3) to test the assumption that the dollar value of employee productivity

is normally distributed.

Procedure

The major reason for our choice of the job of computer programer was

that a previous study (Rosenberg, Schmidt, & Hunter, Note 4) had provided

remarkably accurate validity estimates for this job. Applying the Schmidt-

Hunter (1977) validity generalization model to all available validity data

for the Programer Aptitude Test (PAT; Hughes & McNamara, Note 5; McNamara

& Hughes, 1961), this study found that the percent of variance in validity

coefficients accounted for in the case of job proficiency criteria for the

PAT total score was 94 percent. This finding effectively refutes the sit-

uational specificity hypothesis. The estimated true validity was .76.
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Thus the evidence is strong that the (multivariate) total PAT score validity

is quite high for predicting performance of computer programers and that

this validity is essentially constant across situations (e.g., different

organizations; Rosenberg, et al. Note 4). Since it is total score that

is typically used in selecting programers, this study concerns itself

only with total score validity. Because the PAT is no longer available

comrrercially, testing costs had to be estimated. In this study, we

assumed a testing cost of $10 per examinee..

Estimates of sips, were provided by experienced supervisors of cam-

puter programers in 10 Federal agencies. These supervisors were selected

by their awn supervisors after consultation with the first author.

Participation was voluntary. Of 147 questionnaires distributed, 105 were

returned (all in usable form), for a return rate of 71.4%. In order to

test the hypothesis that dollar outcomes are normally distributed, the

supervisors were asked to estimate values for the 15th percentile ("low

performing programers"), as well as the 50th percentile ("average pro-

gramers"), and the 85th percentile ("superior programers"). The resulting

data thus provides two estimates of Sely. If the-distribution is approx-

imately normal, these two estimates will Aot differ substantially in value.

The questionnaire uses to elicit supervisor estimates is shown (in

relevant part) in Table 1. The wording of this questionnaire was care-

fully :eveloped and pretested on a smal] sample of programer supervisors

and personnel psychologists. None of the pre ramer supervisors who

returned questionnaires in the study repoLted any difficulty under-

stem: .g the questionnaire or in making the estimates.

4 ,
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This study focuses on seleltion of computer programers at the GS-5

through 9 levels. GS level 5 is the lowest level in this occupational

series. Beyond GS-9, it is unlikely that an aptitude test like the PAT

would be used in selection. Applicants for higher level programer posi-

tions are expected (and required) to have considerable developed expertise

in programing, and are selected on the basis of achievement and experience,

rather than directly on aptitude. The vast majority of programers hired

at the GS-9 level are promoted to GS-11 after one year. Similarly all but

a minority hired at the GS-5 level advance to GS-7 in one year and to GS-9

the following year. Therefore the Sal, estimates were obtained for the

GS-9-11 levels, as can be seen in Table 1. Statistical information obtained

from the Bureau of Personnel Management Information Systems of the Civil

Service Commission indicated that the number of programer incumbents in

the Federal Government at the relevant levels (GS-5 through 9) was 4,404

(as of October 31, 1976, the latest date for which figures were available).

The total number of computer programers at all grade levels was 18,498.

For 1975-1976, 61.3 percent of an new hires were at the GS-5-9 levels.

The number of new hires government-wide in this occupation at these levels

was 655 for 565 for calendar years 1975 and 1976, respectively, for an

average yearly selection rate of 618. The average tenure of the GS-5-9

computer programers was determined to be 9.69 years.

Data from the 1970 U.S. Census showed that there were 166,556 computer

programers in the U.S. in that year. Because the growth rate has been

rapid in this occupation recently, this figure undoubtedly underestimates

the current number of programers. However, it is the most most recent
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estimate available. In any event, the effect of underestimation on the

utility results is a conservative one. It was not possible to determine

the number of computer programers that are hired yearly in the U.S.

economy. For purposes of this study, it was assumed that the turnover

rate was 10 percent in this occupation and that therefore .10 (166,556) or

16,655 were hired to replace those who had quit. retired or died. Extrap-

olating from the Federal to the private sector workforce, it was assumed

that 61.3 percent of these new hires were at occupational levels for which

the PAT would be appropriate. Thus it was assumed that .613 (16,655) or

10,210 computer programers could be hired each year in the U.S. economy

using the PAT. In view of the current rapid expansion of this occupation,

it is likely that this number is a substantial underestimate.

It was not possible to determine prevailing selection ratios (SR) for

computer programers in the general economy. Because the total yearly number

of applicants for this job in the government could not be ietermined, it

was also impossible to estimate the government SR. This information lack

is of no real consequence, however, since it is more instructive to examine

utilities for a variety of selection ratios. Utilities were calculated for

SR's of .05, .10, .20 . . .80. The gains in utility or productivity as

computed from equation (4) are those that result when a valid procedure is

introduced where previously no procedure or a totally invalid procedure has

been used. The assumption that the true validity of the previous procedure

is essentially zero may be valid in some cases, but in other situations the

PAT would, if introduced, replace a procedure with lower but nonzero true

validity. Hence, utilities were calculated assuming previous procedure

true validities of .20, .30, .40 and .50, as well as .00.
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Using a modification of Equation (4), utilities that would result from

one year's use of the PAT for selection of new hires in the Federal

Government and the economy as a whole were computed for each of the combina-

tions of SR and previous procedure validity given above. When the previous

procedure was assumed to have zero validity, its associated testing cost

was also assumed to be zero; that is, it was assumed that no procedure

vas used and that otherwise prescreened applicants were hired randomly.

hen the previous procedure was assumed to have a nonzero validity, its

associated cost was assumed to be the same as that of the PAT, that is,

$10 per applicant. As mentioned above, average tenure for government

programers was found to be 9.69 years; in the absence of other informa-

tion, this tenure figur(;.! was also assumed for the private sector.

AU/selectee per year was multiplied by 9.69 to give final AD/selectee.

Cost of testing was charged only to the first year.

Building all of these factors into equation (4), we obtain the

equation actually used in computing the utilties:

AU = tNs (r1 - r2) saps, 0/p - NS (C1 - C2)/P.

where:

AU = the gain in productivity in dollars in using the new

selection procedure for one year

t = tenure in years of the average selectee; here 9.69,

NS = number selected in a given year; this figure was 618 for

the Federal Government and 10,210 for the U.S. economy,

ri = validity of the "new" procedure, here the PAT; r1 =..76,

r2 = validity of the previous procedure; r2 ranges from zero

to .50,
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C1 = per applicant cost of the new procedure, here $10,

C2 = per applicant cost of previous procedure, here zero or $10.

The terms SDI, cp, and p are as defined previously, The figure for spy

was the average of the two estimates obtained in thi, study. Note that

although this equation gives the productivity gain that results from

substituting for one year the new (more valid) selection procedure for

;:he previous procedure, these gains are not all realized the first year.

They are spread out over the tenure of the new employees.

Results and Discussion

Estimation of Yearly SD:li

The two estimates of Sios, were quite similar. The mean estimated

difference in dollar value of yearly job performance between programers

at the 85th and 50th percentiles in job performance was $10,871 (standard

error = $1673). The figure for the difference between the 50th and 15th

percentileswas'9,955 (ste;:...eird error = $1,035). The difference of 826

dollars is roughly 8 percent of each of the estimates and is not statis-

tically significant. Thus the hypothesis that computer programer produc-

tivity in dollars is normally distributed cannot be rejected. The distri-

bution appears to be at least approximately normal. The average of these

two estimates, $10,413, was the Sios, figure used in the utility calculations

below. This figure must be clsidored to be an underestimate since it

applied to incumbents rather .;:Lan to the applicant pool. As can be seen

from the two standard errors, supervisors showed somewhat better agreement

on the productivity difference between "low performing" and "average pro-

gramers" than on the difference between "average" and "superior" programers.
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Table 2 Shows the gains in productivity in millions of dollars that

would result from one year's use of the PAT to select computer programers

in the Federal Government for different combinations of SR and previous

procedure validity. As expected, these gains increase as SR decreases

and as the validity of the previous procedure decreases. When SR is .05

and the previous procedure has no validity, use of the PAT for one year

produces a productivity gain of 97.2 million dollars. At the other

extreme, if SR is .80 and the procedure the PAT replaces has a validity

of .50, the gain is "only" 5.6 million dollars. The figures in all cells

of Table 2 are quite large--larger than most industrial-organizational

psychologists would, in our judgment, have expected. These figures, of

course, are for total utility. Gain per selectee for any cell in Table

2 can be computed by dividing the cell entry by 618, the assumed yearly

number of selectees. For example, when SR = .20 and the previous pro-

cedure has a validity of .30, gain per selectee is $64,725. As

indicated earlier, the gains shown in Table 2 are produced by one year's

use of the PAT but are not all realized during the first year; they are

spread out over the tenure of the new employees. Per yea: gains for any

cell in Table 2 can be obtained by dividing the cell entry by 9.69, the

average tenure of computer programers.

Table 3 shows productivity gains for the eccomy as a whole resulting

from use of the PAT or substitution of the PAT for less valid procedures.

Table 3 figures are based on the assumed yearly selection of 10,210

computer programers nationwide. Again, the figures are for the total

productivity gain, but gain per selectee can be computed by dividing the
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cell entry ay the number selected. Once mean gain per selectee is

obtained, the reader can easily compute total gain for any desired number

of selectees. As expected, these figures are considerably larger,

exceeding one billion dollars in several cells. Althought we have no

direct evidence on this point, we again judge that the productivity gains

are much higher than most industrial-organizational psychologists would

have suspected.

In addition to the assumptions of linearity and normality discussed

earlier, the productivity gain figures in Tables 2 and 3 are based on

the assumption that selection proceeds from top-scoring applicants down-

ward until the SR has been reached. That is, these analyses assume

that selection procedures are used optimally. Because of the linearity

of the relation between test score and job performance, any other usage

of a valid test would result in lower mean productivity levels among

selectees. For example, if a cutting score were set at a point lower

than that corresponding to the SR and if applicants scoring above thin

minimum score were then selected randomly (or selected on other non-

valid procedures or considerations), productivity gains would be con-

siderably lower than show in Tables 2 and 3. (They would, however,

typically still be substantial.)

The PAT is no longer available commercially. Originally marketed

by Psychological Corporation, it was later distributed by IBM as part of

"peckage deals" 477, computer systems purchasers. However, this practice

was dropped about 1974, and since then the PAT has not been available to

most users (Note 6). This fact, however, need create no problems in terms
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of validity generalization. The results of this study generalize directly

to other tests and subtests with the same factor structure. The three

subscales of the PAT are composed of very conventional number series,

figure analogies, and arithmetic reasoning items. New tests can easily

be constructed that correlate 1.00, corrected for attenuation, with the

PAT subtests.

It should be noted that productivity gains comparable to those shown

in Tab.Les 2 and 3 can probably be realized in other occupations, such as

that of clerical worker, in which lower values will be c,fset by

the larger numbers of selectees. Pearlman, Schmidt, and Hunter (Note 7)

present extensive data on the generalizability of validity for a number

of different kinds of cognitive measures (constructs) for several job

families of clerical work.

There is another way to approach the question of productivity gains

resulting from use of valid selection procedures. One can ask what the

productivity gain would have been had the entire incumbent population

been selected using the more valid procedure. As indicated earlier, the

incumbent population of interest in the Federal Government numbers 18,498.

As an e,:ample, suppose this population had been selected using a procedure

with validity of .30 using a SR of .20. Men had the PAT been used

instead, the productivity gain would have been approximately 1.2 billion

dollars [9.69 (18,498)(.76-.30) 10,413 (.28/.20)]. Expanding this example

to the economy as a whole, the productivity gain that would have resulted

is 10.78 billion dollars.
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Obviously, there are many other such examples that can be worked out,

and we encourage readers to ask their own questions and derive their own

answers. However, virtually regardless of the question, the answer always

seems to include the conclusion that it does make a difference an important

practical difference - -how people are selected. We conclude that the impli-

cations of valid selection procedures for workforce productivity are much

greater than most of us have realized in the past.
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TABLE 1

Questionnaire

Estimation of Selection Utility

Computer Programers (GS-334)

Name Dept. Agency

INSTRUCTIONS

The dollar utility estimates we are asking you to make are critical in

estimating the relative dollar value to the government of different selection

methods. In answering these questions, you will have to make some very

difficult judgments. We realize they are difficult and that they are judg-

ments or estimates. You will have to ponder for some time before givit.y each

estimate, and there is probably no way you can be absolutely certain your

estimate is accurate when you do reach a decision. But keep in mind three

things:

(1) The alternative to estimates of this kind is application of

cost accounting procedures to the evaluation of job performance.

Such applications are usually prohibitively expensive. And in

the end, they produce only imperfect estimates, like this

estimation procedure.

(2) Your estimates will be averaged in with those of other super-

visors of computer programers. Thus errors produced by too

high and too low estimates will tend to be averaged out,

providing more accurate final estimates.
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(3) The decisions that rust be made about selection methods do not

require that all estimates be accurate down to the last dollar.

Substantially accurate
estimates will lead to the same

decisions as perfectly accuarte estimates.

Based on your experience with agency programers, we would like for

you to estimate the yearly value to your agency of the products and services

produced by the average GS 9-11 computer programer. Consider the quality

and quantity of output typical of the average programer and the value of

this output. In placing an overall dollar value on this output, it may

help to consider what the cost would be of having an outside firm provide

these products and services.

Based on my experience, I estimate the value to my 11

agency of the average GS 9-11 computer programer at

dollars per year.

We would now like for you to consider the "superior" programer. Let

us define a superior performer as programer who the 85th percentile.

That is, his or her pc.:formance is better than that of 85% of his or her

fellow GS 9-11 programers,
and only 15% turn in better performances.

Consider the quality and quantity of the output typical of the superior

programer. Then estimate the value of these products and services. In

placing an overall dollar value on this output, it may again help to

consider what the cost would be of having an outside firm provide these

products and services.

4
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Based on my expe:iance, I estimate the value of a

superior GS 9-11 computer programer to be

dollars per year.

Finally, we would like you to consider the "low performing" computer

programer. Let us define a low performing programer as one who is at the

15th percentile. That is, 85% of all GS 9-11 computer programers turn in

performances better than the low performing programer, and only 15% turn

in worse performances. Consider the quality and quantity of the output

typical of the low performing programer. Then estimate the value of these

products and services. In placing an overall dollar value on this output,

it may ag:in help to consider what the cost would be of having an outside

firm provide these producst and services.

Based on my experience, I estimate the value to my

agency of the low performing GS 9-11 computer programer

at dollars per year.
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TABLE 2

Estimated Productivity Increase from One Year's Use of the PAT

to Select Computer Programers in the Federal Government

(In Millions of Dollars)

True Validity of Previous Procedure

SR .00 .20 .30 .40 .50

.05 97.2 71.7 58.9 46.1 33.3

.10 82.8 60.1 50.1 39.2 28.3

.20 66.0 48.6 40.0 31.3 22.6

.30 54.7 40.3 33.1 25.9 18.7

.40 45 - 34.6 27.6 21.6 15.6

.50 37.6 27.7 22.8 17.8 12.9

.60 30.4 22.4 18.4 14.4 10.4

.70 23.4 17.2 14.1 11.1 8.0

.80 16.5 12.2 10.0 7.8 5.6
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TABLE 3

Estimated Productivity Increase from One Year's Use of PAT

to Select Computer Programers in U.S, Economy

(In Millions of Dollars)

True Validity of Previous Procedure

SR .00 .20 .30 .40 .50

.05 1605 1184 973 761 550

.10 1367 1008 828 643 468

.20 1091 804 661 517 373

.30 903 666 547 428 309

.40 753 555 455 356 257

.50 622 459 376 295 213

.60 501 370 301 238 172

.70 387 285 234 183 132

.80 273 201 165 129 93

I.,
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JOB PERFORMANCE OF USAF BYPASSED SPECIALISTS

Captain William H. Cummings and Captain David S. Vaughan
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

An Apprentice Knowledge Test (AKT) is a 65-item multiple choice
examination designed to measure job knowledge at the three-skill level
in a particular Air Force enlisted job specialty. An AKT is also,

to a large extent, a source of headaches for the Occupational Measure-
ment Center, where the tests are written. The reason for this is some

of the complaints the Center has received about the results of these

tests. These complaints center on the observation that some airmen
who pass the tests -- and who are therefore selected for entry into
the career field at the apprentice level -- cannot do the work that is

expected or required of them. This paper deals with our attempts to

solve this problem and relieve some of the headaches.

One major responsibility of the Occupational Measurement Center
is to construct the tests that support the Weighted Airman Promotion
System, and related tests. The promotion testing program, which includes
the Specialty Knowledge Tests and the Promotion Fitness Examinations,

has proceeded smoothly since its inception in 1969. However, as noted

the Apprentice Knowledge Test program (which currently includes 151 of

the "related Tests") has run into a number of problems. These problems

spring largely from some of the uses to which the tests are put, which

are quite different from the uses of the promotion tests.

As noted, AKTs are used to select airmen for entry into a career
field at the apprentice level, or the three-skill level. In this

capacity, a major use of the AKT is to allow an airman to bypass tech-
nical school by showing his/her proficiency on the test. For example,

if an airman has prior civilian or military training as an orderly, he/

she may take the AKT for the Medical Services career field; or if he/

she is trained in electronics, he/she can take an AKT appropriate to one

of the numerous electronics career fields. If he/she passes, he/she will

go directly to his/her first assignment with his/her three-skill level,

rather than through technical school. This program obviously represents

a major time savings for the airman and a major dollar savings for the

Air Force.

To pass the AKT, the airman must score higher than thirty percent

of the airmen who have previously taken the AKT. This scoring system
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we feel, is responsible for most of th. omplaints with the AKT system.

If most of the airmen who have alread., ' .!?n -me test are well-qualified,

then the examinee will need a substantl, ;.iim.cmt of jab knowledge to pasz

his AKT. 7f not, he/she may get by with only -a minimal display of knowledge.
Therefore, passing an AKT does not necessarily have any meaning relative
to the knowledge required to peiforn at the three-skill level on the jnb.

We have recently been developing critarinn-referenced scoring system

for the A. Under this system, each .7, 13 `-t: is developed, would be

first adowlistered at the three-level techrial :;chool for that career

field. Tiler AKT passing score would th- b eLslablished relative 70 the

performans of recent technical schoo- graci.lereF on the test. Technical

School graduates are a good reference 7f,out.s7nce they are generally

assumed tutave the minimum knowledge r-,:quirei for adequate performance

at the three -skill level. By passing -:he Ar., the brmass candidate will
be demonstrating something more than gr::t berw-ormance relative to a grmtp

of examinees with unknown qualities. Hei.,:.,2a1 will be qemonstratincr that

he/she ftes. at least the minimum knowleci ,.,squired for successful berformance

as an entrry-level airman. Vaughan (11;r7.. 0 has pre.,jously inveTt-ilated

this crilerlon-referencing system and frwno to be a workabiPa-^=fure

PnmoRT7 plans call for the passng sc^ = '7..7, De s.17t a the twrivi

pertem+Te-Df techniel school gradu-Dt _ores on t-ie test. Use TIT

ttve.-64nth mercentles the passing IT' fairly arbitrary buL kbased

on Loft sourd logica" :onsiderations Tereentile for the passing

soon. tote-not be -- extremely higtn, SiOje wain require thedly-

pass4i t-utcvli7ts tc 'now more thar tarmtal pera,,,tage of aechnica

school g,aduaom. 77, would be both ;=it(
s,

tt'fe 73,p . candidame and

wasIt;Ul it terms 5'f wining already- airmen. 70nwevie_:_ the

percenti l''oaset at the Tiowe.' ,Dertormance-lry-the

technical' 3c rauaNW,.either. Extt ow EcoreEare to

contain-tpritz iv (Lord & Novfr, 78) and may reflect, tess

job know tNo emminee actua" , Therefore. the per-

centile-!-,a6 m

"he ,DrOent study ries designed t -,i-r*nate some of the 'arbitrariness

invo-,ved lh use SF the tenth percentil - the passing point. TWo groups

of airmen -. .',dhniCal school graduate citcf4 bypassed specialists -- who had

recently , itorl the medical services clreer 'ield were compared be a job

performaws-,- sturw..y measure. This compa'ismn pirovides the information

needed to illovt is to set the AKT passirl 17T4rt realistically. 11-Fthe by-

passed speciaTis:s perform about as well -tr,a graduates, the tt 4ass/

fail -Wilt ,,,tfer to or below that o= the --mnrth percentile would be

appreprtmfte. .f'the bypassed specialis-7 dt not perform an, well. a more

stringent =ri-it..L--lon may be necessary.

AnotteEr-ass- t of this study is that it wi. I demonstrate the extent

to wr-inh 1._TAteri n referencing will affect he job performances
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bypassed specialists. The new sccrina system '1, in most cases. affect

the amount of basic knowledge the oypassed sgmctali_vt will brim To his/

her first assignmemt. It is not ± et clear, however, how this knowledge

difference will aff7ct actual job performance,

'Method

3abjects

Lists of recent three-ski fl-level tecnntcal school graduates; and by-

passed specialist th the medicd: services career field were obtained

from the Air Force, Military Pernnnel Center. L^nm these lists, 306

airmen were selected for partication. ::eventy-nint technical =tool

traduates and 36 bypassed specsts retulrfiedi ',040k;ets in comp'kese and

usable form, representing an ow---1 L--able re,..irn 'ate of

Materials

The main part of the survey materia ki a modified job inventory

bohk1,2t. The inventory bookie -s are deveIam0 by the Center's Occupational

Survey Branch for the various airman specilti- Each inventory booklet

is designed to contain a comprehensie list c' al'' of the tasks that might

6e performed by any individual in a -IVEM 3,-eci31ty. Each job task very

specifically describes a correspondi777 beilaivior (e.g., 'Assemble

equipment for cardiac monitoring," 'nxifir6iter eye irrftgations," -Obtain

blood from blood bank"). In the cae Tr'tedfcal Servicos, there- Iris 505

listed tasks, and additional space 's ..7,ovided tcor up to 69 write-n tasks.

Ir addition to the task data section, al, elaensio section was --iimfuded

for background information on the airman: listarlica7, data, time in present

job, time in career field, duty area, -_-voers of equipmen used, eFtc_ A

similar background information bookie- 3rovilled for backgroundital:, on

the supervisor.

Procedure

For the purposes of thi7 study, the - survey followed three

steps. First, the airman was asked to chmplete survey booiFet by

checking all of the tasks that he perform4d n H. s present job see

rig. 1). Second, the supervisor was asktli the airman'; performance

an a 7-point scale for each task that was 1:11erked aff. A sample rating

scale was provided at the top of each pale, ;Hdicl-,_-nct that a "1" repre-

sented "Very Much Below Average" performance, Jp to b '7", which repre-

sented "Very Much Above Average" performance. --rd, .14oprox7mately one

month after the survey booklet was returned,. tie -..upet'visor was mailed

a follow-up questionnaire. This questionnaire requested a single rating

of the airman's overall job performance on a 10-mm'int Ltkert=type scale.
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JOB INVENTORY
(DUTY TASK LIST(

FSC
902X0 PAGEI6 OF34 PAr.ES

G. PERFORMING NURSING PROCEDURES (CONTINUED)
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iiiiiiag.
Abe I a e og
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Atto e.etoie.
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41. Apply heat by chemical heating pads 36

42. Apply heat by compresses 37

43. Apply heat by electrical heating pads 38

44. Apply heat by heat cradles 39

45. Apply heat by hot water bottles 40

il46. Apply heat by K-pads

47. Apply heat by thermal blankets 42 I

48. Apply long arm plaster casts 43

49. Apply long leg plaster casts 44

Figure 1. Sample from survey booklet

Dependent Measures

Job performance data from the 505 job tasks, in addition to data
previously obtained on these tasks, were condensed into four dependent

measures:

TOTAL TASKS, the total number of job tasks performed by the airman. This

measure was a count of all of the tasks for which the supervisor gave the

airman a rating. Thus, it was not a single count of tasks the airman
claimed to perform, but an indication of the tasks that the supervisor
recognized the airman as performing.

(DIFF x RATING), the average of the task performance ratings, with
each task performance rating multiplied by the difficulty of that task.
The task difficulty data were obtained from the Occupational Survey Report
(OSR) previously available for this career field (Ballentine & Cole, 1975).
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Job incumbents had rated the "Task Learning Difficulty" of each task

("the need for lengthy, systematic training before a new member of the

appropriate Air Force Specialty could perform the task adequately") on

a 1-9 scale, with a rating of "1" indicating "Least Difficult to Learn"

and a rating of "9" indicating "Most Difficult to Learn". This measure

provided an average measure of the airman's job performance, as opposed

to TOTAL TASKS, which was a'summation measure.

EQUIP ITEMS, the total number of equipment items the airman indicated that

he/she used on his/her present job.

FOLLOW-UP, the airman's overall job performance, as rated 7n the 30-point

follow-up survey scale.

Results and Discussion

Differences in Job Performance

Table 1 presents the t-tests and summary statistics comparing the

two groups, and Figs. 2-5 present histograms for both groups. Neither

Table 1, nor any of the histograms show any significant differences in

the mean performance levels of the two groups. The mean and median

performance levels of the bypassed specialists are slightly higher than

those of the tech school graduates for all four measures. However, the

column of t-tests shows that none of these differences is significant.

Bypassed specialists shoe significantly more variation in number of

equipment items used (;e4 = 4.18, p < .05, by Bartlett's test). This

trend is repeated, although nonsignificantly, in the case of TOTAL TASKS

and X (DIFF x RATING) but reversed in the case of FOLLOW-UP. Similarly,

the histograms reflect no substantial differences in terms of either

central tendency or significant numbers of outliers at the lower ends of

the distributions. These analyses indicate that the bypassed specialists

are at least capable of holding their own against the tech school graduates

in their first job assignments, if not slightly outperforming them.

Further analyses were conducted to control for the effects of various

background variables. One rather disturbing finding was the large number

of airmen (73% of the bypassed specialists and 58% of the tech school

graduates) who had already advanced to the five-skill level. Thus, the

groups were split by current skill level, and a 2 X 2 analyses of variance

(Career Field Entry Method X Current Skill Level) was performed on each

measure. For X (DIFF x RATING), EQUIP ITEMS, and FOLLOW-UP, there were

no significant main effects or interactions (all Fs < 2, with df = 1, 92).

For TOTAL TASKS, the bypassed specialists (X = 115.56) tended to outperform

the tech school graduates (X = 99.93); F (1, 92) = 3.49, p = .06. The main

effect of Skill Level (F = 1.62) and the interaction (F = 1.83) were non-

significant. Similarly, analyses of covariance, which incorporated various

background variables as covariates, failed to reveal any significant or

t
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Table 1

Cimparat 'e Job Pe-lbrr-Ima== Data

Variable Group

Measure

Mdn SD

TOTAL TASKS Tech Inool -1 .L '16 103.50 42.7C - 1.29

Bypas. lzi., 112.50 53.60

I (0 x R) -ech _---n1 72.. 6 23.25 4.72 - 0.84

Bypas: -3.1-:3 23.42 5.2C

EQUIP ITEMS Tech S -Itgl 6.,- 16.17 7.3C - 0.63

Bypass 17.10 9.75

FOLLOW-UP Tech Scr-ol 1 25.59 6.19 - 0.85

Bypass
_

25.75 5.77

noteworthy differences hetween ttt two :annups. These analyses consistently

demonstrate that, at lez.= for ttlis- spe- alty, the bypassed specialists

perform up to the level m==the technica' school graduates.

Effects of Criterion Ref-,--encityl, on the ='02X0 Career Field

An additional question of '-'..ortsider-a15:e interest is the degree to which

the criterion !eferencinn proci..mtre wil' affect the actual job performances

of bypassed specialist ) th', :areer =field. This specialty was one of

those examined in the, o- ier Lriterion referencing studies (Vaughan, 1976V

Previous tech school rn had taken the same AKT that the bypassed

specialists in this SLI., tooL, and the raw score corresponding to the

tenth percentile of th ch school graduates' performances was computed.

This is the passing Sc: .,- that would be established under the proposed

criterion-referenced 3.11:[ ig system. In this case, that raw score was

34 (out of a possible store of 65 points). The actual passing score

for this AKT varied bemigi 26 and 32 points (depending on the performance

of previous AKT candidac_ -Thus, there is a cluster of bypassed specialist!-:

within this sample who pad the AKT but who would have failed under the new

system. These "theoretica failures" are plotted in Figs. 2-5 as the small

arrows above each histograr-for the bypass group.

It is obvious that the theoretical failures are quite evenly scattered

throughout the distribut.'ons find that criterion referencing would have

very little effect on the job performances of bypassed specialists in this
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Variable : TOTAL TASKS
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Variable : EQUIP ITEM S
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career field. However, it does not seer appropriate at this point to

conclude, in general, that criterion reTrencing will not have any

effect on job performance. The MeditaT ervices career field is fairly

unique in two aspects. First, the ical passing score was fairly

close to the actual passing score (r71,717.--= from two to eight points away).

Second, there is a great deal of experience available in this

career field (e.g., orderly, nurse's-a=e;. It is likely that most AKT

examinees in this area, who claim r& vent job experience or job knowledge

are more-or-less qualified to do thE %for*. Exact placement of the criterion

may not be too important in this tyme or specialty. The case may be quite

different for other career fields. This state of affairs indicates the

need to replicate this study in othffr career fields.

Criterion-Related Validation of the AKT

This study provides a unique opportunity to validate one of the

Center's tests against certain job performance measures. If, in fact,

the AKT does not correlate with at least some of these measures, this

finding in itself would have important implications for use of the AKT

and positioning of the pass/fail criterion.

The correlation coefficients meLween AKT scores and the performance

measures indicate that the AKT did not correlate significantly with X (DIFF x

RATING), r (34) = .12; EQUIP ITEMS, r (34) = .03; or FOLLOW-UP, r (32) =

.03. However, the AKT did correlate significantly with TOTAL TASKS, r (34)=

.33, p .05. This pattern of correlations indicates that AKT scores do not

predict the airman's average performance level, but they do predict what, or

how many different things, the airman can do. Therefore, the AKT does

appear to be a good screening instrument for determining award of the three-

skill level.

Conclusions

The major finding of this study is that the bypassed specialists did

about as well as -- even slightly better than -- the technical school

graduates on all performance measures. This finding holds for both the

raw measures and the measures corrected for various background variables.

The implications of these results for the major question of this study --

where to set the AKT passing criterion -- is quite clear: The criterion

should be set no higher than the tenth percentile of technical school

graduates' scores on the AKT. A higher cutoff would only tend to block

the flow of qualified three-level airmen into the career field.

The question of the effect of criterion referencing on the job

performance levels of bypassed specialists is less easily answered.

Certainly the higher pass/fail point would have little effect in this

career field. However, it is not clear that this finding will generalize
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to other career fields. We anticipate that the effect may be quite

different in specialties where pre-service experience is less readily

available or where the criterion-referenced passing score is farther
from the current passing score. This issue can only be resolved by

additional job performance studies of bypassed specialties.

We feel that the Occupational Survey-based job performance survey
technique will prove to be of considerable value not only in terms of

bypassed specialist performance but in a variety of other situations

as well. However, our immediate concerns are with further performance

studies of the bypassed specialist population. As the criterion-refer-

encing system goes into effect, it will become important to extend
these findings to other career fields. The present data indicate no

substantial differences between bypassed specialists and technical school

graduates. If these findings generalize to other career fields, we can
accept the tenth percentile of technical school graduates' AKT scores
as the passing point for the AKT with considerable confidence.
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ANALYSIS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR JOBS

I. PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES

This report concerns a project known as the TRAINING STANDARDS PROJECT

(TSP), conducted for the past two-and-a-half years under the auspices and

with the active participation of the International Union of Operating En-

gineers (IUOE).* The union, in collaboration with contractors, ..,:':iducts a

national apprentice training program at some 75 training center, operated

by local unions throughout the United States.

During the early 1970's, class action suits initiated by individuals

were brought against several IUOE locals charging racial discrimination in

selection for apprenticeship training. Among the charges were that 'the re-

quired high school diplomas, language and mathematics requirements of qual-

ification tests, and the length (4 years) of apprenticeship were either ir-

relevant to the work or unnecessary to achieve competence. The work of the

operating engineer, it was charged, was much simpler than was claimed by the

union, was so classified in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles of the

'United States Employment Service, and could be learned in a much shorter

period of time.

In view of the 'f data to deal with these charges, the union

sought and obtained rb research to establish for itself and for the

public the true nature of oP .pork and the skill required. In undertaking

this research, it not only was concerned with the response to the courts

and affirmative action in the area of equal employment opportunity, but also

with the improvement of its own training practices. Included in its ob-

jectives for the Training Standards Project were:

IC define the work of the operating engineer so that the

kncwledge, skills and abilities required could be satis-

factorily communicated to the courts and the public.

To establish training standards for every important op-

erating engineering task.

To provide a basis For more objective and defensible

apprentice selection procedures--namely, tests.

*A. Michael Collins, the union's present monitor, worked very closely

with ARRO personnel, particularly in arranging and managing the active

participation and contribution of union members.
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In the initial planning of the project around these objectives, a

number of needs emerged that dictated the choice of methodology and procedure.

They were as follows:

The job analysis data developed needed to satisfy the
courts as to the level of knowledges, skills, and abil-
ities required, but also needed to

define performance standards, and

training required to meet the standards, and take into account

regional and environmental differences in performance.
Finally, the analysis had to produce

content valid measures that did not result in discrimination
against particular groups of people in our society.

This report will focus on the work done to satisfy these needs and meet the

union's objectives.

II. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Job Analysis Phase. The union employed S. A. Fine Associates to design,

manage and carry out the research, a decision made to some degree because of

their interest in the Functional Job Analysis (FJA)* methodology used by

this organization. FJA focuses on tasks which are formulated as fundamental,

stable units consisting of a behavior and a result. These tasks are organ-

ized into job assignments in one combination or another to accomplish a job

of work. Data for preparing task statements are obtained in observation/

interviews. In addition to the behavior and result, the task statement in-

cludes for about the resources the worker draws lipnn--the machine

tools and equipment used and the level of instructions, that is, the pre-

scription/discretion mix that the worker must follow. The accuracy and re-

liability of the task statement are controlled by 10 ratings on ordinal

scales functionally defined that establish the level of complexity with re-

gard to Things, Data, People, Instructions, Reasoning, Mathematics, and

Language. From this information it is possible to directly formulate Per-

formance Standards and Training Requirements. The complete task analysis

provides the information to fulfill the paradigm: To do this task to these

standards, the worker needs this training.

*S. A. Fine and W. W. Wiley. An introduction to Functional Job Analysis:
A scaling of selected tasks from the welfare field, No, 4.
The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, September 1971.

(
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1111)

Functional Job Analysis was used to develop baseline information about

perator requirements necessary to perform the tasks and produce the neces-

sary outputs that are within the capability of a piece of equipment. Job

analysis was conducted for 16 kinds of construction equipment normally op-

erated by operating engineers. This paper deals only with the bulldozer,

backhoe, loader, grader, and scraper, in the so-called blade category of equip-

ment. To illustrate,a completed task statement for the Grader is shown in Fig. 1.

A cadre of some 20 senior operating engineers, engaged in apprenticeship

training and experienced across the full range of the jobs being analyzed,

received a week of training in Functional Job Analysis methods. They, then,

took on assignments as individuals to serve as expert consultants to the

consulting psychologists on one or another piece of equipment. Through them

arrangements were made to visit training and job sites where observation/

interviews were conducted. Subsequently, in task force groups of 3 or 4,

they reviewed the various drafts of the task analysis for accuracy, coverage,

and communicability. Task statements were then edited and made consistent

in form by the consulting psychologist. The final step in the job

here

alysis phase was the assembly of the total group of 20 FJA-trained operators

here the assembly as a whole reached consensus on what should be included

for each item of equipment.

Performance Standards Phase. Performance standards for the operation

of a piece of heavy equipment are intended to describe the jobs that an ex-

perienced operator should be capable of performing with that machine. The

standards are cast in terms of specific outputs (types of results) and op-

erator behaviors required to accomplish each output safely, efficiently, and

effectively.

The job analysis for an item of equipment is usually represented in

seven task statements (seven printed pages):

o Inspects the equipment (prior to operation)

o Services the equipment

Starts the equipment

o Operates the equipment--basic outputs

o Operates the equipment--intermediate outputs

o Operates the equipment--difficult outputs

o Shuts down the equipment.
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TASK CODE;IA

VIIKER FACTION AND ORIENTATION

Wale

INSTRUCTIONS REASONING

411101111111111111111.k.

GENERAL EDUCATIQNAL
DEVELOPMENT

km AXE

COAL:

Operates GraderOutput Basic

I0

OBJECTIVE:

lackfilling, scarifying, windrowing, cutting

firebreak, maintaining haul road, snow removal,

klawarlarmrauragrunirmrsmillTASK:
Operates grader

manipulating controls to travel forward
/back, turn, raise/lower blade, positionwheels and blade at correct angles;

follows work order, drawing on knowledge and
experience, monitoringthe performance of the equipment and adapting to the changing

situation, constantly alert to the pres-ence and safety of other
workers/equipment, in order to perform

routing grader tasks such as backfilling,haul road maintenance, snow removal,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

(To Perf This Task)

MORT*
Operates equipment properly.

Is alert and attentive.

INDIERICN.:

1

- All work meets work order

requirements.

No accidents/damage due to

(To These Standards)-

improper operating tech-

niques.

FUNCTIONAL:
winrAMINMPIEWM

SPECIFIC:

Hu to operate grader.

How to do routine grader tasks, such as

backfilling, scarifying, windrowing,

cutting firebreak, maintaining

road, snow removal,

Knowledge of specific grader.
- Knowledge of work requirements,

- Knowledge of specific job. site (1,e

layout, soil condition,
environment),

)(Worker Needs The Twining)

Figure 1, Illustrated Task Statement for the grader
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The performance standards are detailed expansions of the standards listed in

111/1 the task statements, exploring behavioral implementations of various contin-

gencies as well as critical "know-how" developed through experience. They

run from 100 to 150 pages for each piece of equipment.

The standards are stated in terms of those that are primarily mental in

nature, requiring planning, monitoring, and checking; those that require in-

terpersonal relationships; and those that require the combination of percep-

tion and physical coordination to accomplish the operations, such as manip-

ulating controls and operating the equipment to meet work specifications.

For example, the backhoe output of "precision excavating" is described in 24

mental/planning/monitoring standards, 7 interpersonal standards, and 43 phys-

ical action standards.

The process for developing performance standards comprised four steps:

The psychological consultant prepared a preliminary
draft of the performance standards to establish a
common format among all standards.

The preliminary draft was reviewed during a two-day
meeting of the consultant and a subject matter expert
for that piece of equipment.

The standards were revised, incorporating changes
decided on in the previous step, and resubmitted
to the subject matter expert for approval.

The proposed standards were reviewed and revised by
a Task Force selected for that piece of equipment.
In the "task force" review meeting (requiring two
days), each output was discussed, one-by-one, and
decision reached as to proper wording and description
of each performance within the output.

Performance standards task forces of 4 to 6 subject matter experts were formed

for each piece of equipment in the project. Task force members were selected

to be geographically representative of operating engineers nationwide, so

variations in operating practice as a function of climate, region of the na-

tion, equipment model preferences, and so on, are taken into account.

Test Development Phase. Work sample performance tests were developed

directly from the performance standards. Those tasks that were mast often

performed were chosen on the advice of the task force subject matter experts.

*The fully qualified backhoe operator should be able to perfarm eight
outputs (in addition to the common outputs of inspection/servicing, and
start-up/shut-down: (1) compacting with a vibratory attachment, (2)
loading a haul vehicle, (3) removing trees and stumps, (4) pavement
breaking, (5) filling and backfilling, (6) hoisting, (7) placing riprap,
and (8) precision excavating.
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Most test layouts consisted of a set of formalized work requirements. The

operator being examined received instructions much in the same way that a

job foreman would issue them. The operator then read the grade stakes and

performed the earth moving necessary to meet the job specifications. Test

situations varied from 1 1/2 to 3 hours. The tasks making up the work samples

are shown in Table 1.

Performance on the work sample was timed, and measured by a series of

test items drawn nearly verbatim from the performance standards. Items are

statements covering three general areas of equipment operation: skill in op-

erating the equipment, the safety behavior and practices demonstrated, and

the extent to which the job specifications were met. The items are arranged

in checklist format with space for (a) simple Yes/No checks to indicate

whether or not the behavior was observed, and (b) ratings on a 5-point scale

(1 = poor, 5 = superior) for overall performance and the satisfying of task

specifications. There are generally about 20 items of each type for each

output of the test. Each test was tried out before use to assure the correct

time allocation, sufficiency of the instructions, appropriateness of the tasks

performed, and the ease with which the test could be used.

Test Administration. Validation of the work sample performance tests

has been conducted with the same care and attention to detail exercised in

the development of performance standards. The locations of each of the week-

long validation testings is shown in Table 2. Again test sites were chosen

to be geographically dispersed across the nation. The bulldozer test valida-

tion was the first conducted with testing of 28-32 operators at each of four

locations. It later was decided that more subject operators could be tested

at fewer locations without sacrifice to the integrity of the validation. For

all subsequent validation testing, 36-42 operators were tested at each loca-

tion. In all, 360 Qcierators made up the validation sample.

The validation strategy was to test operators of prejudged, known skill

levels, with test administration and scoring by subject matter experts (in the

study, the test administrators are called "observers") who have no knowledge

of the prejudged, known skill levels of the operators. Then, if a test dif-

ferentiates as presumed, the most highly skilled operators will perform bet-

ter on the test than the average, who in turn will perform better than the

least skilled. It is obvious that the operator selection beforehand is the

key to a "valid" validation. r (7' f
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TABLE 1

Outputs Tested for Each Piece of Equipment

Bulldozer (3 hours) Excavate for foundation, backfill
Finish a slope
Pushload scraper, run fill
Cut and fill, build ramp
Build bench

Backhoe (2 hours)

Loader (1 1/2 hours)

Grader (2 1/2 hours)

Scraper (Varied)

Excavate vertical wall trench
Expose buried pipe
Excavate sloping wall trench
Excavate pier hole

Excavate basement
Form spoil pile
Load haul vehicle from stockpile

Build maintenance road
Cut rough ditches
Level material and crown road

Construct V-ditch to grade
Finish grade to a flat surface

Load scraper
Haul material to fill area
Unload scraper
Return to cut area



TABLE =

Locations and Dates of Iiiii4dation Testing

Equipment Date Place

Bulldozer May 1977 Cleveland, Ohio

Bulldozer May 1977 Philadelphia, Pa.

Bulldozer May 1977 Des Moines, Iowa

Bulldozer May 1977 Sacramento, Calif.

Backhoe May 1978 Dayton, N. J.

Loader June 1978 Beaumont, Calif.

Loader July 1978 New Alexandria, Pa.

Grader June 1978 Columbus, Ohio

Scraper July 1978 Richmondville, N. Y.

Scraper August 19701, Seattle, Wash.



I/1 tors

The idealized quota of subject operators at each location was 32 opera-

for bulldozer testing and 40 operators for the other kinds of equip-

ment, distributed as follows:

Bulldozer
Other

Equipment

Level 3 Journeyman Operators 8 10

Level 2 Journeyman Operators 8 10

Level 1 Journeyman Operators 8 10

Senior or Newly Graduated Apprentices 8 10

32 40

The description of each category is shown in Table 3. In addition to the

quota by skill level, operator selection committees were instructed to se-

lect, if possible, without compromising skill level representation, 30 per-

cent minority.* Minority representation,in actuality, turned out to be 90

out of 360 or 25 percent.

Operator selection committees were formed at each test location. Com-

mittee members included Operating Engineer Apprenticeship Coordinators, some

contractors, and business agents, and dispatchers for the local union. The

111

skill category classification of the operators selected to participate was

held strictly confidential, with no one other than the selection committee

and psychologist in charge knowing these classifications.

III. RESULTS

The data analysis and results for each test focused on the following im-

portant iccilac:

Does the tact do what it is supposed to do? is it valid?

1r considering recent EEOC Guidelines, what influence does
certain operator characteristics, specifically race, have

on test performance and validity?

The analysis was designed to determine whether the tests in whole and in

part differenliate between the four criterion groups; and if racial member-

ship creates differences in test performance and test validity.

To address these issues and to answer related questions, three areas

were explored: (1) the statistical organization of the tests, (2) the valid-

ity of each test, and (3) the differences between white and minority operators'

test performance.

I/1

As distinguished from the nonminority, "White," operators, the Minority

operators include: Black (origins in Black African racial groups), His-
panic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American or other
Spanish culture), Asian or Pacific Islander, American Indian, and

Alaskan Native.
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Operator Selection Criteria

Level 3 Journeyman--This class of operator is the most expert of all on

that particular piece of equipment and is considered to be a "top hand."

Such an operator can work to specifications essentially on his or her own,

and usually can perform all of the outputs of which the machine is capable;

most significantly, the Level 3 Operator's work is likely to never need

follow-up by another operator.

Level 2 Journeyman--This class of operator is the broad class of "average"

operators. These operators may be skillful in :,ome outputs, but never in

all. This class of operator usually can manage on his or her own without

much supervision. However, the Level 2 operator's work occasionally will

need follow-up by a more skilled operator.

Level 1 Journeyman--This class of operator may not have had experience on

all of the outputs that a machine is capable of performing, or may, despite

experience, lack the skills to perform the outputs well; the operator needs

a lot of supervision. What is most characteristic is that the operator's

work often will not meet, exactly, performance criteria or output specifica-

tions; most significantly, the Level 1 operator's work will often need follow-

up by a more skilled operator.

Apprentice--The apprentice could fall within any of the three journeyman skill

levels. Most likely, however, since apprentices' experience usually is lim-

ited, the apprentice skill level will be at Journeyman Level 1 or lower. All

that is required for the performance checklist validation is that the ap-

prentices participating (a) be in their third or fourth years of apprenticeship

training (or recent graduates), and (b) have had some training on the piece

of equipment being tested.



IliOrganization of the Performance Tests. To search for commonality among
test items, a principal components analysis was performed on three of the
performance tests (i.e., loader, backhoe, and grader). The analyses were
followed by several orthogonal rotations and an oblique rotation. Of these,
the Varimax method provided the most simplified and meanngful factorial
structures.

With some slight variation, the analyses yielded three components of
heavy equipment operations that were relatively stable across the three
pieces of equipment. The components were: using correct procedure and
meeting specifications, operating with caution and safety, and following
instructions. For example, in using the correct procedures and meeting spe-
cifications, the expert loader operator manipulates controls with precision and
smoothness, travels forward into material, tilts bucket to aid breakout,
fills bucket without straining the engine, empties bucket at 45 degree angle,
and obtains uniform grade. The expert operator also functions with caution
and safety, such as, not abusing equipment and following safety rules. To
Ilinollow instructions, he/she comprehends instructions from supervision and
terprets grade stakes properly.

Criterion-related Validity. The item analysis for each of the five
performance tests included the usual statistics, such as, means, standard
deviations, and frequency distributions. The discrimination index was also
calculated for each item to determine if the item indicated differences
between levels of operator skill.

Table 4 illustrates an item from the grader test that significantly dif-

ferentiated between the four criterion groups. In other words, the operators

who rated high on the item (i.e., the operator manipulated the controls with
precision and smoothness) were in fact the participants identified by the

selection committee as expert and above average operators, while the par-

ticipants who were rated lower on the item had been classified as below

average operators and senior apprentices.

The item analyses indicated that, overall, about 80 percent of the test

items significantly differentiated between the levels of operator skill.

e results demonstrate that a majority of the test contents are valid and

trefore indicative of the operator's level of competence.
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TABLE 4

Example of a Discriminating Question

Question: Did the grader operator manipulate controls with precision
and smoothness?

3

2

1

APP.

Observer Ratings

1 2 3 4 5

Total
No.

of Aver.
Oper. Rating

OD OD

1 OD 1 3 3

3 3 5 2

OD 2 2 1

Totals 4 5 9 7 14

p = .001 (highly statistically significant)

2 1

Skill Level

APP.

7;V
746

77

8 3.87

13 2.46

5
//

2.80
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Since the overall rating of operator performance was significantly

correlated with the remaining items in each test, it was used to demonstrate

the overall validity of the tests. Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the sig-

nificant relationships between test performance and skill level.

Of further importance, findings for the loader performance test demon-

strate the uniqueness of loader operations. The principal components anal-

ysis yielded three dimensions similar to the other equipment (e.g., grader

and backhoe); however, in contrast to other equipment, efficiency of per-

formance and economy of effort (e.g., operator avoids excessive turning and

traveling) emerged as salient aspects of loader operations.

During the development of the 'loader performance standards and tests,

it became evident that an effective indicator of efficiency is the oper-

ator's cycle time (i.e., the period from when the operator initially tilts

the bucket to empty the material until he/she begins to tilt the bucket to

dump the next load of materials). Because of its critical nature, cycle

k time was included as an item and recorded for each operator during the test.

"Figure 3 illustrates again the validity of the loader test. Those par-

ticipants who had previously been classified as below average operators and

apprentices had cycle times of about 60 seconds, while the participants who

were previously classified as expert operators had significantly shorter

cycle times of about 37 seconds. The expert loader operators demonstrated

greater efficiency and ,,my of effort in their porformanro during the

test than the below average operators and apprentices.

To summarize, the perfomance-based tests for the five pieces of equip-

ment are doing what they were intended to do, i.e., differentiating between

levels of operator sill. The results demonstrate criterion-related validity.

Differences in Test Performance and Validity for White Operators and

Minority Operators. The next phase of the analysis involved separating

the total sample of participants for all pieces of equipment into white op-

erators (N = 290) and minority operators (N = 70). Figure 4 illustrates

the results.

Even though there are slight differences in test performance between

white and minority operators at each skill level, the important point il-

lustrated by the figure is that as skill level increases for both white and

f
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111 minority operators, so does their test performance. In other words, the

tests are valid for both groups of operators, although at somewhat different

levels of performance.

To further investigate the differences in test performance between the

white'and minority groups, we looked at differences in education, age, and

experience. In contrast with age and education, the difference between the

number of years of experience in heavy equipment operations between white

and minority participants was highly significant. It appears that these

differences in experience between whites and minorities partially explains

the differences in test performance. In other words, the minority oper-

ators have less experience with heavy equipment operations than do white

operators. Consequently, as a group, they have acquired fewer of the neces-

sary operating skills and thus perform less well on the tests.

In summary, while there were differences in test performance between

white and minority operators, the test performance for both racial groups

10

increased significantly as their skill level increased. The tests are

valid for both white and minority operators.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions we have drawn from the data presented can be grouped

under three headings--Content, Criterion, and Construct validity--topics

of central concern in the EEOC Guidelines.

Content Validity. The tests are cont.nt valid. The items on the

tests are performance based, reflect representative outputs for each piece

of equipment, and have been selected by subject matter experts of the craft.

Although not yet tested in the courts, there seems little doubt that the

tests will meet the guideline requirements as fair measures for qualify-

ing apprentices as journeymen.

The performance tests proved to be a positive, satisfying learning

experience for observers and operators at all levels. A typical post-test

operator reaction was: "What a great way to check myself out." Observers,

several of whom were instructors, felt the tests could serve as effective

11, checklists for union instructors. Because of these kinds of reactions and

the demonstrated validity, the union has begun the production of slide/tape

r
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training films for apprentices using the same performance standards

as the basic source for script and associated curriculum materials.

Criterion Validity. Using the "known group" technique for establish-

ing criterion groups, in a concurrent validity frame of reference, it is

clear that the tests have criterion validity. By and large, the tests sig-

nificantly discriminate between skill levels among operating engineers in

which the significant criterion factor is the degree of independence and

autonomy the operator can be permitted in doing the work. This is of

vital importance in a trade in which the operator is entrusted with ex-

tremely expensive machines and charged with accomplishment of work basic to

both the success of a construction project and the safety of many other

workers.

Construct Validity. The factor analyses indicate the possibility of

three constructs pertinent to the functional and specific content of heavy

equipment operation. The constructs are the three components yielded by prin-

cipal components analysis, namely:

Using correct machine operating procedures and meeting

output specifications.

Following instructions (these are in good measure

operator initiated).

Operating with caution and safety.

The three constructs correlate closely with the Things, Data, People categor-

ies for the generation of the performance Standards.

It is noteworthy that the data and people relationships of operating en-

gineers, usually overlooked in standard descriptions, were uncovered and artic-

ulated by the use of Functional Job Analysis, as significantly involved in their

work. The Things, Data, People aspects of the components need to be further

researched as a basis for developing aptitude tests for entry applicants.
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PREDICTIVE UTILITY OF THE OFFICER
EVALUATION BATTERY (OEB)

Arthur C. F. Gilbert, Ph.D.
U. S. Army Research Institute for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia 22333

The Officer Evaluation Battery (OEB) was designed to measure a number of
dimensions predictive of success as an Army officer. The Officer
Evaluation Battery is essentially the same test battery as the Cadet
Evaluation Battery (CEB), the development of which is discussed by Mohr and
Rumsey (1978). The only difference between the two instruments is in terms
of purpose of administration. The CEB is administered to cadets in the
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROM for selection and/or counseling
purposes while the OEB is for administration to newly commissioned officers
for experimental purposes.

The Officer Evaluation Battery consists of cognitive and non-cognitive
subtests. The seven subtests are Combat Leadership (Cognitive), Technical
Managerial Leadership (Cognitive), Career Potential (Cognitive),
Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive), Technical Managerial Leadership (Non-
Cognitive), Career Potential (Non-Cognitive), and Career Intent (a non-
cognitive scale). The seven subtests of the OEB and the types of items
in each are shown in Table 1. Earlier research (Helme, Willemin, and
Grafton, 1974) indicated the utility of the OEB item content in predicting
success in a simulated combat situation.

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the predictive utility of the
OEB in Officer Basic Courses (OBC). An Officer Basic Course exists for each of

the 13 Career Branches in the Army. A newly commissioned officer attends
one of these courses on entering upon active duty prior to his initial duty

assignment. The research focussed on evaluating the predictive
effectiveness of each of the subtests and the combination of subtests in
relation to Officer Basic Course final grades for the total sample and within
the three different types of Officer Basic Courses: Combat Arms, Combat
Support, and Service Support. Another purpose of the research was to
determine if there were differences in prediction for males and for
females and to evaluate possible differences in prediction for black
officers and for white officers.

'The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the view of the U. S. Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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Table 1

Officer Evaluation Battery (OEB) Subtests and Description of Items

SUBTEST DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS.

Combat Leadership (Cognitive)

Technical - Managerial Leadership

(Cognitive)

Career Potential (Cognitive)

Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive)

Technical-Managerial Leadership
(Non-Cognitive)

Career Potential

Career Intent

Military tactics; practical skills
in a variety of areas ranging from
out-door activities to mechanical
and electronic applications.

History, politics; culture; mathe-
matics; physical sciences

Technological knowledge relevant
to military requirements.

Combat leader qualities, occupational
interests, sports interest, outdoor
interests related to combat leader-
ship

Mathematics and physical sciences
skills and interest; urban or rural
background; scientific interest and
ability; decisive leader qualities;
and verbal-social leadership

Clerical-administrative interest,
versus white collar interest, com-
bat interest

Intention of making the Army a career
choice



Procedure

The Officer Evaluation Battery was administered to all officers in
the 13 Career Branches who attended Officer Basic Courses during Fiscal Year
1974. Final OBC course grades (i.e., the criterion measure) were
collected from each OBC for as many subjects as possible.

The initial sample consisted of 9,180 officers but this sample included
many officers who entered on active duty for training only and who did
not enter a duty assignment on completion of the Officer Basic Course.
Since it was felt desirable to keep the validation sample as homogeneous
as possible, only those officers who continued on in an active duty
status after Officer Basic Course were retained in the validation sample.
A total of 4,622 were so identified. However, for some of these officers,
complete data (i.e. OEB scores and OBC final course grades) were not avail-
able.

Final course grades were reported by the different schools as either
percentage grades or as class standings within the 03C; in some cases
both percentage grades and class standings were reported. When only

grades were reported, they were rank ordered and a class standing gene-

rated for each student. The resulting class standing were converted to

Army standard scores. Where class standing was available, it was converted

directly to an Army standard score.

A multiple regression analysis was performed using all seven subtests
of the OEB as predictors with final OBC grades as the criterion for the

total sample. The intercorrelation matrix was computed using pairwise
deletion of missing values in the data matrix. The total sample was
divided on the basis of type of Officer Basic Course (i.e., Combat Arms,
Combat Support, and Service Support). The total sample was also divided

on the basis of sex and finally on the basis of race (i.e., black officers

and white officers). Since these breakdowns could only be accomplished
where classification data were available, the number in the subgroups will
not always equal the total number of cases. Parallel analyses were then

performed for each of the subgroups (i.e., seven separate analyses).

Results and Discussion

The correlations between each of the OEB subtests and Officer Basic
Course final course grades are shown in Table 2 for the total sample.
The multiple correlation of all seven subtest scores with the criterion

are also presented. The same data are presented for each of the seven

analyses in this table.
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Table 2

Correlations Between Each Officer Evaluation

Battery (OEB) Subtest and Officer Basic

Course Final Grades for the Total

Sample and for Each Subsample

Total

OEB Subtest
Sample

(N=2,836)

Combat

Arms

(N=1,536)

Combat

Support

(N= 903)

Service

Support

(N.= 397)

Co bat Leadership .36** .31** .43** .33**

(Cognitive)

Technical Man- .29**

agerial (Cognitive)

.20** .29** .37**

Career Potential .32** .26** .40** .36**

4 (Cognitive)

crl

.4

Combat Leader- ,16 **

ship(Non-Cognitive)

.19** .14** .01

Technical Man- ,28 **

agerial (Non -

,17 ** .19** .17**

Cognitive)

Career Potential .12** .17** .08** -.08

(Non-Cognitive)

Career Intent .09** .15** .03 -.08

Multiple .42** .38** .49** .47**

Correlation

Male

Sample

(N=2,719)

.36**

.29**

.32**

.16**

,09 **

.41**

Female Black Rite

Sample Sample Sample

N= 113) (N =190) (N=2,603)

.42** .41** .29**

.33** .29** .22**

.33** .27** .26**

-.01 .27** .14**

,22 ** ,23 ** .17**

-.15 .22** .07*

.16 .16** .10**

.55** .49** .34**

* Significant at the .05 level.

** Significant at the .01 level,
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All zero order correlations between each of the subtest scores and

OBC final course grades were significant at the .01 level with the excep-

tion of the Career Intent subtest which yielded a low positive correla-

tion of .09 with the criterion that was significant only at the .05 level.

The multiple correlation of the seven subtest scores with the criterion of

.42 was significant at the .01 level for the total sample.

In the Combat Arms branches, all cf the seven subtests yielded zero

order correlations with the criterion that were significant at the .01

level and a multiple correlation of .38. Six of the subtests yielded

zero order correlations significant at the .01 level in the Combat

Support branches; the only exception was the correlation between the

Career Intent subtests and the criterion. A multiple correlation of .49

was obtained between the seven subtests and the criterion for this

sample. All three of the OEB cognitive subtests were significantly cor-

related with the criterion in the Service Support branches (at the .01

level) as well as the Technical Managerial (Non-Cognitive) subtest.

Small negative or negligible correlations were derived for the remaining

three scales with the criterion. The multiple correlation for this sub-

sample was .47.

A test for the significance of differences was performed among the

sets of zero order correlations for the three types of branches as well

as test of significance of the difference among the multiple correla-

tions. The three cognitive scales of the OEB yielded significantly lower

correlations (p less than .01) in the Combat Arms branches than in the Combat

Support branches. There was not any significant difference between the

Combat Support branches and the Service Support branches in terms of the

predictive effectiveness of these three subtests. The Career Potential

(Non-Cognitive) scale yielded a higher (significant at the .05 level)

zero order correlation with the criterion for the Combat Arms branches

than for the Combat Support branches. The Career Intent subtest also yielded

a significantly greater correlation with the criterion in the Combat Arms

branches than in the Combat Support branches; the difference was significant

at the .01 level. The multiple correlation of .38 for the Combat Arms

branches was significantly lower, at the .01 level, than the multiple cor-

relation obtained in the Combat Support branches.

For the male sample all seven subtests yielded zero order correlations

with the criterion that were significant at the .01 level. The multiple

correlation was .41 for this sample. In the female sample, four sub-

tests, the three cognitive subtests and the Technical Managerial (Non-

Cognitive) subtest, yielded zero order correlations with the criterion

that were significant at the .01 level. The corresponding multiple cor-

relation for the sample was .55. There were not any significant differences

between the zero order correlations for the two samples and there was not

any difference between the two multiple correlation coefficients.
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The zero order correlations between each of the OEB subtests and the
criterion, as well as the resulting multiple correlation coefficient of .49,
were all significantly different from zero at the .01 level for the sample
of black officers. For the sample of white officers all of the zero order
correlations with the criterion were significant at the .01 level with the
exception of the Career Potential (Non-Cognitive) subtest that yielded a
correlation of .07 with the criterion that was significant at the .05
level. The resulting multiple correlation of .34 for the sample of white
officers was significant at the .01 level.

The results of this research indicate that the Officer Evaluation
Battery (OEB) is a useful predictor of final course grades in the Officers
Basic course. Some fluctuations occur in the different samples but these
are probably a function of varying sample sizes and sample characteristics.
Generally, the OEB appears to have utility in predicting the performance
of junior officers in acquiring skills and knowledges necessary in their
performance as Army officers.

8/
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ASSESSMENT CENTER VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS
OF ON-JOB PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

A set of eight hands-on tests and a semi-structured inter-
view administered in an assessment center was developed by
Siegel and Wiesen to supplement the ASVAB for selection and
assignment of General Detail personnel in the Navy. After an
experimental administration of the battery to 140 male enlisted
personnel, follow-up was carried out in the Fleet to validate
the tests against four supervisory ratings of on-job performance.

In general assessment center variables when used separately
had about the same predictiveness for job performance criteria
as the ASVAB, or when used in conjunction with ASVArs increased
the shrunken multiple regression coefficients from .05 to .32.
The tests which were useful for supplementing ASVAB were the
semi-structured interview and measures of attentional time-
sharing and coordinative speed and accuracy. Shrunken multiple
validity coefficients of batteries composed of the five most
predictive Operatinnnl nccPccmPtit rentpr variables ranged

from .38 to .75 for the four supervisory ratings of on-job
performance.

Attenuation of the validity coefficients for the unreli-
ability in supervisors' marks substantially increased the
shrunken multiple regression coefficients. The findings
suggest that when compensation is made for the substantial
inherent unreliability in supervisors' marks, predictive
validities of optimally selected batteries of written tests
and assessment center variables account for most of the
reliable variance in supervisors' ratings of GDPs.

Paper -and- pencil tests used for selection of personnel for unskilled

and semi-skilled labor and for trades jobs have frequently been found to
have low predictive validities for criteria of on-job performance.
Anderson, Rousch, and McClary (1973) in a study of coil winders found
that none of the paper- and pencil tests of the GATB correlated signifi-
cantly either with supervisors' ratings of overall performance or with

production records. Navy studies (Cory, 1976a, 1976b, and Cory, Neffson,

Rimland, & Thomas, 1978) have generally found validity coefficients of

paper- and - pencil tests in the personnel classification battery with

supervisor's ratings of on-job performance for unskilled and semi-skilled

types of positions which ranged from .15 to .20. Maximum shrunken

multiple correlations of the set of classification tests for these

positions with on-job performance generally have been found to range

between .20 and .25.

Ghiselli, in The Validity of Occupational Aptitude Tests,(1966), a

comprehensive survey, reported average validity coefficients of paper-and-

pencil measures of the types used in the ASVAB with performance proficiency

in skilled trades jobs which ranged from .18 to .26. He also reported
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correlations with these criteria of .20 to .25, on the average, For
measures of finger and hand dexterity and of,.29 for measures of person-

ality.

When the Ghiselli data were reclassified into categories of Skilled,
Semi-skilled and Unskilled jobs, additional interesting relationships

were found. Thus the average validity coefficients of paper-and-pencil
tests generally decreased from Skilled to Semi-skilled to Unskilled jobs,

except for measures of Perceptual Speed, where the direction of the

relationship was reversed. Personality tests also had higher average
validities for Semi-skilled and Unskilled jobs than for Skilled jobs, but
the coefficients of Finger and Hand Dexterity me...sures were about the

same for the three types of jobs. The obvious conclusion from Ghiselli's
findings is that broadening the set of ,predictors to include measures of
coordination and dexterity and of personality together with the paper-and-
pencil measures of the ASVAB is likely to improve the Navy's ability to
select and classify personnel for unskilled and apprenticeship types of
jobs.

For this reason, Siegel and Wiesen (1977) developed for the Navy a
battery of tests to be used to assign the personnel who are not sent to

Navy Technical schools. TheSe are roughly the individuals in the bottom
25 percent of enlisted personnel in terms of mental ability. These indi-

viduals are usually assigned as General Detail personnel (GDPs) to commands.
There they work in manual labor and semi-skilled types of maintenance and
housekeeping jobs with the eventual objective of training on-the-job for
positions in the trades or technical areas. GDPs do not normally receive
formal academic training for jobs following completion of Recruit Training
and a two-week general apprenticeship training course.

The Siegel and Wiesen tests were administered in an assessment center

setting which was denominated a "Technical Classification Assessment
Center" after the types of jobs for which it was designed to select. The

purpose of this paper is to describe the predictive validities for on-job
performance of General Detail personnel of the assessment center variables

in comparison with those of the classification test scores and biographical

variables which were available operationally.

Data Collection

During November and December 1975, 140 male enlisted graduates from

Recruit Training at the Naval Training Center in San Diego were examined

at the TCAC. A description of the testing results as well as the develop-

ment and characteristics of the measures in the TCAC is given in Siegel

and Wiesen (o1.cit.). Two separate follow-ups were carried out to

collect on-job performance marks on these personnel.

Thus in November 1976 survey questionnaires were sent out to commands

in the Fleet to which personnel from the Siegel and Wiesen study were

Currently assigned. These special questionnaires collected on-job per-

formance marks for the men from their current supervisors. At the same

time the personnel office for the command vas requested to forward a
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record of the last set of operational performance marks that the man had

received. Three months later, in February 1977, the request was repeated

to commands which had not responded to the initial questionnaire.

Finally, in August 1977, approximately six months after the first set of

supervisors' marks was collected,a second follow-up was carried out to
collect a new set of the same crit3rion marls.

Assessment Center Variables

Eight job performance tests and a semi-structured interview were
used in the TCAC, from which 29 scores were derived. In addition four

global ratings were made by the assessment center staff. The assessment

center tests together with their scores are briefly described in the

following slides and commentary:

Slide #1- 1. Conceptual Integration /application -a troubleshooting problem

in which a simulated hypothetical system was described together with

Slide #2- possible malfunct4ons and their causes. Then a series of malfunctions

was presented and the examinees were asked to identify on the basis of

the symptomatic conditions, the causes. Score was the number of correct

answers.

2. Inspection/sort--a timed test consisting of 90 items, each being

one of six types. The task was to sort the items by type and to reject
those which had imperfections or did not closely match the type definition.

Scores. computed consisted of total numbers and percentages of items

correctly sorted/rejected and incorrectly sorted/rejected and an unweighted

composite of the number of items correctly sorted plus the number of items

correctly rejected.

3. Reliability -a variation on one of the Hartsbcrn and May exercises

(1930) required the threading of 15 needles and self-reporting of the

number of needles successfully threaded. Since the eyes of five of the

needles were blocked by clear plastic and consequently could not be

threaded, any score above ten was considered to be a lie. Score was a

binary variable coded "1" for a truthful response and "0" for a lie.

4. Tool and Object Nomenclature, use and recognition--a test in which

unusual tools and objects from Navy life were presented and briefly dis-

cussed. Subsequently three 15-item true-false tests covering the material

were administered. Scores were computed measuring examinee's ability to
associate an object with its (1) use and (2) name, and (3) his ability to

associate its name with its use. An unweighted sum of these scores served

as a fourth variable.

Slide #3- 5. Dual Task--a test designed to measure an individual's ability to

Slide #4- carry out attentional time-sharing while doing simultaneously two separate

tasks. The test required monitoring a control panel while fabricating a

pipe assembly. Cues presented on the control panel specified changes to

be made in settings of the panel. Scores were computed for the number of
parts assembled correctly and the number of panel settings performed
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correctly together with the response latencies for execution of the panel

settings.

Slide #S- 6. Coordinative Speed and Accuracy--a timed test using a simple
wiring task. After a brief instruction and practice session was given,

the examinee's task was to connect wires between terminals located on
separate panels. Directions for the interconnections were shown in a

Slide #6- wiring diagram and a color-coding chart. Scores were computed for the

total number of connections which were correct.

7. Level of Aspirati6n--a dart throwing task having three sets of

trials. Prior to each trial the examinee estimated the score which he
would obtain for the trial. Variables scored included the candidate's
estimated score for-the first trial, the sum of the estimated scores for
the first and the second trials and the total number of times the
estimated score was lower than the score received on the previous trial
(considered to be a measure of pessimism). In addition the examining
staff recorded binary global marks for each candidate indicating the
presence or absence of three attributes: realism, pessimism and optimism.

8. Social Interactive Evaluation--a group task covering a simulated
ammunition storing problem in which members of the group transported sand
in buckets to and from bins over a course which had bottlenecks and
difficult transportation points. Three timed trials were interspersed by
team planning sessions which were designed to critique and improve team

coordination. Scores computed were algebraic sums of the positive and
negative behaviors expressed by the individual in interacting with the
group during each of the following: (a) the first trial, (b) the first

planning session and the second trial, (c) the second planning session
and the third trial, and (d) all trials and planning sessions.

9. Interview--a semi-structured interview conducted by a 2-person

panel. General topics and extent of coverage, but not the individual
questions, were specified for the interview. Ratings were made on 16

categories covering interest, personality characteristics, and motivation.
Based on them a mean evaluation on the interview was computed and global
scores were made on the candidate's ability on each of the following

dimensions: (a) learning, (b) psychophysical/motor, and (c) social/
motivational.

In addition, the following summary evaluations based cn the total
findings of the Assessment Center were made: (a) global evaluation of
ability of the examinee to perform on-the-job, (b) algebraic sum of the
positive and negative comments about the examinee recorded during the
testing, and (c) number of discussions_ and votes of Assessment Center
personnel required to arrive at agreement concerning evaluation decisions.

Operationally-derived Variables

A description of the operational classification tests and the bio-

graphical measures which were used in the study is shown in the next

slide.
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Slide #7- The six operational test scores used were from the personnel class-

ification battery used by the Navy at the time. These tests were prede-

cessors to ASVAB tests, but their areas of measurement and characteris-

tics were very similar to those of tests in the ASVAB battery.

Although the four biographical measures shown (variables 7 to 10,

inclusive) were collected specifically for the present study, the first

three variables are present in Navy operational records and could be

used for selection purposes, if desirable. However, because of stric-

tures in the Privacy Act, the last variable would probably not be avail-

able to the Navy at the present time. Fortunately, however, it proved

not to be useful as a predictor anyway.

Criteria

Twelve of the criteria which were used for the study are described

Slide #8 on the next slide. Of these criteria, Professional Performance, Military
Behavior, Military Appearance, and Adaptability describe specific aspects

of behavior, or traits. Ratings for these traits were collected from two

sources: (1) the operational performance ratings and (2) the ratings

collected on the special questionnaire. Two global performance marks,

AV-Special and AV-Op consisted of unweighted averages of the four trait

marks. AV-Special was computed frbm the marks given on the Special

Questionnaire. In contrast AV-Op was computed from the man's official

performance marks. Two other global ratings, OVER and REEN, consisted of

single-element marks which were collected from the special questionnaires.

Analysis

After the questionnaire returns had been merged with the records

from from the TCAC, test-retest reliability coefficients were computed

for supervisors' marks. Then zero-order and multiple-regression validity

coefficients were computed for the four global criteria which were

collected on the first follow-up. A step-wise procedure, the accretion

method was used to compute multiple regression coefficients, and estimates

of the shrunken validities were computed using a technique recommended by

Thiel (1971).

For e4ch criterion the predictor set used for multiple regression'was

restricted to those variables whose zero-order coefficients were statis-

tically significant. Additional restrictions imposed at each step were

(1) that the F ratio of the incremental variation in the criterion pre-

dicted by the independent variable selected for the step with the unpre-

dicted variation of the criterion was >4.5, and (2) that the proportion

of the variance of the independent variable which was not explainable by

the variables already selected was >.30. These restrictions were imposed

in order to limit the variables selected to those which made real as

opposed to chance contributions to the predictiveness of the battery.

In addition a hierarchical selection mode was employed in which

variables were made available to the regression program a set at a time
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for the three sets of variables: (1) operational tests, (2) biograph-

ical variables, and (3) assessment center variables. The first two of

these sets were composed of variables which were or which could be

derived operationally, and the last set contained the variables which

were being used experimentally as predictors. Thus the hierarchical

mode permitted the computation and evaluation of the incremental validity

added by biographical variables and by assessment center variables to

the maximum validities available from the tests in the operational

classification battery.

Results

At the time of the first mailout, 14 persons in the sample had been

discharged or were carried as deserters. Questionnaires were returned

for 106 personnel, an 85 percent return rate for the 125 who remained in

the Navy at the time. For the second follow-up 31 personnel had left the

service or were deserters and 71 questionnaires were returned, a 66 per-

cent return rate. The return rate for the second follow-up undoubtedly

was lowered because the usual second mailout to non-respondents was

omitted in order to expedite the study.

Zero-Order Validities of Operational and Assessment Center Variables

Zero-order validity coefficients of the operational and the assess-

ment center variables which had statistically significant coefficients

#9- for any of the four global performance marks are shown in the next slide.

Twenty-eight of the 136 coefficients were statistically significant. For

the operational test, biographical, and assessment center variables,

respectively, 21, 19, and 15 percent of the predictors were statistically

significant. Coefficients of the statistically significant variables

ranged from .19 to .34 for the operational variables and from .21 to .50

for the assessment center variables. In general the lowest values were

for REEN and the highest values were for AV-Op. ARI and YRED were the

major operational variables which were significantly predictive of super-

visors' mark. Of the ten assessment center variables which had statis-

tically significant validities for global on-job performance, four were

significant for only one criterion and six were significant for two or

more criteria. Six of the nine assessment center tests had statisti-

cally significant predictive relationships with supervisors' global marks.

These tests were Coordinative Speed and Accuracy, Inspection/Sort, Tool and

Object Naming, Dual Task, Level of Aspiration, and Mean Interview Rating.

Maximally Predictive Sets of Operational and Experimental Variables

The shrunken, step-wise multiple correlation coefficients for maxi-

mally predictive sets of the operational, biographical, and the assess-

Slide #10- ment center variables are shown in the next slide. Each row in the table

represents the addition of a predictor. The total number of predictors

selected for a criterion at any one point is shown by reading down the

III/0

column to that point.
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These data indicate that batteries formed from AR1 and YRED of the

operational variables had shrunken validity coefficients ranging from

.33 to .42 for the four global marks. Assessment center variables added

from .05 to .33 to bring about maximum shrunken validity coefficients for

these criteria which ranged from .38 to .75. Thus operational variables

accounted for a maximum of 11 to 18 percent of the variance of supervisors'

marks. Addition of assessment center variables to this battery would

increase the predictive accuracies so that from 14 to 55 percent of the

variance could be predicted. The predictive accuracies for the two

supervisory marks which were composites, AV-Special and AV-Op were par-

ticularly high. In an analysis which has been set forth elsewhere, it

was concluded that the higher validities of the composite marks resulted,

at least in part, from their greater reliability.

Differences in the types of variables selected for the maximally

predictive batteries for the four criteria suggest that there were differ-

ences in the characteristics of the criteria as they were perceived by

supervisors. The single-element criteria, OVER and REN, seem to be

largely focussed on professional competence. The variables which were

maximally predictive for these criteria were cognitive tests, years of

education, and measures of accuracy of perception and execution in hands-

on situations. In contrast, the two composite marks reflected not only

these characteristics, but also characteristics of personality and

attitude.

Computation of Attenuated Values for the Predictive Validities

Correction of the validities of the supervisors' marks for unreli-

ability in the criteria was also carried out in order to provide more

realistic estimates of the actual predictive validities of the operational

and assessment center measures. For this purpose the test-retest reli-

ability coefficients of the eight trait and the four global.marks were

lido #11- computed. These coefficients are shown in the next slide. As you may

recall, the coefficients were computed by correlating each of the perform-

ance marks received for the first follow-up with the same variable from

the second follow-up, which was collected approximately six months later.

The statistics in the table are shown for a Total (T) Sample and for a

Diverse (D) Sample, that subgroup for whom the supervisor completing the

second questionnaire was different from the one completing the first

questionnaire. Ninety-two percent of the personnel for whom identifying

information for supervisors was available were in the D Sample. There

are no entries in the D Sample for operationally-derived marks because

it was considered to be not desirable to collect information identifying

the supervisors completing the operational marks.

In general the test-retest reliabilities were quite ]ow. They

ranged from .16 to .5S for the trait marks and from .29 to .55 for the

global marks. The reliabilities of the two global single-element marks

were from .16 to .26 lower than those for the two global composite marks.

AV-Op was the most reliable global mark, and RUN was the least reliable

one.
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Slide #12-

ilide #13-

The average reliability of the trait marks was .07 higher for the

T Sample than for the D Sample. Although the reliability coefficients of

all of the marks with counterpart values were statistically significant
for the T Sample, for the D Sample two trait marks and one global mark

were not significant. However, statistical tests indicate that differ-
ences between counterpart values in the T and the D Samples were not

significant. Also, in general, the relative magnitudes of the reliabil-
ities of the trait and the global marks were the same for the T and the
D Samples. Therefore it was felt that the comparisons could justifiably
be carried out on the sample with the greater number of degrees of freedom,
the Total Sample.

Attenuated Zero-order and Multiple Regression Coefficients

Zero-order values for the validity coefficients corrected for un-
reliability of the supervisors' marks are shown in the next slide.

In general, increases in magnitude of the zero-order coefficients
caused by the attenuation ranged from .09 to .22. Some of the coeffi-

cients in the table are very high. However, the asterisks indicating the
statistical significance of their values are the same as those shown for

the unadjusted coefficients previously presented.

Estimates of the attenuated multiple regression coefficients for the
four global marks were made by substituting the attenuated zero-order
validity coefficients into the predictor-criterion intercorrelation matrix
and recomputing the multiple regression statistics. For this step only
variables whose unattenuated coefficients had been significant were made

available to the regression program.

The recomputed statistics, shown in the next slide, indicate that
when adjustments were made for the unreliability of the criteria, the
accuracy achievable from the battery of tests and biographical variables

was very high. These figures indicate that operational variables
accounted for from 35 to 45 percent of the variance of supervisors' marks
and that an additional 32 to 59 percent of that variance would be
accounted for by assessment center variables. The total set of operational
and assessment center predictors would account for from 77 to 94 percent

of the reliable variance of supervisors' marks.

Although I have used conservative procedures for making these esti-
mates, the predictiveness of the total battery of tests seems surprisingly
large. However, even if the magnitude of the findings is discounted some-
what the data still show these variables to be predicting most of the
reliable variance of the supervisors' marks.
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In summary the major findings of the study were:

1. A composite formed from operational classification test scores

and years of education accounted for between 35 and 45 percent of the

reliable variance of supervisors' ratings of on-job performance of General

Detail personnel. Addition of assessment center variables to this battery

resulted in a total battery which accounted for 77 to 94 percent of the

reliable variance of supervisors' marks.

2. The assessment center variables which were the most useful as

predictors measured work accuracy under time-sharing conditions, speed

and accuracy of finger-hand dexterity or coordination, classification

accuracy in a hands-on situation, and personality and attitudinal char-

acteristics.

3. Supervisors' marks formed from composites of two or more scores

were more reliable than those which were based on only a single rating

element.

These findings will be checked on a new sample of 1,000 to which a

revised form of the TCAC has been administered. In the event the findings

hold up, it is hoped that eventually the TCAC may be used to identify the

incoming GDPs who have potential for advancing into a technical rating

so that these personnel can be channeled into appropriate assignments

before they are lost to the system.
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SLIDE #7

VARIABLES AVAILABLE OPERATIONALLY

CLASSIFICATION TESTS

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST (GCT)

ARITHMETIC TEST (ARO

MECHANICAL REASONING TEST (MECH)

CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST (CLER)

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN SELECTION TEST (ETST)

SHOP PRACTICES TEST (SHOP)

BIOGRAPHICAL VARIABLES

YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED (YRED)

AGE TO NEAREST BIRTHDAY

DEMERITS IN RECRUIT TRAINING

ARREST RECORD, BINARY CODE

.1
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SLIDE #8

CRITERIA

VARIABLE SOURCE a

TRAIT SCORES

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE 0

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

MILITARY BEHAVIOR 0

MILITARY BEHAVIOR

MILITARY APPEARANCE 0

MILITARY APPEARANCE

ADAPTABILITY U

ADAPTABILITY

GLOBAL MARKS

AVERAGE OF THE OPERATIONAL TRAITS (AV-Op) 0

AVERAGE OF THE SPECIAL TRAITS (AV-SPECIAL)

OVERALL PERFORMANCE (OVER)

RECOMMENDATION FOR REENLISTMENT (REEN)

OPERATIONAL, S = SPECIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
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SLIDE #9

ZERO-ORDER VALIDITIES FOR
GLOBAL CRITERIA

VARIABLE AV-Op

CRITERION a

REENAV-SPECIAL OVER

OPERATIONAL VARIABLES

AM 26* 21* 30** 28*

ETST 24* 08 10 10

YRED 32** 34** 19* 18

ASSESSMENT CENTER SCORES
Mo.

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE IN 29* 08 09 08
RECOMMENDED ASSIGNMENT

NUMBER OF DISCUSSIONS 19 21* 16 21*
AND VOTES

NUMBER OF COMMENTS 25* 39** 17 17

INSPECTION/SORT: ACCURACY -26* -05 -10 13
FOR DEFECTIVE ITEMS

TOOL AND OBJECT NAMING: 15 09 11 21*
SCORE 1

DUAL TASK: NUMBER OF 33** 26** 23* 12
CORRECT SETTINGS

COORDINATIVE SPEED & 18 16 25** 21*
ACCURACY: ACCURACY

PERCENTAGE ACCURACY 24* 28** 27** 23*

LEVEL OF ASPIRATION: 50** 06 16 15
REALISM

MEAN INTERVIEW RATING 16 32** 23* 26**

a
DECIMAL POINTS OMITTEO FROM COLUMN ENTRIES

*p s.05

"ps.D1



;LIDE 1110

a
SETS OF MAXFIALLY PREDICTIVE VARIABLES

PREDICTOR SET

1, NAVY CLASSIFICATION

TESTS

2. BIOGRAPHICAL

VARIABLES

3. ASSESSMENT CENTER

VARIABLES

AVOp AVSPECIAL OVER REEN

SHRUNKEN

R PREDICTOR

SHRUNKEN

R PREDICTOR N
SHRUNKEN

R PREDICTOR N

SHRUNKE:1

R annuli N

23 ARI 71 111 ARI 104 29 ARI 105

r

26 ARI 105

42 MO 71 41 YRED 104 37 YRED 105 33 YRED 105

62 LEVEL OF 71 54 NUMBER OF 104 44 DUAL TASK: 105 38 COORDINATION 105

ASPIRATION: COMMENTS NUMBER OF SPEED &

REALISM CORRECT ACCURACY:

SETTINGS ACCURACY' .

70 DUAL TASK: 71 58 MEAN INTERVIEW 104

NUMBER OF RATING

CORRECT SETTINGS

75 .INSPECTION/SORT: 71

ACCURACY FOR

DEFECTIVE ITEMS

$

DECIMAL POINTS OMFIED FROM SHRUNKEN its
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SLIDE #11

TEST-RETESJLNkLIABILIVIRS OF

VARIABLE D SAMPLE

1.1"
..ers A Sr 0"/%1ZICOnmo ..1%.01.011-11..7

0

0

5

D

D

D
\

35**
48***

16

33**

58"*
48***

45**

37**

65***
48***
32**

?9*

42

64

42

64

42

64

42

64

42

64
64

64

43**

26

41**

43**
321

24

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

MILITARY BEHAVIOR

MILITARY BEHAVIOR

MILITARY APPEARANCE

MILITARY APPEARANCE

ADAPTABILITY

ADAPTABILITY

GLOBAL MARKS

AV-Op

AV-SPECIAL

OVER

REEN

a0 = OPERATIONAL. S = SPECIAL 1

'ONNAIOE*2< .05

**2< .01

***2< .001



SLIDE fin

ATTENUATED ZERO-ORDER
VALIDITIES FOR GLOBAL CRITERIA

CRITERIONa
VARIABLE AV-OP AV-SPECIAL OVER REEN------

OP,ERATIONAL VARIABLES

ARI 35* 30* 53** 52*
....-

_
ETST 32* 12 18 18

00;OE..0r.
493" 49" '34* IJU

ASSESSMENT CENTER SCORES

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE IN
RECOMMENDED ASSIGNMENT 39* 12

NUMBER OF DISCUSSIONS
AND VOTES 26 30*
NUMBER OF COMMENTS 34* 56**
INSPECTION/SORT: ACCURACY
FOR DEFECTIVE ITEMS -35* -07

TOOL AND OBJECT NAMING:
SCORE 1 20 13 19 39*

'DUAL TASK: NUMBER OF
CORRECT SETTINGS 44** 38** 41* 22

COORDINATIVE SPEED AND
ACCURACY: ACCURACY 24 23 44** 39*

PERCENTAGE ACCURACY 32* 40** 48** 43*
LEVEL OF ASPIRATION:

28 28REALISM 67** 09

MEAN INTERVIEW RATING 22 46** 48** 41*

16 15

28 39*

30 32

-18 -24

a

DECIMAL POINTS WERE OMITTED FROM THE VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS.

*Ps.05
**PS.01



SLIDE #13

SETS OF MAXIMALLY PREDICTIVE ATTENUATED VARIABLESa

PREDICTOR SET

1,NAVY CLASSIFICATION

TESTS

AV-Op

SHRUNKEN

R PREDICTOR N

AV- SPECIAL. OVER

SHRUNKEN

PREDICTOR

REEN

SHRUNKEN SHRUNKEN

N 11. PREDICTOR N R PREDICTOR- N

33 ARI 11 28 ARI 104 52 ARI 105 51 ARI I05

Z BIOGRAPHICAL 59 MI 71 60 YREO 104 61 YREO 105 65 YREO 105
VARIABLES

3, ASSESSMENT CENTER 85 LEVEL OF 71 80 NUMBER OF 104 81 DUAL TASK: 105 15 COORDINATIVE 105
VARIABLES ASPIRATION: COMMENTS NUMBER OF SPEEO & ACCURACY:

REALISM I CORRECT ' ACCURACY

SETTINGS

97 DUAL TASK: 11 86 MEAN INTERVIEW 104 88 COORDINATIVE 105 83 NUMBER OF DISCUSSIONS 105
NUMBER OF RATING SPEED & ACCURACY: & VOTES
CORRECT PERCENTAGE ACCURACY

SETTINGS

89 COORDINATIVE 104

SPEED & ACCURACY:

ACCURACY

94 OVAL TASK: 104

NUMBER OF

CORRECT SE TINGS

81 MEAN INTERVIEW 105

RATING

92 INSPECTION/SORT: 105

ACCURACY FOR

DEFECTIVE ITEMS

aDECIMAL

POINTS OMITTEO FROM SHRUNKEN Rs



USING AN ASSESSMENT CENTER TO PREDICT LEADERSHIP COURSE
PERFORMANCE OF ARMY OFFICERS AND NCOs

Frederick N. Dyer
Richard E. Hilligoss

Army Research Institute Field Unit
Fort Benning, Georgia

INTRODUCTION

The assessment center concept involves the immersion of an individual
in situations which simulate those he would face if he were selected for
entry or promotion and assessment of his performance in this simulation.
It has been widely used in industry and business to select personnel for
high level positions.]. In 1973-1974 the U.S. Army Infantry School (USAIS)
Assessment Center (ACTR) assessed students from the Infantry Officer
Advanced Course (IOAC), the Infantry Officer Basic Course (IOBC) and the
Advanced NCO Educational System (ANCOES) to determine the feasibility of
the assessment center as a technique for leadership development and
leadership prediction. It also assessed students from the Branch
Immaterial Officer Candidate Course (BIOCC) to determine the feasibility of
the sesessment center concept as a selection device.2 Dyer and Hilligoss3

related the ACTR scores on these Officers and NCOs to ratings of field
leadership obtained six months folluving completion of leadership training
and assignment to new duty stations. These ratings were made by
supervisors, peers, and subordinates of the former assessee. Prediction of
this field leadership criterion was poor. In fact, the more assessor time
that went into assessment of the individual the poorer the correlation with
this field leadership rating criterion for that exercise. This was true
despite high reliabilities of both the ACTR measures4 and the field

1

Earles, J. A. and Winn, W. R. Assessment Centers: An Annotated
Bibliography. APHRL -TR-77-15, May 1977.

2

3

4

U.S. Army Infantry School. Assessment Center After Action Report:
Executive Summary (Book 1, Vol. 1), December 1974.

Dyer, F. N. and Hilligoss, R. E. Using an Assessment Center to Predict
Field Leadership Performance of Army Officers and NCOs. Proceedings of
the 19th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association, October
1977.

Smith, K. H. Behavioral Assessment of Leadership Skills. U.S. Army
Research Institute. December 1975.
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leadership ratings. The latter was indicated by high correlations between
the 6-month ratings and ratings made on the same individuals at 18 months
following assignment to new units. Self-description instruments did a much
better job than ACTR exercise assessor ratings in predicting the leadership

ratings. It appeared that the ratings made by subordinates, peers, and
superiors were strongly influenced by the leader's self-perception of his
leadership skills.

The purpose of the present paper is to examine the utility of the ACTR
measures for prediction of another criterion, namely, the end-of-course

grade obtained by the assessee in the leadership course that he completed
Immediately after going through the assessment center.

METHOD

ASSESSMENT CENTER PERSONNEL

The assessors consisted of six Majors, seven Captains, two
Lieutenants, three Master Sergeants, two Sergeants First Class, and one

Staff Sergeant. The assessors were selected by DA using the following

criteria: each man must be in one of the combat arms; each Captain and
above must have had command experience; each Major, Captain, and Sergeant

must have served in combat; and Officers must have an advanced degree in

one of the behavioral sciences. The assessors received training for four

months on principles and techniques in assessment, interviewing and

counseling before beginning their duties. The training included repeated

rehearsals of assessment exercises.

Table 1 presents a summary of assessee characteristics and group
sizes. Assessees reported to Fort Henning one week before their scheduled

USAIS course to participate in the assessment center, They were randomly

selected by DA from all students scheduled for USAIS leadership training.

ASSESSMENT CENTER EXERCISES

The ACTR staff, with assistance from Army Reearch Institute and HumRRO

scientists, constructed exercises and questionnaires to measure ten

dimensions of leader behavior. Leadership research indicated these
dimensions to be appropriate for the assigned mission and it was believed

these dimensions could be evaluated using the assezament center concept.

These were adaptability, administrative skills, communication skills,

decision making, forcefulness, mental ability, motivation, effectiveness in

an organizational leadership role, social skills, and supervisory skills.
In evaluating possible exercises and exercise concepts, a basic factor of

consideration was that the exercises would place the assessees in uniquely

.
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Tab 1

ASSESSEE GROUP CHARkIERIS7ICS AND SIZES

Descriptor IOBC

ASSESSMENT GROUP

TIONC BioCC(00) ANcoss

Number Assessed 90 a8 143 81

Number completing
leadership courses 87 M 105 79

Pay Grade 0-1 10-3 E 3-6 E 6-7

Average Age 22.6 ZS. 8 25,3 33.3

Average years of
Active Duty 0.3 5.7 3,3 12.9
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different situations while simultaneously providing multiple opportunities

for the evaluation of each dimension. Exercises were developed which

exhibited situational diversity, military relevance and apparent potential

for eliciting behaviors related to the designated dimensions.5 The

following exercises were developed:

Entry Interview: A background interview to elicit information related

to motivation, experience and the assessee's self-knowledge of his

strengths and weaknesses (Time: 65').

Appraisal Interview: An applied exercise in which each assessee

interviewed two others to select one for a position within a battalion.

This interview elicited behaviors related to communication skills, social

interaction and organization of thought (105').

Leaderless Group Discussion: This exercise was a combined individual

and group task in which 6 IOAC assessees were assigned a miosion to

distribute year-end funds among the represented directorates while

attempting to acquire a maximum amount for his own directorate. IOBC,

BIOCC, and ANCOES assessees were assigned a mission to get a soldier from

their unit selected as the Brigade Soldier-of the Month and providing a

rank order of merit list of the available candidates. This exercise

elicited behaviors associated with forcefulness, persuasiveness,

organizational ability and group interaction (140').

5
Olmstead, J. A., Cleary, F. K., Lackey, L. L., and Salter, J. A.

Development of Leadership Assessment Simulations. Human Resources

Research Organiztion TR 73-21, September 1973.
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In-Basket Exercise (Three versions: IOAC - assessee was placed in the
role of a battalion commander; IOBC/BIOCC - assessee was placed in the role
of a company commander; ANCOES - assessee was placed in the role of a 1st
Sergeant). An in-basket containing many items typical of the appropriate
position was presented to the assessee who had 3 hours to address each item
in the in-basket. This exercise elicited behaviors relating to problem
solving, decision making, work organization and leadership. It was
followed by an interview to discuss reasons for si^ffrin taL-An and the
relationship perceived to exist among some of the actions (Exercise 180';
Interview 80').

War Game (IOAC assessees only): This was an assigned-role rotating
leader exercise conducted in two 160 minute sessions. Teapas of 6 players
engaged in cost effectiveness analysis in a military force planning
environment. Total costs, R&D, intelligence acquisition, balanced
offensive/defensive forces were all considered under limited budget and
time constraints. This exercise elicited organizational and :leadership
behavior (Exercise 320'; Orientation 90').

Radio Simulate (Three versions: IOAC assessees were placed in company
commander role; IOBC/BIOCC assessees were placed in a platoon leader role
during a civilian emergency situation to insure that lack of military
experience did not preclude them from par..Acipation in the exercises;
ANCOES assessees were placed in the role of acting platoon leaders). It

was a 5-hour exercise using radios as the only means of communication. It

elicited organizational and leadership behaviors (Exercise 300';
Orientation 90').

Assigned Leader Group Exercise (Field Exercise) (IQBC, BIOCC, ANCOES):
This was a 5-hour rotating leader designated exercise involving a team of 6
assessees. There were 6 lanes with a different obstacle pfovided for each
lane. It elicited emergent leadership, planning and organizational
behaviors (300').

Management Exercise ("Conglomerate"): This was a two Dour exercise
divided into two planning and two trading periods. The 18 -man assessment
group was organized into three 6-man groups who competed against each
other. This exercise elicited behaviors relating to emergent leadership,
aggressiveness and social interaction (120').

Writing Exercise: This was an exercise designed to measure accuracy of
information provided, grammar, spelling and completeness. The IOAC
assessees responded to a Staff Action Paper and the other assessment groups
to a discharge action (60').
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PSYCHOMETRIC TESTS AND SELF-DESCRIPTION INSTRUMENTS

A survey of tests in general was made revealing many possibilities for
adoption into the assessment program. The primary criterion for selecting
specific tests was relevance of the variables to be tested to the
leadership dimensions of administrative skills, communication skills,
supervisory skills, forcefulness, adaptability, decision making, and mental
ability.

Additional criteria used in selecting tests were: non-offensive test
items, suitability in content and format for use with mature adults,
adequacy of normative data and theoretical discussions, recency of
publication or revision and efficiency in test administration.

Both cognitive and non-cognitive tests were selected specifically to
(1) allow for the comparison of an individual score with normative data and
(2) verify the results of other assessment measurements. Group tests were

selected in order to minimize the number of assessors and the amount of
time required for each assessment. The psychometric tests and self-

descriptive instruments selected are listed below. The Person Description

Blank was developed for this project. All others are described in the

Mental Measurement Yearbook.
6

1. Leadership Opinion Questionnaire
2. Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
3. Nelson-Denny Reading Test
4. Hermon- Nelson Test of Mental Ability
5. Leadership Q-Sort Test
6. Social Insight Test (Chapin)
7. Work Environment Preference Schedule (Gordon)
8. Strong Vocational Interest Blank
9. Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
10. Person Description Blank

6

Buros, O. K., The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook. Gryphon Press,

Highland Park, N.J., 1972.
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Questionnaires to obtain specific background information about the
assessee, and to solicit the assessee's opinion of his assessment
experience, were also developed. The purpose of these questionnaires wad
to assist in the overall research effort and to collect suggestions for
improving Assessment Center techniques and administration.

CONDUCT OF THE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Assessment activities occupied three-and-one-half days of the
assessee's time. Days typically began at 0700 with activities continuing
to 2100. This allowed collection of a great deal of information in the
short time available, enhanced the "total immersion" experience, and
reduced the effects of outside influences on ACTR performance. Paper and
pencil tests, simulated leadership tasks and interviews were approximately
equally distributed over the three-and-one-half-day period. Certain groups
of assessees returned for feedback counseling from one to three weeks
following their assessment. During this three-hour period their leadership
strengths and weaknesses, as ideatified in the assessment center, were
communicated and activities were suggested which would lead to correction
of deficiencies.

LEADERSHIP COURSE PERFORMANCE

The assessees were all students in USAIS Leadership Courses and
attended these: courses immediately after their assessment. The courses
ranged in length from 12 weeks for the Infantry Officer Basic Course (IOBC)
and the Advanced NCO Educational System (ANCOES) through 14 weeks for the
Branch Immaterial Officer Candidate Course (BIOCC) to 36 weeks for the
Advanced Infantry Officer Course (IOAC). Table 2 lists the number of hours
which were devoted to different subjects in each of these courses.

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the number of examination points associated
with different activities. The total possible score was 1000 for each of
the courses. Actual means and standard deviations for the total scores
obtained by the assessees are given in Table 5. No data are available for
the variances of subtests of the total score and it is thus impossible to
accurately estimate how much each subtopic added to the total score.
However, the points of the sub test probably reflect to some measure its
contribution.

For the most part the instruction was conducted by the lecture method
and testing was traditional paper and pencil multiple choice. The
exceptions are the military stakes and PT testing of the IOBC curriculum.
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Table 2

Academic Hours for Four ACTR Groups

Title IOBC IOAC BIOCC ANCOES

Combined arms eubjects 282.5 510.0 100.0 102.0

Staff subjects 27.0 191.n 44.0 119.0

General subjects 83.5 117.5 188.0 106.5

Communications/Electronics 10.0 23.0 11.0 15.0

Unit/Materiel readiness 42.5 44.0 23.0 16.0

Weapons 73.0 44.0 50.0 18.0.

Student Evaluation
& Counselling 36.0 100.0 105.0 20.0

Electives - 45.0 - 42.0

Guest Speaker program - 18.0 -

554.5 1094.5 521.0 438.5
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Table 3

Composition of Total Score for IOBC and IOAC Groups

IOBC IOAC

Subject Points Subject Points

Map reading 10 Medical services support quiz 10

Pro facts 50 Indoor land navigation 25

Land navigation (field) 120 Leadership management 45

Leadership 100 Staff functions 125

Mil stakes Part I* 140 Nuclear, Chemlcal, Biological

Mil stakes Part II* 170
operations (NCB) 35

Patrolling 10
Maintenance management 55

Patrolling evaluation 100
Engineer 10

Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) 100
Communications

C
G. -I

Communication/maintenance 100
Fact sheet 10

Written Performance 100
Disposition Form 10

Cmt 2 to Disposition Form 10

1000 Arty 25

Graphics quiz 10

Operations 30

Company tactical oper, field 80

Company tactical oper, field 75

Company tactics 25

Bn defense 50

Bn offense 50

Internal defense dev 30

Aerial employment 35

Memorandum 10

Staff study 40

Response to nonconcurrence 0

Indorsement military ltr 10

Final Comp Part I 50

Bde defense 30

Bde offense 30

Final Comp Part II 50

1000

* "Hands -on" performance test of various equipment.
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Table 4

Composition of Total Score for BIOCC and ANCOES Groups

BIOCC ANCOES

Subject Points Subject Points

Squad drill performance 60 Land navigation outdoor 40

Platoon drill 60 Land navigation indoor 40

Oral presentation 50 Communications 40

Land navigation field exam 15 Graphics 10

Phase I Comp 120 Leadership Group, Medical 55

Land navigation field 120 Weapons 95

Maintenance management 100 Maintenance 70

Phase II Comp 175 Combat Support 85

Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) 100 Mechanized Training 70

Phase III Comp 200 Forward observer 80

1000
Fire direction control (FDC) I 90

Writing Req Mil ltr

FDC II 80

FDC III 85

Spot Quiz 10

Fundamentals of Tac' ; 35

Cmt 2 to Disposition Form 15

Staff 85

1000
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Table S

Group

Mean and SD for Total Scores

N Mean Standard Deviation.

IOBC 87 857.84 41.56

IOAC 84 o.'» 7/J741.4, 47.10

BIOCC 105 876.53 46.52

ANCOES 79 810.38 54.41
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TS\

CORRELATIONS Wfil maTEgON

OF ASSESSOR RATINGS FOR , tkAIDE11.05
GROUP

DISCUSSION

LCD Dimensions
Asses

_eat
Group

IOAC

2\3C

/1I0c ANcoEs

Initial Presentation

----A

**
.26

**
.34

*

.05

.12

.17

**
.27

.05

23

20

08

06

26 *

.28**

23 **'

.27 **

*
.19

.10

-.02

*
.20

*
.24

*
.24

* *
.31

.07

.26
**

.24
*

.18*

.09

.07

.14

.10

,05

Formal oral
communication

Oral organization

PresenLation impact

Group Discussion

Participation

Group leadership/
facilitation

Persuasiveness

Convey information/
communication

Social Concern

**
.05, .01



RP:SULTS

ed fromThe scores ACTR fall into theom the following six classes:ores obtain

1. Assessor ratings of assessee performance during individual and
group formal exercises such as the in-Basket,

2 Peer rankings of as

:
essees in those formal exercises Where a group

of assessees participated together such as the Assigned Leader Group
Etercise,

3. Self- rankings by the assessee of his performance relative to other
group members in the group exercises,

4. Leadership dimension ratings made by an assessor during the Entry
Interview with the as sessee,

5. Assessee performance on paper and pencil performance tests, Lnd

6. Assessee self-descriptions on questionnaires and other instruments
Edwards personalsuch as the Preference Schedule.

be discussed

1:4 the classes elves will be

for each of the above classes of
ACTR scores themselves

score
and' 1:1(4

results will cussed
this,

discussed and compared on the
leadership ratings criterion.

effectiveness for prediction of the field
sea of

riterion. Proportions of successful predictors will be
compared assessors andamount of time required by
asseSsees to each successful

among classes as will the
measure.

ACTR measure on
obtain

different classes
The end result will be an

their utility forordering of the diff
predicting the

-asses of

° -he criterion.

1. ASSESSOR
RATINGS OF ASSESSES PERFORMANCE

1,eaderlesluima--Discussion _Mli

DURING FORMAL EXERCISES

The Leaderless Group Discussion rating form was in two parts: Initial
presentation Rating (IL)) three items, and Discussion Participation Rating

the criterion for assessor ratings
are presented

CDpg), six items. Correlations with
during this in Table 6. "Forma oral communication"exercise ented

the only significant dimension common to all four assessment groups.
floral organisation," "conveys information" each

criterion for
significant

correlations
anization,"

three out Toin:iwith the
grouPs Only "negative social impressions," failed to have a significant

of the

correlation with the criterion for anY of the assessment groups.

Conglomerate ExercOa (catiu
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The Congolomerate Game Rating Form consisted of eight items. Each of
the assessor ratings had a significant correlation with at least one of the
assessment groups. These correlations are presented in Table 7.
"Leadership emergence," "energy and vigor," and "decision quality" each had
significant correlations with the criterion for three of the four
assessment groups. "Receptivity," and "group facilitation," predicted the
criterion only for the ANCOES assessees and "sensitivity," only for the
BIOCC assessees.

Radio Simulate

The Radio Simulate Leadership Dimension Rating Form is divided into
two parts: Platoon (P) and Battalion (B), each having the same eight

items. The Platoon rater was an Assessor who acted as subordinate to the
assessee in the exercise. The Battalion rater acted as his supervisor.
Tabl:- 8 presents the correlations with the criterion for assessor ratings

on these items. "Decision making," predicted the criterion for all
assessee groups'in the Platoon ratings. "Communication skills," predicted
the criterion for all assessee groups in the Battalion ratings.
"Communication skills," and "motivation" predicted the criterion for three
of the four assessee groups in the Platoon ratings. "Adaptability,"
"motivation," "forcefulness," and "administrative skills" predicted the

criterion for three of the four assessee groups in the Battalion ratings.

In-Basket

Thirteen of the fourteen dimensions showed significant correlations
with the criterion for at least one of the assessment groups. These
correlations of assessor ratings with the criterion are presented in Table
9. "Supervision of subordinates," "attention to detail," and "task
orientation," were significantly correlated with the criterion for all
assessee groups. "Decision making," "use of available information," and
"working with superiors," were significantly correlated with the criterion
for three of the four assessee groups. "Written communication," was
significantly correlated with the criterion for IOBC assessees only, and

"self- confidence," for ANCOES only. "Sensitivity," did not correlate
significantly with the criterion for any assessee group.

Aepraisal Interview

The Appraisal Interview consisted of eight dimensions; five of which

predicted the criterion. These correlations are given in Table 10. "Self -

confidence," "use of information," and "accomodation," did not predict the
criterion for any of the assessee groups.

Writing Exercise - ,
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TABU,: 7

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION OF ASSESSOR

RATINGS FOR THE CONGLOMERATE EXERCISE

CONGLOMERATE
DIMENSIONS IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Energy & Vigor .25
*

.19
*

.09 .25
*

* * **
Leadership Emergence .22 .12 .22 .28

* **
Oral Communication .21 .05 .15 .29

** * **
:

Decision Quality .27 -.04 .18 .43

*
Sensitivity .15 .13 .22 .18

Receptivity .09 -.04 .06 .26
*

**
Group Facilitation .17 .16 .15 .27

**
Overall Effectiveness .27 .19 .12 .23

***
.05, .01
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TABLE 8

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION OF ASSESSOR

RATINGS FOR THE RADIO SIMULATE

RADIO SIMULATE
DIMENSIONS IOAC IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

* *
Social Skills P -.04 .12 .37 .22

* * *
Social Skills B -.07 .23 .26 .17

* * * * **
Communication Skills P -.01 .33 .31 .35

* * * * * **
Communication Skills B .21 .29 .39 .30

* * **

Adaptability P .14 .16 .24 .42

* * * **

Adaptability B -.00 .28 .18 .29

* *
Motivation P .13 .18 .24 .22*

* **

Motivation B .04 .20 .21 .28

Forcefulness P
*

.21 .17 .29
**

.11

* * * *

Forcefulness B .11 .21 .33 .20

* * * ** **

Decision Making P .21 .32 .39 .35

* **

Decision Making B -.02 .09 .19 .33

Administrative * *

Skills P .04 .08 .23 .40

Administrative ** * * *

Skills B .11 .34 .18 .32

Effectiveness in
Org. Leadership * * * *

Role P .10 -.00 .35 .28

Effectiveness in
Org.Leadership * * * *

Role B .13 .11 .25 .29

**
.05, .01
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TABU 91

CORRELATIONS WITH eplE CR/ORION OF

ASSESSOR RATINGS FOR TFIE IN-BASKET %1LCISE

IN-BASKET
DIMENSIONS

Written Communication

Planning & Organization

Supervision of
Subordinates

Task Orientation

Decisiveness

111 Working with Superiors

Personal actions and
Initiative

Decision making

Attention to Detail

Problem Analysis

Directing Ability

Use of Available
Information

Self-confidence

**
.05, .01

A.ssesment Group

IOAC LOISC BOCc

.o5

34**

.08

.22*

.15

.o9

.18*

.11

.17*

.54**

.o4

ANCOES

.15

.18

* *
.33

*
.22

.12

.13

,12
*

.22
*

.21
*

.25

,13

*
.21

* *
37

.11
* *

.31

* *
.29

* *
.30

* *
.42

*
.21

* *
.29

* *
.37

* *
.28

* *
.32

* *
.27

* *
.31

.10

.21
*

.19
*

21*

.25
*

.22
*

oe

.19

.20

.25 lc*

.26**

.12

.16

.14
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TABLE 10

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION OF

ASSESSOR RATINGS FOR THE APPRAISAL INTERVIEW

APPRAISAL INTERVIEW
DIMENSIONS IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Topic Selection

Written Communication

.22

.28

*

**

.20

.21

*

*

.11

.30
**

.23

.30

*

**

** ** * **

Written Organization .26 .32 .20 .33

** ** **

Planning .32 .12 .25 .29 --

*

Oral Communication .08 .14 .06 .25

**
.05, .01
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The Writing Exercise consisted of four dimensions. Three of the
dimensions were correlated significantly with the critsrion for at least
one of the assessment groups.

For the IOBC assessees the criterion scores were relayed to
"accuracy," (r".24, p 4.05) and "completeness" (r=.31, p < ,01).

For the IOAC assessees, only "grammar" was significant
(r=.21, 134 .05).

Three of the four dimensions predicted the criterion for the BIOCC
assessees: "accuracy," (r=.23, p <.05) "grammar," and " completeness,"
(r.30, .31, p.(.01, respectively).

Only one dimension predicted the criterion for the ANC OES assessees:
"completeness," (1=.28, p <; .01).

"Completeness," was the only Writing Exercise dimension predicting the
criterion for at least three of the assessment groups. "spelling," did not
predict the criterion for any of the assessment groups.

Assigned Leader Group Exercise (ALGE)

The Assigned Leader Group Exercise rating form was in three parts:
Leader Behaviors (four dimensions), Behavior Applicable to both Leader and
Follower Roles (three dimensions), and Follower Behaviors (two dimensions).

Three of the Leader Behavior dimensions correlated significantly with
the criterion for at least one of the tbree assessee groups. (The IOAC
assessees did not participate in this exercise.) Only one of the Behaviors
Applicable to both Leader and Follower dimensions correlated significantly
with the criterion for one of the assessee groups. Each of the two
dimensions of the Follower Behavior items correlated significantly with the
criterion for at least one of the assessee groups.

For the IOBC Lieutenants, the end-of-course criterion was positively
related to good assessor ratings on Leader Behavior dimeaatoas, "planning,"
and "leadership," (r=.27, .21 p<;.05, respectively) . Of the Follower
Behavior dimensions both, "leader emergence," and "group facilitation,"
correlated significantly with the criterion (r=.24, .24, p .05,

respectively).

For the BIOCC assessees "leadership" and "decisiveness" from the
Leader Behavior Group were significantly related to the criterion
(r.20, .18, p "Physical ability (r=.18, p<.05) was significant
from the Behaviors Applicable to both Leader and Follower. "Group
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facilitation," was the only significant correlation with the criterion of
the "Follower Behavior" dimensions, (r=.23, p<.05).

For the ANCOES Sergeants, the criterion was positively predicted by
two dimensions of Leader Behavior: "planning," and "decisiveness,"
(r.21, .20, p..05).

Of the Leader Behavior Group, "planning," "leadership," and
"decisiveness," were significant for at least two of the three assessment
groups. "Flexibility," was not significant. Of the Behaviors Applicable
to both Leadership and Follower Roles, both "motivation," and "stress
tolerance," were not significant. "Physical ability," was significant but
for the BIOCC assessees only. Of the Follower Behavior group, "leader
emergence," was significant only for the IOBC assessees. "Group

facilitation," was significant for two of the three assessee groups.

Leader Game

Only the IOAC Captains participated in this exercise (it took the
place of the ALGE for this group). The Leader Game was quite successful in
predicting the criterion. In fact, Assessor Ratings for this exercise
provided the highest percentage of successful predictors (78%). Of the
nine dimensions, seven were successful in predicting the criterion:
"organization," "supervisory skills," "participation," "problem
comprehension," "leader emergence," and "overall effectiveness,"
(r=.31, .29, .47, .33, .39, .36, pAc.01). At the .05 level, "planning,"
was significant (r=.25). "Organization," and "flexibility," were not
significant.

2. PEER-RANKINGS ON GROUP EXERCISES

Leaderless Group Discussion

The six group members who participated in this execise ranked all six
members on six dimensions at the end of the exercise. Each of the six

dimensions was significantly correlated with the criterion for at least one
of the four assessee groups. These correlations are presented in Table 11.
"Overall effect," was the only variable which correlated significantly with
the criterim across all four assessee groups. "Oral communication"
"leadership," and "sociability," correlated significantly for at least

three of the four assessee groups. "Persuasiveness," correlated
significantly with the criterion for the ANCOES assessee group only.

Conglomerate Exercise

Peer ranking correlations with the criterion for this exercise are

4
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TABLE 11

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION

OF PEER RANKINGS FOR THE LEADERLESS GROUP DISCUSSION

DIMENSION IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

* * * *
Oral Communication .24 .21 .35 .18

* * * *
.20 .24 .25 .12

* * * *
Leadership .23 .03 .18 .31

* * *
Idea Quality .23 .06 .23 .11

* *
Persuasiveness .18 .15 .08 .29

** * * * * *
Overall Effect .32 .18 .25 .31

**
.05, .01
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presented in Table 12. No dimension was significantly correlated across

all assessee groups. "Popularity," and "acceptance," were significant

across three of the four assessee groups. "Conflict," was not significant

for any of the assessee groups.

Assigned Leader Group Exercise

This exercise was the least predictive of the four exercises which
included peer rankings. However, each of the four dimensions did predict
the criterion for at least one of the assessee groups. None of the four

dimensions predicted the criterion for the ANCOES. These correlations are

presented in Table 13.

Leader Came CIOAC Only)

Peer rankings for the Leader Game were the most predictive peer
rankings. In fact all of the five dimensions were significant predictors.

These are included in Table 13. These high correlations indicate that
assessees ranked highly by peers on the exercise tended to receive the high

end-of-course scores.

3. SELF-RANKINGS ON GROUP EXERCISES

Leaderless Group Discussion

The assessee included himself in the group rankings for this exercise

and his self-ranking was tested also as a predictor of the criterion. Only

four of the six dimensions were found to predict the criterion for the IOAC

assessees. These were, "oral communication," "leadership," "idea quality,"

and "overall effect," (r=.22, .24, .23, .21, p..05, respectively).

None of the dimensions predicted the criterion for the other three

assessee groups. "persuasiveness," and "sociabilfry," did not predict the

criterion for any of the assessee groups.

Conglomerate

Self-rankings for four of the five dimensions were significantly
associated with the criterion on this exercise for the IOAC assessee group.
These were "popularity," ",fanning," "energy," and "acceptance,"
(r...28, .43, 13(.01, r=.21, p<.05, respectively).

None of the dimensions predicted the criterion for the other three

asaessee groups. "Conflict," did not predict the criterion for any of the

assessee groups.
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TABLE 12

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION OF

PEER RANKINGS 'r OR THE CONGLOMERATE EXERCISE

DIMENSION Assessment Group

IOAC IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Popularity

Energy

Acceptance

Planning

.12

.34
**

**
.35

.28
**

.20

.27
**

.20*

.13

*
.23

.11

.11

.11

*
.21

.13

.19
*

* *
.34

.05, .01
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TABLE 13

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION OF

PEER RANKINGS FOR THE ASSIGNED LEADER GROUP

EXERCISE (IOBC, BIOCC, ANCOES) AND LEADER CANE (IOAC)

Assessment Group

Dimension IOAC IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Social Association .29 .15 -.01

* * * * *

Leadership .43 .23 .39 .04

Support of Leader
* *

.39 .15
* *

.27 .00

Generating esprit
*

.24 .3.9

* *
.35 -.17

Problem Comprehension
(IOAC only) .50

Overall Effectiveness * *
(IOAC only) .43

**
.05, .01
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Assigned Leader Group Exercise

As for the ALGA Peer Rankings, self-rankings on the ALGE were the
poorest predictor of he criterion. Of the four dimensions only "generating
esprit," (r.21, p( .05) was significant for the IOBC assessees. None of

the other assessee groups had any of the dimensions which predicted the
criterion. The IOAC assessees did not participate in this exercise.

Leader Game (IOAC Only)

As for the AsswN3or Ratings and Peer Rankings, he Leader Game Self
Rankings were the best self-ranking predictors of the criterion. All of

the five dimensions were significant predictors. These were, "problem
comprehension," "leadership," "support of leader," "overall effectiveness,"
and "generating esprit," (r.38, .36, .34, .34, p 4(.01; r-.19, p< .05,

respectively).

4. ENTRY INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The correlations of entry interview ratings with the criterion are
presented in Table 14. All but two of the fourteen dimensions correlated
significantly with the criterion for at least one of the assessee groups.
"Goal convergence," and "creativity," did not produce any significant
correlations. "Fluency," "asset evaluation," and "liablity evaluation,"
successfully predicted the criterion for three out of the four assessment
groups. "Sense of humor," "task orientation," and "task motivation,"
correlated significantly for the IOBC assessee group only. "Enthusiasm,"
and "self-development," correlated significantly for only the BIOCC
assessee group.

5. PENCIL AND PAPER PERFORMANCE TESTS

The four test that fall into this category are the Henmon- Nelson Test
of Mental Maturity, The Watson - Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, the
Nelson -Denny Reading Test, and the Social Insight Test.

Since these tests strongly reflect previous academic achievement, it
is not surprising that they correlate highly with the end-of-course grade.
Correlations of these scores with the criterion are in Table 15. Eenmon-
Nelson Quantitative, Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking, Nelson-Denny
Comprehension, Nelson -Denny Total and Social Insight scores were
significant across all assessee groups. Henmon-Nelson Verbal, Henmon-

Nelson Total and Nelson-Denny Verbal scores were significant across three
of the four assessment groups. Nelson-Denny Reading Rate was significant
for the IOAC assessee group only.
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TABLE 14

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION FOR

ENTRY INTERVIEW RATINGS

Dimension IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Sense of Humor

Expression of opinion

.10

.....)

**
.26

*
.22

*

.12

.13

-.06

.20

Task Orientation -.02 .25 .06 .03 .

** * **

Asset Evaluation .32 .19 ,15 .29

Liability Evaluation
*

.23
*

.24
*

.22 .13

Task Motivation .03 .24
*

.06 .14

Effectively Conveys ** *:
Information .28 .07 .23 .16

** ** **

Fluency .25 .11 .27 .29

** *

Interest Range .14 .17 .24 .21

Enthusiasm .02 .11
*

.20 .09

Self-Development .17 .07 .19* .08

** *

Overall Impression .12 .26 .18 .17

* **
05, .01
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TABLE 15

CORRELATIONS WITH THE CRITERION

FOR PAPER AND PENCIL TESTS

TEST SCORES IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Henmon-Nelson ** * ** **
Quantitative .62 .19 .33 .47

Henmon-Nelson ** ** **
Verbal .48 -.00 .29 .40

,.

Henmon-Nelson Total ** ** **
Score .59 .09 .35 .48

** ** **
Nelson-Denny Verbal .44 .17 .27 .41

Nelson-Denny ** ** ** **

Comprehension .48 .31 .35 .51

** ** ** **
Nelson-Denny Total .49 .26 .34 .49

Nelson-Denny Reading **
Rate .36 .10 .04 .16

Watson-Glaser Critical ** * ** **

Thinking .48 .24 .36 .50

* * ** **

Social Insight Test .21 .18 .28 .30

**
.05, .01
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6. SELF-DESCRIPTION INSTRLiiENTS

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EP2q1

The EPPS did not provide a particularly large number of correlations
with the criterion-even though each dimension was correlated significantly
for at least one of-the four assessment groups.

For IOBC assessees, need for "achievement," correlated positively with
the criterion (r -.23, p4f .05).

For the IOAC assessees need for "achievement," and "dominance,"
correlated with the criterion (r=.18, p 4..05; r=.34, p<.; .01, respectively).
Need for "abasement," showed an inverse relationship between that dimension
and the criterion (r=-.24, p< .05).

For the BIOCC assessee groups, needs for "order," and "succorance" (to
have others provide help when in trouble, to seek encouragement from
others, etc.) showed an inverse relationship with the criterion (r=-.23,
01; r' -.21, p..05).

The ANCOES assessee groups had the largest number of significant
correlations between EPPS dimensions and the criterion. Needs for

"abasement," and "nurturance," (to help friends when they are in trouble,
to assist others less fortunate, etc.) showed an inverse relationship with

the criterion (r=-.11, p<,..05; r=-.27, p.01). "Exhibition" and
"endurance," needs correlated positively with the criterion (r=.20, .24, pc
.05, respectively).

No single dimension predicted the criterion across all four assessee
groups. In fact the only dimensions that were significant predictors
across even two assess groups were needs for "achievement" and "abasement".

Work Environment Preference Schedule LWEPSI

High scores on this measure "typify individuals who accept authority,
who prefer to have specific rules and guidelines to follow, who prefer
impersonalized work relationships, and who seek the security of

organizational and in-group identification." Three of the assessee groups
showed significant correlations on this measure with the criterion of end-

of-course grades. For the IOAC, BIOCC, ANCOES assessee groups inverse

correlations were associated with the criterior, This inverse relationship
would indicate that those assessees readily accepting authority tended to
receive low end-of-course grades (r=-.28; -.29, p < .01; r=-.24,

respectively) ,

(cc--
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This tent score for the IOBC assessee group did not correlate
significantly with the end-of-course-grade criterion.

Leader Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ)

The LOQ provides two scores: Consideration and Structure. BIOCC
assessees scoring high on Consideration on the LOQ were more apt to receive
a high score on the criterion (r.24, pdc.01). "Structure,' on the other
hand was inversely correlated with the criterion (r -.34, p<.01). No LOQ
scores were significant for the other assessee groups.

Leadership Q Sort (LQS )

None of the seven aimensione of the LQS correlated significantly with
the criterion for the IOBC assessee group.

For the IOAC assessee gropu, "leadership values," "technical
information," and "decision making," correlated significantly with the
criterion (r.27, 1)4..01; r-.19, .23, 1)(.05, respectively). Inverse
correlations were obtained for "consideration of others," and "mental
health," (r - -.26; -.31, p<.01, respectively). This would indicate that
IOAC assessees higher in consideration for others and mental health would
tend to have low scores on the criterion.

"Leadership values," and "personal integrity" were LQS dimensions that
correlated significantly with the criterion for the BIOCC assessee group

p<.01; p4,.05, respectively).

Two of the seven dimensions of the LQS correlated significantly with
the criterion for the ANCOES assessment group. These were, "leadership .

values," and "technical information" (r...22, .22, p< .05).

None of the LQS dimensions were significant over all four assessee
groups. "Leadership values," was significant for three of the four assessee
groups. "Personal integrity" and "decision making," were each positively
correlated with the criterion for one assessee group, as were
"consideration for others" and "mental health", the lat..r two producing
negative correlations with the criterion. The dimension, "teaching and
communication," did not correlate with the criterion for any of the
assessee groups.

Person Description Blank

Fifty pairs of adjectives were presented to each assessee (e.g., WARY:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7: GULLIBLE) with instructions to rate himself by circling the
number that best described his position between these polar adjectives.
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Twenty-five of these fifty pairs produced significant correlations with the
criterion for at least one of the assessee groups. The pairs of adjectives

and their correlations with the criterion for each assessee group are
presented in Table 16. Positive correlations indicate that persons who

rated themselves higher than average on the rightmost adjective were more

apt to receive high end-of-course grades. Negative correlations indicate
that persons who rated themselves higher than average on the leftmost
adjective were more apt to receive high grades. A negative correlation
does not necessarily mean that people were closer to the "1" end of the

scale than to the "7" end of the scale. It only indicates that persons who
were on the "1" side of the overall average for the item were more apt to

be rated high on the criterion.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORES

Table 17 presents summary data for all assessee groups for the six

classes of ACTR scores. It can be seen that the number of scores per
assessee (Column 1) varied from 9 for the Pencil and Paper Performance

Tests to 75 for the Self-Description Instruments. The assessor time per

score (Column 4) showed a very wide variation from 10.9 minutes per score

for Assessor Ratings on Formal Exercises to less than one minute per score

for the Self-Description Instruments. The latter small time per score

reflects the assessor time savings that resulted from presenting the Self-

Description Instruments in a group (six assessees) setting. The zero

"assessor times per score" that appear for Peer Rankings and Sell Rankings

reflect the fact that these scores were provided by the assessees and did

not require any additional time of assessors beyond that required for the

assessor ratings on these exercises. The "assessee time per score" (Column

6) is prorated over Assessor Ratings, Peer Rankings and Self Rankings.

Thus only a single figure is shown for this column for these three

categories. It can be seen that assessee time per score is relatively long

for the Formal ACTR Exercises. Assessee time per score is longest for the

Pencil and Paper Performance Tests and shortest for the Self-Description

Instruments.

A successful predictor is defined in this report as one which has a
correlation with the criterion that is significant at the .05 level. In

Column 2 of Table 3 the average number of successful predictors per
assessee is given and Column 3 shows the percentage that this is of the

total number c.f scores for the assessee. The assessor ratings of formal

exercises represent the most typical ACTR data and their collection is the

raison d'etre of an assessment center. The high percentage of predictions

from these rating scores compared to interviews and to questionnaires

supports the assessment center concept.

Perhaps the most interesting data is in Column 5 where the assessor
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Table 16

PERSON DESCRIPTION BLANK (PDB) "YOURSELF" SCORE

CORRELATIONS WITH CRITERION

PDB De-,riptor

Assessment Group

IOAC IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Persuasive (1)
Unpersuasive (7)

Noncompetitive (1)
Competitive (7)

Clumsy (1)

Graceful (7)

-.24(.014)

.14

*
-.21(.027)

-.09

*
.20(.032)

.07

Understandable (1)
Mysterious (7) -.04 .05

Capable (1)
Incapable (7) -.26 0109)

**
-.08

Smooth (1)
Rough (7)

insensitive (1)

-.03 -.03

Sensitive (7) .10 .00

Flexible (1)
Rigid (7) -.02 .05

Plodding (1) *
Brilliant (7) .19(.042) .10

Tactful (1)
Blunt (7) -.06 -.05

Tough (1) *
(Tender)(7) -.21(.031) .00

Wary (1) * *
Gullible (7) -.26(.008) .02

*.05,
* *

.01

809 se-7

.03

-.06

.05

-.01

.22(.012)

. 16(.048)

.18(.032)

L.09

. 07

.03

. 13

*

.12

.14

-.04

.20(.039)

-.08

.05

.18

-.09

.02

.29(.005)

.14

-.11

*

* *



Tablei6 (cont'd)

PERSON DESCRIPTION BLANK (PDB) "YOURSELF" SCORE

CORRELATIONS WITH CRITERION

PDB Descriptor IOAC

Assessment Group

IOBC BIOCC ANCOES

Slow (1) **
Fast (7) .30(.003) -.02 .00 .09

Unintelligent (1) **
Intelligent (7) .32(.002) .11 .13 .15

Methodical (1) * **

Creative (7) -.15 .08 -.17(.042) -.27(.007)

Careful (1)
Reckless (7) -.02 .08 .21(.018)

*
.23(.020)*

Funny (1) **

Sobicr (7) .11 -.26;.007) .03 .04

Leading (1) *

Following (7) -.10 -.22(.019) .02 .07

Shortsighted (1) *

Farsighted (7) .15 -.23(.018) -.08 .06

Mild (1) **
Forceful (7) .31(.002) -.05 .12 -.14

Ambitious (1) *

Complacent (7) -.10 -.22(.022) .04 .01

Suspicious (1) ** *

Trusting (7) .27(.007) .10 -.01 .23(,023)

Bering (1) *

Interesting (7) -.10 .19(.037) -.06 .11

Quiet (1) *
Talkative (7) -.02 .23(.015) .10 -.15

Colorful (1)
*

Colorless(7) .03 -.11 .08 .25(.015)

**
.05, .01
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Table 17

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORES -
ALL ASSESSEE GROUPS COMBINED (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Class

of

ACTR

Score
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0. as

Assessor Ratings 68 37.00 54.41 14.50 26.64 14.24 28.33

Formal Exercises -

Peer Rankings 15.25 9.00 59.02 0 0 a a

"Formal Exercises

'Selfpelf Rankings 15.25 3.50 22.95 0 0 a a

Exercises

Entry Interview 14 5.50 39.28 4.64 11.82 4.64 11.82

Pencil & Paper 9 7.50 83.33 2.96 3.56 17.78 21.33

Performance Tests

Self-Description 75 13.00 17.33 0.30 1.76 1.83 10.54

Instruments

aPeer and self-rankings included with assessor ratings for these calculations.



time per successful predictor for each class of ACTR score is shown. This
ranges from slightly less an 2 minutes per successful predictor for the
Self-Description Instrumei:; to 26 1/2 minutes per such predictor for the
AssessorRatings of Formal Exercises.

Also of interest are the figures in Column 7 of Table 17. This is the
assessee time per successful predictor. Although large differences in
assessee time per score (Column 6) exist, when successful prediction is
considered, there is not a great difference between the different classes
of exercise. (From a cost-effectiveness view, assessee time per predictor
is probably less critical than assessor time per predictor. High assessor

cost was one of the main reasons for termination of the USAIS ACTR.)

Tables 18, 19, 20, 21 provide the data of Table 17 with a separate
breakdown by the different assessee groups. In Column 3 of these tables it
can be seen that the percentage of successful predictors for the Assessor
Ratings ranges from 45% for IOBC assessees, through 51% for IOAC to 60% for
both BIOCC and ANCOES.

Table 22 represents another breakdown of the data in Table 17 by
separate exercises.

PREDICTION OF END-OF-COURSE GRADE VS. PREDICTION OF FIELD LEADERSHIP
RATINGS

Table 23 presents the percentage of successful predictors of the end-
of-course grade (Column 2) as given earlier in Table 17 and compares it to
the percentage, of predictors of the field leadership criterion used in the
earlier validation study of the USAIS ACTR by Dyer and Hilligoss (Column
4). In addition, the percentage of successful predictors of the end-of-
course grade is given for the different classes of ACTR score when only the
assessees who were included in the earlier validation study were considered
(Column 3). This reduced the number (N) for IOAC from 84 to 36, the N for
IOBC from 87 to 45, the N for BIOCC from 105 to 40, and the N for ANCOES

from 79 to 38.

Although this approximate halving of the N for each assessment group
reduced the number of successful predictors of the end-of-course grade,
there were still more than three times as many successful assessor rating
predictors of the grade than of the field leadership ratings, nearly six
times as many successful peer-ranking predictors, twice as many self-
ranking predictors and three times as many successful paper-and-pencil test
score predoctors. The percentage of successful entry-interview and self-
description Instrument predictors was about the same for the two criteria.
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Table 18

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORE:
ICTia ASSESSEES (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Descriptor
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Assessor Ratings 68 31 45.59 14.52 31.84 14.03 34.38

Peer Rankings 15 8 53.33 0 0 a a

Self Rankings 15 1 6.67 0
0 a a

Entry Interview 14 7 50.00 4.64 9.29 4.64 9.29

Pencil & Paper
Performance Tests 9 5 55.56 2.96 5.33 17.78 32.00

Self-Description
Instruments 75 8 10.67 0.30 2.85 1.83 17.13

a
Peer and self-rankings included with assessor ratings for these calculations.
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Table 19

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFFERENT CLASSES OF A-; SCORE:
IOAC ASSESSEES (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Lescriptor
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Assessor Ratings 63 35 51.47 14.43 28.04 14.85 24.34

Peer Rankings 16 13 31.25 0 0 a

Self Rankings 16 13 81.25 0 0 a a

Entry Interview 14 4 28.57 4.6'4 16.25 4.64 16.25

Pencil & Paper
Performance Tests 9 9 100.00 2.96 2.96 17.78 17.78

Self-Description
Instruments 75 19 25.33 0.30 1.20 1.83 7.21

aPeer and self-rankings included with assessor ratings for these cal, ions.
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Table 20

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORE:
BIOCC ASSESSEES (END-OF-COE GRADE)

Descriptor
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Assessor Ratings 68 41 60.29 14.52 24.08 14.03 27.50

Peer Rankings 15 9 60.00 0 0 a

Self Rankings 15 0 0 0 0 a a

Entry Interview 14 7 50.00 4.64 9.29 4.64 9.29

Pencil & Paper
Performance Tests 9 8 88.89 2.96 3.33 17.78 20.00

Self-Description 75 12 16.00 0.30 1.90 1.83 11.42

Instruments

aPeer and self-rankings included with assessor ratings for these calculations.
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Table 21

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFF:RENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORE:
ANCOES ASSESSEES (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Descriptor
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a

4.64
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1.83
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a

a

16.25

20.00

10.54

aPeer and self-rankings included with assessor ratings for these calculations.
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Table 22

RESULTS FOR SEPARATE ACTR EXERCISES FOR ALL

ASSESSEE GROUPS (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Descriptor
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Discussion 9 4.50 50.00 7.78 15.56 6.67 14.74

Conglomerate 8 4.00 50.00 7.50 15.00 6.67 16.00

Radio Simulate 16 10.50 65.62 29.06 44.29 24.38 37.14

In-Basket 14 8.95 58.93 7.86 13.33 18.57. 31.52

Appraisal Interview 8 3.75 46.88 18.54 39.56 26.25 56.00

Writing Exercises 4 1.75 43.75 8.33 19.05 15.00 34.29

Assigned Leader
Group Exercise 9 3.35 37.04 16.67 45.00 17.65 56.25

Leader War Game 9 7.00 77.78 15.93 20.48 21.58 24.12

Peer Ranking
6 4.00 66.67 0 0 a a

LGD

Cong 5 2.50 '3.00 0 0 a a

ALGE 4 1.57 41.67 0 0 a a

Leader War Game 5 5.00 100.00 0 0 a a

Self-Ranking a a

LGD 6 1.00 16.67 0 0

Ccag 5 1.00 20.00 0 0
a a

ALGE . 4 0.33 8.33 0 0
a

Leader War Game 5 5.00 100.00 0 0



Table 22 (cont'd)

RESULTS FOR SEPARATE ACTR EXERCISES FOR ALL

ASSESSES GROUPS (END-OF-COURSE GRADE)

Descriptor
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Entry Interview 14 5.50 39.28 4.64 11.82 4.64 11.82

Performance Tests
..-

Henmon -Nelson 3 2.50 83.33 2.92 2.67 13.33 16.00

Nelson-Denny 4 3.00 75.00 1.67 2.22 10.00 13.33

Watson-Glaser 1. 1.00 100.00 8.33 8.33 50.00 50.00

Social Insight 1. 1.00 100.00 5.00 5.00 30.00 30.00

Self-Description
Instruments

Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule 15. 2.50 16.67 0.56 3.33 3.33 20.00

Work Environment
Preference Schedule 1. 0.75 75.00 1.67 2.22 10.00 13.33

Leadership Opinion
Questionnaire

2. 0.50 25.00 1.67 6.67 10.00 40.00

Leadership Q Sort 7. 2.25 32.14 1.19 3.70 7.14 22.22

Person Description
Blank 50. 7.00 14.00 0.02 0.17 0.14 1.00

aPeer and self-rankings included with assessor
ratings for these calculations.
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TabJ 23

RESULTS FOR SIX DIFFER:,- ,AS'--7-7 OF ACTR SCORES

ALL ASSESSEE `.PS ;CANNED
END-OF-COURSE GRADE VS. FIELD _EADERSTP RATINGS
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DISCUSS ]IAN

Two perspettives existfP_r discussion anithese resuLIz. One is in

terms of the specific charattteristicsats measured du the $C which predict

leadership course performance. -f the d--fffersnc assessee grapps. The other

perspective nr -viewing the kesultsLLs in ter= (of the general question
of what parts of the ACTR barre effecttve in assessment of leadership.

CHARACTERISTMCS OF SPECIFIC .kaSESSEE GROUPS

The young lieutenant aft, fallowing bia:Basic Infantry ;purse rec*gived

a high end-of-course score judgeil himself on lw less sober aan his

collegue who did less well i i-zx the course. This young officer was also. apt

to be rated higher in oral arm! wr-'1-tpn commiontzitiomi wr_ltilac skills,

decision quality, attention -0 detail, idaptahnaity, aandonistrative skills,

sense of humor, energetic *rapport af the react effort, anrlawerall good

impression than his peer who rt-,-----ivend a !7 coarse grade. EHe also was spot

rm be higher in reading comprehemolan.

The Captain who was about enter tE Advanced Infantry Course ant

who later received a high end -of- coarse g,4de was apt to be dominate

and to have a lower need for oraeT ,monger10111 to his colleague who receimpe

Low end-of-course grade. He viewed himsellt as wore capable, Wary, fast--.

intelligent, forceful, .d trusr-v vis performancce was higlPer in the
Basket, paper and pencil tests, amn ±ne Leader Gamer.. Among di* leadersi

dimensions on which this ACTR Captain-was Hdaher, were planthisw

overall effectiveness, analysis of problems, stvervision, imaniership, amt.

decisiveness. He tended to perform b.: -.ter lin an urstructured environment'

Both mental health and consideratianinr others shc,led an immerse

relationship with the criterion fnr ?head officers.

The enlisted man about to enter the I icer Candidate Ggmrse and whc

received a high end-of course grade vas apt to be rated hi4n on the

Leaderless Group Discussion exercise. espexlsaly on oral ramownication. He

did well also on the Writing Exercise (grAmmer sod completmness). His best

exercise was the Radio Simulate.. where he resiwed high rates on social

skills, communication, and forcefulmew As with the IOAC assessees, this

BIOCC assessee did well on the paper an -pfeluAll Volts. !L BIOCC assessee

who had high end-of-course grade was grtv; ally-rated high ow forcefulness,

decision making, and use of information. As w-lith the successful IOAC

assessee, the successful BIOCC assessee t.,nded to perform better in an

unstructured environment.

The NCO about to enter the Advanced NCO Course, who later received a

high end-of-course grade, did well on the Ratio Simulate, Dimensions on

which he did particularly well were compunicakiam skills, adaptability,
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decision making, administrative skills, and effectiveness in an
organizetimmal leader role. The NCO that was high on course grades also
did well am the paper and pencil tests. This NCO tended to be indifferent
to others, and to lack imagination.

PREDICTIVE WALIDITY OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORES

The pmeer and pencil tests provided the largest proportion of
criterion predictors, followed by the Formal Exercises (Peer Rankings and
then Assessor Ratings). Self-Description Instruments had the smallest

propotion of criterion predictors.

It is not surprising that the paper and pencil tests provided the
largest proportion of criterion predictors since an end-of=course academic
grade reflects, in part, the student's reading and comprehension skills;
factors which weighed heavily in the paper and pencil test scores. What is

of considerable interest is that the traditional staples of Assessment
Centers, i.e., the assessor ratings on formal exercises, predicted this
course grade criterion so welL. In the previous validation study, those
ratings had had almost no preEictive validity for the leadership
performance ratings which was the criterion measure specifically designed
to validate the ACTR.

One other strong contrast exists between the present "end-of-course-
grade" validation study and the previous study using field leadership
ratings as a criterion of leadership. ACTR performance often was
negatively correlated with field leadership ratings of the NCOs. This
meant what poor performance on the ACTR often was related to high field
ratings for this group. This applied to many assessor ratings and
particoIarly to paper and pencil test scores. Few such inverse
correlations were found in the present study (using. leadership course
performance as a criterion) for the NCOs or for any other group.

An explanation of the failure of the traditional assessment center
exercises to predict the field leadership ratings which was proposed in the
earlier validation study was that somethAng other than leadership was being
rated by the superiors, subordinates and peers who provided these ratings.
The success of self-description instruments in predicting the field
leadership ratings suggested that little opportunity had existed in these
peace-time field settings for leadership to emerge and, in its absence, the

leader's self perception was commnicated to the raters and used as the

basis for the leadership ratings. In the present study, self-perception
measures did much more poorly than assessor ratings in predicting the

leadership course grades. Although performance in a largely academic

leadership course may not be the best criterion-of leadership, the fact
that the ACTR formal exercises did predict this criterion, suggests that it
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may Still be a better criterion than the field leadership ratings. Future

validation studies will use actual superior ratings (OERs) that bear

directly on promotion as a leadership criterion. Promotion itself will

also be used as a criterion for some of these future studies.
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ALIDITY OF ASSOCIATE RATINGS OF PERFOIL POTENTIAL B.Y A::'1Y AVIATORS

BACKGROU:

In response to a TRADOC request, the Fort cker Field Unit cf the Army

Res_.,:arch Institute for the Behavioral and , Sciences has undertaken

rfoarch to determine attribu as which pre := aviators who .tee potentially

matsnding combat per:ormer-
interrelated tasks: tl

ysis of proven performal-

(2 development of a
am: (3) selection and ialu_L

taas 1 and 2.

Cu=rently, no systema
tr:Lining exists. Mar

camse they are due fc
commanders with relit__
AH-1 transition trair
mation, an improved
The research reporte
deaermine the predic

The effort _Is._sts of the llowing

Development an attack piI profile from

(Eastman, Li- and Shipley, _977);

7r) for assa ir7-.11L of potential attack pilots;

Tm of AH-1 ; using the findings of

_ection of canc__Laz__L_- for AH-1 transition
.-r., it,,s are assigr_L ,rensition training be-

,isinment. A ne.ed ,xl_sts to provide unit

instrument s; :o select aviators for

If unit commanders 'nazi more and better infor-

c aviators to train: assignments would result.

is part of task 2 and was conducted to

e .LLity of unit le- ratings of AH-1 candidates.

OBJECTIVES

Tr- principal objec of his research is determine the validity of

t AH-1 candidate ./ ua _m form as a prc f=or of trainee performance

in 1-he AH-1 transit :e.

It was hypothesizec! at A1-2-1 (COBRA) quail' ._,c1 pilots in FORSCOM units

would be able to pr t, 1:7: means of assoi .:e ratings, the AH-1 training

performance of avia: 7, ii, 71 their units. .L has already been shown

that COBRA pilots i crivAl7y and attack units demonstrate high inter-rater

re:Liability when evLivatim4 the potential success aviators in their units for

AH-1 transition and gunship pilot duties (Eastman and McMullen, 1976).

Th_ls study will determine validity of the attack Pilot Candidate Evaluation

F0771 in predicting the flight and gunnery transition grades of AH-1 students,

An additional variable of interest was the relationship between length of

raaer-ratee acquaintance and magnitude of the ratings (Freeberg, 1969;

Lewin and Zwany, 1976)

METHOD

SAMPLE

Ratees: The ratees were 45 FORSCOM aviators, all rotary wing qualified

and assigned to AH-1 transition traininSdt-,Fort Rucker. The ratees were
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selected from AH-1 class rosters if their unit of origin was one with
AH-1 aircraft in the TOE. The units were selected on a worldwide bass
and are representative of aviation units with COBRA pilots.

Raters .= The raters were AH-1 qualified aviators from the units of ti=
AH-1 students. The number af raters in the sample units varied consmnerably.
Because of the requirements of field duty, not all AH-1 qualified avimtars
were available to evaluate the students from their units. However, u
systematic basis for nonavailability which would influence the resulny==
this study was apparent.

Procedure: The AH-1 transition course lasts 5 weeks, and the classes a=e
begun every two weeks. Beginning in Oct 76 when rosters became availar_e
for an incoming class they were examined and students arriving from a.= s

which were likely to have an attack pilot element were earmarked. Thy

student's unit was then contacted to confirm that a number of COBRA pilots
were available. Next a package of rating forms was sent to a point of
contact (POC) such as unit X0 or a senior attack pilot. The POC then
distributed the rating forms and an envelope to all the available AH-1
pilots and later collected them in sealed envelopes to insure confien-iality.
Finally, the set of rating forms was returned to ARI in a mailer prowiced for
that purpose. This procedure was followed for all classes during a 14

month period between October 1976 to December 1977. It was necessa.r

include this large number of classes because only a minority of AH-._
students met the criteria established. Many of the students who could not
be used were turnaround Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) students wao had

just finished flight school. Another large group came from units with no
COBRA pilots.

Rating Scale: The rating form used was designed to have raters discriminate
among ratees on a set of desirable characteristics for attack pilc-17s. The
characteristics rated were identified during structured interviews of 58
attack pilots with combat experience at Ft Knox, Ft Hood and Ft Rucker. On

the evaluation form the rater (the AH-1 qualified pilot) is instructed :=.o
consider the set of attack pilot characteristics and to assign the AH-1
student a numerical rank, between 1 and 25, representing standing within a
typical group of 25 pilots. The rater was also provided space within which
to write a 2 - 3 sentence word picture justifying the numerical rating
assigned. Additional information was also recorded on where the rating was
conducted and the type and duration of the relationship between the rater and
ratee. Detailed instructions were provided, some of which only apply when
the rating form is to be used to rate a group of AH-1 candidates (see Appendix A).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The median rank order rating was computed for each student from the set of
ratings received from his unit. This measure was used to predict two

criteria: (1) AH-1 flight transition grades, and (2) AH-1 gunnery grades.
The predictive validity of the median rating was determined by computing
a Pearson's r between the predictor and each criterion grade. The results

in Table 1 show that the validity coefficient for ratings on flight transition

grades, r = .32, was high enough to be useful as well as statistically

O
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significant (p<.01). By contrail. le lower predictive validity of ratings

for the gunnery phase of AH-1 tram :ion is probably not useful as a

T_3LE 1

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TL GRADES, GUNNERY GRADES AND

THE MEDIAN RATINGS E=77:7D BY AH-1 STUDENTS (N = 45)

Variables r p r
2

AH-1 transition and median rattmz .32 e.01 .10

AH-1 gunnery and median rating .21 <.05 .04

AH-1 transition and gunnery <.01

predictor, r = .21. The sign_:tcant difference between these two validities

(p<.01) may be attributable tc differences in the quality of grading the

two phases. During the flight transition phase, performance criteria and

IF standardization have been established for grading AH-1 students. During

the gunnery stage, grading is not based on specified performance criteria,

e.g., accuracy is not graded. Improvements in gunnery grading criteria are

needed before this training performance can be adequately predicted.

Although the validities obtained are not very high, the predictive validity

of .32 accounts for more than 10% of the variance in transition grades and

will be useful in selecting AH-1 students. Moreover, the validities reported

are a very conservative underestimate of those which would be obtained

with an unrestricted population of AH-1 candidates. Because the ratees

had already been selected for AH-1 transition, it is reasonable to expect

that the ratings of marginal and average aviators were somewhat inflated.

This was supported by positive skewing of the distribution of ratings which

suggested the use of the median as a datum. Because these data were

obtained by mail, the number of ratees was probably fewer than would be

possible than if ratings had been conducted as a unit level operational

procedure.

The criteria grades for both the transition and gunnery phases are not

very discriminating of training performance because of management and grading

policies/practices which preclude failures and encourage giving 85s to

graduate aviators in advanced training. Some indication of this is provided

by the means and standard deviations of flight transition and gunnery grades

shown in Table 2. Considering these factors, the .32 validity obtained for

prediction of gunnery grades is an encouraging finding in conjunction with the
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high reliability demonstrated by aviator associate ratings (Eastman and
McMullen). Properly used at the unit level, associate ratings would provide
a useful selection tool to unit commander and training officers.

TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF AH-1 TRANSITION
AND GUNNERY GRADE (N = 45)

Phase of Instruction X SD

Flight Transition

Gunnery

84.13 3.04

85.93 1.77

No significant relationship was found (r = .09) between the length of
acquaintanceship of the rater and ratee and the magnitude of the ratings
given.

A related AH-1 Candidate Selection Study included an open ended section
in which the rater gave a verbal picture of the ratees. The verbal content
of this section was analyzed for those aviators who scored above average in
the AH-1 transition. The comments for those who were rated high (above 8.0),
or medium (8-15), and low (16-25) are presented in Table 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The validity (r = .32) of ratings in predicting AH-1 flight transition
training grades indicates that ratings of potential transition students
by COBRA pilots would provide useful information to unit commanders
and training officers in selecting aviators for training. The true
validity of ratings is anticipated to be somewhat higher than that obtained
in this study, because of limitations imposed by the procedures and
available sample.

Highly rated good students were regarded to be aggressive leaders while
the low rated poor students lacked aggressiveness and did not desire
gunship duties. However, factors such as dependability and team performance
emphasized by raters appear to contradict the self reported impulsive/
independence of the ACE group. The rater received a questionnaire to rate
the student identical to the one shown in Appendix A.
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TABLE 3

FREQUENTLY OCCURRING REMARKS MADE BY RATERS OF TWO EXTREME GROUPS OF

AH-1 TRANSITION STUDENTS

High Rated Pilots Who I

Obtained High AH-1 Grades

Low Rated Pilots Who
2

Obtained Low AH-1 Grades

No, of Times No, of Times

Characteristics Noted Characteristics Noted

Dependable 22 Lacks aggressiveness 19

Aggressive 20 Lacks dependability 14

Good team worker 18 Does not desire gunship training 14

Has leadership qualities 16 Lacks self discipline 13

Competent 15 Lacks confidence 11

Poor team worker 10

Poor performance as an aviator 8

1

The high group data is based on 5 pilots evaluated by a total of 46 raters,

1)

low group data is based on 4 pilots evaluated by a total of 34 raters.

1
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APPENDIX A

Complete this for ATTACK PILOT CANDIDATE EVALUATION

Complete this form only if you are AH-1G qualified.

Instructions:
1. Evaluate this man in your unit/class in terms of your estimate .0 his

potential ability to become a successful gunship/attack pilot. Determine

where you think he would rank in a typical group of 25 pilots (number 1

the highest ranking, 25 the lowest ranking). Consider the ATTACK PILOT

CHARACTERISTICS below prior to rating each man. Consider the entire

group you are asked to evaluate and the following restrictions before

beginning. (a) No more than two individuals may be placed in 1-5 column.
(b) no two individuals will be assigned the same rating number. Do not

rate yourself.
2. Under REMARKS, write a 2-3 sentence word picture to justify the numerical

rating you assigned. State briefly the characteristics (desirable or un-

desirable) of this man that impressed you most.
3. Your ratings will remain anonymous. The packet you picked up has an

ID number only to insure that you followed the restrictions when rating.

EVALUATED INDIVIDUAL'S NAME (Last, first) DATE
DAY MONTH YEAR

LZ...
ATTACK PILOT CHARACTERISTICS

111

DESIRES GUNSHIP DUTIES AGGRESSIVENESS CONFIDENCE

TACTICAL KNOWLEDGE SELF-DISCIPLINE TEAMWORK

TIMELINESS OF ACTION DRIVE INITIATIVE

MECHANICAL ABILITY EFFECTIVE MAP USE DEPENDABILITY

CANDIDATE'S
PRESENT LOCATION
(Circle one) IERW UNIT

I TRANSITION
I TRAINING

SSTANDING WITHIN A
2

(Circle one)

RELATIONSHIP TO
CANDIDATE

(Circle one)

HIS

CO IP

IN SAME

UNIT

1 6 11 16 21

2 7 12 17 22

3 8 13 18 23

4 9 14 19 24

5 10 15 20 25

REMARKS:

11HOW LONG HAVE YOU KNOWN THE INDIVIDUAL? YEARS MONTHS

RATER ID # 876

USAAVNC(ARI) Fm 1793, 1 Sep 76, prey pd ob. 830



PERFORMANCE TEST OBJECTIVITY: COMPARISON OF INTERRATER
RELIABILITIES OF THREE OBSERVATION FORMATS

William A. Nugent and Gerald J. Laabs

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
San Diego, California 92152

INTRODUCTION

The current methods for evaluating performance in the Navy consist of a
variety of techniques Llidt. U- rLULL dLU HUL adequately ass,s.ed in terms of

validity, reliability, or objectivity prior to their use as measures of job
performance. While some of these procedures may yield useable information
related to job performance, the accuracy of that information may be limited.
For example, a portion of the performance evaluations conducted in the Navy
are based upon a rater's judgment concerning observed performance. It is

typically assumed that when such "hands-on" performance tests are conducted,
the tests and resultant data are valid and reliable. However, if any ambiguity

exists in terms of the performance steps to be observed and evaluated; reduced
agreement among all the various raters is sure to result, which seriously
affects the validity and reliability of the evaluation procedure. The reduced

agreement that occurs among raters in this type of evaluative situation stems
primarily from a lack of test objectivity.

Objectivity in performance testing refers to the consistency with which
raters make their judgments. One of the important variables that directly
affects test objectivity is that of test format. Without specific guidelines
on what steps or processes to observe, a rater is forced to make subjective

judgments that are based on personal standards and prejudices. Raters should

not be expected to evaluate steps they cannot see, such as those involved
in evaluating a mental process, and each step should be clearly stated. When

several ongoing processes are observed and evaluated as a single step, or
there is ambiguity as to what constitutes a performance step, it becomes
difficult to obtain consistent ratings across raters. On the other hand,

the more structured a test format is, the more the raters should agree on
completion of steps fn a problem.

Another important variable that may interact with test objectivity is
the expertise of the rater. The degree of experience that raters have with
a particular piece of equipment will influence their judgments of how others

use it. Within the context of the Navy's Personnel Qualification Standards
(PQS) program, for example, job performance evaluations are conducted by senior
supervisory personnel, or by job incumbents that have successfully passed
the section to be evaluated. Unfortunately, it is assumed that when raters

are qualified in this manner, questions concerning the objectivity of the

hands-on performance test are not relevant.

,
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Paojse
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the amount of interrater

agreement and reliability of ratings obt-ined when three structurally different

rating formats were used to evaluate the same behavior. In addition, this study

examined the relationship between a rater's ability to accurately evaluate the

performance of others as a function of his own skill proficiency within a given

task area.

METHOD

Stimulus Materials

The appropriate method for determining the consistency of raters' judgments

is to hold constant the behavior to be observed and evaluated. One way behavior

can be held constant is by videotaping the Lest: behavior GO that any variation

in evaluation would be due to rater or format differences and not due to test

performance differences.
Therefore, a videotape was produced in which Navy

employees performed four electrical measurements:
negative DC voltage measure-

ment, positive DC voltage measurement, and two resistance measures. These

measurements were performed using a Simpson Model 260 volt-ohm-meter (VOM)

and a Hydrotronics Test Signal Generator. The latter device was specifically

designed to provide electronic signals for a previous research project on

the use of test equipment (Laabs, Panell, & Pickering, J.977).

The electrical measurement
problems were presented to the rater sample

three times in the sequence described above. Each type of electrical measure-

ment was performed correctly on only one of the three showings. On the two

remaining presentations, the measurements were associated with errors that

varied in magnitude. Thus, stimulus materials consisted of 12 videotaped

segments in which the four types of electrical measurements were presented

in sequential order, while the correct and incorrect performances were pre-

sented randomly.

Of the eight videotaped segments that had errors associated with them,

only six gave incorrect meter readings. Ratings of these six tape segments

were compared to those of the four segments performed correctly. The criterion

for the assignment of a pass or fail judgment for each rating form was made

on the basis of the meter readings obtained in these ten problems only. The

two remaining videotaped segments contained only minor procedural errors and

were not included in the present analysis.

The format of the videotaped segments was standardized. Each segment

began with a narration of the electrical measurement problem to be performed.

Next, the videotape segment showed the steps the examinee used to solve the

measurement problem. The videotaped segments ended with the examinee's state-

ment that the problem had been completed, and the examinee's report of the

final VOM reading obtained.

Rater Evaluation Forms

One of three different evaluation forms were used by the participants

to rate the videotaped performances of the electrical measurements. These

forms consisted of a structured, semi-structured, and unstructured format.
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The unstructured rating format was modeled after a part of the Personnel

Qualifications Standards program. This form required the rater to evaluate
overall performance, marking a pass or fail for each measurement problem and
recording the errors detected. No structuread step-by-step procedures were
provided to make the evaluations, nor were airy criteria specified for a passing
performance on any problem.

The semi-structured rating form is similar to forms the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center has developed and used in the past. The form

was adapted from a portion of a performance testing program associated with
a self-paced test equipment course that is currently administered at the
Submarine Training Center, Charleston, South Carolina. This method required

the rater to evaluate the videotaped segments against a number of structured
areas of performance, assigning a predetermined weighted value to each area.
An area of performance often involved more than one procedural step. When

the performance was completed, the rater summed the individual point values
assigned to the performance areas to determine whether criterion for passing
i.e., 7.5 points out of 10 (or 75% correct) had been met.

The structured rating form was developed specifically for this study.
It required the rater to evaluate the videotape segments against a series
of procedural steps, each consisting of a single behavior. In addition, this

form required that each step be performed in the correct sequence to receive
a passing score. The VOM equipment face was reproduced on the form so that
the position of control settings, the location of lead connections, and the
final meter reading obtained could be easily noted or marked on the response
form.

To develop the structured rating format, a preliminary version was pre-
sented to 12 Sonar Technician Class "A" School instructors from the Fleet
Anti-Submarine Warfare School, San Diego, and they were asked to indicate
each step of the procedure that was mandatory to achieve a passing performance
for each problem. The final version of the structured rating form consisted
only of those steps that 85% of the instructors considered essential for
passing. Furthermore, there was general agreement among the instructors on
the sequential order for the completion of the steps that were retained for
each of the four measurement problems.

Rater Expertise

The second independent variable studied was rater expertise: Expertise

level was determined by the score the rater obtained on a VOM proficiency
test. This test consisted of the same four types of electrical measurement
problems that the raters were asked tc evaluate during the videotaped pre-
sentations. The VOM proficiency test m]so used the identical equipments as
those used in the production of the videotaped segments.

Two proficiency level categories were established for the rater expertise
variable: raters who passed two or more problems out of four were considered
to be high skill proficient; whereas raters who failed to pass at least two
of the four problems were considered to be low skill proficient. The struc-

tured rating form was used by a member of the research staff to evaluate the
proficiency level of the raters.
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Procedures

Testing was conducted in an experimental laboratory at the Navy Personnel

Research and Development Center, San Diego. One half the rater sample received

the VOM proficiency test prior to the videotaped presentations; half after

viewing the videotape. In both conditions, raters were tested individually

on the VOM proficiency test and each rater was assigned to use one of the

three rating forms on a random basis.

Raters conducted their evaluations of the videotaped segments in groups

of two or three at individual television monitor carrels so that one rater's

judgment would not influence another. Prior to evaluating the videotape

segments, raters were given a practice session to become familiar with the

composition of the videotaped presentations as well as the rating format they

had been assigned. The raters viewed each segment, consisting of a single

electrical measurement problem, only once. Following each segment presenta-

tion, raters were given a 30-second time period to complete entries to their

rating forms. The forms were collected when the raters had completed their

evaluation of the final videotaped segment.

As discussed previously, the three rating formats differed from one another

with respect to the process by which performance steps were observed and evalu-

ated for each videotaped segment. However, the three forms were comparable

in that that they provided raters with a means of judging the overall product

(i.e., assigning a passing or failing score for each electrical measurement

problem). Consequently, the criterion by which the performance of the raters

was measured involved comparison of the rater's dichotomous pass/fail responses

for each segment to the predetermined standard for the 10 videotaped presenta-

tions that were analyzed.

Sample

A total of 15 instructors and 63 stlents from the Anti-Submarine Warfare

School, San Diego, participated in the study. The students in the study were

either designated Sonar Technicians or were undergoing Class "A" School

training in that rating.

Of the 78 raters tested; 28, 26, and 24 raters were assigned on a random

basis to t4-1 structured, semi-structured, and unstructured format, respectively.

On the basis of the VOM proficiency test, 16 of the raters who used the struc-

tured format were classified as high skill proficient and 12 as low skill

proficient. Of the raters who used the semi-structured format, 14 were

classified as high skill proficient and 12 as low skill proficient. Finally,

12 of the raters who used the unstructured format were classified as high

skill proficient and 12 were classified as low skill proficient.

RESULTS

Proficiency Test/Rating Form Presentation Order

No differences were found in terms of criterion agreement with the video-

taped presentations as a function of whether the VOM proficiency test was

given before or after viewing the videotape. Significant differences also

failed to appear in terms of correct performances on the VOM proficiency test

as a function of whether the videotaped presentations were shown before or
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after the VOM proficiency test. Therefore, for all remaining analyses, raters

were collapsed across presentation order.

Intettater Reliability

An estimate of interrater reliability was calculated for each form through

application of the dichotomous pass/fail responses to an analysis of variance

technique that yields an intra-class correlation (Winer, 1971, p. 283). It

was found that raters who used the structured rating form showed the highest

interrater reliability with a coefficient of reliability of .996. The reli-

ability coefficients for the semi-structured and unstructured formats were

.973 and .808, respectively. These coefficient differences were tested by

a chi square analysis (SnedeFr & Cochran, 1967, p. 286) and were found to be

statistically significant (x` = 42.4, df = 2, EL< .001). Although the

structured rating form had the highest coefficient of interrater reliability,

the semi-structured and unstructured forms appear to have acceptable levels

of interrater reliability in terms of evaluating overall performance on the

videotaped segments.

No significant differences were found in interrater reliability values

within each rating form as a function of rater skill proficiency.

Criterion Agreement

Table 1 provides a summary of the mean percent agreement with the pre-

determined pass/fail criterion across the three rating formats. The table

shows that the use of the structured rating format resulted in the highest

average percent of criterion agreement, while the use of the semi-structured

and unstructured formats resulted in progressively less average agreement.

Table 1

Mean Percent Agreement with the Pass/Fail Criterion

Across Three Formats

Rating Format

Structured Semi-Structured Unstructured

M 97.1 80.7 76.7

SD 4.6 12.0 14.3

-
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Individual rater percentage values across all three rating forms were

converted to standard = cores, and an analysis of variance was performed.

The main effect of rang format was found to be statistically significant

(F (2,75) = 26.34, P .001). A Scheffe post hoc analysis of the mean values

revealed that the strumtured rating format differed significantly from the

semi-structured and uLatructured formats at the 2.< .01 level. An estimate

of the overall strength of association between rating format and criterion

agreement was also calculated. The estimate showed that 39 percent of the

variance in the dependent variable can be accounted for by the independent

variable.

No significant differences were found in the amount of criterion agreemLIL,

as a function of rater skill proficiency.

Observation Errors on Failed Problems

The above findings clearly indicate that product judgments (i.e., assigning

pass/fail scores) are best made using the structured format. However, these

data do not fully describe the state of affairs in using the different formats

because they do not reflect the errors made in observing the processes or

the procedural steps in the electrical measurement problems. For example,

the assignment of a failing score that was in agreement with the predetermined

criterion could be made for the wrong reason. This might involve an error

of omission (failur= o identify an incorrect procedural step) coupled with

an error of commiss-ica (__Jentifying a correctly performed procedural step

as incorrect). Alt-lough the three formats were, by design, not equivalent

in terms of the amcamt of information related to process judgments, it was

felt that a more de,mailed examination of the errors made when observing the

six videotapes of incorrect performances would be useful.

Table 2 shows the average percent of errors of omission for the three

formats. For the structured and semi-structured formats, this means that

Table 2

Mean Percent of Errors of Omission for Three Formats

Rating Format

Structured Semi-Structured Unstructured

M 7.1 20.2 50.5

SD 8.6 13.3 28.2

-
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an incorrect step was marked as correct or that points were not subtracted

for the incorrect step, respectively. For the unstructured format, this means

that the error was not written down. Unfortunately, there is no way of deter-

mining whether the rater did observe the incorrectly performed step but merely

neglected to enter the error on the observation sheet. Thus, the percent

of errors of omission for this format might be inflated. Nevertheless,

there was a much lower percent of errors of omission associated with the

structured format, which supports the findings on criterion agreement across

rating formats.

The other error that could occur on the six failure trials is that of

commission. For the structured and semi-structured formats, this means a

correct step was marked as incorrect or that points were subtracted for a

correct step, respectively. For the unstructured format, this means that

a correct step was written down as incorrect. Again, there is no way of

knowing if other correct steps were observed as incorrect but simply not

entered on the observation sheet. Table 3 shows the percent of raters at

both skill levels, and within each rating format, that committed at least

one error of commission. Inspection of the table shows that skill proficiency

of the rater does not appear to make a difference unless the structured format

is used to observe the performance. Overall, the structured rating format

is associated with the lowest percentage of raters committing errors of

commission (46.4%), with the semi-structured and unstructured formats showing

much higher percentages of raters committing these errors (92.3% and 95.8%,

respectively).

Table 3

Percent of Raters Making Errors of Commission Across Three

Formats and Two Skill Categories

Rating Format

Skill Category Structured Semi-Structured Unstructured

High 18.8 92.9 91.7

Low 83.8 91.7 100.0
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CONCLUSIONS

A drop from almost perfect agreement with the overall pass/fail criterion

when raters used the structured rating format to about 77 percent when raters

used the unstructured format, demonstrates the importance of providing a list

of unambiguous step-by-step procedures to be checked-off when observing hands-

on performance. This finding is further reinforced by the fewer errors of

omission and commission committed by this group.

It is interesting to note that the relatively poorer showing for the semi-

structured and unstructured formats in terms of overall criterion agreement,

and errors of omission and commisiou occurred for both the high skill and

low skill proficient groups. This means that being an expert in a given

performance area does not necessarily guarantee that all steps in a given

job task will be correctly observed and evaluated by raters who used these

performance evaluation forms.

The listing of unambigious step-by-step procedures also resulted in high

interrater reliability or objectivity for the structured rating format. With

less structure in the rating format, there was less objectivity in observing

and evaluating both passing and failing performances. In addition, the level

of rater skill proficiency became more important on the structured rating

form when errors of commission were examined. Significantly fewer raters

in the high skill proficient group made errors of commission than in the low

skill proficient group (t = 3.38, df = 26, 2_< .01).

This finding suggest; that high skill proficient raters are more apt to

accurately observe and evaluate the process by which the electrical measure-

ments were performed. The failure to achieve significant differences betweem

high and low skill proficient raters with respect to commission errors on the

two remaining formats may be attributed to a lack of specificity in the per-

formance steps to be observed and evaluated. Thus, no matter what the format

of the observation form to be used, the skill proficiency of a rater should

probably not be ignored.

The unstructured and semi-structured formats are presently in use in the

Navy to evaluate hands-on job performance. It is clear that if these rating

formats are replaced by more structured rating forms; more reliable, valid,

and objective measurements of hands-on job performance would result.
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The development of measures for the pree-ction of Army officer

performance requires evaluation of the utility of these measures within

different samples. Other research (Gilbert, 1976) focused on the valida-

tion of certain indices within broadly defined groups. These groups were

the Combat Arms branches, Combat Support branches, and the Service Support

branches. This research was designed to explore the predictive value of

certain of these measures in the Field Artillery as the beginning of a

validation of these predictors in each of the Army career branches.

Another aspect involved was to explore the possible relationship between

major field of college study to performance on the prediction and criterion

measures.

The first objective of this research was to compare the performance of

Field Artillery officers on certain cognitive and non-cognitive measures

with that of officers in the other Army career branches. The second objec-

tive was to determine the effectiveness of these measures in predicting

officer performance early in their active duty tour. The third objective

was to evaluate differences in performance among officers who pursued

different fields of study while in college on the prediction and on the

criterion measures.

Procedure

Data were obtained on 610 Field Artillery officers who entered on

active duty during the 1973 Fiscal Year and who continued on active duty

after completion of the Officer Basic Course (OBC). The Officer Evalu-

ation Battery (OEB) was administered to these officers during the Officer

Basic Course. The OEB consists of cognitive and non-cognitive measures;

the seven subtests are Combat Leadership (Cognitive), Technical-Managerial

Leadership (Cognitive), Career Potential (Cognitive), Combat Leadership

(Non-Cognitive), Technical-Managerial Leadership (Non-Cognitive), Career

Potential (Non-Cognitive), and Career Intent. The description of the

items in each of the subtests of the Officers Evaluation Battery is shown

in Table 1. Two criterion measures were used. The first criterion of

performance used was the final course grades in the Officer Basic Course.

Officer Efficiency Report (OER) ratings obtained during the first year of

active duty were used as the second criterion.

1The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not

necessarily reflect the view of the U. S. Army Research Institute or

the Department of the Army.
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Table 1

Officer Evaluation Battery (OEB) Subtests and Description of Items

SUBTEST DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS

Combat Leadership (Cognitive)

Technical-Managerial Leadership
(Cognitive)

Career Potential (Cognitive)

Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive)

Technical-Managerial Leadership
(Non-Cognitive)

Career Potential

Military tactics; practical skills
in a variety of areas ranging from
out-door activities to mechanical
and electronic applications.

History, politics; culture; mathe-
matics; physical sciences

Technological knowledge relevant
to military requirements.

Combat leader qualities, occupational
interests, sports interest, outdoor
interests related to combat leader-
ship

Mathematics and physical sciences
skills and interest; urban or rural
background; scientific interest and
ability; decisive leader qualities;
and verbal-social leadership

Clerical-administrative interest,
versus white collar interest, com-
bat interest

Career In:.mt Intention of making the Army a career
choice

8
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The first analysis involved comparing the mean performance of Field

Artillery officers with the mean performance of officers in the other

career branches on the seven subtests of the Officer Evaluation Battery

(OEB). Two analyses of regression were performed using the seven sub-

tests of the OEB as predictors. In one analysis Officer Basic Course grades

were the criterion while in the other, the criterion was the Officer

Efficiency Report (OER) ratings earned during the first year of active

duty. The sample was then divided into five groups on the basis of major

study field pursued by the officers while in college. These five groups

were Humanities, Business, Engineering, Physical Sciences, and Social

Studies. Analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences among
the five groups on each of the prediction and criterion measures.

Results and Discussion

In Table 2, the means of the sample of Field Artillery Officers are

shown and the mean of officers in other branches on the seven subtests of

the Officer Evaluation Battery. There were not any differences between the

means of the two groups on six of the subtests. The mean for the Field

Artillery officers was higher than for other officers on the Career

Potential (Non-Cognitive) subtest at the .01 level.

The zero order correlations between each of the satests of the

Officer Evaluation Battery and Officer Basic Course final grades are shown

in Table 3 as well as the resulting multiple correlation coefficient.

The correlations the OEB cognitive scales with this criterion are all

significant at the .01 level. Two of the non-cognitive subtests,

Technical-Managerial Leadership (Non-Cognitive) and Career Intent also yield

correlations with this criterion that are significant at the .01 level.
Ttin nnnnrognitilta clihtnotc, combat Leadership (non-Cognitive) and Career

Potential (non-Cognitive) yielded low and non-significant correlations with

Officer Basic Course final grades. All of the seven scales of the OEB

yielded a multiple correlation of .44 with the criterion that was signifi-

cant at the .01 level.

When the zero order correlations between the OEB subtests with the

criterion of 1974 Annual Average Officer Efficiency reports, shown also

in Table 3, are evaluated only the Technical-Managerial Leadership (Non-

Cognitive) subtest yielded a significant correlation with this criterion.

The obtained multiple correlation of .14 was significant at the .01 level.

In Table 4, the means of the five different college majors are presented

for the seven OEB subtests. Significant differences among the five groups

were obtained at the .01 on six of the seven subtests of the OEB. There

were not any differences among the groups on the Combat Leadership (Cog-

nitive) subtest.

8
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICERS
WITH OFFICERS IN OTHER BRANCHES

ON THE OFFICER EVALUATION BATTERY (OEB)
SUBTESTS

Variable Mean
Field
Artillery
(N=610)

Other Branches
(N=3,947)

Officer Evaluation Battery (OEB)

Combat Leadership (Cognitive) 105.14 103.37

Technical-Managerial Leadership
(Cognitive) 108.36 106.44

Career Potential (Cognitive) 101.85 101.90

Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive) 108.30 106.61

Technical Managerial
Leadership (Non-Cognitive) 101.51 102.57

Career Potential (Non-Cognitive)** 106.87 103.53

Career Intent 114.92 114.53

**Indicates a significant difference on this variable at the .01 level.

8
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TABLE 3

CORRELATIONS OF THE OFFICER EVALUATION

BATTERY WITH THE TWO CRITERION

MEASURES

Officer Basic
Course Final
Grades (N=576)

1974
Annual OER
(N=471)

Combat Leadership (Cognitive) .34** .07

Technical-Managerial Leadership

(Cognitive)
.32** .01

Career Potential (Cognitive) .32** .09

Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive) .08 .09

Technical-Managerial Leadership

(Non-Cognitive)
.14k* .14**

Career Potential (Non-Cognitive) .06 - .01

Career Intent
.15** - .08

Multiple Correlation
.44** .21**

**Significant at the .01 level.
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Table 4

Means for the Five Groups of College Majors

Humanities Business Engineering Physical
Sciences

Social
Studies

(N=20) (N=106) (N=30) (N=269) (N=156)

Officer Evaluation
Battery

Combat Leadership
(Cognitive) 97.15 101.73 106.27 107.11 104.74

Technical-Managerial
Leadership (Cogni-
tive)** 100.10 99.77 115.67 114.68 104.67

Career Potential
(Cognitive)** 100.80 99.76 114.27 102.52 99.53

Combat Leadership
(Non-Cognitive)** 114.25 104.65 118.90 107.21 110.30

Technical-Managerial
Leadership (Non-
Cognitive)** 103.50 96.60 112.17 102.68 100.63

Career Potential
(Non-Cognitive)** 108.15 94.74 113.37 109.99 109.43

Career Intent** 121.00 117.51 117.20 111.40 118.16

Officer Basic Course
Final Grades 96.00 102.11 104.90 98.94 100.13

1974 Annual OER Score 101.17 100.05 97.18 101.39 98.87

**A significant difference among groups on this variable at the .01 level.

8(
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On the Technical-Managerial (Cognitive) subtest the Engineering and

Physical Sciences majors were favored in that order in terms of average

performance; those officers who majored in Business had the lowest mean

performance on this subtest. Engineering majors were favored on the

Career Potential (Cognitive) subtest while those officers who majored in

Social Studies had the lowest average performance on this subtest. Those

officers who majored in Engineering and in Humanities had higher average

performance on the Combat Leadership (Non-Cognitive) subtest. Engineering

majors were favored on the Technical-Managerial (Non-Cognitive) subtest

and on the Career Potential (Non-Cognitive) subtests. Those officers who

majored in Humanities had the highest mean performance on the Career

Intent scale. There was not any significant difference among the five

groups on the criterion measures (i.e. Officer Basic Course final grades

or the Officer Efficiency Report ratings earned during the first year of

active duty).

Results of this research indicate that Field Artillery officers are

not any different from officers in the other Army career branches on the

cognitive and non-cognitive subtests of the Officer Evaluation Battery

(OEB) with one exception. Field A- 4-411., ry officers have higher crnraq nn

the Career Potential (Non-Cognitive) subtest of the OEB which is essen-

tially a measure of interest in clerical-administrative, manual versus

"white-collar", and combat type of activities.

The Officer Evaluation Battery (OEB) is a substantial predictor of

success in the Officer Basic Course for Field Artillery officers. The

predictive utility of the Officer Evaluation Battery is less when used

in the prediction of Officer Efficiency Report (OER) ratings but is still

significant (as indicated by a multiple correlation of .21, significant

at the .01 level).

Differences in performance among officers who pursued different fields

of college study on the Officer Evaluation Battery subtests, with the

exception of the Combat Leadership (Cognitive) subtest, were obtained.

Future research will utilize this finding to obtain more accurate estimates

of the predictive utility of the instrument.
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Construct Validity

Brian S. O'Leary
U. S. Civil Service Commission

Introduction

The Professional and Admin:Istrative Career Examination
(PACE) is the examination used for the selection of personnel
for over 100 Federal professional and administrative occupa-
tions requiring a college degree or equivalent. The written
test portion of the PACE measures five abilities which are
differentially weighted according to the requirements of each
occupation to which they are applied. The five abilities mea-
sured in the examination were selected based on an analysis of
the requirements of the occupations. A construct validation
model was used in the development of the written examination.

Construct Validation Model in the Employment Setting

Few organizations have used a construct validation model
with employment tests. Some investigators have employed a
construct model within a single occupation. For example,
Bownas & Heckman (1977) used a construct model in developing
a test for selecting firefighters. To my knowledge, CSC is
the only organization which has used a construct model across
occupational groups.

At one time the construct model was not well accepted.
However, the courts now give it equal weight with the other
validity models. Moreover, there appears to be a definite
change in the professional climate concerning construct
validity. In fact, the American Psychological Association
in their comments on the proposed testing guidelines state
that the construct validity section is one of the most
important in the guidelines.

Perhaps the biggest drawback with the construct model is
that the necessary operational steps are not well defined.
Cronbach and Meehl's (1955) classic construct model with the
large nomological nets may be too complex for practical appli-
cation. A form of Campbell's (1960) trait validity may be more
appropriate for the employment setting.

A common trend in almost all discussions of construct
validity involves testing of hypotheses concerning the con-
struct(s) in question. Is the construct in question related
to measures of behavior in situations where the construct is
thought to be an important variable? Procedures for testing
such hypotheses can vary greatly from logical analysis, to
correlational studies, to controlled experimental studies.
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PACE Development

Several practical testing needs tended to dictate the
construct model for the development of the PACE. First, a
single test was needed so that an applicant could be con-
sidered for more than one occupation without taking a large
number of tests. Second, it was hypothesized that many
Federal occupations require similar abilities even though

the actual duties may differ. Third, it was not techni-
cally feasible to conduct separate criterion-related valid-
ity studies in all the occupations. Thus, a construct model
was employed.

The basic design of the research to develop the PACE,

in simplified form, was

1. Analyze occupations to determine what duties are
performed by journeymen.

2. Analyze the duties to determine what abilities are
important for performing the duties.

3. Select test parts which measure these abilities.

4. Develop a system of differentially weio:Iting the

test parts according to occupation requirements.

Selection of Occupations and Identification of Duties Performed

The first step in the development of the PACE written
test was to identify the occupations for which the test would
be used. From the pool of approximately 120 occupations to be
covered in the PACE, twenty-seven occupations which had
accounted for approximately 70% of the placements in previous
years were selected for study.

The Civil Service Commission classification standards
for these 27 occupations were then analyzed to determine the
duties, or major job components, performed by incumbents
working at the journeyman or full performance level within
each occupational series. These duties were reviewed and
refined by subject matter experts. Six to 20 duties were
identified for each occupation.

Selection of Abilities to be Measured

A.tentative listing of the knowledges, skills, abilities,

and other characteristics (KSAO's) that were judged to be re-

quired in these occupations was developed. The KSAO list was

Srji'
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based on a review of the classification standards. The list
included KSAO's that had been described in psychological
literature as underlying successful job performance and
KSAO's that experience with Federal testing had shown to be
related to successful job performance. Through a review of
the literature, six of these abilities were identified as
having potential for inclusion in the written test portion
of the PACE.

Development of Weighting System

Subject Matter experts (generally supervisors) in each
of 27 occupational series rated the duties performed in their
series for their importance to successful performance in the
occupation and for the relative amount of time that journeymen
spend on each duty. A total of 1,241 subject matter experts
rated the duties. These persons also rated the abilities for
their importance for successful job performance.

Six Civil Service Commission psychologists, experienced
in the use of tests for employee selection, rated the import-
ance of each of the six PACE abilities for measuring the per-
formance of each duty for each of the 27 occupations.

For each occupation, the duty importance and time spent
ratings obtained from the subject matter experts and the
ability importance ratings obtained from the psychologists
were used to weight the abilities to be measured by the sub-
tests of the battery. Scores on the PACE subtests were mul-
tiplied by the weights, and the sum of the products used to
rank order competitors for an occupation.

Seven weighting patterns emerged for all 27 occupations.
One ability (long -term memory) was eliminated since the test-
ing literature did not contain any tests suitable for use in
a short-term testing session. When this test was eliminated,
six weighting patterns emerged for the 27 occupations, two
of the weighting patterns covering 23 of the occupations.

Development of the Ability Measures

Literature in the field of psychometrics was reviewed in
order to find ways to measure the abilities. The most impor-
tant sources of suitable tests were the works of French (1951)
and French, Ekstrom, and Price (1963). The questions developed
for the PACE correspond to the question types contained in these
works. The major differences between the French question and
the PACE questions lies in the modifications made to develop a
selection instrument which could be objectively scored by
machine.
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Criterion-Related Validity Studies

As soon as the PACE written test was constructed, follow-
up research was begun to further develop the empirical base
for technical support of the test and of the entire system of
relating abilities to job duties. What we are testing with
the criterion-related studies is a system of identifying and
weighting ability constructs which underlie job performance.
The criterion-related validity studies are performed to test

out the system. If the criterion-related validity studies demon-
strate empirically that abilities do indeed underlie job per-
formance this lends support for the entire system. It is then

not necessary to perform criterion-related validity studies
in each specific occupation included in the examination.

A series of studies was planned, in which test scores of
job incumbents were to be related to the scores of the same
incumbents on certain specifically prepared measures of job

performance. The basic design of these studies, for each
occupation studied can be outlined as follows:

1. Determine what journeymen do on the job - that is,

conduct a job analysis.

2. Use the job analysis to develop measures of job

performance.

3. Determine the statistical relationship between per-

formance on the test and performance on the job.

Occupations Studied

Social Insurance Claims Examining. The Social Insurance

Claims Examining occupation is unique to the Social Security

Administration. Employees within this occupation evaluate

claims for retirement and health insurance, calculating ap-
plicable rates of annuity after the c

laim is approved and as
benefits are increased by change in the Social Security laws.
Claims Authorizer is the title for the most complex job type

within the occupation. Claims authorizers work only on the
initial claim, evaluating its legitimacy and calculating the

amount of benefits to be paid.

Internal Revenue Officers. Internal revenue officers in-
vestigate delinquent taxpayer accounts, both individual and

corporate. The revenue officer must secure and analyze finan-
cial information such as profit and loss statements, sales
and expense figures, or market value of taxpayer's property.
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Revenue officers are empowered to institute levies, attach
taxpayers' income, and seize and sell taxpayers' property.
Before resorting to such enforced collection action, revenue
officers explore alternative methods such as arranging for
installment payments.

Customs Inspection. The mission of the Customs Service
is to assess and collect customs duties on imported merchan-
dise, to prevent fraud and smuggling, and to control carriers,
persons, and articles entering and departing the United States.
Customs enforces its own as well as some 400 laws and regula-
tions for 40 other Federal agencies. The primary function of
the customs inspector is to process people and merchandise
coming into the U. S., to protect the revenue against fraud
and theft, and to keep items harmful to our welfare out of
the country. Customs inspectors work at airports, seaports,
and border points processing passengers and cargo.

Job Analysis

In each occupation a detailed job analysis was conducted
through the use of a task inventory, a listing of the tasks
performed by job incumbents. Journeymen in each occupation
identified the tasks performed in these occupations. Claims
authorizers identified 528 tasks, internal revenue officers
identified 260 tasks, and customs inspectors identified 494
tasks.

Journeymen were then asked to indicate whether or not
they performed each task and to indicate the relative amount
of time spent on each. This rating was made on a seven point
relative-time-spent scale ranging from "very much below aver-
age" to "very much above average."

Responses to the task inventory were analyzed by means
of the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Program to
determine the relative amount of time spent in performing
each task by all journeymen. The relative amount of time
spent in performing each task is a measure of its relative
importance. An additional analysis was performed in the cus-
toms inspector and claims authorizer samples to determine if
all journeymen in the sample were performing similar tasks.

Measures of Job Performance

Results from the task inventory were used in the devel-
opment of the measures of job performance for each occupation.
Four measures of job performance were developed.
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Job Information Test. In each study the job information
test was a multiple choice test requiring one hour to complete.
Items for the tests were developed by subject matter experts
in the field and were designed to measure the job knowledge
required to perform the duties on which the journeymen
spend the greatest amount of time.

Work Samples. Work samples are designed to be relevant
approximations to the work actually performed on the job. In

the claims examiner study the work sample consisted of a stand-
ardized claim which had to be adjucated. The claims examiner
was instructed to treat the claim as one that he would receive
during the performance of his regular duties and to take the
necessary appropriate action that he would normally take.

The work sample in the internal revenue officer study
consisted of five taxpayer delinquent accounts in which the
revenue officer had to make various collection decisions
(e.g., seize property, levy). The case folders contained
sufficient information to make the necessary collection de-
cisions and closely resembled the actual case folders used
in the Internal Revenue Service.

For the customs inspector study a novel videotype simu-
lation was developed. Four sequences of customs activities
were shown (e.g., passenger processing, vessel clearance,
search, seizure, and arrest). Upon completion of each
sequence the customs inspectors were required to complete
appropriate customs docuffients, identify mistakes made during
the televised sequence, and recommend proper performance.

Each work sample required one hour and fifteen minutes
to complete.

Supervisory Rating Form. The supervisory rating form
was a tailor-made rating form designed to record a first-
level supervisor's rating of the performance of the subor-
dinate journeymen. The rating scales were developed to cor-
respond to the duties identified in the task analysis. Each
supervisor rated his journeymen on different categories of
performance for each of the major duties identified in the
task inventory. Scale points describing effective and inef-
fective performance were developed for each scale on the
rating form.

Supervisory Ranking Form. The supervisory ranking form
contained the same description of the job duties as the
supervisory rating form but contained no scale points
describing effective and ineffective performance. Each
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supervisor had to rank his subordinates with respect to each
the major duties identified for each occupation. This cri-
terion measure was not used in the internal revenue officer
study.

Success in Training. Training success measures were
available for a sample of claims examiners. Training suc-
cess was measured by averaging five training performance
measures administered during the five phases of the train-
ing program. These training performance measures included
actual work samples (i.e., working on actual disability
claim) in addition to the traditional multiple-choice type
questions.

Research Participants

Two hundred and thirty one claims authorizers, 305 in-
ternal revenue officers, and 190 customs inspectors at vari-
ous locations throughout the U. S. were administered the PACE
and the criterion instruments. The total testing time for
each participant was approximately 8 hours.

Relationship Between PACE and Job Performance

The total score on the PACE test was significantly related
to job performance as measured by all the measures of job per-
formance for the claims authorizer and internal revenue officer
studies. For the customs inspector occupation, PACE scores were
significantly related to performance on the job information test
and the work sample but not the supervisory ratings and rankings.
The pattern of validity coefficients was similar across occupa-
tions with a median coefficient of .40. These results indicate
that persons who score high on the PACE tend to perform better
on the job.

Comparisons were also made of different procedures for
weighting the subtests of the PACE. The construct weights
which are being used operationally produced validities that
were essentially as high as those obtained by other weighting
procedures.

The correlation obtained between PACE and training success
for claims examiners indicates that PACE is a valid predictor
of training success.

These highly consistent results provide further support for
the construct validity of the weighting system used in the de-
velopment of the PACE.
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The purpose of our research program on validity generalization

has been to test one of the orthodox doctrines of personnel psychol-

ogy: the belief in the situational specificity of employment test

validities (Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). This belief has been founded

on the empirical fact that considerable variability is observed from

study to study in raw validity coefficients even when jobs and tests

appear to be similar or essentially identical (Ghiselli, 1966). The

explanation that has developed for this variability is that the factor

structure of job performance is different from job to job and that the

human observer or job analyst is simply too poor an information

receiver and processor to detect these subtle but important differences.

Until recently, most industrial psychologists accepted this explanation

and concluded that empirical validation is required in each situation,

and that validity generalization is essentially impossible (Albright,

Glennon, b Smith, 1963, p. 18; Ghiselli, 1966, p. 28; Guion, 1965,

p. 126). Our work has tested the hypothesis that the outcomes of

validity studies within job-test combinations is due to statistical

artifacts. This presentation first describes the val4Ait y generaliza-

tion model used to test this hypothesis and then describes the model's

application to clerical tests and jobs.

Figure 1 shove how various statistical artifacts might act to pro-

duce the appearance of wide variability in validities when in fact none

really exists. This figure shows what the observed variability in

validity coefficients across studies would be if in fact the true score

correlation between test and criterion were equal at .60 in each set-

ting and all variability in results from study to study were due solely

to various statistical artifacts.

The first distribution in Row 1 shows the variability to be ex-

pected if only the artifact of differences between studies in criterion

reliability were operating. The distribution of criterion reliabilities

assumed is shown in Table 1.

The second distribution shows variability due solely to differ-

ences between studies in test reliability. The distribution of test

reliabilities assumed is shown in Table 2.

The third distribution in Row 1 shows variability due solely to

differences between studies in degree of range restriction. Range

restriction values used in the computations are shown in Table 3.

The single distribution in Row 2 shows the variability produced

by the three artifacts in Row 1 operating simultaneously. Even though

we have not yet introduced sampling error, it is obvious that observed

variability from study to study is already substantial. The distributions
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in Row 3 show how artifactual variance increases still further when

ordinary sampling error is added. The three distributions illustrate

expected variability when studies are all based on sample sizes of

50, 100, and 150, respectively. The distributions based on N's of

50 and 100 are probably the most realistic. These standard deviations

are very similar to empirically observed standard deviations, as we

will see in this study.

Figure 1 illustrates the effects of only four artifactual sources

of variance:

1. differences between studies in criterion reliability;

2. differences between studies in test reliability;

3. differences between studies in range restriction; and

4. sampling error (i.e., variance due to N < w ).

There are 3t least three additional artifactual sources of variance:

5. differences between studies in amount and kind of criterion

contamination and deficiency;

6. computational and typographical errors; and

7. slight differences in factor structure between tests of a

given type (e.g., arithmetic reasoning tests).

The full variance-components model resulting when all of the above

sources of artifactual variance are considered is outlined in Appendix

A.

How could one test the hypothesis of situational specificity with

real data? Conceptually, this test is quite simple. Suppose, for

example, a researcher had 100 validity coefficients relating tests of

perceptual speed to proficiency in clerical work. He or. she need only

convert the validities to Fisher's. z, compute the variance of this

distribution, and subtract variance due to each of the artifactual

sources from this total variance. If one finds that artifacts account

for all or essentially all of the variance, the hypothesis of situa-

tional specificity is rejected. If this is the case, validity gen-

eralization is obviously no longer a problem, since the observed vari-

ation in validity results will have been shown to be a result of the

operation of statistical artifacts.
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Method

Compilation of Validity Distributions

The process of compiling a data base of sufficient scope and size
to permit a large-scale test of the model was undertaken in two stages:
first, we developed a classification and coding system that would
enable us to capture all potentially relevant data from validity studies;
second, we made an extensive search of published and unpublished valid-
ity studies and recorded the information in these studies according to

our coding system. We selected clerical occupations as one of our ini-
tial areas of investigation because of the large number of validity
studies that have been conducted on such occupations.

Tests were classified using a system partially adapted from Ghiselli
(1966, pp. 15-21) and Dunnette (Note 1). This system is shown in Appen-

dix B. Ten general categories of test types were established, most of
which represent a construct or ability factor found in the psychometric
literature (e.g., verbal ability, quantitative ability, perceptual

speed). Categories for general intelligence tests (consisting of verbal,

quantitative, and abstract reasoning or spatial ability components),

so-called "clerical aptitude" tests (consisting of verbal, quantitative,
and perceptual speed components), performance tests (e.g., typing or

dictation tests), and motor ability tests (consisting of various types of

finger, manual, and arm dexterity tests), were included because of their

relatively common use in clerical selection, even though they do not
represent pure constructs in the factor analytic sense. Within each

general test type category codes were developed for the specific item
types most commonly used as measures of that factor or test type (e.g.,

the verbal ability test type category included such item type categories

as reading comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, spelling, and sentence

completion).

Clerical jobs were classified. using a slightly modified version
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) classification system
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1965; Pearlman, Note 2). This coding scheme

is shown in Appendix C. Under this system clerical jobs are grouped

into five "true" job family categories (DOT occupational divisions 20, 21,

22, and 23, plus job groups 240-243 of occupational division 24), one

"miscellaneous" category (DOT job group 249), and two additional categories
developed to handle clerical occupations which were not sufficiently
specified in the original study to permit definitive classification, and
samples representing two or more different job families.
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We collected data only from studies which met certain minimum

requirements, including the reporting of: 1) validity results in the

form of a bivariate correlation coefficient uncorrected for either at-

tenuation or range restriction; 2) sufficient information to classify

the test and job studied; 3) sample size; and 4) sufficient information

to classify the criterion as a measure of either job proficiency or

training success. Data from studies using such administrative cri-

teria as turnover, absenteeism, and tardiness were not included.

The data collection process included an extensive search for both

published and unpublished validity studies of clerical jobs. In addi-

tion to a thorough search of the published literature, we reviewed

most of the major commercial test manuals for validity information,

utilized computer search services, called and wrote test publishers

to obtain unpublished validity data, and contacted research groups,

private consulting firms, individual psychologists, and government and

military personnel psychologists. We ultimately succeeded in locating

3,300 validity coefficients for a variety of clerical jobs and tests.

These represented 669 independent samples. Approximately two-thirds

came from unpublished studies. Of the 3,300 coefficients, 2,718 are

based on overall job proficiency or performance criteria and 582 are

based on criteria of training success. Analysis of the validities

based on training criteria is not included in this study.

Data Analysis

The validity_data were keypunched, entered into a computer file,

and sorted into frequency distributions according to the job and test

type categories into which they had been classified. The distribution

of validity coefficients across the eight job categories and ten test

types is shown in Appendix D. Within the five categories of "true"

job families, 33 validity distributions were sufficiently large to per-

mit analysis.

To compute the mean and variance of each of our empirical validity

distributions, each coefficient was converted to Fisher's z form and

weighted by its associated sample size to produce more accurate esti-

mates of these two parameters. The correction for variance due to

sample size was thus a weighted average of the sampling error across

studies, i.e.,

9 c ,
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The information necessary to determine actual values of cri-
terion reliability, test reliability, and range restriction is not
presented in the vast majority of research studies (Jones, 1950).
Thus one must rely on reasonable assumed distributions of these effects.
The distributions of criterion reliabilities, test reliabilities, and
range restriction effects assumed in this study are those shown in

Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These distributions are probably
somewhat conservative (Schmidt & Hunter, 1977), leading to under-
estimates of variance due to these three statistical artifacts.
driterion reliabilities are for job performance or proficiency mea-
sures, not measures of success in training. The model used in the

present study is an improvement over the model used in Schmidt and

Hunter (1977); unlike the earlier model, the present model includes
a correction for variance due to between-study differences in test

reliability.

The procedure by which we computed estimates of variance due to
between-study differences in criterion reliability, test reliability,
and range restriction effects for each validity distribution are pre-
sented in Appendix A. After computation, all four estimates of arti-
factual variance (the above three sources plus variance due to sampling
error) were subtracted from the observed variance, providing the final
estimate of true situational variance, i.e., variance due to true
differences between jobs in the factor structure of performance.

No corrections have been made in our research for differences be-

tween studies in amount and kind of criterion contamination or defi-

ciency, for computational and typographical errors, or for slight dif-

ferences between tests in factor Structure because it is difficult if
not impossible to estimate their effects. However, not correcting for
these sources of error insures a conservative procedure, i.e., the cor-
rected variance tends to overestimate rather than underestimate true
variance.

Results and Discussion

Table 4 compares the empirically observed standard deviations of
the 33 validity distributions with the standard deviations predicted
solely on the basis of test and criterion unreliability effects, range
restriction effects, and sampling error. Also shown is the percent of
observed variance in each distribution accounted for by these four
artifacts, and the total sample size and number of validity coefficients
on which each distribution is based.

In 10 of the 33 cases, the predicted standard deviations are
slightly larger than the observed standard deviations. These are ex-

actly the type of results we would expect if the situational spec-
ificity hypothesis is false. Within a given set of validity distribu-
tions representing a variety of job family-test type combinations there
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are likely to be some distributions in which the three unassessed

sources of variance are present to varying degrees and others in

which these sources are negligible. In distributions of the former

type we would expect the predicted standard deviation to fall below

the observed standard deviation to varying degrees. In distri-

butions of the latter type the predicted standard deviation would be

expected to fall slightly below the observed standard deViation

about half the time and to slightly exceed the observed standard

deviation about half the time as a result of minor differences be-

tween the actual artifactual effects and our estimates of them.

Considering these distributions together, in only five of the 33

cases is the percentage of observed variance accounted for less than

half, and in only one case is it less than 40 percent. The average

amount of variance accounted for is 75 percent. This means that, in

general, the variance left within which situational specificity

(situational moderators) can operate is extremely limited. For many of

the distributions, I'M variance is left. In 20 of the 33 distributions,

more than 70 t of the observed variance is accounted for.

If we look only at the true constructs--eliminating motor ability

tests, performance tests, general intelligence tests, and clerical

aptitUde tests--the average amount of variance accounted for is 84

percent. If we could correct for all seven artifactual sources of

variance -- instead of just four--we conclude all observed variance

would be accounted for.

Thus the evidence is strong that the doctrine of situational spec-

ificity is false and employment test validities can be generalized

across settings.

Although not shown in Table 4, our method also produces estimates

of the true validities that should be generalized. These are produced

by correcting the mean observed validity for range restriction and

criterion unreliability using average values of both. For the true

constructs in Table 4, these validities range, with one exception,

from .37 to .70. The average value is .47. Thus tests of these kinds

have generalizable and substantial validity for predicting proficiency

in clerical work.

We believe that application of this model may lead to fairly

dramatic progress in the establishment of general principles and

theories about trait-performance relationships in the world of work.

The first step in the development of general principles and theories

in this or any other area is the establishment of stable patterns of

relationships among basic variables. In order to establish such pat-

terns of relationships, it is first necessary to demonstrate that the

doctrine of situational specificity is false or essentially false.
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If the situational specificity hypothesis is rejected, then it
follows that various constructs--for example, verbal ability- -
have invariant population relationships with specified kinds of
performances and job behaviors. The best estimate of this popula-
tion value for any construct-performance combination is the fully
corrected mean of the validity distribution. This mean should be cor-

rected for unreliability in both test and criterion, since the goal
in theoretical research is to reveal relationghips among underlying
constructs, independent of measurement problems. We predict that
such research will reveal that the underlying structure of reality
in personnel psychology--that is, the pattern of population param-
eters and their relationships--is considerably simpler than has
previously been imagined (Schmidt & Hunter, 1978). The model pre-

sented here thus provides a tool which should enable the field to
move beyond a mere technology to the status of a science.
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A. Criterion Reliability Differences

0

Figure 1
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.54 .60

B. Test Reliability Diflerences
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Table 1

Example of Assumed Distribution of Criterion

Reliabilities Across Studies

(Proficiency Measures)

Reliability Relative Frequency

.90

.85 4

.80 6

.75 8

.70 10

.65 12

.60 14

.55 12

.50 10

.45 8

.40 6

.35 4

.30 3

Note. Expected value (criterion reliability) is .60.
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Table 2

Example of Assumed Distribution of

Test Reliabilities Across Studies

Reliability Relative Frequency

.90

or0.1

15

J

.80 25

.75 20

.70 4

.60 4

.50 2

Note. Expected value (test reliability) at .80.
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Table 3

Example of Assumed Distribution of Range Restriction

Effects Across Studies

Prior Selection Ratio SD of Test Relative Frequency

1.00 10.00 5

.70 7.0i 11

.60 6.49 16

.50 6.03 18

.40 5.59 18

.30 5.15 16

.20 4.68 11

.10 4.11 5

Note. Expected value (SD) 6.0.



Table 4

Observed and Predicted Standard Deviations and Percent Variance Accounted For

(Clerical Job Families-Proficiency Criteria)

Job Family Test Type

Total No. of Obs. Pred. % Var.

N r's SDa SDa Acc. For

Steno. Typing, 6 Filing General Intelligence 3,986 65 .266 .174 43

Computing 4 Account Recording General Intelligence 5,433 58 .181 .135 56

Steno, Typing, 4 Filing Verbal Ability 16,176 175 .179 .130 53

Computing 6 Account Recording Verbal Ability 8,670 110 .180 .132 53

Material 6 Production Recording Verbal Ability 1,926 45 .155 .178 100

Information & Hessage Distribution Vm.rh41 Ability 1,073 14 .165 .147 80

Steno, Typing, 4 Filing Quantitative Ability 12,368 130 .148 .138 87

Computing 6 Account Recording Quantitative Ability 10,631 140 .171 .149 76

Material 6 Production Recording Quantitative Ability 1,641 39 .195 .201 100

Information 6 Message Distribution Quantitative Ability 1,110 15 .136 .143 100

Public Contact Quantitative Ability 993 13 .064 .144 100

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing Perceptual Speed 23,045 269 .190 .139 54

Computing 6 Account Recording Perceptual Speed 22,978 321 .168 .151 81

Material 6 Production Recording Perceptual Speed 3,574 64 .145 .163 100

Information 6 Message Distribution Perceptual Speed 2,002 27 .168 .156 87

Public Contact
Perceptual Speed 1,151 16 .126 .137 100

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing Reasoning Ability 3,497 36 .134 .123 84

Computing 6 Account Recording Reasoning Ability 1,556 27 .205 .169 68

Material 6 Production Recording Reasoning Ability 1.114 22 .181 .168 86

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing Memory 2,471 36 .169 .147 76

Computing 6 Account Recording Memory 1,817 33 .154 .156 100

Material 6 Production Recording Memory 1.086 22 .154 .175 100

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing
Spatial/Mech'1. Abil. 2,604 21 .112 .097 76

Computing 6 Account Recording Spatial/Mech'1. Abil. 5,265 57 .150 .121 65

Material 6 Production Recording Spatial /Mech'l. Abil. 811 18 .160 .184 100

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing Motor Ability
b 4,045 54 .172 .129 56

Computing 6 Account Recording Motor Ability
b 11,948 131 .132 .117 78

Material 6 Production Recording Motor Abilityb 1,968 27 .131 .133 100

Information 6 Message Distribution Motor Abilityb 1,370 19 .219 .147 45

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing Performance Tests 3,665 39 .348 .164 22

Computing 6 Account Recording Performance Tests 1,427 15 .178 .122 47

Steno, Typing, 6 Filing
Clerical Apt. Testae 3,915 53 .235 .165 49

Computing 6 Account Recording Clerical Apt. Testsc 1,645 25 .217 .161 55

&In Fisher's z form.

bDotting, tapping, etc. tests; also some manual and arm dexterity tests.

cTests comprised of verbal, quantitative, and perceptual speed components.
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Appendix A

Sources of Variance in Distributions of
Validity Coefficients for a Given

Test Type - Job Combination

Error variance due to differences between studies in

criterion reliability.

Error variance due to differences between studies in

test reliability.

Error variance due to differences between studies in

degree of range restriction.

Error variance due to sampling error, i.e., variance

due to use of N < do.

Error variance due to differences between studies in

amount and kind of criterion contamination and deficiency

(Brogden and Taylor, 1950).

Error variance due to computational, typographical, etc.,

errors (Wolins, 1962).

Error variance due to slight differences in factor struc-

ture of tests measuring the same construct.

structureVariance due to true differences in factor structu

between criterion measures, i.e., variance due to true

situational specificity.
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Appendix A (cont'd.)

Our hypothesis is: osi a O. An alternative statement of this

hypothesis is:

a 2 - a 2 2 2 -2 2 -a 2 a 2 a 0o
total el

- a
e2 ae3 e4 ae5 e

6
e7

I. Computing variance due to differences between studies in criterion

reliability.

1. Compute mean of the raw validity distribution in Fisher's z

(Fz) form and convert to r.

2. Correct this raw r for test and criterion unreliability and

range restriction using average values across studies for

these three variables. (In this study, average assumed cri-

terion reliability was .60, average assumed test reliability

was .80, and average assumed range restriction was to a SD

of 6.0 from an unrestricted SD of 10.0; see Tables 1, 2, and

3 in text.) This provides an estimate of the fully corrected

validity rte,,,.

3. For each value of assumed criterion reliability, roci; compute

C;;;;: and convert this attenuated r to F.

4. Compute Dzi ni e d Fzi ni, where ni = the relative

frequencies of the criterion reliabilities.
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Appendix A (coned.)

5. Variance in Fa distribution due to criterion reliability

differences

en

of validities is then:

Er si
1,

EFzi I ni 12

Eni j
o_2 =
' -cc

II. Computing variance due to differences between studies in test

reliability.

1. Compute mean of the raw validity distribution in Fz form

and convert to r.

2. Correct this raw r for range restriction and for attenuation

due to test unreliability (using average values of both) but

not for attenuation due to criterion unreliability. Let this

resulting coefficient be symbolized r..

3. For each value of assumed test reliability, rxxi, compute

trizc: and convert this attenuated r to Fz.

4. Compute 12hsi .ni and EF4 'ni, where ni al the relative

frequencies of the criterion reliabilities.

5. Variance in Fz distribution due to differences in test relia-

bility is then:

2:rss
nir=xx Eni

azi .ni 12

[ Di i
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Appendix A (cont'd.)

III. Computing variance due to range restriction differences between

studies:

1. Compute mean of the validity distribution in Fs form and

convert to r. Correct this raw r for mean range restriction

but not for attenuatio due to either source of unreliability.

2. For each value of the restricted standard deviation use the

following formula to compute the expected restricted r:

uiR
r g

iT42i.1._ R2 4.

where:

rt. the restricted validity

R = the unrestricted validity

ui = sdaSD

SD = the standard deviation of the test in the

unrestricted group

ed. the standard deviation of the test in the

restricted group

This formula is obtained by selYing Thorndike's (1949, p. 173)

Case II formula for ri. (Thorndike's Case II is ths. model

throughout these analyses; use of Case III would generally

produce very similar results.)

3. Convert ri to 1'z and compute azi .ni and )714 ni.

4. Variance due to range restriction differences between studies

is then:

02 m F$1. ni Fai ni

rr Eni
(4



Appendix B

Teat Classification System and Code

General Mental Ability (10)

10 intelligence/adaptability

Verbal Ability (11-17)

11 verbal ability, nfcl
12 reading comprehension
13 smokwoUltlawy

14 drammar
15 spelling
16 word fluency
17 sentence completion

Quantitative Ability (20-28)

20 quantitative ability, ufc
21 computation (mixed operations)

22 arithmetic word problems
23 error location
24 computation (addition)
k25 computation (subtraction)
6 computation (multiplication)
7 computation (division)

28 - graph and table reading

Reasoning Ability (30-36)

30 reasoning ability, nfc
31 verbal reasoning (analogies, inference)

32 abstract reasoning (figure analogies)
33 logical order of events
34 letter series

number series
36 judgment

Perceptual Speed (40-49)

40 perceptual speed, nfc
41 name comparison/checking
42 number comparison/checking
43 figure comparison 90 clerical aptitude (combined

44 cancellation verbal, numerical, and clerical

45 filing (numbers) speed)

46 name and number comparison/checking

47 coding
48 alphabetizing or name filing

119 substitution (letter-digit or digit-symbol)

Not further classifiable or combination of item types within same test type

Memory (50-56)

50 memory, nfc

51 memory of oral instructions

52 classification
53 coding

54 substitution (letter-digit or
digit-symbol)

55 - number writing

56 immediate memory

Spatial and Mechanical Ability (60-65)

60 spatial or mechanical ability, nfc

61 mechanical knowledge

62 spatial relations
63 location
64 mechanical principles

65 pursuit

Motor Ability (70-78)

70 motor ability, nfc
71 finger dexterity
72 hand dexterity

73 arm desterity
74 tracing

75 tapping

76 dotting
77 mark making
78 aiming

Performance Tests (80-83)

80 performance tests, nfc
81 typing test

82 dictation test
83 work sample

Clerical Aptitude Tests (90)
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Appendix C

Job Classification System and Code

(full D.O.T. code in parentheses)

Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Occupations

201 = Secretaries (201.368)
202 on. Stenographers (202.388)

203 = Typists (203.588)
204 = Correspondence clerks (204.288)
205 = Personnel clerks (205.368)
206 = File clerks (206.388)
207 - Dup14,Aring-mAchipe operators (207.782)

208 = Miscellaneous office machine operators
(208.138, 208.588, 208.782, and 208.885)

209 = Stenography, typing, filing, and related occupations, n.e.c.1 and mixed samples2

260 = Clerk (includes office clerk, general clerk, junior clerk, entry- and

intermediate-level clerk) (209.588)

261 = Clerk-typist (209.388)
262 = Index clerk (209.588)
263 = Combined samples of clerks, typists, stenographers, and secretaries

264 = Copy holder (209.588) and/or proofreader (209.688)

265 = Pricing clerk (209.588)
266 = Checker II (209.688)

Com utin and Account-Recordin Occupations

210 = Bookkeepers (210.388)
111211 = Cashiers (211.368 and 211.468)

212 = Tellers (212.368)
213 = Automatic data-processing equipment operators (213.382, 213.582, 213.588,

213.782, and 213.885)

214 = Billing-machine operators (214.488)

215 = Bookkeeping-machine operators (215.388)

216 = Computing-machine operators (216.488)

217 = Account-recording-machine operators (217.388)

219 = Computing and account-recording occupations, n.e.c. and mixed samples

270 = General office clerk (includes senior clerk and administrative clerk) (219.388)

271 = Ward clerk (219.388)
272 Hand transcriber (219.588)
273 = Toll-bill clerk (includes invoice typist) (219.388)

274 Budget/fiscal clerk (219.388)

275 Actuarial clerk (insurance) (219.388)

276 Accounting clerk (219.488)

277 = Coding clerk (219.388)
278 = Combined samples of computing and account-recording machine operators

279 = Combined samples of bookkeeping, accounting, fiscal, and auditing clerks

itiot elsewhere classified
2Samples which represent two or more different job codes from the same job family
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Appendix C (cont'd.)

11/1152 terial and Production Recording Occupations

221 Production clerks (221.168 and 221.388)
222 Shipping and receiving clerks (222.138, 222.387, 222.587, and 222.687)
223 Stock clerks and related occupations (223.387)
224 Weighers (224.487)
229 Material and production recording occupations, n.e.c. and mixed samples

Information and Message Distribution Occupations

230 Messengers, errand boys, and office boys and girls (230.368, 230.868, and 230.878)
231 Mail clerks (231.588)
232 Post office clerks (232.368)
233 Mail carriers (233.188)
234 Mail-preparing- and mail-handling-machine operators (234.582 and 234.885)
235 Telephone operators (235.862)
236 Telegraph operators (236.588)
237 Receptionists and information clerks (237.368)
239 Information and message distribution occupations, n.e.c. and mixed samples

Public Contact Occupations

240 Collectors (240.368)
241 Adjusters (241.168 and 241.368)
Ilk42 Hotel clerks (242.368)
3 Direct service clerks (243.368)

Miscellaneous Clerical Occupations

280 Enumerator/survey worker (249 268)
281 Library assistant (249.368)
282 Order clerk (249.368)
283 Telehone ad-taker (249.368)
284 Securities clerk (249.368)
285 Engineering clerk (249.388)
286 Service representative (includes contract clerk) (249.368)
287 Claims examiner (249.268)

Additional Categories

250 All other clerical occupations not otherwise classifiable or not specified
251 Samples which represent two or more different job codes from different job

families
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Appendix D

Number of Validity Coefficients in Clerical Validity
Data File by Test Type and Job Family

(Proficiency Criteria)

Job Family1

Test Time 20 21 22 23 24 28 25 26 Total

General Intelligence 65 58 9 6 6 14 28 4 190

Verbal Ability 175 110 45 14 4 19 60 8 435

Quantitative Ability 130 140 39 15 13 21 76 11 445

Reasoning Ability 36 27 22 0 3 6 21 0 115

Perceptual Speed 269 321 64 27 16 35 108 18 858

Memory 36 33 22 2 3 7 4 2 109

Spatial/Mechanical Ability 21 57 18 6 3 5 0 1 111

Motor Ability 54 131 27 19 11 13 6 4 265

Performance Tests 39_ 15 0 0 0 0 1 2 57

Clerical Aptitude Tests 53 25 9 3 0 3 37 3 133

Total 725 856 159 89 59 123 341 53 2,71

1Job family codes defined:

20 Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Clerical

21 g. Computing and Account-Recording Clerical
22 Material and Production-Recording Clerical
23 gm Information and Message Distribution Clerical

24 Public Contact Clerical
28 .0 Miscellaneous Clerical (D.O.T. Group 249 jobs)

25 Unspecified Clerical
26 1. Mixed Samples
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Synthetic Validity

Marvin H. Trattner

History

Guion (1965) defines synthetic validity as the inference of validity

from the predetermined validities of a test for specific components of a

job. Guion's approach allows one to infer test validity for an occupa-
tion when no test or criterion data are collected for the specific

occupation. The approach to be described here enlarges upon Guion's
definition by permitting under certain conditions the calculation of the

validity coefficient when no test and criterion data have been collected

for an occupation. With the use of this approach test validities can be
calculated for occupations where it is infeasible for a variety of

reasons to conduct traditional studies. The approach to be described

is an application of Ernest Primoff's J-coefficient. It is also based

on Vern Urry's recent extensions of the J-coefficient formula.

Description

The following are the steps in applying the synthetic validity

paradigm.

1. Select the class of occupations for which the test will be used.

For the class, select the most populous occupations. The class should

consist of occupations in which similar tasks are performed at approxi-

mately the same difficulty level. For instance for the clerical class

select Clerk Typist, Secretary, File Clerk, Receptionist, Typist, etc.

2. Define the major job duties for the occupational class. A duty is

defined as a major segment or component or module of work performed in an

occupation. It could be the only work performed in a specific subtype of

the occupation. The same duty may occur in several of the different

occupations in the class. The following are good examples of clerical

duties: take dictation, compose routine correspondence, type simple

material, type technical material. The job duty is conceptually similar

to the "work behaviors" defined in the new Uniform Guidelines on

Employee Selection Procedures.

3. Determine the test validity for measuring duty performance for

several occupations in the class. Correlate the test score with duty
performance measures separately for the most populous occupations in the

class.

4. Calculate the test's synthetic validity coefficient for a spe-

cific occupation. The synthetic validity coefficient is the correlation
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of the weighted sum of the duty performance scores with the test score
after the duty scores are weighted for importance for the specific occu-

pation. Another way to precisely calculate the test's synthetic validity
is to weight the individual test by duty validity coefficients for dL
importance and sun the weighted validity coefficients with the use of the
the correlation of weighted sums formula. The formula gives the correla-

tion of the test score with the sum of the weighted duty performance scores.
Once stable test by duty validity coefficients and duty intercorrelation

coefficients are obtained for the occupations in a class they can be used
to estimate the test's validity for any occupation in the class. The only

additional data required to obtain the validity estimate are ratings of duty
importance for success in the occupation. The first level supervisors

are employed to rate the duties for importance for occupational success.

If all occupational duties are defined and precise eutimates of test
validities for the duties are obtained then the synthetic validity coeffi-
cient is precisely equivalent to the actual test validity coefficient.

It.is assumed that the test correlation with duty performance is constant

across occupations. If all major occupational duties are not defined
then the synthetic validity coefficient is a lower bound for the actual

validity coefficient. If the duty performance scores correlate incon-
sistently with each other and with the te:t across cccupations in the
class then the synthetic validity coefficient cannot be estimated.

Method

In order for the research to succeed, two major problems will need to

be overcome. It will be necessary to define a comprehensive set of duties

that describes the work performed in the occupational class. Where the same

duty is performed in different occupations it should be performed at the

same level of difficulty and consist of very similar tasks. The other

difficulty is that the validity coefficients for the test for measuring

the duties must be consistent and somewhat significant across occupations.

The method to be described should achieve the desired results.

1. Assemble subject matter experts (SMEs) to define the duties for

the class. The SMEs whould be senior journeymen and first level super-

visors in the occupations. First ask the SMEs to define the duties in

their own occupation. Then ask the assembled SMEs to generalize duties

across occupations. A generalized duty should define the same work tasks

at the same level of difficulty occurring in different occupations. The

subject matter specific to an occupation should be omitted if it is

unrelated to the duty difficulty level. For instance, the subject matter

of the technical material that is typed would probably be irrelevant in

determining an aptitude test's validity for measuring skill in typing

technical material. Consequently reference to the technical material
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should be omitted from the duty definition. Where the same duty occurs
at different levels of difficulty then the duty should be split into
several which describe the differing difficulty levels.

2. Determine the test validity for measuring duty performance for
the class of occupations.

It will be necessary to correlate test sa.res with duty performance
scores for incumbents in the populous occupations in the class. Since

there may be as many as fifty defined duties, vost of which would not
apply to any one occupation, the only feasible way to measure duty
performance would appear to be with the use of a rating of duty perfor-
mance. It would be prohibitively expensive to construct work samples
for fifty duties. Furthermore, it would be necessary that the work
samples have subject matter content that would be equally familiar to
all research participants. Work samples with neutral subject matter
content in many cases would closely resemble the aptitude test for
which they were designed as criteria. These kinds of work samples
might not be scientifically or legally defensible.

We are all aware that ratings are a very questionable kind of
performance measure. When employed as criteria they are less likely
to be significantly correlated with selection instruments than other
kinds of job performance measures. They are used here not for the
sake of convenience but out of necessity. The following are some of
the steps we will take to maximize the probability of success for
the project.

1. Employ a large N for each occupation.

2. Select occupations for study with very specific performance
standards. These would tend to be production oriented occupations.

3. Use research participants at grade levels below the journeyman.

4. Identify research participants only by a code number. In this

way we hope to encourage more candid and hence more valid ratings.

5. Obtain performance ratings from the first level supervisors
and the research participants themselves. Combine the two sets of ratings

to obtain the performance measure. The assumption to be tested is that
research participants are best qualified to evaluate their relative
performance on the duties and the first level supervisors are best quali-
fied to evaluate the research participants' overall performance level.

6. Carefully scale rating forms.

7. Use impossible end points to eliminate raters who use them.
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8. Train raters and involve them in the construction of the

rating forms.

9. Get reliability estimates for the ratings by comparing
ratings given by present and former first level supervisors of the

research participants.

with

The synthetic validity paradigm can be applied to test selection

with multiple regression. The validity coefficient for each test can

be synthetically calculated and employed along with the test inter-

correlations to select and weight tests in a battery.

If a consistent matrix of significant test validity coefficients

for duties can be developed for a class of occupations it is probable

that the matrix would be applicable across agencies. It is probably

true that variance due to duty performance in different occupations

ought to be much greater than variance due to employer. A test that

correlates with specific duty performance for one employer should

correlate the same way for another. It follows that private industry
employers, state and local governments, and Federal agencies could

each profitable pool their research and development efforts in

constructing synthetically validated test batteries.
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A Primer of Item Response Theory

(an overview of a book by the same title*)

Thomas A. Warm
U.S. Coast Guard Institute

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

As I look out over my audience here, I see several people who really ought
to be up here instead of me. I'm not an expert in the subject of Item Re',ponse
Theory. Less than two years ago I had not even heard of item response theory.
I discovered its existence in January of last year while thumbing through some
journals. During the next several months I spent several hundred hours trying
to understand it. It wasn't until last year's MTA when I was able to pick the
brains of several people, that it all finally fell into place.

Soon thereafter it occurred to me that Item Response Theory really need not
have been all that complicated, if someone had just sat down with me, and explained
it in simple language and with a few simple examples.

The thought that all the -' work could have been unnecessary disturbed me to
the point that I 7..nat no one ought to !-.01e to go through what I went
through to learn abeui. I consider to be the most important development
in the history of testing.

With that idea in mind I wrote this book. I simply put into it everything
that I wish someone had told me a year and a 'oalf ago. What I intend to do today

is merely to introduce some of the basic concepts of IRT. Then, if you're
interested, you can get the rest of the theory from the book, hopefully.

Item Response Theory (abbreviated IRT) deals with multiple-choice questions
on an ability test. But when I say "ability" I do not mean only the so-called
"pure" abilities in testing, such as verbal ability, numerical ability, and spatial
ability. I also mean job knowledge tests, and subject matter tests. IRT applies

to all of these types of tests. It may also be applicable to personality testing,
but very little work has been done on this application. It applies very well to
free response (fill in) questions in addition to multiple-choice items.

Let's say we take a group of people with a wide range on some ability, say
arithmetic. And let's say we give two arithmetic tests to this group, one of
the tests is easy and the other is hard.

Then we will find these two distributions for the two tests.

*Copies of this book may be obtained from the National Technical Information
Service, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161 by sending $8.00 for
papercopy or $3.00 for microfiche. Use item # AD- A063072.
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Figure 2. Hard test
distribution.

The easy test will be skewed to the left because most people will score high,
since it is an easy test. The hard test will be skewed to the right, because

most people will score low, since it is a hard test.

In general we will find that those who score high on one test will also
score hi;' on the other test. And those who score low on one test will generally

S
r e lo on the other test. And those who are at the median on the hard test
1 in general be at the median on the easy test. In other words, we find consist-

y in the performance of the examinees on the two tests of the same ability. That's

not a very earthshaking observation. If we didn't find that consistency, we would not

be in the testing business.

To explain this consistency we assume there is something about the examinees
that causes them to score consistently relative to each other. We call that

something a mental trait. No one has ever seen a mental trait and no one really

expects to. Since there is no known physical referent for a mental trait, it

is called a "latent" trait.

The branch of psychometrics that deals with this latent trait is called
"latent trait theory".

There are several different models within latent trait theory. The models

are generally distinguished by the number of parameters in the model.

There is the 1- parameter model, also known as the Rasch model. (I'll

explain later what the parameters are.)

There are 2-parameter models. There are three of these. The a-b model and

the b-c model, which were explored by Urry in 1970. And there is a 2-parameter

polynomial model on which Samejima at the University of Tennessee is working.

The 3-parameter model is called Item Response Theory, which is the subject

his book. IRT was first presented by Fred Lord in his 1952 Ph.D. dissertation.

was called Item Characteristic Curve Theory until 1977, when Fred Lord renamed

it Item Response Theory.
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I'm told the Germans have an n-parameter model which means there is no limit
on their number of parameters. But I know nothing about their model.

In general, there has grown a consensus that the 3-parameter model best
describes reality. Most of the work in latent trait theory is now concentrating
on the 3-parameter model.

Now back to the latent trait itself.

The scale of the latent trait is traditionally given the name of the Greek
letter theta (A). I will use the terms theta, ability level, amount of trait,
and amount of subject-matter-knowledge, interchangeably. Theta is a continuum
from minus infinity (-00) to plus infinity (+04. It has no natural zero point or
unit. Therefore, the zero point and unit are often taken as the mean and standard
deviation, respectively, of some reference sample of examinees. Thus, values of

usually vary from -3 to +3, but may be observed outside that range. The As of
a sample need not be distributed normally.

When an examinee walks into a testing room, he brings with him'his theta.
The purpose of the test, then, is to measure the relative position of the exam-
inees on the theta scale. The test is the measuring instrument. The test
interprets the examinee's theta and produces a measurement of ability, which is
often the raw (number right) score. Often measurement of an ability with a test
is made analogous to measurement of height with a tape rule. But there is an
important difference. Height, whether measured by an English rule or metric rule,
is always on an equal interval scale. Histograms of a group of people will always
look the same except for some linear stretching of a scale.

That is not the case with testing. The histograms of raw scores of the same
people on two tests will seldom look the same, even with linear stretching of
a scale. You can see that this is so in Figures 1 and 2. No amount of linear
stretching of either scale will make the two distributions look the same. Figure 1
will always be skewed to the left, and Figure 2 will always be skewed to the right.
That is because each test has its own peculiar scale (also called metric). The
peculiarity of a test's metric distorts the distribution of examinees. Until
IRT there has been no way to identify the peculiar scale of a test.

The traditional theory of testing is Classical Test Theory. Most testing
practitioners use classical test theory, whether they know it or not. The basic
tools of most testing practitioners are:

a. p-value = proportion of examinees selecting an item alternative (also
called "item difficulty"),

b. d-value = point-biserial correlation between the item alternative and
the test (some use the biserial correlation)(also called "item discrimination"),

c. mean of examinees' scores (number right),
d. standard deviation of examinees' scores,
e. skewness and kurtosis of examinees' scores,
f. reliability of the test, usually KR20, the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20

(a special case of Cronbach's coefficient alpha).

Q
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kAnyone whose test analysis is principally based on the statistics listed
e is using classical test theory. The problem with those statistics is that

y are relative. They are relative to the distribution of ability among the
examinees, and they are relative to the OPracteristics to the other items in the
test.

The p-value is relative to the ability level of the examinees. The same

item given to a high ability group and low ability group will get two different

p-values for the two groups. It can be shown that p-values are not true measures

of relative item difficulty. It is not uncommon for items measuring the same
ability to reverse the order of their p-values when given to groups of different
average ability. For example, item A may have a higher p-value than item B for
one group of examinees, but have a lower p-value than item B for a different group.

This effect is not a matter of sampling error.

The d-value is relative to the homogeneity of the ability levels of the
examinees in the sample, the subject matter homogeneity of the items in the test,
and the dispersion of p-values of items in the test. The same item, given to a
group of examinees who are similar in ability and to another group with a wide

range of ability, will produce two different dvalues for the two groups. Similarly,

an item included in a test with other items that are homogeneous in content and
p-value will get a d-value different from the d-value it will receive in a heter-

ogeneous test.

The mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis will also vary according

to the characteristics of the test and examinees.

lir he reliability is relative to the standard deviation of the test, and to the
p-values and d-values of the items in the test, all of which are dependent upon
the particular abilities of the examinees and the characteristics of the test.

It can be shown that classical parameters (e.g., p-value) will generally not

be linearly related across subgroups of a population. This means that the test

for cultural bias using classical parameters can lead to an artifactual detection

of bias.

Clearly, classical test theory statistics are meaningful only in an extremely

limited situation, i.e., when the same item is given to the identical population

as part of strictly parallel tests. Such a situation rarely occurs. Furthermore,

the basic precepts and definitions of classical test theory are untestable, i.e.,

they are tautologies. They are simply taken as true without any way to empirically

determine their relevance to reality. Some are assumed to be true even when this
does not appear to be warranted. Thus, no one knows if the classical test model

applies to any real test.

In contrast IRT makes possible item and test statistics which are dependent

neither on the characteristics of the examinees nor on the other items in the

test. They are invariant. With the item statistics it becomes possible to describe
recise terms the characteristics of the test before the test is administered.

capability allows one to construct a test that is highly efficient in accomr

shing the purpose of the test. It also provides an extremely powerful tool for

special studies, such as item cultural bias.

9 r)
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Moreover, the assumptions of IRT are explicit and have the potential of empir-
ical testing. It is possible to discover if the data reasonably meet the assumption 111

The basic concept of IRT is the Item Response Function (IRF)(previously
called the Item Characteristic Curve). We define 2 variables:

A = the ability scale

P(RIA) = P(A) = the probability of getting the item correct, given A

The IRF is an S-shaped curve called an ogive (pronounced "ogive ") that gives
the relationship between A and P(9). See Figure 3

Figure 3. An Item Response Function.

Figure 3 should be read like this:

A person with the amount of ability indicated at A has a .25 probability of

getting the item correct(P(A) = .25);

A person with a A at B has a .40 probability of getting the item correct

(P(9) = .40);

And a person with a A at C has a P(9) = .90.

:rn
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Figure 4, Three IRFs (El F, and 0 with

b = ..51 0.0, and 1.0 respectively.
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Every item has its own particular IRF. Each IRF is defined by 3 parameLers:
the a-parameter, the b-parameter, and the c-parameter. Once these 3 parameters
are known, you know everything statistically about this item that it is possible
to know.

The b-parameter, or b-va'ue as I will call it, is the horizontal location of
the inflection point of the IRF. Look at the lower left part of the curve in

Figure 3: That part of the curve is concave upward. The top right part of the curve
is concave downward. Somewhere in the middle of the curve, it must change from
being concave upward to concave downward. That point is called the inflection point.
The horizontal location of the inflection point on the 9 scale is the b-value of
the item. The b-value is the difficulty index of the item. The larger the b-value
in the positive direction, the harder is the item. The b-values of items usually
vary from about -2.5 to +2.5.

Figure 4 shows the IRFs of 3 items, labeled E, F, and G, which are identical
except for their b-values, -.5, 0.0, and 1.0, respectively. You can see that of
the three items G (which has b = 1.0) is the hardest (i.e., has lower P(&) for

any given 9).

IRFs have 2 asymptotes. The upper asymptote is always located on the vertical
axis at 1.00. In Figure 4 you can see that the upper', right part of the IRFs approach
the value of 1.00 on the P(9) axis. That is because as ability increases so does

the P(A) up to its maximum of 1.00. A probability of 1.00 is a E..ire thing.

The lower asymptote of the IRF is the c-value. The c-value is the probability
that a person of very low ability will get the item correct.

Since we are talking about multiple-choice items, there is always a finite
probability that the examinee will get the item correct by guessing.

Typically, we have assumed that the chance probability of getting the item
correct is 1/A, where A = the number of alternatives in the multiple-choice
question. Thus, we have assumed that a four-choice item has a c = 1/4 = .25
chance of being guessed correctly, and a 5-choice item has a c = 1/5 = .20 chance.
That would be true, if examinees guessed truly randomly. But, in fact, examinees
do not guess randomly when they do not know the answer. They guess according to

certain patterns. Lord has suggested that item writers are very clever in writing
distractors that are attractive to low ability examinees. Research has shown that
when examinees do not know the answer they tend to guess the longest choice,
and to avoid choices with technical or unfamiliar terms. Some examinees use a

rule of thumb to always guess choice C. Whatever the reason, examinees do not
guess randomly, and therefore, the c-value is seldom equal to 1/A. Typically,

the c-value is .05 less than 1/A.

Most c-values range from .00 to .40. An item with a c-value of .30 or

greater, is not a very good item. The lower the c-value is, the better. A c = .00

is ideal.

Figure 5 shows the IRFs of 3 items, labeled H, J, and K, which
are identical except for their c-values, .30, .25, and .15, respectively.

You can see that, although they all have the same b-value, they are of
differing difficulty for low ability examinees.

(),.1
t.
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Figure 5. Three IRFs (H, J, and K) with
b = 0.0 an'. c = .30, .25, and .15
respectively.
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Figure 6. Three IRFs (L, M, and N) with
b = 0.0, c = .00, and a = .3, .8, and
2.0 respectively.
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The third (and last) parameter of IRT is the a-parameter, or a-value. The

a-parameter is related to the slope of the IRT at the inflection point or in other
words at the b-value. For the normal ogive model (with c = .00).

a = 1.-4.1 2.5m,

where m is the slope of the ogive at the b-value. Usually a-values vary from

.5 to 2.5 with most between 1.00 and 2.00. The highest I have seen is 3.76.

Figure 6 shows 3 IRFs (L, M, and N), which are identical except for their
a-values = .3, .8, and 2.0, respectively, with b = 0.0 and c = .00. As you can

see, the larger the a-value, the steeper the IRF.

The a-value is the discrimination index of the item. The higher the a-value
is, the more discriminating the item. The discriminating power of an item
varies along thee-scale. Where the slope of the IRF is high the item discriminates
well. Where the slope is low the item discriminates poorly. In Figure 6 item N
has high slope from 0 = -1.0 to 0 = +1.0, but low slope elsewhere on the 9- scale.
Therefore, item N discriminates well within that range, but poorly elsewhere. A

test composed of items like item N would be an excellent item for discriminating
among examinees in the range 9 = -1.0 to 9 = +1.0. Item L has low slope across
a wide range of O. Item L discriminates a little almost everywhere on the 9- scale,
but not especially well anywhere. Item L is not a very good item.

Comparing items L and N points up what is called the bandwidth paradox.
You can have an item with high discrimination over a narrow range, or low dis-
crimination over a wide range, but you can't have high discrimination over a wide

range. Thus, sometimes a compromise must be made between high discrimination
and the range of 9 over which you have good discrimination.

Figures 7a to 7d show the IRFs of four real items from the Coast Guard
Knowledge section of the Warrant Officer test.

Item #17 (Figure 7) is a hard item with high discrimination. It is the

item with the highest a -va]ue I have seen. It 'F' an extremely unusual item for
two reasons: its high a-value, and c-value equal to zero. Evidently, there is

something about this item that makes nearly all examinees with 0 less than
+1.00 miss the item. That is a strange situation for a 4-choice item, but
actually occurs for this item.

The item in Figure 7b is an easy item with somewhat low discrimination. The

item in Fig. 7c is slightly easier, but has good discrimination. The item in

Fig. 7d is of medium difficulty, but has poor discrimination.

Now what do you do with the IRFs once you have them? One thing you can do
is to add them up. To add IRFs you merely take the height of .i.he IRF of each
of the items in a test at a particular 9- value, add them tngeaer, and plot
that point. If you do this at several 8-values, and connect the points, you
have what is called t Test Characteristic Curve. The Test Characteristic

0
urve (TCC) gives the rue (number right) Score for each value of O.
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Figure 7. The IRFs of four actual items from the
Coast Guard Knowledge section of the U. S. Coast
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Figure 8 shows the TCC for a test composed of the four items, whose IRFs
are shown in Figure 7.

Uotice that the TCC is neither a straight line or an ogive. Each test will

have its own TCC, which is the sum of the IRFs of the items in the test.

One of the interesting uses of the TCC is to determine the distribution
of the true scores on the test. Figure 9 shows how this is done. If the

examinees' Os are normally distributed, as shown on 0- (upside down), the
examinees' true scores will be as shown on the left. The true score distribution
is found by projecting the intervals from the 0-scale onto the TCC, and then
representing the same area on the true score scale within the projected intervals.
Figure 9 is an excellent demonstration of how the peculiarities of a test pro-
duce a distorted metric.

It is important to note that true scores (T) are not observed scores (X).
Observed score is de'-%ned as true score plus error (X = T + E). However, Lord
has found that the distribution of X will be similar to the distribution of T,
but sometimes with tne high points of the true score distribution flattened
somewhat, and the low points higher. The flattening is due to error.

We can see in Figure 7a that item #17 will not help us to distinguish among
examinees whose Os are less than 1.0 because they will all get the item wrong.
A test made exclusively of items like #17 would do nothing to distinguish among
examinees with 9 <1.0 because they would all get zero on the test. It would

give us no distinguishing information about them.

Icem #17 also gives us no distinguishing information about examinees with
9 = 2.7 or greater because they will all get it correct. On a test composed

of items like #17, all examinees with 871.2.7 would get 100%.

Between A = 1.0 and 0 = 2.7, it is a different story. From 0 = 1.0 to

= 1.5, P(9) goes from P(0 = 1.0) = .00 to P(0 = 1.5) = .08. The change

of P(0) means that the item does help to distinguish among examinees within
the range of 9 where the change of P(0) occurs.

We can see that the greater the slope of the IRF, the more information
the item gives us about examinees in the range being considered.

The slope of the IRF would be a measure of the relative amount of information
the item gives about examinees at that point. The greater the slope, the more

information.

If we plot the slope of the IRF, we have a function that shows the relative
amount of information an item gives at each point on the 0-scale. (Actually,

the slope is not a completely appropriate measure of information, but a closely
related function is.)
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The curve showing the amount of information provided by the test along the

9-scale is called the Item Information Function (IFF).

The IIFs of the four items in Figure 7 are shown in Figure 10. (Note that

the vertical axis of item #17 is a different scale from the others.) You

can see the enormous amount of information provided by item #17 (with a =

3.76), compared to item #50 (with a = .62). Thus, the higher is the a-value,

the riore information the item provides. Also of interest is the fact that

the high& is the c-value, the less information the item provides. The c-value

destroys information.

Uhat do we do with the IIF? We add them together. How do we add them

together? Just like we added the IRFs together to get the TCC. We take the

height of the IIFs at a particular 0-values, and connect the points. The

result is the Test Information Curve (TIC).

Figure lla shows the sum of the IIFs for items #17 and 21 as shown in Figure

10. Figure llb shows the IIF of item #47 added to Figure lla. Figure 11c

shows the IIF of item #50 added to the other 3 items. A test composed of these

four items would have the wierd TIC in Figure 11c.

The TIC shows the relative amounts of information
provided by the test at

each point on 9. Where you want informAion depends on what you will use the

test for. If you want to select a few examinees from a large number, then you

want a lot of information at high levels of 9, so that you can tell just which

examinees are the best. For example, see Figure 12. If you want to select all

examinees except a few, then you want a lot of information at ',ow Os so you can

tell which examinees are the worst (e.g., see Figure 13).

Sometimes a test is designed for more than one purpose, such as to be used with

two cut scores for entrance into two different schools. In this case a two-

humped TIC will give good information at the two cut scores (e.g., see Figure

14)

A TIC of any desired shape may be constructed, provided the items with the

necessary IIFs are available to construct the TIC.

Usually we already have a test and want to revise it to make it better

.4*
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serve: our purpose. A comparison of the new and old versions should be made

using the Relative Efficiency Curve (REC). The REC is nothing more than the

ratio of the TICs. The ratio of the two curves is found by dividing the
I( @) of one test by the I(g) of the other test at each point on g. Figure

15 is the REC, c,.;mparing the TIC in Figure 14 to the TIC in Figure 13.

Where the REC is above 1.0, the test 'n Figure 14 (the test for which the
1(@) is the numerator et the REC ratio) is better than the test for Figure 13.
Where the REC is below 1.0, the test for Figure 13 is better. And where the
REC = 1.0, the two tests are the same.

B' starting with an old test, making substitutions of items, and calculating
the REC, you can experiment with and improve the old test by trial and error.
It does not take long to develop some skill in replacing items to improve the

TIC as desired.

Every test has some error in it. The Standard Error of Estimate (S.E.E.)

is the expected standard deviation of errors of estimated ability. That is,

if we were to give a test to a group of examinees with identical As, and

estimate their As with the test, the standard deviation of those estimates
would be the S.E.E.

If the estimate of A is unbiased, the S.E.E. at a particular A is easy to calcu-
late from the TIC. The S.E.E. is equal to the square root of the reciprocal of the
heiciit of the TIC (I(g)).

SEE=

Since I(g) varies along the @scale, so will the S.E.E. The larger I(g) is, the smaller

the S.E.E. A small S.E.E. at a cut point is highly desirable.

The average S.E.E. (S.E.E.) over examinees is related to the reliability of Classical

Test Theory (rxx)

This relation implies that a test with high reliability may be a poor test for

your purposes because it has low information at the critical values of A.

Similarly, a test with low reliability may be an excellent test for some purposes, if

11111

it has high information where it is needed. Thus, reliability is highly misleading

as to the value of a test.

-ti
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-3 -2 0

Figure 14. The Test Information Curve of a hypo-
thetical test, which would be efficient at both high
and low cut-scores.

2 3

0

F gure 15 The Relative Efficiency Curve compar-
ing Test Information Curve in Figure 10.3c to that in
Figure 10.3E.
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The relation also makes clear the dependence of reliability on the distribution of

ability. If many examinee c are on the 9 scale where there is high information, then the

reliability will be highe :h3r1 if they are distributed on 9 at points where information

is low.

What are the practical applications of IRT? There are many practical

applications. I will mention just a few.

First of all, IRT explains to us what a test is all about, and what an item is

really doing. In my opinion, for the first time in the history of testing,

testing practitioners can know what they are doing.

Second, IRT shows how to construct a test that is highly efficient for any

desi!Jnated purpose.

Third, IRT makes it possible to estimate an examinee's ability level with

a known degree of accuracy, and without making the dubious, untestable assumptions

of Classical Test Theory.

Moreover, IRT provides us with an extremely powerful tool for special studies,

such as in item cultural bias.

Another exciting application of IRT is tailored testing, which is so named

because it allows the "tailoring" of the test to the ability of the examinee.

Tailored tests are administered by a computer with the items presented on a

CRT (Cathode Ray Tube device, which is similar to a television set). It works like

this:

(1) The examinee sits in front of a CRT attached to a typewriter keyboard.

(2) Th2 examinee registers on the computer with his identification, test

name, and other pertinent information.

(3) In the computer are stored a bank of 150 to 200, or more, pr.,:calibrated

items along with their item parameters. The computer selects an item of

average difficulty and presents the item to the examinee on the CRT.

(4) The examinee records h;s answer on the typewriter keyboard.

(5) The computer uses the examinee's response and the item parameters to

estimate the examinee's most likely 9, and then selects another item. The

item selected is the one which will best help the computer estimate 9 after the

examinee answers the item. If the examinee got the item correct, he will get

a different next item than if he got the item wrong.

(6) Steps (4) and (5) above are repeated until the computer meets the

criterion for stopping the test.

Egaminees with different response patterns will, in general, get a different

set of items; yet their final estimates will be on the same metric. Not all

examinees may get the same number of items, yet all 9 estimates can be to the

same degree of accuracy.
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Tailored testing has several advantages over conventional tests.I will

Depending upon the characteristics of the item bank, a tailored test

l use only 10% to 50% of the number of items required by a conventional
test and at the same time will measure more accurately than the conventional
test at almost all values of A. Tailored tests can measure to any specified

degree of accuracy.
(2) A tailored test takes much less time to administer, or several abilities

can be measured 1.:'' a tailored test in the same time needed to measure one ability

by a conventional test.
(3) Security of the items is much improved, because different examinees get

different items, and because the items are much less accessible (in the computer

as opposed to hard copy).

Work is progressing toward the use of tailored testing. The U.S. Civil Service

Commission has adopted the use of tailored testing as a matter of policy. The

U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, San Antonio, Texas, has a tailored

testing machine operating on an experimental basis at the San Antonio AF7
(Alined Forces Entrance Examination Station). Several studies of live to .fired

testing have been published by the Psychometric Methods Program at the University

of Minnesota. The Educational Testing Service is also considering tailored
testing and intends to engineer its own tailored testing machine.

111
If there is any part of this book that you do not understand, then I have

not been completely successful in my effort.

Therefore, I would sincerely appreciate any comments, suggestions, corrections,

ideas, or discussion about this book. Please feel free to telephone or write

to EV for further explanation, discussion, criticism, or just plain chew the fat

about IRT.

In closing, I hope that I have peaked your interest in IRT enough to read the

entire book, where these concepts are explained in detail.

The purpose of any communication is the creation of understanding. That is

my sole purpose: to create understanding of IRT in the reader.

THOMAS A. WARM, Chief, Exam Branch

Research and Examination Division

U.S. Coast Guard Institute

P.O. Substation 18

Oklahoma City, OK 73169

(405)686-2417 -- commercial

732-2417 -- FTS

9's
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A NEW PROCEDURE TO MAKE MAXIMUM USE OF ,'VAILABLE INFORMATION WHEN

CORRECTING CORRELATIONS FOR RESTRICTION IN RANGE DUE TO SELECTION

James O. Boone
Chisf, Selection & Testing Research Unit

Aviation Psychology Laboratory
FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Introduction.

To develop or update a test battery used for selecting
personnel, two very important steps must be completed. First, the

most valid tests must be chosen, and second, a weighting system must

be devised which will combine these tests into a composite that yields

a maximum validity coefficient. In order to do this all tests under
consideration are intercorrelated with each other and correlated with

a specified criterion of job success. These correlations are used to

regress the test scores on the Job success criterion and the

coefficients from the regression analysis are then used to determine

which tests should be included in or deleted from the battery and what

the relative weights should be for each test. These weighted test

scores are then combined to form the composite score which is used for

selection.

In order to determine the utility of testa, both old and current

tests, it is necessary to correlate them with some criterion measure

of job success. Unfortunately, joh success measures are available

only for those individuals selected, and this selection is based on

scores only on current selection tests. An important factor

influencing the size of correlation coefficients between a tee 'nd the

criterion is the range of scores available on the tests and o

criterion. Since information about the job success criterion 1.5

available only for applicants who have been selected for employment,

only the upper range of scores is available on the criterion.

Because of this restriction in range, the correlations between current

selection test scores and the job success criterion will be spuriously

low.

The new tests being considered to replace part or all of an

existing test battery will have a larger range and variance in the

selected group than the five tests actually used for selection. In

fact, the range and variance will be restricted only to the extent

that the new tests correlate with the old tests, and will be as

restricted as the old tests only if this correlation is 1.0. Because

of this differential restriction in range, the new tests will corre-

late higher with the job success criterion in the selected group than

will the current tests.
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To adjust for this spurious result, the correlations with the job
success criterion must be corrected frr restriction in range to assess
the validity of the tests used for selection and to determine how the
current tests used for selection compare with the new tests. The
correction must take place prior to performan.?e of regression
analyses; otherwise, the new tests will appear superior to the current
tests because of nothing more than a statistical artifact. This also
means that, when corrected, the new test correlations with the
criterion will generally increase less than the old test correlations.

The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection (1978) state that
tests used for personnel selection must be demonstrated to be valid
predictors of job success, and the magnitude of the validity
coefficient must be both "practically and statistically significant"
(3). The spuriously low correlation coefficient due to selection,
then, becomes a very important legal issue in addition to its
importance in assessing the value of new selection tests. Numerous
litigations have occurred as a result of this problem, several of which
related to the accuracy of the methods employed in correcting the
validity coefficients for restriction in range (1).

There are two major statistical formulas which have been
developed to correct the correlation of a test and a job success
criterion. Both major formulas estimate the value of RRyz based on
the information available on the restricted group: Rxy, Rxz, Ryz, Sx,
Sy, and Sz. They differ in their assumptions about information avail-
able on the unrestricted group.

The first formula (5), Thorndike's formula 7 case III (hereafter
referred to as T7), assumes that only SSx is available for the
unrestricted group and uses the ratio SSx/Sx and the restricted corre-
lations to estimate RRxy, RRxz, SSy, and SSz. These estimates in turn
are used to estimate RRyz. The second major formula (4), Gulliksen's
formula 37 (hereafter referred to as G37), assumes that only SSy is
available on the unrestricted group and uses SSy-Sy and the restricted
correlations and variances to estimate RRxy, RRY.z, SSx, and SSz.
These also are used to estimate RRyz, which is, of course, the desired
unrestricted correlation of the test and the job success criterion.

The problem in using either of these formulas for the ATC slec-
tion situation is that both T7 and G37 require making estimates of
either SSx or SSy and RRxy, when this unrestricted information is
actually available from the applicant sample. The purpose of this
study was to develop a procedure for correcting for restriction in
range using available unrestricted values. In the two formulas
already developed, estimates of SSz and RRxz only are required to
estimate RRyz. In order to make maximum use of the unrestricted
information, two formulas were derived by the author. The first
formula (hereafter referred to as Bl) uses SSx to derive estimates of
SSz and RRxz. The second formula (hereafter referred to as B2) uses
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SSy to derive estimates of these variables. In both formulas, the
estimates, along with the actual unrestricted values of RRxy
either Sx or Sy, were used in conjunction with restricted correlations
to estimate RRyz. The four formulas were compared both mathematically
and by using Monte Carlo techniques to determine which can be most
accurate in estimating RRyz across different selection ratios and
different correlation values.

Methods.

Following Gulliksen's (4: schema for derivation of the correction
formulas, three assumptions wen:, employed, where upper case and lower
case letters represent unrestricted and restricted variables
respectively and x = the test used for selection, y = the new test
being assessed, z = the success criterion, RR = the unrestricted
correlation of the variable subscripted, SS = the unrestricted standard
deviation of the variable subscripted, R = the restricted correlation
of the variable subscripted, and S = the restricted standard deviation

of the variable subscripted.

Employing the following assumptions;

Rxy = RRxy SSy
Sx SSx

Rxz Sz = RRxz SSz
Sx SSx

Sy2 (1 - Rxy2) = SSy2 (1 - RRxy2)

Sz2 (1 - Rxz2) = SS :' (1 - Pflvz2)

(1)

(2)

Ryz - RxyRxz = RRyz - RRxyRRxz
__ _ ___ _ _ ___ __ (3)

andV (1 - Rxy2) (1 - Rxz2) lj (1 - RRxy2) (1 - RRxz2)

it can be shown that

SSy2 = Sy2 r (1 - Rxy2) + Rxy2 SSx2 (4)

Sx
2

and SSz2 = Sz2 1 - Rxz2 + Rxz2 SSx (5)

Sx

Equation (3) can be solved for RRyz, and equation (1) can be solved for

RRxyRRxz to produce

(./
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RRyz = (Ryz - RxyRxz) SySz + RRxy9Rxz
SSySSz (6)

and RRxyRRxz = RxyRxz SySzSSx2 .

2
Sx-SSySSz

Substituting (7) in (6) and factoring our SySz/SSySSz,

RRyz - SySz
SSySSz

(7)

[Ryz - RxyRxz + RxyRxz SSx2 (8)

Substituting the estimates for S7,y (4) and SSz (5) in the root
formula (8) and simplying gives.

RRyz =

Ryz - RxyRxz + RxyRxz SSx2

Sx

- Rxy2 + Rxy2 SSx2 1 - Rxz2 + Rxz2 SSx2
2 2

Sx .3x

. (9)

Formula (9) is equivalent to Thorndike's T7 (and also to Gulliksen's
formula 19, ref. 4 p. 149).

It can also be shown from assumptions (1) through (3) that

SSx = Sx \[-SSy7 - 42 (1 - Rxy2).
SyRxy

[-

and SSz2 = Sz Sy2Rxy2 - Sy2Rxz2 + SSy2Rx-g
2 2

_ Sy Rxy

(10)

Returning to the root equation (8), substituting the estimates for SSx
(10) and SSz (11) and simplying produces the second correction formula.

RRyz = Rxz(SSy2 - Sy2) + RxyRyzSSy2

SSy A/ Rxz2(SSy2 - Sy2) Sy2Rxy2

Formula (12) is Gulliksen's formula G37,
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The third and fourth correction formulas employ the assumptions of
the first and second correction formulas, respectively, and make the
additional assumptions that the new test under consideration, test y,
was administered to the applicant group. Consequently, there is no
need to estimate RRxy, SSy, or SSx, and formula (6) can be utilized as
the root formula.

Substituting estimates for SSz (5) and RRxz (14) used in deriving
the first correction formula (9) in the root formula (6) and simplifying
gives the third correction formula,

.Rxz SSx
RRyz = Sy(Ryz - RxyRxz) Sx RRxy.

(

SSy (1 - Rxz2)+ Rxz2 SSx2 (1-Rxz2)+ Rxz2 SSx2
2 2

Sx Sx

(13)

To obtain the fourth correction formula, RRxz must be derived in
terms of (SSy-Sy) by first solving equation (2) for RRxz,

RRxz2 = 1 - Sz2 (1 - Rxz2).
2

SSz

(14)

Substituting (11) in (14), multiplying and simplifying yields,

RRxz = Rxz SSy2 - Sy2 + Sy2Rxy2 . (15)

2 2 2 2 2 2

SSy Rxz - Sy Rxz + Sy Rxy

To form the fourth correction formula, (11) and (15) are
substituted in the root formula (6) and simplified giving,

RRyz = Sy(Ryz - RxyRxz) + RRxyRxz/ (SSy2-Sy2)+Sy2Rxy2
Z 2 -1 2 2 2

lj

2 2 2 2 2 2

SSy Sy Rxy -Sy Rxz +SSy Rxz SSy Rxz -Sy Rxz +Sy Rxy
2 2

Sy Rxy

(16)
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A demonstration of the ete-4ctics of the four correction
ftrmulas in terms of more ref; Tr iveluences was performed by using
Monte Carlo techniques. The Mailte Carlo study examined the comparative
accuracy of the four noriaction formulas as a function of (i) the
election ratio, (ii) RRxy, anj (iii) RRyz.

In order to generate date of klmmon means, standard deviations, and
tntercorrelations, a program IMMO ?) was modifed by the author and
_used. The program uses the tAzrc--Frli'40 s reasonably fast method to
generate normally distributec arlIades whose covariances are those
mequired by a specified correaaticr7-ThT,tax input into the prooram.

A summary of the process s aE

1. Generate 1,000 subjecz: w2=1- scores on 11 varianies as defined
tin, means, standard deviations. c=rrelati-ns.

2. Sort sample into descer11 order stai-ser on scep,7! on variab:-
1

3. Restrict sample bald nr r.-:.7,11.33s of DO vercent, 20
percent, 30-9ercent, 40 per = ,dad 'JO _lieru,;:nr.

4. -.1-.-tilate the four 03 ;-'1'mt estimatef7 mf fiameach
-estricteo 6=ople based on vIviumt, fir =7Rxy rang_ ld from -27to aut

on )'.11.41es of 'Ryz ranging f - 1.5.

5.. Trfat, -.Form all correlaf Ns- -;.matte corrions b- usin
- P ' transformation :5t ave-,ragung.

. Rep-! .ve entire pr 10 times and compu'te-the mean on
lme cOnmelations.

Ansult

The desuits were prepare tabLlar and graphical form. Since
The slAnple si:e was 100,000, 5 igrifficonce tests were deemed
i 7opsiefiate. In order to as:..ess tine. accuracy of prediction of each

7ellatIon procedure, an erro. twin was calculated bay on the
solute value of the difference- betsen the actual umweeRricted
correlation RRyz and the estimanerla), relation Ryz. 7abae 1 contains
this leiror term, RRyz - Ryz, fortnmh correction formula. for each
gralectlog ratio, for each value )17-RR y, and for each vahue of RRyz.
FINMOt , represents this error ter as a function :of !...1w-Ametion ratio

for the four correction formulas amd P r tile actual remftricted corre-
laMann F z. Figure 2 represents the wrror term as a iftmetion of RRxy
fiairithe 'our formulas and Ryz. Ficire 3 represents the error term as
a 'function of RRyz for the four fa/mu' is and Ryz.
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Discussion.

In any Monte Carlo study a decIsium must be made- =oncerning, which
components are to be varied and mat the rangy of thrmr variation will
be. The components saktIcted- for variattion and theirminge in this
study mere established subjectively hmsed on values tMe author
considered representat , of practical situations. Camsequently, the
discussdnm of the resvitlit is mom a comparison of the practical
utility of each formula. rather Jam a strict mathematical cornpartson.

Main effects. TaM:le 1 demonstrates the overall anduracy of each
of the four formulas :in terms of the average amount of terror each
incurred in estimatinc RRyz- Their rank order from least to most error
is: Bl, T7, 82, andQ237. The first Ulmer formulas ate- -not remammably
different; however, Gam; Ls far less accurate than F1,--7, and B2. The

clearest effect on ear- is lrodoeetnzly the selecton ratio (Table 1) .
As the selection ratio ko?comesmoore extreme, the ammmmt of error
increases, with the ilicrease be coming larger onto lamer pith each sQ0ed
down in the selection ratiL- Tab-1:, 1 shams little fluctuation in

error for RRxy and no systemat11-, pattern. The effects of RRyz in

Table 1 show a pattern that was fimmui COmsistently throughout the
analyses. When/ Ryz = RRxz. tMe erne component is at & minimum.
RRxz was held at a constarr fix!: it study and, as "CAM be nottr.V
Table 1, the error increase as flitre moves, in eiteer direction frmm

.30.

Practical conclusions r t d to main effects inctdie the

following. If sufficient information is available, time RI formula

produces the most accurate estimr,fe for Mlityqz. In order Lc, have
sufficient information to use Bl. the mew tes7 being evaluated would

need to be administered to the applicant group at the.lAre time the
old selection test is adminbazemal Then Rfty and SS, are available

for use in Bl. If the new testtmeinc evaluate was .nit administered

to the applicant group, then the most accurate correlocr formula
would be T7 which does not require Rifhxy and SSy.

The selection ratio, it appears, the largest:Impact on errors

in estimating RRyz. If seiectaon is exTreme, 10 percent or less, the

formulas for estimating RRyz arY u,stat)e an& highly inaccurate. This

is a difficult practical situation 7';) revolve- A gemeema advertise-
ment for applicants without suf r- 53I..It slowelfic qualification state-

ments results in a larger number of anqualifled candidates and more

extreme selection. However, with a highly vnecific advertisement
self-selection becomes a secondary srkernloh process, and the
statistics computed on the applicant group are already restricted
producing spuriously low validity morrelations. One strategy would be

to administer the selection tests tt a TandOmrsamode in the general
population, stratifying by race and sex is' amter to meet Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission requtmememOs. This would yield
unrestricted variances without the inflamree of any selection proceM

dure.

TL
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Since RRyz is not known and RRxy is computed after the test
administration, little practical guidance can be offered related to
these parameters. The usual advice is clearly applicable, viz,
choomr a test or construct a test for selection that parallels the
actual job tasks as closely as possible.

Interaction effects. As seen in Figure 1, when error in predic-
tion im examined by selection ratio for each formula and for the
actuail restricted correlation of Ryz, there is a tremendous amount of
error for the 10-percent selection ratio, with formula Bl doing a much
better job than either T7, B2, or G37 in estimating RRyz. As the
selection ratio increases beyond moderate selection (30 percent), the
formulas tend to perform similarly in estimating RRyz, with the
exception of G37 which consistently has more error than the other
three formulas across all selection ratios.

Figure 2 demonstrates that formula Bl again is consistently the
better estimator of RRyz across values of RRxy. It can also be noted
from Figure 2 that as the value of RRxy increases, Ryz rapidly
becomes a poorer estimator of RRyz, particularly after it passes the
point at which RRyz equals RRxz (.30). Once again, G37 is a much less
accurate estimator of RRyz than the other three formulas.

When RRyz is less than .30, as shown in Figure 3, Bl is the
better estimator of RRyz. All formulas converge when RRyz equals
RRxz (.30) and T7 is the best estimator for higher values of RRyz
although the differences are small. Once again formula G37 is clearly
the least accurate estimator of RRyz.

The practical implications for the interaction effects can be
stated briefly. The selection ra:io has such an overwhelming effect
that generally the interaction effects are primarily due to the
selection ratio. When the selection ratio is small to moderate (10 to
30 percent), formula Bl is clearly the most accurate estimator and
should be used regardless of RRxy and RRyz. When the selection ratio
goes above 30 percent, Bl, T7, and B2 are practically equivalent.
Formula G37 is the least desirable correction formula across
conditions. Thus, overall, B1 results in the most accurate estimates
of RRyz, especially when the selection ratio is 30 percent or less,
regardless of the values of RRxy or RRyz.
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Table I. Average =raL in Estimation If RRyz

Me mEm =

Stms =

alnxn.n!,'

81

3.05:

Erna' -.

G37

0.078
0.11

Ratio

B2

0.058
0.07

10" 7,0% 30% 40% 50%

Mear---_17.= C.112 6.6.e.:'; 0.050 0.037 0.028
Stas = C - --.... 0.11 0.08 0.06

Error r day

.64 .2 ) .30 .40 .50

Mean .t.= -) L.(719 0.058 0.054 0.062
Stc¢ = n..14 = 0.14 0.14 0.18

Error by '77./z

10 3 .30 .40 .50

Men = 0 .071' r.,:55 0.048 0.060 0.056

Szds:= % .17 .13 0.11 0.15 0.18
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Figur! 2. Error by values of RRxy for the four correction formulas and

the actual restricted value of Ryz.
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A COMPARISON OF THREE MODELS FOR DETERMINING TEST FAIRNESS

Mary A. Lewis
Chief, Training & Evaluation Research Unit

Aviation Psychology Laboratory
FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

I. Introduction.

The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (1978)
(9), which were recently adopted by the U.S. Civil Service Commission,
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Department of Justice,
and the Department of Labor, state that a selection procedure has an
adverse impact if the selection rate for any racial, ethnic, or sex
group is less than four-fifths of the rate for the group with the
highest selection rate. The guidelines further state that these same
rules apply to any employment decision, which can include training,
retention, or promotion. The current Air Traffic Control (ATC)
training program conducted at the Federal Aviation Administration's
(FAA) Academy is a pass/fail program which affects whether or not the
trainee will be retained by the FAA in the ATC option. As such, it
involves an employment decision and is subject to the standards for
validation research and fairness defined by the guidelines.

Although the Uniform Guidelines acknowledge that "the concept of
fairness or unfairness of selection procedures is a developing
concept," they require that, when feasible, a test must be demonstrated
to be fair. The guidelines further specify that "unfairness is
demonstrated through a showing that members of a particular group
perform better or poorer on the job than their scores on the selection
procedure would indicate through comparison with how members of other
groups perform." The key concept in this definition of fairness is
that performance of a group is compared to the performance of the
larger group on both the selection procedures and the job performance
measures. If performance is not the same for both groups on both
measures, unfairness may exist.

Unfortunately, deciding when "performance is not the same" is not
as simple as it may seem. The literature has many articles offering
approaches to the evaluation of test fairness. However, these
articles seldom deal with the distribution of various fairness
indices, nor do they address directly the decision processes involved
in deciding whether or not a test is fair. Several authors have found
that the major definitions of test fairness lead to conflicting con-
clusions about test fairness (1,4,7). In addition, Hunter and Schmidt
(5) concede that they cannot agree on a definition of test fairness.
The available literature offers many methods of evaluating test fair-
ness but little guidance in choosing the most appropriate method.
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lost of the models of test fairness define it in psychometric

terms. The three major models to be discussed in the present study
define fairness in the dichotomous case in which an applicant is
either accepted or rejected based on a predictor score and would
succeed or fail based on a criterion. Table 1 graphically depicts this

situation and states the three major models of test fairness,
verbally and mathematically, in terms of the four cells depicted in

the table.

The first model is Thorndike's (8) Constant Ratio model (CR)
which states that for a test to be fair, the ratio of the proportion
successful to the proportion selected should be equal foi the
minority and the majority groups. Expressed in terms of the cells in

Table 1, the ratio of the sum of the cells I and II to the sum of
cells I and IV should be equal for both groups. Darlington's (2)

Conditional Probability model (CP) states that a test is fair if the
probability of selection, given that an individual is successful, is

equal for both groups. In terms of the cells in Table 1, the ratio
of cell I to the sum of cells I and II should be equal for both

groups. Finally, Einhorn and Bass (3) propose the Equal Probability
model (EP) in which a test is considered fair if the probability of
success, given that an individual is selected, is equal for both the

minority and the majority groups. In terms of the cells in Table 1,
the ratio of cell I to the sum of cells I and IV should be equal for

both groups. The three models differ in the target groups to which

they are "fair." The Constant Ratio model is aimed at insuring that
the proportion of applicants selected from both groups is fair. If

this model is used, an equitable proportion of applicants from both

groups will be hired. The Conditional Probability model is targeted at
successful individuals and is intended to insure that an equitable

number of successful individuals will be hired. The Equal Probability

model is targeted at individuals already hired and is intended to

insure that an equitable number of hired individuals will be success-

ful. These models can lead to conflicting conclusions about the fair-

ness of a test. However, there is very little in the literature to
describe the distribution characteristics of the three models and how

their distributions differ.

The purpose of the present study is to evaluate the distribution

of the fairness statistics gLiierated by the Constant Ratio, the

Conditional Probability, and the Equal Probability models of test

fairness. Since the sample size is, in general, much smaller for the

minority sample than for the majority sample, the three fairness

indices will be compared for a large sample and a smaller sample

across different success ratios on both the criterion and the predictor

and also across different correlations of predictor and criterion.

Research studies have shown that sampling error leads to an inverse

relationship between sample size and correlations (6). It is expected

that sampling alone should cause the correlations for the small sample

to be higher than corresponding correlations for the large sample.
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Table 1. Three Definitions

False
Negatives

of Test Fairness

True

Positives

Succeed

CRITERION II I

III IV

Fail

True False
Negatives Positives

Reject Select

PREDICTOR

CONSTANT RATIO MODEL (CR) - Thorndike (1971) The ratio of the propor-
tion successful to the proportion selected
should be equal for both the majority and
minority groups.

Ia + II
a

Ia + IVa

Ib + IIb

Ib + IVb

CONDITIONAL PRCAYJLITY MODEL (CP) - Darlington (1971) The prob-
ability of selection, given that an indi-
vidual is successful, should be equal for
both the majority and minority groups.

Ia Ib

Ia + IIa Ib + TIb

EQUAL PROBABILITY MODEL (EP) - Einhorn and Bass (1971) The prob-
ability of success, given that an individ-
ual is selected, should be equal for both
the majority and minority groups.

Ia Ib

Ia + IVa Ib + IVb

where a = majority group; b = minority group
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The Constant Ratio model is not sensitive to differences'in the corre-
lation of the predictor and criterion, while the Conditional
Probability and the Equal Probability models are. It is expected that

the Constant Ratio model will be more robust to sampling errors
related to sampling size than will either the Equal Probability or the

Conditional Probability models.

II. Method.

The data used for analysis in this study were computer generated

by using a Monte Carlo technique. This approach allows the generation

of a number of variables with specified means, standard deviations,
and intercorrelations. The technique essentially allows definition of

the characteristics of a population and then selects samples from

that population. A score of 70 or greater was arbitrarily set as a
cut score, scores above 70 were defined as successful for the
criterion variable, and scores above 70 were defined as selected for

predictor. Variable means and standard deviations were assigned
values such that either 60 percent, 70 percent, or 80 percent of the
sample would be above the cut score, and predictor/criterion correla-
tions of .3 or .4 were assigned. Nine variables were generated for
this study by using the proportion above 70 and the correlations
specified in Table 2. The success rates, selection rates, and
predictor/criterion correlations were chosen based on recent experi-
ence with the FAA's Air Traffic Control selection and training

program. The 18 possible combinations of selection ratio, success
ratio, and predictor/criterion correlation described in Table 3 were

evaluated.

Table 2. Proportion Above a Score of 70 Assigned Each Variable and
Relevant Correlations Input Into Monte Carlo Program

Proportion Var #1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.60 1 X .3 .4 .3 X . XA X X X

.60 2 X X .4 X X .3 X X

.60 3 X X X X .4 X X

.70 4 X .3 .4 X X X

.70 5 X X X .3 X

.70 6 X X .4 X

.80 7 X .3 .4

.80 8 X X

.80 9 X

1
The correlations denoted by X were not used in the analysis.

Each sample that was generated contained 1,000 subjects of which

100 were randomly assigned to the minority group and 900 were assigned

to the majority group. Since both the minority and the majority groups

were from the same population, the predictors should be equally fair
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across success ratios, selection ratios, and predictor/criterion
correlations. The CP, EP, and CR indices were calculated for the 18
conditions described in Table 2. This process was repeated 100 times.

Table 3. All Possible Combinations of Selection Ratio, Success
and Predictor/Criterion Correlation

Selection Success Rxy

Ratio Ratio variable variable

1 .60 .60 .3 1 2

2 .60 .60 .4 1 3

3 .60 .70 .3 1 4

4 .60 .70 .4 2 4

5 .60 OA
.LIV .3 2 7

6 .60 .80 .4 3 7

7 .70 .60 .3 4 1

8 .70 .60 .4 4 2

9 .70 .70 .3 4 5

10 .70 .70 .4 4 6

11 .70 .80 .3 5 8

12 .70 .80 .4 6 8

13 .80 .60 .3 7 2

14 .80 .60 .4 7 3

15 .80 .70 .3 8 5

16 .80 .70 .4 8 6

17 .80 .80 .3 7 8

18 .80 .80 .4 7 9

III. Results.

Table 4 shows the average proportion above a score of 70 and the
average intercorrelation matrix obtained across the 100 large samples

and the 100 small samples. Table 5 gives the distribution
characteristics of three fairness indicators for both the large samples
and small samples when the various combinations of selection ratios,
success ratios, and predictor/criterion ratios are combined. Table 6

gives the distribution characteristics of the large and small sample
fairness indicators when the selection ratio is equal to the success
ratio, when the selection ratio is less than the success ratio, and
when the selection ratio is greater than the success ratio. Table 7

contains the distribution characteristics of the large and small
sample fairness indicator when the predictor/criterion correlation is
.3 or .4.

In order to compare
groups, the indices were
index to the small group
small group index to the
characteristics of these

the fairness indices for the large and small
expressed first as a ratio of the large group
index (LG/SM), and then as a ratio of the
large group index (SM/LG). The distribution

indices are described in Table 8.
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Table 4. The Average Proportion Above a Score of 70 and the Average
Correlation Matrix Across the 100 Large Samples and

the 100 Small Samples

Average
Proportion Var # 1 2

For 100 Large Samplesl

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.608 1 X 0.31 0.42 0.30 X X X X X

.603 2 X X 0.44 X X 0.31 X X

.643 3 X X X X 0.43 X X

.703 4 X 0.34 0.45 X X X

.727 5 X X X 0.29 X

.717 4 v
I. X 0.41 X

.808 7 X 0.37 0.42

.806 8 X X

.818 9 X

Average
Proportion

.590

.583

.607

.727

.714

.700

.780

.780

.802

Var #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0.42

2

0.53
X

For 100 Small Samplesl

3 4 5 6 7

0.32 X X X X

0.30 X X X 0.42

X X X X 0.47

X 0.23 0.43 X

X X X

X X

X

8

X

X

X

X

0.39
0.57
0.31

X

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

0.44
X

X

1The correlations denoted by X were not used in the analysis.
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Table 5. Distribution Characteristics for the Three Fairness
Indicators for the Large and Small Samples

Mean SD Lo
Range

Hi

CRLG 1.02 .16 .74 1.35
CRSM 1.01 .18 .67 1.49
CPLG 0.77 .07 .63 0.88
CPSM 0.77 .09 .57 0.94
EPLG 0.78 .07 .63 0.88
EPSM 0.77 .09 .57 0.94

CRLG
CRSM
CPLG
CPSM
EPLG
EPSM

CRLG

1.000

CRSM

.956

1.000

CPLG

- .821
- .776
1.000

CPSM

- .753
- .78'

.866

1.000

EPLG

.791

.758

- .311
- .324
1.000

EPSM

.737

.755

- .298
- .202

.902
1.000

where CR is the Constant Ratio model
CP is the Conditional Probability model
EP is the Equal Probability model
LG is the large sample
SM is the small sample.
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Table 6. Distribution CharacteristiCs for the Three Fairness
Indicators for Large amd Small Samples Comparing

Selection Ratio andi 5uccess Ratio

Selection Ratio Equals Success Ratio

Mean SD Lo

Range
Hi

CRLG 1.017 .024 .97 1.08

CRSM .999 .045 .89 1.11

CPLG .773 .058 .68 .86

CPSM .778 .076 .61 .88

EPLG .786 .055 .69 .86

EPSM .776 .074 .62 .89

Selection Ratio Is Less Than Success Ratio

Mean SD Lo

Range
Hi

CRLG 1.194 .081 1.10 1.35

CRSM 1.220 .099 1.00 1.49

CPLG .703 .046 .63 .77

CPSM .698 .057 .57 .79

EPLG .836 .035 .76 .88

EPSM .847 .045 .73 .94

Selection Ratio is Greater Than Success Ratio

Mean SD Lo

Range
Hi

CRLG .841 .054 .74 .91

CRSM .825 .068 .67 1.00

CPLG .836 .035 .76 .88

CPSM .847 .045 .73 .94

EPLG .703 .046 .63 .77

EPSM .698 .057 .57 .79

where CR is the Canstant Ratio model
CP is the Conditional Probability model

EP is the Equal Probability model
LG is the large sample
SM is the small sample.

LJ
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Table 7. Distribution Characteristics for the Three Fairness
Indicators for Large and Small Samples

Comparing Predictor/Criterion Correlations

Predictor/Criterion Correlation Equals .3

Mean SD Lo
Range

Hi

CRLG 1.016 .165 .74 1.35
CRSM 1.013 .182 .67 1.49
CPLG .761 .074 .63 .87

CPSM .760 .088 .57 .91

EPLG .763 .074 .63 .87
EPSM .758 .087 .57 .91

Predictor/Criterion Correlation Equals .4

Mean SD Lo

Range
Hi

CRLG 1.019 .145 .78 1.28
CRSM 1.017 .173 .69 1.44

CPLG .781 .069 .68 .88

CPSM .789 .082 .62 .94

EPLG .787 .067 .68 .88

EPSM .790 .081 .62 .94

where CR is the Constant Ratio model
CP is the Conditional Probability model
EP is the Equal Probability model
LG 15 the large ----1-dLyc Domp.Ly

SM is the small sample.
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Table 8. Distribution Characteristics for Ratios of
the Three Fairness Indicators

Mean SD
Range

Lo Hi

CR LG/SM 1.01 .05 .88 1.15

CR SM/LG 1.00 .05 .87 1.14

CP LG/SM 1.00 .06 .86 1.20

CP SM/LG 1.00 .05 .83 1.17

EP LG/SM 1.00 .05 .86 1.20

EP SM/LG 1.00 .05 .83 1.17

CR CR CP CP EP EP

LG/SM SM/LG LG/SM SM/LG LG/SM SM/LG

CR LG/SM
CR SM/LG
CP LG/SM
CP SM/LG
EP LG/SM
EP SM/LG

1.000 - .997
1.000

- .554
.574

1.000

.544

- .563
- .996
1.000

.448

- .426
.493

- .502
1.000

- .438
.416

- .502
.513

- .996
1.000

where CR is the Constant Ratio model
CP is the Conditional Probability model
EP is the Equal Probability model
LG is the large sample
SM is the small sample.
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IV. Discussion.

As expectei4 Table 4, shows that the correlations for the small
samples tended-tr. be higher than those for the large samples. It is
not surprising mkat for all three fairness indicators, the small
sample groups demonstrated greater variation than did the larger
sample groups. The range of the fairness indicator was virtually
identical for the CP and EP models, and was a smaller range than that
for the CR model. This is to be expected since the CP and EP indices
could range only from 0 to 1, while the CR index could range from 0 t,
infinity.

When the distributions of fairness indicators are examined for
the three relationships of selection ratio to success ratio
described in Table 6, it can be seen that all three tend to have
moderate values when selection ratios are equal; CR and EP have high
values when selection ratios are greater than success ratios, while
the CP value tends to be higher when the selection ratio is greater
than the success ratio. Both CP and EP show the greatest amount of
variance when the selection ratio is equal to the success ratio, while
CR showi the greatest amount of variance when the selection ratio is
less than the success ratio. When the distributions of the fairness
indices for large and small samples are examined separately for
correlations,of .3 _and .4 (see Table 7), all three fairness indicators
have lower mews and higher standard deviations for the lower
correlation.

The fairness indicator ratios described in Table 8 show that the
distribution differences observed in Table 5 virtually disappear. The
means of these ratios are around 1.00 (as they should be when the test
is "fair"); the small standard deviations and the range of the ratios
are almost identical for the large group/small group and for the
small group/large group indices. It would appear that all three fair-
ness indicators show similar patterns of covariance between the large
sample and small sample groups.

Based on the data from the present study, there is no compelling
statistical reason to.choose any one of the three fairness indicators

over the others. The range of the values of the indicators is
affected by both the relationship of selection and success ratios, and
predictor/criterion correlations. However, while the magnitude of the
fairness indicator may vary, the relationship of the fairness indica-
tors for the large and small groups remains about the same, no matter
which fairness indicator is used. The three fairness indicators are
equally likely to lead the investigator to conclude that a test is
fair when the majority and minority groups are chosen from the same
population and differences between the groups are due to sampling.
Quite frequently, however, this is not the case in the real world.
Members of minority and majority groups may be recruited in different
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ways and may differ dramatically in education, experience, socio-
economic status, and other demographic variables that will affect their
performance on the selection devices. The applicants from the
majority and minority groups may have different means on the selection
tests, and if the means for the minority group are lower than the
means for the majority group, then the proportion selected from the

minority applicants could well be less than four-fifths the proportion
selected from the majority applicants. If this is the case, then the
Uniform Guidelines state that adverse impact has occurred, and the
user must demonstrate that the selection is fair.

The Constant Ratio model could be used at this point to determine
if the differential proportion selected for the minority group is
compensated for by a differential success rate. If the CR definition
of fairness is met, it is unlikely that the selection procedure as
defined will be perceived as unfair. The CR model is insensitive to

the magnitude of the correlation of the predictor and the criterion,
so it would be possible to meet the CR definition of fairness while

still selecting majority and minority applicants with vastly different
probabilities of success. If this is the case, and if the minority
group members selected have a lower probability of success than the

majority group members, the minority group members will have a higher
attrition rate during the training process than the majority group
members. Since the Uniform Guidelines are extended to cover not just
selection procedures, but also employment decisions including promo-
tion, referral, retention, and transfer, the user may find that at some
point after selection some other employment decision demonstrates
adverse impact. If the Equal Probability model of test fairness is

used, this problem may be avoided, but unless the regression lines for

the minority and majority groups have the same slopes, its use could

result in the disproportional selection of one group or the other. The

Conditional Probability model could be used to insure that appropriate
numbers of successful individuals are selected, but its use too could

result in an inequitable selection ratio.

The test user is in a dilemma, as current definitions and

practices stand. In order to meet the definition of fairness at the
point of selection, the Constant Ratio model may be employed, but use

of this model may result in adverse impact and unfairness at some

later employment point. The acceptability of the various fairness

decision models will no doubt be determined by the courts. In the

ideal case, in which the minority and majority samples are selected

from the same population and their regression lines are identical, all

three models will agree, as they did in the present study. If the

test user is in the unpleasant situation in which the models would

lead to conflicting conclusions about test fairness, then some correc-

tive action must be taken. If the Equal Probability model indicates
test fairness, but the CR and CP do not, then an unfair proportion of

successful minorities are being rejected, and a lower cut score may be

justifiable. This will occur when the predictor criterion correlation
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is higher for the minorities than for the majority. If the
Conditional Probability model indicates test fairness, but the EP and
CR do not, then the predictor/criterion correlation is lower for the
minority than for the majority, and resolution of this problem may
require either development of new selection procedures or recruitment
of a minority applicant population that more closely resembles the
majority sample.

If the use of different cut scores is not feasible, or if the
data indicate that the minority applicants differ from the majority
applicants in how well their performance can be predicted, the test
user could examine recruitment practices to see if efforts could be
made to recruit minority applicants who are more like the majority
applicants in terms of characteristics related to the probability of
success. The most recent version of the Uniform Guidelines emphasizes
the role of recruitment and its effect on fairness. This emphasis on
recruitment indicates that the effects of recruitment practices on
selection and other employment decisions will be a part of the
evaluation of the fairness of a selection procedure. Modification of
minority recruitment practices could be an effective means of
bringing existing selection procedures into- compliance with the
Uniform Guidelines without necessitating the development of new
selection devices.
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A METHOD TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY
OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

Alan E. Jennings
Behavioral Skills Research Unit
Aviation Psychology Laboratory
FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

I. Introduction.

In laboratory research designed for eventual application to work
settings, frequently the purpose is to be able to generalize
performance of one population (say, college students or aviation
cadets) on a complex laboratory task to a population that is highly
selected for ability and motivation, e.g., airline pilots or air

traffic controllers. When the tasks under consideration are complex,
there is frequently a training phase of the study during which the
subjects are familiarized with the tasks. If the aim of the research

is to generalize to a population that is both highly skilled and
motivated, it is often appropriate to select subjects during this
training phase who can perform the test tasks at some minimum level of
competence and who exhibit sufficient motivation to maintain
consistently acceptable performance. This is especially important in
this type of research because data collection is often very time
consuming and costly, and practical considerations limit the sample
size. An incompetent or unreliable subject can dramatically affect
the accuracy of the results of such studies and, therefore, the
appropriateness for applying research outcomes to the target popula-

tion. An incompetent subject may be identified by specifying a
minimum level of performance in the training phase of a study.
However, especially in cases where repeated measure designs are
employed with a small number of subjects, it would also be desirable
to identify subjects who exhibit low reliability during training in

order to eliminate such subjects from further training and testing.
In such cases, grossly unreliable performance may be reasonably inter-
preted to indicate inadequate motivation or ability on the part of a

subject. ,That is, a subject who attends to the task and performs
adequately part of the time and at other times virtually ignores the
task and performs at very poor levels will have corresponding varia-
tions in the task performance measure. Such variability of perform-

ance would not be likely (or acceptable) in the "real life" situations

that are the ultimate concern of such research. If, for example, the

researcher is generalizing to pilot performance, a pilot who was
occasionally uninterested in the accuracy of his landing approach
would be rapidly eliminated from the population of pilots, .1,f not the

population of the living. Thus, the elimination of subjects who

clearly are able to perform adequately but who are unwilling or unable
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to maintain acceptable levels of performance may be an important
factor in the generalizability of research findings.

In research designs where multiple measures of the same variable
are made on the same subject (repeated measures), reliability of the
measure is frequently estimated through the use of analysis of
variance (1,4). The intent of such an estimate is to assess the
stability of the test or to define homogeneous subsets of test items.
The present study develops a method that may be used to estimate the
reliability of an individual subject's performance across successive
administrations of the same task or parallel versions of the same test
and identify subjects with extremely low reliabilities. Identification
of such subjects is particularly useful when the sample size is small
and an unreliable subject can significantly affect the validity of the
research results.

II. Method.

If, in a subjects-by-measures data matrix, all within-measure
variances are equal, then the average correlation (including the
diagonal) (R) among the measures is equal to the sum of squares for
subjects (SSs) divided by the quantity, total sum of squares (SSt)
minus sum of squares between measures (SSa;

R = SSs/(SSt - SSa).

If within-measure variances are unequal, then R in the above expres-
sion is a function of the sum of the covariance matrix rather than the

average correlation.

This average correlation among measures (R) is an estimate of
reliability of the measures, if they are parallel (6, p.
Parallel measures are distinct measurements that measure the same
thing on the same scale (6, p. 48). Therefore, the intercorrelations
of parallel measures should be equal and are the upper bound on
correlations with other tests (6, p. 59).

Since the purpose of this analysis is to derive an index of
subject reliability rather than measure differences, all measures must

be standardized within administrations. This has the effect of
equalizing the within-measure variances and results in reducing the
sum of squares for measures (SSa) to zero.

SSsubj
Since SSa = 0, R = SStotal SStotal is equal to the sum of

SSsubj, and the error term SSws (sum of squares within subjects).

SSws is the sum of the squared deviations of test scores around the
individual subject's mean test score, which is equal to the sum of
squares for the subjects-by-measures interaction.

SStotal = SSsubj + SSws = SSsubj + SSsubj x a
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R, which is used as an estimate of reliability, can then be
defined as an inverse function of the within-subject variance.

R = 1 - SSws/SSt

The within-subject variance may be calculated for any subject or group
of subjects and subsequently used as an index of reliability for that
subject or group of subjects.

In order to test the reliability of a given subject against the
overall level of reliability, the within-subject variance for a given
subject (Vi) may be compated with the within-subject variance
associated with scores from the remainder of the subjects (V_i). Since
these two variances are independent if all subjects are independent,
they may be compared by use of an F ratio. A significant Vi /V_i would
indicate that subject i was ,significantly less reliable at the specific
a level than the rest of the subject sample.

The calculational procedure for these tests is as follows.
Assume a data matrix Xij with i = 1 to N subjects and j = 1 to M
measures. These measures might reasonably be repeated measures on the
same task or measures from parallel forms of the same task. The

scores in the data matrix would first be standardized so that all
column (measure) means and variances are equal.

Let Vi equal the within-subject variance of subject i.

SSwithin i = EX2ij (EXij)2/M (M = number of measures)

dfwithin i = M 1 so,

Vi = SSwithin i/dfwithin i

Let V_i equal the within-subject variance of all subjects except i.

SS_i = SSwithin subj SSwithin i

= SStotal - SSsubj SSwithin i
r

df_i = dfwithin suhj dfwithin i

= 0-1)(N-2) (N = number of subjects)

V_i = SS_i/df_i

Since Vi and V_i are independent variances if all subjects are
independent, the ratio between them is distributed as F, with (M-1)

and (N-2)(M-1) degrees of freedom. A significant Vi/V-i indicates
that subject x is less reliable in his performance than the other
subjects.
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A problem in the application of this method is that it.involves
multiple tests, i.e., each subject is tested separately for
reliability. In experimental situations where multiple comparisons
are made, the Type I error rate (alpha) is much higher than the alpha

level chosen for the individual tests. A straightforward solution to

this problem is to use a smaller alpha value, which takes into account
the number of comparisons. A simple formula (8) for the determination

of alpha resulting from multiple comparisons is: alphae = 1 - (1 -

alpha)c where alphae is the error rate per experiment, alpha is the
error rate per comparison and c is the number of independent compari-

sons. Although the comparisons made in the present study are not
independent, this approach will identify subjects who are extreme. A

table of critical values for alphae may be found in Jacobs (5).

In some situations, the experimenter may want to estimate the
effect on R of deletion of certain subjects. This procedure is not
readily amenable to significance testing but may be used to get a

"feel" for the data.

R_i = an estimate of the average correlation that would result if
subject i were removed (assuming that for all measures, mean = 0 and

s.d. = 1).

R_i = (SS_i -(JXii)2/MN/(S5total (N/(4-1)EXii)

A comparison of R and R_x (R - R_x) may be used to provide an index of

the effect on overall reliability of a given subject's scores.

III. Discussion.

The method presented here provides researchers with a tool that

may be used to identify subjects whose performance on repeated

measures or parallel measures is unusually inconsistent. The procedure

can be used for preselection of subjects for experimental studies in

human factors research in which practical considerations dictate

small sample sizes.

The "prediction of predictability" is a problem that has long

plagued researchers (2,3,7). Using a subject reliability index as a
predictability measure is a concept that has not been applied. Of

course, research utilizing this method is needed to determine its

potential usefulness.
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111A Comparison of Two Criterion-Referenced Scoring Procedures for

An Answer-Until-Correct, Multiple-Choice Performance Test

by

John B. Meredith, Jr., Ph.D

J. Thomas Martin, Jr.

Data-Design Laboratories
Norfolk, Virginia 23502
November 1978

In many testing programs it is desirable to assess the status

of the examinee with respect to a performance standard or

criterion. Criterion-referenced testing (CRT) can serve as

a vehicle for such an assessment. The purpose of this report

is to present the results of a comparison of two CRT methods

applied to a paper and pencil simulated performance test known

as the Decision Measurement System (DMS).

The DMS uses a multiple-choice, answer-until-correct procedure

which leads the examinee through a series of questions in

an attempt to "troubleshoot" a fault_ within the equipment using

pictorial representations of panel indications. Each examinee

marks (swipes) his response on a latent image answer sheet.

If the answer is correct he is directed to the next question;

if his answer is incorrect he is allowed to make another swipe

and continues until he has chosen the correct answer.

Two CRT methods were examined to classify examinees into pass/

fail categories. The first was the present method used by the

Navy. This method invoked a predetermined passing score of

62.5 for the DMS test scores, where an examinee's score, is,

determined by exponentially combining the number of items

answered correctly by him on the first, second, and third swipes.

The second method involved an extension of the Minimally Accep-

table Performance Level (MAPL) technique, introduced by Nedelsky

(1954) and modified by Meredith (1976), to set a passing score

based on the sum of the expected number of swipes required by

the Minimally Qualified Examinee (MQE) to complete each item

on the DMS. The expected number of swipes for each item was

determined from subject matter expert evaluations concerning

the attractiveness of item alternatives to the MQE.

Each method was applied to the DMS results obtained from 30

examinees, who had been administered the Sonar Sounding Set

DMS during January and February 1978.

These CRT methods were evaluated using twop.)cedures. The
first procedure was to determine the reichAbility of each clas-

u
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sification method. The second procedure was to validate the
CRT classifications of the examinees by determining the corre-
lation of the pass/fail classifications with four proficiency
indicators (average knowledge test scores, average skill test
scores, paygrade, and number of patrols).

For each CRT method, examinees who were classified as meeting
or exceeding the minimum passing score were assigned a score
of one; those classified as not meeting the minimum passing
score were-assigned a score of zero. These dichtomous scores
were used to determine the reliability and concurrent validity
of both CRT methods.

The reliability of each classification method was determined
by randomly splitting the DMS into two parallel sections and
establishing, for both methods, a passing score on each sec-
tion. Next, the proportion of consistent classifications
across test sections was determined for both classification
methods as an indication of their reliabilities.

The reliability of the present Navy passing score classification
method was .38 while the reliability of the MAPL classification
method was .64. (Note that these are conservative estimates of
.the classification reliabilities, since the classifications
were based on half the number of original test items.) This
difference in the reliability of the two classification methods
was expected since the MAPL technique adapts to the difficulty
of the performance test by settins a lower passing score (based
on a greater number of swipes) on more difficult tests. The
inflexibility of the 62.5 criterion in contrast. does not account
for tests of greater or lesser difficulties.

Both classification methods yielded approximately equal cor-
relation coefficients with the four proficiency level indica-

tion. Table 1 gives the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients for each method with the four proficiency level

indicators. Neither classification method resulted in signifi-
cantly higher correlation coefficients for any of the four
proficiency level indicators.

The criterion-referenced MAPL technique was found to be the
more efficient means for classifying examinees. Also, both
classification methods were found to be equally valid when
compared to four proficiency criteria. These results, however,
were based on only 30 examinees, and before any sweeping
generalization can be made, it is suggested that this method-
ology be applied to larger set of data. Further, the MAPL
method for evaluating criterion-referenced performance tests
should_becompared to other CRT procedures, botheMOirically
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Table 1. Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients forClassification Methods with Proficiency Level Indicators

Proficiency Level
Indicators Present Navy

Classification Method
MAPL Classificatior.

Method

Average PTEP*
.33

.30Knowledge Score

Average PTEP*
.49

.21Skill Score

Paygrade
.36

.35
Number of Patrols

.27
.23

Note: For each proficiency level indicator, the difference between the corre-lation coefficients was nonsignificant at the .05 level.
*PTEP: Personnel and Training Evaluation Program
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An analysis of the OE concept and suggested improvements

C.E. George, Henry Kinnison and H.W. Smith

Texas Tech University

We present some observations of the Army Organizational Evaluation

(OE) program (USACGSC, 1978). Our concern is that the General Organ-

izational Questionnaire (GOQ, Appendix A of TRADOC-OETC, 1974) seems

to address only garrison effectiveness. If this is the case, is it

possible that a tactical unit might become more effective as a garri-

son organization but lose some potential combat effectiveness as a re-

sult of an OE program?
A model of unit effectiveness presented earlier (George, 1977;

George and Smith, 1978) suggests that this may be a real possibility

(Figure 1). This model, based on experimental work with Infantry units,

indicates that the GOQ factors are weak and uncertain, even potentially

misleading, predictors of small unit tactical proficiency. The GOQ

factors, communication flow, decision making, motivation, integration

of personnel with unit and identification with unit are essentially

"symptomatic" variables rather that direct determinants of tactical

proficiency in small Infantry units (Figures 2 and 3).

It is recognized, or course, that the services must produce troop

satisfaction and motivation as measured by the GOQ factors. The point

is that one may do this through organizational climate (higher level

leadership) in ways that may fail to affect, or even degrade, tactical

perf2ruance. On the other hand, it is suggested that these ends can

beA'W tactical problems via teamwork training.

The Army OE _program
This is a voluntary program, confidentiality is promised and the

anonymity of respondents is respected. The OE process consists of

four steps: 1) assessment, 2) planning, 3) implementation, and 4) eval-

uation/follow-up. A central component of the assessment step is the

84 (plus several demographic) item GOQ. This questionnaire surveys a

standard upon which to base the later steps. The items are generally

easy to read and are unambiguous. They are written to fit any type of

organizational setting, that is, they ask about co-workers and super-

visors rather than NCO's, officers and peer-group soldiers. This gen-

erality provides some gain in adaptability but it probably also pro-

duces some feeling among combat branch, company and battalion level

commanders that it is too general to fit their specific organizational

concerns.
Although a commander is encouraged to work with the OE officer to

add items to the GOQ, this is a laborious and uncertain procedure which

may fail to produce interpretable data. It is suggested that a subset

of branch specific items be developed and factor analyzed, along with

the current items, on representative samples of soldiers in tactical

units. At worst, this would add to the face validity of OE procedures

for unit commanders. At best, it might produce a more sensitive sur-

vey instrument. It is our feeling, hawever, that some way must be

found to measure teamwork directly in the small tactical unit and to

include this evaluation as a component of the present OE program.
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A specific concern we have about the GOQ is the implicit idea of

the soldier as a passive recipient of information from above or a pro-

vider of information upon request. The basic requirement for develop-

ing teamwork in the lower level tactical unit, especially in the case

of Infantry, is an active information seeking soldier who recognizes

and meets the needs of others for data in fluid, confusing situations.

It may seem unfair to criticize the GOQ for not doing something it was

not designed to do. On the other hand, if these units are as different

from organizations in general as we think they are, it may be vital to

consider the possibility that OE users could be led to confuse garri-

son with operational effectiveness.
The General Organizational Questionnaire interpretive package

Computer printout's of GOQ results provide the user with highly

interpretable data. Especially valuable are the breakdowns across demo-

graphic variables and by subunits of the unit being evaluated. On the

negative side, the OE officer and user may be led to overinterpret the

differences among subunits. Differences are said to be "moderately sig-

nificant" at thejaplevel. Users are warned against overinterpreting
differences between medians based on small cumbers of cases, but appar-

ently not warned to take into account the total number of stat40*4PAI

comparisons being made.
Summary

The Army OE program in general and the GOQ specifically, have many

strengths. Wider usage by lower level, combat branch cormanders will

probably require more believable safeguards re: confidentiality, better

face (and hopefully construct) validity and perhaps further refinement

of interpretive guidelines. Normative data from similar units in simi-

lar circumstances could also be most helpful.
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Figure 2. Model of small unit structural characteristics.
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I. Symptomatic variables (individual and group characteristics within the
unit-task-setting environment)
A. Sociometric (questionable administrative utility)

1. affection (stress resistence)
2. respect (mutual confidence)

B. Unit member motivation to maximize:
1. personal achievement (intragroup competitive)
2. socializing (emotional support)
3. unit efficiency (coordination)

II. Behavioral coordination of response
A. Shared attention among:

1. one's primary job
2. status of co-workers
3. machine(s) in the unit system
4. extra-unit task environment

B. Recognition of initiative taking requirement
C. Respond to requirement

1. individual, immediate action
2. communicate status to other(s)

Figure 3. Small unit level correlates of performance.
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The Development of a Technique for Using Occupational
Survey Data to Construct and Weight Computer-Derived Test Outlines

for Air Force Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKTs)

by

William J. Phalen

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

The opinions and conclusions expressed in this paper
are those of the author and are not necessarily

those of the United States Air Force.

Introduction

In June 1974, the Government Equal Employment Opportunity Coordi-
nating Council (EEOCC) issued a slender but highly significant publica-
tion entitled Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures. Its

purpose was to spell out in some detail the intent of several acts of
Congress and executive orders concerning the need to validate tests
used for personnel selection. The Government specifically urged that
such tests be validated against "a systematic and appropriately compre-
hensive analysis of the job for which the selection procedure is to be
used." The Commander of the USAF Occupational Measurement Center at
that time, Col Kaapke, directed that a project be intiated to establish
procedures for making systematic, efficient, and timely use of job
analysis data in the construction of Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKTs).
This was to ensure that SKTs would be constructed in accordance with
the proposals of the Uniform Guidelines. I was selected as project
officer and began working on the project in September 1975.

Initial Assessment of the Problem

There had been numerous previous attempts to integrate occupational
survey data into the test development process, none of which had met

with much success. Early attempts had centered on the psychologist and
his team of subject-matter specialists poring over the bound volumes of
computer printout material that accompanied the final report of a job

analysis. In most cases, the test psychologist lacked the expertise to
read the printouts and locate relevant information. Even when the test

psychologist was knowledgeable, the printouts themselves were not in a
format that would be amenable to direct use in test outline development.
Added to this, there were severe time constraints levied on the various
phases of the test development process, with the inevitable result that
the survey data printouts were laid aside early in the project without
having made any signficiant contribution to test outline development.
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Later attempts at making survey data useful for test outline development
involved the preparation of a much smaller package of computer printouts
which included job descriptions for SKT-relevant paygrade groupings.
Oftentimes the occupational analyst responsible for the specialty would
meet with the SKT team and explain how to read the printouts and how
the data might be applied to the test construction process. While this
procedure engendered greater use, the results still left much to be
desired. The data package was still too large and complex and no
systematic way was devised to make the data an integral part of the
test outline development process. At best, the team would use the
survey data to confirm decisions already made or to resolve debates
concerning the 'egree to which certain tasks were performed in a special-
ty. But this was done after the test outline had already been developed
and percentage weights had been assigned to the various content areas
independently of the survey data.

If significant progress was to be made in the use of survey data
in test development, it appeared that the main questions to be addressed
were: Is occupational survey data relevant to the development of valid
SKTs? If so, how can its relevance and usefulness be maximized?

The first question was easy to answer. Survey data had much to
offer in the way of validating the content of SKTs in terms of job
relevance. Because survey data are gathered on hundreds, or even
thousands, of job incumbents, they provide a more representative and
reliable sampling of task performance than could possibly be obtained
from the judgments of three or four subject-matter specialists, no
matter how broadly experienced they were. Answering the second question
on how to maximize the relevance and usefulness of occupational survey
data in test development is the topic that will concern the remainder
of this paper. Relevance and usefulness actually subsume many other
questions such as: Should all tasks in a job inventory be considered
fof-dse-on-an SKT, or is there only a relatively small subset-af-tasks
in each survey that would be relevant and useful? What might be meaning-

ful criteria for selecting relevant and useful tasks? Can a valid

criterion be developed that would permit the direct evaluation of tasks
on testing importance? Can survey data be used to determine not only
test outline content, but also the percentage weights for outline
areas? What would be the most useful format for presenting tasks for
test outline and test item development? Let me now address these
questions one at a time.

All Tasks vs. Subset of Tasks

Careful examination of SKT requirements and survey limitations
revealed types of tasks which could be eliminated from consideration.
Eight categories of task unusability for SKT purposes were identified.
These, combined with a ninth "usable" category, were ordered-to form a
nine-point pseudo-scale that could be used by subject-matter experts to
classify all the tasks in a job inventory in terms of usability. The

task usability scale is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Instructions for Coding Usability
of Tasks for SKT Purposes

RECORDING TASK USABILITY FOR SKT PURPOSES

A. Rate each task in the "Time Spent" column or right-hand margin with
one of the following codes (use the lowest number if more than one
Code applies; e.g., if codes 1, 4, and 5 apply, record "1 "):

Code Meaning

1 Task is totally inapplicable to this AFSC/shredout (if task
is even slightly applicable, use code 8)

2 Task is obsolete or will soon be obsolete

3 Task statement doesn't make sense or is uninterpretable

4 Task to a large extent duplicates another task (give duty and
task identifier of duplicate task; e.g., B 32)

S Task (Annul be tesird by papef-and-pencil test

6 Task applies to PFE. USAF 9-Skill Level Upgrade Exam. or USAF
Supervisory Exam

7 No SKT-usable reference covers this task (usually determined
when attempting to write test item)

8 Task is not important enough to be tested on (e.g., very few
airmen perform it, or it is extremely easy to learn, etc.)

9 Task is important enough for testing on at least one level of
the AKT/SKT

B. If a task statement requires revision, record the STS area(s) and
task usability code for the task statement as it is currently
worded, and then pencil in the necessary revision.

G. If additional tasks need to be included in the job inventory, write
in the tasks on the pages provided at the back of the inventory
booklet, preceded by the appropriate duty identifier (e.g., A. B.
C. etc.). and record the applicable STS areas and task usability
codes for these tasks as described above.

The first four categories of unusability (1 through 4) are attributable
to problems in the survey instrument. The next four categories of
unusability (5 through 8) arise from special requirements of SKTs. The
last category (9) is the only one which states that a task is usable.
A team of subject-matter experts was asked to rate every task in the
applicable job inventory on task usability for SKT purposes. Only one
rating was to be given to each task: namely, the lowest-numbered
rating that applied, the reason being that the lower the number, the
more unusable the task. This procedure also insured that all lower-
numbered categories than the one assigned to the task did not-apply.
The rating given was to be based on a consensus of the subject-matter
experts. Separate individual ratings were not permitted, because
averaging would be inappropriate for a pseudo-scale such as this one.
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In general, the task usability ratings were provided by the SKT minors
revision team, so that the codes would be available for input to the
computer in selecting tasks for a computerized test outline to be
prepared for the SKT major' revision project the following year.

Additional requirements were also established for the selection of
usable tasks. These requirements were based on task data parameters.
To be selected as usable, a task had to be performed by at least 20% of
one of the three groups representing the three AKT/SKT testing levels:
E-2/E-3 (Apprentice Knowledge Test), E-5, and E-6/E-7. Tasks with
lower percentages were excluded as unusable, as were tasks performed by
a higher percentage of supervisory personnel (9-skill level) than
journeyman personnel (5-skill level) and tasks which were not performed
by at least 10% of job incumbents in each of the major using commands.
The additional requirements were based on the fact that SKTs are Air
Force-wide tests that include only speciality knowledge (no general
supervision) and should cover only tasks which are performed by a
significafit percentage of members across the specialty (not specific to
a major command). While it is true that the additional requirement
aimed at the elimination of supervisory tasks overlaps code 6 of the
usability scale, it has been found to be a useful backup to override
coding errors.

The task filtering processes described above have routinely elim-
inated from SKT consideration anywhere from one-half to three-quarters
of the tasks contained in the survey instrument. The remaining tasks
have proved to be a quite manageable subset of tasks with strong claims
to testing importance. Once the subset of usable tasks was identified,
the selected tasks were assigned to one or more of the three AKT/SKT
testing levels. A task had to be performed by at least 20% of the
incumbents at any one level to be included as an appropriate task for
testing at that level. Typically, one-fifth to one-third of the tasks
wouldbe-assigned to only one level. The remaining two-thirds to-four-
fifths would be assigned to more than one level. So far, the number of
usable tasks assigned per testing level has been between 17 and 142
tasks, depending to a large extent on the total number of tasks in the
job inventory and the homogeneity of the specialty.

The Criterion Problem

As anticipated, the development of an adequate criterion to assess
the testing importance of tasks proved to be the most difficult problem
of all. The problem was compounded by the fact that the Specialty
Knowledge Test Development Branch did not possess the resources for

'An SKT major revision team develops new test outlines, including out-
line area weights, and performs a thorough rewrite of the tests. A

minor revision team, merely updates the previous year's test.
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gathering and processing the large amount of data that would be required
to obtain direct assessments of task testing importance from the more
than ;50 AFSCs for which reasonably current occupational survey data
were &vailable. On the other hand, obtaining task testing importance
ratings from the 3- or 4-man SKT teams at the beginning of a test
development project would be an exercise in futility. First of all,
data supplied by such a small sample would lack representativeness and
reliability, which were the major problems besetting the current method
of test outline development. Secondly, the data could not be processed
quickly enough to be available to the team when it was needed.

A different avenue which showed more promise was to use task
factor data already being gathered by the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory in support of training priorities research. A factor identi-
fied as "field recommended task training emphasis" appeared to be a
reasonably close analog to task testing importance--close enough that
it could possibly be considered as a substitute for it. However, the
substitution of training emphasis for testing importance had several
drawbacks. First, the importance of a task for inclusion on a promotion
test, such as the SKT, may be high, even if there is no perceived need
for training in the task. Secondly, some tasks require training because
they are job specific and have, therefore, not been trained in the
school or encountered on previous jobs. Such tasks would be inappropriate
in an SKT, which is required to test broad AFSC knowledges. Thirdly,
training emphasis applies to both skills and knowledges; whereas the
SKT deals only with the knowledge components of tasks. These drawbacks
militated against the direct use of the recommended task training
emphasis factor as the criterion of task testing importance. However,
the six principal factors used by the Human Resources Laboratory to
predict training emphasis seemed to encompass all the elements of
testing importance as defined in the guidingtdocuments for the SKT
program. These factors were: percent of members performing the task,
an-index of percent time spent on the task by-all members, task learning
difficulty, probable consequences of inadequate performance of the
task, task delay tolerance, and average grade level (by averaging the
percent of members in each grade performing the task).2 The index of
percent time spent was so highly correlated with percent members per-
forming (in excess of .90 for all observed specialties) that the index
of percent time spent was dropped as being redundant. The average
grade level factor was considered important as a criterion for placing
tasks at the appropriate testing levels, but not as a predictor of
testing importance within testing levels. The remaining four factors
became the basis for two different methods of constructing a criterion
of task testing importance based on a weighted composite of the four

2Evidence that these factors were relevant to the development of SKT out-
lines was presented in a study by Vaughan and Hickerson (reported at the
1976 MIA Conference) in which SKT test outline weights were reliably
predicted from occupational data gathered on these factors.
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factors. The following paragrappiwill be devoted to discussing the

two methods.

Development of a Composite Criterion by Policy Capturing with Simulated

Task Data

) As stated previously, gathering criterion data on task testing
importance from large samples of incumbents in each specialty was not
feasible; on the other hand, the number of testing importance ratings
that could be supplied for the tasks in each Air Force specialty by the
individual SKT test development teams would not be sufficient to insure
reliability.

One way of surmounting these difficulties and obtaining testing
importance weights for the four predictor variables (percent performing,
difficulty, consequences, and delay tolerance) based on an adequate
number of raters was to develop a non-AFSC-related set of simulated
tasks for which randomly generated ratings on the four predictor variables
would be the only task data provided. This was done, and 56 members of
14 SKT teams were given the same set of tasks in the form of a deck of
125 randomly ordered punch cards, with each card containing four randomly
generated ratings printed on the blank reverse side of each card. To

avoid confusion, the task delay tolerance factor, which used a reversed
scale relative to testing importance (1=least tolerance for delay,
9 =most tolerance for delay) was reversed and called "requirement for
prompt performance" to make it directionally comparable to the other
three factor scales. A blank card containing factor titles was also
furnished so that the ratings could be identified with the appropriate
factor by superimposing the factor titles card on the data card.

Figure 2 shows three simulated task cards and a factor titles card.

Each subject-matter specialist was asked to rankorder the cards
(tasks)-on testing importance using the information provided on the
four factors. It was up to the subject-matter specialist to visualize
what kind of task might fit the data on each card. The actual ranking
of the cards was performed only after the cards had twice been sorted
into five categories of testing importance (5 x 5 = 25 categories) in
order to simplify the ranking process. A regression equation was
computed for each subject-matter specialist using the testing importance
rankings as the criterion variable against which to regress the ratings
on the four predictor variables. Four cases from one.SKT team were
dropped because the members apparently did not perform the rankordering,
as evidenced by the extremely low correlations of all four predictor
variables with the criterion for those cases. Two other cases were
dropped because of missing cards.

A hierarchical clustering of the regression equations of the
remaining 50 cases was performed to determine whether there was more
than one ranking policy employed by the subject-matter specialists.
Four distinct ranking policies were identified, as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Factor Titles Card and
Three Simulated Task Cards
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Table 1
Beta Weights and R2 Values for Four Testing Importance Policies
Identified by Hierarchical Clustering of Regression Equations,

Using Simulated Tasks

Beta Weights

POLICY N % PERF LRN DIFF CONSEQ DELAY TOL* R2

A 15 .3073 .1033 .4495 .4707 .5736
B 23 .0318 .1144 .8856 .1177 .8047

C 5 .0124 .7965 .1504 .0909 .6634

D 3 .9595 .0232 .1072 .0102 .9174
OVERALL 50 .1715 .1650 .5622 .1896 .4153

*Task delay tolerance scale was reversed and called "Requirement for
Prompt Performance."

Differences among policies are significant beyond .001 level of
confidence.
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Policy A, which was used by 15 cases, gave the greatest weight to
consequences of inadequate performance and task delay tolerance, and
also gave substantial weight to percent members performing. Policy B,

which was used by 23 cases, gave overwhelming weight to consequences of
inadequate performance. Policy C, which was used by five cases, gave
overwhelming weight to task difficulty. Policy D, which was used by
three cases, gave overwhelming weight to percent members performing.
Four cases did not fall into any policy group. There did not appear to
be any identifiable AFSC pattern associated with the policy groupings
such that different equations could be called upon in comparing task
testing importance values for individual specialties or groups of
related specialties. Intercorrelations of the predictor variables are
not reported here, for the obvious reason that the random assignment of
factor ratings to the simulated tasks insured virtually zero correlations
between these variables. While it is true that the data which the
Human Resources Laboratory has gathered on the four predictor variables
show substantial intercorrelation, the goal of this policy-capturing
effort was to obtain uncontaminated correlations of the factors with
the criterion (testing importance). If ;flterL.urrclation had been built
into the assignment of ratings to the simulated tasks, the fact that
the four ratings on each punch card were locked together in the ranking
process would have induced spurious correlation of each factor with the
criterion.

Once uncontaminated correlations of the predictor factors with the
criterion were obtained, the real intercorrelations of the predictor
variables, which differed from one specialty to another, were plugged
into an appropriate regression model to compute task testing importance
values using the four-factor composite. Results and comparisons of
this, method with the second method will be discussed after the second
method of criterion development has been presented.

Development of Composite Criterion Based on Factor Importance Ratings

Upon completion of the rankordering of the simulated tasks, each
subject-matter specialist was asked to rate on a nine-point scale each
of the four predictor variables on how important he thought it was in
determining testing importance. Figure 3 shows the scale used for
rating the four predictor variables on testing importance.

The coefficient of interrater agreement adjusted for differences
in the frame of reference for the individual raters was computed as a
measure of reliability. The average reliability was found to be .383
for a single rater (RII) and .972 for the means of the 56 raters (Rkk)
A second sample of 50 raters was later obtained to check the representa-
tiveness of the 56-rater sample. No significant difference was found
between the adjusted factor weights of the two samples (see Table 2).

The next step was to use the factor rating data to derive an
appropriately weighted composite of the four factors that would serve
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Figure 3. Scale for Rating Four Factors
on Testing Importance

RATING OF FACTOR IMPORTANCE

How important do you think each of the following factors is in
determining the testing importance of a task? Use the 9-point rating

scale shown below.

The factor is:

1. Extremely unimportant
2. Very unimportant
3. Unimportant
4. Slightly unimportant
5. So-so
6. Slightly Important
7. Important
8. Very important
9. Extremely important

Factor Rating (1-9)

1, S MEMBERS PERFORMING

2. LEARNING DIFFICULTY

3. CONSEQUENCES OF INAOEQUATE PERFORMANCE .

4. REQUIREMENT FOR PROMPTNESS OF PERFORMANCE

OEFINITIONS OF TASK RATING FACTORS

1. % Members Performing is a measure of the proportion of all airmen
in the appropriate Air Force Specialty or shredout who perform the
task.

2. learning Difficulty is a measure of the need for lengthy, systematic
'training before a new member of the appropriate Air Force SpecialtY
or shredout can perform the task adequately. It may be thought of
as the difficulty involved in "picking up" the task on the job with-
out any systematic training.

3. Consequences of Inadequate Performance is a measure of the serious-
ness of the probable consequen5;77-Thadequate performance of the
task. It is measured in terms of possible injury or death, wasted
supplies, damaged equipment, wasted man-hours of work, etc.

measure4. Requirement for Promptness of Performance is a measure of how much
delay can be tolerated between the time an airman becomes aware the
task is to be performed and the time he must commence doing it.
Must he commence immediately, or does he have time to consult a
manual, seek guidance, or even be taught how to do it?

as the criterion of testing importance. However, it was first necessary
to standardize each of the factors (mean = 5, S.D. = 1) so that all
factors would possess equal weight prior to the application of the
rater-derived weights. One additional problem existed in regard to the
"percent members performing" factor: it was very negatively skewed in
all samples and the standard deviation was approximately equal to the
mean. As a result, task percentages below the mean would tend to be
underweighted and percentages above the mean overweighted, even after
standardization. Therefore, it was necessary to extract the logarithm
of this variable prior to standardization in order to reduce the
skewness.
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A covariance weighting technique was used to adjust the factor
weights derived from the ratings of factor importance. This was done
so as to insure that the factor weights would be in accord with their
relative independence. The procedure used to accomplish the covariance
weighting is presented in Appendix A.

Comparison of Card-Sorting and Factor Importance Rating Approaches

The card-sorting policy-capturing approach had two distinct
advantages:

1. The ranking of simulated tasks on testing importance
involved the simultaneous consideration of all four predictor variables,
rather than one at a time.

2. Multiple observations were obtainable on each rater.

On the other hand, the card-sorting policy - capturing technique
disclosed several weaknesses:

1. Many subject-matter specialists found the rankordering
procedure overly complex and difficult to understand.

2. Many subject-matter specialists were turned off by the
fact that they were expected to rankorder sets of four numbers that
were not associated with identifiable tasks.

3. Three of the four policies identified through the hier-
archical grouping of individual rater policy equations gave 76% to 87%
of the testing importance weight to a single factor. Only 15 out of 50
raters used a multiple factor policy. This finding indicated that most
raters took the line of least resistance and simply rankordered the
-simulated-tasks on a single variable because that was the easiest thing
to do.

4. The rankordering of simulated task decks lacks credibility.
The technique is difficult to explain and is, therefore, difficult to
justify. The technique also operated something like a black box; you
knew what went in and what came out, but were not at all sure what
happened in between. By way of overall assessment of the policy-
capturing technique, I would not recommend its use with enlisted person-
nel, and, if used at all, it should be very carefully explained and
illustrated with numerous examples. It should also be carefully moni-
tored during the entire time the procedure is being performed.

The factor importance weighting technique had two distinct advantages:

1. Obtaining overall testing importance ratings for the four
predictor variables was a relatively quick and simple way of obtaining
factor weights from a large number of subject-matter specialists.
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2. The statistical techniques used to combine rater weights
with covariance data to predict a composite criterion were straight-
forward and the process was totally visible, which lent it credibility.

The principal weakness of the factor importance weighting technique
is that the factor weights specified by the raters may not have repre-
sented their desired policy had the raters been able to see the resultant
testing importance values. However, the effect of using inadequate
weights can be corrected over time by subsequent subject-matter special-
ists who operationally use the task testing importance values based on
the inadequate weights. Suggested changes in the ranking of specific
tasks can be translated into weighting revisions in the applicable
regression equation.

Comparisons of the beta weights for the card-sorting group and comparable
scaled-down mean rating weights for the two factor importance weighting
groups are shown in Table 2. Although the two weighting schemes yielded
the same rankordering of variahlac in terms of relative contribution in
predicting the criterion, the two weighting systems would produce
significantly different R2 values if applied to the same criterion.
Based on the previously stated assessments of the two methods, it would
appear that more faith should be placed in weights derived by the
factor importance weighting technique, although these weights, too, are
suspect until such time as they have been subjected to further validation.

Table 2
Weights Derived From Ranking Technique for One Sample

and Rating Techniques for Two Samples

Card-Sorting
Sample

Factor
Importance
Sample #1

Factor
Importance
Sample #2

Factor N=50 N=56 N=50

% MEMBERS PERFORMING .1715 .2309 .2684

LEARNING DIFFICULTY .1650 .2250 .2480

CONSEQ INADEQ PERF .5622 .3444 .3090

REQ FOR PROMPT PERF* .1896 .2880 .2629

*Task delay tolerance scale was reversed and called "Requirement for
Prompt Performance."

Differences between the ranking weights and the two sets of rater weights
are significant beyond .001 level of confidence. Differences between the
two sets of factor importance weights are not signficant (p> .05).



Development of Task-Based Computerized Outline Formats

Up to this point, I have discussed the selection of the subset of

usable tasks, the sorting of these tasks into the three SKT testing

levels, and the development of a composite task variable which assigns

a testing importance value to each task in the subset. It should be

noted that the testing importance value for the same task will vary

from one testing level to another because of differences in the percent

of members performing the task at each level. Task learning difficulty,

however, is by definition, invariant from level to level.

Imposing the structure of a test outline on a set of tasks to be
presented in a computerized outline required an important decision as
to how the tasks should be organized to form meaningful outline areas.

Using the categories or modules from the previous SKT outline seemed to

be the obvious solution. However, it soon became apparent that this

procedure had four serious drawbacks:

1. The test outlines used to develop previous SKTs are

controlled-item documents. To extract the outline areas from these
documents for use in a computerized outline would involve serious
security problems that would be difficult to control.

2. Outlines for many specialties contain extensive content
areas dealing with general principles; e.g., electronic principles,

mechanical principles, etc., as well as the more directly job-related

categories. Many tasks could not be unambiguously assigned to either
the general principles area or the job-related area.

3. Previous test outlines may well be out of date and need

considerable revision before reuse. Extensive outline revision would

negate one of the primary purposes of developing a computerized outline- -

saving time.

4. Many test outlines are very personal documents that
embody the peculiar characteristics of the team that produced it. As

such, it is often unacceptable to a subsequent SKT team.

The second document to be considered was the Air Force Specialty

Training Standard (STS), which lists in outline format the various job

areas of an Air Force specialty in which OJT is to be conducted. It

also specifies the performance and knowledge levels that should be

attained in each job area at the apprentice, journeyman, and technician/

supervisor skill levels. This document is prepared at the training

center responsible for the formal training courses pertaining to the

applicable specialty and achieves official Air Force status upon being

coordinated and approved at command and Air Staff levels. After initial

publication, the STS continues to be updated as needed. The official

status of the STS, the manner in which it is prepared and approved, and

its currency, seemed to make it an ideal document from which to obtain
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a framework for organizing tasks into meaningful test outline modules.
As good fortune would have it, modular organization of tasks had also
become a necessary extension of training priorities research being
conducted at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. As a result,
modular capability was added to the Comprehensive Occupational Data
Analysis Programs (CODAP) about six months after its need became
critical to the development of the SKT computerized outline. However,
in order to group tasks into STS modules, tasks first had to be matched
with STS work areas. STS coding of tasks by STS paragraph numbers was
to be performed by SKT teams at the same time as they coded tasks for
"usability." Directions given to subject-matter specialists for STS
coding of tasks are shown in Figure 4. Sample pages from a job inven-
tory booklet illustrating STS coding, usability coding, and write-in
tasks are shown in Appendix B. Just as task usability coding was
accomplished by team consensus, so also for STS coding. However, more
than one STS area was allowed to be assigned to a task if the subject-
matter specialists felt that this was necessary. Two job inventory
booklets were coded--one booklet was retained fnr use in SKT outline
development and the other was made available to job inventory developers
and .job Analysts at the Occupational Measurement Center. The developers
and analysts used the STS and task usability codings, as well as suggested
task revisions and additions provided by the SKT team, to assist in
developing and updating job inventories, or as an aid in organizing,
evaluating, and analyzing job survey data. The job inventory booklet
retained for SKT outline development was forwarded for keypunching of
the STS and task usability codes. STS work area titles were keypunched
at the same time.

Figure 4. Coding Instructions for
Recording STS Areas

CODING INSTRUCTIONS
1. RECORDING STS AREAS

A. For each task, indicate the appropriate STS area, subarea, and
sub-subarea in the "Check" column; e.g., 3c(2).

B. If there are no subareas, record only the major area; e.g.. 14.

C. If more than one STS area, subarea, or sub-subarea.applies, record
all of them; e.g., 3c(2), 7c(1, 2, 3, 4).

O. At any level of the STS whi:h does not apply, record a dash; e.g..
--- (no STS area applies), 3-- (no subarea or sub-subarea applies).
3c- (no sub-subarea applies).

The Development of Weights for Test Outline Areas

The subset of tasks selected for use on the SKTs was carefully
screened for usability; i.e., only tasks with a usability code of "8"
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or "9" were retained. Assuming that appropriate testing importance
weights had also been computed for each task, it seemed logical that
the procedure for weighting an outline area was to sum the task testing
importance weights for that area and divide this sum by the sum of
testing importance weights for all tasks in the SKT subset. This
tafillteltOn Wdd edrried out in each outline area to transform the sums
into proportionate weights, and the proportionate weights were easily
convertible into quotas for the number of items to be written per
outline area (total of 135 per SKT, 80 per Apprentice Knowledge Test)
and the number of items that would actually be selected for use in the
test per outline area (total of 100 per SKT, 65 per AKT). For tasks
that had been coded into more than one STS area, the procedure was to
divide the testing importance weight for each task by the number of
assigned STS areas and use this partial weight in the summing operation.
As of now, only the summing of the testing importance weights by outline
area can be accomplished by computer.

The computation of the proportionate weights and the conversion of
proportionate weights to numbers of items to write and to select must
be done by hand. Hopefully, the necessary computer programming to
replace the manual operation will be accomplished within the next
several months.

Actualization of the Computer-Derived Outline

All the components required for the computer-derived outline were
now ready for assembly into a printed output. Two types of format were
decided upon: one for use with a vertical method of test construction,
and another for use with a horizontal method. In the vertical method,
SKTs are constructed for ()tie testing level at a time. A print format
was designed for this method that consisted of three separate outlines,
each of which listed only the tasks to be tested at that level in order
of testing importance. Appendix C shows a portion of a 5-level-(E-5)
outline for use with the vertical method of test construction. In the

horizontal method, all levels of SKTs are constructed simultaneously,
with test items being assigned to the appropriate level as they are
being written. For this method, the most appropriate outline was one
which presented the outlines for all levels side by side in a single
document. The entire set of tasks to cover all levels was listed, with
zero testing importance values showing for a task at the level(s) for
which,the task was not appropriate. Tasks were listed within each STS
module-in job inventory sequence, rather than ordered on testing impor-
tance. Large open spaces were provided to the right of each column of
testing importance values to allow rdom for test item numbers or other

information to be recorded. Appendix D shows a portion of a combined
5-level (E-5) and 7-level (E-6/E-7) outline designed for use with the
horizontal method of test construction.

The printed output for either format is the product of the CODAP
MODCHK and FACPRT programs. An "executive summary" option has recently
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been added to FACPRT, which performs the summation of the testing
importance values by STS module. In the near future, the executive
summary option will also be able to compute and display quotas for the
number of test items to be written and the number of test items to be
selected for each STS module. Appendix E shows an example of an execu-
tive summary as it is expected to appear.

In a paper which immediately follows this one, Capt Conrad Bills
will assess the usability of the computer-derived test outlines, based
on his experiences in using them in several SKT test construction
projects.

Concluding Discussion

Perhaps the weakest link in the development of a test outline from
occupational survey data is that the task data do not specify the kind
or degree of knowledge required to successfully perform each task.
Nevertheless, the computerized outlining procedure presented in this
paper can be justified in several ways. First of all, the use of task-
based data can be justified on the grounds that the Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinating Council (EEOCC) guidelines are better served
by a test based directly on task data. Such a test is ostensibly more
job-related than a test based on knowledge requirements, because knowl-
edge requirements are at least one step removed from the task level and
are more subjective. Secondly, the task statements in an outline can
be viewed as stimuli and the task data as guidelines in directing
subject-matter specialists toward selecting and emphasizing in their
test item writing those knowledges that are most pertinent to the job.
In this model, subject-matter specialists are viewed as the link between
task specifications, as laid out in the task-based outline, and knowledge
specifications, as determined by work experience and reference materials.
Thiftly, the computerized outlining procedure can be defended as a
generalized procedure that is able to incorporate job knowledge require-
ments in the outlining process with little difficulty when such informa-
tion is available. In the electronics career fields, for example, the
electronics principles inventory developed by O'Connor, Ruck, and
Driskill (1975) could be interfaced with specially screened task lists
in such a way as to attach an electronics theory section onto task-
based outlines for critical tasks. The resultant outline would, in
fact, more closely resemble the conventional outlines developed by
subject-matter specialists, who typically include a theory section.
The Plan of Instruction (POI) generated at the triMming center for each
formal course could also be coded to the task list to provide a detailed
interface between tasks and knowledge requirements.

Another problem relating to knowledge requivements is that of
tasks which have overlapping knowledge requirements. Why, for example,
should two tasks with heavily overlapping knowledge requirements be
allowed to have separate testing importance weights and thereby make
independent contributions to the computation of testing importance
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weights for STS modules? It could just as easily be asked, "Why not?"

If an item of knowledge is applicable to two important tasks, its

importance is better reflected by allowing it the summed weight of both

tasks than.by limiting its weight to that of one task. One exception

to this rule would be redundant tasks. The number of redundant tasks,

however, will be few in a well-constructed job inventory. What redun-

dancy exists should be virtually eliminated by the task usability

coding process. Code "4" is intended to filter out redundant tasks.
Even if knowledge requirements were available for tasks, it would be

virtually impossible to determine the degree of knowledge overlap

between two tasks with similar knowledge requirements.

Another major area of concern has been the job survey data itself.
Subject-matter specialists have frequently complained that the inventory

data are incomplete, outdated, or inaccurate. In the case of surveys

more than two years' old, outdatedness can be a serious problem.

However, unless there are evidences of extensive career field changes,

it is more likely than not that survey data based on the responses of

hundreds, and perhaps thousands of job incumbents, is still more accurate

overall than the limited experience of several subject-matter specialists.

Incompleteness of the inventory task list is an area that can best be
handled by adding and weighting the missing tasks, which are requested

as part of the task usability coding process (see sections B and C of

Figure 1). As stated previously, the write-in tasks are forwarded to

the job inventory developers to be considered for inclusion in the next

task inventory. This interplay between the testing process and the
inventory development process should, in time, accrue to the benefit of

both.

The validity of the weighted composite as a measure of testing
importance remains an area of continuous evaluation. While the weights

derived from the original sample of 56 raters had high interrater
agreement (.972), there is no guarantee that the sample was representa-

tive. A subsequent sample of 50 raters produced weights that were not
significantly different from the weights derived from the 56-rater

sample (see Table 2). One possible solution to the weighting problem
would be to gather factor ratings from one complete year of SKT test
development teams (four personnel from each of approximately 250 special-

ties and shredouts). Not only would the sample be large and representa-

tive, but another look could be taken at the possibility of finding

differential rating policies attributable to specialty, career field,

command, grade, or other variables. Differential rating policies that

can be tied to specific variables can be translated into weighted

testing importance composites tailored to the specific outline require-

ments of each SKT. Such a project would not be too costly in time or

manpower. Obtaining the factor ratings would take about ten minutes

per SKT team, including instructions, and would ideally take place at

the conclusion of a test development project. During the year of data

gathering, the weighted equation currently in use could continue to be

updated as additional ratings are obtained.

1 0
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The current testing importance equation is confined to "percent of
members performing" and "task learning difficulty" for most specialties
because of the frequent unavailability of data on-"probable consequences
of inadequate performance" and "task delay tolerance." On the other
hand, there is a continual buildup of data on the "recommended training
emphasis" variable. While it does not appear that training emphasis
can be used as a substitute for testing importance, as discussed earlier
in this paper, studies should be made to compare training emphasis with
testing importance to determine what generalizations can be made concern-
ing similarities and diff...m.ca. It way well be that training emphasis
could play an important role in improving estimates of testing importance
of tasks.

Another important area in which potential problems exist is that
of task selection criteria. The need to use the major command variable
in selecting tasks came to light only after it was discovered that a
whole block of command-specific tasks had been added to a computerized
outline because no selection criterion had been applied which required
that incumbents performing a task be representative of all the major
using commands. As experience with the computerized outline grows,
other necessary selection criteria will undoubtedly come to light, and
current selection criteria will have to be augmented. Some of the new
criteria may be general, others may be specific to a specialty or
career field.

Although the computerized test development outline is intended to
be a stand-alone product, it is not intended to be the only computer
product used. It would be foolish for an SKT team not to use other
available occupational survey data, such as the variable summary (VARSUM)
which contains information on tools, equipment, manuals, and procedures
used by job incumbents, as well as other information pertinent to the
test construction process.

Various time-saving devices are under consideration to make the
computerized outlining technique more cost effective. One such device
is to provide the subject-matter specialists who perform the STS and
task usability coding with a task list from which low performance,
supervisory, and command-specific tasks have been eliminated, in lieu
of the current requirement that all tasks in the job inventory booklet
be coded. This would probably cut the normal four-hour coding time to
no more than an hour. Another time-saving device would be to simplify
and automate as much of the computer runstream as possible. Currently,
as many as ten separate computer runs are being made to produce the
final outline product. A third time and cost saver would be to develop
standardized, self-explanatory forms for requesting a computerized
outline. This would reduce request preparation time and would permit
the use of low-pay clerical personnel to prepare the requests.

The ultimate computerized outline document is at least several
months away. This document will not only provide the listing of tasks
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within STS modules and the testing importance values for tasks, but

also the number of test items to write and select on each task. In

addition, a summary report will be provided that will list the STS

modules in outline format and the percentage weight computed for each

module, along with quotas for the number of test items to be written

and the number of test items to be selected for each module.

Since the development and implementation of the new test outline

technique described in this paper is an ongoing, incremental, and
interactive process, occasional modifications will be required, and a

few specialties may present insurmountable difficulties. Nevertheless,

the procedure is viable, and the alternative--failure to make adequate
use of occupational data in test development--is no longer acceptable.
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Appendix A
Factor Covariance Weighting Technique

With factor importance weights computed and factor data standard-
ized, the next step in the factor covar;ance weighting technique was to
determine the correlation of each weighted factor with the four-variable
composite criterion, including in the computation the known covariances
of the component variables. This was accomplished by applying the
following equation to each component variable of the rnmpncitp. using

as input the four-variable variance-covariance matrix for a specific
Air Force specialty:

where

n-1

rlt w14
E w1w2r1j

i=1

n n-1 n

wi E w.2 + 2 E
Li.

i=1 i=1 j=i+1

iSi

rlt = correlation of variable 1 with composite

wl = rater-derived weight for variable 1

n-1

-1= 1

wlwjrlj

n.

E wit
i=1

n-1 n

2 E E wiwjr ij
i=1 j=i+1

= the sum of the cross-products of rater-
derived weights and covariances which
involve variable 1

= the sum of the squared weights for the
"n" variables

= the gum the cross-products of weights
and covariances for the entire variance-
covariance matrix

NOTE: Since the variance elements in the variance-covariance matrix =
1.00, they have been dropped from all cross-products in the
equation.
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With the correlations between each variable and the composite

criterion computed, it was then possible to regress the four component

variables on the composite to arrive at their appropriate standard score

weights. These weights would, of course, vary from specialty to specialty.

When actually computing testing importance values for tasks, the criterion

parameters were standardized to mean = 5 and S.D. = 2.3 These parameters

were chosen to satisfy several requirements:

1. To standardize and simplify the interpretation of task testing

importance values across all specialties.

2. To identify tasks of very low testing importance which would

later be eliminated from inclusion in the computerized test outline.

This was accomplished by setting the testing importance of a task equal

to zero if the computed testing importance was less than zero (more than

-2.50 S.D. below the mean).

3. To maximize the variance of the criterion composite without

deviating from requirements 1 and 2. Maximizing the variance not only

added visual emphasis to differences in testing importance between tasks,

but also reduced the mean (relative to the variance) in the calculation

of outline area weights. Weighting of the test outline will be discussed

later.

In actual practice, "probable consequences of inadequate performance"

and "task delay tolerance" data were not available for the specialties in

which there was an opportunity to experiment with this second technique.

As a result, the computation of task testing importance included only the

"percent members performing" and "task difficulty" variables. Even here,

the factor covariance weighting technique was applicable and differences

in the single covariance value produced differences in the standard

score weights for the two-variable composite.

3Since each of the four factors in the composite were standardized to

mean = 5 and S.D. = 1, the mean of the composite would also equal 5.

To set the standard deviation of the composite equal to 2, all that was

necessary was to multiply each of the four beta weights by 2 before

computing the composite.

10 1 r)
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Appendix B
Sample Pages from Job Inventory Booklet Illustrating
STS Coding, Usability Coding, and Write-in Tasks
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MI. 1 679
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--- 2.07:73
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(0". 6
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E -6/E -7 TESTING :mPORTANCE - ORDERED HIGRIO_LOH (AFSC 701x01_ FCPRT3 PAGE ,

AF HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY
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APPOINTMENTS FOR RELIGIOUS SERVICES
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r)
-s 0

4 _19 PREPARE CHAPEL FACILITIES TO SUPPORT CATHOLIC WORSHIP
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IWO LEVELS OF TEST IMPORTANCE IN STS ORDER - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - AFSC 7G1X0

_ .. _
NUM SUM.-

5TS OF TST

RUN -TITLE OF STS MODULE TSK IM5

3 lfa-a--liECOPS3-Al10-DiPH-tr0MFRAnMRENE-N-TS--- ---1--6770
3A10. PREPARE, PROCESS, AND MAINTAIN APPROPRIATED FUND

REQUESTS. CONTRACTS. AND RECORDS 5 30.40

3NIII_PLAN, ORGANIZE. DIRECT, AND CONTROL FACILITY UTILIZATION 1 4.71

TB77-1NSPECT FACILITIES. INCLUDING FIRE. HEALTH. SAFETY
4.'.',, HAZARDS, AND TAKE CORRECTIVIACTION 1 5.24

NVEXERCISE SUPPLY DISCIP4 TYiht, PROPER ACCOUNTABILITY
!-.-7.-- lUORESPONSIB/LITY 2 11.25

iNf770PERATE .16TH PROJECTOR- 1

_ . .

6.26

503 OPERATE 35MM FILM STRIP AND SLIDE PROJECTOR _1 6.26

505 O PERATE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 1 4.86

A PLAN. MAIZE. DIRECT. AND CONTROL SUPPORT OF CHAPEL
PROGRAM 2 11.65

at PREPARE AND RESTORE RELIGIOUS FACILITIES, Ecopmgnr, AND _ __ _ _...
V A PPOINTMENTS FOR RELIGIOUS SERVICES 15SERVICES

612 --- RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 7 32.62

661 - - -RELATED CHAPEL ACTIVITIES 6 31.44

6C1 PROVIDE GUIDANCE AND TRAINING TO LAY PERSONNEL !N
7---10PPO f-OF T SERVICES 1 5.11

6C2 - -- RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PROGRAMS 2 5.11________ ________________.__ ... ._...

6C3 - -- SPIRITUAL RENEWAL ACTIVITIES 2 9.87

6C4 7-7STEWAROSHIP AND HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS__ 1 9.69_.__ ____
6C5 --: -SOCIAL CONCERN ACTIVITIES 1 5.11
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06 - - -ORDERS 1 4.59
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v: TASKS NOT REFERENCED 8 28.70_________________

TOTAL 90 450.40__. .
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EVALUATION OF COMPUTER-DERIVED TEST OUTLINES
USING CONVENTIONAL TEST OUTLINES AS A

CRITERION REFERENCE DURING TEST
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS1

Conrad G. Bills, Capt, USAF
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

At the 1976 and the 1977 Military Testing Association conferences, Vaughan
(1976, 1977) described the interrelationship between test construction and occu-
pational surveying activities at the USAF Occupational Measurement Center. As
part of the cross-feed between these two activities, Vaughan (1977) described a
procedure for the automated conversion of occupational survey data into a test
outline. This computer-derived outline would indicate the number of test items
to be written on each topic. There were two procedures that had been attempted
and he mentioned that a synthesis of these procedures was being tested. William
J. Phalen (1978) has described the development of this synthesized technique for
using occupational survey data to construct and weight computer-derived test out-
lines. This technique is designed to increase the relative ease with which oc-
cupational survey data can be incorporated into the test construction process.
The incorporation of survey data will in turn strengthen the content validity
position (Vaughan, 1977) of these tests which are under the Weighted Airman Pro-
motion System (WAPS). Under the proposed EEOC guidelines (1977), the need for
a strong validity position is paramount. The purpose of this study was to eval-
uate the experimental application of the computer-derived test outline procedure
using the conventional outline as a criterion reference.

CLNentional Outline

The conventional outline development procedure described by Vaughan (1976)
has been used consistently over two decades (USAF Occupational Measurement
Center, 1977). An average test development team consists of four subject-matter
specialists (SMSs). SMSs are first asked to divide their job specialty into
major divisions. These divisions constitute the major outline areas. The major
outline areas are then subdivided as appropriate. Once the team members have
reached agreement, they are asked to assign percentage weights to each outline
area. The resultant percentage weights determine the number of test questions
to be written for each division of the job specialty. A sample of the outline
format is shown in Figure 1. Percentage weights are determined by SMSs, based

Insert Figure 1 about here

on 'their knowledge and experience. Their judgment is supplemented by the occu-
pational survey data provided to them. Since test construction teams have found
survey data difficult to use, the contribution of survey data to the outline de-
velopment process has been minimal (Vaughan, 1976).

1The views expressed in this paper represent those of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the United States Air Force

kor the Department of Defense.
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Computer-Derived Outline

The procedure for developing a computer-derived test outline differs from

the procedure for developing the conventional outline. The initial computer

printout displays selected occupational survey tasks with testing importance

values. A sample page from a computer printout is shown in Figure 2. These

tasks are presorted by Specialty Training Standard (STS) paragraph. Therefore,

Insert Figure 2 about here

the test construction team only evaluates the printout and finalizes the major

outline areas. The SMSs can adjust the task sorting for major outline areas.

They can also adjust the percentage weights that have been determined by the

testing importance values. A conversion table is given to the team for deter-

mining the equivalent percentage weights from the testing importance values

that are on an initial computer product (Table 1). The team must justify the

Insert Table 1 about here

changes they make to the computer product. Like the conventional outline,

the resultant percentage weights determinelthe number of test questions to

be written for each division of the job-specialty. Unlike the convention-

al outline, occupational survey data is the basis for computer-derived outline

development.

Method

Four test construction projects were selected for the evaluation of the

computer-derived outline. Each team consisted of four subject-matter special-

ists (SMSs) from their respective career fields. The SMSs were either selectees

or held the Air Force grade of E-7, Master Sergeant, or higher. These SMSs and

the test psychologists who conducted each project voluntarily agreed to use the

computer-derived outline procedure. The four projects were as follows: 631X0,

Fuel Specialist and Fuel Supervisor; 316X0F, Missile Systems Analyst; 328X3,

Electronic Warfare; and 701X0, Chapel Management. For each project a recently

completed occupational survey was available. For the 328X3 and the 701X0, cur-

rent computer programming also allowed for the presorting of the tasks by Spe-

cialty Training Standard (STS) and the prerating of the tasks according to the

usability importance of the tasks for testing. An occupational survey task was

selected for the computer-derived outline if twenty percent or more of the mem-

bers performed the task. Supervisory tasks were not selected, nor were tasks
selected with resulting testing importance values of zero (Phalen, 1978).

The first three test construction teams, 631X0, 316X0F, and 328X3 began

with the conventional outline development procedure and then they evaluated and
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finalized the computer-derived outline. The fourth team, 701X0, developed only
the computer-derived outline independently of the conventional outline procedure.
Because of the relative consistency of conventional outlines from one test re-
vision to the next, the previous team's conventional outline was used as the
criterion for the 701X0 project. Verbal feedback was elicited from all of the
SMSs. The 328X3 and 701X0 teams also completed the Outline Questionnaire (Fig 3).

Insert Figure 3 about here

Using the conventional outline as a criterion, the resultant percentage
weights were compared for each major outline area. Percentage weight differences
were computed between the conventional outline major areas and the major areas
of the computer-derived outline. These differences were compared with the total
number of tasks printed on the computer product. Homogeneity of tasks, i.e.,
the commonality of tasks across the career field, was considered.

Responses to the Outline Questionnaire were separated into positive, negative,
or indifferent response to assess attitude toward the computer-derived outline.
The last questionnaire item was used to assess SMS position as to which outline
development procedure they preferred. Attitude toward the occupational survey
(third questionnaire item) was compared with the preferred outline development
procedure.

Results

For all four test construction projects the percentage weight differences
for each major outline area between the final computer-derived outline and the
conventional outline were not significantly different. The comparison for the
316X0F project is shown in Table 2. The resultant percentage weights for the

Insert Table 2 about here

computer-derived outline are presented for the initial computer product and al-
so for the final outline. The number of tasks selected for each skill level is
indicated in the footnote.

The comparison for the 701X0 project is presented in Table 3. The large

Insert Table 3 about here

difference in major outline area III resulted from a low number of selected
tasks that could not be referenced to the career development course (CDC).

Table 4 is the 631X0 project comparison. The zero weight for the conven-

Insert Table 4 about here

tional and final computer-derived outline area V was a judgment decision by
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111the team. They felt the tasks for area V were more appropriate in other areas.

The 328X3 project comparison is shown in Table 5. Even though the number of

Insert Table 5 about- ere

tasks selected for the 631X0 and the 328X3 projects was less than eleven percent

of the total number of job inventory tasks, the teams were able to develop a

final computer-derived outline. Because of the heterogeneity of the 328X3 ca-

reer field due to the distinct differences in equipment from base to base, the

team concluded that an additional major outline area (III) was needed. The

new area was on basic principles which could be generalized across the career

field.

Table 6 shows the relationship of the total (absolute) percentage weight

difference between projects. There was a general trend for the percentage

Insert Table 6 about here

weight differences to decrease as the total number of tasks selected increased

(JIC=-.71, p< .025Y. In every case, the smallest percentage weight difference

was between the conventional outline and the final computer-derived outline

(JIC=.82, p<.01). This includes the 701X0 project during which the computer-

derived outline was developed independently of the conventional outline.

The attitude response from the Outline Questionnaire is presented in Table 7.

Insert Table 7 about here

,2

There were nearly twice as many positive responses as negative (HLC=.57, 1)4.005).

The response to the last item on the questionnaire indicated that six SMSs would

choose the computer-derived outline procedure over the conventional outline. The

remaining two SMSs were indifferent. A comparison of the attitude toward the

occupational survey (third questionnaire item, with the preferred outline de-

velopment procedure revealed a dichotomy. All four SMSs on the 701X0 team re-

sponded negatively to the third item and three of the four on the 328X3 team

were not sure.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the expeYimental application of

the computer-derived test outline procedure. Conventional test outlines were

used as a criterion reference during four actual test development projects.

For one of these projects only a computer-derived outline was developed inde-

pendently of the conventional outline procedure. For the other three projects,

1. Jenkins Index of Covariation (Jenkins & Hatcher, 1976)

2, Hi-Lo Coefficient (Davidoff & Goheen, 1953)
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both types of outlines were developed. The resultant percentage weights for
major outline areas were compared. In every case the smallest percentage weight
difference was between the conventional outline and the final computer-derived
outline. The differences were not significant and the relationship correlated
.82 (p< .01). Overall, the more homogeneous the career field, the larger the
numbers of occupational survey tasks selected for the initial computer product
(correlation .71, 1)4.025). In conjunction with this trend, the more homogeneous
the career field the smaller the percentage weight differences. This meant that
the more homogeneous the career field, the closer the initial computer product
was to reflecting the conventional outline. This relationship was also shown
with the computer-derived outline developed independently of the conventional
outline procedure. This finding substantiates an existing feeling in test con-
struction. This feeling is that the problems involved in developing a test de-
velopment plan decrease proportionly to the homogeneity of the career field. A

compensation for more heterogeneous career fields is to decrease the task selec-
tion criterion from 20 percent to about 10 percent members performing. Even
though the additional tasks will be performed by a small percentage of personnel,
there are usually basic principles that can be generalized across the career field.

On the.Outline Questionnaire, there were nearly twice as many positive re-
sponses as negative (1)4.005). The response to the last item on the question-
naire indicated that six out of the eight SMSs would choose the computer-derived
outline development procedure over the conventional. The other two SMSs were in-
different. In comparison, the reaction to the occupational survey data indicated
a dichotomy. Four SMSs responded negatively, three were indifferent, and one was

I/
positive. This comparison indicated that even though the SMSs indicated reluc-
tance to fully accept the occupational survey as a true and complete picture of
their career field, they recognized the advantage of using the occupational sur-
vey in the test development process. The computer-derived outline procedure
caused the SMSs to become involved with the occupational survey data. The SMSs
admitted that the survey data enhanced their ability to reach agreement on test
content.

The four test construction teams felt that the computer product they
used was easy enough to follow. They agreed that the Specialty Training Stan-
dard (STS) order was the logical format. Although an additional table was fur-
nished the team to assist them in converting testing importance values into the
suggested number of test questions for each task, this step was still too com-
plex. The conversion needs to be incorporated into the computer program. Even

then there will still be the need for the human element, i.e., the team's eval-
uation of the computer product.

Every team felt a need to readjust the tasks shown on the initial computer
product and the resultant percentage weights for the major outline areas. This
step was the most complicated with the more heterogeneous career fields. Yet,

even with these adjustments, the relative time required to develop the computer-
derived outline, ranging from one-half day to a day and a half, is no longer
than the time used for development of the conventional outline. The incorpora-
tion into the computer program of the conversion from testing importance values
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to actual outline weights for each task will probably decrease the amount of

time required for outline development.

Four factors play a key role in the feasibility of fully implementing the

computer-derived outline procedure. The first is currency of the occupational
survey data, i.e., does the occupational survey depict the current career field.

The present surveying operation is closer to keeping up with career field changes

than ever before. The second is timeliness of computer related support. Test

development schedules are firm, so the necessary computer product must be avail-
able at the beginning of the project. Once the need is confirmed, it is possible

to prepare the computer product well in advance of a project. The third is the

workload on personnel, i.e., being able to do the job within existing resources.
Existing test support activities should be evaluated to determine how the pres-
ent support procedures could be altered to fit the new outline development pro-
cedures without increasing the workload on personnel. The fourth factor is

the SMS attitude toward occupational survey data. The briefing to the SMSs

about the survey should include a discussion of quality control measures taken
by the occupational survey activity to insure valid data. Also, steps should

be taken to insure that each person completing a job inventory for occupational
survey understands the importance of accurate responses.

Since each test development team felt the need to readjust task distribution
and percentage weights on the initial computer product for their final outline,
there is a need for further refinement of the computer-derived outline procedure.
The evaluation should include further validation of the formula used to compute
the testing importance values.

As a result of this study it can be concluded that the computer-derived out-
line procedure is viable for test construction. The computer product is in a

format that is agreeable to the SMSs that have used it. The procedure for using
the computer product can be followed even by the individual who is not acquainted

with occupational survey data. The final computer-derived outline is not sig-

nificantly different from the time-tested conventional outline. However, the

computer-derived outline does directly incorporate occupational survey data into
test development procedures. The incorporation of occupational survey data ex-
pands the input for test outline development from four SMSs to the field of sur-

vey respondents. This expansion strengthens the content validity position of

the resultant test. The strength of the computer-derived outline along with the
feasibility of the procedure shown in this study indicate that the Occupational
Measurement Center should proceed to incrementally Implement the computer-derived
outline procedure with concurrent evaluation.
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AFSC TEST PROJECT DATE

OUTLINE QUESTIONNAIRE

Indicate the degree to which you agree with the following statements:

Agree Disagree

I feel the computer-derived outline was
easier to develop than the conventional
outline. A B C D E

In comparison with the conventional outline

------I feel the computer-derived outline more
accurately reflects the true job situation

in the field.

I have confidence that the survey data used
to compile the computer outline is accurate
and dependable.

I feel the format of the computer outline

is difficult to understand.

I found the computer outline product very
easy to work with.

I feel that SKT-usable references are
available for all areas listed in the
computer outline.

I found that the computer product, as
printed, sufficiently covered all STS

areas.

I found that a substantial amount of
information had to be added before the
computer product could be used as a

test outline.

Given a choice, I would prefer to develop
an outline from the computer product rather

than use the conventional method.

Figure 3. Outline Questionnaire
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Table 1

Conversion Table for Determining Equivalent Percentage Weights
from 328X3 Testing Importance Value

Testing Importance
Value

Percentage Weight
5-Skill Level 7-Skill Level

7.5 5.3 8.3
8

7.0 4.9 5 7.7

6.5 4.6 7.2
7

6.0 4.2 6.6

5.5 3,8 4 6.1
6

5.0 3.5 5.5

4.5 3.2 5.0 5

4.0 2.8 3 4.4
4

3.5 2.5 3.9

3.0 2,1 3.3

2 3

2.5 1.8 2.8

2.0 1.4 2.2

1 2

1.5 1.1 1.7

Total Testing Imp Value 142.59 90.53
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Table 2

"Ir--'6X°F Percentage Weight Comparison of Conventiona; Outline
with Computer-Derived Outline*

Skill
Level

Major
Outline

,,,t.
Area

Conventional
Outline %

(A)

Computer-Derived
Outline %

(B=Initial) (C=Final)

Percentage Weight
Differences

(B-A) (C-A) (C-B)

5 I 46 32 48 -14 2 16

II 20 21 9 1 -11 -12

III 34 47 43 13 9 - 4

Total (Absolute) 100 100 100 28 22 32

7 I 46 32 49 -14 3 17

II 20
22

9 2 -11 -13 I

III 34 46 42 12 8 - 4

Total (Absolute) 100 110 100 28 22 34

*Total number job inventory tasks: 783

Total number tasks selected 5-level: 143

Total number tasks selected 7-level: 140

4 I
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Table 3

701X0 Percentage Weight Comparison of Conventional Outline
with Computer-Derived Outline*

Skill Major
Level Outline

Area

5

1Potal (Absolute)

7

Total (Absolute)

Conventional
Outline %

(A)

Computer-Derived
Outline %

(B=Initial) (C=Final)

Percentage Weight
Differences

(B-A) (C-A) (C-1)

12 18 25 6 13 7

3 2 2 - 1 - 1 0

9 37 10 28 1 -27

34 19 30 -15 - 4 11

40 24 33 -16 - 7 9

2 0 0 - 2 - 2 0

100 100 100 68 28 54

26 24 30 - 2 4 6

1 1 0 0 -1 -1

4 44 5 40 1 -39

40 23 35 -17 - 5 12

27 8 30 -19 3 22

2 0 0 -2 -2 0

100 100 100 80 16 80

*Total number job inventory tasks: 216

Total number tasks selected 5-level: 62

Total number tasks selected 7-level: 48

**Alt:lough high percent members per.orming, low number of tasks could be referenced
to the Career Development Course (CDC)
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Table 4

631X0 Percentage Weight Comparison of Conventional Outline
with Computer-Derived Outline*

Skill
Level

Major
Outline
Area

Conventional
Outline %

(A)

Computer-Derived
Outline %

(B=Initial) (C=Final)

Percentage Weight
Differences

(3-4) (C-A) (C-B)

5 I 52 29 46 -23 - 6 17

II 25 21 31 - 4 6 10

III 13 13 17 0 4 4

IV 10 29 6 19 - 4 -23

V** 0 8 0 8 0 - 8

Total (Absolute) 100 100 100 54 20 62

7 i 51 32 44 -19 - 7 12

II 26 19 33 - 7 7 14

III 15 15 20 0 5 5

IV 8 18 3 10 - 5 -16

V** 0 16 0 16 0 -16

Total (Absolute) 100 100 100 52 24 62

*Total number job inventory tasks: 374

Total number tasks selectedklevel: 38

Total number tasks selected 7-level: 26

**Team felt tasks were more appropriate under a separate heading
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Table 5

328X3 Percentage Weight Comparison of Conventional Outline
with Computer-Derived Outline*

Skill
Level

5

Total

7

I/1

Total

Major
Outline
Area

Conventional
Outline %

(A)

Computer-Derived
Outline %

(B=Initial) (C=Final)

Percentage Weight
Differences

(B-A) (C-A) (C-B)

I 4 21 14 17 10 - 7

II 32 79 37 47 5 -42

III** 64 0 -49 -64 49

(Absolute) 100 100 100 128 30 98

I 11 24 24 13 13 0

II 39 76 48 37 9 -28

III*** 50 0 28 -50 -22 28

(Absolute) 100 100 100 100 44 56

*ictal number job inventory tasks: 76b
Total number tasks selected 5-level: 27
Total number tasks selected 7-level: 17

**Team desired a basic principles area
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Table 6

Comparison By Project of Total (Absolute) Percentage Weight Differences
Between Conventional Outline (A) and Computer-

Derived Outline (B=Initial; C=Final)*

5-Skill Level
Percentage Weight Difference

(B-A) (C-40 (C-B)

Total #
Tasks

Selected

7-Skill Level
Percentage Weight Difference

(B-A) (C-A) (C-B)

Total #
Tasks

Selected

316X0F 28 22 32 142 28 22 34 140

701X0 68 28 54 62 80 16 CO 48

631X0 54 20 62 38 52 24 62 26

323X3 128 30 98 27 100 14 56 17

Range of
Percentage
Difference 100 10 66 72 28 46

*C-A differences not significant. Gei..erally as total tasks selected increases, per-

centage weight differences decrease (correlation -.71, p<.01). Smallest percentage

weight difference C-A (correlation .82, p<.01).



Table 7

Positive (+), Indifferent (0), and Negative (-) Attitudes
Toward the Computer-Derived Outline Procedures Based

on Responses to the Outline Questionnaire*

Attitude
Response

Test Development Project
328X3 701X0 Sum

21 10 11

0 10 14 24

5 12 17

Stun 36 36 72

*Significant difference between positive and negative (p <.005).



A Generalization of Sequential Analysis
to Decision Making with Tailored Testing

by
Mark D. Reckase

University of Missouri-Columbia

During the last decade, -here has been increasing interest in the

individualizati'a of instruction and the maintenance of high standards

of quality in the students graduated from instructional programs. Both

individualization and the maintenance of quality require achievement

measurement procedures that can accurately determine whether a student

is above or below a pre-set criterion score. Also, the relatively new

areas of criterion-referenced measurement and mastery learning programs

require accurate procedures for classification into the two groups

(pass and fail) for their operation. If the classification can be done

quickly with only a few test items, this would be a desirable attribute

for a procedure.

Most decision procedures described in the current literature are

based on sampling a fixed number of test items for a domain and using

either classical or Bayesian decision rules for determining a person's

position relative to a criterion (see Millman, 1974 and Hambleton,

Swaminathan, Algina and Coalson, 1978 for reviews of these techniques).

However, a family of procedures exists that has been shown to yield

a smaller expected sample size for testing many hypotheses while hold-

ing the power of the test at the same level as the fixed sample size

procedures (Wald, 1947). These are sequential procedures that have

the characteristics of taling single observations and deciding after

each observation if a classification should be made or if more infor-

mation is needed--that is, if another observation should be taken.

For many classifications,
sequential procedures have been proven to

be much more efficient than fixed sample size procedures by exhibiting

high accuracy with relatively small sample sizes (Wald, 1947).

A simple example will be used to show how the number of test items

used for classifying a student can be reduced while the accuracy of

classification stays the same as for a full length test. Suppose a

student who has not mastered the material from a unit of instruction

is given a ten item quiz for the purpose of diagnosing that fact.

Suppose further that an 80% criterion has been set for success. The

usual procedure would be to give the ten item quiz, score it, and if

the score were seven or less, give remedial instruction. When using

Paper presented at the meeting of the Military Testing Association,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, October 30-November 2, 1978. This research

was supported by contract number N00014-77-C-0097 from the Personnel

and Training Research Programs of the Office of Naval Research.
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a sequential procedure, items would be administered one at a time and

testing would stop as soon as three items were missed. The largest

number of items administered would be ten, so the average number adminis-

tered must be less then ten, but the same classification criterion has

been used for both testing procedures.

A particular sequential procedure that has been applied to measure-

ment decision problems in the past and that has shown promise for the

future is the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) developed by
Wald (1947). This procedure has been thoroughly analysed within the
mathematical statistics framework (Govindarajulu, 1975) and has recently

been rediscovered by measurement theorists (Sixtl, 1974; Epstein, 1978).

In this paper the SPRT will be generalized to tailored testing applica-
tions. However, a brief description of this sequential decision model

will be given first.

The Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)

The sequential probability ratio test was originally developed

to determine which of two population parameter values is most likely

true for a given set of data. For example, one might be interested

in determining whether the proportion failing a criterion-referenced
test is more likely .5 or .8. If a certain three of five students

sampled from a population fail to exceed a criteria , this event would

have a probability of .55 = .03125 if the .5 hypothesis were correct
and .8 x .8 x .8 x .2 x .2 = .02048 if the .8 hypothesis were correct.
The question now becomes whether the difference in these two probabil-

ities is great enough to select the .5 hypothesis over the .8 hypothesis.

To make this decision, Wald took the ratio of the two probabilities,

.02048
= .69526. If the ratio were sufficiently larger than 1.0, the

.03125

.8 probability would be accepted as correct. If it were much smaller

than 1.0, the 15 probability would be considered as correct. Note

that for the sequential procedure, this ratio would be computed after

each observation, and a decision concernIng the .5 or .8 parameter would

be made as soon as the ratio passed either an upper or lower cutoff

value.

To totally. specify the SPRT procedure some means must be given

to determine the two cutoff values, 0o and 01. These cutoffs are

directly dependent on the error rates that are deemed acceptable in

choosing between the two parameter vidues. The probability of choosing

.8 when .5 is true is defined as an a error and the probability of

choosing .5 when .8 is true is defined as a $ error. Wald has shown

that these error rates will be at least as low as the values of a ani

$ when the two cu -ff values are set at:
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lower cutoff = B =
a - a

pper cutoff = A =
(1 - a)

If a is set at .02 and B at .1 the cutoff values are A = 45 and B =
.102. If after each observation the ratio of the probabilities is
more extreme than either test value, the appropriate parameter value
is accepted as true. If it is between the two cutoffs another observa-
tion is taken.

Testing the hypothesis that .5 is correct against the hypothesis
that .8 is correct is seldom of interest in a criterion referenced
testing setting. A more common hypothesis is that a person is below
a cutoff value as opposed to being above the value. Wald has shown
that this complex hypothesis can be tested in the same way as the two
simple hypotheses by selecting a cutoff value and then specifying a
region of indifference around the cutoff in which the classification
as to above or below the cutoff is equally good. The lower end of the
indifference region is used as the lower simple hypothesis, No, while
the upper end of the region is used as the upper simple hypothesis,
H1. The A and B values used in the significance test are determined
in the same manner as above.

An example of testing this type of complex hypothesis in a criterion-
referenced testing situation can be given as follows. Suppose we want
to determine if a student can answer 90% of the items in an item domain.
Suppose also that we are indifferent as to whether they are classified
as high or low in the region from 89% to 95%. We would then randomly
select items one at a time from the domain and determine the probability
of the response strings under the Ho: 1 =.89 and H1: ii =.95. The ratio
of the probabilities of the response strings would be computed as pre-
viously described and then compared to the A and B decision values.
If the ratio were below the B value, the person would be clzJsified
as below the criterion; if it were above the A value, the person would
be classified as above the criterion. If the ratio were between A
and B, another item would be administered.

Note that in this example items were randomly sampled one at a
time without replacement and then administered. This is called a
sequential random sample and it is one of the basic assumptions used
in deriving the method.

Description of the Characteristics of SPRT

When using a SPRT for decision making, two functions are derived
to describe the accuracy and efficiency of the procedure. The first
is called the operating characteristic (OC) function of the test.
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The OC function gives the probability of accepting the null hypothesis

as a function of the unknown parameter of interest, 0. For criterion

referenced testing, the null hypothesis is usually that the exaruinee

is below the ..-.:riterion. Typically the plot of this function
is an S-shaped curve asymptoting at 1.0 one the left and 0.0

on the right (see Figure 1). Wald has shown that at the lower simple
hypothesis value, e0, the curve will have a height of 1 - a, while at

the upper critical value, 01, the height is S. The slope of the func-

tion between these two points is dependent on the width of the indifference

region--the wider it is, the flatter the slope. Finally, the point of

inflection of the curve is usually near the decision point. An ideal

OC curve would approximate a step function, dropping abruptly from a
probability of 1.0 of accepting the null hypothesis below the decision
criterion to a probability of 0.0 of accepting the null hypothesis

immediately above the criterion.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The second function used to evaluate the operation of the.SPRT..

decision rule is the average sample number (ASN) function. This

ASN function gives the average number of observations required to

make a decision as a-function of the variable used to make the decision.

This function typically plots as a unimodal curve with its mode near

the decision point (see Figure 1). The curve asymptotes to zero

in either direction from the mode. Since this function gives an

indication of how many observations are required for a decision, the

lower the modal value the better. That is, corresponding to a given

OC function, we would like the ASN function to be as low as possible

throughout the variable range, indicating that. only a few observations

are required. Another desirable feature for an ASN function is a

quick decline from the mode, indicating that decisions require few

observations if a person is not near the decision point.

The magnitudes of the values of these two functions are related

to each other. As the slope of the OC function increases, the values

of the ASN function will usually increase. If a flatter OC is accept-
able, the values of the ASN function will be less. In using a SPRT,

a compromise must be reached between precision (as shown by the OC

curve) and sample size (as shown by the ASN function). Both of these

functions will be used to evaluate the SPRT for use with tailored

testing.

Generalization of the SPRT to Tailored Testing

As mentioned above, the SPRT as developed by Wald assumes that

observations are taken using a sequential random sample. In a criterion-

referenced test, this would mean that items would be selected and

administered at random one at a time from a domain of items. Although

random sampling is philosophically acceptable with criterion-referenced
/05D
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testing, it is at odds with the purposes of tailored testing. In this

latter case, the purpose is to select items to match the abilities of

each pupil rather than to administer random selection. As a result

of matching items to pupils, the testing situation should be more

efficient and accurate. Since the purpose of this paper is to merge

the SPRT procedure with tailored testing, an initial task is to deter-

mine whether the sequential random sample assumption is really necessary.

A detailed analysis of Wald's (1947) work by the present author

indicates that the assumption was only needed to make the derivation

of the OC and ASN functions possible. Without the assumption, the
characteristics of each item must be specified, resulting in many

nuisance parameters that cannot be eliminated. However, the test

statistics still operate in the same way, so the procedure can still

be used. The OC and ASN functions will be developed using simulations

in this paper since they cannot be developed using the usual formulas.

An example will now be given showing the use of the SPRT with tailored

testing.

Suppose it is desirable to determine whether a student's performance

on a module of instruction is above or below a pre-set criterion score.

Since the origin-of the latent trait ability scale is arbitrary, the

criterion score can be set at 0.0 without loss of generality. An

indifference region must now be specified for this criterion score.

Assume that ability estimates in the region around 0.0 have been found

to have a standard error of .3 for the population and item pool of .

interest.. Therefore, the indifference region will be specified as

-.3 to +.3, and 00 = -.3 and 01 = +.3 are used for the SPRT.

Next, the acceptable error rates for the classification decision

must be specified. For this decision suppose it was felt to be a more

serious error to classify a person above the criterion score when they

should have been classified low, than to classify below when they should

have been above. Therefore a was set at .02 and S at .1 and two class-

ification values for the SPRT would then be A = 45 and B = .102.

With the specification of this preliminary information, the oper-

ation of the SPRT can begin. When no previous information is available

about a student, the tailored testing procedure first administers an

an item of moderate difficulty. Using a one parameter logistic model,

this first item has a difficulty value, b, of 0.0. Suppose the

student gives a correct response to this item. The probability of

this response under 0o = -.3 is given by

p01 ' P1 (0 0) =

e(00 - bl)
e(-.3 °)

= .426

1 + e(eo bl) 1 + e(.3
0)

999 -1 0 r; f



where P01 is the probability of the response after one item under Ho,

and the formula is that of the one-parameter logistic model. The prob-

ability under 01 = .3 is given by

e(°1 bl) = e("3
0)

p
11

= P
1
(e
1
)

+ e
- b

1
)

1 + e("3 °'

= .574

where P11 is the probability of the response after mt. item under Hi.

The value of the SPRT is given by

Pll .574
mg = 1.347

P01
426

Since this value is between'A and B, no decision can be made and another

item should admin!stered. Since the first item was responded to correctly,

a more difficult item will now be administered to try to match the

person's ability, say an item of +.7 difficulty. If an incorrect response

is obtained to this second item, the probability of the 1, 0 response

string under 00 is

2

= R Pi(Go)
X.

Qi(00)
1 - X

i

i=1

'02
= .426 x .731 r .341

where p02 is the probability of the response string after two items,

given 00; Pi(00) is the probability of a correct response to Item i,

given 00; Qi(00) is the probability of an incorrect response, and Xi

is the response to Item i, (0 or 1).

Under 01, the probability of the response string is

2

p
12

= fl P
i
(0 )

X
i Qi(01)

1 - X
i

1=1

= .574 x .401 = .230

The SPRT is then equal to

p12 .230 = .674
p02

.341

Since this value is still, between A and B, no decision can be made and

a third item should be administered. The procedure would then continue

in the same way until the ratio is more r than A or B. At that

1000 ,
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point, the appropriate decision would be made and testing would stop.
In theory a very large number of items could be administered before
a decision is made--although Wald has proven that the number is finite.
However, in practice some reasonable upper limit is set on the number
of items administered, 20 for example, and a decision is made after
the twenty items on the basis of whether the probability ratio is above
or below 1.0. This procedure is called a truncated SPRT.

As mentioned earlier, one of the assumptions of the SPRT is a
sequential random sample. Since that assumption is not met, and also
since in real situations, the procedure may be truncated, it is impossible
to derive the ASN and OC functions. Therefore, the major purpose of
this paper was to determine these functions through simulations and use
this information to evaluate the procedures for use with criterion-
referenced tailored testing.

Method

The OC and ASN functions were determined for tailored tests using
both the one- and three-parameter logistic models based on maximum
likelihood estimation of abilities. The three-parameter logistic model
is an encension of the one-parameter model that includes discrimination
and guessing parameters (See Lord end Novick, 1968, for further infor-.
mation). Simulations were used in both canes. The tailored testing
procedures used have been described in detail by Koch and Reckase (1978),
so they will not be described again here. However, to distinguish the
techniques from other procedures, it should be stated that theprocedures
begin with an item of average difficulty and operate on a fixed step-
size procedure until a correct and inccrreet response is present. At

that point a maximum likelihood ability estimate is obtained and the
next item is selected to yield maximum information for that ability
estimate. The procedures terminate when appropriate items are no longer
available or if twenty items have been administered, whichever occurs
first.

The simulated tailored testing procedures were identical to those
described above, except that a random number generator replaced the
human examinee. At the beginning of each simulation run the true ability
of the simulated examinee was input into the program. This value was
used to determine the true probability of a correct response to the
administered items based on the model used, (one- or three-parameter
logistic) and the estimated item parameters. A number was then randomly
selected from a uniform distribution on the range from 0 to 1. If the

selected number was less than the probability of a correct response, a
correct response was recorded; otherwise a-a incorrect response was assigned.
This procedure continued for each item in the tailored'test.

Tailored tests were administered twenty-five times at each true
ability using different seed numbers for the random number generator.
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True abilities from -3 to +3 at .25 intervals were used for the one-
and three-parameter models to evaluate the SPRT. Indifference regions

of +.3, +.8, and +1 were used in the evaluation. All simulations used
the item parameters from a pool of 72 vocabulary items. This item pool
had an approximately normal distribution of difficulty parameters.

During the administration of the tailored tests, probability ratios
were computed after each item was administered. A decision was made
to classify a person above or below the cutoff by comparing the SPRT
value to an A value of 45 and a B value of .102, determined using a
.02 and .10. A classification was made the first time these limits
were exceeded. If the limits were not exceeded before the termination
of the test, values above 1.0 were classified as above and the values
below 1.0 were classified as low. At each true ability used for the
simulation, the proportion of the 25 administrations classified low and
the average number of items administered were computed. Plots of these
values against the true abilities approximate the OC and ASN functions,

respectively.

Results

The results of this research will be described in two parts; one
for the one-parameter logistic model, and the other for the three-

parameter logistic model. The plots of the OC and ASN functions

summarize the results of the SPRT for these models.

Figure 2 shows the OC functions for the one-parameter logistic
model based on the vocabulary item pool. The figure shows three graphs,
one for each of the +.3, +.8, and +1 indifference regions. Note that

the curves are reasonably similar regardless of the indifference region.
The similarity indicates that in all four cases the classification
accuracy is nearly the same.

Insert Figure 2 about here

The values of the curves at the limits of the indifference region give

further evaluative information. At the lower point, the OC function

should pass through 1 - a. At the -.3 value, the curve is in fact .85
when it should be .98 showing the degrading effects of restrictive stopping
rules used by the tailored testing procedure. At the -.8 and -1 points
for the corresponding curves, the results are about as expected, being

.94 and 1.00 rather than .98.

At the upper limit of the incLfference region the OC function
should have a value of .1. For the .3 case it is in fact .5 rather
the .1, again showing the effects of truncating the procedure. At the
values of .8 and 1, the values of -the OC function were near or better

than what they should have been b, =ed on the theoretically expected

results.
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The ASN functions )1:or the one-parameter model are given in Figure

3. The curves plotted ,rmr:..asp,Mnd to the A717 functioms using indifference

regions for 4-.3, +.8, and +1. tt can immedz.ately beaseen from the graph

that there is a substantial difference in average number of items
needed to reach a decision, with the grummet number required when the
indifference:region is narrowest. It cara.so be seen that the largest
expected noitper of its issueer tthe decn-dmn point _af 0.0 and that the
average nunihrre- drops 1341 at: the extreme Q.?,-i-17 ities. The slight lack
of symmetry All the m.o.:yes is due tm the fan= that a lam not equal to 8.
For abilieWM leymnd-4-1, an amerage of onl-r about 3 tm 5 items was needed
for classiftt onion fc= the wider regions, winile 6 to :1 were needed for

the +.3 incr4fference _region. Note that the +.3 curve is approaching
the arbitrary twenty item limit for the ta.:_mred tests, possibly reducing
its magnituaie.

Imsert Flgure 3 gout here

Figur& 4 stows '.she theoretical -111=445 for the ASN wad OC functions

based on the intifffence region for-mumparisan puriptees. An
infinite number of .dttsula. with difficulty 0.0 was assumedi for the

theoretical functions aue th@ tests were assumed to hausEao upper limit
on the number of inems ad: Antstered. A comparison of gligures 2 and 3

with Figure 4 s thAt- he curve for tile theorettma: function is
steeper at the ..:2utr-1047mht thwn the - simulated curves amn the ASN function

is substantiall: h4tber. The differeate in the theoretic and simulated
OC curvms, shows -.1-ns' '_:rect of the tzaii.oren trusting s rule.

insert figure 4 za.but here

The results -If :the gimulatioD of the ':'..A/A!-ee-parameter logistic tailored

test are given it Figure:, 5 and 6. Figure 5 presents tile OC functions

for the three-parenal:er m,z4e1, again using r indifferrmre regions of

+.3, +.8, and +.1. Notice that, with one- parameter model, the

OC curves are fair17 Eimilar for tae thr indifference regions through-

out most of the ran of abi i y c However; there are discrepancies for

the +1.0 indiff-reutv ran r urve near tt and -1 points indicating

a decline in decisiron preciarn fcr that -region. At the -.3 value for

the +.3 indifference -he v,Lue o tE curvt is .96, fairly close

to the .98 theoretic.:_:j v,.lue. At the uppti.. end (..3) , however, the value

is .2 instead of .1 Ia. Ble. This may show the effects of

guessing on the decisica --_ores: . The -.8 and +1 indifference regions
again yield better error ,rol!ab.:.L.:ties -_-han would be expectem from the

theory.

The ASN function ftar the three-parameter model (Figure 6) also
shows similar results to Lhanre ohaained from the one-parameter model. /
The +.3 indifference regAfattaired the greatest number of items,
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while +.8 Ammi+1.0 rert.,-.rE mbout the same. As before, the largest

number was mluired : decision point. However, with the three-

parameter mmbel, far reed. =ems on the average were required to make a

de on. flf spec321--aome_is the ASN valneof about one is the -1 to

-3 rmmkge can --&%e ataa.a. Decisions gem to be possible with very

few Items is `that

Insert Figures 5 and 6 about her.

3bmzmumthe gusossiag component of tie three-parameter lomly'Ar
model -. the ASS' -" tended to yield moreEnon-symmetn±n results

than -lie one - rao l. More it mere required_ whet

high. Imam fortf-lamEt.7 Inraow to compensate for the non -zero pfobability

of a rt.-5peareE.. . Las°, the ASN curve for +.3 indiffmtenme-:egion
was mum=morm 1ask:,td -thaa its one-parameter counterpart- Ii tilt simu-

lated =roes far t .e-falrip-parameter model a compared tic: 1)g .:aeomerical

curveepncresent,d Fir 4, the OC functions can be seenamoo
the theeretizol. fu:=7-.14ns fairly closely while the ASN furemdfamm6. show

that surostauLtiall: fE .F.Er items were require&. Over much of rah abiaity

range, as marry as :ma Mmes as many items were specified by Lca theoretical

ASN of-le vi-3mr identical items were assumed.

Summary and Conclusions

T2F±the eireAaarc' yresented here, a version of the sequential probability

ratio:cest maze-'.:Lied operate within a tailored testing s7.-stem has

been ewaluateol using .emulation methods. A certain amount of realism

was ernempted in the emulation by using latent trait it parameters

derive-A:frow he cali:ration of a real pool of vocabular- items. Also,

the aLmniatican carriec out the tailored testing within tne limitations

of aa Fite Alain pa77: and a twenty-item maximum that was imposed in
anmrtoal ths45.rirlz sc.:ring (Koch and Reckase, 1978).

U-ing Lae simulation data derived under these circumstances, two
furor` ins were estimated, based on either the one- or tutee- parameter

:c mils, that can be used to evaluate the qualit.77of the SPRT

for isiam making under tailored testing. The two fum-ions are

the and 4.0 functions.

himorlymis of the OC functions obtained from the simulations, using

sevemdifierent indifference regions, yields three important results.

Firs,- -he curves are very similar across the various indi-iference

regions_ This probably indicates that not enough items we-e available

for thei-SPRT to function properly with the +.3 indifference region to

take admmutage of its theoretically greater accuracy. ItsMbould be

recallet-rhat at most twenty items were administered, and often less

thanheC-ntunber was used because appropriate items were not:available

in *fie .it emvpool. The three parameter OC curves were slighttry steeper
/O60
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in the middle ramgeL=lustrating the advantage of being able to select

the most discriminatmug items with that model.

The second temeis that in some cases, the curves did not pass
through the points ermined by the pre-set error rates. For some of

these cases the ad errors of classification were greater than the

expected ones. rattmE7573ct is also probably due to the restrictions

placed on the mother mf items administered. This is demonstrated by

the large differmmce between the theoretical ASN curves and the actual

ones.

The third result of interest dealing with OC curves is that the

curves at the limits of the +.8 and +1 indifference region tend to give

better results rim expected from the theoretical model. This is

probably due to the advantages accrued by selecting items using the

tailored testing algorithm rather than selecting them randomly from

the item pool. Obviously, more research is needed to confirm these

conjectures.

Directly related to the results obtained based on the OC curves

are those obtaimed using the ASN curves. Although the OC curves were

similar across iModifference regions, the ASN functions show substantial

differences in the number of items administered. This fact implies

that the size of the indifference region should be determined by the

limits imposed by the quality of the item pool and the length of the

testing session. Wider indifference regions reduce the number of items

required without too much loss of precision in the cases analyzed here.

Also of note, when comparing the ASN functions, is the substantial

reduction in the level of these functions when proceeding from the

theoretical curve, to the one-parameter curves, to the three-parameter

curves. This reduction is attributed to the advantages of rationally

selecting items as opposed to randomly selecting them. Since the

three-parameter model has more information to use for selection, fewer

items are needed to reach a decision. This is probably the most positive

finding.of this research for criterion-referenced measurement.

Two general conclusions can be drawn from these results. First,

the SPRT has been shown to work reasonably well using a tailored testing

model. Some loss of precision is present due to the stopping rules

used, but the procedure seems viable. Second, the SPRT when used with

tailored testing has been shown to classify relative to a cutting score

with amazingly few items. Of course this finding is based on simulation

results rather than live testing, but the promise of efficient and

accurate classifications lends impetus for future research. Certainly

these findings should be checked with live subjects to determine if the

results are transferable to practical settings. However, based on the

information presented here, the combination of tailored testing and

the sequential probability ratio test should be considered as promising

techniques for decision making in criterion-referenced testing.
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A METHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE THE APTITUDE
REQUIREMENTS OF AIR FORCE JOBS

By
Lloyd Burtch

Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

Aptitude requirements for entry into various Air Force career

ladders are presently determined in part by the judgement of responsible

personnel and in part by tradition or precedent. A precise correspondence

between the aptitude scores of Air Force personnel and the aptitude

requirements of Air Force jobs is extremely important since the Air

Force recruits a fixed amount of talent every year and there is more

demand for this talent than one might expect. There exists an additional

requirement.for contingency plans should the talent pool shrink or

offer fewer highly talented individuals. If such shortages were to

occur, which specialties could tolerate lower aptitude requirements?

Which specialties could be shredded out into different job types some

requiring high level talent and some low level talent? Cost effectiveness

enters the picture also. Even assuming the current talent remains

unchanged, it may be more cost effective to shred some specialties

into jobs with varying aptitude requirements because of differences

in the actual tasks performed.

More precise information about aptitude requirements will have

many repercussions for the Air Force personnel system, including pro-

curement and training. A decision to lower the aptitude entry level

for a given specialty could have devastating effects on the attrition

rate for the corresponding training course if no change is made in

the course curriculum. For example, if an electronics course was

designed for personnel with an Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB) score of E-80 or better, the existing training program

is very likely to 'le too difficult for those with lower aptitudes.

However, the aptitude level required to be successful in the training

course may or may not be the same level required for success in learning

how to perform the job. It is consequently possible for the Air Force

to waste talent by assigning high aptitude personnel to specialties

that do not require high aptitudes; and to frustrate Air Force personnel

by assigning them to jobs that do not fully utilize their talents

while simultaneously neglecting other specialties in which talent

is urgently needed.
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The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) has initiated
the first systematic study to fully evaluate the aptitude requirements
of Air Force specialties. The approach, originated by Dr. Raymond

E. Christal, uses measures of learning difficulty at the task level

to infer aptitude. The methodology was developed in an evolutionary
manner from research documented by Fugill (1972, 1973). Christal

(1973) as well as Maginnis, Uchima and Smith (1975) have further described
this technology. The present paper will r'escribe the development
of task difficulty benchmark scales, thc:i:L. application, and will include
a brief discussion of the results.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

Task Difficulty

Task difficulty was operationally defined in terms of the time
it takes to learn to perform a task satisfactorily. Based on Fugill's

demonstration (1972) of high relationships between task difficulty
and task aptitude (r>.89), this research has been conducted under
the assumption that the aptitude level required to learn a job can
be inferred from task difficulty, as defined above, of the tasks that

make up the job.

Benchmark Scales

A technique was required that would allow for the comparison
tle learning difficulty of tasks both within and across Air Force

A difficulty scale, using one or more tasks at each
;,saint as examples of that level of difficulty, would fill this

:'able 1 presents a simple example of such a scale. Task-anchored

,e %-n,,%mark scales were demonstrated to produce more reliable ratings

of ,e-.,eral task factors than did numerically anchored scales in a

study by Peters and McCormick (1966). The feasibility of using task

difficulty benchmark scales has been demonstrated by Fugill (1972,

1973).

Table 1. Example Benchmark Scale

Level 1 - Very Low Task Difficulty
Visually inspect batteries

Level 2 - Low Task Difficulty
Check fuse indication

Level 3 - Average Task Difficulty
Adjust transmissometer projector lamp voltages

Level 4 - High Task Difficulty
Trouble-shoot wind measuring sets

Level 5 - Very High Task Difficulty
Trouble-shoot aircraft flight control circuits
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Aptitude Areas

There are four aptitude areas in the Air Force personnel testing

system: general, administrative, mechanical and electronics. This

research does not question the appropriateness of these areas; it
is concerned with the relative order of aptitude area score requirements

for specialties and jobs within each of those areas.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF BENCHMARK SCALES

Task difficulty benchmark scales have already been developed

for the electronic, mechanical and general aptitude areas. The approach

was similar for all scales, but the mechanical scale will be used

as an example.

A general description of the scale development effort was presented

by Hart (1977) at last year's Military Testing Association Conference

in San Antonio. The 15 specialties shown in Table 2 were selected

for the mechanical scale development. These specialties are representative

both of the complexity and the variety of tasks within the mechanical

aptitude area.

Table 2. Mechanical Specialties
(N Task and ASVAB Cut Off)

Mech
ASVAB

Air Force Specialty N Task Cut Off

464X0-Explosive Ordnance Disposal Spec. 551 60

431X0-Helicopter Mech. 577 50

542X2-Electrical Power Production Spec. 592 50

546X0-Liquid Fuel Systems Mech. 1018 50

427X1-Corrosion Control Spec. 457 50

361X0-Outside Wire and Antenna Mech. 476 40

423X2-Aircrew Egress Systems Mech. 376 40

423X3-Aircraft Fuel Systems Mech. 297 40

426X2-Jet Engine Mech. 415 40

552X0-Carpenter 563 .40

552X5-Plumber 407 40

566X1-Environmental Support Spec. 556 40

551X1-Construction Equip. Operator 927 40

427X3-Fabrication and Parachute Spec. 553 40

551X0-Pavements Maint. Spec. 927 40
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Table 3. Estimates of Interrater Reliability

Specialty (Rater) RICK

464X0 Explosive Ordnance Disposal Spec. 88 .96

431X0 Helicopter Mech. 100 .97

542X2 Electrical Power Production Spec. 58 .96

546X0 Liquid Fuel Systems Mech. 81 .96

427X1 Corrosion Control Spec. 43 .88

361X0 Outside Wire and Antenna Mech. 38 .93

423X2 Aircrew Egress Systems Mech. 53 .88

423X3 Aircraft Fuel Systems Mech. 26 .93

426X2 Jet Engine Mech. 83 .94

552X0 Carpenter 68 .93

552X5 Plumber 116 .97

566X1 Environmental Support Spec. 56 .94

551X1 Construction Equip. Operator 83 .97

427X3 Fabrication and Parachute Spec. 73 .94

551X0 Pavements Maint. Spec. 72 .97

Relative ratings of task difficulty are routinely obtained in
conjunction with job inventories and occupational surveys conducted

by the USAF Occupational Measurement Center, Lackland AFB. These data,

obtained from incumbent supervisors, are collected on all tasks in

the job inventories and are provided to AFHRL for research purposes.

Table 3 reflects the estimates of interrater reliability (Lindquist,

1953) and the number of raters for the 15 mechanical specialties. Using

these data and the criteria outlined in Table 4, forty tasks were selected

from each specialty to establish a set of 600 benchmark tasks.

Table 4. Task Selection Criteria

1. Eliminate supervisory tasks

2. Capture range of difficulty

3. Select on High Rater Agreement (Low SD)

4. Tasks performed by first termers

5. Prefer well known tasks

6. Prefer easily observed tasks

7. Face validity
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In preparation for selecting the tasks from the benchmark set
to represent the 25 points on the benchmark scale, a panel of mechanical

experts, provided by an Air Force contractor, was asked to provide

a rank-ordering of the 600 tasks. Each panel member, after accumulating
detailed information on each task, provided an independent rank-order

of the set of 600 tasks. The task requiring the least learning time

was assigned number 1 and the task requiring the greatest learning

time was assigned number 600. The estimate of interrater reliability

was very high (Rid(=.97, N=8). This result demonstrates that a panel

of work area experts can work within our definition of task difficulty,

collect detailed information in the field at the task level, and provide

highly reliable rank orderings of a large number of tasks selected

from a given specific work area.

To address the matter of validity, the contractor's ranking data

were correlated with the field supervisor's relative ratings referred

to earlier. These correlations were computed using mean ranks and
ratings on the forty tasks from each of 15 specialties separately;

results are summarized in Table 5. These coefficients provide some

substantiation of the validity of the data collection procedure, the

definition of learning difficulty, and of the data itself.

Table 5. Correlations between Mean Ranks
and Mean Ratings of Forty Tasks

Specialty

464X0 .87

431X0 .91

542X2 .87

546X0 .85

427X1 .81

361X0 .77

423X2 .83

423X3 .79

426X2 .74

552X0 .76

552X5 .57

566X1 .76

551X1 .82

427X3 .81

551X0 .73
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Benchmark Task Selection

Two tasks were sele.:ted to represent each of the learning difficulty
levels of the 25-point scale. A systematic procedure was developed
to insure that the selected tasks represented the distribution of the
mean ranks of the 600 tasks. In addition, the criteria summarized
in Table 4 were again applied as appropriate. Face validity was even
more important in this task selection process than it was in the prior
process in as much as the tasks were to be used as examples that would
anchor the various points on the scale. That is, the tasks on the
mechanical scale must appear to be mechanical tasks to the extent possible.

A sample of the 50 selected tasks (two for each of 25 points)
along with mean and standard deviation from the ranking process is
at Table 6. The mean standard deviation for all 600 tasks was 62.8.
Table 6 indicates the type of tasks selected as well as the relatively
high rater agreement for most of them.

Table 6. Example Benchmark Tasks - Mechanical Scale

Level Task Title

1 Police Grounds for Litter
1 Police Open Storage Areas

5 Clean Life Preservers
5 Dig Ditches by Hand

10 Clean or Regap Spark Plugs
10 Caulk Areas Around Windows, Sinks or

Bathtubs

13 Install or Replace Water Fountains
13 Disassemble or Clean Conventional Fuel

Gate Valves

15 Perform Preoperational Inspections of
Engine after Engine has been on long
Standby

15 Install or Replace Formica on Counter-
tops or Splashboards

20 Install Tail Roter Assemblies on
Helicopter Aircraft

20 Read and Interpret Schematic or Wiring
Diagrams

25 Troubleshoot Installed Engines
25 Troubleshoot Systems for Breaker Trip-

Outs
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1.50 .87

3.50 1.73

26.38' 13.77
27.00 14.41

136.38 53.97
140.63 105.52

307.38 77.31
306.13 83.64

401.63 88.07

404.13 74.44

562.50 24.09

562.00 58.41

599.38 1.32

595.38 5.20



IV. PROCEDURAL GUIDE

Accurate application of the benchmark scale requires detailed

knowledge of both the task being rated and the reference tasks at each

level of the scale. A procedural guide has been assembled for each

scale describing the reference tasks. This guide is for the use of

the panel of expert raters who will actually apply the scales. There

are two parts: Part I introduces each panel member to the task of

assessing learning difficulty and rating the tasks; Part II presents

the 25-point scale and provides a one page description of each of the

50 tasks on the scale. This description includes the level of the

task on the scale, the title of the task, the specialty from which

it was selected, a narrative on any specific equipment associated with

the task, a narrative describing the actual task performance, and an

explanation of the skill and knowledge required to learn the task.

Examples of these descriptions, taken directly from the Mechanical

Procedural Guide (Hart and Pulliam, Note 1), are at Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Level 10 Task Description

Level 10: CLEAN AND REGAP SPARK PLUGS (Electrical Power Production

Specialist - AFSC 54350

Equipment: The task concerns gasoline engines of one or two cylinders,

driving service equipment such as air compressors. These engines are

part of the support equipment in an electrical power generating station.

Task Description: The task requires standard hand tools and an air

blast powered spark plug cleaner which blows an abrasive against the

plug base to clean insulator and electrodes. Work is performed in

the power station. The mechanic removes plugs from the engine, using

a socket wrench. He cleans the plug by inserting it into a hole on

the cleaning machine, and pressing a valve to release a blast of abrasive

against the plug base. After a few seconds he removes the plug, inspects

it visually for clean ceramic, and (on some machines) inserts it in

a second hold for a pressure test. Defective plugs are thrown away.

He then checks the gap using a gap gauge (with feeler wires), and corrects

any error by bending the outer electrode inward, using a slotted wrench

which is often part of the gap-gauge handle. He puts a new plug gasket

on the plug and torques the plug back in place.

Skill/Knowledge Requisd: The task requires knowledge of standard

hand tools, including a torque wrench. Since there is likely to be

no T.O. for the engine concerned, the mechanic must know the general

procedure for cleaning and gapping a plug, and that 25 foot pounds

is the usual plug torque. Airmen who qualify for entry into this field

usually have some knowledge of this task before their enlistment.
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Figure 2. Level 25 Task Description

Level 25: TROUBLESHOOT INSTALLED ENGINES (Jet Engine Mechanic -
APSC 42652)

Equipment: This task is performed on jet engines installed on aircraft.
Troubleshooting includes isolation of failure within the engine or
confirming that a failure is not in the engine but some related subsystem.

Task Performance: Troubleshooting typically begins with a pilot write-

up. Interpretation of these write-ups is often difficult. The isolation

process depends upon the failure sympton observed. Oil leaks, which

are the most common problems require that all oil be cleaned from the

exterior of the engine, the engine and oil systems are isolated by
attaching vibration sensors at different locations around the engine
and then running the engine to look for abnormal vibration sources.
Other problems such as fuel leaks, throttle rigging, fuel control,
and electrical problems require coordination with other subsystem
specialties to isolate the problem between the engine and related
systems.

Skill/Knowledge Required: Learning troubleshooting is accomplished

by exposure and is not formalized. It requires:

(a) A complete knowledge of engine operation and its interface

with related aircraft subsystems.
(b) Ability to use and understand the readings of pressure gauges,

vibration sensors, and heat gauges.
(c) That the mechanic be cockpit qualified to enable him to run

up the engine.
(d) An ability to read and interpret the appropriate Technical

Orders.
(e) Coordination with the efforts of other subsystem specialists

to isolate problems in the interaction of the engine and related aircraft

systems.

It is mandatory for each rater to fully absorb the contents of

the guide prior to using the scale. Part I of the guide calls for

a practice period of actual study and application prior to operational

use of the scale.

V. APPLICATION OF BENCHMARK SCALES

The intention is to ultimately apply the scales to all available

enlisted specialties in the Air Force. Data collection ,and analysis

is underway.. Because analysis is not complete, information .to _finalize

the evaluation of the aptitude requirements in specific specialties

is not, yet available. Presented here is a brief discussion on how

the method is to be applied.
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Typically 60-70 tasks are selected from each specialty to be

evaluated. These tasks will be selected using criteria similar to
those used in selection of the benchmark set. The tasks will be indi-

vidually studied in depth at both the technical school and at two or
more operational work sites. A typical panel will be made up of 12

members with two teams of six visiting separate locations. After

accumulating as much data as feasible on each task, the panel members

will independen'tly provide 1-25 point ratings of learning difficulty

for all 60-70 tasks in each specialty. These ratings (for a sample

of tasks within each specialty) can be used to estimate the learning

difficulty of all tasks in a specialty using traditional statistical

procedures for estimations.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

The CoMprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Program (CODAP) package

developed biAYBRL is the data analytic tool being used in the analysis

of these data. The CODAP system is ideally suited for this job. Programs

are readily-available to provide all necessary analysis for the project.

The contractor's benchmark ratings and the supervisor's relative

ratings of the same 60 tasks are input to a two variable multiple regression

problem for each specialty. The resulting equation is then to be applied

to the supervisor's relative ratings of all tasks in the specialty.

This process will result in the prediction of a 1-25 point rating mean

for each task in the specialty. These predicted difficulty levels

are, in turn, used as input to the CODAP system for the computation

of average task difficulty for a variety of groups, and job types within

each occupation. For example, the average task difficulty for first

term airmen will be computed for each specialty and will be comparable

across all specialties in an aptitude area. Similar computations will

be made on other combinations of tasks and/or job incumbents.

VII. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The analysis completed to date has resulted in demonstration of

the efficacy of the method. Interrater agreement estimates with 12

raters rating 60 tasks from each specialty have ranged from .88 to

.98. These results have convinced us that the scale, in hand with

the procedural guide, can be reliably applied by knowledgeable work

experts.

Some preliminary correlational analysis has been completed with

positive results. Correlations between the two teams of raters have

ranged from .82 to .94. Correlations between the ratings of relative

difficulty and the benchmark ratings are ranging from .71 to .94. Both

of these results are indicative of the validity of our methodology.

Further data collection and analysis will be much more conclusive.

An illustration of the planned format of the data is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Relative Aptitude Requirements for First Term Jobs

In 8 Specialties (Hypothetical Data)

Relative Difficulty (Bar = ± 1SD)
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ASVAB MIN. 215 245 275 305 335 365 395 425 ASVAB vas
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A brief comparison of the column containing current ASVAB minimum with
the .column reflecting recommended ASVAB minimum indicates that there
is evidence of misalignment of the aptitude requirements of these eight
specialties. Specifically, Figure 3 indicates that some specialties
may have a high current minimum aptitude requirement but .may actually
have a much lower required minimum (e.g., specialties C, D and F).
The opposite is true for specialty B. Other specialties will be found
to cover an extremely wide range of jobs (indicated by the length of
the horizontal lines on Figure 3) suggesting that the specialty itself
might be shredded out in some fashion . The information contained
in Figure 3 is not based on actual data; but data of this type will
soon be available on approximately 200 specialties. Changes in aptitude
requirements require a total systems approach, and we do not intend
to release any data in a piece-meal fashion.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

The analysis of data to date indicates that we have developed
a methodology which will enable us to evaluate aptitude requirements
at the task, job, and occupation level. The benchmark scale approach
results in the collection of difficulty data at the task level that
is comparable across all tasks within an aptitude area regardless of
specialty. The results of the data analysis to date are sufficient
to conclude that the total technology is based on a sound approach
and analysis methodology.

There are studies in process that address the matter of longevity
of the data; that is, how long will these data reflect the requirements
of the specialty. Preliminary results indicate that the contr4ctor
benchmark data may be useful in assessing the learning difficulty of
the specialty for several years. The difficulty scale is anchored
with tasks that should not easily become obsolete because of the task
selection process. First, to the extent possible, tasks were selected
that were well known to mechanical workers; and second, extreme care
was used in documenting each task in the procedural guides. Primarily
for these reasons, it is not necessary for the tasks on the scales
to even remain in active occupational task inventories to be effective.
The scale will remain an effective tool as long as experts in the work
area can comprehend the terminology used_amd the written agcumentation
provided in the procedural guide. Not only will the scale-and the
benchmark data be useful in years to come, but the scales as they are
will also be useful in examining: the difficulty level of future tasks
as they are added to job inventories. This procedure will allow the
evaluation of the aptitude requirements of new specialties and/or tasks
as they become a part of Air Force work.

Implementation of the results of this project is anticipated in
FY 80 or 81. The primary procedure for implementation is to change
the aptitude minimums as listed in AF Regulation 39-1. The results

will also be implemented through the computerized job-offer system
used by the Al' Recruiting Service. Plans for this form of implementation
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are currently being prepared. We also plan to develop a total imple-

mentation package that will include complete impact analyses with recom-

mendations for coordinated changes in the length and difficulty of

Air Force resident school training courses.

There are three significant areas where cost avoidance should

be achieved as a result of this research. Contingency plans for talent

shortages will be available as a product of this effort. These plans

will enable the Air Force to specifically plan for talent shortages

in any specific specialty or across all specialties. Another product

will be a more defensible position for aptitude requirements in the

case of court actions. The present system, which excludes many indi-

viduals from entering Air Force jobs based on a "cut-off aptitude score,"

has no objective data to support its use. This research will provide

data on the learning load requirements for each job. Another product

will be an improved match-up of Air Force talent and job requirements.

Improving this match of talent with requirements can have effects on

job attitude, retention, recruiting, and training, to name just a few.

1
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OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF CORRESPONDENCE COURSE ITEMS

Andrew N. Dow, Ed.D.

Naval Education and Training Program Development Center
Pensacola, Florida 32509

Every word that is spoken or written is evaluated to some extent
by someone. Those of us who prepare training materials feel more at
ease when we get evaluative feedback from the performance of our
materials. It is in reply to such quests for feedback that this
paper has been prepared. However, before we go further, we must
define and describe our subject matter.

In this presentation, "correspondence course" refers to the
series of interrogatories that accompanies the text. The individual
interrogatories are the items of the correspondence course. This
material converts a book, or other text materials, into a self-
teaching course.

Most of the items which comprise the correspondence course, bear
a strong resemblance to multiple-choice test items; some ask a ques-
tion that is followed by several possible answers, while others con-
tain a stem that is an incomplete statement followed by several
possible completions. In spite of the superficial resemblance to
the typical objective test item, the primary purpose of the corres-
pondence course item is instruction. Evaluation, which is the
primary purpose of the test item, becomes the secondary purpose of
the course item. Conversely, instruction, which is the primary
purpose of the course item, is the secondary purpose of the test
item. It must also be recognized that some course items are more
evaluative than others, while some are almost pure teaching items,
too easy to have any evaluative function.

Regardless of their function, course items need to be evaluated.
An item that is unrelated to the course and its learning objectives
is a waste of paper and the time of the student. Further, that item
may be occupying the space of an as yet unwritten effective item.
Like any other training material, the items of a correspondence
course can be evaluated when they are reviewed by knowledgeable
persons. Optimally, the person who originally prepares the items
takes a second look some time after preparing them, and a co-worker
also gives them a critical review. This constitutes internal review.
External review consists of critical evaluation of one Or more items
by an uninvolved person.

Evaluation by review has a number of shortcomings. The most
obvious is the amount of manpower required to do a good job. A single
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review is time consuming; multiple reviews are more so. Since there
is a good chance that any review will be biased, several reviews may
overcome the bias if the reviewers hold relatively diverse viewpoints.
When there are several reviewers of diverse viewpoints, in addition
to those that are internal and involved, there are those that are
external and impersonal. The internal reviewer who has been involved
in the development of the materials brings a sophistication that is
as necessary as the impersonality of the noninvolved external re-
viewer. With a diverse group of reviewers, there may be little
agreement; someone still must decide which criticisms to accept or
reject and must synthesize their aspects. All of this increases the
manpower demands of such a process, and, even with intersubjective
agreement, doubt still remains as to its objectivity and validity.

A system of item evaluation that requires somewhat less manpower
is based upon the surface resemblance of the course item to the
typical objective examination item. This system employs item re-
sponse counts as used in test item analysis (2). These counts are
objective and reliable, requiring very little manpower, but there
seems to be no consensus as to the meaning of the counts, nor how
they can be used to improve the courses. Thus, it is appropriate
that we look at some of the possible causes of some of the several
levels of correct response counts.

Some items will be answered correctly by almost everyone, e.g.,
giveaways--"When was the War of 1812 fought?"--which one can answer
without having taken the course and without any great fund of general
knowledge. This is the worst kind of high percentage correct item.
The best kind of high percentage correct item is one that is well
covered in the text; the text materials are comprehensive and compre-
hensible, and the course item is not ambiguous. These two kinds of
easy items are the extremes. Other items will be answered correctly
by a high percentage of the respondents because the items are based
on information available to most of them--sometimes called common
knowledge. If an item such as this has some bearing on the rest of
the course, there may be justification for keeping it. If a common
knowledge item is related only vaguely to the course subject matter,
there is no reason to retain it. Sometimes, high percentages correct
are the result of compromise--the word has gotten out on some of
the items. This is particularly likely to occur with a popular
course. If compromise is relatively universal, then a rewrite is in
order; the basic material can be covered from a different viewpoint.
Thus, we have four of the possible reasons for a high percentage of
correct answers, and only one of them is really desirable from a
pedagogical point of view.

A large number of items will be answered correctly by a
moderately high percentage (60%-80%) of those taking the course. An
obvious reason for this in some instances is that the text covers
the material, but not as well as it does for the good items that are
correctly answered by a higher percentage. Some others will fall
into this groups because the item is not well phrased; the text is
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not at fault, the item is. A third kind of item joins these others
just because its subject matter does not stimulate thought and/or
learning; both the text and the item are well worded and course
related, but the material just is not remembered well. Ofttimes
this kind of material is part of a series of building blocks and is
essential to the course. Some items will fall into the moderately
high percentage correct group because they are based upon general
knowledge that is not universal knowledge. Others will wind up
here because they are relatively difficult but have been compromised
to a limited degree.

Then, there are those items that are correctly answered by only
a very small percentage of the respondents. Some of these are in
this group because of exaggerations of the conditions that produced
the items for the moderately high percentage correct group. In
addition, some of the items are not answered by many respondents
because the text does not cover the material well enough for many
to get the item correct. Some other items fall into this statistical
group because the item is worded ambiguously, and most of 4
respondents choose a wrong interpretation. Also, there are some
items that very few answer correctly because the item structure is
such that they become high-level ability items, even though all the
material needed to answer them can be found scattered about the text.

We have just looked at some of the reasons that course items
are answered by a certain percentage of those who take the course.
This is not an exhaustive list of the reasons behind item behavior,
but it is a start. Obviously, the item count percentages are not
diagnostic. Without careful analysis (subjective) there is no way
to tell whether an item is adequate as it stands, needs some
revision, or should be thrown out.

Some of the dilemmas raised by the simple item analysis type
response count can be resolved by using quasi-experimental de-
signs (1) which incorporate several item counts. We will first
describe three possible designs and then discuss the probable out-
comes of using each of them. Each of these designs involves a
,process analogous to pretesting; some students will go through the
Interrogatory items of the course, answering each before studying
the text materials. These same students will take the course after
being allowed to study; other groups will take the course under
varying sets of conditions. These are described in the following
paragraphs.

The first procedure (QE 1) is comparable to a simple "Test-
Retest" design. All persons who participate will take the course,
answering the items without having access to the text materials.
While the course is not, strictly speaking, a test, this partici-
pation without study will be termed a "pretest." Then, these same
participants will study the course text and answer the course items.
This will be known as the "post test." The response counts from
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these two uses of the course items yields three P values-(percentage
of respondents answering correctly) for each item--a pretest P value
to be called Pre P; a post test P value to be called Post P; and a
differential P value derived by subtracting the Pre P for an item
from its Post P. The differential P value will be designated Dif P.
The Pre P gives an indication of how much the item depends upon
common or precourse knowledge; a Pre P of 50 indicates that half of
the participants were able to select the correct response without
benefit of the course text. The Post P of an item is an indication
of the general difficulty of the item, but does not show whether the
item was answered from general, precourse knowledge or from course
derived information. Dif P indicates how well the item is related
to the text of the course; the larger the Dif P (in relation to the
Pre P), the more the item depends upon the text material. Compro-
mised items and items that can be answered from general knowledge
will have a rather low Dif P.

The second procedure (QE 2) is designated "Test-Retest with Post
Control." In addition to participants as used in the first pro-
cedure, this procedure calls for a control group. These two groups
(group X, the experimental participants, and group C, the control)
should be selected or matched by one of the systems recommended by
Campbell and Stanley (1). Group X is handled just like the partici-
pants in the first procedure, and the data derived are of the same
type. Group C takes the course in the regular fashion without a
pretest; the item counts from Group C should be representative of
the usual course takers. The item count from Group C is designated
Post Pc, and that from the post test data from group X as Post Px.
Thus Pc and Px can be compared for each course item.

A third procedure (QE 3) for the evaluation of course items is
called the "Test-Retest with Dual Control." This procedure calls
fdr groups X and C as in the Test-Retest with post control and, in
addition, a second control group called group CC. Groups X and C
participate the same way as in the Test-Retest with Post Control.
Group CC takes th items twice with group X, but does NOT have access
to the text for the second taking of the items. The additional data
yielded by this procedure are labeled Pre Pcc, Post Pcc, and Dif Pcc.

Table 1 summarizes the three procedures and compares them with
taking a course in normal fashion.

Each of the three procedures entails more work than a simple
count of the responses of a group of course-taking students. What
benefits are derived from each of these procedures? What are the
limitations of the three? We shall attempt to answer these ques-
tions by examining each of the three.
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Table 1

Comparison of Normal Procedure of Course
Taking and Three Experimental Designs

Procedure Group PreTest Training Post Test
(Items) (Text) (Items)

Normal S - S S

Q4 1 X X X X

QE 2 X X X X

C - C C

QE 3 X X X X

C - C C

CC CC - CC

Before examining the three quasi-experimental designs, we should
look at the simple count of responses. The simple count indicates
the percentage that responds successfully to each item after having
had access to the text materials. This count does not indicate how
much of the success of the respondents can be attributed to their
exposure to the text, how much to knowledge that they had before they
started the course, and how much to incidental learning that occurred
concurrently with taking the course. We have previously pointed out
some of the reasons for an item's being answered by a given percentage.

The first of the procedures (QE 1) the simple Test-Retest, yields
three kinds of data: Pre P, Post P, and Dif P. The Pre P values give
a good indication of the extent to which the items depend upon gen-
eral knowledge that the students had before they started the course.
Ideally, these values are low, about 25 or less. The Post P indi-
cates the general level of achievement after the course is completed
by students that have been primed by the pretesting. Dif P is an
indication of how much the students improved during the period that
they were involved with the course proper. Remember, this improve-
ment can be the product of experiences other than exposure to the
text and participation in the course items.

The second procedure (QE 2), est-Retest with Post Control,
yields, in addition to the data of the types yielded by the simple
Test-Retest, two sets of Post P values. The post test P values
(Post Pc) are obtained from the responses of students who did not
take a pretest. Therefore, they are free of any priming influence
which may result from taking the course items before being exposed
to the text. These data are also free of any practice effect score
enhancement, so they should be representative of the data from
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typical student groups. A comparison of Post Px will show the com-

bined effects of practice and priming.

The third procedure Ng 3), Test-Retest with Dual Controls, in

addition to the data of the types yielded by the second procedure,
produces a set of P values from the first, or pre, administration, a
set of P values from the second, or pseudo post, participation in

the course items, and a set of differential P values. These will be

designated Pre Pcc, Post Pcc, and Dif Pcc, respectively. Pre Pcc

will be useful in evaluating the comparability of group X and group

CC; Dif Pcc can be used to establish how much of Dif Px is the
result of both practice and incidental learning, without the text

information. Post PX - Post Pcc, will give an indication of the
size of the performance increment that results from exposure to the

text materials. Dif Pcc will indicate approximately how much of the
score is due to practice effect and incidental, after priming,

learning.

Table 2 summarizes the three procedures and the kinds of data

available from them. There are also comments relating to the data.

We also realize that in some courses and situations some of

these procedures are not practical. Many of the response forms, or

answer sheets, used with correspondence courses are not readily

adapted to automated response counting. Data from such forms can be

hand counted or key punched for machine counting.

As the various P values can have various causes, there is no

way that a computer can read the P values and accept or reject the

items. A trained eye will always be needed to look at the several

P values for each item and then at that item; afterwards, decisions

can be made. An item with a high Pre P that has an instructional

function should be retained. There also may be a reason for keeping

an item with a very low Post P.

At this point, there are many unanswered questions. A paper

such as this tries to open new avenues rather than supply pat

answers.
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Table 2

Data Acquired from Normal Procedure of Course

Taking and from Three Experimental Designs

Procedure Data Comments

Normal

QE 1 Pre P

QE 2

Ca 3

Post P

Dif P

Pre Px

Post Px

Dif Px

Post Pc

Post Px - Post Pc

Pre Px

Post Px

Dif Px

Post Pc

Pre Pcc

Post Pcc

Post Px - Post Pc

Pre Px Pre Pcc

Post Px - Post Pcc

Dif Px Dif Pcc

Post Pc - Post Pcc

% students responding correctly

% students without training who

respond correctly, related to non-

course knowledge

% trained students responding cor-

rectly

Increase in correct responses after

training

Same as Pre P, QF 1

Same as Post P, QE 1

Same as Dif P, QE 1

Same as P, Normal procedure

Increase in correct responses that

result from pretest priming

Same as Pre P, QE 1

Same as Post P, QE 1

Same as Dif P, QE 1

Same as P, Normal procedure

Same as Pre P, QE 1

% correct responses that result from

training and priming that comes from

taking the pretest without exposure

to the text materials

Same as in QE 2

Checks quality of groups X and CC

These show the effect that the text

has upon making correct responses

Of little use in evaluating items
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THE EMERGENCE OF AN ITEM-WRITING TECHNOLOGY

Gale Roid and Tom Haladyna
Teaching Research Division

Oregon State System of Higher Education
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

Abstract

This paper provides a review of the emerging technology of test-
item writing for criterion-referenced tests. Several different

approaches to item development are discussed. A continuum of item-
writing methods is proposed ranging from informal-subjective methods to

computerized-objective methods. Examples of techniques include
objective-based item writing, amplified objectives, item forms, facet
design, domain-referenced concept testing and computerized techniques.

Data from studies of item-writing techniques are also reviewed. Recom-

mendations for, further research and for applications to criterion-

referenced testing are presented.

Revised version of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Military

Testing Association, Oklahoma City, October 1978.
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THE EMERGENCE OF AN ITEM-WRITING TECHNOLOGY

Gale Roid and Tom Haladyna
Teaching Research Division

Oregon State System of Higher Education
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

Developers of any criterion-referenced (CR) achievement test have
been confronted with the problem of writing test items which closely
reflect the intent of instruction. This problem was earlier recognized
by Osburn (1968) and by Hively and his colleagues (Hively, Patterson &
Page, 1968). Bormuth (1970) was among the first to formally propose a
science of item writing as'a replacement for the informal, subjective
experiences that commonly form the basis for item writing. In a review
of Bormuth's approach !to item writing, Cronbach (1970) remarked:

The design and construction of achievement test items
has been given almost no scholarly attention. The leading
works of the generation--even the Lindquist Educational
Measurement and the Bloom Taxonomy-- are distillations of

iience more than scholarly analyses. (p. 509)

Since that time, there has been increasing activity in the area of item
writing which clearly indicates the emergence of an item-writing tech-
nology that is grounded in theory and is now developing a research base.

The objective of this review is to describe the progress in the
technology of item writing. This review should serve to stimulate
theoretical and empirical work in the further advancement of item-writing
technology, as well as provide useful guidelines to instructors and
researchers who are interested in producing instructionally relevant
achievement tests.

It iF important, however, to provide an appropriate background for
this review. Therefore, the steps one might employ in the construction
of appropriate achievement tests are presented, and the role that tests
play in systematic instruction is briefly described. Two distinct
approaches to test-item writing are presented and contrasted. Studies

are reviewed which bear on the feasibility and utility of each approach
in producing effective CR tests. Finally, recommendations are offered
for future research and development.

Developing CR Tests

Five steps are identified that are essential aspects of achievement
test development (illustrated in Figure 1). These steps reflect a
process which ideally occurs in any test development. The first step
is the conceptualization of the content .to be learned. Initially, the

.11)C'()
)
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Steps,

2

3

conceptualization of
instructional intent

development of
instructional objectives

domain
OR specification

item development

item review

5 test construction

Figure 1. Steps in the development of a CR test.

instructional developer or instructor must identify what the student must

learn as a consequence of instruction. This step may be based on a task

analysis or job analysis, or it may be admittedly introspective. It may

be a "private event" that is purely abstract, but it is a vital beginning
in the process of planning instruction and the associated CR test7ng
that is part of this instruction.

The process of defining content has been the subject of much research.
As Shavelson (Note 1) points out, there are at least three distinct ways
in which to describe content structure. The first is hierarchically in
the manner suggested by Gagne (1962), Ausubel (1963) or Bruner (1966). A

second approach is content analysis whereby a system is used to categorize

content. A third approach involves the defining of concepts and their

relationships. However, the state of the science here appears to be more
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in the direction of informal, non-theoretical approaches to defining con-
tent, rather than the theoretical positions described by Shavelson.

Following the conceptualization of what is to be taught, in step two
instructional intent is then transformed into either (a) instructional
objectives which represent the behaviors to be elicited by learners as a
result of instruction or (b) the specification of the content domain to
be learned. Objectives, for quite some time, have been the mainstay of
CR testing, although recent statements like those of Popham's (1975) and
Millman's (1974a) have indicated that the inherent weakness in using
objectives is that they permit considerable freedom when creating items,
and studies like Roid and Haladyna (1978) offer empirical support to
this view.

In the third step, items are developed using one of a number of item-
writing techniques. The object in step three is to develop a universe
or domain of test items which adequately represent the instructional
intent as abstractly conceived in step one. A number of methods have
been proposed and studied for developing items (e.g., the method of item
forms developed by Hively, 1974), and the process is very much in line
with the domaih specification approach currently advocated by leading CR
test theorists (Hambleton, SwaminethAn, Agin c- Coulson, 197R; Millman,

1974a; Popham, 1975).

While these item-writing procedures may generate items automatically,
Haladyna and Roid (1978) and Hambleton, et al. (1978) have argued for
processes whereby items are reviewed either by logical or by empirical
means (step four). These item reviews are intended to identify defective
items and either revise or discard such items before they are employed in
CR testing. Thus, the resultant item domain is one in which logical and
empirical reviews have been used to ensure the quality of the items.

The final step in test development (step five) is the selection of

items for a CR test. While test blueprints and empirical item selection
techniques have been advocated for years, there is strong evidence that
random sampling of items should occur (Hambleton, et al., 1978; Popham,
1975; Haladyna & Roid, Note 2). Millman (1974b) provides some guidance
on types of random sampling plans that may be employed to provide the
adequate coverage of the content desired. The practice insures a high

degree of content validity.

Within the area of CR testing there are many issues to be studied
and resolved. These issues include (a) item review, (b) reliability,

(c) decision making, (d) standard setting, and (e) validity. Each of

these issues becomes the object of future study. However, the present
review is focused on the first three steps of CR test development, which
are related to item development. CR tests appear in a variety of
educational settings, but the most appropriate of these settings would
seem to be in instruction that is objective-based and systematic in
nature.
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Systematic Instruction and Systematic Testing

As test developers are aware, a good CR test is typically used in
instruction to monitor student progress with respect to the intent of

the instruction. There are a number of instructional systems, e.g.,
mastery learning (Bloom, 1968); personalized instruction (Keller, 1968;

Robin, 1976) which treat instruction as an orderly process that is goal-

based and student-centered.

As noted earlier, the CR tests that are developed are created by
random sampling from a domain of items representing the instructional
intent, as illustrated in Figure 1. An important distinction made by

Millman (1974a) is that two types of CR tests exist--objective-based and

domain-based. The objective-based CR test consists of items which were
selected or written to reflect a single objective or a homogeneous set

of objectives. The domain-based CR test is derived from a specification
of the domain and rules for the development of items which do not permit

a great deal of influence by the item writer on the item, thus greatly

eliminating the potential for item-writer bias. Millman (1974a) has

stated that the domain-based test is the purest form of CR test and a

more desirable alternative to the objective-based test.

Within the framework of systematic instruction, there are several
reasons for the increased attention to item-writing methods. Foremost

among these is that most instructional systems need large collections of

CR items in order to provide students with multiple forms for retests.

When mastery is not achieved, instructors must provide suitable remedia-

tion and give retests until mastery is achieved. The consequence of this

strategy, which seems to be common to virtually all forms of systematic

instruction, is that a large collection of test items must effectively and

logically represent instruction.

Another reason for increased attention to the development of items
is the role achievement tests play in research. Educational researchers
often must construct achievement tests to be used as dependent measures

in their studies. Anderson (1972), in a classic paper, maintains that
educational researchers tend to overlook the basic requirements of a

system of measurement, "namely that there is a clear and concise defini-

tion of the things being counted" (page 145). This need can be extended

to the area of evaluation research where the effectiveness of instruc-

tional programs is often determined by CR achievement tests that are not

specifically described.

When item writers create items for CR testing using informal or

subjectively inspired methods, they are likely to produce items which

vary in quality and difficulty (Bormuth, 1970). The use of objectives or

similar rules for item writing do not necessarily lead to better items.

At demonstrated in a study by Roid and Haladyna (1978), the inherent sub-

jectivity in item writing produces a bias that is difficult to overcome.
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Another reason for concern with item development is that unless
test-item writing methods are operationally-defined, these methods cannot
be documented for other researchers or educators. If the test-item
writer uses a mental process that cannot be described and communicated
to another educator, the process of item writing remains a private event
which is not defined and, hence, not replicable. An operationally
defined method provides a precise description of how items are written
so that two independent item writers using the same method produce vir-
tually identical items. And these items have an integral link to
instruction and a link to the intent of instruction.

Given this background, two fundamental approaches to CR test-item
writing are identified and methods for writing or classifying items
are described, and recommendations are offered for future research and
development.

A CLASSIFICATION OF ITEM WRITING METHODS

All item writing methods can be contrasted using a continuum which
ranges from informal-subjective to computerized-objective (illustrated
in Figure 2).

1. Informal Methods

2. Writing from Learning Objectives

3. Writing from Detailed Learning Objectives

N/
4. Writing from Item Generation Rules with Writer's Choice

5. Writing from Item Forms or Fully Computerized Methods

Figure 2. A continuum of item-writing methods

1 0 4 0 1
,
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The informal methods may involve a listing of the topics to be
covered in the content of a course or may simply involve the instructor
sitting down and writing items that are felt to be relevant to the
course. At levels two and three of the continuum, learning objectives
or detailed objectives may be written for a course of instruction, and
these are used as guides in producing test items. At the fourth and
fifth levels of the continuum, there may be a domain specification or
universe of test items that is defined for a course of instruction and
the tests that are used with it (Hively, 1974; Shoemaker, 1975). Since

it is assumed that criterion-referenced tests are the appropriate tool
for assessing student achievement in systematic instruction and because
these tests are developed using either objectives or domains as the
starting point, the emphasis in this review will be on these two major
classifications of item-writing methods. The former subsumes levels two
and three of the continuum, while the latter subsumes levels four and
five.

Objective-Based Methods

Since the appearance of Mager's classic text, Preparing Instruc-
tional Objectives (Mayer, 1962), there have been a plethora of basics
dealing with the subject. The purpose in this section of the review
will not be to show how to prepare objectives, but to evaluate the con-
tribution of objectives to CR item writing.

Simply stated: "An objective is an intent communicated by a
statement describing a proposed change in a learner--a statement of
what the learner is to be like when he has successfully completed a
learning experience" (Mager, 1962, p. 3). The key concept in this
definition is the "intent" which is the raison d'etre for the objective.
Given the objective, the test-item writer has a good idea what was
intended, and is guided in developing CR test items which are appro-
priate to this intent. Further, objectives give organization to the
content to be learned and are believed to provide focus to learning
efforts. In fact, reviews by Duchastel and Merrill (1975), Hartley and
Davies (1976) and by Melton (1978) indicate that the use of objectives
does enhance learning, although the latter author warned that the per-
ceived effectiveness of objectives is an oversimplification in light of
the conditions that existed in the research on the effectiveness of
objectives.

Studies dealing with item characteristics of CR tests were recently
reviewed by Berk (Note 3) and by Haladyna and Roid (1978). These empiri-
cal studies, besides providing a technical base upon which item review
may be performed, point to the deficiencies in the approach where objec-
tives are used to generate items. In one study (Roid & Haladyna, 1978),
two item writers used the same learning objectives as a guide in prepar-
ing items, but one item writer was found to consistently write more
difficult items regardless of the objective. Thus, it seems that the
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very same subjectivity and bias that is present when the item writer uses
his own intuitive notions can be present when objectives are used.

Dissatisfaction with the differences in items produced by item
writers who use the objectives has prompted some to reject objective-
based tests in favor of other "purer" forms of criterion-referenced
tests. Popham (1978, p. 91) states: "The thrust of the emerging
criterion-referenced measurement technology, therefore, is on increasing
the capabilities of criterion-referenced tests to produce lucid descrip-
tions of examinees performance." The objective-based CR test is viewed
as a weaker form of a CR test in contrast to the domain-based CR test
(Hambleton, et al., 1978; Millman, 1974a).

One solution to the problem of using objectives is the amplified
objective,'which is an elaboration of the objective, and which reduces
uncertainty about the form and extent of items developed. An example is
provided from Popham (1975, p. 147) which shows how an objective is
transformed into an amplified objective (see Figure 3), The process
thereby transforms an objective-based item-writing method into a domain-
based method. That is, the amplified objective yields a pool of test
items with well-defined characteristics.

Instructional Quality Inventory. Another approach to improving
objectives is the Instructional Quality Inventory (IQI) developed by the
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, and Courseware,
Inc. (Ellis, Wulfeck II, Merrill, Richards, Schmidt & Wood, Note 4). IQI

provides a method for examining the consistency between test items,
objectives, and instruction. The IQI uses a matrix of test levels by
content types that allows the test developer to classify test items and
objectives in terms of both task and content. This examination of the
relationship between objective and instruction is a major advance in the
technology of item writing, although the degree to which the IQI has been
successfully implemented is undetermined. Nevertheless, IQI provides a
systematic approach to analyzing objectives which may allow for the
creation of satisfactory items.

Classifying educational objectives. Two approaches to creating and
.classifying items and objectives will be briefly presented and reviewed.
The first one is the most well known, the cognitive taxonomy proposed
by Bloom and his colleagues (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill & Krathwohl,
1956). A second approach is a typology introduced by Williams and
Miller (1973).

Bloom's taxonomy consists of six categories ranging from knowledge,
which deals with factual recall, to the highest level, evaluation, which
involves judgment. The taxonomy has had tremendous impact on the think-
ing and practices of educators, and any discussion of objectives is
incomplete without reference to this taxonomy. However, seldom are CR
tests employed which involve this cognitive taxonomy. In a recent

review of the properties of this taxonomy, Seddon (1978, p. 321)
concludes, "No one has been able to demonstrate that these properties do
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Descriptive Language: Concrete and Abstract Words Composition Skills

Ob ective: Given a sentence with a noun or verb omitted, the student
will select from two alternatives the word that most specifi-
cally or concretely completes the sentence.

Sample Item:

Directions: Mark an "X" through one of the words in parentheses that
makes the sentence describe a clearer picture.

Example: The racer (tumbled, went) down the hill.

Amplified Objective:

Stimulus Elements:

1. The student will be given simple sentences with the noun or verb
omitted and will be asked to mark an "X" through the one word of
a given pair of alternative words that more specifically or con-
cretely completes the sentence.

2. Each test will omit nouns and verbs in approximately equal numbers.

3. Vocabulary will be familiar to a third- or fourth-grade pupil.

Response Alternatives:

I. The student will be given pairs of nouns or pairs of verbs with
distinctly varied degrees of descriptive power.

2. In pairs of verbs, one verb will either be a linking verb or an
active verb descriptive of general action (e.g., is, goes), and
one verb will be an' action verb descriptive of the manner of
movement involved (e.g., scrambled, skipped).

3. In pairs of nouns, one noun will be abstract or vague (e.g., man,
thing), and one noun will be concrete (e.g., carpenter, computer).

Criterion of Correctness:

The correct answer will be "X" marked through the more concrete, spe-
cific noun or through the more descriptive action verb in each pair.

Figure 3. Example of an amplified objective.
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not exist. Conversely, no one has been able to demonstrate that they

do." Thus, the utility of Bloom's taxonomy as a tool for CR test devel-

opers is still questionable.

A typology for test questions was originally introduced by Williams
and Miller (1973) which viewed objectives and items particularly as rep-
resentations of one of five possible types.. The term "typology" was
used as no order for these categories was implied. A fuller treatment
of this work (Miller, Williams & Haladyna, 1978) reveals a system much
like Bloom's which, instead, focuses on verbs in test questions as keys
to interpreting the cognitive category of behavior in which a test item

falls. The categories include factual recall, summarizing, predicting,
evaluating, and applying. The example in Figure 4 provides a brief
definition of each level and examples of questions at each level.
Williams (1977) added another category to this typology, instantiation,
which is a derivative of summarizing. His empirical study of the
typology revealed that students with a minimum of training could classify
test items with a high degree of accuracy. Like other systems for
classifying objectives and items, there is no empirical research to sup-
port its use, other than Williams' study, and its usefulness at various

educational levels and content areas is unknown.

ITEM DEVELOPMENT BASED ON DOMAIN SPECIFICATION

The concept of "domain-referenced" testing was first reported in

1968 (Hively, Patterson & Page, 1968; Osburn, 1968) and further developed
by Hively and his colleagues (Hively, Maxwell, Rabehl, Sension & Lundin,

1973). As we reported earlier, domain-based CR tests are derived from
content specifications as opposed to objective-based tests which are

derived from instructional objectives.

A new technology of domain specification provides an alternative to

objective-based item-writing methods. There are at least five distinctly

different approaches to item creation which involve domain specifications.

These include: (a) item forms, (b) linguistic-based approaches,

(c) facet theory, (d) concept-based testing, and (e) computer-based

methods. Each is described, and research is reviewed which bears on the

success with which the method has been employed in CR testing.

Item Forms

Items for domain-based tests may be written from specifications
that describe the format and even some of the wording of the resulting

items. The specifications are called "item forms" (Hively, 1974), and

the pool of items that an item form creates is the domain to be assessed.

"An item form," explains Osburn (1968, p. 97), "has the following

characteristics: (1) it generates items with a fixed syntactical
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Cognitive Syntactical

T Definition Forms Exam le of a Question

Factual The reproduction of a stimulus element Name

Recall exactly as it was presented. State

Describe

When did Columbus discover America?

a. 1492

b. 1489

c. 1776

Summarizing The understanding of concepts and the .

tendency to correctly identify examples,

instances, or attributes of the concept.

Identify

Define

Translate

Typify

Represent

Describe

What is a good example of alliteration?

a. gurgling

b. school - pool

c. blue - blood

d. up - down

Predicting The use of rules in contingent relation- if..., then....

ships. The student is given a situation

and must anticipate a consequence which

is based on a rule.

If the temperature of the fluid in the flask

exceeds 1000 C, then

a. all fluids will evaporate.

b. the mixture will explode.

c. nothing will happen.

Evaluating The tendency to (a) select a criterion or

crIterl!, (b) re lisp a criterion. or

(c) both select and use a criterion for

a decision.

Which is

best, worst;

highest, lowest;

most, least...?

From the standpoint of efficiency, which

procedure is best?

a. driggling

b. harpoling

c. craterling

d. quarboling

Applying Problem solving which involves the "how to" No standard forms.

of applying involves (a) sensing the

problem, (b) defining the problem,

(c) selecting principles, rules, or

methods by which the problem is solved,

and (d) selecting or generating solutions.

To achieve a well-balanced city water system,

which plan will provide a steady supply of

water in all seasons?

a. a deep well system west of town

b. a deep well system east of town

c. a reserv' r in west hills

d. a pipeline from neighboring

Independence

Figure 4. Definition, syntactical structure of questions, and examples of a cognitive typology of CR test items.



structure; (2) it contains one or more variable elements; and (3) it

defines a class of item sentences by specifying the replacement sets for
the variable elements." The item forms developed by Hively and Osburn
were in science or mathematics. For example, the following is an item
form for a basic mathematics concept:

Item Wording: Which of the following numbers is a prime number?

(a), (b), (c), (d)

Elements to Complete the Item: Four numbers, (a) to (d) are
provided and the student is required to check the
one that is the prime number. These numbers must
be two or three-digit integers, and all must be
odd numbers. The foils must be non-trivial as
defined by the fact that they should be factorable
into a minimum of 3 factors.

Sample Item: Which of the following numbers is a prime number?

27, 31, 147, 189

Correct Answer: 31

No studies have been observed that deal with the feasibility of
item forms or empirical comparisons betweeh this approach and others.
Hively, Patterson and Page (1968) studied the empirical properties of
items developed from item forms using Cronbach's generalizability theory
(Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda & Rajaratnam, 1972). Results of the study were
promising in that items were produced that showed response patterns that
suggested distinct and homogeneous classes of behavior.

The most significant work to date on item forms was the five-year
cooperative project, MINNEMAST (Hively, et al., 1973). The monograph
documents a domain-based test development from item forms, providing a

rich resource of examples and problems encountered. Foremost among
these problems is the extraordinary cost in the development of item
forms and the administration and scoring of test items, many of which
were not machine storable.

Further, there are concerns expressed for the feasibility of such an
approach (Popham, 1975, p. 136). Until item forms can be made more
efficient, their potential may be limited to subject matter that is more
objectively structured and identifiable.

Millman and Outlaw (1977) have recently implemented item forms in
the tests used for several college courses. They have developed a spe-
cial programming language for a small-computer system that allows an
item writer to construct an "item program." This is a computer program
that directs the system to produce multiple questions. The item program
defines a structure for each question. Most of the wording of the item



can be fixed and parts of the item can be variables that are replaced to

create unique questions. Variable elements can be words or random numbers

or quantities that are mathematically computed. An example of a very

simple item form and an item program for a math problem is shown in
Figure 5. One advantage of this system is that only the item program
needs to be stored, not the individual items. A test can be constructed

and printed by the computer.

Item Form

"How much is (X) plus CO?"

Where. X and Y are integers
from 1 to 10.

Item Program

10 LET X = RANDOM (1, 10)

20 LET Y = RANDOM (1, 10)

30 QUESTION CONTENT " How much
is ", X, " plus ", Y, " ? "

40 ANSWER CONTENT X + Y

Figure 5. Item form and item program from
Millman and Outlaw (1977)

Linguistic- Based. Approaches

Bormuth (1970) was the first to describe a technology of item
writing for assessing learning from prose material. He described rules

that are a series of directions which tell an item writer how to trans-
form segments of prose instruction into questions. Bormuth outlined two

types of transformations: (a) items derived from sentences and (b)

items derived from the relationships between sentences (1970, pp. 39-55).

An example of sentence-derived items that assess the recall of prose
material are those created by the "wh-transformation." These items would

be written using a detailed set of rules summarized as follows: "Select

sentences from the instructional materials, replacing a 'wh' word such

as who, what, or where for the appropriate part, e.g., subject noun, in

each sentence." For instance, "The test developer computes the validity
coefficient," could be transformed to: "Who computes the validity

coefficient?" These are particularly useful because they can be written
to assess learning of each of several ideas in one sentence, and can be

made into either completion or multiple-choice format.

Through the use of paraphrasing, sentence-derived items can also be
written to test comprehension of prose material. Anderson (1972) has

emphasized the importance of paraphrasing and has defined it as the case
where (a) all substantive 'words in a sentence are replaced and (b) the

original and paraphrased sentences have equivalent meaning.
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Questions can be developed from the relations between sentences;
for example, by questioning the cause of an action described in a prose
passage. For instance, the sentences (a) Jim hurt his hand, (b) He was
cleaning his knife, and (c) His knife accidentally slipped, can be
examined for implied causation, resulting in the question, "What caused
Jim's hurt hand?" (Bormuth, 1970, p. 54).

Finn (1975; Note 5) and Roid erd Haladyna (1978; Note 6) have ex-
tended the work of Bormuth by developing multiple-choice item-writing
methods for prose learning. Finn's original work (1975) involved a
rather lengthy, 82-step algorithm. A streamlined version of this algo-
rithm was developed by Roid and Finn (Note 7) and included the following
important steps:

1. Analyzing the text;

2. Selecting sentences by keywords;

3. Transformation of sentences into questions; and

4. Generation of foils for multiple-choice format.

Analyzing the text. To develop questions that measure important
aspects of a prose passage requires a selective screening of the text.
One approach to screening the prose material is to use a team of teachers
or curriculum experts to identify the "instructionally relevant" sen-
tences. Many instructional programs include sentences that are direc-
tions to the student, references to illustrations, or other verbal infor-
mation that is not directly related to the learning objectives for the
program. Screening of this material by consensus would be essential for
the creation of meaningful, relevant items.

Another approach to text analysis was proposed by Finn (Note 5),
who used a word-frequency analysis of a prose passage. A prose passage
is screened by (a) counting the number of times that each noun or adjec-
tive appears in the passage and (b) identifying the standard frequency

index of each noun or adjective. The standard frequency index of each
word is a numerical estimate of how often the word occurs in a large
sample of words from American textbooks (Carroll, Davies & Richman, 1971).
The Carroll, Davies and Richman book or its computer-tape version can be
used to get the standard frequency index of each word in the passage.
The word "the" has the highest standard frequency index of any word,
because the average American student is likely to encounter the word
"the" once in every ten words in a textbook. The word "incarnation,"
for example, has the lowest index because the average student is likely
to encounter this word less often than once in every billion words.

Selecting sentences by keywords. One approach to identifying the
important sentences in a passage would be to have instructors or content
experts underline the key sentences in the passage. A consensus of
markings can be used to identify the most important sentences. If this
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consensus is based on learning objectives for the prose material, the
method becomes objective-based. The sentence-transformation methods to
be desc.ibed are, therefore, domain-based for two reasons: (a) sentences
can be randomly sampled and (b) transformations can be operationally
defined.

The approach to identifying keywords in prose proposed by Finn
(Note 5) is to identify "high information" words--words that are rela-
tively rare in American English and occur infrequently !n the passage.
The sentences in which these high information words occur can then be
sampled for transformation into items which assess important information
in the passage. Degree of information in this context is measured by
the amount of uncertainty in the meaning of a sentence that is created if
a word is deleted. High information words are those that are difficult
for students to guess if they are deleted from sentences such as is done
in a Cloze test (Culhane, 1970). Cloze tests are completion tests in
which every fifth word has been deleted from a prose passage. The task
for the student, then, is to fill in the missing words. The easiness
with which a word is guessed by a student is a measure of the amount of
information it provides. The task in a Cloze test is similar to the
exemplary problem in information theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) where a
person is receiving a message, but because of noise on the channel, he
is not always sure which message he hears (Finn, Note 8). The informa-

tion in a garbled message is a function of the amount of doubt the
receiver has about its meaning and is related to the probability of
occurrence of certain words or letters. A missing word which is a common
word in the English language would give less information, because
students would more easily guess that it completes a sentence.

Finn (Note 8) has shown that the easiness with which a word is
guessed on a Cloze test is predicted by two important measures derived
from a word-frequency analysis of a passage: (1) the standard frequency

index _and_ (2) text frequency. Words that have a low standard frequency
index (infrequent in American textbooks) are defined as high in infor-
mation. However, there is one case in which the information of these
words is reduced in relation to a given passage. If the word is repeated

frequently (i.e., it has a high text frequency), the information value of
that word is reduced and students will guess it more often in a Cloze
test following reading of the passage. In other words, repetition of a
word, even if it is rare in American English, lowers its information
value. Candidates for good question words are those which are both rare
in American English (have a low standard frequency index) and occur
infrequently in a prose passage.

Not all parts of speech are equally good question words, even though
they may be high information words. Verbs and adverbs, in particular,
require difficult transformations when removed from a sentence. For

example, the sentence, "Finn argued the point made by Bormuth," when
transformed to "What did Finn do to the point made by Bormuth?" seems
clumsy and seems to be a less important question than the question "Who
argued the point made by Bormuth?" According to Roid and Finn (Note 7),
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the most promising parts of speech are adjectives and nouns, or phrases
that contain them.

Transformation of sentences into questions. Once an important word
and sentence have been identified for a question, the sentence must be
examined and prepared for transformation. Some sentences include refer-
ences to previous sentences, e.g., This implies that . . . H. A phrase
from the previous sentence must be inserted into the place of the
referent (e.g., in place of "This"). Also, sentences that are compound
or that contain long clauses that introduce more than one idea into the
sentence need to be separated. The portion of the sentence containing
the question word is separated and used by itself if possible (see Finn,
Note 5, for guidelines).

The next step is to eliminate the question word and to transform the
sentence into a question. The question word, usually an adjective, a
noun, or its phrase, is removed and is replaced with a wh-word. Where
several wordings are possible, an attempt is made to stay as close to the
wording of the original sentence as possible, unless paraphrasing is
being used.

Sentence transformations do not produce 100% agreement among item
writers in all cases because of such things as the replacement of phrases
from previous sentences. Finn (1975, pp. 357-363) discusses some of the
discrepancies among item writers. One study (Roid, Haladyna, Shaughnessy
& Finn, Note 9) showed that differences between item writers were not
statistically significant when the Finn method was used.

Generation of foils. As is common knowledge among item writers, the
writing of good foils for multiple-choice questions is challenging. The
first step in an algorithmic generation of foils is to classify the ques-
tion words so that possible foils can be obtained from a list of words in
the same classification. The most logical source of foil words would
seem to be from the prose p?' -age itself.

Roid and his colleagues (Roid & Finn, Note 7; Roid, Haladyna,
Shaughnessy & Finn, Note 9) developed a technique for algorithmic foil
construction. The algorithm uses words from the prose passage itself as
foils. Two variations of the algorithm were developed: one for nouns
and one for adjectives.

In the case of nouns, those with a standard frequency index of 60
or less were semantically classified using the method of Frederiksen
(1975). For example, some nouns were classified as concrete inanimate
nouns. For a given question word, a random sample of three other nouns
from the passage that were similarly classified were drawn to create
foils.

In the case of adjectives, research on semantic differential tech-
nique was used as a basis for classifying adjectives from the passage
(Nunnally, 1967, pp. 536-638). In semantic differential research, three
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factors are usually identified: (1) evaluation, such as "good," "bad,"
etc., (2) potency, such as "strong," 71;;a711eTc., and (3) activity, such
as "quick," "slow," etc. In addition, Nunnally has defined a fourth
factor, "familiarity," such as "simple" or "complex." These four factors
were used to classify the adjectives in the passage that had standard
frequency indexes of less than 60. As a further screen of the adjectives,
the Dale-Chall List of 3,000 Familiar Words (Dale & Chall, 1948) was used.
The adjective needed to be absent from that list so that extremely common
adjectives could be eliminated. These common adjectives were suspected
to be too easy as foils.

Research on these linguistic-based methods for generating items has
been mainly limited to a series of studies which trace the development of
a method for creating appropriate multiple- choice CR test items. The

first of these studies, as described earlier, contrasted objective-based
and informal methods of item writing (Roid & Haladyna, 1978). The

objective-based method was more in keeping with the amplified objectives
approach. The results of this study showed that while objectives pro-
vided guidelines in the preparation of items, one item writer's items
were about 10% more difficult than the other's. The consequence of
developing CR test forms based on any particular item writer can be great
with respect to misclassifying student examinee performance as adequate
or inadequate, as is typically done in many forms of systematic instruc-

tion. Thus, item-writer bias is a phenomenon that affects the difficulty,
if not the quality, of CR test items produced informally or with objec-
tives. This study suggests that CR test-item writers should not proceed
from step one, conceptualization, to step 3, item writing, or use loosely-
stated objectives, as suggested in step 2.

In the second of this series of studies, Roid and Haladyna (Note 6)

examined the effects of variations in linguistic-based algorithms on
item characteristics including instructional sensitivity, a criterion
measure based on the tendency for items to exhibit change in difficulty

1

as a function of instruction. Four item writers were compared on two
methods of selecting sentences, two types of question words, and two foil
construction methods. No significant differences between item writers
were found on item difficulties, indicating an absence of item-writer
bias. Keyword nouns, which are relatively rare words in American text-
books that appear frequently in a prose passage, were found to be unac-
ceptable as question words. Algorithmic methods of foil writing were

found to be feasible. Thus, this study indicated that item-writer bias
could be eliminated through the use of certain rules dealing with the way
sentences are identified and transformed into multiple-choice questions.
The study also points to a need for further work that is needed in

See Haladyna (1974) and Haladyna and Roid (1978) for fuller discussions
of this characteristic and measures of it.
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the refinement of the algorithms in an effort to achieve more fully auto-
mated or even computerized procedures.

In a more recent study in this line of research, Roid, Haladyna,
Shaughnessy and Finn (Note 9) examined some of the refinements developed
as a result of the previous study in contrast to methods of item writing
that are based on paraphrasing of keywords. It was found that passages
with greater density (i.e., sections that provided more information)
yielded harder items. More importantly, letting item writers have more
freedom in the selection of foils produced better items based on the
criterion of instructional sensitivity. Verbatim transformations led to
items with higher instructional sensitivity. The procedures examined
also led to greater control, of item difficulty than previously observed.
This study documents some of the intriguing advantages of algorithmic
multiple-choice item-writing methods, and this study also points to the
need to further study and improve item-generating techniques based on
Bormuth's theory of achievement testing. The goal of reducing item-
writer bias was effectively achieved, and future work will concentrate
on making the process more cost effective and efficient.

Facet Theory2

Structural facet theory (Foa, 1958) has existed for some time and
has mainly served as a research tool, particularly in the area of atti-
tude measurement. Only recently have there been applications to CR test
construction (Engel & Martuza, Note 10; Berk, Note 3). The purpose of
facet theory is to provide the structure and boundaries of a domain of
testing conditions. For this reason, facet theory is viewed as a method
for developing a population of items representing the domain of instruc-
tion. The primary advantage of facet theory is that the analysis of
content has semantic meaning in a theoretical sense, and there is no need
to conduct empirical analyses to search for ffeaning. The logical analysis
of sentences leads to meaningful test items which are easily interpretable.
That is not to say that empirical observation is unnecessary in facet
theory, but that the theory a priori specifies the nature of the material
to be learned and tested. Thus, facet theory, like other similar ap-
proaches, allows for an objective specification of the domain which is
the target of instruction.

Facet theory specifies the limits of the domain and the orderings
of its subparts. In the theory, two aspects are hypothesized: content
and statistical. With content, the domain is specified using a. semantic
structure called the "mapping sentence." The content structure is the

2
The source of the information presented here was mainly derived from
excellent presentations of facet theory by Engel and Martuza (Note 10)
and by Berk (Ndte 3). The reader is referred to these original sources
for a more detailed treatment of facet theory for CR tests.-
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framework for predicting the statistical structure, which is later tested
using observations, thus enabling the user to relate theory to observa-
tion. In the context of achievement testing, the mapping sentence is a
mechanism for defining a content domain and a related set of test items
to measure achievement in that domain.

The mapping sentence has fixed and variable parts resembling an
item form shell. Parts of the sentence called "facets" are identified
which represent some specific information for testing, and the facet
elements operate' in much the same manner that replacement sets operate
in item forms. The sum of all desirable patterns of facets constitutes
a facet design.

Using an example provided by Berk (Note 3, p. 2):

A. Domain Specification Strategy

1. Sentence transformation

2. Item forms
are most appropriate

3. Algorithms for defining

4. Mapping sentences

B. Content Domain

1. Reading

2. Language

3. Mathematics these content domains

4. Science

5. Social studies

The mapping sentence for this example would have two facets. The elements

of each facet are ordered in some meaningful way. There is a set of

rules for choosing facets and their elements (McGrath, 1967). These rules

are summarized from Berk's paper (Note 3):

1. Objects should be classified by all properties or facets.

2. Each facet should be divided into an exhaustive set of cate-
gories or elements.

3. The elements should be mutually exclusive; that is, each element
is classifiable into one and only one category.
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4. The logical relationship among elements of a facet should be

specifiable.

5. The logical relationship among facets should be specified.

6. The facets should exhaust the domain of interest.

From the example given above, there are a total of twenty combina-
tions of elements from Facet A and Facet B. Thus, twenty statements
exhaust the domain of possibilities, and twenty true-false items are

possible. For example: Sentence transformation is most appropriate for
defining mathematics. This is A163, which is a false statement.

This particular facet design is useful for true-false or completion
formats. Building a multiple-choice domain of items is considerably

more complex. Besides identifying the correct answer for a particular
facet, the additional burden is to produce three or four plausible foils.
This process, described by Berk (Note 3), involves a logical analysis of

potential dish-actors which are drawn from the elementc of the faret-
Using the previous example with some modification:

Item transformations are most appropriate for defining:

a. social studies
b. language
c. reading
d. mathematics

The benefits of facet designs, as well as other similar approaches,
were discussed by Engel and Martuza (Note 10):

1. Both item stem and foils can be systematically constructed.

2. Facet design is based on a theory of content and how content

is defined. Therefore, the identification of foils occurs in the con-

text of how foils are more or less attractive as incorrect responses. As

a consequence, incorrect responses have meaningful interpretations in a

diagnostic vein.

3. The procedures provide a logical connection between content and

the multiple-choice item.

4. Items produced may be logically compared with respect to con-
tent difficulty and appropriateness, thus making the construction of

parallel test forms easier and less subject to capriciousness which
exists when random sampling is used to create items.

As noted earlier, facet theory is a relatively young field of con-

tent specification for domain-based CR tests. There is very little known

about its applicability to various subject matters or the empirical

characteristics Of tests constructed using facet designs.
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Engel and Martuza (Note 10) conducted an empirical study of facet
designs. The procedures led to functionally equivalent parallel forms

tests. Further, results indicated that the method works equally well
with highly structured material like mathematics as well as more abstract

material. Finally, the study showed the feasibility of facet theory as

a method for domain-based CR test-item construction. It is also inter-

esting to note that like amplified objectives, the facet design can be

used with an objective as the mapping sentence, thereby capitalizing on
existing objectives.

Like other approaches to domain-based testing, face,: theory appears

quite promising. These seminal works by Engel and Martuza (Note 10) and
Berk (Note 3) provide a clear picture of the nature and potential of

facet theory. There remains, however, much work to be done to refine the

theory and to apply it to various subject matters as well as to compare
it to other domain-based approaches in an effort to uncover which set of

procedures is most efficient, feasible, and defensible in light of the
abstract conceptualization of instructional intent posited as the first

step in CR test development. As with other approaches, more development

coupled with empirical research should reveal the utility of facet theory

and its eventual role in CR testing.

Concept-Based Testing

The work of Markle and Tiemann on the teaching and testing of con-

cepts can be used to create domain-based tests that go beyond the factual

level of learning (Markle, 1975; Markle Tiemann, 1974; Tiemann 6 Markle,
1978; Tiemann, Kroeker 6 Markle, Note 11; Tiemann 6 Markle, Note 12).

They have defined concepts as classes of objects, events, or relations

which vary among themselves and yet are all grouped together and called

by the same name. A student's understanding of a concept is tested by

checking for generalization to new examples and discrimination of non-

examples. A set of examples and nonexamples that are-different from

those used in teaching are used to test the student's understanding of

the concept. If we were teaching the concept "chair," we might use the

examples of a metal kitchen chair and an upholstered chair and the non-

examples of a stool and a church pew in the teaching exercise. In test-

ing for understanding of the concept of chair we might use the examples

of a rocking chair and a rattan chair, and the nonexamples of a bench
and a love-seat.

Tiemann and Markle (1978) provide guidelines and many practical
examples of the analysis of concepts. The analysis of concepts involves

listing the variable and critical attributes of the concept. A variable

attribute is a property of any particular example which can be varied

without changing an example to a nonexample. For instance, the number
of legs is variable in the concept chair, because we can have a modernis-

tic chair with a pedestal or a standard four-legged chair. Critical

attributes are true for every example of the concept, and if they are

removed, the example becomes a nonexample. For instance, the require-

ments of a "single-person seat," a back and a rigid seat, are the
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critical attributes of chair. Variable attributes are whether it has
rockers, arms, the material it is made of, etc. After the critical
attributes and variable attributes have been listed, and lists of

examples and nonexamples have been written, it then becomes possible to
construct domain-based criterion-referenced tests for a given concept.
Such a test would be constructed by choosing a random sample of examples
and nonexamples and systematically varying critical attributes and
variable attributes. An example, of a concept analysis and a sample item
for the concept "antonym" is given in Figure 5 from Tiemann and Markle
(1978).

Markle and Tiemann recently extended their work to multiple
coordinate concepts (Tiemann, Kroeker & Markle, Note 11). An example of
coordinate concepts is the four behavioral concepts of positive and nega-
tive reinforcement and positive and negative punishment. In this case,
the four concepts interrelate to the point where an example of one con-
cept is a nonexample of the other concept. Students need to learn to
reject a nonexample in one case but accept it as an example in the other
case. The Tiemann, et al., study (Note 11) provides an example of how a
domain-based test is produced for a set of tour coordinate concepts by
systematically sampling examples of each of the concepts and varying
them on their attribute dimensions.

Like other emerging technologies of test-item wr'ting and domain
specification, there is little empirical work to support the approach
being advocated. The concept-based approach of Markle and Tiemann pro-

vides a level of cognitive questioning that goes beyond levels typically
assessed by the linguistic-based approach. And concept-based testing
also serves to capture areas of instructional intent that are not handled
very well by item forms which seem most applicable to discrete objects
such as those found in mathematics, science, and basic skills (e.g.,
spelling).

Computer-Based Methods

Computers have been used for many years as aids in assembling or
administering tests (e.g., Atkinson & Wilson, 1969). Early attempts
centered on the use of item banks containing all of the actual items from
Which samples were drawn for testing. More sophisticated systems
included the composition of items such as was done in the mid-1960's in
the drill-and-practice exercises of the Stanford computer-assisted in-
struction project (Suppes, Jerman & Groen, 1966). Computer programs with
the capability of generating items can be used to create domain-based
tests, and, for that reason, they will be described in more detail.

The major author languages used in computer-assisted instruction
have the capability of producing algorithms for domain-based test items.
Several of the CAI languages discussed by Roid (1974) such as COURSE-
WRITER, PLANIT and TUTOR have functions which allow an item form to be
programmed as dedcribed by Millman and Outlaw (1977). For example,
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Grammar Concept: Antonym*

A word which:

Critical Attributes

I. has. a meaning opposite to the meaning of some other (given) word

2. is the same part of speech as the given word

3. is a new word, not a variation of the given word

Variable Attributes

4. may be drawn from various parts of speech:
a) nouns c) pronouns e) adjectives

b) verbs d) adverbs f) prepositions

5. relative syllabic length of two words may be:
a) equal
b) unequal

6. opposition of meaning may exist:
a) across some continuum
1.0 in a dichotomous sense

Teaching Examples

I. bad; good
2. danger; safety
3. live; die
4. he; she
5. rapidly; slowly
6. in; out

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Testing Examples

hot; cold
loss; gain
elevate; lower
you; me
gaily; sadly
over; under

4e,5a,6a 1.

4a,5a,6a 2.

4b,5a,6b 3.

4c,5a,6b 4.

4d,5b,6a 5.

4f,5a,6b 6.

7.

8.

4e,5a,6a I.

4a,5a,6a 2.

4b,5b,6a 3.

4c,5a,6b 4.

4d,5a,6a 5.

4f,5a,6b 6.

7.

Sample Test Item

Which of the following pairs of

a.

*b.

c.

d.

imaginary -- fanciful
elevate -- lower
valid -- invalid
weak -- forcibly

Teaching Nonexamples

vain; greedy
reason; motive
we; us
above; upon
merrily; sad
happy; unhappy
capable; incapable
disputable; agree

lacks only 1

lacks only I

lacks only I

lacks only 1

lacks only 2
lacks only 3
lacks only 3
lacks only 2

Testing Nonexamples

lacks only I

lacks only 1

lacks only 1

lacks only 2
lacks only 3
lacks only 3
lacks only 2

imaginary; fanciful
chair; couch
behind; next to
gloom; bright
violent; non-violent
valid; invalid
weak; forcibly

words are antonyms?

Correct Answer: b

Figure 5. Example of a concept analysis used to develop domain-referenced
tests of concept learning.

*Adapted from P. W. Tiemann and Susan M. Markle. Analyzing Instructional Content: A Guide

to Instruction and Evaluation. Champaign, IL.: Stipes Publ., 1978, p. 257. By permission

of the publisher and authors.
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Atkinson (Atkinson 6 Wilson, 1969, p. 153) used COURSEWRITER to create
reading exercises and criterion tests for the Stanford reading programs.
A sample exercise is the sentence, "Jan saw the hat," for which

the student is to choose one of a set of computer-assembled words, such
as "tan," "fat," "man" or "run." The fill-in answers are selected by

rules from words previously presented in lessons.

Another example is the work of Fremer and Anastasio (1969) who used
computers to help generate items for testing spelling. They conducted

an analysis of types of misspellings used by writers of spelling items.

A set of error ,......ration rules were developed and programmed for a com-

puter. Error generation rules included the inversion of letters within
a word, omission of letters, or insertion of letters. An example for

the word "preferable" would be "perferable" or "preforable" or "prefer-
abal." Fremer and Anastasio found that computer-generated lists of
spelling items were judged highly useful by a panel of spelling test

developers.

Beginning with the pioneering work of Hively, Patterson and Page
(1968) and Osburn (1968), a great deal of work has been done on domain-

based tests in mathematics. For example, Hsu and Carlson (1973) devel-
oped routines used to construct tests for the elementary mathematics
level of the Individually Prescribed Instruction program. They used the

concept of item forms developed by Hively in programming item-generation

routines. Hsu and Carlson make the important suggestion that statistics
for item forms be computed by collecting data from tryouts of each item
form. Because individual test items are automatically produced, the
best way to insure the quality of test items is to improve the quality
of the item forms. By field testing and keeping statistics at the item

form level, it will be possible to develop higher quality domain-based

tests.

Beginning with the reported work of Osburn (1968), a number of

university professors have developed computer-generated testing systems,
particularly in the sciences. For example, Johnson (1973) has developed

a system for computer-generated items for chemistry at the college level.

Each of a series of subroutines defines an item form. These item forms

include numerical constants which are randomly generated by computer or
variable wordings which might include different names of chemical com-

pounds. An example of an item form and an individual item from this

system is given in Figure 5.

Military uses of computerized item writing include the work by
Braby, Parrish, Gultard and Aagard (Note 13) at the Orlando Naval Train-

ing Center. They developed algorithms for teaching and testing symbol-

recognition.

Other computerized item-writing efforts have been described by

Olympia (1975) and Vickers (1973). The work of Vickers is interesting

in that it involves the computer generation of items useful in the

teaching of FORTRAN programming. A series of subroutines, that employ
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Item Form

IF ML. OF MOLAR IS MIXED WITH ML. OF

MOLAR , THE FINAL SOLUTION WILL BE:

A) MOLAR IN

B) MOLAR IN

C) MOLAR IN

D) MOLAR IN

E) MOLAR IN

Sample item

IF 43.6 MLS. OF 1.50 MOLAR NAOH IS MIXED WITH 38.5 MLS.

1.14 MOLAR HNO3, THE FINAL SOLUTION WILL BE:

A) 1.33 MOLAR IN OH (-)

B) 1.10 MOLAR IN H (+)

C) 0.260 MOLAR IN H (+)

D) 1.33 MOLAR IN H (+)

E) 0.260 MOLAR IN OH (-)

Figure 5. Example of an item form and item from Johnson's
Computer-Generated Repeatable Chemistry Exam
System (Johnson, 1973).
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random numbers, are used to compose FORTRAN-like statements. Then, the

student is asked to discriminate between correct and incorrect statements
or to classify types of variables. This is an excellent example of a
sophisticated item-writing method that produces a large domain of items.

In summary, there is a wide variety of applications of computerized
item-writing methods. Many of these methods are in use in military,
college, and university courses, particularly in the sciences. The capa-

bility to implement these methcds is available at most of the major

computer centers in the nation. Thus, the technology is available for

writing domain-based criterion-referenced tests. The challenge that

remains is in the specification of domains and the definition of item-
writing algorithms in a wide variety of subject-matter areas. Also,

more creative efforts are required to develop domains at the conceptual

and higher levels of learning following the recommendations of Tiemann and

Markle.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Instructional development has been capably served by several prin-

ciples of learning and testing which involve the use of instructional

objectives and other testing aids. Research on variables within system-

atic instruction (reviewed by Block, 1971; Duchastel & Merrill, 1973;

Hartley & Davies, -1976; Melton, 1978; Robin, 1976) has been impressive.

Both systematic instruction and the use of instructional objectives

appear to have positive effects on learning. Unfortunately, objectives

permit much too much freedom to the often inexpert item writer which in

turn results in many items which are instructionally irrelevant or

psychometrically unsound. Despite logical and empirical methods of item

review, many of the problems in producing items may be avoided by

employing one of several domain-based item-generating approaches. The

five reviewed here are sound in theory, research and development. Pre-

liminary findings indicate a vast potential for the creation of large,

groups of items which may form the basis of sound CR testing in the

future.

The key to all this activity is the acceptance of the process in CR

test development illustrated in Figure 1. Test theorists and practi-

tioners are in accord when they ma'ntain a concern for a logical and

close correspondence between instruction and testing. Because domain-

based methods elaborate on objertive-based methods, it is possible to

achieve almost perfect objectivity in the creation of test items.

Therefore, the item-writing methods being reviewed promise a more
scientific approach to item development, which in turn improves the

measuring of student ach!evement. This improvement should, in turn,

help instruction to more closely and accurately monitor student progress

while educational researchers should find the work of creating achieve-

ment tests as research tools more fruitful.

if f
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In early 1976, as part of the on-going development of the new
Air Command in the Canadian Forces, an initial analysis of the pilot
training system was carried out. It quickly became evident that the
training data available was fragmeated and that training units were
not in a position to collate and analyze the data required to monitor
the overall training process. Since Air Command had been tasked with
the responsibility for all air-related training, it was proposed that
a centralized information system be established. This system would
initially include only pilot and navigator training; but after suffi-
cient time had passed to evaluate the system, consideration would be
given to establishing a similar monitoring mechanism for all air-
related training.

This centralized information system was named the Air Command
Training Information System for Validation/Evaluation (Project ACTIVE).
Basically it is a longitudinal data collection process in which Air
Command training units forward relevant information to a central office
in Air Command Headquarters where it can be used for the management
of training. In addition, it is proposed that much of the data will
be fed back to the complete training system, after some reduction and
analysis. In this way, training units will have access to a consi-
derable amount of data which had earlier been unavailable to them and
will be better able to consider their own part within the total train-
ing process.

At all stages of training we collect three types of information.

1. The first type may be considered biographical. It is used
to identify and describe the student. It includes informa-
tion such as age, entry plan, previous flying experience,
etc.

2. The second type is performance information. This merely
records how well the student has performed on each course.
At more advanced training levels this will also include an
assessment of how well prepared the student was for the
current course.

3. The third type is attitudinal information. For this, a
43-item training satisfaction questionnaire is administered
at each stage of training. Some of the more biographical
data is also related to attitudinal variables, such as
student's future employment preferences and military
assessment (adaptation to military life).

As was mentioned, both pilot and navigator training are included
in Project ACTIVE. A brief look at each should make the data flow more
obvious.
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Figure 1 depicts pilot progression through training to employment.
All pilot trainees complete Basic Officer Training, Primary Flying
Training and Basic Flying Training. Students for Basic Rotary Wing
Training are streamed from Basic Flying Training after hour 140, the
remainder continue to 200 hours and are sent to either high perfor-
mance or multi-engine, with a small number being retained in training
employment.

Figure 2 depicts the progression of one student through train-
ing, showing the information collected at each stage. Since the

student is not under Air Command control during his Basic Officer
Training, detailed data collection is not possible at that stage.
However, his course grade is picked up later from his training records.

Primary Flying Training is a 27-hour course (about 7 weeks in-
cluding ground scilool) on the CT134 Musketeer held at Canadian Forces
Base Portage La Prairie. At this stage we collect biographical infor-
mation, grade, performance ratings, academic marks, officer development
ratings, military assessment and attitude questionnaire results. The

primary reporting form is the modified CF377, shown as Figure Al in
Annex The military assessment is a 5-point rating of the student's
A'.75,F,xj.on to military The attitude questionnaire is administered
qh4-Oy ai=ter the student's first solo. It should be mentioned that
the attitude questionnaire, at each stage, is administered by the
Base Personnel Selection Officer and forwarded directly to Air Command
Headquarters. At no time ar,e individual results made available to
any training staff.

Continuing with Figure 2, one can see that the student then
proceeds to the Basic Flying Course at Canadian Forces Base Moose Jaw.
This is a 200-hour course (about 11 months) on the CT114 Tutor. As

was mentioned earlier, rotary wing candidates continue to their next
course after 140 hours. At the end of this course the student graduates
with his pilot's wings and, if a cadet, receives his commission. The

primary reporting form, included as Figure A2, includes biographical
information, grade, academic average, and military assessment. The
attitude questionnaire is administered twice, just after solo and a
few months before the end of the course. In addition, we receive the

student's progress book, which includes detailed particulars about
each flight and trainer session.

In the particular example shown, the student then proceeds to
the Basic Fighter Course at Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake. Three

details about the reporting form (Figure A3) should be mentioned. One,
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this is the first of the feedback forms. The rating categories shown
on page 2 of Figure A3 consist of skills the student should have
developed on his previous course. The staff must rate the student's
ability to perform these groups of tasks relevant to the standard
which they expect of an incoming student. Two, page 3 of the form
provides a mechanism whereby the staff can specify the particular
tasks, within these categories, on which the student was especially
good or was deficient. The task card for these categories is included
as Figure A4. Three, on page 4 the training unit must assess the
standard of performance and rate of progress on this course. The
category list will differ for each unit and each aircraft type.
These categories were determined by the schools before data collection
began and are added to the form by the schools.

Data are collected from the Operational Training Units (OTUs)
on a similar 4-page form. In each case the categories in Part I (the
feedback categories) are the relevant categories for the preceding
course and the Part II categories are the ones specified by that OTU.

We have not begun data collection from the operational squadrons
but it is expected that the form will be similar to the feedback
portion of the OTU form.

Data collection for the multi-engine and rotary wing streams
are similar to the example given.

For navigator training the same procedures apply. Navigator
progression is shown in Figure 3 and an example of one student's
progression is shown in Figure 4. The student begins his navigator
training at the Canadian Forces Air Navigation School at Canadian
Forces Base Winnipeg. At the end of this course he receives his
wings and proceeds to one of the Operational Training Units. The
reporting forms are attached as Annex B. As with the pilots, the
attitude questionnaire is administered at each stage of training.

At this stage of its development Project ACTIVE has not provided
sufficient numbers of records to justify statistical analysis. This
situation is a normal condition in any research involving longitudinal
tracking. The large number of possible combinations and permutations
of the results are obvious.

A few more general points about the project should be mentioned
before closing. Project ACTIVE will allow this Headquarters to monitor
pilot and navigator training as a total process involving a number of
distinct stages rather than as a series of discrete training courses.
At the same time, this does not preclude the option of also examining
specific courses in isolation.
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The information collected will be summarized and reported, not
only to the Headquarters officers responsible for training, but also
to all of the schools. Thus the schools will be in a better position
to participate in decision making. Attitudinal information will be
available to the schools, but only in aggregate form to maintain
confidentiality for the students. The informal and often haphazard
feedback network between schools will be strengthened by the addition
of a formal and structured feedback mechanism.

The specific procedures and possible outcomes that make up
Project ACTIVE are not new. Most of the procedures have been used
on individual courses in the past. What Project ACTIVE does promise
is the opportunity to manage and monitor the longitudinal training
process in considerable detail to ensure that our training is the
best we can make it.
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SUBJECT PASS% PROGRESS TEST FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL

A01/ENG

FLIGHT PROCEDURES

NAVIGATION

AERODYNAMICS '

INSTRUMENTS . .

METEOROLOGY

C. TECHNICAL VOCA9ULARY COMPLETED 0 NOT REQUIRED

D. OFFICER DEVELOPMENT (Do NOT complete Dl or D2 for cross-troinees3

CHARACTERISTIC

ASSESSMENT

1 2 3 4

1. APPEARANCE & BEARING

2. CONDUCT

3. ATTITUDE

4. INITIATIVE/SELF CONFIDENCE

EFFECTIVENESS5. vault

6. ABILITY TO LEARN

Z PHYSICAL FITNESS/SPORTS

NCriE i Very Foor 4 Superior

COMMENTS

E. MILITARY ASSESSMENT (NOT COMPLETED FOR CROSS-TRAINEES)

HOW WELL HAS ThIS OFFICER ADAPTED TO MaJTARY LIFE?

NOT
WELL

a Ell

VERY
WELL

a

F. AIR:IC/ME SS OF APPLICABLE)

HOW OFTEN ONCE TwICE0 HRrrT --
TIME:.

MORE THAN
L.--1 THREE

INTERFERENCE
WITH PROGRESS

NOT
AT ALL BRIEF IIII SERIOUS

TRUNCATED
LESSONS

CONCI VDU AT
END OF COURSE

IMPROVING 0 NOT IMPROVING GETTING WORSE

CAUSE FACTORS
DISORIENTATION 111 NERVOUS TENSIONO MOTION 0

PHYC IOL 0 GIC AL 0 OTHE R (s peel f y)0

1 r)d
1078 ts"
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Figure A2 ANNEX A

CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

AIR COMMAND
TRAINING INFORMATION & VALIDATION/EVALUATION REPORT

INSTRUCTIONS Complete for each graduate or for students who fail or withdraw. Fill in Item I then check appropriate blocks.
1111111,

1
SIN NAME COURSE NO. RANKCDT 2 LT LT CAPT MAJ LCOL

2a. PLANROTP
CMC CIV DEO

OCTP
MIL CIV

CROSS
TRAINEE CFR RES JDF

RNLAF FNAT
wiEoL s6s X-T8AIN 1 2

2 b. AGE-111I 68[1?388M8M8888888E18°v"O"
2 LANGUAGE

ANGLO FRANCO OTHER (A) OTHER (F) PROFILE MUM
3 BOTC GRADE

B

WAITING TIMES UNDER 2 MOS 2-6 MOS OVER 6 MOS

PARY TO BOTC

BOTC TO PORTAGE

PORTAGE TO MOOSE JAW

NOT
APPLICABLE

4 2 CFFTS RESULTS
PASS

B

V RYFAIL RECOURSE WITHDRAWAL

DISPOSITION DATE

I IY YMMDD
4 b. FAILURE REASON

DEFICIENT
FLYING SKILLS

4

5

MEDICAL

VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL

PROGRESS YES
SATISFACTORY

TO VW

HAS POTENTIAL YrIS
TO GRADUATE

STUDENT POSTED TO

CONDUCT OR
ACADEMIC OFFR DEV

NO

NO

RECOURSE REASON

FLYING MEDICAL

THISTHIS SECTION FOR PSO USE ONLY
DOESH T LIKE
MILITARY LIFE

DOUSN' T LIKE
FLYING

FAMII.Y REASONS

ACADEMIC

FEELS
INADEQUATE

LANGUAGE

FEELS MORE SUITED
To ANOTHER CLA S.;

a

LANGUAGE OTHER

FEELS PROGRESS
UNS AT ISFAC TORY

FINANCIAL

OTHER

STUDENT'S CHOICE
t_.

MULTI-ENGINE HI- INSTR ROTARY WING OTHER 2_
SAR MAR TPT

PERF DUTIES
SAR MAR TAC 1 2 1

NO PREFERENCE

6 FLYING HOURS AT 2 CFFTS DUAL SOLO TOTAL

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

W. MARKerr

CF" 2671 (MAR 78)

111

STANDING
TOP

MIDDLE

BOTTOM

NOT
WELL

LI

MILITARY ASSESSMENT
HOW WELL HAS THIS OFFICER
ADAPTED TO MILITARY LIFE?

El Fl

VERY
WELL

CHECK ONE - PIPELINE STUDENTS ONLY

FORWARD TO SO ANALYSIS
AIRCOM, CFB WINNIPEG

PROJECLAGIVE0
1079
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Figure A3 ANNEX A
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

IR COMMAND

Validaticn/Evaluaticn
1Qepfurt
CBTUs

Part I. Wings Validation
Part II. OTU Course Report

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

This is the OTU validotio:; and course result form. Part I (Validation) is to be completed
when student has demonstrated sufficient performance to assess. Part II (OTU Course Assess-
ment) is to be done when student has comr leted the course or is Crd.

PRSECLACLIVE.),
SIN RANK NAME

COURSE SERIAL A/C TYPE UNIT lUIC

CF/K 2673 MAR 78
FORWARD TO - SO ANALYSIS

AIRCOM, CFB WINNIPEG
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN,COMPLETED)I,

1080 -1-



CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

-2-

PART I - WINGS VALIDATION

PROJECT ACTIVE Form CF/K 2673

This form is the primary validation document for pilot train,z, in the Canadian Forces, and for

members of other participating forces. You are asked to comment or% trit graduate's performance in your

OTU based upon the tasks accomplished in Basic Flying Trainin,g,

INSTRUCTIONS PT I

1. You must assess categories of tasks as shown in the list below. Enter rating in the block beside
the category. (Omit those which are not exercised in your unit; i.e. Advanced Manoeuvres in WE OTUs.)

RATING LEGEND

1. Graduate's CATEGORY or TASK performance is: 1. completely unacceptable for this unit;

2. sub-standard for this unit;

3. standard fcr this unit; or

4. of the highest crdei.

a. CATEGORY RATINGS

CATEGORY
RATING

2 3 4

BA. BASIC FLYING SKILLS

BB. INTERMEDIATE MANOEUVRES

BC. ADVANCED MANOEUVRES

BD. BASIC INSTRUMENT MANOEUVRES

BE. :, :% PROCEDURES

BF. VOR

BG. RADAR

BH. ILS

ID. IFR CROSS-COUNTRY PROCEDURES

BK. AIR NAVIGATION

BL. NIGHT FLYING (DUALS)

BM. BASIC FORMATION MANOEUVRES

BN. INTERMEDIATE FORMATION MANOEUVRES

BP. ADN"%.:ED FORMATION MANOEUVRES

b. C4OURS FLOWN Al' COURSE ENTRY
(NON-PIPELINE ONLY)

WE HI PERF TOTAL I

C. WAITING TIME- MOOSE JAW to OTU (if applicable) MONTHS

CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)
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CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

-3-
d. TASK RATINGS

You should assess specific tasks if possible. Rate only those casks that are below or above
standard. (1, 2 or 4.) Enter task number and rating in columns below. See Task Card for specific
tasks and numbers.--

TASK GRADE TASK TASKGRADE GRADE TASK GRADE

ASc2SSED BY
ISINs' 'RANK SIGNATURE POSITION DATE

CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

r'082, istl
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CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

- 4-

PART II - OTU COURSE ASSESSMENT

This is a record of the student's accomplishments during this course. The assessment categories
al. the major phases of your course (eg Weapon Delivery, etc, etc) or the actual objectives in the CTS.
Two assessments per category are required. Firstly progress or `speed of learning' and secondly, the
standard assessment as pe,- Rating Legend on page 2.

INSTRUCTIONS RATINGS PROGRESS ASSESSMENT

1. Enter all categories in spaces below. 1. Unacceptable progress

2 Check appropriate column- under Progress and Standards. 2. Slow Progress

3. Check appropriate blocks in overall assessment.
3. Advanced as planned

4. Complete Military Assessment. 4. Superior Progress

5. Ensure that Attitude Questionnaire is completed.

a. SPECIFIC RATINGS

CATEGORY /OBJECTIVE

PROGRESS

1 2 3 4

STANDARD

1 2 3 4

b. OVERALL ASSESSMENT
PROGRESS RATING

STANDARDS RATING 0

C. MILITARY ASSESSMENT

NOT
WELL

d. DATE OTU COMPLETED rT1-171
E. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BY SON COMD

Additional remarks including specific reasons for CT, comments on attitude or officer development
and opinion of entry standard, previous coursing, etc.may be appended on separate sheet.

CONFIDENT/AL (WHEN COMPLETED)

1083

HOW WELL HAS THIS OFFICER
ADAPTED TO MILITARY LIFE?

VERY
WELL

CHECK ONE PIPELINE STUDENTS ONLY

FLYING TIME ON COURSE I I



Figure E4 ANNEX

PqilliECT-AGIVE-ii TASK/CATEGORY CARD 1

(BASIC FIXED WING - USE WITH FORM cF/K 9L PART 1)

BA - BASIC FLYING SKILLS

B 001 GROUND HANDLING
B 002 TAKE OFF
B 003 CLIMB
B 004 STRAIGHT & LEVEL FLT
B 005 CHANGING AIRSPEED
B 006 GENTLE TURNS
B 007 MEDIUM TURNS
B 009 DESCENTS
B 010 LEVEL-OFF
B 016 TRAFFIC PATTERNS
B 017 CIRCUIT (NORMAL)
B 018 OVERSHOOT
B 019 LANDING (BASIC)

BB - INTERMEDIATE MANOEUVRES

B 020 STRAIGHT-IN LANDING
B 008 STEEP TURNS
B 011 SLOW FLYING
B 012 LANDING ATTITUDE STALL
B 013 FINAL-TURN STALLS
B 014 HIGH-SPEED STALLS
B 015 UNUSUAL ATTITUDES
B 021 CLOSED PATTERNS
B 022 FORCED LANDING
B 023 FLAPLESS LANDING
B 024 FORCED LANDING FROM TP
B 025 SPIES
B 026 RANDOM RADAR
B 027 MINIMUM-ROLL LANDING
B 028 SQUARE CIRCUIT
B 030 SLOW ROLL
B 031 LOOP (BELOW 30,000')
B 032 MAXIMUM-RATE TURNS
B 033 CLOVER LEAF
B 034 CUBAN EIGHT
B 037 BARBEt. ROLL

B 038 FOUR-POINT ROLL
B 039 HESITATION ROLL
B 040 ROLL-OFF-THE-TOP
B 041 HALF-ROLL & PULL-7HRU
B 046 EMERGENCY DESCENT
B 049 ROLL-IN AND ROLL-0U-

BC - ADVANCED MANOEUVRES

B 029
B 035
B 036
B 042
B 043
B 044
B 045
B 047
B 048

UNUSUAL ATTITUDE SPIN
OFF-SPEED AEROBATICS
LOW FLYING
MULTIPLE AEROBATICS
MACH RUN
LOOP (ABOVE 30,000')
ROLL (ABOVE 30,000')
VERTICAL EIGHT
VERTICAL ROLL

BD - BASIC INSTRUMENT MANOEUVRES

B 060 STRAIGHT-AND-LEVEL FLIGHT
B 061 CHANGING AIRSPEED
B 062 GENTLE TURNS
B 063 MEDIU% TURNS

064 CLIMBS
B 065 DESCENTS
B 066 LEVEL-OFF
1, 067 TURNS TO HEADING
B 068 RATED CLIMB
B 069 RATED DESCENT
B 070 STANDARD-RATE TURNS
B 071 STEEP TURNS
B 072 UNUSUAL ATTITUDE
B 073 TIMED TURNS
B 078 UHF HOMING
B 081 CLEARANCES (Le.,.%:
B 091 TIMED TURN (NO
B 092 UNUSUAL ATTITUDES

BE - TACAN PROCEDURES

B 074 TACAN INTERCEPTION
B 075 TACAN TRACKING
B 076 TACAN DEPARTURE
B 077 TACAN ARCING
B 079 TACAN POINT-TO-POINT
B 080 TACAN HOLDING
B 082 TACAN APPROACH
B 083 TAnAN MISSED APPROACH
B 084 MIN FUEL TACAN APPROACH

BF - RADAR

B 086
B 085
B 087
B 088
B 089
B 090

BG - VOR

B 093
B 094
B 095
B 096
B 097
B 098

BH - ILS

RANDOM RADAR
LANDING FROM RADAR
RADAR FINAL
RADAR SQUARE PATTERN
RADAR MISSED APPROACH
NO-COMPASS RADAR

VOR INTERCEPTION
VOR TRACKING
VOR HOLDING
VOR APPROACH
LANDING FROM VOR APPROACH
VOR MISSED APPROACH

B 099 RADAR VECTORED ILS
B 100 ILS BACK CRSE FINAL
A 101 ILS FRONT faSE FINAL
B 102 LANDING FROM ILS APPROACH
B 103 ILS MISSED APPROACH
A 104 TACAN/ILS APPROACH

I L4
1084 J.

SEE OVER



- IFR X -CTRY

B 105 PRE-FLIGHT PLANNING (X -CTRY)
B 106 /FR CLEARANCES
B 107 DEPARTURE
B 108 KNROUTE
B 109 TACAN APPROACH
B 110 ENROUTE RADAR DESCENT
B 111 RADAR FINAL APPROACH
B 112 VOR APPROACH
B 113 VOR/ILS APPROACH
B 114 TACAN/ILS APPROACH
B 115 TACAN/RADAR PICK-OFF
B 116 RADAR VECTORED ILS APPROACH
B 117 ILS BACK CRSE FINAL APPROACH
B 118 ILS FRONT CRSE FINAL APPROACH
B 119 LANDING FROM INSTRUMENT APPROACH
B 120 INSTRUMENT MISSED APPROACH
B 121 VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING

EL - NIGHT FLYING

B 140 GROUND HANDLING
B 141 TAKE-OFF
B 142 CLIMB
B 143 UNUSUAL ATTITUDE RECOVERY
B 144 TRAFFIC PATTERN
B 145 CIRCUIT
B 146 LANDING
B 147 OVERSHOOT
B 148 TACAN APPROACH
B 149 LANDING FROM INSTRUMENT APPROACH
B 150 RADAR APPROACH
B 151 MISSED APPROACH

BM - BASIC FORMATION MANOEUVRES

B 160 GROUND ',,NDLING
B 161 STATION KEEPING (TO 45°)
B 162 CHANGING STATION
B 163 WING TAKE-OFF
B 164 SELECTION (F ANCILLARIES
B 165 REJOIN
B 166 TRAIL
B 167 FLAT TURNS (4 PLANE)
B 168 GROUND HANDLING (4 PLANE)
B 169 STATION KEEPING (4 PLANE)
B 170 CHANGING STATION (4 PLANE)

BN - INTERMEDIATE FORMATION MANOEUVRES

B 171 WING LET-DOWN
B 172 TRAFFIC PATTERN
B 173 CIRCUIT
B 174 LANDING
B 175 STATION KEEPING (OVER 45 °)
B 176 MISSED APPROACH
B 177 INTERVAL TAKE-OFf (4 PLANE)
B 178 JOIN-UP (4 PLANE)
B 179 TRAFFIC PATTERN (4 PLANE)
B 180 CIRCUIT (4 PLANE)
B 181 LANDING (4 PLANE)

BP - ADVANCED FORMATION MANOEUVRES

B 182 LEADING
B 183 INSTRUMENT APPROACH
B 184 FORMATION LANDING

BK - AIR NAVIGATION

B 130 PR3PARATION AND FLIGHT PLANNING
B 131 MEDIUM-LEVEL NAVIGATION PROCEDURES
B 132 MAP READING
B 133 SET HEATING PROCEDURES
B 134 LOG KEEPING AND ENTRIES
B 135 PILOT ABILITY AND AIRMANSHIP
B 136 TAKE-OFF AND DEPARTURE
B 137 MEDIUM-LEVEL NAVIGATION PROCEDURES (MDR)

138 LOW-LEVEL NAVIGATION PROCEDURES (BASIC)
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Figure B1
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN 0:31APLETED)

ANNEX B

AIR COMMAND
TRAINING INFORMATION VALIDATION/EVALUATION REPORT

INSTRUCTIONS Complete for each graduate or for students who fail or withdraw. Fill in Item 1 then check appropriate blocks.

1 SIN
COURSE NO. CDT 2 LT LT CAPT MAJ LCOL

2a. PLANROTP OCTP
cmc civ DEO MIL CIV

cmoss
TRAINEE CFR RES

0 r.1

FNAT 1 FNAT 2

U U0
26AGE ""t5" 8 .8E1888888888888888 0 vim 35

2c. LANGUAGE
FRANCO OTHER (A) OTHER (F) PROFILEANGLO

3 BOTC GRADE WAITING TIMES UNDER 2 MOS 2-6 MOS OVER

PARU TO BOTC

BOTC TO CFANS

6 MOS NOT
APPLICABLE

A B IN

4a. CFANS RESULTS
PASS

--
FAIL R E C 0 U R SE viIVONRTAWRZI.

0 o

DISPOSITION DATE

r 7YM7MD1-11-1OJA B C Y

,41x FAILURE REASON
DEFICIENT CONDUCT OR

FLYING SKILLS MEDICAL ACADEMIC OFFR DCV

:--)

RECOURSE REASON

FLYING MEDICAL ACADEMIC LANGUAGE OTHER

LI U

4c. VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL

PROGRESS YES
P,.4..?

SATISFACTORY
TO VW

YKS NO
HAS POTENTIAL
TO GRADUATE

_
THIS SECTION FOR PSO USE ONLY

DOE LIKE FEELS ME LS PROGRESS
WILIT PI Y LICE INADEQUATE U UNSATISFACTORY

DOESN'T LI XII LANGUAGE
FLYING

0 FINANCIAL

FEELS ANDRE SUITEDINILY it EatIONS OTHERTO ANOTHER CLASS.. ... , . ,

STUDENT POSTED TO

OTHER
VP HS CF1O1 TRANS

1 2

0

STUDENT'S
1..._

CHOICE

3_____
NO PREFERENCE

6 FLYING HOURS AT CFANS

1

Ii
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

% MARK STANDING
TOP (2

MIDDLE

orror.

MILITARY
HOW WELL HAS
ADAPTED TO

NOT
WELL

1 2

ASSESSMENT
THIS OFFICER

MILITARY

gl
It. STUDENTS

_ .._

LIFE?
VERY
WELL

4 5

L.

1 1

CHECK ONE - PIF'EL ONLY

...........-
CF/K 2676 (MAR 78)

PRoJEcLacrivE4,
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)
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CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

-2-

PART II - CATEGORY RATING

PROJECT ACTIVE FORM 2676

This form is the primary evaluation document for Navigator training in the Canadian Forces, and
for members of other participating forces. You are asked to comment on the graduate's performance

at CFANS based upon the tasks accomplished in Basic Navigator Training.

INSTRUCT1ac:; PT I I

1. You must assess categories of tasks as shown in the list below. Enter rating in the block
beside the category.

RATING LEGEND

1. Graduate's CATEGORY performance is: 1. Unsatisfactory- FAILED

2. Achieved minimum roting

3. Achieved average rating

4. Achieved good rating

a. CATEGORY RATINGS

CATEGORY
RATING

2 3 4

A. MAPS, CHARTS & FLIGHT DOCUMENTS

B. FLIGHT PLANNING

C. PRE-FLIGHT

D. FUEL MONITORING

E. ELECTRONIC FIXING AIDS

F. CELESTIAL FIXING

G. MPP PROCEDURES

H. POSITION COMPUTER USE

J. GRID NAVIGATION

K. GYRO NAVIGATION

L. POST FLIGHT

M. COMMUNICATIONS

N. AIRMANSHIP

P. AIR REGULATIONS

Q. TASK CO-ORDINATION

R. ACADEMIC EFFORT

CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)
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Figure B2
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

/MU COMMAND
ANNEX B

Validaticn/lEvaluaticra
Uepert
OTUs

Part I. Wings Validation
Part II. OTU Course Report

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

This is the OTU validation and course result form. Part I (Validation) is to be completed
when studont has demonstrated sufficient performance to assess. Part II (OTU Course Assess-
ment) is to be done when student has completed the course or is CT d.

MSECLAGIVE4)
SIN RANK NAME

COURSE SERIAL UNIT jUIC

CF/K 2677 MAR 78
FORWARD TO SO ANALYSIS

AMCOM. CFB WINNIPEG
CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)
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CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

-2-

PART I - WINGS VALIDATION

PROJECT ACTIVE Form CF/K 2677

This form is the primary validation document for Navigator training in the Canadian Forces, and
f: leathers of other participating forces. You are asked to comment on the graduate's performance
in your OTU based upon the tasks accomplished in Basic Navigator Training.

INSTRUCTIONS PT I

1. You must assess categories of tasks as shown in the list below. Enrer rating in the block beside
be category.

RATING LEGEND

1. CFANS graduate's CATEGORY or TASK performance is: 1. completely unacceptable for this Unit/Sqn

2. sub-standard for this Unit/Sqr.

3. standard for this Unit/Sqi.

4. of the highest order.

a. CATEGORY RATINGS

CATEGORY
RATING

1 2 3 4
A. MAPS, CHARTS & FLIGHT DOCUMENTS

B. FLIGHT PLANNING

C. PRE-FLIGHT

1 D. FUEL MONITORING

E. ELECTRONIC FIXING AIDS

F. CELESTIAL FIXING

G. MPP PROCEDURES

M. POSITION COMPUTER USE

J. GRID NAVIGATION

K. GYRO NAVIGATION

L. POST FLIGHT

M. COMMUNICATIONS

N. AIRMANSHIP

P. AIR REGULATIONS

Q. TASK CO-ORDINATION

IR. ACADEMIC EFFORT

b. HOURS FLOWN AT COURSE ENTRY
(NONPIPELINE ONLY)

C. PATE PART I COMPLETED

HS AI VP TPT TOTAL

CONFIDENTIAL (MEN COMPLE fED) 3-
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CONFIDENTIAL (WHEN COMPLETED)

-3-
PART II - OTU COURSE ASSESSMENT

This is a record of the student's accomplishments during this course. The assessment categories
are the major phases of your course (eg Weapon Delivery, etc, etc; or the actual objectives in the CTS.
Two assessments per category are required. Firstly progress or 'speed of learning' and secondly, the
standard assessment as per Rating Legend on page 2.

INSTRUCTIONS
I. Enter all categories in spaces below.

2. Check appropriate column under Progress and Standards.

3. Check appropriate blocks in overall assessment.

4. Complete Military Assessment.

5. Ensure that Attitude Questionnaire is completed.

a. SPECIFIC RATINGS

RATINGS PROGRESS ASSESSMENT

1. Unacceptable progress

2. Slow Progress

3. Advanced as planned

4. Superior Progress

CATEGORY/OBJECTIVE

PROGRESS

1 2 3

STANDARD

42

11

b. OVERALL ASSESSMENT
PROGRESS RATING

STANDARDS RATING

d. DATE OTU COMPLETED

El

El

El

El

c. MILITARY ASSESSMENT

NOT
WELL

HOW WELL HAS THIS OFFICER
ADAPTED TO MILITARY LIFE?

El

VE".tY
WELL

CHECK ONE - PIPELINE STUDENTS ONLY

FLYING TIME ON COURSE

e. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BY SQN COMD
Additional remarks including specific reasons for CT, comments on attitude c: officer development

and opinion of entry standard, previous coursing, etc.may he appended on separate sheet.

CONFIDENTIAL (WIN CIONPLETED)
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARMY ROTC MANAGEMENT SIMULATION
PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTORS' ORIENTATION COURSE

R. A. Dapra and W. Byham
Development Dimensions, Inc.

M. G. Rumsey, A. Castelnovo and R. S. Wellins
U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Paper presented at Military Testing Association's Annual Conference, October 23-
27, 1978, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARMY ROTC MANAGEMENT SIMULATION
PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTORS' ORIENTATION COURSE

The Army ROTC Management Simulation Program (PSF) is a modular
instructional package which provides ROTC cadets with the opportunity
to apply and develop basic management skills in realistic, simulated

situations. The accompaning Instructor Orientation Course (IOC) is a
self-paced, self-contained, instructional program designed to develop
the skills required to effectively teach the MSP. The purpose of this

paper is to describe the development, objectives and content of each of

these programs. In addition, the results of comprehensive field
evaluations of both programs will be reported.

Development of the Management Simulation Program

The MSP was conceptualized as a program which would provide
skills in the interpersonal and management areas underlying effective

leadership. The first step in the development process was determining the
management skills to be included in the program. After extensive literature

reviews and interviews with managers, several broad, focal management
skills were identified and then classified into four separate modules.
The first module deals with problem analysis and decision-making;
Module II is concerned with management planning and organizing skills;
the third module concentrates on management delegation and control; and
finally, the fourth module includes instruction in the interpersonal
skills required for effective management.

Each of the focal management skills were furs;her divided a

number of instructional units called essential elements. For example,

the essential elements for problem analysis are: defining the problem

as it relates to your function and goal, collecting and evaluating the

facts, determining the relationship between the facts and the problem,
anc identifying the most likely cause of the problem.

The next step in the developmental process was the establishment
of the instructional components for the program. Decisions had to be

made on how to best present the material to the ROTC cadet. The most

unique aspect of the MSP was the inclusion of specially designed
simulations based on assessment center technology. The assessment

center method utilizes a series of simulations which are designed

to elicit behavior which will actually be required for a given job.

In the past, assessment center technology has been used for evaluating

management potential. The MSP is unique in that it incorporates

assessment center simulations into the educational process, thereby

allowing students the opportunity to actively participate in the

learning process. Two types of simulation exercises were developed

for the MSP. The first type of exercise was designed to elicit

and illustrate behaviors related to specific essential elements

1092 -1



underlying a particular management skill. The second type of
simulation was designed to elicit behaviors um3lrlying all of the essential
elements for one or more of the focal management skills. The later type
of simulation was called a "capstone" exercise.

Some of the simulations contained in the MSP include the Registrar's
Office Fact-Finding Exercise, Organizing and Planning the Bicentennial
Exercise; Delegation and Control In-Basket, Executive Director of
the Community Fund, etc. Each of these exercises requires a large
degree of active student participation. For example, the In-Basket,
the capstone e: for Module III, requires students to play the
role of a plant :onager. He/she must handle accumulated letters,
notes and requests found in a simulated in-basket. The In-Basket
contains a total of 20 items which require the student to effectively
utilize the essential elements of delegation and control.

You may be wondering why civilian-management settings were selected
for use with ROTC cadets. The major factor in this recision was
that ROTC cadets are more familiar with the civilian management environment
than they are with the Army environment although the skills underlying
the functions and responsibilities of both environment are the same.
It was felt that unfamiliar problem environments would distract the
student from learning the targeted management skills.

Although the simulations were the primary vehicle for instruction,
an integrated system linking the simulations with one another and
with the essent,. elements had to be developed and incorporated
into the MSP. ...onsequently, other program components were developed
including:

1. Relevant text material which precisely defines the nature
of each management kill.

2. Brief lectures which introduce each module and illustrate
the management skills.

3. Group presentation and/or discussion of the results of each
simulation.

4. Highly structured feedback and reinforcement of appropriate
responses relative to each exercise and the specific essential elements.

The complete MSP consists of four instructional modules containing
the simulation exercises and textual material; a videotape interview
for use in teaching cadets interpersonal skills; an instructor's workbook;
and a booklet containing student evaluation material. Each module
is a separate unit so that the instructor has the option of
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teaching all four modules or any combination of one or more modules.

Evaluation of the Management Simulation Program

Since the MSP is aunique, educational approach in many respects,
it was important to determine if the program was practical and feasible

for classroom use. Another equally important issue was whether or not

the MSP could generate and maintain student interst and involvement.
To answer these questions, 21 ROTC programs participated in a compre-
hensive field evaluation. The instructors teaching the MSP as well as
the cadets enrolled in the program were asked to complete a survey
designed to gauge cadet and instructor reactions to the program. The

quantitative results of this evaluation are too lengthy to review
within the time limits of this presentation. However, the following

conclusions were reached based on the survey data:

1. The simulation program was generally viewed by both instruct-

ors and cadets as effective and interesting.

2. Student materials were generally found to be clear and com-

plete.

3. Instructor material was found to be adequate.

4. In general, the leAgth of the exercises was satisfactory to

both instructor and cadet.

Although the overall evaluation of the program was favorable, a
few deficiencies and suggestions for improvement surfaced. Based on

these suggestions, changes were made to add to the clarity and/or

comprehensiveness of the MSP.

Development of the Instructor Orientation Course

One of the .s.aggestions made by instructors in the Ma evaluation

was the need for training prior to teaching the MSP. Before the

evalue'.ion, 20 ROTC instructors met at a central location to receive

guidance on how to teach the MSP. Obviously, centralized training for

all prospective MSP instructors would be a costly and impractical

venture. An instructor's training program had to be developed which

was cost-effective, easy to administer and minimally time consuming

for instructors.

In order to meet these needs, an Instructor Orientation Course

(IOC) was developed. The IOC was designed to accomplish two major

objectives:

1. To provide an opportunity for potential instructors of the

MSP to experience the program from a student perspective by actively

responding to each exercise and all the other prou:am materials.
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2. To provide an opportunity to develop critical instructor
competencies relative to each component in the MSP by providing
instructional models and/or skill practice relative to each competency.

The first step of the development process concentrated on the
identification of the competencies required to effectively teach the

MSP. Two workshops were attended by prospective instructors and the
MSP developer. During the workshops, the developer presented each
component of the MSP to the prospective instructors and required their
participation as students. Once the student perspective was achieved,
the participants discussed the instructional skills necessary to teach
a specific component of the program. Considerable time was spent

identifying the types of activities and instruments which would best
develop the essential skills required for effective instruction. The

information generated in these workshops was analyzed to identify the
critical instructor compentencies to be addressed in the IOC. Once

identified, the development of an audio-tape, workbook system began.

The IOC consists of three major components. First, a short video-

tape was developed to provide a detailed introduction to the MSP,
encourage the use of the MSP, and provide a review of the various MSP

and IOC program components.

The second major component is a series of four audiotapes; one
for each of the MSP modules. The audiotapes help the prospective
instructor in several ways:

1. They provide an overview to each module.

2. They provide specific directions for responding to the student

materials.

3. They review and discuss the objectives of the exercises in
the student modules and illustrate typical student responses.

4. They delineate and discuss critical instructor competencies.

5. They discuss and critique competency development activity.

6. They clarify the role of the instructor in administering the

student activities.

Lastly, a set of instructor workbooks were developed to be used in

conjunction with the audiotapes. It was determined that only Modules I,

II and II required workbooks. This decision was predicated on the fact

that the student materials for Module IV were already in a format which

could be used effectively with the audiotape. The evaluation materials

were unique and were already adequately addressed in the Instructor's

Manual. The instructor's 73rkbooks were designed to accomplish the

following objectives:
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1. To ,:r;rillie the student materials frr the instrtmitnr to study.

29 To provime a format for the Instructor to respond to student
materials.

3. Tc. provite.an opportunity for self-evaluaticri, responses to

student ;71=1-.1=

4, Tc ?rt--7-,Tmf activities to aid in the developmnt of instructor

competenciver.

5. Tc an opportunity for self-evaluatiou or' the competency
developmen: actities.

Instructor v--,etocationCirse Evaluar=

Since -du- repretei an taro reD.-A,iomly complex

instructlaim,-1 -DILroach, the :0C ha( t: wercome anne to a new

mode of -stt. propk, a studem .-)erspecti-75, of the program

materials5arnd and deveiik instructor onmeetencies for

teaching ; r-aE mnj-r nrogram to Cansekovently, a three-

phase e---aw designet and bereamented. h= .aages included a

small scali 0-mloner's :Er!..1, a telephone but-Ervin-v. vrth eight ROTC

instruclaris arAI E mail gneE 7t_'!onnairsent tc 16 pm inscructors.
i results 7t! too lengthy c w review liege. In general,

however, tii :--Inive6 is one nstruc-..--.1- stated: "I

enjoyedleafni, ag thL orogroaL It wa:_ a va:u4:qie refresher as

well as a not'r.

Resulo' T le mail questionnr' ire that instructors found
the vidgutoa-Pt Um--rmative, fnterest.in.:, and of high qual±ty. After

seeing Livk vost instructors alivily recommended this:: the MSP be

incorporatteek uzuto Jicir ROTC cureicu-wm. The audiotapes were rated as

effective -1 ,> wing -'.nztructors to teach the MSP. Lastly, the

workshops r. evaluated as useful in developing the teaching competen-
cies required tto -each the MSP.

The evi-hation was also useful:. IT identifying some of the program
deficiencies bee're it became ful:p -77erational. The course materials
had to be rearivoi,h_zed into one package and a reference list on manage-

ment was developed and included as pia= of the course. In addition, the

video-tape wassim_Ttened and f=±, ?m river with a professional narrator.

Other minor Yismagets aimed at cam-ff,=ng the instructions and material
were also instUwrad.

Conclusions.

The Army Manual, FM 22-0.0C- defines management as "the

process of plammiag, organizing, c nerdinating, directing and controlling

.4?
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resources. such .as materials., tree and money to accomplish the
orgamdzational mdasion." The ESP maw designed with this purpose in
mdnd; to prepare nem Lieutenants fmr their jams as leaders and
managers.

-7he:ESP and IOC: are morel 'met they apply assessment center
tecalogy to mhe addWoetiamal pro-:ese The simulation exercises spark
stuanr-,: interest in material that rwise might be somewhat dry.
EvakAticion of moth programs indices that this:method of instruction
is tkiiighly stimulating aned effective- The evaluation also allowed
prow.= deficAsncies Co be corrects before th:3 final version was
proanced. The MSP and IOC have recamtly been distributed to all ROTC
rqgmons through UAW. It is expo--ed that i: will be widely used by
hog:. institutions tnts coming year.
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The Army, in terms of training hardware and software systems certaini:y
could be described as the world's largest buyer of training products
In terms of only training products a conservative estimate of expenr
_tuees for 1978 would be approximately $40,000,000.

The dilemma facing any customer is how do you get the best product fOr Im
least amount of money. Specifically, in the training arena, the aunt/dam

boils down to, "How does an organization buy 'good design'. in itsttrejnilafi
materials?"

In the areas of equipment technalogy, the answer is simple_: des* .speci-
fications. But in the area of training technology do we presentl, q!lve
and are we using appropriate design specificattons?

The purpose of this presentation is to suggest potential inroads 171,a.lem-
tifying design considerations that may be appropriate, to aescribe am

in terms of the Army's Training Extension Course (TEC) Program, to ..daMme

their research basis, and to offer recommendations on how to insur,
good design can be obtained if it can be recognized.

It is essential to state that this presentation is restricting its :foca
to only the design phase of training development. Acknowledging.,-as a

given, that the "What to train" decision has been made in accordane wrath
a systematic process.

A paraphrased restatement then of the original question is: "How ft rou

buy good design in your training materials," and equally important "howW
do you recognize it?"

To establish a reference point, "good design" will be loosely de1/1* as:

the utilization of the "best" learning theories during the desigi
instructional materials for a given set of instructional objectiv,
a specified target population, and will be evaluated in terms of em ty

and effectiveness.

TEC History

The U.S. Army subsequent to the Vietnam War was able to examine it :,cu-
ing programs, and found that there was an acknowledged training 4r eICY

in terms of individual competencies and unit proficiency. The Tr-- ag

Extension Course (TEC) Program was developed as one attempt to r this

deficiency.

The scope of TEC is mind boggling. Since 1973 1,050 lessons haw, ae-_n

produced, 3000 lessons are in various stages of develoment, anr _- .are

projected to be developed each year. The total expenditure for

program to date is over 120 million dollars.
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TEr .:Jtil'izes a r, Jr,tvedia format and capitalizes on the subject matter
exprtise *7ount Jae various service schools to produce exportable
tra'nfmg mariail :amble of being ised by the individual soldier, both
active duty aart-ierve components. The vast majority of these TEC
lesuptis are mithovisual formarc., utilizing -a closed-loop filmstrip
and ar- audto tte, which are played on a Bes_le- Cue-See projector.

The I'M objietr- es were:

LIDXLIVAL SOLDIER - To prolvide packaged, validated self-
acdmitrristered, individualized, and self -pared instru.tional
laciP-rttis to soldiers 4,n uir-ts to teach those ne
taikt fur job/duty proflciency requirec in DOth

am :start environments.

511111tf_ £UT COMMANDER - To assist the commander ire reducing
b rdilttnime material preparion time an-d rcsbtir -5 Zy
de dicarting training methods and resources t

r' 4Ts the TEC materials which facilitate it =iah unit
r. oder's role as a training manager. (-TEC. 97E7

lresernt' -,:tuffrnvisual materials have emerged as the pr-iimary media for
TEC. They ler replicability of systematically desixied instruction,
ease °of diss nnation, adaptibility to self-paced, i-reividuaTirized,
critert14--refe,,1mced instruction, and an attracti verses to the target
populAtvan. 'fe: what are the design guidelines that are driving this
systenri?

Since the TEC ,irogram is task specific, self-paced, and performance
orientred, it presupposes learning, will occur because of the subject's
intera:,ction with these materials. A recent study Ilbserved that, "when
the sttudent 4 considered as an active agent in hi-5 own learning, it
beccolitts necessary to emphasize those student activ'ties and processes which
give u -ise to e.tarning."

(Bertou, Clasen, & Lambert, 1972)

The field of study that deals with the manipulatimr of events and activ-
it-lea within instruction to give rise to learning Aiis labeled "mathema-
3enics" by Ernest Rothkopf (1963).

This concept is precisely the focus of my researcr : what are those
nstructional events that if present in an audio visual lesson will "give

-ise to learning?"

he vast majority of the research on the mathemagen theory has been
-inducted with printed text. Little research has been conducted in the

--.Pea of audio-visual instruction utilizing the mathemgenics concepts.
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The Army, since the elfmination of the draft has experienced a- :flange in

the ability levels of soldiers now entering. In preparing i:Is instruc-

tional materials, technical manuals, job performance aids, awe soldier
related publications itt must accommodate tne mental processiaq abilities

of its saldiers. The -4-my must insure that each of its instrvctimmal

programs can produce the optimal amount of learning, given a wise variance

in degrees of soldier amenity.

If the knemy is getting & soldier with E lower ability level , Maps these
indivigOplis, labeled as maving lower ab-lity, actually just Mort have
those t;rfte learning skills of attention, perceptual process-1mm, association,

abstraClvan, and encagiffngmhich are important during the infohmition pre-

mmttatagor phase of imsrge7don.

pert lre7iseveral possibltrategies that could be adopted to gommmodate
rIte sold ter. An audiovisa format is a means of circumventing potential

lrcaOthscisabilities. Highlighting or emphasizing important pAhts with

-zrft-os may compensate far poor attention. Representation or repeated

v7._w 7gs of a lesson may affect retention. Providing an advance organizer

t the structure an,i facilitate acquistion. Questioning strategies

z.ertg- ily have some obvious functions: review questions in their recall

= es ,ntial prerequisites skills, preadjunctive questions as a focusing
istrument for selectim fttention, and postadjunctive questions as an

a-ttent4on, maintenance fiction and general search strategy. Feedback has

:radihionally been an e--ertial component of instruction, along with
pract7vce exercise and s type of a self-evaluation. But what direction

gas research suggested at we go?

if we -ooked at printer .aterials it seems that, "It is what the student

_7ines mirth the words he reads while he reads them that determines the

fftciency of learning" (Frase, 1968). Appending a corollary to this

theorem: It may well, what the student does with the information pre-
sented (orally, visual-y, or problematically) while engaged in the learning
process that determines the effectiveness of learning.

Some research on representation of lessons offers some intriguing findings:
the first semantic encoding by a learner is relatively stable over time in

spite of representation of the material, and successive retesting over the

material. It was observed that:

subjects are unable to profit so much as one might
expect them to from the opportunities for improvement
and for making corrections that appear to be provided
by the repeated presentation of the material. The

version that an individual has himself reproduced
appears to be particularly stable in his memory, and
hence resistent to changes in the direction either
of increased accuracy or increased forgetting. (Howe, 1977)
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Another research area that has offered some interesting insights deals
with the use of feedback. Feedback can be descrmed as the information
presented to the subject immediately after a resmonse to a question
that enables the subject to judge the correctnesi or completeness of
that response. Some generalizations have emergeT-:

1) Feedback is not important if the student las made a correct response
to the question in instructional materials.

2) Feedback is critical if the student has ode an incorrect-response.

3) Feedback is appropriate only when the stuns-It has made a faulty
interpretation of the materials or question, it -7= 10t appropriate for
a lack of understanding.

4) If the feedback is readily available it will have no effect.

5) The delayed presentation of feedback for a day increases retention
and performance (Kulhavy, 1977)

Undoubtedly, there are appropriate and inapproplrieze strategies for the
design of audio-visual lessons like TEC. Allen (11975) has tried to
generalize from research, "What can the designee* and producer do to
manipulate, arrange, emphasize, or enhance the eiay the message is pre-
sented to optimize learning from it." He concluded that ..."it mould
appear, therefore, that both empirical evidence and theory point to
greater benefit for lower ability learners from procedures that give
direction to their inspectional behavior of the instructional sttmuli to
which they are exposed. Such techniques woula be expected to compensate
for their poor attentional and discriminational abilities." (Allen, 1975)

The research over the last 15 years has shown that adjunctive questions
when inserted within an instructional pafAcage can enhance learning, assist
in attention, and accommodate poor discriminational abilitie,

.It could be shown that the gifted learners are those who have acquired,
developed, and internalized the mathemagenic aids that facilitate learn-
ing. But for the inattentive, it may well be, as Rothkopf has proposed
that, "...It is under conditions of ineffective mathemagenic activity
that treatments such as adjunct questions have produced the best results"
(1974).

Traditionally, two types of adjunctive questions have been discussed:
preadjunctive, meaning those questions placed in front of the material
they relate to, and postadjunctive, or those that come after it.

/
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Considering one role of the preadjunctive question, Peeck (1970) has
summarized ttupt the "experiments with pre-questions...seem to indicate
that prequestimmts are useful when retention of certain specific infor-
mation is iin.at, though depression of retention of other contents
may have tu, be 7aken into the bargain."

The usefulnavis 2--F post-adjunctive questions to facilitate learning and
retention its augl documented (Rothkopf, 1966; Rothkpf & Bisbicos, 1967;

Swenson & Maimmoy, 1974). Adjunctive questions when incorporated into
a printed Wave assisted in the learning process.

But do they assist, as a mathemagenic aid, in audio visual lessons?
And if so, wkere should they be placed? and what type of question is
best?"

These are just the prelude to the plethora of questions that must be
raised if "good design" is to be bought. Should review questions be

used in a series of lessons? Should feedback be provided after a question?
Should an audio visual lesson have a practice exercise? Should there
be a self-evaluation at the end of the lesson and should it be different
from the within program questions?

Depending upon the material being taught and the target population par-
ticipating, the answer(s) may be yes or no.

The following examples are provided to illustrate this point. Recently,

as part of a research study, 218 TEC lessons were observed using a check-

list to monitor the presence or absence of mathemagenic aids. These

lessons were representative of every TEC contractor, service school,
subject matter area, and developmental year. This study indicated that
there is extreme variance in the design characteristics of the lessons
selected, in terms of the presence of: review questions, preadjunctive
questions, postadjunctive questions, feedback, practice exercise, and
self-evaluation.
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F OF

LENGTH OF 1 OF # OF POST ADJUNCTIVE QUESTIONS PREVIOUSLY

LESSON IN REVIEW ADJUNCTIVE
, SELF ONENCOUNTERED PRACTICE TIME IN

SCHOOL MINUTES
. QUESTIONS QUESTIONS LOWER ORDER HIGHER ORDER EVALUATION INSTANCE EXERCISE MINUTES

Infantry 30 .7 19 12 4 28% 6% 34% 5.7

Field

Artillery 35,6 .3 18 12 6 921 42% 1161 12,4

Signal 40.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 1001 25,2

Armor 31,6 1 23 15 4 74% 191 211 5,1

Military

Police 29.9 .4 18 6 11 100% 88% 251 8
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From these few examples it can be seen that there are several different
design approaches out there. Recognize that I am not proposing a singular
best design strategy that combines all of the above. Rather what I am
proposing, is that the appropriate mathemagenic aid(s) be inserted into
the lesson at the right place as a primary design guideline to facilitate
both acquisition and retention.

Certainly the purchaser of a product has to trust the professional com-
petence of the contractor, but if you have not achieved an agreed upon
design strategy that is defensible tJ other professionals then how can
you ever buy good design? To whir:; the rejoinder is, but all of these
lessons discussed above were validated on the target population. Is

validation, then, as it is presently practiced, a true indicator to the
buyer that he has purchased the "best design possible in terms of effi-
ciency and effectiveness?

As previously suggested, there is no "best design strategy." But there
are suggested design strategies that should seriously be considered
during the design of audiovisual lessons. If the set of objectives being
taught, are distributed and sequenced over a series of lessons, then
review questions to facilitate the recall of prerequisite or previously
learned information are probably called for.

If there are sections of the lesson that are not intrinsically stimu-
lating or are particularly important concepts, postadjunctive questions
can perform both a backward review function and an arousal function. An

appropriate combination of lower order and higher order questions may
provide the best combination.

'f it is important, that the student actually master the objective, and
,-monstrate competence, then a self-evaluation exercise at the end of
ne lesson can provide the opportunity to put it all together one more
`tine, and identify any problem areas. But if this exercise is identical
to the within program questions, it may test only short term memory and
not acquisition of the concept.

It may well be that feedback becomes more of a crutch than an aide.
Utilizing the guidelines previously identified, feedback should be in-
cluded as a design element, but the unique conditions under which it
may be beneficial must be considered.

Practice Exercise as a mathemagenic aid is indisputable for it allows
the student to put what's in his head into his hands; and by doing it
with his hands, he may well be able to solidify the actions into the
process and insure retention. But practice exercise for practice exer-
cise sake doesn't accomplish anything.
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The essential ingredient emerging from all of this discussion may well

be the synergistic effect of all of these design considerations when

artfully employed together.

Good design is not an accident, either in terms of the buyer or the

seller. It must. be planned for and incorporated as a design speci-
fication within the contract. If the goal of the lesson is to achieve

a 70% retention after 10 days, then it seems obvious that the validation

should reflect this performance description.

The specifics of my research have been intentionally glossed over, so as
to show the big picture and provide a forum for discussion. Recognizing

the role and mission of the attendees at this conference, we represent
a tremendously large organization that literally spends hundreds of

millions of dollars per year on training. I think that all too often we

fail to ask of ourselves an important question, Are we presently getting
the best designed training for the money that is spent?
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Background

Coast Guard Class "A" schools train first-tour enlisted personnel
for Coast Guard jobs at the E-4 level. Course work in the three
schools included in this study (Aviation Electronics Technician
(AT), Damage Controlman (DC), and Radioman (RM)) ranges from 15
to 28 weeks of instruction. School curricula are designed to
train the rating-specific knowledges and skills outlined in the
Enlisted Qualifications Manual, which specifies minimum qualifica-
tion requirements for each Coast Guard specialty.

The purpose of this study was to develop and demonstrate procedures
for evaluating the content validity of the "A" school curricula
for preparing and selecting personnel for the three job specialties.
Validation is the process of demonstrating that job selection or
assignment procedures are related to job performance. When
selection procedures are intended to be a representative sample
of the job performance domain (the set of all tasks to be performed
on the job) content validation is the most appropriate validation
strategy. The recently issued Uniform Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures state, "Where a measure of success in a
training program is used as a selection procedure and the content
of a training program is justified on the basis of content validity,
the use should be justified on the relationship between the
content of the training program and the content of the job."

The method used to demonstrate this relationship should have two
properties. First, it should be as specific and precise as
possible. This will increase the reliability and replicability
of the results, as well as making more obvious the grounds for
concluding that the fit between training and the job is either
good or poor. Second, the procedure for evaluating the validity
of the training curriculum should be independent of the training
process. Ideally, this means that people responsible for developing
a curriculum should not be asked to evaluate how well that program
fits the job--there is a potential conflict of interest which
could operate, however unintentionally, to influence the results.
Where training personnel must be used to assess curriculum validity,
the validity evaluation procedures should be made as standardized
and as explicit as possible, so that the evaluation task will be
as objective and clear-cut as possible for all participants.

A poor fit between training content and job requirements has
several implications for personnel management. If performed
tasks are not being trained, operational units perform inefficiently,
and personnel time on the job will have to be devoted to task
learning. If schools are training tasks which are not performed,
training resources are being wasted, and some students may fail
in the course because of an inability to learn tasks irrelevant
to performing the job.
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Procedures

The Coast Guare provided us with task lists defining the job
activities for each of the three specialties. To evaluate the
fit between training content and job activities, we collected

three types of data.

First, we asked several instructors from each school to indicate
whether each task was trained in the "A" school, and if so, how
directly it was emphasized in the curriculum. To make this task

more manageable, we first divided the school curriculum outline

into approximately 50 homogeneous topics. Each "A" school instructor

was asked to indicate how much emphasis was given to each task in

those curriculum topics which he personally taught. The rating

scale used for this task is shown in Figure 1. This scale has

four basic levels of training: a zero or one rating Indicates
that a task is not trained; a two or three rating indicates that
some information is presented in training that may be tangentially

related to task performance, but task proficiency is not directly

addressed; a four or five rating indicates that the training is
directed toward task performance, but that performance is not
completely developed; and a six or seven rating indicates that
the training directly and specifically develops task proficiency.

Two rating values were provided within each of these four basic

levels to allow raters to reflect minor differences in task
emphasis within level. In our curriculum evaluation analysis, we
judged that a task receiving a curriculum rating of higher than
three was "trained", and that tasks receiving ratings of three or

lower were "not trained".

The second set of ratings we obtained was also aimed at identifying

which tasks are trained. In this rating, we asked ten graduating

students from each "A" school to indicate whether they could
perform each of the tasks defining their specialty. Tasks they

could perform were considered "learned", although some of these
tasks may have been learned prior to "A" school.

The third data set we collected included ratings of whether each
task was performed on the job, and if so, the relative time spent
performing the task, task difficulty, and task criticality. We

chose these rating factors because we felt that strong curriculum

emphasis on a task could be justified if the task were time
consuming, or critical, or difficult. Our own experience with
earlier task inventories suggested that time spent and criticality

were sufficiently independent to warrant measuring the two factors

separately. Task difficulty has usually been assessed in the
past by estimating the amount of training required for task

proficiency, but since in this case we were evaluating whether
the amount of training was indeed appropriate, we sought an
independent estimate of task difficulty, without referring to
training requirements. Ratings on all three factors were obtained

1 i0
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Instructions for Curriculum Element
Contribution Ratings

Attached is a list of about 50 curriculum elements or course topics
covered in your A school. First, review the list and identify those
curriculum elements which you are currently teaching. In the upper
right hand corner of the attached rating form are spaces for the
numbers of up to 17 curriculum elements. Write the numbers of the
curriculum elements you teach in these spaces. It may be helpful if

you write the name of each curriculum element in the area above its
number as well.

Now, consider only those tasks which you did not check in your first
rating, and only those curriculum elements which you are currently
training. We want to know how much each of your curriculum elements
contributesto developing proficiency in each task. Use the following
scale to estimate the contribution to task proficiency made by each
curriculum element:

0

Unrelated
1

Contributes little or only indirectly

3

4
Makes a direct contribution or is a

5
prerequisite to task proficiency

Directly develops nearly complete task proficiency

FIGURE 1. Rating scale for making task training emphasis ratings.



from senior enlisted personnel who supervised E-4s in the three
specialties. The raters were asked to consider the activities
performed by the E-4s under them, and to rate each task's time
spent, criticality, and difficulty using 9-point relative scales
ranging from "much below average" to "much above average". Since
training emphasis could be justified for time consuming or critical
or difficult tasks, each task was assigned a value equal to the
highest mean rating for any of the three rating factors, and
tasks with mean rating values greater than 3.0 ("below average")
were considered "performed".

These data allowed us to perform three curriculum content
validation analyses. First, by correlating mean ratings of
training emphasis for each task with mean time spent, difficulty
or criticality ratings, we were able to evaluate the extent to
which the training emphasis profile matched the Job rating profile
across all tasks.

Second, by referring to simple ratings of whether tasks were
trained in the "A" schools, whether "A" school graduates could
perform tasks, and whether E-4s in the field were required to
perform tasks, we were able to draw several conclusions about
curriculum quality. If tasks were trained but not performed,
they were considered "over trained". If tasks were rated as
being performed on the job, and as being trained, but recent "A"
school graduates indicated they could not perform them, they were
considered "not learned ". Finally, if tasks were performed on
the Job, but were not trained in the school and were not already
within the repertoire of graduating students, they were flagged
as "not trained," and should be considered for inclusion either
in the "A" school curriculum or in some other Coast Guard training
program such as basic recruit training.

The third validation analysis was similar to the second, but was
based on continuous ratings of training emphasis and task time
spent, criticality, or difficulty instead of the dichotomous
performed-not performed and trained-not ratings. Again, the
analysis identifies tasks that are trained (rated above 3.0 in
training emphasis) but not performed (rated below 3.0 in time
spent, criticality, or difficulty).

Results

Initial data analyses showed most rating reliabilities were quite
high. Interrater agreement on most factors was in the upper .80s
or lower .90s, with approximately ten raters.

Correlations between dichotomous ratings of whether tasks are
trained and whether tasks are performed are acceptably high as
shown in Table 1. For the dichotomous ratings (trained-not

1 1
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Table 1

Correlations Between Task Training Emphasis and
Task Job Requirements for Three Coast Guard Jobs

Training-Job
Correlation

Training-Job
Correlation

Number for Dichotomous for Continuous

Job Tasks Data Data

RM 403 .89 .74

AT 327 .84 .65

DC 477 .94 .82

1
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trained and performed-not performed) these correlations are .89
for RM, .84 for AT, and .94 for DC "A" school curricula. For the
continuous training emphasis and job task factor ratings the
correlations between school and job ratings are .74 for RM, .65
for AT, and .82 for DC "A" schools. These values . .ggest that

the schools are training those tasks regularly per -m- on the

job, and that the most time consuming, difficult, itical

tasks receive the most emphasis in the "A" school :ula.

Figure 2 shows some of the curriculum validation r, _s we have
obtained thus far for one of the three specialtie- le data
shown in this figure are proportions of training raters who
indicated each task was trained, the proportions of graduating
students who reported they could perform the tasks, and the
proportions of supervisors who indicated the tasks were performed
on the job. We more or less arbitrarily decided that, for this
illustration, any task rated as "trained" by ten percent or more
training experts would be considered "trained", and any task
rated as "performed" by more than 30 percent of the supervisory
raters would be considered "performed". We felt these values
would produce a "conservative" picture of training-job fit. If

as few as 10 percent of instructors indicated a task was trained,
and as many as 70 percent of supervisors indicated it was performed,
the task would be flagged as potentially overtrained. The first
two tasks in Figure 2 are examples of a good fit between job
requirements and training content: where job demand is high,
training emphasis is high, and where the job demand is low, tasks
are not trained. (The 60 percent of trainees who report they are
able to prepare shipyard overhaul requests in task 2 have been
exposed to the required forms in their careers prior to "A"
school.) Of the 477 tasks in this specialty, 452 showed this
kind of fit. The remaining 25 tasks in Figure 2 are those that
were flagged for consideration by "A" school personnel.

Tasks that are trained but not performed are flagged in the
fourth column as "over trained" (e.g., tasks 12, 16, and 32).
"A" school personnel must consider these tasks and decide whether
they actually are being trained, and if so, why they are trained
given their low contribution to the job. Some tasks that were
flagged as over trained appear to be errors by training raters
more than curriculum faults. Thus, in task 32, since students
learn to read diagrams and blueprints in this school, the training
raters felt they were contributing to the students' ability to
teach blueprint and diagram reading, and indicated that the task
was trained, when, in fact, the curriculum in question does not
include sessions on how to teach others to read blueprints.
Other flagged tasks seem to reflect the "A" school setting.
Thus, if students stood watches during their "A" school assignment,
the instructors indicated that these watchstanding activities
werei,lapohtmot the school (e.g., tasks 421, 423, and 424),. These
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U.S. COAST GUARD CURRICULUM VALIDATION

DC TASK TRAINING /JOB COMPARISON
TRG PROP CUTOFF v .10 JOB PROP CUTOFF .30

TASK

N.3

PROP

TRND

N.I0

PROP
TRNEE

ABLE

N.10

PROP
JOB
PFMG

OVE'

TRAINED
NOT

LEARNED
MOT

TRAINED
4

7
Assign DC personnel to daily tasks
Prepare ship-yard overhaul requests

1.00
.00

1.00
.60

.90

.10
12 Plan NBC drills 1.00 1.00 .30 ***
16 Prepare watch, quarters, and station bills 1.00 .90 .10 ***
32 Teach reading and drafting blueprints 1.00 .40 .10 **A

212 Operate MUG welding equipment .00 .20 .70 A**
213 Operate TIG welding equipment .00 .20 .60 le**
265 Repair portable pumps 1.00 .00 .80 ***
266 Repair furniture 1.00 .00 1.00 h**
267 Repair ladders and gangways .33 .00 .90 ***

268 Repair ceramic tile .00 .00 .80 ***
269 Repair tile deck covering 1.00 .00 .90 ***
270 Repair sinks 1.00 .00 .80 *AA
271 Repair flushing units 1.00 .00 1.00 ***
272 Repair firemain system .00 .00 .90 ***
273 Repair pressurized air system .00 .00 .80 ***
274 Repair. fresh -water system .00 .00 .80 ***
275 Repair fixed CO2 system .00 .00 .80 ***
276 Repair sanitary system .00 .00 .90 ***
277 Repair piers, camels, floats, ramps, etc. .00 .00 .60 ***

278 Repair lock and key systems 1.00 .00 .70 hhh
279 Repair roofing 1.00 .00 .70 hhh
280 Repair minor drainage problems 1.00 .00 1.00 kith
421 Perform duty as wheel watch 1.00 .70 .20 **ft
423 Perform duty as loran watch 1.00 .40 .20 ***

424 Perform duty as teletype watch 1.00 .50 .10 ***
459 Work as diver .00 .20 .40 ***

FIGURE 2. Tasks flagged In Damage Ctmtrolman curriculum content validation analysis.



kinds of "over trained" tasks do not represent any serious problems

in "A" school content.

Tasks that are performed on the job, and that are rated as being

trained in the school, but which cannot be performed by graduating

students are flagged as "not learned" in column five. For example,

all job raters agree that task 266, repairing furniture, is

performed on the job, and all "A" school raters agree that the
task is trained, but none of the ten graduating students we
sampled felt he could repair furniture. In many cases, such

tasks can be attributed to differences of interpretation; for

example, if instructors teach general woodworking skills and
mention that these principles apply to furniture repair as well
as small boat repair, they may feel they have "taught" furniture

repairing, while students, who can't recall being shown how to
reupholster couches, interpret the same task more narrowly. In

any case, we will ask "A" school people to review these "not

learned" tasks, and to decide whether they imply any weaknesses

in the curriculum.

Finally, tasks that are required on the job, but which are not
trained at the "A" school, and which are not already within the

repertoire of graduating students are flagged as "not trained" in

column six. These represent tasks which are currently being
learned on the job or in later schools. The Coast Guard will

review them to determine whether they should be formally trained

in "A" school, in basic training, or in some other training
operation, to ensure that personnel are being sent to their field

assignments with all the skills they will require ol 0.1. job.

Summary

In review, we have attempted to develop a procedure which the

Coast Guard can use to evaluate the content validity of its Class

A school curricula. The method provides an overall quantitative
index of the fit between job task requirements and training task

emphasis, and pinpoints specific areas of potential curriculum

improvement. These specific problems will be used to stimulate
discussions with "A" school personnel, not to assail them or to

condemn their programs.

The results for the three specialties evaluated in this demonstration

project suggest that Coast Guard "A" schools are doing an excellent

job of matching their course content to critical job requirements.



EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
OF A

HIGH TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAM

- Arthur Kahn
Syst,ms Development Division

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

The manufacturing of certain high technology products require that

the individuals who perform the various operations should be highly skilled

people. In order to acquire these skills they are usually exposed to an

extensive training program. However, in performing their part in the manu-

facturing process, they must do more than manipulate equipment and perform

highly skilled manual tasks. They must read drawings, interpret these draw-

ings, make a record of their activity on prescribed forms at the appropriate

times during the entire operation and evaluate their own performance. Usually

at the completion of the training program each individual receives a certifi-

cate indicating that he or she has satisfied the performance requirements' of

production line and he or she is qualified to be a production worker.

At the present time in the Multi hybrid assembly area, the method

for certifying that operators are qualified to work on the production line

after a period of training is the following: After a given period of train-

ing the instructor starts the student doing production work of a relatively

simple kind. After the student has performed this task for some time, the

instructor examines this effort. If it is satisfactory, it is submitted to

a Q. C. engineer for inspection: This engineer selects random samples of the

effort for inspection. If they satisfy his criteria, the individual who has

produced then is certified. He or she receives a card indicating that he or

she has been certified. This individual is now a full-fledged production

-1 ,7
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employee and is expected to produce quality work in a timely fashion.

Over the course of time it had appeared that although these indi-

viduals were certified, the data suggested that the individual performance

had deteriorated from the performance at the conclusion of the training period.

Although the amount of quantitative information for each worker showing the

deterioration was rather tenuous, the fact that the workers had satisfied the

Q. C. criteria at certification indicated that the operator could perform the

highly skilled tasks satisfactorily. Thus, the question became rather obvious:

Why did the performance deteriorate? The deterioration could be caused by

several factors. The first was poor attitude on the part of the workers. The

second was ineffective training even though they were passing certification.

The third was inappropriate certification procedures. The fourth was poor job

performance aids such as drawings. In the period prior to the formulation of

this study, the job performance aids had been improved by various procedures.

The certification procedures were those outlined in the quality control docu-

ments. These documents specify the quality of performance required so that it

would appear that the certification standards are adequate. Observation of

the individuals at their work station and discussion with supervisors indicate

that the attitudes of the individuals are not a problem. The individuals

appear to be paying attention to their work. The analysis therefore suggested

that the source of the difficulty could either be in the training program or

the individuals selected for the training program.

At first glance it appeared that a test should be designed to select

those individuals who would benefit fro:, training. However, such a test would

involve the difficult task of validation. The task would be a difficult one

because of the perceptual nature of the task that the individual had to per-

,/
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form. A second question, ancillary to the first was: Could a test be devised

by which it might be possible to weed out individuals who could not profit

from further training? In both of these questions there was the basic notion

that if you intended to use the test as a selection device, there was the

problem of proving the validity of the test. This last item concerned is a

rather costly and unnecessary task under the present circumstance. It might

be cheaper to train all the candidates and eliminate those who could not

master the task. Available information suggest that individuals who find

wire bonding and chip mounting incompatible with their own desires and own

evaluation of their capabilities usually select themselves out i.e., they

usually drop out of the training program of their own accord. Therefore, there

is no need for a selection test. A third question was could the test be used

to determine what and when individuals needed retaining. After analysis it

11

became obvious that these questions could only be answered by empirical data.

However, it was evident that the problem of validity should not be considered.

Thus, the problem resolved itself into an evaluation of the training program.

This report is the presentation of the work that has been performed

to answer these questions. An experiment had been conducted. Its aim was to

evaluate the effectiveness of the training program and to determine if the

device used for evaluating the effectiveness of the program could be used as

a measuring tool to determine whether individuals had learned all they need to

learn prior to having their work submitted for certification.

This report will cover the procedures used for preparing the subjects,

description of subjects, a description of the method used to assure anonymity

of subjects, a description of the substrate, the procedure for conducting the

performance test, and the scoring procedure. These results of the study and



the conclusions that have been derived are discussed.

In order for the program to achieve its aim it was essential that

the cooperation of all the subjects should be enlisted. Therefore, an orien-

tation meeting was held with all of the subjects, the workers in the Multi-

hybrid assembly area. At this meeting the following material was read to them:

"This program has been prepared to evaluate a scheme for determin-

ing whether an individual has obtained from the training program all that the

individual has been expected to obtain. In this program, everyone will be

given a substrate that has a serial number on it. Since we will not be having

everyone working on this substrate at the same timc, we would appreciate your

not discussing the substrate or the work with your co-workers. We should like

to have you work to the level A quality rules. We want you to complete the

paperwork as required but it will not be necessary to put your own initials.

In fact, it would be better if you made up initials. The important part is

that the initials appear in the correct number of places. No one will be able

to identify the name of an individual with the performance on any substrate.

This will be accomplished in the following manner:

"Each name has a number assigned to it, and I have the list. We will

select the first eight who will do the work shortly, by drawing the eight names

out of a hat. Each slip will have a name and number on it. The individual who

is selected will then put this number in the upper right hand corner of the

control tag. "

"After you complete the work that is required, the substrate will be

checked by people selected by the Q. C. engineer. You will give the completed

substrate to Mrs. Chavis.(the instructor) Mrs. Chavis will give it to the

. engineer and bewill give it to an inspector. .The,inspector.will completea
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check sheet on which he or she will indicate what he or she found acceptably

or not. These sheets will then be given to me. I will assign the score values

and calculate total scores as a percentage of the total."

" After the experiment is completed, I will tell all of you who are

interested, the general results in numerical terms without talking about any

single individual. If the experiment is successful, we intend to use the sub-

strate to determine when a trainee is ready for certification or in the need

of more training. It is also planned to use it to determine when individuals

are in need of retraining and what phase of the training is involved."

" If you have any questions while working on the substrate, please

ask Mrs. Chavis or Chuck Luedtke,(the designer of the experimental substrate)

Please work as quickly as you can tuir remember the emphasis should be on

quality."

"Do you have any questions?"

The subjects were experienced wire bonder and chip mounters who were

labor grade 7's. They were all female. All except two were experienced in

performing both wire bonders and chip mounters. One of these was a chip

mounter and the other, a wire bonder. Although all were experienced personnel

at the time the study had begun, some were performing other tasks required of

labor grade 7 other than wire bonding and chip mounting, e.g., 100X inspection.

Figure 1, 2 and 3 show individuals performing the chip mounting and wire bond-

ing tasks. The individuals were selected at random, until all had completed the

test substrate. The only limiting factor to this procedure was the number of

individuals who were selected at the time. For example in the first group,

there were eight people on the first shift and two on the second shift; in the

second batch there were four in the first shift and two on the second shift. -



As the remaining numbers reduced, the number was reduced so that at the end of

the study there were individuals working by themselves.

All subjects were assigned a number, the only individuals who knew

which numbers were assigned to each individual were the individual; Mrs. Chavis,

who assigned the numbers, and the experimenter. The only individual who was

able to associate a score with an individual was the experimenter.

The control card that the inspector examined contain only a number. Since the

inspector received the substrate and paperwork from the instructor. It was not

possible for the inspector to associate any substrate with any number or name.

Once Mrs. Chavis gave the substrate to the inspector, The did not examine the

score sheet but submitted it to the engineer who monitored the test to assure

that the tantalum capacitor (a particular component) had been properly mounted.

The inspector's recording sheet contained only the serial designation of the

substrate.

The substrate used for this study was a special designed unit. It

contained resistors, capacitors, diodes, IC chips and tantalum capacitors. It was

designed so that the individuals would be required to exercise judgement to

determine the sequences of chip placement as well as the order of placing the

wire bonds. The chips were of different sizes. In addition to the units to

be assembled there were notes on the drawing that had to be followed. Figure 4

is a drawing of the basic substrate. Figure 5 is a photograph of the completely

assembled device. Figure 6 is an enlarged photograph of a section of the com-

pleted device to show the kinds of connections that had to be made.



Prior to the beginnirn, of the experiment, a random selection of the

individuals who were to be subjects in the experiment were given a number of

parts and told to separate the good units from defective units. At this time,

they did not know that the units would be used in the experiment. This task

was accomplished at 100X magnification. Those parts that were considered good

by this process became the parts that were used in the assembly of the substrate.

The subjects were provided with (1) a substrate, (2) a drawing showing

how the unit was co be assembled (fig.'4) and (3) a package containing parts

selected following the procedures previously described. They also received a

data package that contained the necessary paperwork that normally accompanies

a job. This package contained a serialized inspection control tag, a continua-

tion control tag, a serialized allowable rework tag, and a serialized part

traceability tag. After receiving these materials, the individual proceeded to

chip mount and wire bond as required. They were instructed to work until they

completed the task. If they had any questions of any kind, they were instructed

to bring the questions to the instructor . She would either answer the question or

provide whatever was required. The subjects were also instructed to bring the

completed substrate to the instructor. Since the process required "curing"

(being placed in a furnace for a period of time) the substrate at the appropri-

ate time, they were instructed to bring the substrate to her at the appropriate

time. The substrate were then returned to the individual so that the tantalum

capacitors could be mounted after the "curing."

After the individual had completed the mounting of the tantalum

capacitors she gave the completed substrate and associated paperwork to the

tt7 instructor who then gave the material to the inspector who had been assigned

to the program. This individual then evaluated the substrate in accordance



with level A Q. C. criteria, and recorded the result on the evaluation

sheet that had been prepared. Figure 7 is the evaluation sheet for the chip

mounting task. Figure 8 is the evaluation sheet for the wire bonding part of

the task. The inspector wrote the word "yes" in the blank if the criteria

had been satisfied and "no" if they had not been satisfied. After the inspector

had evaluated the substrate and had recorded the results the substrate and paper-

work was returned to Mrs. Chavis. She gave the substrate and paperwork to

the engineer who had the resistance of the tantalum capacitor mounting

measured by the test section personnel. A resistance of less than .2 ohms was

required. The result of this test was recorded on the evaluation sheet. The

purposes of this test was to determine whether the capacitors had been properly

111
mounted. The completed evaluation sheets, paperwork and substrate were then

delivered to the scorer who proceeded to provide a numerical value to the evalu-

ation that had been accomplished.

At the time of development of the evaluation sheets for both the chip

mounting, each item on the evaluation sheet was given a point value by the

manufacturing engineer. The assigned value depended upon his judgement of the

importance of the task being evaluated. These points were recorded on a

separate sheet. They did not appear on the sheet on which the inspector recorded

his results. After each item on the sheet had been scored according to the

corresponding point value, the total number of points was obtained for chip

mounting and wire bonding. If the individual performed all tasks correctly on

the chip mounting task, he or she obtained 132.5 points and 134.5 points, on the

wire bonding task. The final score obtained in each case was the actual number

of points obtained divided by the number possible expressed as a percentage.
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CHIP MOUNTING SHEET

Serial No. of Substrate
*

Eutectic Orientation to 7AB assy dwg; No (Includes no chip outs, damage
Mounting 75% eutectic flow Damage metal eutectic material on top of
Component around chip, enough chip)

room to wire bond and to dep.

Ql
Q2

Q3
Q4

Q5
Q6

Q7
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
Adhesive Epoxy Visible Correct Mech. Excess Wrong Orientation,
Mounting around 75% of Epoxy Used Damage Epoxy Location or
Component Chip Mission

Ul

U2

U3

U4

U5
U6

U7
U8
U9

CR1 thru 3
CR4 thru 6
C2

CI, C3, C4
Ql thru 3
Q4 thru 7
RI thru 6
R7 thru 12
RI4 thru 17
TABS
Conductive Adhesive
Components

No shorts by conductive
epoxy

Ui U4
U2 U5
U3 U9
A All lot entries made D Q7 and Q6 mounted to track shorting to
B U8 mounted per RN track (test to verify)
C Dielectric paste over track E No mechanical damage to subs.

F Paperwork correct
Joint Resistance Satisfy No Epoxy No Damage to Indicate acceptance
less than 2 ohms Visual Criteria Shorting Assembly by:

C5 Y - YES
C6 N - NO
C7

C8

Figure 7. Scoring Sheet

1130
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WIRE BONDING SHEET

Serial No. of Substrate
Correct froth Drawing

Component Score Bonded Correctly*

U8
U9
Ul to U7 (each)
CR5 & 6
CR3 & 4
CR1 & 2
Q3 & 4
Q5 &6
Q7
Ql & 2
Rl to 6
R7 to 12
R14 to 17
Cl
C2
C3
C4
Jumper 1
Jumper 2
TABS

Ball Bond Pla More than 75% of
ball on pad

Ul
U2

U3
U4

U5
U6
U7
U8
U9
Ql
Q2

Q3
Q4

Q5
Q6

Q7
R14 to 17
Rl to 12
Cl, C3 & C4
C2
CR1 & 2
CR3 & 4
CR5 & 6

*
Bonded Correctly

Wire Placement
Ball Configuration
Stitch Configuration

Wire Length
Wire Damage

General

Wired so tantulums can be mounted
Wire loops uniform appearance
R1 and R4 not bonded
Wires not mashed
Rll bonded from a center tap
No mechanical damage to chips or substrate

Penalties
One pigtail or spur not removed
Two pigtails or spurs not removed
Three pigtails or spurs not removed
Four or more pigtails or spurs not
removed

Ball infilet Ball
bond short

Sliding
Bonds

Indicate acceptance by:

Y - YES
N - NO

Figure 8. Scoring Sheet
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The results of the study are the percentage of total points that

were obtained by the individuals in the wire bonding and chip mounting tasks.

Table I shows the mean and standard deviation for the different tasks and the

average of both tasks.

Table I

Average Performance Measures and Their Variability
(Percent of Total Points)

Mean S.D.

Chip Mounting 87.33 5.46

Wire Bonding 85.33 7.19

Average 86.33 5.53

The mediam score was 87.5%.

Each score sheet was examined to see if a pattern of errors could be

extracted from the results. The analysis of the wire bonding task showed that

88% of the individuals did not bond R11 correctly. 42% did not have wire loops

with uniform appearance; 33% did not remove one pigtail; 37% were criticized

for having mashed wires. These were Q. C. criteria that they had to keep in

mind. A similar analysis was made of the chip mounting task. There were two

different mounting methods required. The error rate of Eutectic mounting (an

alloy forming technique) was approximately 20% while the error rate of adhesive

mounting was 1%. 88% of the people did not complete the paperwork correctly.

This value represented 21 of the 24 individuals. 96% did not mount U6 correctly

as required by the RN. (Engineering Change) Almost 50% of the people did not

use the correct epoxy in mounting U6.

Although the inspector found many instances of mechanical damage

the error rate was relatively small.

The average score of R6+ indicates that as a group, all of the indi-

viduals performed very well. When consideration is given to the fact that a

majority of individuals lost points because the paperwork was not correct and/or

1.(`D
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they did not comply with the RN, the average would have been greater than 90.

This analysis suggests that the individuals were capable of performing the

chip mounting and wire bonding tasks very well. The major problems other than

the RN in the wire bonding task is related to meeting Q. C. criteria. 42% did

not meet the uniform appearance criteria and 377 were criticized for having

mashed problems and mechanical damage. Wires can get mashed

during the movement of the substrate and/or the movement of the capillary with

the wire. At the same time it is possible for chips to be damaged. One of the

inspector's tasks was to discover mechanical damage. An examination of the

inspector's finding and the substrates indicate that it is possible that some

of the points lost because of mechanical damage were due to defective parts

in the kits even though all bad units were supposed to have been removed.

These findings suggest that the individuals who made the determination were

not sufficiently aware of the criteria for rejecting defective components.

That this state of affairs should exist is not unexpected since these indi-

viduals have not had any organized training in the recognition of defective

units at 100X. It would therefore appear that training in the recognition

of defective material should become part of the training of these individuals.

The results suggest that more attention during training should be

given to the correct accomplishment of the necessary paperwork, the careful

reading of drawings, calling attention to the information in the notes and the

assuring that the proper drawings and/or revision notices are available. It

is the responsibility of the individual worker to determine whether the paper-

work indicates that the proper drawings are at hand. In this experiment, very

few individuals recognized that an RN was required. It has been argued that

the individuals had been instructed not to ask questions. They were in fact
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told not to ask their associates but they were encouraged to ask Mrs. Chavis

if something were amiss.

In any event, the importance of training effort on paperwork became

evident in the course of an extraneous exercise that occurred independent of

the experiment. Mrs. Chavis was instructing an individual while the experi-

ment was being conducted. During this period, the individual completed the

instruction and completed the certification process satisfactorily. Mrs. Chavis

then gave this individual the test substrate as an experiment as an innovative

part of her training program. At the completion of the substrate she asked the

individual what she had learned. The individual responded with the following

remarks: (1) "Arrangini, and locating the chip on the plain substrate without

metallization. (2) "Using your footnotes and flags." (3) "Making your revision."

(4) "Understanding your paperwork." (5) "Listing lot numbers." (6) "Check-

ing orientation when mounting transistors." This ad hoc experiment suggesting

that the finding of deficient paperwork in the results is not an artifact is but

a true representation of the performance of the individuals. It suggests that

-either the individuals are not aware of what is correct or they have been

inattentive to this aspect of the task. Since so many individuals made paper-

work errors it does not seem reasonable to attribute the errors to inattention.

This extraneous "experiment" also shows that the beginning chip mounter

needs training in arranging chips when the substrate does not provide a metallized

tab on which to mount it.

Earlier paragraphs have indicated that individuals have had little

formal training on the recognition of defective parts at 100X. Similarly,

they receive no training in the general examination at 100X. It would seem unreas

111
able to have individuals perform work at 30X then have it examined at 100X and
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then criticize the individuals for not performing good work when they are

unable to tell good from bad at 30X because the defect only becomes visible at

100X.

The results also show that there is little difference in performance

between chip mounting and wire bonding, the basic task of these individuals.

The difference slightly less than two two percentage points. However, the

error rate for Eutectic mounting was about 20 times that of the adhesive mount-

ing. This difference could have been due to the fact that the chips used were

training chips. However, similar chips were used in both FLLM.00ocos Taau iG

conceivable that the nature of the Eutecti' mounting is such that the judge-

ments the individuals have to make and the variability that could occur in the

equipment as contrasted to that which could occur in adhesive mounting could

account for this difference. The data show that 96% did not use the correct

epoxy to mount U6. This error was a result of not requesting the RN.

The analysis thus far suggests that the training program should be

-changed in three fundamental ways. The first fundamental change should be

more emphasis on correct examination of the paperwork and emphasis on the

correct manner of completing all the paperwork correctly. There is no reason

why the individual who can perform the complex task of wire bonding and chip

mounting should make mistakes on paperwork. The individuals during training

should be given practice completing the paperwork during separate exercises

and then this kind of practice should be integrated into their work completing

substrates. The second fundamental way the training should be changed is that

additional training substrates should be developed and used. At least two

should be developed, one more difficult than the other. These should include

the -useof.RN's-and-the-correct completion of- paperwork-.---The third way-is
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that the individuals should be given more practice in discriminating good from

bad work. The final significant item of the results was the fact that 47% of

the individuals failed the test of the tantalum capacitors. Although the units

passed the visual inspection, they did not pass the electrical test. This test

demonstrated that the mounting of the capacitor was sufficiently complete so

that there was little electrical resistance in the bonding materials. This

result suggests that a way must be found to allow the operators to be able to

evaluate the quality of the eledtrical connection by the amount and distribu-

tion of epoxy.

From the learning theory point of view, tiv_ results indicate that it

is not sufficient to give the individual practice in the task that must be

performed but the individual must gain experience of performing this task in

a different context. This means that the individual learns to vary the basic

task as the function of different requirements from trial to trial. This

state of affairs existed when Mrs. Chavis, the instructor, used the test sub-

strate during her training program with new employees. It could therefore

appear that the individuals need to get practice in the basic task but they

must develop a large repertoire of responses before they can be successful

production workers.

This particular experimental program demonstrated that a properly

developed testing program will not cnly indicate where training programs can

be improved but they provide a mechanism for applying what is known about

changing human behaior.

1 I ft,
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SECTION 14

INSTRUCTIONAL EVALUATION AND TEST DEVELOPMENT



THE INSTRUCTIONAL QUALITY INVENTORY: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

John A. Ellis, Wallace H. Wulfeck II,
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

Robert E. Richards, Norman D. Wood
The Pennsylvania State University

and
M. David Merrill

Courseware, Inc., San Diego, Ca.

INTRODUCTION

Problem

Modern military instruction is developed according to a systematic
method called Instructional Systems Development (ISD). The order of
development involves:

1. Job/task analysis leading to specification of training objectives;
2. Development of tests to measure student progress toward the

objectives;
3. Design of new instruction and/or adaptation of existing instruction

to achieve the objectives;
.4. Implementation of the training program;
5. Evaluation and feedback for course maintenance.

Various military activities are using this model to develop many

of their training courses. There is a need in ISD for quality control

and/or 'evaluation-procedures so that (a) quality can be maintained__
throughout instructional design so that errors early in development are

not magnified as development proceeds, (b) existing materials can be

evaluated with respect to newly derived training objectives for purposes

of adaptation or revision, (c) deficiencies in performance of course

graduates can be traced to possible deficiencies in instructional materials,

and (d) instructional materials obtained through contract efforts can be

evaluated for purposes of acceptance.

Purpose

The purpose of this research and development effort was to develop
quality control/evaluation procedures, for use by military instructional
design and development personnel, for the three main products of an
instructional development effort, namely objectives, tests, and
instructional materials or presentations. The Instructional Quality

Inventory (IQI) is the result of this effort.
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Using the analysis procedures of the IQI to rate the consistency and
adequacy of an instructional program, and making revisions on the basis
of these analyses, can greatly reduce the time and effort needed to validate
and revise an instructional course or system. However, although the IQI

can reduce the need for validation on real students, it does not entirely

eliminate the need for empirical tryouts.

The IQI is a method f- ,.,roduct evaluation, not process evaluation.

Regardless of the development methodology used to produce the objectives,
tests, or instruction, the IQI can be used to evaluate the quality of

the products. The IQI criteria can be kept in mind during the development
of instruction, but the IQI is intended as a supplement to ISD, not a
replacement for it.

The IQI is intended for use by people with knowledge of ISD; it
cannot be used by untrained personnel. Also, the application of the IQI

depends upon a good task analysis, or the availability of subject-matter
=Almits, and preferably both. This iS karauco +ha TQT assumes that what

needs to be taught has already been determined.

Organization of this paper

The following section of this paper is an introduction to the IQI

procedures. It is designed to acquaint managers of instructional
development efforts, evaluators of instruction, contract monitors, etc.,

with the IQI. While it provides a substantive overview of the IQI

process, it is not a complete IQI training program.

There are three other volumes in the IQI series which will be
available in early 1979. These are

1. a User's Manual, which contains a complete description of
all IQI procedures, and examples of their use.

2. a Training Workbook, which contains additional examples and
practice on the IQI procedures.

3. a Job Performance Aid, which contains a brief version of each
IQI procedure.

1
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INSTRUCTIONAL QUALITY INVENTORY PROCEDURES

THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM:

The following classification system is used in all IQI procedures.
It is applied to the three main parts of instruction: objectives,
tests, and instructional presentations.

Each objective, test item, or piece of presentation, can be classified
according to:

1. What the student must do, i.e., the TASK to be performed, and

2. The type of information the student must learn, i.e., the
instructional CONTENT.

TASK

CONTENT

In the IQI, these two classification dimensions have been combined
to form the TASK/CONTENT MATRIX.
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THE TASK DIMENSION:

There are two main TASKS a student can perform:

1. He can REMEMBER information, or

2. He can USE the information to do scmething.

REMEMBER

USE

EXAMPLE:

Here are two test items:

1. The symbol for resistor is

2. Using your knowledge of electronic theory, what would happen

in the circuit shown below if the load resistance were

shorted?

These two test i is differ with respect to what the student is

supposed to do (TASK). In number 1, the student has to REMEMBER

something, and in number 2, the student has to apply or USE his

knowledge in a new situation.



THE CONTENT DIMENSION:

There are five types of CONTENT:

FACT CONCEPT PROCEDURE RULE PRINCIPLE

remember

use I

FACTS are simple associations between names, objects, symbols,
Minions, etc.

CONCEPTS are categories or classifications defined by certain
specified characteristics.

PROCEDURES consist of ordered sequences of steps or operations
per ormed on a single object or in a specific situation.

RULES also consist of ordered sequences of operations, but can
be iiirformed on a variety of objects or in a variety of situations.

PRINCIPLES involve explanations or predictions of why things

happen in the world. That is, they concern predictions or
interpretations based on theoretical or cause-effect relationships.

NOTE: Facts can only be remembered. The others can be

remembered or used.
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EXAMPLES:

The following examples illustrate the five content areas for the
REMEMBER task level:

REMEMBER FACT Z. The symbol for resistor is
2. The student will list the names of the

parts in the wind indicating instrument.

REMEMBER CONCEPT Z. List the defining characteristics of a jet pump.
2. The student will define the various kinds of

clouds (cumulus, stratus, etc.).

REMEMBER PROCEDURE 1. List in order the steps for cleaning an M-16 rifle.
2. The student will describe the procedure for

preparing and sending a radio message.

REMEMBER RULE Z. List the steps involved in finding the rhumb-
line course between two points on the earth.

2. The student will state the general rule for
solving for circuit current, given voltage
and resistance.

REMEMBER PRINCIPLE Z. State the principles of electron movement in a
semiconductor junction.

2. The student will recall the reasons why hydraulic
fluid contamination must be avoided.

Facts can only be remembered, but for the other content types, the
student may be asked to USE his knowledge to classiA'perform,_solve.,
or predict. The following are examples of the USE task level for
all content types except facts:

Z. Which of the pumps aboard ship are jet pumps?
2. Given photographs of clouds, the student will

sort them according to type (cumulus, stratus, etc.).

USE CONCEPT

USE PROCEDURE Z. Clean an M -16 rifle.
2. The student will prepare and send a radio message.

USE RULE

USE PRINCIPLE

Z. Calculate the rhumb-line course from Pearl
Harbor to Long Beach.

2. Given the values for voltage and resistance, the
student will calculate the current flow,

1. Describe the theoretical movement of electrons in
a PNP transistor.

2. The student will predict what is likely to occur
if the landing gear fluid were contaminated.
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THE USE LEVEL CAN BE FURTHER DIVIDED INTO TWO TYPES:

I. USE-UNAIDED in which the student has no aids except his own memory.

2. USE-AIDED in which the student has a job aid for performing the task.

For this level, the nature of the aid depends on the content type:

For USE-AIDED CONCEPTS the aid should consist of a decision
strategy, including each critical characteristic, and the decision
to be made according to presence or absence of that characteristic.
In simple cases, the aid may only include a list of characteristics;
the decision strategy is then implied.

For USE-AIDED PROCEDURES the aid would be a list of steps to be
performed.

For USE-AIDED RULES the aid would be at least a statement of the
formula or rule to be applied, and could include guidelines for
when and how to .apply it.

For USE-AIDED PRINCIPLES the aid would also be at least a statement
of the principle, and could include guidelines for when and how
to apply it.

EXAMPLES:

USE-AIDED: A pilot's preflight checklist is a USE-AIDED
procedure. The pilot does not have to remember the
steps or their order because they are on the check-
list. The pilot does need to perform the steps
correctly.

USE-UNAIDED: "The student will field-strip an M -16 rifle."
Here, the student must remember the steps in the
correct order, and perform them correctly.

In summary, the REMEMBER level involves "pure" remembering,

the USE-UNAIDED level involves remembering what is to be used,
and then using it, and

the USE-AIDED level involves "pure" using.

10fir,
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THE ENTIRE TASK / CONTENT MATRIX IS SHOWN BELOW:

PF*MRFR - ocrAIL AR
RECOGNIZE FACTS, CON-
CEPT DEFINITIONS, STEPS
OF PROCEDURES OR RULES,
STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLE

USE-UNAIDED - TASKS WHI
CLASSIFYING, PERFORMING
USING A RULE, EXPLAININ
WITH NO AIDS EXCEPT MEM

USE-AIDED - SAME AS USE
EXCEPT JOB AIDS ARE AVA

FACT
RECALL OR
RECOGNIZE
NAMES,
PARTS,
DATES,
PLACES, ETC.

CONCEPT PROCEDURE RULE PRINCIPLE
REMEMBER SEQUENCE OF REMEMBER OR REMEMBER, QR
CHARACTERIS- STEPS REMEM- USE A SEQUENCE INTERPRET /
TICS, OR BERED OR USED OF STEPS WHICH PREDICT, WHY
CLASSIFY OB- IN A SINGLE APPLY ACCROSS OR HOW THINGS
JECTS, EVENTS SITUATION OR SITUATIONS HAPPEN, OR
OR IDEAS AC- ON A SINGLE OR ACROSS CAUSE-EFFECT
CORDING TO PIECE OF EOUIFMENTS RELATIONSHIPS
CHARACTERISTICS EQUIPMENT

2H REQUIRE
A PROCEDURE,
i OR PREDICTING
)RY.

'UNAIDED,
ILABLE.

Any objective, test item, or piece of instruction will be
classifiable in one and only one cell of the matrix above.

This matrix is used in all IQI steps.
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OBJECTIVE ADEQUACY:

The first step in the IQI procedure corresponds with the development
of training objectives. The procedure described below is used to
determine if each objective is adequate for further instructional
development.

Objectives are ADEQUATE if they satisfy three general criteria:

1. Is the objective CORRECTLY STATED? Does thy; objective include statements
of actions the student is to perform after training, the conditions under
which the performance is expected, and the standards which the performance
must meet? If even one of these parts is missing, the objective is
inadequate because training for it cannot be designed or evaluated.

EXAMPLE: Inadequate objective: "The student will prepare a standard
Navy message." This is inadequate because it does not specify
either the conditions (given a typewriter? TTY?) or the
standards (how fast and how many errors).

2. Is the objective CLASSIFIABLE on the task/content matrix? If the ob-
jective cannot be classified, this means that the action the student
is to perform is not stated clearly enough so that we know what the
student is to do. Training cannot be designed or evaluated in these
circumstances.

EXAMPLE: The objective "The student will learn repair procedures for
the XYZ radar set" is not classifiable. It is not clear
whether the student should remember the procedures or actually
use them.

3. Is the "intent" of the objective APPROPRIATE for the purpose of the
course? The actions, conditions, and standards specified in the
objective should be as clone as possible to the actions, conditions,
and standards of the task to be performed on the job after training.

In addition, it is assumed that the ultimate "intent" of any
training program is to teach the student how to do something (i.e. USE
level). Therefore, there must be a USE-level objective for each REMEMBER

objective. (Facts are a special case: Although facts are not used, they
often must be taught to provide a knowledge base for a later use-level

task. Therefore, in order to justify teaching facts, they must support
some use-level objective.)

Conversely, USE-UN XIDED tasks should be taught at the REMEMBER
level before being taught at the USE level. Therefore, just as every

REMEMBER objective should have a corresponding USE objective, every USE
objective should have a previous REMEMBER objective.

EXAMPLE: The objective "The student will identify the connection of a
voltmeter to measure the voltage across a component by selecting
an illustration" is not appropriate for the intent of the course.

The student will not see possible illustrations of connections
on the job, but will be required to set up the connection, thus

the action should be revised.

1 2114
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TEST CONSISTENCY AND ADEQUACY:

Once objectives are adequate, test items can be developed. The next

IQI step is the quality control step for test development. This step

involves determining whether test items are CONSISTENT with objectives,

and whether each item is ADEQUATE.

A test item is CONSISTENT with its objective if:

1. The ACTION (TASK/CONTENT level) of the test item is the same as that

of the objective.

2. The CONDITIONS under which the item is administered are as close as
possible to those of the objective.

3. The STANDARDS in the test item, or the STANDARDS for scoring the item,

are as close as possible to the standards in the objective.

EXAMPLE: Objective: Given the necessary tools and an operator's
manual, the student will set up and operate
a double-acting reciprocating pump, in five

minutes and according to the manual specifications.

Inconsistent test item: "List the steps of procedure for
starting, operating, and stopping a double-
acting reciprocating pump."

This test item is inconsistent, because
its TASK/CONTENT is REMEMBER-PROCEDURE
instead of USE-AIDED-PROCEDURE. Notice
that the action the student is to perform
in the test is not the same as the action
required in the objective.

Consistent test item: "Use the operator's manual, and
necessary tools to set up and operate a double-

acting reciprocating pump. You will pass this

test if you complete this task within 5 minutes,
in accordance with the manual specifications."

This test item is consistent with the
objective. Notice, however, that if
either the conditions or grading standards
had been left out, the item would have

been inconsistent.
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A test item may be consistent with its objective, but may still not
be an adequate item. TEST ADEQUACY depends on a number of criteria
that items must satisfy.

After a test item is consistent with its objective, the test item is
ADEQUATE if:

1. The item is clear and unambiguous.

2. The item does not give away its own answer or the answer to any
other item on the test.

3. The format of the test item is appropriate for the TASK/CONTENT
level.

4. Other adequacy concerns covered in the IQI manual are met.

EXAMPLES: 1. "Which of the following..." is ambiguous
because it does not say "choose all that apply"
or "choose the best...".

2. "The steps in the procedure for operating a
jet pump are listed below. Arrange them in
the correct order." This is an innapropriate
format for REMEMBER-PROCEDURE because the
student doesn't have to remember the procedure,
only recognize it.

Note: Recognition items (multiple choice, matching, true-false) are
usually NOT appropriate test formats for REMEMBER -level objectives.
This is because these items do not reflect typical job- performance
requirements.

Multiple - choice, matching, and true-false items are appropriate
for concept recognition, and can be appropriate for USE level objectives
if they are carefully designed. However, for USE level objectives,
"hands-on" performance tests are usually most appropriate.

12". :6
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PRESENTATION CONSISTENCY:

At this point in the IQI process, objectives are adequate, test items
are consistent with objectives, and test items are adequate. The
next instructional design step is to prepare the instructional materials
or presentations. The next IQI step is to insure that the presentations
are CONSISTENT with the objectives and test items, and are ADEQUATE.

In the previous section, determining test-objective consistency involved
comparing each test item with its related objective. Determining
PRESENTATION CONSISTENCY, on the other hand, involves cheating whether
or not each of the INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS required for a given
objective-test item is present. There are different types of instruc-
tional components. In order to insure consistency, the appropriate
components must be present for each TASK/CONTENT ZeveZ. Not aZZ
task/content ZeveZs require aZZ components.

The Instructional PRESENTATION COMPONENTS are:

1. STATEMENT: The instruction tells the student something he must learn.

2. EXAMPLES: The instruction shows the USE of content (concept, procedure,
rule, or principle).

3. PRACTICE: The student practices REMEMBERING or USING the contents and
is given feedback.
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PRESENTATION COMPONENTS:

STATEMENT Component: The instruction presents a statement of a fact,
a concept definition, the steps of a procedure or
rule, or a statement of a principle.

EXAMPLES: 1. "The characteristics of a typical jet pump include...."
(concept definition).

9, liTho proetodvro py. changing n gnRkat in a check valve i8
(procedure definition).

3. "To determine voltage, multiply current by resistance."
(rule statement).

EXAMPLE Component: The student is told or shown how a statement of a
concept, procedure, rule, or principle applies in a
specific case.

EXAMPLES: 1. "The XXYZ pump is a double-acting recipr,:ating pump
because it has the particular characteatics noted
on the diagram below." (concept example).

2. "Let's see how OHM'S LAW applies in a specific case...."
(rule example).

3. "The Navy's victory at Midway in World War II illustrates
the value of cryptologic intelligence because..."
(principle example).

PRACTICE REMEMBERING Component: The student is asked to supply part or all
of a fact statement, concept definition, the steps of
of a procedure or rule, or the statement of a principle.
The student is given FEEDBACK about the correctness of
his answer.

EXAMPLES: 1. "The father of our country is ?" (Fact)

2. "List in order the steps of procedure for ...." (Procedure)

PRACTICE USING Component: The student is asked to use a concept definition,
procedure, rule, or principle on a specific case
to which it applies, and is given FEEDBACK about
the quality of his performance.

EXAMPLES: 1. "Classify the following Lofdrgrams." (concept)

2. "Using the procedure in the tech. manual, dissassemble
the ...." (procedure)

3. "Solve the following circuit problems...." (rule)

4. "Predict the effect (sociological and psychological) when
women are assigned to Navy ships." (principle).
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For CONSISTENCY, different components are required for different task levels:

For the REMEMBER level: a STATEMENT (no example) PRACTICE
REMEMBERING.

For the USE-UNAIDED level: a STATEMENT EXAMPLES PRACTICE

(or a review (at least USING.

of the state- one).

merit

For the USE-AIDED level: (The aid EXAMPLES PRACTICE

takes the WITH AID. USING WITH

place of the AID.

statement.)

These required components apply across all content types (facts,
concepts, procedures, rules, and principles) for REMEMBERING,

and aZZ except facts for USING. For example, if the objective and

test item called for the student to remember a fact, then the in-

struction must contain a statement of the fact. to be remembered,

and at least one ractice-remembering item with feedback. No ex-

ample is required, because it would be redundant with the statement.

11
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CONSISTENCY also requires that each required component meet the
following criteria:

1. STATEMENTS must be COMPLETE.

2. EXAMPLES must show application of the complete content.

3. EXAMPLES must match or reflect the conditions and standards required
of the objective and the test as closely as possible.

4. PRACTICE must include FEEDBACK.

5. PRACTICE must be of the same task/content level as the test item
and objective.

6. PRACTICE must match or reflect the conditions and standards required
of the objective and the test as closely as possible, or be designed
to help the student gradually learn the final task.

Abet of the requirements above are probably obvious, but some are
complicated. COMPLETENESS, for example, requires different pre-
scriptions for different content types:

For a CONCEPT: "complete" means that all the critical charac-
teristics of the concept, and their combination, are given.

For a PROCEDURE: "complete" means that all the steps of the
procedure are given in the proper order.

For a RULE: "complete" means that all the steps of the rule
are given in the proper order.

For a PRINCIPLE: "complete" means that all the pre- and post-
conditions, actions, processes, causes, effects, and results are
stated, and the relationship between them is clearly stated.



PRESENTATION ADEQUACY

Once,all the required instructional components are present, and each
of these components meets aZZ of the consistency criteria, the
ADEQUACY of the presentation can be assessed. This is done by checking
each instructional component (statement, examples, practice) for
certain characteristics.

A STATEMENT is ADEQUATE if it meets the following criteria:

1. The statement must be SEPARATED from the rest of the instruction.
This helps the student find the main idea. When the statement is
separated, the key points stand out, and are not buried in the
presentation. There are several ways to accomplish this goat:

a. Set off the statement with boxes.
b. Use a different color.
c. Use a different type, or underline.
d. Place on a separate page, or in a special place on the page.
e. For audio or movies, pause before giving the statement.

2. The statement must be IDENTIFIED. After the statement is separated,
the student should be told what it is. This permits the student's
attention to be focused on the key points and their application, rather
than the student trying to become generally familiar, with everything in
the instruction. One way to identify a statement is to use the word
"statement." Other more content-oriented words are even more helpful:

definition procedure for

Min Idea: Key Point:

EXAMPLE:

the principle of

General rule:

DEFINITION OF OHM'S LAW: (Here, the statement
is separated by the
box, and identified.)

3. In addition to the statement, the presentation should include something
to help the student better understand and remember the statement.
Methods of providing this help include:

a. Giving a MNEMONIC (memory trick).
b. Giving a general example of how the statement can be used.
c. Explaining why the statement is important.
d. Explaining how it came about, how it fits in the course, or

how it relates to something the student already knows.
e. Explaining some of the terms in the statement.
f. Representing the statement with pictures, symbols, flowcharts,

tables, etc.

EXAMPLE: The following figure can be a helpful memory

device for Ohm's. It will help you remember
it so you can use it Later on.
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EXAMPLES are ADEQUATE if they meet the following criteria:

1. EXAMPLES must be SEPARATED and IDENTIFIED.

2. EXAMPLES must include some type of help.

3. EXAMPLES should range from "easy" to "hard."

4. EXAMPLES should be representative of the job the student will do
after training.

5. There should be enough examples to cover the content area adequately.

6. EXAMPLES should clearly show why common errors are wrong.

The criteria are generally selp-explanatory. SEPARATED and IDENTIFIED
are the same as for statements, and points 3 to 6 need no further

explanation. The second criterion, HELP, is applied in different
ways for different content tyives. Some types of HELP for each content

type are given below:

HELPS for CONCEPTS: Highlight the critical characteristics of an
example.

Explain why or why not something is classified
as a member of a concept.

Show the use of a checklist or heuristic to
help classify.

Simplify early examples, e.g. use line-drawings
instead of complicated photographs.

HELPS for P'OCEDURES or RULES: Explain why each step is done.
Explain why each step is important.
Give additional information about

how to perform the task.
Give additional information about how

to know if you've done it wrong.
Give flowcharts, tables, etc.

HELPS for PRINCIPLES: Highlight important features.
Simplify the relevant information from the

case study in which it is embedded.

Use logical representations of the IF-THEN

relationships.
Give additional information about how the

principle applies, or why it doesn't.
Give hints as to how to analyze problems.
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PRACTICE items are ADEQUATE if they meet the following criteria:

1. The PRACTICE section must be SEPARATE and IDENTIFIED.

2. The PRACTICE items must be free of hints that wouldn't be present
in the test or on the job.

3. The PRACTICE items should have the same format as the format of
the test items.

4. The PRACTICE items should range from easy to hard.

5. The PRACTICE items should be typical of the job to be performed
after training.

6. The PRACTICE items should include the opportunity for common errors.

7. The FEEDBACK must also be SEPARATED and IDENTIFIED for each practice
item.

8. The FEEDBACK should include help (similar to that for examples).
(As a bare minimum, the FEEDBACK should direct the student back to
where the instruction was originally presented. However, it is

better to have a new brief presentation, because if the student
got the practice wrong, the original presentation didn't help enough.)

The criteria are also self-explanatory.
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EXAMPLE: The next example shows an instructional presentation which
violates many of the adequacy criteria described above.
This example is followed by a more adequate presentation of
the same subject matter.

INADEQUATE PRESENTATION on the principles of operation of an alarm circuit:

1
The alarm circuit senses extremely high temperatures. When an

extreme steam temperature occurs (which is a very dangerous condition
that may have adverse consequences for a ship and her crew), the sensing
switch contacts close thus shunting the resistor. The decreased resis-
tance in the circuit, according to OHM'S LAW (E=IR), causes an increase
in current flow in the circuit, which is enough to operate the alarm
relay. The relay is designed to operate at a current flow above that
normally found in the circuit. OHM'S LAW states that with voltage
constant, a decrease in resistance in the circuit must be accompanied
by an increase in current flow. The contacts of the alarm relay then
close to actuate the audible alarm device, which may consist of a warning
bell with an electrically operated clapper, or an H254 resonated horn
assembly. Both'of these produce extremely loud signals so they can
overcome normal ambient noise levels.

to external audible alarm device.

Why is it important that the alarm circuit be operational at all times?
Remember what hot steam can do to ships and sailors.

The example above is inadequate in several ways. First, the principle

of operation of the circuit is not separated or identified. Now is the

student to know what to learn from this presentation? Second, the
presentation is cluttered with a lot of other "nice to know" information
that really doesn't help. If helps were included, they should aid
remembering or understanding the principles of operation of the circuit.
Also, the practice is not separate or identified, there is no feedback,
and the practice really has nothing to do with remembering the principle.

The next page shows a more adequate presentation.
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MORE ADEQUATE PRESENTATION on the priciples of operation of an alarm circuit:

OPERATION OF THE ALARM CIRCUIT:

(Thief section describes how Extremely high steam temperatures cause the
the alarm circuit operates) switch to close. This shunts the resistor,

because the switch and the resistor are
connected in parallel. Circuit resistance
i decr..e.A and therefore current flad i

is increased. The increased current flow
operates the relay, closes its contacts,
and energizes the bell or horn.

BASIC SCHEMATIC EXPLANATION

1. High temperature closes switch.

2. Switch shunts resistor.

3. Decreased resistance ,,, increased
current flow. (OHM'S LAW)

4. Increased current operates relay.

5. Relay contacts close.

6. Relay contacts energize bell or horn.

PRACTICE: Without using references or notes, explain how an alarm circuit

operates. Be sure to include in your explanation the important
actions that take place in the circuit. (Answer on pg. 256.)

256

11

ANSWER TO PRACTICE QUESTION: There are several ways you could have explained
the operation of the alarm circuit, but your answer should have included

the following ideas:
1. High temperature causes the switch to close.

2. When the switch closes it reduces total resistance
in the circuit.

3. Decreased resistance means increased current flow.
4. The increased current flow operates the relay.
5. The relay contacts close and operate the bell or

horn.

I 9 .
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USING THE ICH:

The IQI is designed for QUALITY CONTROL during any objectives-based
instructional development process.

There are four documents that comprise the IQI:

1. Introduction and Overview (This document)

2. User's Manual (contains all IQI procedures, and examples
of their use)

3. Workbook (contains practice on all IQI procedures, with
feedback)

4. Job Performance Aid (short version of all procedures)

To facilitate use of the IQI procedures, the User's Manual, Workbock,
and JPA were designed to include vao quality control forms: The first

form assesses objective adequacy, and the second is used to determine
test consistency, test adequacy, objective-presentation consistency,
and presentation adequacy. The suggested use of these forms is as

follows:

1. Either during, or immediately after, the development of
objectives in instructional developL,,:at, use the objective
adequacy form to assess the adequacy of each objective.
Any required revisions should be made before instructional
development proceeds.

2. As test items are developed for each objective, they should be

checked for consistency with objectives, and adequacy, using
the second form.

3. As new instructional materials are developed, or as existing
materials are adopted, they are checked for consistency with

objectives, and adequacy, using the second form. Required
revisions to materials and tests are made before they are
subjected to individual or small-group try-outs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

For more information on the IQI, contact: phone:

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (714) 225-7121

Code P304
San Diego, CA 92152 AUTOVON 933-7121

7140
7194
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DESIGN OF MACHINE SCORABLE "HANDS-ON" PERFORMANCE

TESTS IN A PAPER AND PENCIL MODE

by

ROBERT N. JOHNSON
US Army Administration Center

Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216

With the advent of job and task analysis in occupational training programs,

...Uncle in measurement of student proficiency has shifted from the

conventional multiple choice, paper and pencil test, to the performance

test. Performance tests have obvious advantageS. They require students

to actually demonstrate their ability to perform job tasks to specified

standards under conditions approximating a real world operational situa-

tion. Unfortunately, performance tests take more time and resources to

administer, and are normally subject to inadvertent variation in the way

they are administered and scored. These cost and reliability disadvantages

are, in fact, the major advantages of the conventional multiple choice

paper and pencil test. If the two design approaches could be combined,

the resultant test might be called a machine scorable "Hands-On" Performance

Test in a paper and pencil mode.

At the US Army Administration Center we have been experimenting with this

type test for several years. To date results indicate that this type test

is best used when three conditions are met.

1. The essential behaviors involved in the task to be tested are

mental (or cognitive).

2. Task performance results in a tangible product with measurable

characteristics.

3. The procedures or sequence used during task performance need not be

measured during the test as long as the finished product meets specifica-

tion (product measurement only).

With that introduction, let us move on to the test design rationale.

If we are to develop a machine scorable performance test, the designer must

address five major considerations as shown in Figure 1.

CONSIDERATIONS

1. Conditions existing prior to task performance.

2. Initiating cues.

3. AActual task performance.

4. Results of task performance.

5. Cost effectiveness.

Figure 1.
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The conditions existing aspect refers to the establishment and provision
of an environment which will realistically simulate conditions which are
similar to those under which the task is actually performed in the real

world.

The second consideration refers to the necessity for considering the
initiating cues that require the student to recognize the need to per-

form the task.

The third consideration includes the need to insure that each student
will be required to actually perform all or most of the key elements of

actual task performance during the test.

The results aspect refers to the need to insure that the test will serve

two primary purposes. First, we must insure that the test results will
separate those who can, from those who can't, adequately perform the task.
Secondly, we must assure that test results will generate diagnostic
informaUon which can be used as basis for improvement of our training

program.

And lastly we must provide an acceptable tradeoff between the efficiency
of the test and the costs of test development and administration.

I will no address each of these considerations in terms of their in-
herent primary testing concerns in the design of a machine scorable per-

formance test.

CONSIDERATION

1. Conditions existing prior
to task performance

2. Initiating cues

Figure 2

PRIMARY TESTING CONCERN

- Realism
Tools/reference availa-
bility

Actual
Simulated

- High fidelity
Overcueing

With respect to conditions existing prior to task performance we are con-
cerned with what we will provide the student to facilitate his perform-

ance during the test. The test situation should portray a realistic
setting recognizable to the student as a feasible real world situation.

It must also provide necessary background or peripheral information

necessary to task performance bnt not included in the test requirement.
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The test requirement should clearly state what the student is to do and

what tools or references are available for use during the test. While

realism is the key to the test situation, the test requirement may entail

limitations to full fidelity performance. Tools and references may have

to be simulated to facilitate a paper and pencil test.

Initiating cues must be examined in detail. If the task has straight

forward initiating cues which are easily recognizable, the test require-

ment should do little more than state the performance requirement. In

this case we would not he testing cue recognition. Many tasks, however,

have single or multiple initiating cues which are difficult to isolate

from other competency or extraneous cues which exist in an operational

environment. When cue recognition is a major factor in failure to per-

form a task, care must be taken to insure that initiating cues are

introduced in a high fidelity manner and that neither the test require-

ments nor the answer sheet overcue the student. In these cases the

answer sheet must provide alternative responses based upon the real world

behavior of failing to recognize the cue.

3. Actual Task Performance - Key Behaviors
- Task Domain
- Sampling From Domain
- Task Integrity
- Test Fidelity

Figure 3

Since both time and cost are major test design considerations, we cannot

afford to test all behaviors inherent in an operational task. According-

ly, it is essential that the detailed task analysis be examined to identi-

fy the key behaviors involved in task performance. For linear tasks

consisting of step by step procedures which are always perferaled in the

prescribed sequence, the identification of key behaviors is no problem.

(Example - Disassemble an M-16 Rifle). Most tasks, however, have a

variable procedure during which steps in the procedure are not necessari-

ly performed in sequence. The initiating cue or other cues generated
during task performance dictate what is to be done next. In some itera-

tions of these tasks certain steps are by-passed, in others the same

steps may be repeated several times. An excellent example is the task of

"computing a travel voucher." Most of us are here on government travel

orders -Ind will submit a travel voucher for payment upon return to our

home stations. Some travel clerk will have to compute our vouchers. The

initiating cue is generally the same; receipt of the voucher itself with

supporting orders, receipts, itinerary, etc. How the task is performed,

however, will vary as a result of the number and types of transportation
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used, types of expenses incurred, times of arrival and departure, etc.
Each of these variables are, in fact, internal cues generated during any
single repetition of the task which alters what must be done and how,
for that specific case. These possible variations are dictated by the
task domain. By task domain I am referring to the limits or scope of the
task. We must analyze the task domain in terms of probable and possible
variations of the task faced by the job incumbent in the field and then
develop a rationale for sampling from that domain for testing purposes.
Then, and only then, can we determine which of the key behaviors should
and can be tested.

Once key behaviors are identified, the usual approach to paper and pencil
machine scorable test design is to develop one or more items to address
each separate behavior. We end up, therefore, with a test which measures
component behaviors independently, without any assurance that the student
can put them all together at the right time and place, and in the right
sequence, to accomplish the task as a whole. This approach destroys test
fidelity and integrity of the task, and results in a test of questionable
face, content, or discriminate validity. If we are to assert that we
have developed a true performance test we must assure that component
behaviors are exercised by the student in the context of the total task
much as he/she would in a real world environment.

4. Result of Task Performance Mastery Standards
- Training Feedback

Answer Sheet Design
Realistic Alternatives
Behavioral Alternatives
Facilitates Error

Figure 4

With respect to results of task performance, we have several problems.
Since we have limited the domain of required task performance, real world
mastery standards may have to be adjusted. The trick is to establish
test standards which separate performers from non-performers as defined

by the student's ability to meet actual task standards on the job. Test

validation procedures must address this primary concern. Since we are
also concerned with training feedback, test designers must insure that
each test not only properly identifies the non-performers but also facili-
tates identification of the cause of failure. When substantial percentages
of students fail a test for identical reasons we have identified possible
weaknesses or omissions in our training materials.

Answer sheet design is the key to training feedback. Over the years we

have found that the use of real world alternatives facilitate training
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feedback analysis. In most cases the range of alternatives provided

should encorapaes all real world behaviors which would be appropriate to

any variation of the total task. The real world option of doing nothing

must be included. By providing a complete behavior set in our alterna-

tives, we allow the student to make errors of omission or commission.

Any reasonable error will then be accommodated by an appropriate alterna-

tive. The alternatives available should never cue students to the fact

that they have made an error.

5. Cost Effectiveness - Design Costs
- Ease of Administration
- Time to Administer
- Validity

Content
Face
Discriminate

Figure 5

As with any test we must develop a balance between cost and effectiveness.

Time or cost considerations may require reduction in the fidelity of the

test, thus affecting its validity. If the level of test fidelity is

lowered to the point where the student is no longer performing key be-

haviors in the context of the total task, we no longer have a "hands-on"

performance test.

These then are the considerations, concerns, and principles we will use to

develop a machine scorable "hands-on" performance test in a paper and

pencil mode.

In order to demonstrate the application of these principles, I will use

as an example the task "Select a Detail Using a Duty Roster." Since the

full task analysis will be published in these conference proceedings

(Figure 14) I will merely provide a task overview to facilitate under-

standing of the development process.

Every unit and most offices in the Army are tasked to provide a detail of

one or more personnel to perform duties which are incidental to mission

accomplishment. The duty roster provides a mechanism for spreading the

burden equitably among eligible members of a unit. Normally, the senior

NCO of each unit, or his clerk, maintains a duty roster for specific or

general details. In the real world the unit is notified orally, in writing,

or by Standing Operating Procedure to provide a specific number of person-

nel on a specific date for the detail. The task involves posting the

current status of each eligible member of the unit on the duty roster in

terms of availability or non-availability for the detail and determining

who should be detailed based upon longest time since last selected. A

short Army regulation dictates how availability is determined and selection



is to be made but is not normally used during performance. The task re-
quires personal knowledge or input as to the current and projected status
of each member who may be suject to the detail. After posting the duty
roster, the NCO selects and announces who will "pull the detail." The
posted roster serves as the basis for the next iteration of the task.
Improper selection or posting of the roster results in complaints from
the troops and impacts on morale.

Just to keep you with me, I will now show you what a real duty roster
looks like (Figure 6).

DUTY ROSTER
NATURE OR DUTY

Charge of Quarters
ORGANIZATION

Co A, 3d Infantry

GRAD! NAME
Month March

Day UMW]6/allitipM"rim ,rrzarrinn-nnnmuivin'rrrarmrsrinrirmnrinithirtimimminill
n-rariininimgmrirmnri
RITUFM1111119,11InMil
rmn-ninriniriri
rIMMRTTrrioniFamlflfflMrn-mrrninrinunonrin
CPL

FINITIMMENMIRMr!

rumnin 1/1111/11P/I
12 2 rinrimrsommimanrumnrmmuirr/ nrnirg

OM nrnrirmin rinnnri
PIPI KR f1111111M1112rMrrirvrff 3- min innnmm1 mmo

7 'In i onnriniriNricr

Botts rnrrinnwinnrinnrminontin
FM 1111MMIIIMITHUNITME

firitIMPIMPIIIPI
CPL Dal megrimnryinnwirmurrirmnri
SP4 Eas MIMIfillonrn-nriffruiri
CPL Fox nmuntrwar3 / twaririonrinrma
SP4 G o A mannWI171/7M11711MMTIFIM
CPL Howe runnrinnonram 171171111711,11
SFC Cody I 2 3 4,

SP4 Bates
I

/ 2

Figure 6

Note that it contains nothing but personnel identification, numbers and
letters which represent availability and selection priority and hash
marks to indicate selection.

Let us now apply the principles outlined above to development of a machine
scorable paper and pencil performance test.

With respect to providing realistic conditions we will provide a simu-
lated duty roster correctly posted to include the last previous detail.
Since current and projected status of each member is available on the
job, we also provide this information. The reference regulation will not
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be provided. Policy on who is eligible for the detail, the date of the

detail, the number of personnel required, and the current date will also

be provided. Since the initiating cue is clear-cut, we will simply tell

the student to post the roster and select the detail.

Accordingly, the instructions to the student would read something like

. this:

Test Situation: Your unit maintains a duty roster for police call.

This is a weekly detail for which you provide one soldier for one day

each week. All personnel grade E4 and below are eligible for this duty.

Shown at Figure is the current status of the Police Call Roster show-

ing the correct last column entry for the last detail on 10 June 1981.

Figure also shows a note containing known personnel status changes as

of today, 15 June 1981. You may assume that the status of each soldier

remains the same as on the current roster unless the status notes indicate

a change.

Test Requirement: Examine the Police Call Roster and read the notes

contained in Figure , then actually post the duty roster for 17 June

1981.

So far we created a realistic test situation and a "hands-on" performance

requirement. Now we must develop the simulated duty roster and the

status changes with which the student will work.

Our next step is to examine the task analysis and identify the key be-

haviors involved luring the performance of the task. For this task the

key behaviors are shown at Figure 7 (see next page).
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KEY BEHAVIORS DURING PERFORMANCE

BASED ON CURRENT/PROJECTED STATUS:

A. Identify personnel to be added to roster.

B. Identify personnel to be deleted from roster.

C. Classify roster personnel as available or not available.

D. Classify non-availables into three categories.

1. Authorized absence (Code A)

2. Other duty commitment (Code D)

3. Unauthorized absence (Code U)

E. Advanced eligibility number by one for:

1. Availables (number only)

2. Code D non-availables

3. Code U non-availables

F. Do not advance eligibility number for Code A non-availables.

G. Enter appropriate eligibility number, code, and /or name on duty

roster.

H. Select most eligible available based upon highest eligibility

number.

I. Select between equals by highest position on roster.

J. Erase entries for final selections and enter hash marks.

Figure 7
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This is all easy enough. Now the problem is to identify the task domain

and develop a reasonable sample thereof. There are many approaches but

for this case we used a Test Content Matrix which contrasts what is to

what could be or a before and after approach as shown at Figure 8.

AFTER

BEFORE

Select

A +#

D + #

U + #

Ii Only

Not on

TEST CONTENT MATRIX

--ii

1

SELECTED A + # D + # U + # 1/ ONLY

NOT ON
ROSTER

ki

Roster

Figure 8

Down the left axis we portray the situation which could exist on the cur-

rent duty roster. Along the top we portray the situation which could

exist after posting of the roster. The intersect boxes represent possible .

variations of the task or the total domain of task. For some tasks the

elements on each axis may be different but, amazingly enough, they are

often identical.

We now examine each intersect point and plot the key behaviors which would

have to be applied to that specific combination. Once plotted, we review

the results to see which variations require identical behaviors and

whether all behaviors are included. Variations with identical behaviors

are identified by a number representing that group of behaviors as shown

in Figure 9.
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AFTER

BEFORE

Selected

A + #

D + #

U + #

# Only

Not on Roster

BEHAVIORAL GROUPINGS

SELECTED A + # D + # U + # # ONLY
NOT ON
ROSTER

N/A 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

N/A 2 + 7 3 + 7 4 + 7 5 + 7 8

Figure 9

For example, each block or grouping labeled as number 1 requires the stu-
dent to:

- Classify personnel as available.

- Advance eligibility by one

- Enter appropriate number.

- Select the individual with highest eligibility number.

- Erase number and enter hash marks.

To fully sample the complete domain, of this task will therefore require at
least one case for each of the behavioral groupings or a total of eight

c..ases. To maintain realism, however, we need at least four cases of group
5 (availables) so that the student has a pool to select from. Accordingly,
we need at least 11 cases to cover the waterfront. If test constraints
preclude that number, some behavioral groupings can be dropped based upon
importance. For example, group 8 may represent a rare and unusual circum-
stance which presents no real problem in the field. It would then be

dropped. If the matrix fails to identify any key behavior, care must be

taken to introduce it in its proper context. By this approach we develop
a reasonable sample from the total domain of the task. What the student
will see looks like Figure 10 (see next page).
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DUTY ROSTER
NATURE OF DUTY

Police Call
MANI ZAT ION

GNADE NAME

,524
SP4

Curtia
Dickson

SP4 McManus
SP..4

SP4
SP4
PFC

Ra;aos

Steel
Whitley
Amos

rONTP1 June
DA r 10 17 1 1 H 1

PFC
PFC Johnson,.C.

Known Personnel Status as of

-1/./
15 June 81

PFC Johnson,. M.

PFC Turley_

. SP4 Curtis to confinement in
hands of civil authorities as
of 2200, 14 June.

r ,

1- 2. SP4 Ramos returned from AWOL,
1800, 11 June.

-1r1
-1- -1 3. SP4 Steel admitted to Post
71 Hospital, 14 June. Line of

r r Duty - Yes.

4. PFC Barker signed out on PCS,
12 June 1981.

5. PFC Dunning on pass, 17-19
June.

6. PFC Jchnson, M.,*due back
18 June from 4-day TDY.

1- I '111.111_11_11111L1

Figure 10

When he is finished posting the roster it should look like Figure 11 (see

next page).
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DUTY ROSTER
NATURE OF DUTY

Police Call

ORGAwliAT ON

GRADE MAgE
IOM' un

I 1,17,
Known Personnel

15 June

. SP4 Curtis
hands of
of 2200,

SP4 Ramos
1800, 11

3. SP4 Steel
Hospital,
Duty - Yes.

4. PFC Barker
12 June 1981.

5. PFC Dunning
June.

6. PFC Johnson,
18 June from

.111 III F i [I!°" 0 17

. 44
'1

Status as of
81

to confinement in
civil authorities as
14 June.

returned from AWOL,
June.

admitted to Post
14 June. Line of

signed out on PCS

on pass, 17-19

M., due back
4-day TDY.

--r--

=1

--.1.

--4
i

___i

-:

.i

--

--

--1

1
.......

-1
-.4

-1

-1
-1

-1
-4

_j

1

,

s:Of

SP4 McManus
-r--

SP4 Ramos 1

SP4 Steel 9 .9

SP4 Whitley 6,74..

5i-4--.1--24--
_g2,7.'W__.2.

i 8.1/.4.4L.

1.10; I

PFC Amos
PFC Barker
PFC Dunning ....._A3.431,..4._

.

PFC Johnson,
Johnson.

C.

4,__PFC
PFC Turle

t IfFriEi '-' 1 tril i 7
Figure 11

So far we have created a high fidelity performance test in a paper and
pencil mode but the resqlt of performance must be hand scored. The prob-

lem now is to determine whether we can capture the essence of that per-
formance in a student produced machine scorable format. We approach
this problem by examining the L'inal product itself and the task analysis
to identify the characteristics of. -yet acceptable product. For this

task the key characteristics are shown at Figure 12.
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PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

When appropriate displays a (an)

"A" (Authorized Absence)

"D" (Other Duties)

"U" (Unauthorized Absences)

Advanced Number

Unadvanced Number

Additional Names

Deletions from the Roster

Absence of an Entry

Hash Marks (Selections)

Figure 12

Regardless of the intermediate processes involved, the terminal behavior

of the student is represented by these product characteristics. By

restating these characteristics in terms of student behaviors we develop

realistic and behavioral alternatives which can serve as the basis for

our answer sheet as shown in Figure 13. Correct answers to the sample

test are indicated on the answer sheet.
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WUsing columns A thru H ., w
E-4

o
E-4

indicate how you posted = w
$:4

co
0

your duty roster for the w $4 w
10 individuals shown o$:4 = . ;'-1M co

E-4 X
below for 17 June 1981

c=4
: -

:4 A g:4 E-4 ° '4.4'
0

t t W g: 4 r., 1:4

detail. wA
=

F-I CI 0 q rz4

E-4 A A A 0 E- A M

W M M M

IE
wo w w E-4

answer may b correct. coABCDEFGHI
w

w
E-4

W

E-4
1-4 = Ig 0w

E.
W

C 1 f-,

A w A w
r.. A4

A

al w
Reminder: More than one a w

000. SP4 Curtis 11J

000. SP4 Dickson 2 0

000. SP4 McManus 3r-1

000. SP4 Ramos 4 17

000. SP4 Steel
5

000. PFC Amos
6 0

000. PFC Barker r

000. PFC Dunning
8 El

000. PFC Johnson, C. 91St

000. PFC Johnson, M.
10 E1

11

Lill (Si X

00 00 Et 000
:71 DEEMED Ei

L :1 X

X ri Li X

0 0 :4

0
X )31

CJ :3 0
5? 131

0

Figure 13

In effect we now have the student actually posting the duty roster and
then telling us what he has done in a machine scorable format. Note that

the alternatives are a complete behavioral set. There is nothing else
reasonable that the job incumbent can do.

The fact that two answer categories are not used as correct responses in
this version of the test is irrelevant because those behaviors are
feasible and will be used by non-performers who incorrectly perform the
task. We are therefore facilitating error and avoiding overcueing by
maintaining the entire-behavioral set of alternatives.



A major advantage of an answer sheet with behavioral alternatives is that
the test situation, test requirement, and answer sheet need never be
changed. An infinite number of different tests can now be developed by
merely changing the current and projected status portrayed.

We now must validate the test by administering it to a group of masters
and non-masters to insure that it actually discriminates between the
two. The validation will also help us to identify the cut score for
this test which equates to full task mastery.

Note that the only unrealistic behavior required by this test is to trans-
fer the actual coding to the answer sheet. This is considered worthwhile
in terms of reduced costs of hand scoring and the generation of diagnostic
training feedback. It does, however, produce an additional dimension to
the validation procedure. The actual posting of the duty roster must be
compared with the answer sheet during validation to identify the propens-
ity for transcription error. If the training materials are designed with
the sane answer sheet, this problem normally disappears.

After administration, summarized test results in terms of item analysis
will identify behavioral errors made by individuals or groups, thus
facilitating the identification of weaknesses or omissions in our train-
ing materials.

By applying the principles and procedures outlined in this paper we
can create "Hands-On" Performance Tests in a paper and pencil mode.
Task integrity and test fidelity are maintained. Content, face and dis-

criminate validity are inherent. Most importantly, the test does separ-
ate the men from the boys and provides detailed training feedback.

NOTE: The sample test displayed in this paper does not exactly match
the rationale for selection from the task domain discussed on
page 10. That test will be used in the near future and could
not be compromised. The sample test displayed merely illustrates
the approach.
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1. DATE

TASK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
2. PAGE OF

3. JOB/MOS:

MOS: VARIABLE

4. DUTY:

First Sergeant

PAGES

5. TASK STATEMENT: 'STATE AS AN ACTION VERB WITH AN OBJECT.)

Select A Detail Using A Duty Roster (DA Font. 6)

6. TASK NUMBER

7. CUES: (LIST EVENTS WHICH INITIATE TASK PERFORMANCE.)

1. Oral or written requirement to select a recurring detail.

2. Recurring requirement for a detail (SOP).

3. Change in status of anyone on duty roster after publica-

GO TO
STEP

NECESSARY
CONDITIONS

1

30

#, Date & Type
of Detail.

Notification of
Change in Status.

All Active Duty
Rosters.

Appropriate Duty
Roster, in Files
in Office.

Notes Indicating

4. DECISIONS AND/OR STEPS:
(STATE DECISIONS AS YES/NO QUESTIONS.)
(STATE STEPS AS SUBTASKS )

1. Do you have a duty roster for this detail?

. Secure Duty Roster.

Are all columns of the roster already used?

4. Annotate date of detail to next open column

Are there any ;V-rsonnel to be added to the

DECISIONS

YES No

2

X

25

X

25

roster?

a. New arrivals (ASGD or ATCHD).

23 Required Addition!

Notification of

b. Permanent release from ED.

Release from ED.

Are there any personnel to be deleted from
the roster?

a, Departures (reassignment or Rel from

24 7 Notes Indicating
Required Deletion

Notification of

ATCHD).

b. New permanent .;).

New Ed.

. Any authorized non-availables? 8 9 Notes Indicating

(LV, PASS, SD, TOY, SICK-LINE of buty). Status of Indi-

viduals.

. Post "A" opposite name under date of detail. X X

ADMINCEN FORM 1907, 1 JUL 75
(ATSG-TE)

PREVIOUS EDITIONS mAY BE USED.

Figure 14 12-;.;
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..11111..

TASK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
PAGE 2 OF

4 PAGES

DEC ISir)NS

YES NO

GO TO

ST EP

NECESSA RN

CONDITIONS

Any unauthorized non-availables? (AWOL,

SICK-NLD, Confinement, Arrest, other
reason due to own misconduct).

Post "U" opposite name under date of detail.

. Any eligibles who cannot be selected due to
previous detail or other duty?

. Post "D" opposite name under date of detail

. Is this a consolidated roster?

10

X

12

X

14

. Select previous column (if available) per- X

taining to category of detail (weekend/holiday
or weekday).

. Identify (next) highest number in the selected X

previous column (if available) without an
"A", "U" or "D" under date of detail.

. Is there more than one Soldier with the same
highest number?

. Does the (remaining) detail requirement equal

or exceed those identiied?

.
Select sufficient individuals to fill detail
requirement by going down from top of roster.

. Place hatched lines, in pencil, opposite
selected name(s) under date of detail.

0. Are more individuals required to fill detail
requirement?

With the exception of those posted with "A",
add 1 to previous column running total and
post under date of detail (use red pencil for
weekend/holiday columns on consolidatrA
rosters).

. File Duty Roster and publish Detail Roster
(separate tasks).

. Annotate name to bottom of roster and line
out previous detail columns, annotate reason
on reverse side.

17

19

X

15

X

11

X

13

X

15

X

19

18

21

X

X

11

X

13

X

15

16

19

20

22

EOT

6

Notes Indicating
Status of
Individuals.

Other Detail
Rosters, Knowl-
edge of Other
Duty Requirements

Consolidated or
Non-consolidated
Roster.

Pencil.

Red Pencil.
Black Pencil.

ADMINCEN FORM 1997.1. APR 76
(ATSG-TE)
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)PAGE

TASK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
3 OF

4 PAGES

AMIN.

DECISIONS GO TO

....iii- --
NECESSAR \

CONDITIONS

II,

YES

X

NO

X

ST EP

7
24. Delete name from roster and annotate reason

on reverse side.

25. Secure blank Duty Roster. X X 27

27. Identify all eligibles for entry on roster. X X 28 Unit Roster or
Previous Duty
Roster (Filled).

28. Enter names on roster alphabetically by pay
grade, listing rank (SFC, SP6, SSG, CPL, etc)

X X 4 .

29. Post changes to duty roster. X X 30

30. Is there any change in status of selected
individuals in the detail roster which could
preclude their pulling the detail?

31 EOT X Notification of
Change in Status
of Individuals in
Published Detail
Roster.

31. Erase hatched lines pertaining to those
individuals and post new status.

X X 15 Eraser.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS:

1. List of selected individuals for

a. Proper number.

b. Correct names.

detail

1110

2. Properly posted duty roster.

a. Correct date of detail in column

heading.

b. "A" posted by appropriate name.

c. "D" and correct number posted by
appropriate name.

d. "U" and correct number posted by
appropriate name.

e. Hatched lines by appropriate names.

f. Correct mlbers posted by all other
names.

Correct names added to roster.

h. Correct names deleted from roster.

ADMINCEN FORM 1997.1, APR
(ATSGTE)
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TASK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 4 OF

4 PAGES

DECISIONS GO TO NECESSARY

CONDITIONS
YLS NO

Si EP

i. Proper annotations made on reverse of

roster.

j. Correct heading on new rosters.

k. Personnel listed alphabetically by
rank on new rosters.

t. Red entries for weekend/holiday
details on consolidated rostnrs.

ADMINCEN FORM 1997.1, APR 76
(ATSGTE)
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A LEARNING - RECEPTIVE STATE AS INDUCED
BY AN AUDITORY SIGNAL OR FREQUENCY RULSE

Raymond O. Waldkoetter, Ed.D. and John R. Milligan, Ph.D.

US A.my Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Fort Sill Field Unit, P.O. Box 3066, Fort Sill, Oklahoma 73503

INTRODUCTION

Many instructional procedures and techniques are and have been
developed to make learning more effective. From the introduction of the
printed text teachers have expounded on techniques for getting the student
or subject to more readily learn and recall the procedural transmission
of text content and material. Holding the student's attention and perhaps
arousing a little motivational commitment seem to still have a high degree
of relevance and educational concern. After the printed text came the
development of audio-visual techniques and programmed text content. Yet
relatively few students appear to become so entranced with cognitive or non-
cognitive skill learning that they will persist in spite of the lure of
television and other recreational distractions.

It would seem that added emphasis on the intrinsic, self direction of
students to find a learning state that is anticipating and basically
stress free should succeed where the extrinsic, apparatus oriented appt:..ach
has no-. This is not to advocate that the many advantages of apparatus
in teaching and education or training be discarded with the instructional
materials so conscientiously developed. Rather that the student's
perceptual awareness and dynamics for focusing attention be re-examined to
deliberately establish what sort of intrapersonal responses to promising
stimuli indicates a more persistent receptivity for learning and success
in subsequent evaluation.

1
The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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By now the question must explicitly occur as to what methods and

techniques are possible to bring about the self directed and intrinsic
motivation of the learner as evaluated subject? In the context of my paper's

direction, there is the accepted condition that attention is given to
any stimulus that will achieve an independent identity whether pressure,

light, sound or pain. Such a stimulus does not need to be at a conscious
level of awareness, but can exist merely as an unheard sound or even

suggestion. The necessary complement to the stimulus then is obtaining
the student's or subject's awareness that the stimulus is present and can
be responded to along with other intended behavior for an expected result.

Once this association is accepted, then a highly structured mode of

instructional communication is required to relate to the stimulus which is
unique and produces a facilitating response. Much as with the electrical
pulses going through the telephone lines the voice message is accepted in
the electrical current and reproduced for the listening party without any
attending behavior toward the actual electrical pulse but only to the
voice message. Accordingly, if a state is induced by an auditory signal
using a pulsed sound frequency to ready the student and increase relaxation,
an attentive rhythm will possibly occur to maintain a passively focused

awareness. That is, once a characteristic alpha brain wave is induced by

a particular set of auditory stimuli that condition should continue or be

reinforced while positively suggested (voice) content material is presented

in an initial or retrieved contL

METHOD

Now should the hypothetical state come about where a learner could

respond to an auditory signal, it is conceivable that a more receptive
behavioral mode would follow with less anxiety and a positive expectation
for acquiring new information or recalling that already stored. There are

contradictory experiences in the use of auditory signals and the method

for inducing alpha brain waves. Research has shown some favorable
experience for using alpha waves with a positively correlated relationship
between percentage of alpha and memory (Green, 1973). This obviously sets
the stage for exploring the use of the alpha wave state to figure out how

learning may or may not attain specifically designated objectives with
complementing positive reinforcement techniques for learning and retention.

At the edge of conscious attentiveness the alpha and theta brain

waves may occasionally both appear. The more prevalent alpha frequency
is functionally apparent even when the student's eyes are open, if properly

conditioned. Usually with full physical reality contact, in an operational
mode, the beta frequency is dominant. When the alpha wave is maintained

from 8 to 13 hz (cycles per second) and occasionally dropping below the
8 into theta, the student and trainee can experience a more complete sense
of relaxation with attending auditory awareness.
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In this state the individual is usually described as less ego
involved and less inclined to have the usual susceptibility to inhibitions
or so-called learning blocks. Within this state decision-making effective-
less will follow in a divergent pattern instead of converging in that many
:;13ughts or images pass through the level of awareness with no conscious
attempt to analyze barriers or disciplines, intuitive impressions are given
free rein, the generation of many ideas is encouraged, and evaluative
criteria are used primarily to creates a synthesis of material for new

ideas (Dirkes, 1978).

Since learning and information acquisition seem to require more
capabilities than strictly programmed instruction permit, the learning
and decision-making state must furnish ample opportunities to explore and
reinforce those ideas or relationships that lead to other testable
patterns without being an end in themselves. A frontier is recognized
herein as the imperative need to take fuller advantage of mental potential
by searching out how the learning-receptive state is attained efficiently
and what is the most productive way to use such passively focused aware-
ness. It is granted that total reliance on the relaxed condition would
invite diminishing returns if too much importance is accorded the
instilling process without ever getting into applied execution of ideas
or decisions.

Although the introduction of the Losanov (1975) educational
methodology is reported to have successful results in Bulgaria and now
through an Iowa State University adaptation (Prichard & Schuster, 1978),
the attentiveness of the student/subject may fluctuate depending on the
instructional mode and environmental controls. This evolving Suggestive-
Accelerated Learning and Teaching (SALT) approach consists of inducing a
relaxed and 'receptive cognitive state in the student by conscious
suggestions and then presentation of the learning material in combination
with background music (sound) frequencies. The pragmatic results of the

Losanov method and the Americanized version are open to critical challenge
in some respects. There is nevertheless a consistent record of repeated
uses of the techniques under the method showing both a more attentive
student adjustment and increased acquisition and retention in a shorter

span of instruction. While a mix of audio-visual and even tactile stimuli
are employed, the fundamental reference point is instructor voice or audio

direction and evaluation.

Research in this area generally shows a deficiency primarily in terms
of integration of component learning or training parts. Methodology
advocated in this paper is to bring about the introduction of a consistent
auditory signal stimulus with combined cognitive-emotional suggestions
carrying tactical information and the use of performance-oriented bio-
feedback. Because auditory guidance or signal frequencies are in part
established as a known stimulus, it is further postulated that learning-
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_receptive states of consciousness can yield positive learning effects as
pulsed frequencies are experienced and Instruction is phased into the
monaural or binaural delivery and correlateu biofeedback assists in
clarifying performance objectives.

As exposure to a recently patented auditory guidance ,"stem (Monroe,
1977) has shown a potentially feasible approach in sound stimulus
experimentation, effort has been invested in exploring the applied
functions of such a system. Analysis of this Auditory Guidance System
(AGS) paradigm should attempt to cover the "unified technology" of somd
induction, content material design, and measure relationships to training
effectiveness, modes of learning expression and perception, and states of
conscious awareness. The major objective, then, is to try to investigate
"what" improved learning and operational behay.. could demonstrate more

effective individual control and linkage of thoL,ght, informational, and
memory processes.

RESULTS

Previous results from research in the area of anxiety and learning
have consistently shown important relationships between various levels of
anxiety and effectiveness of training (Isen, Clark, Shalker, & Karp, 1978).
Most instructional technology largely ignores this set of relationships
and must obtain further special elaboration to devise real applications
to surmount unidentified frustration obstacles (UFOs) in trying to
increase learning rate and mastery of complex behavior. Remove of

cognitive-emotional barriers to effective learning is closely related to
anxiety levels and has been substantially surveyed to identify targets for
perceptive changes in gaining learning efficiency (McGrath & Cohen, 1978).
Much of these research results have centered around building a learner's
self confidence and receptivity by use of conscious and unconscious
suggestion administered under specific levels of learner anxiety levels.

Also, relatively sophisticated biofeedback instrumentation must provide
verified relationships reinforcing the learner's capability to consciously
control certain cognitive and emotional states favorable to learning
receptiveness (Barber, 1972).

One attempt at a "unified technology" to change learning perceptions
and responses, as illustrated by the SALT programs, strives to adapt
knowledge from any pertinent field to accelerate the learning process by
integrating cognitive-emotional stimuli into instructional programs.
Conscious suggestions are given in the context of rhythmic performance
with the background sound and altered modes of auditory expression and
directed skill participation, reinforcing continually the feg.'ings and
attitude of relaxation and full satisfaction in performing the activity.
Of many examples, both remedial work in language (Prichard & Taylor, 1976;
Caskey, 1976) and teaching a junior high school science class (Gritton &
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Benitez-Bordon, 1976) have led to significant positive results in sur-

mounting past barriers and acquiring new information.

A slightly similar development which had its origin in the trans-

cendental meditation (TM) movement kind then broke away is that known under

"the relaxation response" technique. Peters and Benson (1978) have reported

highly positive results taking "the relaxation response" into a business

setting from their Harvard research development site. They have provided

consultative direction for voluntary "relaxation response breaks" resulting

in significantly positive employee ratings of stress symptom reduction,

improved performance and sociability-satisfaction.

Again, there is the recurring trend that physiological and psycho-

logical measures are strongly related and subject self control brings

enhanced behavior and performance. Perhaps the remaining challenge is

to discover how to precisely integrate the sound based instructions and

rhythmic pulsing with properly reinforced learning modules and spaced

training phases for performance skills.

In 1960 (Berlyne) a report of a Russian investigation described how

pairing a tone signal with an electrical shock brought about a blood

pressure or stress change. Gradually, though, with continuing trials of

signal and shock in close sequence the response was extinguished, just as

one usually adapts to a stimulus causing a mild irritant. However, with

a change in stimulus pattern the tone by itself again evoked the stress

arousal much as though one might respond to a cry in the night but only

briefly attend when performing the multitude of concurrent day-time

activities. Certainly learning and retention are effected by auditory

stimuli to a recognizable degree. So, if the type of signal is available

to induce and sustain a steady state of relaxed awareness with even

possible peakeC levels, and incisive, suggestively adapted course material

is presented in well-focused, varied patterns, there should be a reasonable

probability that both general and specific performance results are well

within the scope of audio-guided behavior

The AGS research being described by Monroe (1978) and demonstrated

in stress-reduction workshops has identified a principal component in

creating a newly innovated technique referred to as the frequency following

response (FFR). There are cumulative experimental data showing how

subjects respond to such sound frequencies structured to enhance the alpha

brain waves and other psychophysical states. Such sound which moves

through audible ra.tges also has masked pulses triggering what is termed

the FFR. That is, there is synchronization of the signal and subject

brain waves bringing a relaxed state, audible sound of surf and wind in

the background, and the preparatory stage is set for altering alpha with

programmed training modules and biofeedback monitoring. Drawing upon

prior audiogenic discoveries and mnemonic instructional states, attention
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and learning dimensions can be charted based on the audio signals and

combined voice instructions carried by mixed rhythms of monaural and

binaural stimuli.

Following this live o5 exploratory development already verified in

part by Monroe's generic patent of 1975, it is not inconceivable that

research will quickly ext2nd to take advantage of these partially confirmed

audiogenic and adaptive listening pattern correlates. Adaptive learning

behavior will build on a progressive series of FFR tape recordings letting

the student experience differing information acquisition and perceptual

dimension states. Using an adaptive mix of complex audio patterns,

rather than static audio frequencies, carefully synchronized verbal

guidance will instruct that selective listening techniques be passively

focused on critical information processing requirements.

This approach could include a fully "unified training technology"

of complementary suggestive learning and teaching precepts adhering to an

engineered human resource model of training with sound, tailored course

modules, and evaluative procedures. A parallel monitoring of electro-
physiological activity would record further audiometric responses to
indicate learning changes in attentiveness and perceptual modes. The

extent to which audio stimulation and guided instructional content

enhance operator capability would seem to deserve intensive research for

probable high risk results to increase human potential in controlling

complex mental activities.

DISCUSSION

Should the development of an AGS for accelerated learniag techniql.es

and instructional system design prevail in the face of those advocating

only extrinsic motivation, it appears possible to markedly modify training

patterns, perceptual modes and temporal states. By enhancing thought

and information processing, memory and recall of data, human factor

variables should function more reliably for intra- and inter-system

operations. Learner and operator functions can have defined training

requirements with selected critical tasks identified for sequential

stages of assessed proficiency. Concurrently, experimental steps would

analyze the patently valid basis of the AGS to evaluate any constraints

in terms of information input functions and human storage security. By

designing given training objectives, students followir3 a programmed AGS

sequence would furnish Chose data indicating the extent of AGS improved

behavioral dimensions and operational performance.

Again, taking advantage of the proprietary AGS monaural and binaural

stimuli, work should explore the relative scope of decision-making

requirements involving novel human factor responses and functions of

adaptive conscious states and associated physiological mechanisms.
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ally, there are many questions needing answers in this developmental

rch area, substantiating even more the need for this comprehensive

rch strategy which may bear some similarity to the initial space

rch requiring interdisciplinary coordination. Now a realistic,

integrated approach toward conquering facets of human, inner-space

rs can produce new educational and behavioral practices for

lent learning and self control.

Rapid development of interactive computer systems and biofeedback

cementation mark another convergence of scientific advances making

tate of the art ready for audio and video response modes. Students

operate; interactively in the future so that computer assisted

uction and self control of physiological parameters are synthesized.

edly, audio conditioning and guidance research achievements are
g into applied stages on a series of fronts running from sleep

tion, stress and pain reduction, through suggestive-relaxed training.

The "unified training technology" to optimize intrinsic learning

dures and extrinsic motivational packages with computer assisted

gues must not look that far away, unless one insists on denying the

oration and technological explosion. Many agencies, individuals,

ystems are confronted with the challenge to deliver the intrinsic

tional technology that will herald optimal student responses, while

anothersxtrinsic direction we are exhorted to utilize more of our

capacity. For example, in the wake of this turmoil, this past

a policy analyst (Fletcher, 1978) for the Deputy Assistant Secretary
ducatior )1ted that education would be completely revolutionized

a methoJ .::ould evolve to enable a person to have memory recall on

d or at least the processes for insuring retrieval.

What does this all have to do with personnel system testing and

Ltion? 7 - may rightly wonder! The AGS can yield in this "imagined"

rio within five to ten years that instructional technology assuring

nt attentiveness and rapid mastery of given subject-matter content.

iable responses would have the computer video support of adapt4ve,

red testing breakthroughs (Urry, 1977) significantly testing with

questions and for greater psychometric efficiency. The highly

tured student input will relate to the tailored testing and informs-

theory and to a greater extent close the loop on diagnosing and

ribing accelerated or remedial learning conditions. Individuals

d have more personal control for recall of their self contained

universe of test responses and respond more appropriately to the

content and selection search for precisely tailored test questions.

Over the 1990 horizon we may surely find an audio-video display

nal and AGS embedded training modules, the student interactively

d with the computer, and a wide assortment of tailored tests.
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Certain audio and video stimuli patterns will guide relaxed but intensive
self-retrieval searches. Alternating test trials should surmount
emotional or skill barriers with precisely designed test responses.
Between trial interpretive and transitional phases will suggest further
guided instruction to store responses correlated with key evaluation
criteria pinpointed by tailored testing dialogues.

In closing, might it now be agreed that acquisition and retrieval
of information is aided with stress reduction as indicated by numerous
verified measuring procedures? An affirmative answer would obviously
suggest that instructional, information processing, and evaluative
technology should now have the necessary design to include those auditory
stimuli which induce more effectively integrated and responsive behaviors.
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Complexity of Flight Path Data as an Index of Skill in Piloting
Performances from a Flight Simulator Based Job-Sample Test

Brian D. Shipley, Jr.
U. S. Army Research Institute Field Unit

Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

To apply a flight simulator based, job-sample testing method to
the problem of selecting trainees for Army helicopter pilot training,
it was essential to develop a set of valid, reliable, and informative
indicators of performance skill. The job-sample test provides a compre-
hensive time history record of each performance on twelve simulator control
and instrument variables and two measures of side task performance. The
problem of this methodological investigation was to develop a procedure for
reducing the resulting mass of time history data to a few meaningful indices
of performance skill.

Measures from existing research were deemed inadequate because such
measures were: (a) unlikely to have any definite theoretical relationship
to specific piloting behaviors of interest in pilot trainee selection
research, (b) unlikely to provide sufficiently reliable measures of
individual differences, and (c) unlikely to employ defensible commanded
performance values as measurement standards and tolerances without a
detailed verification study. Consequentally, the approach in this inves-
tigation was to derive an index of performance skill from a theoretical
model, to establish a statistical basis for the data reduction process,
and to develop a context free scoring procedure.

To test the operational feasibility of the data reduction methods,
a set of computer programs was developed to simulate selected aspects of
time series data as they might appear in piloting performances. The
computer programs were used to construct theoretical samples of piloting
behavior in a set of time series data. The resulting time series were
analyzed with specially developed computer programs. The output of the
analysis was evaluated in terms of the degree to which it recovered the
known patterns of variation inserted with the simulation program. The
purpose of this paper is to describe the data reduction and scoring
procedures and their supporting rationale. Some outcomes from the analyses
of the simulated time series data are presented to illustrate the data
reduction process.

The Measurement Problem

Operationally, the objective measurement of piloting performances
consists of three major steps. First, an interval or event sampling
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procedure is used to obtain a comprehensive time serie. I-ford of theperformance. Second, the time series record is condepad rote a setof summary statistics. Finally, the summary atatistIct at* =Immolated
into values which indicate the level of excellence mhelaved 414 theperformance. The major difficulty in this aperatioma 614qmancehiLas beenthe need for general procedures to accomplish the semmod anc7,th5od steps.

The measurement problem exists because, bistorimegily. all fareesteps were integrated by an instructor or standardiaoldn pilot into asingle procedure which yielded a performance rating as ,Nsi naafi product.
Until the development of flight simulators and inflilzht,Ula recorders,
the typical researcher had to rely- on a qualified o amass. hisdata. Although modern electronic technology 11-as freec Ae resnerdherfrom dependence on the pilot for his data collection, aBaTeis -still aneed for algorithms and supporting software tm accampl 1-1

and third steps of the measurement process.

Data Summarization

In solving the second step, data summarization, t stundamd
approach has been the simple averaging of differences iiitttwmma observedand an ideal or standard performance. These average valuets an,c inadequatefor many applications because they obliterate essential talimmation aboutthe pattern of deviations from standard in the perfofman,ele amoop &Welde, 1974). Another deficiency of the averaging metiiO4 IN the need for
a valid standard performance. Knoop and Welde disco that textbook
descriptions of several maneuvers were not accurately ctedl in the
performances of highly experienced pilots. Consequee - it would be
desirable to have a data summarization procedure thaK contextfree, i.e., independent of an ideal or standard perf. and which
would capture the major features in any arbitrary par; a4114, As described
in the next section, an appropriate method of determintt..44atiqraper degreeof fit can be used with the method of polynomial regime moo, 4-n-adbieve partof this data summarization objective. The objective .1. entirely satis-fied if the polynomial analysis is extended by the 3 of Fourier
analysis when appropriate.

Polynomial Regression

The objective of the present data summarizatiotr_---: tess is to
capture all the worthwhile information in a time-sere-es -ecord without
redundancy. Operationally, the correspondence betweAr :iformation and
variance can be exploited to achieve a part of the desterd, result (see
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Iii-daps-, 1967 for one definition). An orthogonal polynomial routine with
e-smepwise, forward flirting recursively defined algorithm crn be used

rhe7method of extracting informetiam (Conte & DeBoor, 1972). With
-cnthogonal method, it is reasonsffils to assess the percent of variance

,D,- courted for with each newly fitted as one criterion to determine
e optimum degree of fit (Seber, ER77'.

One criterion for Metermining oprirnm degrole of fit is that any
taelm account for at least 2 percent of the variance. Cohen (1978)

lgests that a term which accounts fcr at least -1% of the variance can
.lopected to have pramtical value_in 7i=. With this criterion,

r-Ntsmadysis proceeds until a given terror fg13,7 t3 account for the minimum
alma= of variance. In applying the forwent ,3olution with arlAtrary
abatis, 'there is one caut±onary note. Seler 0! ;eves that it is possible
felert:he variance assort ir-ted with the apaEru. :erect terms to be very smallIF .i.e-shape of the series is nearly slvmet,Ic Figure 1), and the variance
!-.0-4ruay incorrectly fail under such cirmammmannes. In this case, an odd/
e Jar test of the terms =umber in the arn,..1: Zys,:_s can determine the need to
exmand the analysis at least one additimpALI:

Aside from the cautionary note, the polynomial regression may not
rilVlays extract all the worthwhile information in an arbitrary set of
data because of the minimum variance citrrion. If the residual variance
ia=sufficiently large, it is possible tit it still contains worthwhile
Mtrfbrmation. The method of mean square successive differences (Bloomfield,
lz,.76) can be applied as an alternative criterion to test the hypothesis
c' information in the residual variance. The method of mean square successive
differences takes into account the fa-t that time series data, as from an
aircraft's flight path, are likely to exhibit a significant degree of
=correlation between adjacent values (-Figure 2).

The mean square successive diffe-ance is easily obtained at each
sten of the polynomial analysis by co7.1puting the squared difference between
each successive adjacent value, summkaq the result and averageing the sum
over the number of degrees of freedom.. (n - 1). This value is then used with
the residual variance to compute a standard normal deviate, z-score. If the
resulting z-score fails to yield a significant difference, the residual
data are considered to represent a randomly sampled distribution and
the analysis is terminated. The analysis proceeds as long as the z-score
indicates that the residual data contxins information, i.e., the sequence
is nonrandom because it is serially con- elated.

Suppose the z-score indicates that the residual data contains worth-
while information but the percent of vac-Liance in the polynomial regression
has fallen below the minimum criterion of 2%. The method of Fourier
analysis may then be employed to extract reformation about any periodic
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functions present in the residual data (Bloomfield, 1976). This method
will extract short term periodic patterns in the data and as with
polynomial regression, the Fourier coefficients are orthogonal. Because
of orthogonality, analysis of variance methods can be employed to interpret
the contribution of the periodic terms to the data analysis. In parti-
cular, each coefficient will account for some proportion of the residual
variance. Thus, it is possible to apply the minimum variance criterion
and a standard F-test to determine the practical value and the stLtistical
significance of each Fourier term.

In summary, the output from this recommended data summarization
process will be a sequence of polynomial coefficients with an associated
proptirtion of variance. In addition, for some analyses there will be one
or more significant coefficients for the corresponding periodic Fourier
frequencies and each of these terms will also have its proportion of
variance. This approach to data summarization has three distinctive
virtues. One virtue is the capability to reconstruct the major features
of the time series record from the given polynomial and Fourier coefficients,
as is shown in Figure 3, i.e., the method captures the essential informa-
tion in the data. With this reconstructive capability, it is unnecessary
to retain the massive set of original data. A second virtue of the method
is its ability to describe an arbitrary set of data, i.e., it is context
free in that the data analyst is not required to postulate an ideal or
standard performance in advance. For very long sequence of time series
data, the analyst merely applies the methods of piecewise analysis by
breaking the data into segments (Conte and DeBoor, 1972; Seber, 1977).

11Treated in greater detail in the next section, the third virtue of the
method is the interpretability of the extracted variance patterns as an
indicator of performance excellence.

Performance Evaluation

The third step of the measurement problem is to evaluate results from
the data summarization as an indicator of performance excellence. While
the interpretation procedure is.easily described, its inherent value
depends on an inference discussed in the next section about the source
of variance in the time series data record. One interpretation method
is simply to plot the variances associated with each coefficient in the
polynomial and Fourier analyses in the order extracted by the analysis
(Figure 4) or as a function of the Fourier frequencies (Figure 5). The
problem is to determine the meaning of the patterns which might be exhibited
by such a plot.

The concept of complexity is used here to evaluate the degree of
excellence reflected in the pattern of plotted variances. Complexity,
as used here, derives its meaning from a consideration of the internal
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struMare of a set of time series data, e.g., an aircraft's flight
path. Complexity is closely associated with the notion of serial corre-
lation. A complex performance will exhibit relatively large deviations
between adjacent or closely related values in time. In contrast, a
simper performance should have very few such deviations. By extension,
it can be shown mathematically that a complex performance will exhibit
more short-term trends and periodic terms than a simpler performance.
(Bloomfield, 1976). It follows, then, that a complex performance should
require more analytic terms to achieve a given level of information
extraction.

The key to the translation of complexity from the plotted variances
is the orthogonal basis of the data analysis. In the analysis, the base
for determining the percent of variance is the total observed variability
within that performance. In a forward analysis with orthogonal polyno-
mials each successively fitted term accounts for proportionally less of
the total variance (Seber, 1977). Consequentally, an analysis which
requires many terms will, in general; reveal a smaller average variance
over the number of terms fitted. Thus, number of terms and average
percent variance should offer a useful index of degree of complexity. An
objective interpretation of degree of complexity would employ a statistical
modelling approach to fit the resultant plot of variances.

Complexity and Piloting Behavior

Level of experience, i.e., knowledge and skill in aircraft control
can be linked to differences in degree of complexity. Kelley (1968)
argues that the experienced pilot is readily able to convert his assigned
mission into a projected flight profile, to anticipate the control
movements needed to achieve that profile in a timely fashion, and to
easily detect and correct minor errors of execution or random perturbation
in aircraft performance. In short, it seems reasonable to characterize
the aircraft control produced by an experienced pilot as generally smooth
acid regular, i.e., exhibiting a high degree of serial correlation, simple
structure, and a low degree of complexity.

By contrast, the performance of the novice aviator should be rough
and irregular, i.e., 'complex in structure. The novice has yet to
acquire the necessary skills and knowledge associated with aircraft
control. Unable to project the desired flight path sufficiently into
the future, there will be many errors of omission. Unable to execute
well integrated control movements, there will be many errors of commission.
In short, the novice expends a great deal of time and energy attempting
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to dampen out his own errors, frequentally, without regard to the accom-
plishmenit of the overall objective. Nevertheless, as the novice gains
experienn, the resulting performances should exhibit a steady progression
from greeter complexity to greater simplicity as learning occurs. In a
later report, data from a tryout experiment with the job-sample test
will be used to evaluate the validity of the hypothesis that degree of
complexity differentiates among performances of pilots at different levels
of experience.
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During 1977, without exception, units evaluated by the 80th Maneuver
Trainin 11

Command failed to demonstrate a capability to collect, synthesize or react to

intelligence interjected into ARTEPs, CPXs or "!Xs This failing across all 39

Battalion size elements prompted the authors pose a system to measure the

extent of this deficiency by looking at each at influenced a unit's ability

to develop combat intelligence.

The first task was to isolate where the problem lay. This meant structuring

the intelligence information flow in a manner that permitted assignment of

responsibility for collecting, processing and reporting a given piece of infor-

mation. This chosen structure was based on the following data transfere points:

Indicator Co. Level Bn Cp Bn S-2 Bn Co. or other
Collection agency

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3

I II III IV V

Data Transfere
Points

Of necessity, the measures used were output not process. This meant the application

of an absolute standard that was recognized by all concerned. For this standard

two sources were used: Soldier Manual (SM) Tasks levels 1 through 5 for Enlisted

Men and, for the Officers, the Infantry School Intelligence Training Objectives

for Battalion S-2s. This single standard was used for Officers regardless of

unit type or Officer Basic Branch.

Information inputs were selected from a pool of approximately 300 graphic

and written Soviet force indicators. Each indicator supported a Soviet doctrinaire

procedure and was aggregated to present current Soviet ground force doctrine. The
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ecision to use this approach on how the intelligence picture should be acquired

IV
was based on the authors and USAINTS Collective Training Branch biases. Infor-

mation from higher was expected to be sketchy, incomplete, and, if in written form,

well nigh historical. The authors envisage an environm-nt in which many of the

technical collection capabilities will be severely impaired. The emphasis must

be on combat intelligence and maximum utilization of organic resources, i.e., the

troops. Combat intelligence is defined as an intelligence for the engagement of

the moment. There are two aspects of information originating from below:

1. Where, in relation to your position, is it being obtained?

2. Is it a planned or accidental observation?

The prize goes to the S-2 that is acquiring his information well forward of his

position through planned observation.

Prior to the exercises the OPORDs were reviewed to determine intelligence

Ilk equirements. Once identified these requirements served as focus points that

ensuing indicators clarified as the problem progressed. The clarity capable of

being obtained by the S-2 depended on the relative importance of this intelli-

gence requirement _..-i relation to the unit mission. This was an arbitrary decision

on the part of the evaluator.

How fast this clarity is obtained was dependent on the actions taken by the

S-2, i.e., what he included in his collection plan. The first point is whether

he developed enough information to determine when the Soviets would attack,

where they would attack, and in what strength they would attack. The second and

critical point is whether he told the Bn/Task Force Commander in time for the

Commander to react.

The application of this to Battle Simulation at Bn and Bde level (Pegasus

and CAMS) FTX's, CPX'x, TEWT's and ARTEP's is as follows:

/1 The S-2 of Bn/Bde in a defensive position receives an intelligence estimate.

His responsibility, as defined, was to identify gaps in it according to his

1207
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units mission and develop a collection plan that filled those gaps. Where he did

this he received a comprehensive view of the enemy capability/disposition in the

rear two-thirds (2/3) of Zone II. This, while not in strict accordance with the

doctrinaire capabilities of his supporting intelligence collection agencies,

forced Bn/Bde S-2s to depend on direct observation for the bulk of their informa-

tion.

Once a determination was made as to what to portray based on OPFOR scenario,

the problem was to select the series of indicators to use. Using US Army-Europe

identification guides over 200 graphics for OPFOR vehicles and weaponry were

developed. These graphics were deliberately made difficult to interpret by

xeroxing and then presenting them at difficult angles for identification. As

each problem progressed, each indicator became increasingly easier to identify

through better reproduction and better angles of presentation. The graphics

were used for actual observations, i.e., front line troops or RECON elements in

an ARTEP, Company Commanders in a CPX.

In addition to the graphics each intelligence requirement was supported by

a series of just oval. the horizon spot repurtsiindicators. Some of these spots

were from refugees, tracer patterns, SAM launchings, noises, dust, detrious,

flashes, shell holes, etc. Again, the emphasis was on the ability to identify

and pass on significant information, whether it arrived at Battalion, and,

finally, what happened to it at Battalion level. Additional indicators were

abailable for technical reports from higher if requested as part of the S-2's

collection plan, i.e., Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) reports, USAF Infra-

red (IR) reports, ASA reports, etc.

This technique allowed the determination of the extent of any deficiency,

where the deficiencies were located, and where the Commander needed to focus his

training to overcome the deficiency. Through an informal arrangement with

Individual Test Evaluation Directorate (ITED) of the US Army Training Support

Center, where pertinent Soldier Manual (SII) skills are included as part of a
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.kill Qualification Test (SQT), the Commander can also be told how his troops

stack up in relation to his active Army counterpart.

As a review, the following sequence would be typical:

1845 hours: An OP spots two OPFOR Armored vehicles wheel out of and back

into the opposite woodline. Total time of observation--3 seconds. What are the

OP's responsibilities? The Infantry Soldier's Manual (FM 7-11) says he should

be capable of:

1. SM Task 071-11A-0803 - Report activity using SALUTE

2. SM Task 071-11A-0806 - Identify Soviet vehicles

3. SM Task 071-11A-0802 - Speed captured documents to rear

This is the first Measurement Point, i.e., what is the OPs reaction and

what does he report. In an ARTEP the Platoon or Company Evaluator/Controller

I/1

ctually shows a flash card to a troop in the field. In a CPX a board controller

does the same to the Company Commander.

The second Measurement Point is what comes through to Battalion, i.e., to

what extent does the Platoon leader and/or Company Commander act as an inhibitor

to the flow of intelligence related information.

The spot report of the two armored vehicles upon arrival at Battalion is

the responsibility of the Intelligence Sargeant who should be capable of:

1. SM Task 071-11B-8111 - Update enemy situation map

2. SM Task 071-11B-5430 - Maintain intelligence workbook

As these and other indicators come in they begin to form a picture of the

intentions of the OPFOR. The next Measurement Point was what conclusions did

the S-2 draw and what did he report to the Battalion or Task Force Commander.

The original indicator was reintroduced at Battalion level if it was lost at any

Measurement Point.

1 9 0 c,
0
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The use of this technique for information derived from subordinates measured

several things:

In an ARTEP: 1. Did the troops demonstrate competency in SM Skills:

a. SM Task 071-11A-0803 - Report activity using SALUTE

b. SM Task 071-11A-0806 - Identify Soviet vehicles

c. SM Task 071-11A-0802 - Speed captured documents to rear

In a CPX: 1. Did the Company Commanders demonstrate competency in SM skills:

a. SM Task 071-11A-0803 - Report activity using SALUTE

b. SM Task 071-11A-0806 - Identify Soviet vehicles

c. SM Task 071-11A-0802 - Speed caputred documents to rear

ARTEP/CPX: 1. The extent to which the Company Commander inhibits the flow

of information through his own ignorance.

2. Did the Bn/Bde Intelligence SArgeant demonstrate amony others

compentency in SM skills:

a. SM Task 071-11B-8111 - Update enemy situation map

b. SM Task 071-11B-5430 - Maintain intelligence workbook

3. Did the S-2 correcrly interpret the information provided?

4. Were the S-2 recommendations to the Commander timely and

concrete?

For information derived from higher Headquarters, questions can be asked re-

lated to:

ARTEP/CPX: 1. Did the S-2 correctly identify gaps in the intelligence

estimate when compared to his units mission?

2. Did S-2 provide guidance for development of collection plan?

3. Did the Intelligence Sergeant demonstrate competency in:

a. SM Task 11B=5451 - Extract and use information from
Intelligence estimate

b. SM Task 11B-5470 - Prepare intelligence collection plan

1
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c. SM Task 11B-5472 - Prepare Patrol Plan

d. SM Task 11B-5473 - Debrief patrols

In an ARTEP: 1. Did the Platoon Sargeant demonstrate competency in:

a. SM Task 11B-8305 - Plan and conduct zone Recon missions

b. SM Task 11B-8320 - Plan and conduct area Recon missions

It should be noted that these examples were only a portion of the required

Solider's Manual Tasks reviewed.

The manning requirements for this technique were:

. CPX: One individual with the Company Commanders to present graphic and

written indicators and one person with the Bn/Bde S-2 to record what comes in

and reintroduce indicators that fell through the cracks.

ARTEP: Platoon/Company evaluators were given packets of indicators to be

presented to randomly selected troops between the hours of to

I/1

on day

depending on the scenario. One person with the Bn/Bde S-2.

Because of the very limited number of scenarios addressed in the ARTEPs

and battle simulations and the availability of an absolute standard for Enlisted

Solider Manual tasks the validity of the technique was well grounded.

The design used was a compounded posttest only control group design. To

illustrate this design graphically, the "R" represents random selection of

units, "X" represents the administration of the ARTEP or Battle Simulation and

"0" represents the administration of the indicator packets by the observer.

It is important to remember that "X" and "0" are occuring simultaneously.

Step 1 consisted of stratified initial random selection of the first group,

exposing this group to the X1 (ARTEP/Battle Simulation) and the measuring of

the results with the Criterion Referenced Test, 01 (a packet of Soviet force

'indicators). This led to a composite design that could be graphically depicted

as:



Group 1 R X
1
0
1

Group 2 R X
2
0
2

Replication of Step 1 by unit 2 provided a control group for those unmodified

portions of X1 present in X2.

A third unit was then selected and exposed to the indicator packets. This

replication using nine (9) units led to a design that could graphically be

portrayed as:

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 9

X.O.I I
X
2
0
2

X
3
0
3

X
9
0
9

The single subject posttest design was selected by the authors for its

appropriateness for the project and ease in administration. The model dealt

with the following threats to internal validity:

1. History: History becomes a plausable rival hypothesis when specific

events occuring between X101, X202, and X303 could be interpreted as causing

a decrease in errors noted between 01, 02 . . .09. The probability that events

that would influence population in all units in a similar manner and at the

same point in time are remote.

2. Maturation: This can be ruled out because of the short period of time

required to run the study for each unit.

3. Testing: This threat to internal validity can be ruled out as a

possible rival hypothesis because retesting of the same unit did not occur. The

reactive/obtrusive nature of the indicator packets was not controlled.

4. Statistical Regression: This would not become a rival hypothesis be

cause the selection of the participants for each "X" and corresponding "0" was

randomly made. 1 9
.
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5. Instrumentation: This threat can be ruled out by the nature of the

indicator packets.

6. Bias resulting from differential selection: This can be ruled out as

a possible rival hypothesis because of randomly selecting the branch of the units.

7. Experimental mortality (loss of a portion of the experimental popula-

tion) did not occur.

8. Since both selection and maturation can be ruled out, the threat posed

by a selection maturation interaction can be disregarded.

The factors that are a threat to external validity are, unfortunately,

not as easily dealt with.

1. The reactive or interaction effect of the packets was eliminated as a

plausable rival hypothesis by the nature of the research design which did not

call for a pretest. However, the obtrusive nature of the packet administrator

I
ay have had an unmeasured effect.

2. The interaction effects of selection and the experimental variable,

i.e, the ARTEP/Battle Simulation cannot be ruled out. The use of an all male

population as opposed to a male and female population could conceivably have

biased the results. It was felt that the placement potential for females in

the combat arms units below Battalion level did not justify the expense of

including them.

3. Reactive effects of the experimental arrangement remains an open

question. The limited population that was available necessitated the application

of the indicator packets to all members of the population. Whether similar

results would be obtained outside of the experimental setting is not known. The

effect of the observer monitoring the operation was not measured.

4. The threat posed by multiple treatment interference is the most serious

t

hreat to this study. The use of a single population to assess the effectiveness
Ill

of both Soviet defense and offense packets (the two packets that were used with
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all units) was unfortunate but unavoidable due to the size of the available pop-

ulation. The exposure of the population to the same technique two or more times,

i.e., the use of spot reports and/or technical reports in conjunction with

pictures of each indicator series permits the possible interpretation of results

on the Soviet defense packet being a function of exposure to the same technique

of presentation that the unit experienced earlier with Soviet offensive packets.

Other special packets (Airborne, AAA, River crossing, etc.) always followed these

first two, if used at all.

Data Analysis

The results of the study were dealt with in two ways:

1. The average percentage of errors was computed for each unit

2. The average percentage of errors was computed for each SM Task or

Intelligence Training Objective.

The measure of SM Task competency for levels 1-2 and for levels 4-5 presents an

incredible picture.

For Skill Level 1-3

SM Task Errors
No. of Possible
Responses

Percentage
of Errors

071-11A-0802 5 11 45%
"Retrograde cap-
tured Documents"

= 21.57
071-11A-0803 22 27 81%
"SALUTE" sX = 7.52

071-11A-0806
"ID Soviet

vehicles(RECON)"
23 27 85%

"1st Echelon
Soviet" 23 27 85%
"1st Echelon
WARSAW" 26 27 96%
"Equipment above
Regiment" 25 27 92%

071-11A-0802
"OCOKA" 27 27 100%

1 9 ;
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IlkThe nature of the deficiency, while well known, was not evisaged as being as

cute as the data demonstrated

The problem, while statistically less acute for skill level 4-5, has greater

potential for degrading the overall capability of the unit.

SM Task

071-11B-8111
"Update situation
map"

071 -11B -8112

"Preparation of
situation report"

071-11B-8131
"Immediate air
request"

1171-11B-5423
Preparation

of Overlays"

071-11B-5430
"Establish and
Maintain Intel-
ligence workbooks"

071-11B-5451
"Extract Intel-
ligence Data from
Intel Estimate"

071-11B-5470
"Prepare Intel-
ligence Plan"

Errors

For Skill Level 4-5

No. of Possible
Responses

Percentage of
Errors

1

0

7

7

14%

0%

= 3.71

6 7 85% sX = 3.20

0 7 0%

6 7 85%

7 7 100%

6 7 85%

52.71 X error percentage

The unfortunate conclusion is that only in mechanical skills can the NOO's

at level 4-5 demonstrate any consistent proficiency. The skills related to

I/ ndividual interpretive capabilities and skills requiring the demonstration of

initiative are those with the lowest scores. This seeming inability to act
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a
decisively in the absence of imaginative leadership came as a very real surprise.

It was, frankly, a preconceived notion on the part of the authors that senior

NCOs would take up the slack left by poorly trained company grade officers. This

simply did not happen.

The presentation of the same requirement to troops in an ARTEP and Company

Commanders in a Battle Simulation provided a unique opportunity to compare the

capability of Company Commanders with that of their subordinates. Again, the

results were disheartening.

Individual Soldier

Errors
No. of Possible

Responses
Percentage
of Errors

Response 34 36 94%

Company Commander
Response 189 209 90%

The SM Task that requires the reporting of observed phenomenon (SM Task 071-

11A-0803) showed the troops to be almost as proficient as the Company Commanders

in including all aspects of the required communications.

Individual Soldier

Errors
No. of Possible

Responses
Percentage
of Errors

Response

pompany Commander

4 6 66%

Response 18 21. 86%

If the only players in the game were individual soldiers, Company Commanders

and Intelligence Sergeants then the picture would indeed be grim. Unfortunately,

the compounding effect of ignorance does not stop here. The last link in the

intelligence chain is the Bn S-2. To assess his ability to deal with adequate

inputs from other members of the chain, the authors:
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II/1 1. Reintroduced information that had been lost

2. Used the Intelligence Training Objectives of the Infantry School as

criteria.

v The results were appalling.

Intelligence Objectives Errors
No. of Possible

Responses
Percentage of

Error

1 004 6 7 86%
"Determine EEI"

I 003 7 7 100%
"Disseminate Combat
Intelligence and
Information"

I 011 6 7 86%
"Identify OPFOR
actions through
indicators"

I 022 7 7 100%
"Develop Collection
Plan"

I 029 6 7 86%
"Analyze Doctrine and
Tactics Employed by
OPFOR"

I 030 7 7 100%
"Identify OPFOR support
training weapons from
Regiment down"

I 033, 37, 38, 39, 48 5 7 71%
"Identify sensors (any)
required for mission"

I 041 7 7 100%
"Detect threats to
Bn/TF Security"

= 6.31

s
X = .74

12f7
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As would be expected no generalizable finding across units.were noted.
4.1

1-4

CD 0
'CI $.4

1-4
0.1

Units a
CO aNe

Percentage
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A Ix errors across:

Soldiers 94 94 94 7 categories

Co. Cmdrs. 73 90 75 90 80 100 90 85 7 categories

Pltn. Sgts. 100 100 100 1 category

Intel. Sgts. 28 57 57 57 43 71 57 53 7 categories

Bn S-2 50 100 88 100 100 100 100 91 8 categories

Unit X 53 82 73 97 97 82 74 90 82
% errors

In all instances, the personnel being evaluated were given at least three

opportunities to correctly identify, report, document or analyze the indicators.

If they were successful on any of the three tries, they received full credit.

The inability to identify Soviet vehicles and weapons regardless of

echelon was noted across all units for Company Commanders and troops. This

data contrasts sharply with the first iteration of the Infantry SQT which

indicated that 85% of all soldiers could distinguish Soviet combat vehicles.

The ease with which Active Army troops seemed to pass the vehicle recognition

requirement would lead us to question that particular portion of the SQT.

The percentages speak for themselves. Notably absent is the end result

of so little expertise being demonstrated across so many differing skills. If

the assumption is made that without these skills Bn/Bde size elements cannot

produce combat intelligence then the probability of the success in a combat

environment is very low indeed.

The essence of the process was repeated measures on the same information to

determine if the information had been:

1
9,
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I/1 1. Recognized

2. Reported

3. Recorded/displayed

4. Interpreted

5. Used to generate request for additional information and/or recommendations

for specific course of action on the part of the Battalion Commander.

For the U.S. Army Reserve the answer is, unequivocally, NO.



Learning Aptitude, Error Tolerance, and Achievement Level
as Factors of Performance in a Visual-Tracking Task

Brian D. Shipley, Jr.
US Army Research Institute Field Unit

Fort Rucker, Alabama

INTRODUCTION

The Army Research Institute Field Unit at the Army Aviation Center
is conducting aviator trainee selection research on job-sample, psychomotor,
information processing, and time-sharing tests to improve the methods of
selecting applicants for Army helicopter pilot training. This paper presents
preliminary results from an investigation of methods to improve the measure-
ment of visual tracking and time-sharing skill as a part of that research.
In this section, the test is described, some sources of confounding are
considered and methods to overcome the confounding are presented. Following
the introduction, procedures are described for collecting data to test
selected hypotheses about confounding. Then, the results of the data col-
lection are presented and the discussion section focuses on the prospects
for employing data from the visual tracking tests in time-sharing and
aviator trainee selection research.

Visual Tracking Test

The visual tracking test used in the current research was designed
to measure an individual's ability to control an unstable system. The
test device is a single axis, compensatory visual tracking task described
in Pew, Rollins, Adams and Gray (1977). The operator's task is to try to
maintain a light spot in the center of a horizontal display using lateral
movements of a finger operated joy-stick.

The test difficulty is controlled by the system time constant in the
periodic processing of the control stick signal. The system time constant
is a weighting function which determines the rate of change of light spot
location in relation to control stick movements. The system time constant
operates as a divisor so that the size of the constant is inversely related
to test difficulty. The test device periodically samples the control stick
signal and computes the location of the light spot as a weighted function
of the present control input and a residual component from previous control
signals added to the present light spot location value. The residual compon-
ent is correlated with the operator's previous control behaviors and greatly
increases the difficulty of learning effective control of the light spot.

The tracking test device can be operated in two difficulty modes:
critical and fixed difficulty tracking. The fixed difficulty, or fixed
tracking mode was designed primarily for time-sharing applications. In this
mode, the tester fixes the time constant at a given value and the operator
performs for a fixed period of time. The measure of skill in fixed tracking
mode is the total absolute deviation of the light spot from the center of
the display, averaged across the time of performance.
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The critical difficulty, or critical tracking mode is used to estimate

the operator's effective time delay. The effective time delay represents

the minimum operator response time for the detection and correction of

errors in continuous control tasks and is used as a parameter in human
information processing and optimum control theory models of operator

behavior. Operationally, the effective time delay is an index of the

amount of time required for the operator to detect an error and to convert

information about that error into a precise control movement. Estimates

of the effective time delay from the critical tracking mode are employed

as the value of the fixed time constant in the fixed tracking mode.

To ntasure the effective time delay in critical tracking mode, the

test device progressively increases test difficulty as a function of time

in the performance. Difficulty is progressively increased by systemati-

cally reducing the size of the time constant as a function of time in

performance. As the time constant grows smaller, the rate of change in

light spot location per unit time increases. Eventually, the rate of

change in light spot location becomes so rapid that the operator is

unable to maintain effective control, the location exceeds the limits of

the display, and the performance ends. The measure of skill is the esti-

mated effective time delay which is the size of the system time constant

at the end of the performance. This investigation was designed to

evaluate possible confounding effects in the measurement of critical

tracking skill, i.e., measurement of the effective time delay.

Confounding Effects

A review of recent research with the present test (Pew et al., 1977)

and two similar visual tracking tests (Damos, 1977; Gopher & North, 1974;

North, 1977; North, Harris & Owens, 1978) suggested that the testing

procedures had resulted in a confounding of other performance factors

with the measurement of visual tracking skill. Pew et al. defended their

procedures with evidence of test-retest reliability (Rose, 1974).

In the research with similar tests there was evidence that confounding

effects had degraded the validity of the visual tracking data to estimate

time-sharing capacity and would probably degrade the validity of these

measures in aviator selection decisions. Gopher et al. (1974) and North

(1977) observed improvements in time-sharing performance as contrasted

with predictions from single-task performance. Gopher et al. offered

three hypotheses which might account for these discrepancies: (a) Use

of adaptive logic did not accurately estimate single-task tracking skill;'

(b) There was an improvement of single-task tracking skill as a function

of practice in the time-sharing test; and (c) There is an independent

time-sharing skill which is learned only in practice with time-sharing

tests. At the conclusion of his report, North (1977) suggested that

"isolation of improvement factors is an important direction for further

research" (p. 92).
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Two investigations addressed the question of confounding sources.
In a transfer of training experiment, Damos (1977) found weak evidence
of improvement of both single-task and time-sharing skill as a function
of practice in multiple-task performance. Indications of confounding
effects in the Damos (1977) data were: (a) operator unreliability as
evidenced by heterogeniety of variance; and (b) failure of 16.7% of the
subjects, 8 of 48, to achieve minimum criterion in subsequent time-sharing
practice.

Although not specifically addressed by the authors, some difficulties
with the use of adaptive logic to determine test difficulty were apparent
in the investigation of test-retest reliability by North et al. (1978).
The adaptive logic was used to establish tracking test difficulty in the
first part of two daily testing sessions. After fixing the level of
difficulty, the mean root-mean-square (RMS) tracking error was computed
as the baseline for feedback on tracking performance in the time-sharing
tests. Table 1 is a summary of correlations among the tracking task
difficulty and RMS tracking error scores across the two daily sessions
and two days of testing.

It is apparent from the data in Table 1 that test difficulty corre-
lates negatively with dual-task RMS tracking error. This has potentially
serious consequences in aviator trainee selection research because
individuals who invest greater effort, and thus achieve higher levels of
difficulty, would have greater difficulty demonstrating higher levels of
time-sharing capacity. Conversely, individuals with low effort in the
test difficulty phase would more easily exhibit greater capacity in time-
sharing. In addition, Table 1 shows a significant decrease of correla-
tion between single-task and time-sharing RMS error between the first
and second days of testing. Since the high test-retest correlation
(r = .90) between test difficulty across the two days of testing shows
that the subjects were consistent in the amount of effort invested in
the measurement of test difficulty, there were differential changes
among individual RMS error performances as a function of changes in
single-task performance. This is supported by the low reliability in
single task RMS performance (rs = .01 & .34) and the moderate test-
retest reliabilities of RMS dual-task performance (rs = .49 & .69).

Therefore, the available evidence suggests that procedures for
measuring task difficulty allow for two major sources of confounding:
(a) failure to train to asymptote before measuring single-task achieve-
ment, and (b) using current performance error as a criterion for adaptive
adjustments of test difficulty. The first source of confounding could
apparently be removed by training to asymptote or by developing a statis-
tical model which accurately predicts asymptotic level of achievement
from selected observations of learning performance. To remove the second
source of confounding it was necessary to explain how differences in
individual goals, effort, motivation and the like might interact with
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Table 1

SELECTED INTERCORRELATIONS AND TEST-RETEST
CORRELATIONS AMONG MEASURES OF TRACKING
TASK DIFFICULTY, SINGLE- AND DUAL- TASK

RMS TRACKING ERRORa

Day 1
RMS Dual-Task

Day 2
RMS Dual-Task

Test/
Retest

Session A

Task Difficulty -
b

53. -.43
b

.90
b

RMS Single-Task .52e .13c .01

RMS Dual-Task .49

Session B

RMS Single-Task .59c .10c .34
RMS Dual-Task .69

allorth et al., (1978), p. 16

bProbability is less than .05 that the absolute value of any correlation
greater than .388 is greater than zero; t(.388) = 2.064, df = 24.

c
Probability is less than .05 that the differences between each pair of
Day 1 minus Day 2 values is greater than zero; Z(.52) - Z(.13) = 2.14
(Fisher's r to Z transform).
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single-task difficulty to obscure level of achievement and then to provide

a means of measuring the degree of the interaction in an individual's

tracking test data. As suggested in the following discussion, an adequate

solution to the degree of effort problem is necessary to improve the

validity of forced as well as adaptive difficulty testing paradigms.

Tolerance for Error

In a review of human performance limitations in visual tracking

tasks, Poulton (1969) uses "tolerance for error" to explain how individual

effort interacts with measures of tracking task ability. When first

introduced to a relatively easy task, i.e., one with a single dimension

or a simple control system, Poulton says that initially the operator will

be challenged and interested in the task giving considerable attention

and effort to task performance. Poulton continues:

But...[the operator] soon discovers what he can and cannot

achieve, and settles down to give what he considers to be

an adequate performance. A small error comes to be tolerated,

and effort is directed only at preventing or correcting large

errors (Nelson, 1949, p. 495). The task becomes analogous to

a vigilance task, and fails to occupy the man's full channel

capacity or attention.

At this stage the level of performance can be improved by

presenting the man with a challenge....knowledge of results

can reduce the size of the error which the man will tolerate,

and so raise the standard of his performance.

Unfortunately, a change in experimental conditions that makes

the task harder may'also present a challenge to the man. This

means that the poorer performance which is to be expected as

a result of increased difficulty of the task may be partly

offset by the challenge effect. Tracking in one dimension is

thus not as sensitive to changes in experimental conditions

as are tasks which occupy the man's channel capacity more

fully... (1969, pp. 312-313)

Poulton's analysis indicates that the operator may decide to limit

control effort to the prevention or correction of large errors. In his

view, this decision converts the task from pure tracking to vigilance

performance conditions. Success in vigilance performance is determined

by error detection, the degree of error to be tolerated, and skill in

error correction. Error detection will reflect differences in operator

vigilance strategy. To prevent large errors, the operator maintains a

higher level of attention or effort to anticipate and respond to perfor-

mance conditions which, if uncorrected, would result in unacceptably

large errors. On the other hand, when the operator strategy is to
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correct large errors, the operator responds only if he has detected the
occurrence of deviations which have exceeded his acceptable tolerance
limit.

An operator shift from pure tracking to one of the vigilance perfor-
mance strategies would explain how the adaptive logic in the Gopher et al.
(1974) testing paradigm allowed subjects to exhibit differential improve-
ments over baseline predictions in dual-task performance. The adaptive
logic in the Gopher et al. paradigm was expressed as a function of target
error measured as deviation from center of the visual display. When error
was consistently less than 10% of display _Length, task difficulty was
progressively increased. If error consistently exceeded the 10% limit,
task difficulty was reduced. Task difficulty stablized when the errors
were distributed about equally above and below the limiting value. Given
stable or increasing levels of skill, an operator decision to tolerate
greater error would cause an increase in the observed deviations which
would, in turn, cause a decrease in the existing estimate of task diffi-
culty. The amount of decrease would be a direct function of the increase
in error tolerance. In subsequent performances the operator would be able
to achieve correspondingly less average error than predicted for higher
levels of difficulty because the observed estimate of task difficulty under-
estimated the true level of skill.

Although the tolerance for error process invalidates existing
procedures to estimate task difficulty with an adaptive logic approach,
it must also be accounted for in a forced difficulty paradigm, e.g.,
Pew et al. (1977). Poulton's analysis implies that a decision to limit
control effort represents the end of a learning phase in skill acquisition.
However, the operator might become bored, fatigued, or otherwise disinclined
to maintain effort to learn or perform before completely mastering the task.
Estimates of task difficulty before a decision to switch from tracking to
vigilance performance would thus underestimate the true asymptotic level
of achievement. As an aside, there would be some training management value
in knowing the extent of any skill improvement which might occur as a
function of practice after the switch to the vigilance mode of performance.

The concept of tolerance for error and the corresponding switch from
tracking to vigilance performance strategies has definite measurable
implications. Suppose performance is represented as a sequence of obser-
vations of a measure of skill from repeated trials across some extended
period of time. If greater effort in the learning phase corresponds to
improvement of skill level and a constant or perhaps decreasing level
of performance variability, data from the repeated observations should
exhibit a definite trend of improvement of level of skill. An increased
level of error after the shift to the vigilance phase should be observed
as a discontinuity of either mean or variability of performance. In the
vigilance phase, the observations should represent random samples from a
distribution with mean and variance determined by the degree of error
tolerance and the particular vigilance performance strategy. Statistical
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methods fa estimating parameters from repeated observations will be con-
sidered after a brief summarization of the implication that an operator
may attempt to minimize effort rather than maximize performance.

To summarize the implications of Poulton's concept of tolerance for
error, it was hypothesized that (a) differences in operator goals, attitudes
and the like would be represented in different performance strategies, (b)
these strategies could be operationally defined on a scale of performance
effort, and (c) different strategies and tolerances for error would lead
to measurable differences in patterns of performance associated with the
corresponding level of effort. The two extremes of the scale of effort
would be performance maximization at the high effort end and effort
minimization at the low end. Figure 1 depicts a schematic layout of the
scale of effort concept and the ordering of performance strategies which
were logically differentiated in the preceeding analysis of the tolerance
for error concept.

The Method of Statistical Analysis

Standard statistical methods from the erea of time-series data
analysis provided the analytic tools needed to evaluate both trend and
variability components in a sequence of tracking performance observations.
Since these methods are commonly used in engineering and economic analyses,
some of them may not be familiar to the psychologist. An understanding of
mean square successive differences (MSSD) is crucial to the interpretation
of the results of this investigation. Therefore, MSSD is described in
limited detail here. Readers interested in greater detail should refer to
the technical sources and those already familiar with MSSD may skip to the
next section without any loss of continuity.

Mean square successive differences is a measure of variability of
performance based on the order of the observations as the origin. As a
measure of trend strength in a set of time-series data, e.g., repeated
measures, MSSD derives its meaning from the fact that pairs of adjacent
observations will be more highly correlated than will be pairs of more
widely separated values. This sequential dependency of the observations
on their order means that with a trend present in the data, differences
between pairs of adjacent observations will be smaller than when the data
is from a random sample. The variance is the average variability of the
observations with the mean as the origin. Therefore, a comparison of the
variance with MSSD will be an index of trend strength. When there is a
linear or polynomial trend in the data, the MSSD will be small relative
to the variance as illustrated in Figure 2. Without a stable trend,
MSSD will approach the variance as a measure of variability. (See
Brownlee, 1965, pp. 221-223 for a proof and more detail on computational
methods.)

Standard methods are used to transform the ratio of MSSD to the
variance into a standard normal deviate, i.e., a z-score (Brownlee, 1965).
As a standard normal deviate this transformed ratio can be employed to
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determine the departure of the data from randomness in the conventional
statistical way. That is, the investigator posits an alpha probability
and accepts or rejects the null hypothesis of no trend as the obtained
z-score indicates. Brownlee reports that other investigators have shown
that the z-score transform is acceptable with as few as ten observations
and tables exist for use with as few as four observations. Unfortunately,
these tables are not generally available and the occasional user may find
it difficult to obtain copies (see Hart, 1942, for tables).

Research Hypothesis

The preceding analyses suggested that (a) the concept of tolerance
for error would associate changes in performance effort and differences in
such attitudinal variables as operator goals, motivation or interest in the
task with differences in patterns of performance, particularly variability
of performance, over time; and, (b) the MSSD measure would discriminate the
presence or absence of trends in time series data. Suppose that two groups
of subjects were selected on the basis of presumed differences in attitude,
that if present, these attitudinal differences would result in differences
in performance effort, and that members of these groups were given a series
of trials with the Pew et al. (1977) visual tracking test in critical
tracking mode. Finally, if the MSSD measure was then used to categorize
performance by the members of each group into subgroups of random or non-
random, analysis of trends or variability in the data for the resulting
two by two contingency table should reveal an interaction of attitudinal
group with type of performance across blocks of performance trials. The
trials would be blocked to provide means and standard deviations to estimate
the "local" level of achievement and variability of performance. The
following data collection and analysis methods were employed to test this
hypothesis of a triple interaction.

METHODS

Subjects

Data for this investigation were obtained from the records of 29
individuals who had participated in a comprehensive selection testing
research program. Nine of the individuals had recently resigned or been
eliminated from warrant officer or helicopter pilot training and 20 of
their contemporaries were still in the Army warrant officer helicopter
pilot training program at th US Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, AL.

Test Apparatus

A model 620 Visual Tracking Analyzer manufactured by Bolt, Beranek
and Newman, Cambridge, MA, was used to administer the visual tracking test.
The model 620 is capable of testing in either fixed or critical tracking
mode but this investigation was limited to critical tracking data. The
light spot is displayed on a horizontal unit 20 by 7.5 by 10 cm which contains
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a horizontal line of 64 light emitting diodes, each spaced 2.54 mm apart.
The display unit is connected to a master control unit by a 15 foot wire
cable with connectors at each end. The master control unit provides basic
electronic circuitry, power supply, and the tester's unit. The tester's
unit provides controls to (a) select the mode of tracking operation, (b)
set the number of trials per testing block, (c) start a block of test
trials, (d) enable the start of each test trial, (e) reject any unsuitable
trial performance, and (f) conduct a standard system checkout to verify
each of the system functions and displays and provide demonstrations of
key features to each subject. Displays on the tester's unit provide status
information about the state of the system, number of the current trial in
a block, and the score for both the most recently completed trial and the
current block average.

The subject controls the location of the light spot with lateral
movements of a spring-loaded, finger operated joy-stick. One degree of
stick deflection corresponds to a movement of 2.36 mm on the visual display.
The control et4r.k 4Q mounted on a metal box 11.2 by 17.5 by 5 cm and it is
connected to the visual display unit by a 6 foot wire cable with connectors
at each end. The subject's control unit also contains a calibration thumb
wheel and two trial start buttons, one button on either side of the control
stick.

To measure the effective time delay, the test apparatus is operated in
the critical tracking mode. The value of the system time constant at the
end of a trial is the index of the subject's effective time delay for that
trial. At the start of a trial the system aut,natically set the time
constant at 500 milliseconds (ms). As the trial progresses the time constant
is reduced at the rate of 10 ms per second until the light spot has deviated
2.5 cm from the center of the display and at the rate of 2.5 ms per second
after the light spot has exceeded the 2.5 cm limit. As the size of the time
constant decreases, the rate of movement on the display increases until the
subject is unable to maintain the light spot location within the limits of
the display. When the light spot location exceeds the limits of the display,
the system stops the trial, displays the trial score and the current value of
the block mean effective time delay on the tester's display, and signals
an end of trial on the tester's status display. The tester must then
record the trial score if it is desired and enable a new trial. The system
is designed so that an attempt to enable a new trial at the end of a block
will result in an end of block signal on the tester's status display.

Procedure

Subjects reported to a standard testing location according to a
prescribed week long testing schedule. This testing schedule was worked
out to provide continuity of testing over a five day period and to minimize
the test activity interference with routine training. The second day of
testing was used to give 40 trials of the critical tracking test in 4 blocks
of 10 trials. The tester set the system to the system checkout/demonstration
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mode. When the subject reported for testing, he/she was seated at a table
with the finger operated control stick. The tester then read through the

following instructions:

In this test your job is to control the movements of. this light
spot [tester points to light spot on visual display] with the
control stick in front of you. Take hold of the stick in a
comfortable position and move it right and left. Notice that

the control moves the light spot back and forth on the display.
Later, when you start the test, the light spot will move
randomly right or left on the display from time to time. As a
test progresses, the time between these random movements gets
shorter and shorter and it gets harder and harder to control
the position of the light spot. Finally, the light spot goes
out of control, off the end of the display, and the system will
freeze the light spot at the end of the display. Your score

will be the time between the random movements when the light
spot is frozen.

(Tester note: Set the system in CRITICAL MODE.)

Notice that the light spot is now frozen at the end of the

display. Move the control stick and notice that the light
spot does not move. When this happens that means the end
of the test and I will read your score to you. To start a

test you will find two buttons next to the control stick
marked "START". After I say "Ready" you may push either
button to start the test. When you release the button, the
light spot will automatically move to the center of the
display and the test will start. (Tester demonstrates.)

Do you have any questions?

You will repeat the test 40 times in the next hour. After

each trial I will read your score to you. The smaller your

score the better your performance. Your objective should
be to get the smallest possible score in the fewest trials.
To get a small score it is very important to keep the light
spot as near the center of the display as possible. Do you

have any questions on scoring?

Each trial was followed by 15 seconds rest and there was a 2
minute rest period after each block of 10 trials. At the end of each
trial, the tester recorded the trial score, reported it orally to the
subject, timed the rest interval, enabled the system for the next
trial or block, and at the end of the rest time, announced "Ready" to

signal the subject to Start the next trial.

The subject participated in fixed difficulty tracking on the third
and fourth days of testing before receiving a final test in critical
difficulty tracking. On the third day the subject performed fixed
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difficulty tracking to establish levels of skill for the time-sharing
test given on the fourth day. The time-sharing tests, lasting about 30
minutes, consisted of 45 trials of fixed difficulty tracking in 3 blocks
of 15 trials, 1 block for each of 3 levels of tracking test difficulty.
Following the time- sharing tests each subject received 5 trials in
critical tracking mode as a final test of tracking skill.

Data

The tester recorded the effective time delay score for each of the
40 initial and the 5 final trials of critical tracking. Recorded on a
standard form specifically designed for use with critical tracking in
the aviator selection research program, the critical tracking scores
were later transcribed to standard 80 column computer card image forms,
checked by a second person, and keypunched with verification. A special
FORTRAN program was prepared to compute means and standard deviations
for the 9 blocks of 5 trials and to compute the z-score conversion of
the MSSD measure from all the data in the first 40 trials.

Design

A two-way categorization was used as the design of the subsequent
analyses. The two categories were type of subject, trainee versus attritee,
and type of performance, random (z-score less than 1.96) and nonrandom
(a-score greater than or equal to 1.96): nonrandom in this case means
that the data contained a linear or higher order polynomial trend.

Data Analysis

The first step in the data analysis was to compute a chi-square to test
the hypothesis that frequency of classification of type of performance
was not dependent on student category. Acceptance of this null hypothesis
of no dependency-would-be-used as- evidence -for employing a least squares
analysis of variance procedure with the observed cell frequencies as the
best estimates of the proportions in the population. Rejection of the null
hypothesis of frequency of classification would indicate a need to employ
methods to adjust the degree's of freedom in the analysis of variance
procedures.

A 2 between-, 1 within-subjects repeated measures analysis of variance
was used to test hypotheses about the equality of (a) mean effective
time delay and (b) the standard deviation of effective time delay for the
five trial blocks. Any effect in the chi-square test or the analyses of
variance was considered statistically significant at the conventional .05
level.

RESULTS

The z-score transform from each subject's data was used to classify
his/her performance as random or nonrandom. If the z-score was less
than 1.96 the performance was classified as random. Any performance
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with a z-score greater than or equal to 1.96 was considered nonrandom,
i.e., the data contained a trend. As a one-tailed test, this rule
would result in a Type I classification error about 2.5% of the time.
Table 2 gives the breakdown of number of subjects in each cell of the two
by two student category by performance type matrix.

Table 2

Breakdown of Number of Subjects

Student
Category

Type of Performance

TotalRandom Nonrandom

Trainee 11 9 20

Attritee 2 7 9

Total 13 16 29

A chi-square analysis was used to determine if the classification
of random versus nonrandom performance was dependent on student category.
The marginal totals were used to define the expected cell values because
there was no prior reason to expect a particular breakdown pattern. The
results of the chi-square analysis revealed no statistically significant
dependency in the observed breakdown of number of subjects (x2 = 1.53,
.2. >.10, 1 df). This result was interpreted as evidence for using a
least squares analysis of variance for unequal cell frequencies with
mean effective time delay (Winer, 1971).

Mean Effective Time Delay

The measure of skill in the critical tracking test was effective
time delay. Means for each subject for nine blocks of five trials in
the 40 practice and 5 final test trials were analyzed with analysis of
variance (Table 3). The hypothesis of an interaction between student
category and type of performance across the nine blocks of five trials
was not confirmed by the mean effective time delay measure. The analysis
of variance revealed statistically significant main effect for blocks of
trials which indicated that average performance had improved with
practice (Figure 3).

There were two statistically significant interactions for the mean
effective time delay. Student category interacted with blocks of trials
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Table 3

Analysis. of Variance Summary for
Block Means of Effective Time Delay

Source df Mean Square F-Ratio
..,2

w

Total 260 2696.22

Between Subjects 28 12648.45

Student Category (A) 1 5024.53 .43

Performance Type (B) 1 35276.90 2.96 .004

A x B 1 16242.16 1.36 .001

Error 25 11504.52

Within Subjects 232 1495.09

Blocks (C) 8 24921.2. 43.38*** .470

A x C 8 1513.15 2.63* .023

B x C 8 2314.58 4.03** .043

AxBxC 8 245.53 .43

Error 200 574.51



200'
3 -4

-5.. 6 7 8 Final
Test

Five Trial Blocks

Figure 3: Improvement of mean effective time delay as a

function of blocks of trials.
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Qom 2.63, II..< .025, df 8, 200, proportion of variance .023). As
shown in Figure 4, the source of this interaction effect was the larger
effective time delay means for the attritees on the first three blocks of
trials. The other statistically significant interaction was type of per-
formance with blocks of trials L 4.03, g < .001, df 8,200, proportion
of variance .043). Figure 5 shows that the source of this effect was
the difference in slopes between the two types of performance which
indicates the greater rate of learning or degree of effort for the non-
random group.

Variability of Performance

Analysis of the block standard deviations supported the hypothesis
that a measure of variability of performance would be more sensitive to
differences of degree of effort than a measure of central tendency.
Analysis of variance with the block standard deviations confirmed the
hypothesis that student category would interact with type of performance
across'the blocks of trials and also revealed other significant differences
(Table 4). Figure 6 shows mean standard dpuisir4rm .2 a function of
student category and type of performance across blocks of trials. One
striking feature of these plots is the extreme differences in block to block
variability of the two attritee groups in relation to the variability of
the trainees. The random trainee group exhibits the least block to block
variability and the nonrandom trainee group gives strong evidence of improve-
ment of variability with practice. Finally, the equivalence of the mean
standard eviction on the final test for each of the four groups strongly
suggests that factors other than differences in level of tracking skill

11are influencing the performances of the members of the different groups.

Some caution must be used in interpreting the variability of the
random attritee group because the group has only two subjects. However,
these two subjects also have the greatest total variances of any of the
subjects in the_design.matrix (Table 5). -.As-would-be-expected-from-an_
insection of the group plots in Figure 6, the size of the total variances
in Table 5 is correlated with group membership. This correlation is
supported by the significance of the between subjects effects in the
analysis of variance summary (Table 4). Table 6 gives the mean standard
deviations for each of the main effects and the interaction in the two by
two student category by type of performance part of the design. Finally,
Figure 7 shows the interaction of type of performance across blocks of
trials on mean block standard deviation. The interesting feature of this
interaction is the increasing variability trend of the random versus the
decreasing variability trend of the nonrandom groups. This.difference of
trend of variability as a function of type of performance is strong
support for the hypothesis that IISSD is an indicator of differences in
performance patterns.
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance Summary for
Block Standard Deviations of Effective Time Delay

Source df Mean Square F-Ratio "2

Total 260 308.54

Between Subjects 28 420.86

Student Category (A) 1 1734.88 6.53** .018

Performance Type (B) 1 1193.61 4.49* .011

A x B 1 2213.94 8.33*** .024

Error 25 265.67

Within Subjects 232 294.67

Blocks (C) 8 385.25 1.48 .012

A x C 8 201.35 .77

B x C 8 524.14 2.01* .026

A x B x C 8 935.17 3.59*** .067

Error 200 260.34

< . 05

**p <.025

***2. < . 001
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Table 5

Sum of Block Variances for each Subject

Student Category

Trainee

Type of Performance

Random Nonrandom

6509.8 4890.5
6850,4 5519.7
7570.0 6520.2

10040.3 8010.5
10903.3 8649.5
11549.0 9439.6
12211.4 12700.4
14599.8 15989.9
17152.5 18569.7
18239.4
19180.8

21580.9
29657.8

Attritee

8309.4
9499.5
11220.6
13429.4
14869.6
16350.1
18228.8
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Table 6

Mean Block Standard Deviations for Student

Category by Type of Performance

Student Category

Type of Performance

CombinedRandom Nonrandom

Trainee 33.39 29.16 31.49

Attritee 47.68 34.03 37.06

Combined 35.59 31.29 33.22

DISCUSSION

The main hypothesis of this investigation was that degree of effort
would be a source of confounding in tracking test performance. The
results confirmed this hypothesis if degree of effort varies with motiva-
tion to perform and differences in motivation depend on student category.
The major source of this confounding was differences in variability of per-
formance as a function of number of test trials. The source of the inter-
action is most clearly apparent in the comparison of type of performance
with student category across the blocks of trials on mean block standard
deviation (Figure 6). Inspection of mean effective time delay interactions
shows that mean effective time delay is correlated with variability of
performance which is consistent with Poulton's hypothesis of a shift in
performance strategy.

A second hypothesis was that inadequate practice was a source of con-
founding in the measurement of level of achievement in previous research.
In this investigation, level of achievement is represented by mean effec-
tive time delay and Figure 3 clearly shows a large improvement of this
measure, even after the eighth trial block. A comparison of mean effec-
tive time delay from this investigation and a previous study by Pew et
al. (1977) with the same tracking test further supports the hypothesis of
inadequate practice. In the Pew et al. .study 92 students in Air Force
Undergraduate Pilot Training at Williams Air Force Base, AZ, performed
10 trials of the critical tracking test. Table 7 is a comparison of the
mean and standard deviation of effective time delay for the last 7 trials
of the Pew et al. study with the means and standard deviations of 5 trials
blocks and the final test for trainees in the present study. (Trainees
were used for comparability of populations.) The important comparisons
in Table 7 show that there were no significant differences between the
Pew et al. results and those of this investigation on the first 4 blocks
of trials.



Table 7

Means and Standard Deviations of Effective Time Delay from Pew et al. (1977)

and Blocks of Trials for Trainees from the Present Investigation

Pew
Measure et al.

Block
b

Final
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Test

Mean 340.3 344.0 327.6 318.5 308.5 300.0* 303.1* 288.7* 298.9* 250.9**
S.D. 52.3 66.3 59.4 59.4 58.2 55.3 54.1 58.4 60.1 40.0

a
n = 92;

b
n = 20; *2. < .05; **2.< .001

The results of this investigation indicate that mean square successive
differences (MSSD) should be a useful statistica' tool in subsequent re-
search. Although MSSD was employed in the presei...: investigation as a one-
tailed test to indicate polynomial trends, significant negative values of
the z-score derived from MSSD would indicate that the data contained system-
atic cyclic or periodic trends, i.e., trends describable with trigonometric
functions. This latter feature makes MSSD especially useful in the anal-
ysis of tracking performance from continuous control tasks where periodic
features of the data may indicate important differences in operator control
behaviors. With a significant positive or negative z-score from the MSSD
measure, the data analyst is justified in a detailed search for the sources
of the specific polynomial or periodic trends in an individual set of data.

Research is needed to establish the predictive validity of differences
in patterns of performance from the tracking test for overall success in
pilot training. Interviews with instructor pilots have indicated that lack
of motivation is frequently a source of inadequate student progress in
Army helicopter pilot training. This instructor pilot observation is sup-
ported by two sources of additional evidence. First, some 50% of all attri-
tion in the Army helicopter pilot training program results from resignations
(Elliot & Joyce, 1978). Furthermore, motivation was identified as a major
factor among resigning students. Second, an unreported exploratory invest-
igation at the US Army Aviation Center found a correlation of .78 between
instructor pilot ratings of basic student pilot qualities, e.g., motivation,
judgment and the like, on daily grade sheets from early primary training and
subsequent eliminations from advanced training. This evidence suggests that
the present approach may yield a substantial reduction in the residual var-
iance of the aviator trainee selection testing process.
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The approach used in this investigation also presents some interesting
possibilities for further research in aviator trainee selection and manage-
ment methods. For example, detailed analyses of individual performance
trends were not accomplished in the present investigation. However, the
logical analysis of degree of effort depicted in Figure 1 indicates that
differences in such trends should further differentiate among types of
performance and the associated performance strategies. One interesting
hypothesis is that learning behavior, i.e., performance strategy, in a
simple tracking test would predict learning behavior in more complicated
tasks, i.e., performance in aircraft control.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) evaluate the hypothesis of prediction from
learning behavior in these terms:

If individual differences prove to be stable and predictable, one can
capitalize on findings from the experiment in which learning is
observed only for a short time, perhaps on just one task or topic.
If individual differences are radically altered during learning...
the short-term experiments...will not give practically useful con-
clusions. Under this hypothesis, persons who learn most efficiently,
among a group all of whom have become familiar with the problem,
would not generally be the ones who learned most efficiently at the
outset; hence, they would not have been among the most successful
learners in a short experiment (p. 126).

The major issue is whether attitudinal differences such as motivation which
are reflected in the degree of effort measurement procedures are relatively
stable characteristics of an individual's learning behavior. As a test of
the Cronbach et al. hypothesis in a subsequent investigation, the methods
of this investigation will be employed to predict performances of these
same subjects in fixed stability tracking, time-sharing, and a job-sample
test administered on the UH-1 flight simulator.
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Table 1

Edittorial Changes to Preprint Draft of the Revised FAST

Draft
page Item
MANUAL

5 Table 1

Comment

Under heading "FAST Booklet..." the phrase "Stick and
Rudder" should be replaced with the word "Cyclic"

12 Directions The paragraph beginning "THE SPECIAL DIRECTIONS..."
should be changed as follows:
Strike all the woods

(1)/In the third line beginning at "...A CORRECTION "
and ending in the sixth line at the end of the
sentence ending with the words "...CORRECTION FACTOR
IS APPLIED."

(2) Insert the folling in place of the words delete in
(1) above:

insert - -

Following"...OR IF". /.THE TEST SCORE WILL BE ADJUST-
ED BY SUBTRACTING A FRACTION OF THE WRONG ANSWERS
FROM THE NUMBER OF RIGHT ANSWERS. EVEN ON THOSE
TESTS WHERE THE SCORE IS ADJUSTED FOR WRONG ANS
WERS.7YOU SHOULD..."

TEST BOOKLET

2 Instructions Insert following the last parapgraph:

DO NOT TURN THIS'PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

13!IC
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SECTION 17

SIMULATORS AND SIMULATION
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EVALUATION OF TROUBLESHOOTING SIMULATOR

Dale A. Steffen and Anita S. West
Denver Research Institute

University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210

For several years the Air Force has been involved in the investi-
gation of and experimentation with simulators for teaching hands-on
maintenance tasks [Miller, 1976]. Investigations have shown that simu-
lators provide troubleshooting instruction which is at least equal to
that afforded by actual equipment while offering additional opportuni-
ties such as increased individualized instruction by enabling more
practice with job skills, increased assistance early in the instruc-
tional process via CAI techniques, increased consistency in student
evaluations, and decreased equipment costs associated with breakage,
obsolescence, and the need for special purpose training equipment.
Furthermore, the application of computer-assisted performance training
to troubleshooting instruction provides realistic feedback while mani-
pulating the real time variables, for example, an induced malfunction
from a student action that might normally occur only after several
hours of time in actual equipment.

Due to the obvious cost-effectiveness, most computer-controlled

simulators employing CAI and CMI have been constructed to replace
sophisticated, costly -quipment requiring high level skill training.
On the other hand, simulators which teach fundamental principles and
provide training of basic skills are generally not controlled by com-
puter or, if controlled by computer, exhibit little or no CAI and CMI
instructional techniques. If CAI and CMI techniques are to be utilized
for such applications, it is necessary from a cost standpoint that the
simulator exhibit general purpose properties that allow interchangeable
simulation modules on a mainframe console containing the computer to
provide usage in a wide variety of job skills training.

TRAINING CARREL

To continue the investigation of the utility of general purpose
simulation in formal technical training environments, the Air Force,
through coordinated efforts between personnel of the Human Resources
Laboratory (at Lowry Air Force Base) and the Denver Research Institute
developed a computer-assisted performance training carrel. The carrel
contains interface circuitry to/from a PDP-11 computer (a minicomputer
manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation) and a PLATO IV terminal
(the University of Illinois plasma screen terminal) designed with I/O
bus circuitry for control of peripherals (various devices such as
switch closures, digital-to-analog converters, waveform generators,
etc.).
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ructional carrel has a random access slide projector to
junction with the PLATO screen which also contains a
pability. Additionally, the carrel contains provisions
simulation panels which offer flexibility in implemen-
of simulations via several panels containing different
1 of which can be controlled by the 1/0 circuitry for
bes, displays and switches, as well as voltage, resis-
ent parameters for equipment familiarization, instruc-
hooting and maintananrp.,

I was designed in a way that allows experiments involv-
ion of concepts and the retention of learning to be en-
)ilities formed by a variety of visual and auditory cues
the communication between the computer devices permits
)assed to the more efficient of the two computers for

.AS A TROUBLESHOOTING SIMULATOR

ent was designed to evaluate both the performance train-
each of its component parts -- software and hardware.
r the evaluation was to prepare a short course demon-
existing instructional module in order to compare car-
with traditional instruction. The instructional

d was a "Troubleshooting Fundamentals" module in an Air
ing Command Electronics Principles course. As such, the
implemented for use in this module resulted in the car-

s troubleshooting simulator.

Bd module allowed a study of each of the functions of
a minimum of disruption in the course where it ap-
:hnical level allowed a sophistication of simulated
and training circuitry that required the utilization of
digital controllers/sensors in conjunction with the pro-
npling minicomputer (PDP-11) to interpret data to the
miputer (PLATO IV system).

forty students was selected, twenty of whom were
lom to receive traditional lectures/demonstrations of
rse module. The remaining twenty students received
via the troubleshooting simulator. Course objectives
were paralleled in both types of delivery to allow the
criterion measurement on both groups. Thus, the em-
d on the evaluation of hardware and software functions
, and no attempt was made to optimize the instructional
elivery on the simulator.

of the module chosen required the simulation of a
and various DC trainer "schematic boards" which
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could easily be interchanged on the simulator panel. The schematic
boards exhibited essentially the same appearance as those used in a
traditional delivery of the course. Thus, the use of the boards were
familiar to students. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between
the student and the performance carrel during the delivery of the in-
structional module.

Ato

KEYBOARD TOUCH
PANEL

I I/0 BUS
CIRCUITRY PDP-11

PLASMA
PANEL

DISPLAY

SLIDE
PROJECTOR

SIMULATED
PSM-6

MULTIMETER

STUDENT

SIMULATED
DC TRAINER
ECNEMATIC

BOARD

PROBES

FIGURE 1.. PERFORMANCE CARREL SYSTEM DIA. ILLUSTRATING STUDENT INTERACTION DEVICES

The performance training was presented to the student in two
modes of instruction, namely, the presentation of theory involving
troubleshooting fundamentals via programmed instruction, and secondly,
a mode whereby the student was given a troubleshooting problem and had
to proceed by interacting with the simulated equipment independent of
programed instruction. In the first mode, the student had to be res-
ponsive to computer actions. In the second mode, the computer had to
be responsive to student actions.

The computer monitored two classes of error made by the student
during delivery of the module. The first class included misuse of the
equipment, while the second class dealt with incorrect troubleshooting
logic on the part of the student. For each class of error, the PLATO
IV system responded with remedial instruction. Several schematic
boards representing various D.C. trainer circuits of different levels
of difficulty were presented to the student in a manner to provide the
opportunity for successfully completing a problem on one level of diffi-
culty before advancing to a more difficult level.

Since only the PLATO IV has control over these devices in the car-
rel which communicate directly with the student, the software was
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developed so that the PLATO IV system controlled the course delivery
in a way that the interaction of the student was with the PLATO IV
terminal only. The PLATO IV touch panel, slide projector, and keyboard
were the only peripherals used during this mode of instruction.

For the second mode of instruction, when the computer had to be
responsive to the student, the function of the PLATO IV system was to
establish which schematic board(s) would be used and which malfunc-
tion(s) were to be implemented. Al...., the. PLATO IV presented all re-

medial instruction required during this phase of performance training.
In this case, the PDP-11 was used for the simulation of devices on the
carrel control panel and for the time history monitoring of student
actions.

The software requirements established for the PDP-11 allow it to
fulfill three major functions:

a. To simulate equipment (that is, the multimeter and DC
trainer schematic boards) based on tables which define
responses to student actions at the control panel of the
performance carrel.

b. To monitor the actions of the student.

c. To communicate student actions or status changes to the
training computer and accept instructions from the
training computer.

Figure 2 shows a typical circuit which is simulated on a schema-
tic board. The solid line circles are accessible test points pro-
vided in this schematic board for probe insertion. The dashed line
circles are additional test points in the control panel which are
available to allow flexibility in circuit lay-out of other schematic
boards. There are 28 possible test points for use in lay-out. The
lamps and switch are shown only schematically on the schematic board.
However, actual lamps and a switch are mounted directly below the
schematic board. It was decided to mount these components off the
actual circuit diagram to allow maximum versatility in the location of
these simulated components on various schematic boards. Schematic
board I.D. switches are mounted on the control panel. Varied combina-
tions of holes can be drilled in the schematic boards which determine
which of the I.D. switches are activated. This allows the identifica-
tion of the schematic board on the control panel.
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FIGURE 2. EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL SCHEMATIC BOARD CIRCUIT

RESULTS OF EVALUATION

The results of the analysis of achievement for the experimental
group and a control group using paper and pencil programmed text with
a circuit "trainer" F4-towed no significant differences. The baseline
measures of math scor reading level and Block 1 test scores for
each group were not statistically different. The learning and per-
formance measures were also equivalent for both groups, e.g., the
Block 2 test scores, the retention test scores, the practical perfor-
mance test scores, and the time taken to complete the module were
not significantly different.

CONCLUSIONS

The equivalent achievement measures and positive attitudes of the
students indicate a potentially very satisfactory teaching mechanism.
The experimental system has provided insight into many of the contin-
gencies of hardware/software interfacing and instruction in trouble-
shooting by a performance training simulator. Transfer of this in-
formation to the design and implementation of additional systems, and
more complete utilization of the information generated by the CAI
capability of the carrel will provide the Air Force and the training
community in general with a powerful instructional tool.
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In order to retain the integrity of the experimental design for
measuring the effectiveness of carrel versus programmed instruction,
every effort was made to hold all of the other independent variables
constant. As a result of this constraint, the carrel instruction
closely followed the existing study guide and lesson plan. However,
the plans of instruction for delivery by one method of instruction
may not be optimal for another mode of delivery. That is, alternative
instructional strategies may be more appropriate for carrel presenta-
tion. Methods of presentation for carrel delivery should be examined,
since the CAI- simulator delivery mechanism may be enhanced by a dif-
ferent format, order of material, or type of presentation.
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METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING OPERATOR PERFORMANCE ON TACTICAL OPERATIONAL)
SIMULATOR/TRAINERS

BY

Charles W. Howard, Ph.D.
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Ft Bliss, Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a method presently being developed for evaluating
operator performance on a Tactical Operational Simulator/ Trainer (TOS/T).

Quantifying operator performance has been an important area of
research for several years. A common problem for many of these performance
studies was their inability to duplicate standard scenarios or sets of
vents. Compounding the problem was their inability to obtain baseline
measures of these scenarios while the system operated in an automatic mode.

Recent technological advances have made it possible, however, to
duplicate standard scenarios, and to execute and reexecute them on
computer-driven training simulators. These scenarios also can be
executed in either an automatic mode, which is non-operator dependent,
or a semi-automatic mode, which requires some operator performance in a
more systematic fashion.

The automatic mode capability enables researchers to establish
baseline measures of scenarios. These baseline measures then become the
"yardstick" for evaluating operator performance in the semi-automatic. mode.
The presentation of standard scenarios or sets of events permits comparisons
of operator performance for repeated trials, in addition to comparisons
among operators. Furthermore, this method of evaluating operator performance
enables developers of training scenarios to produce objective-oriented
training programs.

1

aI

1. The views expressed in this 'paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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INTRODUCTION

Past research regarding operator performance on radar systems has
focused on man's ability to detect, track and identify targets, and make
engagement decisions. The research has been conducted in various environ
ments; real and simulated, and computer assisted and non-computer assimted.
None of these environments though have permitted researchers to capture
the sequence of system actions and use these actions as a baseline for
comparison with actual operators' actions. In an automatic mode, however,
system software could be used to generate an "ideal" sequence of actions
which could be compared to operators' actions. Operators' performance
could be evaluated by noting the difference between the system's (model)
actions and the operators' (actual) actions.

The Army's newest majOr air defense weapon system, PATRIOT, is "the
first truly automated, fully software driven air defense weapon system!"
Because the PATRIOT system software is truly automatic, it can be used
to generate an "ideal" sequence of actions for research and training
purposes.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a method'presently being
developed to assess and evaluate operator performance on the PATRIOT
system console. The research and training will be performed on a
Tactical Operational Simulator/Training (TOS/T), (see Figure 1), which
wi/l.permit a scenario to be run and re -run in automatic mode and will
allow comparisons to be made between model and actual actions.

METHOD

Several tasks will have to be completed before the collection and
evaluation of operators' performance data can be begun. These prerequisite
tasks include the following:

1. Developing an Automated Training Scenario Generated Program
(ATSGP).. The ATSGP should minimize the time it will take to
develop training scenarios.

2. Designing objective based scenarios. These scenarios will be
used to train console operators to locate and use the console
buttons, i.e., the operators will be trained to determine
where the buttons are and how they elicit various system
software actions.

3. Modifying existing system simulation software. The system
simulator software, as it is now, will have to be modified
before 'system data or operators' actions data can be collected.

4. Preparing training material. A set of training materials will
be prepared to train console operator tasks.

5. Validating training materials. The training materials will be
validated before actual collection of the data.
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Once these prerequisite tasks have been completed the collection of
data will begin. Data for the system will be collected in real time for
Standard scenarios. Data for the operators will be collected at pre-
planned intervals of one-tenth of.a second for standard scenarios. Although
the data will be collected in real time, it will be evaluated offline,
because the additional requirements demanded by the evaluation procedure
may degrade realtime simulation performance.

The data to be collected are discussed in the next
paper.

Proposed Model

section of this

The variables to be manipulated in the proposed model include:
The number of threats (//) in a given scenario (see Figure 2), the
number of resources spent per threat, and the effect of asset value.

..The ratio of incapacitated threats (1:407, ) yields a measure of
relative fire section effectiveness (EFF). Since each threat may attack
asSets, the EFF measure also accounts for threats that penetrate. Therefore
the produCt of the ratio of incapacitated threats and the reciprocal of
penetrators yields a refined EFF measure, depicted as:

EFF . 17 p
where P > O.

If P - 0, however, P is reset to 1.

To simplify this reset problem, due to the possibility of a given
threat not penetrating, the model is revised as shown.

EFF = I 1TP
where TP 1 + P.

A given set offeraining scene*, stimuli may result in a battle time

itof only twenty se6 . ,Battle tili is defined as the difference between
the time the first icle appears on the screen and the last vehicle moves
off the screen. The EFF measure to be used in analyzing training scenarios
requires a unit of time for system response to threat engagement (te)
status and a unit of time to incapacitate (ti) the threat. This amount of
time (ti) is incorporated into the model as the reciprocal of threat
time Mo. Therefore; the model takes the form;

131'
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FigurO, Scenario used in operator performance evaluation,
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EFF = I . 1 1

Ti.
where;

ti tit - to

. yields a measure of EFF.

The number of resources spent per threat is represented in the model
as follows:

14. Nr Ni

where Nr = number of resources spent, and

Ni = number of incapacitated threats.

To incorporate this unit measure of resource effectiveness into the
model the reciprocal of the difference of number of resources spent and
number of incapacitated threats plus a constant of one is multiplied by
the product of the incapacitated threats, threat penetrators, and time to
incapacitate threats ratios. Therefore, the model assumes the form:

EFF =
1

TL TP Ti RS
where

RS=1+ Nr 'Ni

The third variable is the effect of asset value or asset threat
weight which impacts on the value of threat penatrators (TP),

A preliminary analytical evaluation will beconducted to determine
the relationship between the asset threat weight and TP. In order to
give the asset threat weight some value the following assumption is made:
D is equal to the value of four minus the asset threat weight, where the
asset threat weight assumes the values of one to three. Th... model now is
shown as:

1 I 1 1EFT
TP(D) R5

The model is designed to evaluate one tt,reat.

To generalize across x number of threats an EFF value representing
the average of the sum across x number of threats is produced. The final
form of the proposed model is:

1 (")0,
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EFF = - 1 -1-'1-114 T I TP(D) Ti F33)
Tx

In summary, the model provides the researcher with a means for
determining the. system's performance on a given scenario. The system's
effectiveness measure is used as the "yardstick" or baseline for evaluating
operators' performance on the scenario. Operators' (actual) actions are
then evaluated against the system's (model) actions. An evaluation of
ndoel versus actual performance permits review and analysis of operatori'
strengths and weaknesses. Subsequently, training material can be developed
to remove noted operators' weaknesses.

The proposed model is only in its developmental stages. Numerous
revisions and refinements are anticipated. The evolving nature of the
model will reflect enhancements that improve both the validity and reliability
of the effectiveness measure.

GENERALIZABILITY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The methodology discussed in this paper is being developed specifically
for the PATRIOT Air Defense Weapon System. It is anticipated, however,
that this methodology of evaluating operator performance beexpanded to
encompass additional systems requiring operator performance on radar systems
such as those found in the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard.
Generalizing the methodology to the Federal Aviation Association's training
of Air Traffic Controllers also is envisioned.

This methodology, although in its preliminary stages of development,
offers promising possibilities for the evaluation of operator performance.
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CRITICAL PERFORMANCES OF BATTALION COMMAND GROUPS*

Ira T. Kaplan and Herbert F. Barber
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Field Unit, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

Abstract

The behavior of 23 battalion command groups was investigated in a
simulated combat environment provided by the Combtned Arms Tactical
Training Simulator (CATTS). Thirteen mechanized groups performed a
covering force operation followed by an attack, and ten non-mechanized
groups performed a defense and an attack. Their performance was rated
on items derived from the subtasks of the battalion command group ARTEP
(Army Training and Evaluation Program). Fifteen subtasks were identi-
fied as critical, because they or their elements were both low-rated
and highly correlated with ratings of overall effectiveness.

The four missions observed in this investigation were markedly
different with respect to subtask criticality. All but one of the 15
critical subtasks were identified in the covering force mission, five
subtasks were critical in the mechanized attack, one in the defense,
and one in the non-mechanized attack.

Rater reliability was low. The coefficient of reliability was only
.22 for scores from a single rater. It increased to .55 when the scores
from four or five raters were averaged. The differences among ratings
of the same command group by different observers were significant beyond
the .001 level. These results indicate a need for further research to
develop more objective measures of command group performance.

.*The views expressed herein are the authors' and are not necessarily
endorsed by the U.S. Army.



INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In recent years, time and resource constraints have provided
increased impetus for the development of more efficient military train-
ing systems. The Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) and the
various battle simulations are prime examples of such systems.

The Combined Arms Training Developments Activity (CATRADA) at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas is responsible for developing ARTEPs and battle
simulations for battalion, brigade, and division command groups.1 At

the battalion level, CATRADA has developed the Command Group/Staff
Module of ARTEP 71-2,2 which specifies the training objectives for the
battalion commander and his staff. In addition, CATRADA is developing
four different battle simulations for training battalion command groups.
Each simulation has its own unique capabilities and limitations. Pegasus
is a manual control system for battalion and brigade CPX's (command post
exercises). BATTLE (Battalion Analyzer and Tactical Trainer for Local
Engagements) is played on a terrain board with the aid of a mini-computer.
CAMS (Computer Assisted Map Maneuver System) exercises battalion, or
brigade and battalion, command groups via terminals linked by telephone
to a large, time-shared computer. CATTS (Combined Arms Tactical Training
Simulator) is the most realistic and the most completely automated battle
simulation available for training battalion command groups. It is sup-
ported by a large, dedicated computer and a full-time controller staff.
CATTS is permanently located at Fort Leavenworth, but a remote version
is being developed that will be able to provide exercises at a unit's
home station. These battle simulations and the command group ARTEP are
subsystems within a larger system for training battalion commanders and
their staffs. Courses taught in Army schools, and CPX's and field exer-
cises conducted by the units themselves are also elements of the command
group training system.

The systems approach ts3 training, as described in the Instructional
Systems Development Model,- is the approved methodology to be followed

'Battle Simulations and the ARTEP. Combined Arms Training Develop-
ments Activity, Ft Leavenworth, KS, 18-461, November 1977.

2
Army Training and Evaluation Program for Mechanized Infantry/Tank

Task Force, No. 71-2, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington,
D.C., 17 June 1977.

3lnterservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development.
TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30. Fort Monroe, VA: U.S. Army Training and Doc-
trine Command, 1975.
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in the development of military training systems. A4simple outline of
the systems approach, similar to Eckstrand's model, will serve to place
the present research in the context of a systems approach to training
development.

The development of a training system can be described as a seven
stage process:

1. Define the training objectives.

2. Develop measures of performance.

3. Derive the training content.

4. Design training methods and materials.

5. Conduct training.

6. Evaluate trainee performance.

7. Provide feedback to modify content, methods and materials.

The relationships among these stages are diagrammed in the flow chart in
Figure 1, and their relevance to the development of command group train-
ing is elaborated below.

The Command Group/Staff Module of the ARTEP defines the objective;
of the battalion command group training system. The module comprises
12 tasks, which are broken down into a total of 61 subtasks, a brief
statement of the conditions under which each task and subtask is per-
formed, and a general description of the performance standards for each
task and subtask. The tasks include such actions as Develop a plan
based on mission, Prepare and organize the battlefield, See the battle-
field during the battle, and Concentrate/shift combat power.

The measurement instruments developed for this research ar3 ques-
tionnaires answered by experienced evaldators who observe the command
group's behavior in a simulated combat environment. The questionnaire
items were derived from the command group ARTEP and from previous research
on the performance of battalion command groups in simulated combat.5

4Eckstrand, G. A. Current Status of the Technology of Training.
AMRL Document, Technical Report 64-86, September 1964.

5Barber, H. F. and Kaplan, I. T. Battalion Command Group Performance
in Simulated Combat. ARI Technical Paper. In press.
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Derive Design methods Conduct Evaluate
content and materials training performance

measures
Develop

Figure 1. A systems approacn to training development.
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The training content should alio be derived from the objectives,
because it should be directed tc.'axd satisfying those objectives. In
the case of verbal material, the content is expressed in the topics,
subjects and substance of books, lectures and courses. For battle
simulations, the content is specified by the exercise scenarios, which
determine the terrain on which the simulate battle is fought, the mis-
sion that the command group is assigned, and the ARTEP tasks and sub-
tasks that must be performed to accomplish the mission.

The methods and materials for training battalion commanders and
staffs include lectures, field manuals, exercises, and battle simula-
tions. These simulations are used both to conduct training and, with
the aid of performance measures based on the ARTEP, to evaluate the
effectiveness of previous training. The feedback that an individual
command group receives about its weaknesses enables it to modify its
own training program to address those weaknesses. Knowledge of the
weaknesses common to many command groups e.:ables the Army to improve
the total training system.

PURPOSE

The present investigation was concerned with the second and seventh
steps in the system development process: deriving performance measures
from tbP 1-1-3ining objectives, and providing feedback to improve training
content, ,...ichods and materials. This effort contributed directly to
two aims of 7)1e ARI Field Unit's research on command and control train-
ing: to identify critical command group performance requirements at
battalion and higher command levels, and to develop ways of measuring
these performances through the use of battle simulations. More spe-
cifically, the purposes of this investigation were as follows:

1. To develop a battery of performance measures that can be used
to evaluate (a) specific command-group performances, and (b) the overall
effectiveness of individual staff members and the command group as a
whole.

2. To identify the command group performances that are most impor-
tant for tl -ning in terms of (a) low performance ratings and (b) high
correlatior.a with overall effectiveness ratings. In other words, to
identify those performances that are deficient and/or strongly related
to overall effectiveness.
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METHOD

BATTALION COMMAND GROUPS

Data were collected from 13 mechanized and 10 non-mechanized units
stationed in the Continental United States. The mechanized units
included five infantry, three armor and five cavalry battalions. The
non-mechanized units were all infantry battalions. Three mechanized
infantry battalions were National Guard units, and all the other units
were Active Army, as shown in Table 1.

The battalion command group typically comprised the commander, Si,
S2, S3, S4, an air liaison officer (ALO), a fire support coordinator,
an operations sergeant, intelligence sergeant, assistant S2 and/or S3
air, fire support NCO, and one or two radio/telephone operators.

EXERCISES

Each command group was observed during the performance of two mis-
sions in the CATTS facility at Fort Leavenworth. The particular missions
assigned to a group depended on the type of unit it commanded, as shown
in Table 2. Mechanized units performed-a covering force operation fol-
lowed by a daylight attack as part of a larger force. Non-mechanized
units first performed a defense and then a non-illuminated, non-supported
night attack. Differences in mobility and probable real-world missions
determined the types of missions assigned. Active Army groups conducted
their two missions during a three-day exercise. National Guard groups
performed one mission per day during a two-day weekend exercise.

SIMULATION SYSTEM

The battlefield environment was simulated by the Combined Arms
Tactical Training Simulator (CATTS), which provides a computer-driven
exercise to train maneuver-battalion commanders and their staffs in the
control and coordination of enr,bined-arms operations. It simulate the
actions of units in combat, moves elements on and above the battlefield,
calculates intervisibility and detection between forces, weapon-to-
target ranges and the effects of weapons employment, and it maintains
the status of personnel, equipment, ammunition and fuel for friendly and
enemy forces. Speed of movement, line of sight, and weapons effects are
affected by changes in weather, terrain contour and soil type, suppres-
sive fires, and personnel and equipment status. The CATTS exercise is
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Type of Unit

TABLE 1
Number of Command Groups

Active Army National Guard

Mechanized
Infantry 2 3

Armor 3 0
Cavalry 5 0

Non-mechanized
Infantry 10 0

TABLE 2
Type of Mission

Type of Unit Mission 1 Mission 2

Mechanized Covering Force Attack

Non-mechanized. Defense Attack
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conducted in a real-time, freeplay mode. Within the prescribed tacti-
cal situation, the battalion commander can employ his assets in any
manner he deems appropriate. The only constraints are the assets avail-
able to the battalion and the actions of the enemy commander.

In this research, the command group occupied a simulated tactical
operations center (TOC), except for the S1 and S4 who were in another
area designated as the combat trains. The players (the battalion com-
mand group) in both areas were provided with communications equipment
normally found in a maneuver battalion_ They could communicate with
higher, lower and adjacent units (played by controllers) in any manner
consistent with Army procedure and with the simulated location of the
various units: face to face, by telephone or radio, and by written
message. Figure 2 illustrates the commu-'cations among the players,
the controllers and the computer. Most communication took place over
radio and telephone. The battalion command group had seven radiz. nets
(actually hard-wired) with appropriate-alternate frequencies. The nets
included the brigade command net, the brigade intelligence net, the
brigade administration/logistics net, the battalion command net, the
fire support net, and the air support net. In addition to the radio
nets, the command group also had a RATT (radio-teletype) unit and field
tel,.phones, when appropriate. The sounds of -Inemy jamming, battle, and
engine and generator noise were generated during the exercise to add to
the realism of the experience.

CONTROLLERS

A team of controllers, permanently assigned to CATTS, mediated
between the players and the computer. The control group included a
chief contrclier, who played the role of brigade commander, a brigade
Sl/S4 controller, who also played the roles of service-stpport-unit com-
manders and executive officers, a brigade S2/S3 controlle, four maneu-
ver- and supporting-unit commanders, a fire support contro:ler, two
forward observers, a direct air support controller (DASC), and a threat
controller. The DASC .7,7as played by a different Air Force officer each
time. The monitor was an adjunct member of the control group, who
observed the command group during the exercise and provided feedback to
the players during the post-game critique. This position !was a rotating
assignment among faculty members of the Command and General Staff College
who had served as battalion commanders or staff members and held the rank
of lieutenant colonel.

The members of the control group are listed in Table 3. Three con-
trollers, identified as interactors, input orders to the computer through
a control console: (1) the command and control interactor relayed orders
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Brigade
Level

Battalion
Level

Brigade Commander
Sl/S4 (Administration/Logistics)

S2/S3 (Intelligence/Operations)
FSE (Fire Support Element)
DASC (Direct Air Support Center)

IMMIIMMIIININNOWIN1

Orders and Information Information and Requests

Battalion Commander
S1 (Administration)
S2 (Intelligence)
S3 (Operations)
54 (Logistics)
FSCOORD (Fire Support Coordinator)
ALO (Air Liaison Officer)

Information

riAdjacento
Units

Information

Orders and Information Information and Requests

Company/
Supporting Unit
Leve."2,

Platoon Level

Regimental Level

1Company Commanders '

Supporting Unit Commanders
Executive Officers
Forward Observers I

Instructions Information

Computer

Instructions t Information

Enemy Commander'

Figure 2. Communication between controller and player positions in CATTS.
Controller positions are inclosed by broken lines.
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from the battalion command group to the maneuver units modeled in the
computer, (2): the fire support interactor input orders to the artillery
and air support units, and (3) the threat interactor, working independ-
ently, controlled the enemy force. The results of simulated movements
and engagements were displayed on television screens to the controllers,
who transmitted relevant information to the players via radio or telephone.
Except for the threat interactor and the monitor, all controllers acted
the roles of higher, lower or adjacent unit personnel. In addition to
their other functions, eight controllers also filled out observation forms
on which they evaluated the command group's performance in the areas des-
ignated in Table 3.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The documentation of the observation forms that were used to evaluate
the performance of battalion command groups in simulated combat is one of
the principal objectives of this report. These forms constitute a source
of test items that can be drawn upon by exercise directors or battalion
and brigade commanders. The items can also be used by researchers to
study command group training and performance. While still subject to
refinement, especially with respect to increased objectivity, these
observation forms were superior to those previously employed. The major
improvements, which were based on extensive experience using the earlier
forms, were (1) the introduction of a five-point scale for rating the
performance of ARTEP subtasks and (2) the addition of many specific
questions that were answered yes or no. The five-point rating scale
permitted finer discriminations than the three-point scale previously
used, and the yes/no questions provided more detailed information about
the components or elemeat:s of subtask performance.

Four different observation forms were filled out by the evaluators:

1. A form concernee --7Lth administration and logistics was completed
by the brigade S1 /S4 :-.11er.

2. Intelligence and operations forms were completed by the brigade
S2/S3 controller and by the controllers who played company commanders.

3. A 'ire support form was completed by the fire support controller.

4. An observation form covering all uLe preceding areas, in somewhat
less detail, was completed by the monitor.

Each observation for il. had two or three versions, appropriate to the
mission that was played. The Sl/S4, FS anu m-iitor's forms had one
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TABLE 3
CATTS Control Group

Position Rank Performance Observed

Chief Controller LTC

Brigade Sl/S4 MAJ Administration and Logistics

Brigade S2/S3 MAJ Intelligence and Operations

Command and Control Interactor CPT Intelligence and Operations

Company Controller MAJ Intelligence and Operations

Company Controller CPT Intelligence and Operations

Company Controller CPT Intelligence and Operations

Unit First Sergeants SSG

Fire Support Interactor CPT

Artillery Controller LTC Fire Support

Artillery Controller CPT

Artillery Controller SSG

Division Air Support Center CPT to
LTC

Threat Interactor CPT

Monitor LTC ARTEP Subtasks
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version for the covering force or defense and another version for the
mechanized or non-mechanized attack. The intelligence and operations
form had one version for the covering force, another for the defense,
and a third for the mechanized or non-mechanized attack. Most of the
items on a given form were the same in both or all three versions, but
some items were unique to the mission.

The performances evaluated by the brigade Sl/S4 controller included
subtasks and elements of subtasks concerned with providing supplies and
maintaining equipment before and during the battle, (Subtasks 3J, 3K,
9A and 9B), supporting the troops (9C), and integrating combat service
support (CSS) into the scheme of maneuver (9D). The Sl/S4 controller
also rated the overall effectiveness of the battalion S1 and S4 in com-
parison with those of previous command groups.

The brigade S2/S3 controller and the company commanders evaluated
subtasks and elements concerned wtih intelligence preparation of the
battlefield (1B, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D), analyzing friendly capabilities (1D),
selecting routes and positions (1F, 10, 1H), organizing for combat (3C),
communicating plans and orders (3D, 3F, 3G), seeing the battlefield
during the battle (51, 5C, 5D), troop leading during the battle (11A),
communicating changes (6B), concentrating combat power (9A, 8B, 8C, 8D),
and reacting to enemy electronic warfare (10A, 12A). They also rated
the overall effectiveness of the battalion S2, S3 and the command group
as a whole in comparison with previous S2's, S3's and command groups.

The fire support controller evaluated the fire support plan (11),
priority of fires (1J), fire support coordination (1L), modification of
the fire support plan during the battle (7A), and the overall effective-
ness of the battalion fire support element in comparison with that of
previous groups.

The monitor evaluated all the above types of performance by rating
subtasks of the command group ARTEP. The only subtasks he did not rate
were those that were not played in the exercise and those he could not
observe. He also evaluated the degree to which the mission was accom-
plished, and the overall effectiveness of the battalion commander and
the command group as a whole. Since the monitor did not have as much
experience observing command groups as the permanent controllers, he
did not rate them in comparison with previous groups, but used the five-
point performance scale instead.

The- scales that were used to rate performance, overall effectiveness
and mission accomplishment are listed below:
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The alternative responses on the five-point performance scale were
defined as follows:

1 - Completely overlooked, forgotten
2 - Major deficiencies
3 - Minor deficiencies
4 - Satisfactory
5 - Excellent

The overall effectiveness of the command group as a whole and of its
individual members were rated in comparison with previous command groups
and their members on the following scale:

1 - One of the worst
2 - Worse than average
3 - Average
4 - Better than average
5 - One of the best

The alternative responses for the monitor's evaluation of mission
accomplishment were:

1 - Failed to accomplish any part of the mission
2 - Failed to accomplish most of the mission
3 - Accomplished about half of the mission
4 - Accomplished most of the mission
5 - Accomplished all of the mission

DATA ANALYSIS

The primary objectives of the data analysis were to identify those
performances that were deficient and those that were highly correlated
with ratings of overall effectiveness. Performances were designated as
deficient when their average scores were less than or equal to the mid-
point of the rating scale. For performances rated on a five-point
scale, the criterion score was 3.0. For items answered yes or no, the
criterion score was 50% xes. Most of the yes/no items were worded so
that a yes response signified a correct performance in the rater's
judgement, but a few questions were phrased so the proper behavior was
indicated by a no response. Thus, the general deflnition of deficient
performance for yes/no items was an average score less than or equal to
50% correct.

A correlation was considered high when it was statistically signifi-
cant at the .01 level by the one-tailed test. Pearson r's were computed
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for the scaled items and point biserial correlations for the yes/no items.
The .01 criterion of significance was chosen in preference to the less
stringent .05 level, because of the large number of correlation coeffi-
cients (over 2,000) that were competed. About 100 would be significant
by chance at the .05 level, versus about 20 at the .01 level. The one-
tailed test was used because only a positive relationship was expected
between correct performance and overall effectiveness.

One problem with using correlation as a measure of criticality is
that the size of the correlation between two variables decreases when
the range of either variable is rest,-: ted.6 For example, if every S4
determined the status of equipment be.Lore the battle, there would be no
correlation between performance of this task and the S4's overall effec-
tiveness ratings, even though failure to perform the task might have
harmful consequences. In fact, however, lack of variation was not a
serious problem in this study, because the typical case of restricted
range occurred when the task was usually performed correctly. It can
be argued that a task which is performed correctly by a given population
is not important for training in that population. Scandura7 made a
related point, when he wrote that professional competence does not have
to be analyzed to the level of elementary skills. For example, all
accountants can add, so arithmetic ability is not an important vae.eble
for distinguishing among individuals within the popu-ition of trained
accountants'. Similarly, the tasks that were usually performed correctly
in the present investigation are not critical for training incumbent
command groups.. This argument is consistent with the ARTEP philosophy,
which advocates training to correct deficiencies.

The data for each of the four missions were analyzed separately.
First, mean scores were calculated for the items that were rated by
several observers, i.e., the intelligence and operations items that were
rated by the brigade S2/S3 and the company commanders, the overall effec-
tiveness ratings for the battalion S2 and S3 rated b2: the same controllers,
and the overall effectiveness ratings for the whole command group pro-
vided by the same controllers plus the monitor. These ratings were aver-
aged over observers to obtain a mean score for the command group on each
item. Then the scores for every command group on all four observation
forms (administration and logistics, intelligence and operations, fire

6Welkowitz, J., Ewen, R.B., and Cohen, J. Int7 ductory Statistics
for the Behavioral Sciences, 2d Ed. New York: Academic Press, 1976.

7
Scandura, J.M. Structural approach to instructional problems.

American Psychologist, 1977, 32, 33-54.
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support, and the monitor's form) were analyzed to produce the two desired
measures of performance for each item:

1. The mean rating averaged over all the command groups that played
a given mission.

2. The correlations between performance on the item ane the overall
effectiveness ratings, calculated across all the command groups that
played a given mission.

In addition to the analysis of ratings and correlations for every
item on the observation forms, analyses of variance were performed to
compare the relative difficulty of the four different missions, and
measures of inter-rater reliability were computed for the items that
were rated by several observers.

RESULTS

The results of this investigation are described below under three
major headings: (1) performance deficiencies, (2) performances corre-
lated with overall effectiveness, and (3) performances that were both
deficient and correlated with overall effectiveness. Under each heading,
four sets of command group performances are considered in turn: (1) ad-
ministration and logistics, (2) intelligence and operations, (3) fire
support and (4) the subtasks rated by the monitor. Within each of these
sets, the results are presented for each of the four missions: (1) cover-
ing force, (2) mechanized attack, (3) defense and (4) non-mechanized
attack.

PERFORMANCE DEFICIENCIES

A given performance was considered deficient when it was rated
incorrect for 50% or more of the command groups - in the case of items
answered yes or no, or when its average score was less than or equal to
3.0 - in the case of items rated on a five-point scale. All the defi-
cient pe4.formances are listed in Tables 4 through 7.

A performance that was deficient in one mission was not necessarily
deficient in another. To make the deficient performances stand out
more clearly, satisfactory performance scores are not included in Tables
4 through 7. The mean score for each item is entered in the column that
corresponds to the mission in which the performance was deficient. The
entries with decimal points are mean scores on the five-point scale.
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Percentage entries indicate the percent of yes responses to items that
were answered yes or no. The entry N/A (not applicable) means that
there is no score because the item did not appear on the observation
form fcr that mission.

Items that correspond to ARTEP subtasks in Tables 4 through 6 are
identified by the subtask label in parenthesis after the ite'n. The
elements of a subtask are listed before it. When elements of a subtask
were deficient, but the overall subtask was not, the subtask label is
given before the elements.

Administration and Logistics. Table 4 shows that the deficiencies
in administration and logistics had to do with providing supplies and
equipment during the battle (Subtask 9A), and integrating combat service
support into the scheme of maneuver (Sub task 9D). Four performances
were deficient in the covering force operation (Items 6d, 6e, 9b and 9c
on the observation form), none in the mechanized attack, one in the
defense (6d),,and one in the non-mechanized attack (6g). Obviously,
the specific deficiency in the use of transportation assets (9b) con-
tributed to the more general weakness in the integration of CSS into
the scheme of maneuver (9c) in the covering force.

Intelligence and Operations. All the items that were deficient
according to the average ratings of the S2/S3 and company ccmmander
controllers are listed in Table 5. There were leficienciec in eight
of the ten categories of items; the two exceptions were: B. Friendly
considerations and, C. Organize for combat. Because the items within
each category varied from one mission to another, a given item on the
observation form for one mission generally had a different number on
another form. For ease of reference, therefore, the items in Table 5
have been renumbered consecutively within each category.

Six items were deficient in at least three of the four missions:

A7. The intelligence collection plan was not properly prepared.

Cl. The command group sometimes made unwarranted assumption that
all team commanders were monitoring their radios for changes. (This

was an instance where ayes response indicated the incorrect behavior.)

Il. There was too much radio communication. (Another case where
yes meant wrong.)

12. There were security violations during radio traffic. (A :hird

such case.)
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TABLE 4
Deficiencies in Administration and Logistics-

Item
Mechanized

CFO Attack
Non-Mechanized

Defense Attack

6. In providing supplies and
..equipment to arm and fuel the

system during the battle: (9A)

d. Did the S4 coordinate with
the S2 so he knew the enemy's
capabilities?

e. Did the S4 keep his higher
appropriately informed of his
activities?

g. Did the S4 effectively
utilize his direct support assets?

9. In terms of integrating CSS
o the scheme of maneuver:

b. Were transportation
assets used to fit movement of
CSS resources to the scheme of
mar,,uiver?

c. How effectively was CSS
integrated into the scheme of
maneuver? (9D)

50%

45%

46%

3.00

33%

44%
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Item

TABLE 5
Deficiencies in Intelligence and Operations

Mechanized Non-Mechanized
CFO I Attack Defense Attack

A. Intelligence preparation of
the battlefield

1. Was the enemy's scheme of 41%
maneuver and fire support identi-
fied?

2. Was the enemy's ability
to attack by air identified?

3. Was the enemy's nuclear
capability identified?

4. Was the enemy's chemical
capability identified?

5. Overall, how well did the
command group identify critical
combat information and intelli-
gence? (1E, 2A)

6. Were all GSR elementa
effectively utilized?

7. Was the IF intelligence
collection plan properly prepared,
and did it reflect analysis by the
battalion S2 of tasking responsi-
bilities?

48%

45% Nhi

32% N/A

39% N/A

2.76 2.97

10%

..67 2.47

8. Overall, how well did the 2.71 2.73
command group determine combat
information and intelligence
shortfalls and aggressively gather
information from all available/
appropriate sources? (2B)

9. Was relevant information 2.85 2.98
from higher headquarters and adja-
cent units disseminated to company
commanders (e.g., minefields)?

N/A v. Not applicable.
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36%

44%

2.74

N/A

N/A

N/A
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
Deficiencies in Intelligence and Operations

10. Were company commanders
given an estimate of specifically
what they would be facing?

11. Overall, did the command
group disseminate combat informa-
tion and intelligence that was
event-oriented and usable to the
recipient? (2D)

D. Communicate /coordinate plans
and orders.

1. Were company commanders
given instructions on actions to
be performed if jamming occurs?

2. Were effective alternate
means of communication developed
in case of lost commo?

3. Was wire utilized as an
effective means of communication?

4. Did the command group
develop a communication plan which
satisfies the communications re-
quirements of the specific mission,
provides for COMSEC, specifies
alternative means of communication,
and insures operation of MIJI plan?
(3F)

5. Did all elements understand
what they were to do without exten-
sive questioning?

1 Mechanized
CFO Attack

6. Did the operation order
contain enough information for
attached units?

N/A . Not applicable.

36%

2.87

32%

N/A

2.79

46%

2.86

Non-Mechanized
Defense Attack

44%

35%

2.74

N/A

49%
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TABLE 5 (Continuo::;

Deficiencies in Intelligen- JAd ".#erations

Limn

7: Was suff±lent time allowed
to task force elements for their
troop leading promedures?

8. Overall, -were the orders
appropriate, clea= concise, and
did they contmin...esential informa-
tion; were they _.1.-sued so as to

allow TF elements maximum time to
go throagh troop :4.eading proce-
dures; and were they coordinated
with pruner ageatkies? (3G)

E. See the berrEseield during
the hattIeL

1. How ykil did the commend

group disserel:,_tzforma and
intelligenckt ti. ions 45trent---ri-

ented, t' the
accurate, and within. a =hire .ame

which permitted
react? (5D)

L. Troop lead rut= = be#Lt

C.411A)

1. WEME &Let:tat cos=4s=

wets adecintEel., cotItroh-4ed/

monitored du aBlifict cc

the exercise?

G. Coordinate -Gry mac- re changes.
(6B)

1. Did the commarid group

sometimes asmeme all : meanders
were monitordzammWd.-: 5or changes?

Concentrate/ate= c mbat power.

1. How ell tti: command

group read r battlefield & deter-

mine the precise plate S. time for
maximum combat poser needed to be
employed? (8A)

Mechanized Non-Nethanized

(S0 :Tack Defense Attack I

44%

2.79

3.00

2.94

56%

2.60

44%

3.GC

6.47: 56%

.00

6k41.

*Mb
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
Deficiemmies in Intelligence and Operatimes

Mee:manic:8d Nas-MWelanizee
CFO Attack Defkuse Attacirt

2. When the enemy committed 2.4? N/A

itself, al-1 the command gramm ade-
quately 4eploy forces?

3. Ware tactical decfsimns 392

mode consistent with the :::±me-

distancerslationship?

4. aMerall, how well did the
command stoup concentrate its
organic/attached /DS assets accord-
ing to the weapons capabilities and
movement of the enemy force? (8B/C)

5. Overall, how well did the 2.:30

commend grump direct organic/sup-
sorting fortes to conduct economy

force operations in the thinly
Wad areas (when concentrating
crmbat power)? (8D)

I, Enemy al Considerations.

N/A

3..007

Mee there too much cos- 88% 732

sou=caan?

2. Mid security violations 54% 612

occur during radio traffic?

3. ...Overall, how well did the 2.81 2.1.

command group adhere to communica-
tions and electronic security
measurer?: (10A)

4. Was a Mill report promptly 40'

submitted to higher headquarters
using secure means of communica-
tion?

N/A mil Ilimr applicable.

Si 71

507.
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
Deficiencies in Intelligence and Operations

Mechanized Non-Mechanized

CFO Attack Defense Attack

!.4. Dint the cumnedi group
direst a =witch to span= frequency
as a Last Resort using mroper
authentication techniques?

66 Overall, how well did the
command gnoup recognize and react
to enemy electronic warfare? (12A)

23%

2.82

36%

2.85

34% 43%

J. Other.

1. Was the sufficient intra-
staff coordination between 2/3
and 1/4?

2.. Was there sufficient coor-
dination between NCS and 2/3?

3- How well did the command
group apply the time-distance
relationship while maneuvering

41%

43%

2.86

38%

49%

Task Force elements?

4. Did the Task Force maneu-
ver elements become decisively
engaged because of battalion action?

5. What was the size of the

56%

23%.

N/A N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

battalion reserve?

N/A = Not applicable.

NCS Net Control Station.
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15. Spare frequencies were not used correctly.

J5. The battalion reserve was too large. The percentage for this

item indicates the size of the battalion reserve, which should have been

about 10%, in the judgement of the raters.

The largest number of deficiencies occurred in the covering forme

operation (33) and the next largest in the mechanized attack (22). There

were relatively few deficient performances in the _defense (9) or in 'he

non-mechanized attack (6). The greatest concentions of deficiencies
were in categories:

A. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield.

D. Communicate/coordinate plans and orders.

H. Concentrate/shift combat power.

I. Enemy EW considerations.

Categories A, D and I were weak in the covering force and mechanized

attack; Category E, mainly in the covering force.

Fire Support. The deficiencies in fire support are labelled in

Table 6 as they were on the observation form. Only Item la, planning

the utilization of heavy mortars, was deficient in several types of

mission. All the other deficiencies, which were related to determining

the initial priority of fires (Subtask 1J) and modifying the fire sup-

port plan (Subtask 7A) were confined to the covering force. Items 4a and

4b were parts of the overall performance encompassed by Item 4c.

Monitor's Ratings. The subtasks evaluated by the monitor are

labelled in Table 7 as they were on his observation form and in the

command group ARTEP. Only four subtasks were deficient in three of the

four missions: 2C (Analyze enemy), 2D (Disseminate critical intelli-

gence), 3G (Communicate/coordinate plans and orders), and 12A (React to

enemy electronic warfare). However, twelve subtasks, including 2C, 2D

and 3G, were deficient in both the covering force and the mechanized

attack; these were primarily the subtasks concerned with intelligence

before (2A, 2B, 2C and 2D) and during (5A, 5B, 5C and 5D) the battle,

and with managing combat service support (9A, 9B and 9C). Altogether

19 items were deficient in the covering force and 15 in the mechanized

attack, compared to just three in the defense and three in the non-

mechanized attack.
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TEitz 6
DEacient '41F in Fi'''43 C7-'..mapar=t

Mechamtamt
Item 1:F0 1

1. Flan use of organic/attatmed
and non-organic fires. (II)

a. Did fire plan effectz-*ely
utilize heavy mortars?

2. Determine priority of firmt 1J

a. Was priority of fires VNe
to appropriate TF element(s) tL
support scheme of maneuver?

b. Was suppression of firm 5qt
considered?

4. Modify fire support plan.

a. During the battle was
priority of fires supporting mar,
scheme of maneuver immediately
communicated to supporting and
supported units?

b. Were requests for immecti
ate fire support received ant
assigned to appropriate fire:sw -
port agencies?

c. Overall, how well di.,
command group perform relatir,,

the standard? (7A)

.1.- .90

Non-Mechanized
Defense Attack

10.

40%
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TABLE 7
Deficiencies Observed by the Mari-tar

Mechanized
Item CFO Attack

ran-Mechanized

Dtiense Attack

1. Develop plug .cased on mission.

B. Uenti= critical intelli-
gence.

I. Plan use,of organic/
attached and nan-organic fires.

2. Initiate inmelligence prepa-
ration of the battlefield.

A. Identify critical intelli-
gence.

B. Gather critical intelli-
gence.

C. Analyze enemy.

D. Disseminate critical
intelligence.

3. Prepare and organize the
battlefield.

E. Plan organic, attached a=
non-organic supporting fires and
determine prinrity.

F. Develop a communication
plan.

G. Communicate/coordinate
plans and orders.

I. Employ active/passive
security measures.

2.73

, 35 2.67

5 2.83

2:--4 2.92

2. -3 2.91

2.73

2.60

3.00

2.71

2.73 2.83

3.00
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TABLE 7 (Continued)
Deficiencies Observed by the Monitor

Item

Mechanized Non-Mechanized
CFO Attack Defense J Attack

5. See the battlefield during the
battle.

A. Identify critical intelli-
gence.

2.75 2.70 .10

B. Gather critical intelli-
gence.

2.92 2.80

C. Analyze enemy. 2.42 3.00

D. Disseminate critical
intelligence.

3.00 2.89

7. Employ fires and other combat
assets.

A. Modify fire support plan. 2.92 .1=6

B. Employ fires. 3.00

8. Concentrate/shift combat power.

A. Determine critical place

and time.

2.92 2.83

B/C. Concentrate/shift combat
pdwer.

2.83

9. Manage combat service support
assets.

A. Arm and fuel the systems. 3.00 3.00

B. Fix the system. 3.00 2.89

C. Support the troops 3.00 3.00

D. Integrate CSS into scheme



Item

TABLE 7 (Continued)
Deficiencies Observed by t */77.--413r

Mechanized Non-Mechanized

CFO At^7236r_ Defense Attack

12. React to situations requiring

special actions.

A. React to enemy electronic
warfare.

3.00 3.00 2.00
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Summary. The percentage of items that were judged deficient in
each type of mission is shown in Figure 3. The four percentages for
each mission refer to (1) administration and logistics rated by the
Sl/S4 controller, (2) intelligence and operations rated by the S2/S3
and company commander controllers, (3) fire support rated by the fire
support controller, and (4) subtasks rated by the monitor. Every

evaluator reported the greatest percentage of deficiencies in the
covering force operation. The next highest percentages of deficiencies
were in the mechanized attack, specifically in the intelligence and
operations items and in the monitor's ratings. There were relatively

few deficiencies in the defense and the non-mechanized attack.

The preceding results indicate that the mechanized attack was per-
formed better than the covering force and that both non-mechanized mis-
sions were performed better than the mechanized missions. These rela-
tionships were generally supported by further analysis of the data.
Table 8 summarizes the mean scores on the ARTEP subtasks evaluated by
each rater for each mission. A higher score means the subtask was per-
formed better. An analysis of variance was done for each set of ratings.
In Kirk's8 terminology, it was a split plot factorial design with re-
peated measures over two factors, mission (first versus second) and sub-
tasks, with type of unit (mechanized versus non-mechanized) a grouping
factor. The ANOVAs showed that the second mission was significantly
better than the first (p (.05) for the administration and logistics
ratings, and for fire support. The non-mechanized groups scored sig-
nificantly higher than the mechanized ones only on the intelligence and
operations subtasks (p <.001). Planned comparisons (t tests) showed
that the mechanized attack was performed better than the covering force
for all four sets of subtasks: administration and logistics (p (.01),
intelligence and operations (p <.05), fire support (p(.001), and the
monitor's ratings (p (.05). The non-mechanized attack was better than

the defense only for fire support (p <.001). Because the attack was
always the second mission, it is not possible to decide whether it was
an easier mission to perform or whether the command groups improved with

practice from the first mission to the second. It is probable, however,

that the covering force was more difficult than the defense, because
those Lwo missions were always performed first.

CORRELATES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Eight measures of effectiveness were obtained in this investigation:
the overall performance of the S1 and of the S4 were rated by the S1 /S4

8Kirk, R. E. Experimental Design: Procedures for the behavioral

sciences. Belmont, California: Brooks Cole, 1968.
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15% 35% 43% 40%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Covering Force Operation

1 4% 9% 7%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS

6%

Monitor

0% 25% 0% 32%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Mechanized Attack

147 7% 8% 6%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor

Figure 3. Percentage of items rated deficient by each rater

for each type of mission.
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Item

TABLE 8
Mean Ratings on ARTEP Sub tasks

Mechanized Non-Mechanized
CFO Attack Defense Attack

Administration and logistics 2.9

Intelligence and operations 2.9

Fire support 3.2

Monitor 3.1 3.4

3.7

3.1

3.9

3.4

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.7

3.5

4.1

3.3
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controller, the S2 and S3 were rated by the S2/S3 controller and the

company commander controllers, the utilization of fire support assets

(FS) was rated by the fire support controller, the battalion commander

(Cdr) and mission accomplishment (Msn) were rated by the monitor, and

the overall effectiveness of the command group as a whole (CG) was rated

by the S2/S3 and company commander controllers and by the monitor.

Intercorrelations Between Effectiveness Ratings. The intercorrela-

tions among the measures of effectiveness for each mission are shown in

Tables 9 through 12. Most of the correlations in Tables 9 and 10 are

based on 13 cases; most of those in Tables 10 and 11 are based on 10

cases. Correlations that are significant beyond the .01 level are marked

with asterisks. The statistical significance of a correlation depends

nn the Trimghcer of cases on h 4,h it is t3so4, ao well as on its size.

Therefore, a given correlation may not be significant, even though it

is larger than a significant correlation that is based on more cases.

As would be expected, the rating of the command group as a whole

was the measure most highly correlated with the other measures of

effectiveness. Eight of the eleven significant correlations in Tables

9 through 12 involved the command group rating. The most consistently

related pair of variables were the S3 and command group ratings, which

were significantly correlated in all four missions. On the other hand,

only one of the monitor's effectiveness ratings was significantly corre-

lated with another effectiveness rating, viz., mission accomplishment

with command group effectiveness in the defense. Probably the reason

that no other monitor's ratings were significantly correlated was that

every command group was rated by a different monitor. Variation in

personal evaluative criteria from one monitor to another probably reduced

the correlations between effectiveness ratings. The FS rating was not

significantly correlated with any other measure of effectiveness, which

probably reflects a lack of integration between fire support and the

other command group functions.

Administration and Logistics. Table 13 shows that most of the admin/

log items significantly correlated with overall effectiveness ratings

were correlated with the rating of the S4. This is a plausible result,

because most of the items refer to S4 functions. There were fewer sig-

nificant correlations in the non-mechanized missions than in the mech-

anized ones, because the performance ratings were consistently high in

the non-mechanized missions. As noted in the Method Section, when the

range of the variables is restricted, the correlation between them is

reduced.
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TABLE 9
Intercorrelations Between Effectiveness Ratings

for the Covering Force Operation:

S1

S2

S3

S4

vo
1; 1.I

Cdr

Msn

S2

.24

S3

.47

.53

S4

.87**

.28

.36

FS

.37

.27

.37

.37

Cdr

.41

-.61

-.21

.40

_ lc
.4. -J

Msn

.14

-.11

-.38

.27

.24

.23

CG

.73*

.38

.68*

.66*

.20

-.11

-.31

*p <:01
**p <.001

TABLE 10
Intercorrelations Between Effectiveness Ratings

for the Mechanized Attack

S2 S3 S4 FS Cdr Msn CG

Si 1. .59 .59 .63 .26 .65 .21 .50

S2 .87** .68* .24 .39 .22 .77**

S3 .58 .32 .42 .57 .90**

S4 .39 .33 .10 .58

FS .02 .35 .40

Cdr .14 .46

Msn .66

*p <.01
**p < .001
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TABLE 11
Intercorrelations Between Effectiveness Ratings

for the Defense

S2 S3 S4 FS Cdr Msn CG

S1

S2

S3

S4

-.51 -.67

.64

-.08

-.24

-.06

.64

-.27

-.18

.53

.40

-.42

.10

-.04

-.27

.27

.47

-.15

-.46

.19

.71*

.07

FS

Cdr

Msn

*p < . 01

1GVJ 1n
J. L,

.63 .76

.79*

TABLE 12
Intercorrelations Between Effectiveness Ratings

for the Non-Mechanized Attack

S2 S3 S4 FS Cdr Msn CG

S1 -.36 -.14 .09 .50 -.18 -.17 .00

S2 .38 -.18 -.13 .22 .63 .17

S3 -.08 .08 .32 .14 .73*

S4 .08 .54 .65 .15

FS .51 -.04 .18

Cdr -.15 .42

Msn .52

*p<.01
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Inspection of the data showed that most of the admin/log subtasks
or their elements were significantly correlated with overall effective-

ness ratings in all four missions. The subtasks rated by the S1 /S4

controller were 3J (Provide supplies) and 3K (Maintain equipment), per-
formed in preparation for the battle; and 9A (Arm and fuel the systems),
9B (Fix the systems), 9C (Support the troops), and 9D (Integrate CSS
into scheme of maneuver), performed during the battle. There were only

a few cases in which one of these subtasks or its elemetns was not cor-
related with a measure of effectiveness. Subtash 3K was not correlated
with effectiveness in the first mission (covering force or defense),
when there was no maintenance to perform. Subtasks 9C and 9D were not
correlated with effectiveness in the mechanized attack, when they were
perfnmad (7pngintAntly well, with little variation. With the preceding

exceptions, some elements of every admin/log subtask were significantly
correlated with Si, S4, or command group effectiveness in all four mis-
sions.

Intelligence and Operations. About 20% of the items in this cate-
cory were significantly correlated with the effectiveness rating for the

command group as a whole (Table 14). Somewhat fewer items were corre-

lated with the S2 and S3 ratings. There were more significant correla-
tions in the two mechanized missions, because there was a wider range
of variation in performance, as noted above.

Most of the intel/ops items were related to ARTEP subtasks and ele-
ments thereof. The following subtasks or their elements were consistently
correlated with effectiveness ratings in three or in all of the four

different missions:

12)
AIA.cA.

4Z 1
1 AL LL1Lic- an4.y =1 Lvmwes, .4AJ.v.A.mcs 4"4.°114"71P0-

2B. Gather critical combat information and intelligence.

2C. Analyze opposing force.

2D. Disseminate critical combat information and intelligence.

3C. Organize for combat.

3G. Communicate/coordinate plans and orders.

(The preceding subtasks were performed in preparation for the
battle; the following were performed during the battle.)
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TABLE 13
Number of Administration and Logistics Its

Significantly Correlated (p (.01) With Effectiveness Ratings

Effectiveness
Rating

Mechanized
CFO Attack

Non-Mechanized
Defense Attack

Si 14 2 0 0

S4 16 9 12 4

CG 5 3 0 0

NOTE: The total number of items was 26 in the CFO and defense,

28 in the attack.

TABLE 14
Number of Intelligence and Operations Items

Significantly Correlated (p <.01) With Effectiveness Ratings

Effectiveness
Rating

Mechanized
CFO. Attack

Non-Mechanized
Defense Attack

S2 9 9 8 2

S3 3 18 8 8

CG 21 17 11 19

NOTE: The total number of items was 93 in the covering force,
89 in the mechanized attack, 95 in the defense and 88 in the

non-mechanized attack.
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5B. Gather critical combat information and intelligence.

6B. Coordinate/communicate changes.

8A. Determine critical place and time.

8B/C. Concentrate/shift combat power. (8B, in the attack/8C, in

the defense or retrograde).

10A. Defeat or suppress the enemy's electromagnetic intelligence
effort.

Troop lead during battle.

Another item, not explicitly part of any subtask, that was signifi-
cantly correlated with effectiveness ratings in all four missions, was

the question: "How well did the command group apply the time-distance
relationship while maneuvering Task Force elements?"

Subtasks 1B and 2A, which are separate items in the ARTEP, could
not be evaluated separately by the controllers.

Fire Support. One third of the items rated by the fire support con-
troller were significantly correlated with his rating of overall fire
support effectiveness (Table 15). However, none of the items were cor-
related with the rating of command group effectiveness, which is con-
sistent with the low correlation between FS and CG ratings mentioned
earlier. Examination of the results showed that all four subtasks rated
by the fire support controller were significantly correlated with his
rating of fire support effectiveness in three of the four missions. In

the non-mechanized attack, when the subtasks were performed consistently
well, Subtask 1L was the only one significantly correlated with fire
support effectiveness.

The four subtasks rated by the fire support controller were:

1I. Plan use of rganic/attached and non-organic fires.

1J. Determine priority of fires.

1L. Conduct initial fire support coordination.

7A. Modify fire support plan.
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TABLE 15
Number of Fire Support Items

Significantly Correlated (p4.01) With Effectiveness Ratings

Effectiveness Mechanized Non-Mechanized

Rating CFO Attack ,Defense Attack

FS 5 6 6 1

CG 0 0 0 0

NOTE: The total number of items was 14 in the covering force
and defense, 13 in the attack.

TABLE 16
Number of Items Rated by the Monitor

Significantly Correlated (p < .01) With Effectiveness Ratings

Effectiveness
Rating

Msn

Cdr

CG

Mechanized
CFO Attack

0 0

2 0

0 0

Non-Mechanized
Defense Attack

3 0

3 1

u3
A

NOTE: The total number of items in each mission was 47.
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Monitor. Few of the items rased by the monitor were correlated
with any measure of overall effec:iveness (Table 16), probably because
each command group was observed boya different monitor.

Summary. Figure 4 presents tile percentage of items on each observa-
tion form that were significantly correlated with one or more measures
of effectiveness. In the two mechanized missions and in the defense,
many of the S1 /S4 items (39% to 65%) and the fire support items (43%

to 46% were correlated with effectiveness. Few of them (14% and 8%)

were related to effectiveness in the non-mechanized attack, when they

were generally performed well. About one-fourth of the S2/S3 items
(22% to 29%) were strongly related to effectiveness in all four missions.
Few of the monitor's ratings (0% to 13%) were correlated with effective-
ness in any mission.

Comparison with Figure 3 shows that many more items were correlated
with effectiveness than were deficient. This was especially true in the
defense, where a substantial percentage of the items were significantly
related to effectiveness, but few of them were deficient.

CRITICAL PERFORMANCES

In terms of the criteria employed in this investigation, the most
important command group performances were those that were both deficient
and significantly correlated wiirrb overall effectiveness. Twenty-four of

the performances evaluated in the areas of administration and logistics,
intelligence and operations, and fire support were identified as critical

in at least one mission. These performances and the missions in which
they were critical are listed in Tables 17 through 19, below.

Administration and Logistics. Four items evaluated by the Sl/S4
controller were both deficient and correlated with effectiveness. Three

of them were critical in the covering force operation and one in the
defense, as shown in Table 17. They are labelled in the table as they

were on the controller's observation form. The first three items were

elements of Subtask 9A, Arm and fuel the systems. The fourth item was

Subtask 9D, Integrate CSS into the scheme of maneuver.

Intelligence and Operations. The 17 items that were identified as
critical in this area are listed in Table 18. They are numbered con-

secutively in each category. They were renumbered in the table, because

they did not have the same numbers on the observation forms for each
mission. Five of the items corresponded to ARTEP subtasks. These were

items A2, A4, A7, D1, and 13 which referred to the following subtasks:

1B, 2A. Identify critical combat information and intelligence.
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65% 29% 43% 4% 39% 28% 46% 0%

Sl/S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Covering Force Operation Mechanized Attack

46% 22% 43%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS

Defense

13%

Monitor

14% 27% 8% 2%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Non-Mechanized Attack

Figure 4. Percentage of items significantly correlated (p <.01)
with effectiveness for each rater and type of mission.



TABLE 17
Critical Performances

in Administration and Logistics

Item Mission

6. In providing supplies and equipment to arm and fuel
the system during the battle (9A):

d. Did the S4 coordinate with the S2 so he knew the CFO

enemy's capabilities?

e. Did the S4 keep his higher appropriately CFO

informed of his act4v4**4..09

g. Did the S4 effectively utilize his direct support Defense

assets?

9. c. How effectively was CSS integrated into the CFO

scheme of maneuver? (9D)
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TABLE 18
Critical Performances

in Intelligence and Operations

Item Mission

A. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield.

1. Was the enemy's scheme of maneuver and fire CFO

support identified?

2. Overall, how well did the command group identify CFO

critical combat information and intelligence? (1B, 2A)

3. Was the TF intelligence.eolleetion plan properly
prepared, and did it reflect analysis by the bat-
taIiOn-S2-Of-tasking responsibilities?

rrn.

Non-mech atk

4. Overall, how well did the command group deter- CFO,

mine combat information and intelligence shortfalls Mech atk

and aggressively gather information from all avail-
able/appropriate sources? (2B)

5. Was relevant information from higher headquarters Mech atk

and adjacent units disseminated to company commanders
(e.g., minefields)?

6. Were company commanders given an estimate of CFO

specifically what they would be facing?

7. Overall, did the command group disseminate combat CFO

information and intelligence that was event-oriented
and usable to the recipient? (2D)

D. Communicate/coordinate plans and orders.

1. Overall, were the orders appropriate, clear, CFO,

concise, and did they contain essential information; Mech atk

were they issued so as to allow TF elements maximum

time to go through troop leading procedures; and were
they coordinated with proper agencies? (3G)

F. Troop lead during the battle.

1. Were all attached combat units adequately con- CFO

trolled/monitored during the conduct of the exercise?

(11A)
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TABLE 18 (Continued)
Critical Performances

in Intelligence and Operations

Item Mission

G. Coordinate/communicate changes.

1. Did the command group sometimes assume all com- Mech atk

manders were monitoring radios for changes? (6B)

H. Concentrate/shift combat power.

1. Were tactical decisioas Tiade cousisteut with

the time-distance relationship? (8C)

I. Enemy EW considerations.

1. Was there too much communication? Mech atk

2. Did security violations occur during radio CFO,

traffic? Mech atk

3. Overall, how well did the command group adhere CFO,

to communications and electronic security measures? Mech atk

(10A)

4. Did the command group direct a switch to spare CFO

frequency as a last resort, using proper authentica-
tion techniques? (12A)

J. Other.

1. Was there sufficient intra-staff coordination Mech atk

between 2/3 and 1/4?

2. How well did the command group apply the time- CFO

distance relationship while maneuvering Task Force

elements?

1.
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2B. Gather critical combat information and intelligence.

2D. Disseminate critical combat information and intelligence.

3G. Communicate/coordinate plans and orders.

10A. Defeat or suppress opposing force's electromagnetic intelli-
gence effort.

The subtasks to which the above items referred are indicated in
parenthesis after the items in the table. Six other items, Al, A3, A5,

A6, Il and 12, were elements of these subtasks. Four more items, Fl,

Cl, H1 and 14 were elements of the following subtasks:

11A. Troop lead during battle.

6B. Coordinate/communicate changes.

8C. Concentrate/shift combat power in the defense or retrograde.

12A. React to opposing force electronic warfare.

Finally, items Jl and J2 were not classified as part of any specific

subtask. Four of the items in Table 18 were critical in both the cover-
ing force and the mechanized attack, one in the covering force and non-
mechanized attack, eight in the covering force alone, and four only in

the mechanized attack. None were critical in the defense.

Fire Support. The three items in Table 19 are labelled as they were

on the fire support observation forms. Item la was part of Subtask 1I,

Plan use of organic/attached and non-organic fires. Item 4b was part
of Subtask 7A, Modify fire support plan, and Item 4c referred to the

entire Subtask 7A. All three performances were eritical in the covering

force.

Monitor. Two items rated by the monitor met the joint criteria of

defiaWEi-and correlation with effectiveness: Subtask 8A, Determine

critical place and time, and Subtask 8C, Concentrate/shift combat power
in the defense or retrograde, were both identified as critical in the

covering force operation.

Summary. It is apparent in Figure 5 that the majority of critical
performances were identified in the covering force operation, where
12% to 21% of the S1 /S4, S2/S3 and fire support items were both defi-

cient and significantly correlated with effectiveness. A secondary
concentration of critical performances (10%)occurred in the S2/S3
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TABLE 19
Critical Performances

in Fire Support

Item Mission

1. Plan use of organic/attached and non-organic fires
(1I)

a. Did fire plan effectively utilize heavy mortars? CFO

4. Modify fire support plan. (7A)

b. Were requests for immediate fire support received CFO

and assigned to appropriate fire support agencies?

c. Overall, how well did the command group perform CFO

relative to the standard?
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12% 13% 21% 4% j 0% 10% 0% 0%

S1 /S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor Sl/S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor

Covering Force Operation

14% I 0% 0% 0%

Sl/S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Defense

Mechanized Attack

0% 1% 0% 0%

Sl/S4 S2/S3 FS Monitor
Non-Mechanized Attack

Figure 5. Percentage of items identified as critical by each

rater for each type of mission.
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area in the mechanized attack. Very few items were critical in the
defense or the non-mechanized attack.

RATER RELIABILITY

Comparing the performance ratings from several different observers
of the same command group, suggested three related questions:

1. How reliable were the ratings of a single observer?

2. How reliable were the mean ratings from several observers?

0

3. How significant were the differences among raters?

Since the intelligence and operations items were scored by four or five
raters at every exercise, it was possible to measure the amount of con-
sistency or disagreement among different raters. Rater reliability
measures the consistency within one or more raters; conversely, analysis
of variance tests the significance of differences among raters.

Reliability is defined as the ratio of true score variance to total
score variance, where "true score" means that part of the score that is
the same at each rescoring. Two measures of rater reliability9 are the
reliability of ratings from a single rater, r11, and the reliability of

- Ve Vi
mean ratings from k raters, rkk: ril = Vi +i (k -1) Ve

and rkk -
Vi
Ve

where Vi = variance for items
Ve = variance for error
k = number of raters

The coefficients of rater reliability for eight randomly selected
missions are listed in Table 20 in the order that the missions occurred.
Each coefficient was calculated from the intelligence and operations
items rated on a five-point scale by four or five observers. The relia-
bility of ratings from a single rater varied from .07 to .38 with a mean
of .22. The reliability of mean ratings from several observers varied
from .29 to .71 with a mean of .55. Thus, increasing the number of
raters from one to four or five more than doubled the rater reliability.

The variance analyses on which the reliability estimates were based
showed that in every case the differences among raters were statistically

9Guilford, J. P. Psychometric Methods, 2d Ed. New York: McGraw

Hill, 1954.
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TABLE 20
Rater Reliability

for Eight Selected Missions

Number
Raters, k

Coefficient of Reliability

Single
Rater, r

11

Mean of
k Raters, rkk

4 .24 .56

5 .21 .57

4 .21 .52

5 .26 .64

4 .38 .71

5 .24 .61

5 .18 .53

5 .07 .29
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significant beyond the .001 level. In a typical case, with r11 = .21
and r55 = .57, the mean ratings from five different observers, averaged
over all the five-point intelligence and operations items, were 2.6,
3.5, 3.8, 3.9 and 4.4. Significant differences among the means of dif-
ferent raters for the same command group is evidence of rater bias, i.e.,
the tendency of an individual to give high, or low, ratings. One impli-
cation of this result is that the same rater or, preferably, raters
should be employed when comparing the performances of different command
groups or of the same command group at different times.

DISCUSSION

CRITICAL SUBTASKS

The present investigation brings to 50 the total number of battalion
command groups whose performance in CATTS exercises has been analyzed.
Twenty-three groups were observed in the present study and 27 in the
previous one.1° Both investigations used essentially the same criteria
of low performance rating and high correlation with effectiveness to
identify critical performances, although there were some differences in
detail. One difference was that in the present investigation a subtask
was considered critical when any one of its elements was critical;
whereas in the previous investigation subtask elements were not rated.
Another difference was in the cut-off point for identifying low-rated
performances. In the present investigation, a performance was classified
as deficient when its mean rating was at or below the midpoint of the
rating scale. In the previous investigation, a performance was considered
deficient when its mean rating was one standard deviation below the mean
of all the subtasks rated by the observer who evaluated it.

The reason a relative criterion was used in the previous investiga-
tion, rather than the midpoint of the scale, was that very few subtasks
were rated below the middle of the three-point scale used in that study.
The three points were defined as:

1 - Unsatisfactory, major departure from ARTEP standard

2 - Minor deviation from standard

3 - Satisfies the standard,

1°Barber, H F., and Kaplan, I. T. op. cit.
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and the lowest rating was rarely given. In contrast, the five-point
scale used in the present investigation increased the range of scores
given for subtask performance, so that for every rater there were several
subtasks whose mean ratings were below the midpoint of the scale.

In spite of some differences in procedure between the two investiga-
tions, there was considerable agreement between them with respect to
the subtasks that were identified as critical. Table 21 summarizes all
the subtasks that were critical in either study - a total of 20 differ-

ent subtasks. The X's in the two right-hand columns indicate the study
in which each subtask was critical. It can be seen that 14 subtasks
were identified in the previous investigation and 15 in the present one.
Nine subtasks were critical in both studies: Subtasks 1B, 1I, 2A, 2B,

3G, 8A, 8C, 10A and 12A.

Furthermore, all the subtasks that were critical in only one study
met one criterion of criticality in the other. Thus, five subtasks

(2C, 5B, 5C, 5D and 8B) were critical in the previous investigation,
but not in the present one. Four of them (2C, 5B, 5C and 5D) were
deficient in the present investigation; however, they were not corre-
lated with effectiveness. The fifth (8B) was correlated with effective-

ness, but was not deficient. Conversely, six subtasks (2D, 6B, 7A, 9A,
9D and 11A) that were critical in the present investigation were not
critical in the previous one. Subtask 2D was deficient in the previous

study, but it was not then correlated with effectiveness. The other

five subtasks (6B, 7A, 9A, 9D and 11A) were correlated with effective-

ness, but were not deficient. Overall, the two investigations of bat-
talion command group performance were in general agreement concerning
the identification of critical ARTEP subtasks.

The four missions, however, differed greatly with respect to subtask
criticality. All but one (6B) of the 15 subtasks that were critical in
this investigation were critical in the covering force operation. Five

subtasks (2B, 2D, 3G, 6B and 10A) were critical in the mechanized attack.
Only one (9A) was critical in the defense, and one (2B) in the non-
mechanized attack. The distribution of critical subtasks paralleled
the distribution of performance deficiencies, i.e., the greatest number
of deficiencies occurred in the covering force mission followed by the
mechanized attack, defense, and non-mechanized attack.

Performance differences between the first and second missions may
have been caused by improvement with practice or by differences in
difficulty. The contributions of practice and difficulty were con-
founded, because the second mission was always an attack. The results

do indicate, however, that the mechanized missions were more difficult
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TABLE 21
Subtasks Identified as Critical

for Battalion Command Group Training

TASK 1. Develop plan based on mission.

1B. Identify critical combat information and
intelligence.

1I. Plan fires.
TASK 2. Initiate intelligence preparation of the

battlefield.
2A. Identify critical combat information and

intelligence.
2B. Gather critical combat information and intelli- X

gence.

2C. Analyze opposing force. X
2D. Disseminate critical combat information and

intelligence.
TASK 3. Prepare and organize the battlefield.

3G. Communicate/coordinate plans and orders. X

TASK S. See the battlefield during the battle.
5B. Gather critical combat information and intelli- X

gence.

5C. Analyze opposing force. X

5D. Disseminate critical combat information and X
intelligence.

TASK 6. Control and coordinate combat operations.
6B. Coordinate/communicate changes. X

TASK 7. Employ fires and other combat support assets.
7A. Modify fire support plan. X

TASK 8. Concentrate/shift combat power.
8A. Determine critical place and time. X X

8B. Concentrate/shift combat power in the attack. X

8C. Concentrate /shift-combat power in the defense X X

or retrograde.
TASK 9. Manage combat service support assets.

9A. Arm and fuel the systems. X

9D. Integrate CSS into scheme of maneuver X

TASK 10. Secure and protect the TF.
10A. Defeat or suppress opposing force's electro -: X X

magnetic intelligence effort.
TASK 11. Troop lead during battle.

11A. Supervice compliance with TF order. X

TASK 12. React to situations requiring special actions.
12A. React to opposing force electronic warfare. X X

Previous Presgnt
Study Study

X

X
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than the non-mechanized ones. In the previous investigation, there
were too few non-mechanized units to permit a similar comparison of
mission performance.

RATER RELIABILITY

The utility of the command group ARTEP as a means of diagnosing
training deficiencies and evaluating command group effectiveness is
limited by its reliability as a measuring instrument. Even under the

ideal conditions of this investigation (i.e., experienced controller-
evaluators, a realistic, automated battle simulation, and a standard-
ized scenario) rater reliability was low. Low reliability can be
tolerated in research,.; when ratings from many units can be averaged
so that rating errors tend to cancel out. However, low reliability
is a problem when performance ratings are used to diagnose and evaluate
individual command groups.

Two steps can be taken in the present time frame to enhance the
reliability of command group performance ratings: one is to average

the ratings from several different observers; the other is to use the
same raters when comparing different command groups or when evaluating

the performance of a given group at different times. Over the longer
term, however, the improvement of rater reliability will require con-
tinued research to develop more objective measures of command group
performance.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Fifteen subtasks of the command group/staff module of ARTEP 71-2
were identified as critical by virtue of being both low-rated and highly

correlated with effectiveness. These subtasks can be summarized briefly

within five functional areas:

a. Fire support: Develop (11) and modify (7A) the fire support

plan.

b. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield: Identify (1B, 2A),

gather (2B) and disseminate (2D) critical combat information and intel-

ligence.

c. Operations: Communicate/coordinate plans and orders (3G) and
changes (6B), and supervise compliance with the task force order (11A).
Determine the critical place and time (8A), and concentrate/shift combat
power (8C).
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d. Logistics:. Arm and fuel the systems (9A), and integrate combat
service support into the scheme of maneuver (9D).

e. Electronic warfare: Combat enemy electromagnetic intelligence

(10A) and electronic warfare (12A).

These critical performances should be given particular attention in the
development and evaluation of command group training programs and simu-

lations.

2. The four missions observed in this investigation were markedly dif-
ferent with respect to subtask criticality. All but one (6B) of the
subtasks listed above were critical in the covering force operation,
five (2B, 2D, 3G, 6B and 10A) were critical in the mechanized attack,
one (9A) in the defense, and one (2B) in the non-mechanized attack. The

effects of practice and difficulty were confounded in comparing the
attack missions to the covering force or defense, because the attack was

always the second mission. It can be inferred, however, that the cover-
ing force was more difficult than the defense, since both those missions
were performed first - by mechanized and non-mechanized groups, respec-
tively.

3. Rater reliability, which measures the internal consistency of a
rater or group of raters, was low. The coefficient of reliability for
subtask performance scores from a single rater was only .22. It

increased to .55 when the scores from four or five raters were averaged.

4. Individual raters differed in their judgement of subtask performance.
The differences among ratings of the same command group by different
observers were significant beyond the .001 level.

5. The effects of mission type, rater reliability, and individual
differences among raters have implications for the measurement of com-

mand group performance. These effects should be controlled when diag-
nosing training requirements, comparing command groups, or evaluating

training systems. Specifically, the same type of mission and the same
raters (several raters) should be used when comparing the performance
of different command groups or of the same command group at different

times. In addition, the low rater reliability and significant differ-
ences among raters indicate the desirability of further research to

develop more objective measures of command group performance.
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AN APPLICATION OF TACTICAL ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION
FOR UNIT PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT

C. Mazie Knerr and Robert T. Root
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences

LTC Larry E. Word
US Army Training Support Center

The need for methods of measuring team and unit proficiency, and
the lack of knowledge in this area, are widely recognized. Team perfor-
mance measurement difficulties have been noted as fundamental problems
in unit proficiency diagnosis and training evaluation, in both military
and civilian settings (Blum and Naylor, 1968; Defense Science Board,

1975). Existing combat unit performance measurement techniques depend
largely on judgmental data, and often do not evaluate the unit's abil-
ity in the field (Hayes et al, 1977). Researchers must solve these
measurement problems before they can substantially improve unit training.

A tactical training system, called engagement simulation (ES), that
includes objective, accurate casualty assessment, offers a potential
solution for team performance measurement in combat training. Objective
casualty assessment provides the primary measures of team proficiency,
such as casualty exchange ratios and mission accomplishment. Recent

advances in ES procedures have further improved its use for assessing
tactical performance. This paper reviews application of ES to unit
measurement, with emphasis on lessons learned while validating ES proce-
dures for armor units, and while developing ES for armored cavalry units.

ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION

ES techniques provide realistic tactical training under conditions
that simulate the complex modern bbttlefield. In addition to the casu-
alty assessment, characteristics of ES that contribute to the realism are
that it uses two-sided, free-play tactical field exercises, and it simu-
lates weapons effects and signatures.

Objective casualty assessment is achieved when a soldier, looking
through a 6-power telescope mounted on his rifle, correctly reads a
3-inch, two-digit number on the helmet of an opposing unit member. The

telescope power and helmet number size are calibrated to produce hit/kill

The views, opinions, and findings contained in this report are those
of the author and should not be construed as an official Department of
the Army position, policy, or decision, unless so designated by other
official documentation.
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probabilities realistic for the weapon's lethality. When the soldier

fires a blank round and correctly identifies the opposing helmet number,

a casualty is assessed. A controller with the fire team radios the
helmet number to the controller with the opposing team, who informs the
"hit" soldier (US Army Infantry School, 1975).

Analogous objective casualty assessment, weapons effects, and sig-

nature simulation procedures have been established for infantry, armor,

and antiarmor elements, including these weapons systems: M60 tank main

gun., mines, hand grenades, machine guns, and light (LAW), medium (DRAGON),

and heavy (TOW) antitank weapons. For weapons with longer ranges than

that of the rifle, the controller is equipped with optics to sight indi-

vidual helmet numbers and numbers on panels attached to vehicles. In

the tank, for example, the controller's telescope is mounted in the

breech of the main gun. When the controller in the tank determines that

the gun is centered on a target at the time of simulated round impact,
he assesses a casualty. The controller then radios the number of the
"hit" in the same way as described for the rifle casualty assessment.

The radio net over which the controllers announce the casualties is

used by senior controllers to administer the exercise, and is monitored

by personnel who record the "hits." They write the time, target number,

and firer number on a net control sheet, and they check that the "hit"

was confirmed by the controller in the target vehicle.

All ES systems provide some way of identifying casualties. In the

REALTRAIN system, telescopes and numbers are employed, and have been

used for training with opposing forces as large as reinforced platoons.

In order to achieve tactical realism in larger units, a Multiple Inte-

grated Laser Engagement System (MILES) has been developed. MILES employs

low-power, eye-safe laser transmitters mounted on each weapon. Each

target (vehicle or soldier) has solar cell detectors which receive the

laser signal as either a hit or a near miss. Hits activate a buzzer on

the target which can be silenced by deactivating the targets laser

transmitter. The lasers are pulse coded to differentiate weapons' ef-

fects (e.g., rifles can kill individuals but cannot kill tanks). Employ-

ment of the lasers is expected to reduce the need for human controllers,

and simultaneously, to reduce the amount of data on tactical activities.

ES differs from some of the more frequently encountered simulation

techniques. It is not a board game or computer simulation, but is con-

ducted in training fields, with a full complement of soldiers and equip-

ment. Although it employs the tactical equipment, it emphasizes the

human behavior: it is man-ascendant rather than machine-ascendant. The

decisions, reactions to events that emerge during competition with a

motivated, intelligent adversary, and other responses to the environment

are emphasized. The cues to which soldiers must respond are the same as

those to which they respond in battle, and the situation changes as a

result of their actions. Thus, the situation is emergent rather than

prespecified, highly predictable, or amenable to analytic solution

(Boguslaw and Porter, 1966).
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The objective casualty assessment in ES provides some, but not all,

of the necessary performance measurement. While casualties (target,
firer, and time) are the primary ciiteria, relying solely on them makes
it difficult to determine why they occurred. Additional observations,
or measures of active performance, are required when the final outcome
is not an adequate index of the skill (Cronbach, 1960). Measures of

processes, or intermediate task and training objective performance,
assist in training diagnosis and explanation of product data. An example
is the detection and engagement of the enemy at the maximum possible
range during defensive missions. Particularly at company level and below,

there is little recognition of the importance of observation posts to
provide exact and timely information concerning the enemy. In exercises
between relatively untrained units, most critical decisions and actions
occur along the forward edge of the battle area. As the units become
more sophisticated, leaders in the defensive unit spend a greater percent
of their efforts selecting observation post positions, planning communi-
cations and indirect fire, and positioning long range direct fire weap-

ons. Consequently, detection and effective engagement ranges increase.

Tactical outcomes depend upon several factors other than the profi-
ciency of the units: forces, missions, weather, and interactions among

these factors can influence the tactical results. For example, weather
interacts with force mixes, since poor visibility favors dismounted
troops, to the disadvantage of long range weapons. If visibility im-
proves during the tactical action, then the advantage reverts to the
long range weapons. Due to these interactions, the outcome does not
necessarily indicate the relative proficiency of the opposing forces.
The impact of external factors must be considered before the results of

an exercise can be used to diagnose proficiency.

Problems arise in both the recording of behavior (active perfor-
mance, or processes) and the encoding of the environment (such as the

external factors). Thus, observational field research needs a system
for detecting, measuring, and recording the events and other factors
pertinent to the action (Sells, 1966).

Literature on ratings and observational performance assessment
techniques in criterion development offers suggestions to improve field
measurement (Blum and Naylor, 1968; Goldstein, 1974; Guilford, 1954;

Simon, 1969; Wherry, 1952). Observations and ratings of behavior can
suffer from unreliability and inaccuracy due to a variety of error

sources. First, the performance itself is inconsistent, since people
perform better at some times and under some conditions than others.
This is especially true in emergent situations, where a given behavior
may not be required in a specific instance, or may be altered to suit

the situation. Second, the detection, or observation of the behavior is

unreliable. An observer may or may not detect a given behavior, and
different observers may.vary in correctness of perceiving and assessing
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it. Third, recording of behavior introduces error, depending on the
type of record. For example, immediate recording of events as they oc-
cur reduces error by decreasing recall, or memory effects. Despite
these error sources, observations and other judgmental measures continue
to be the most frequently used type for performance criteria (Blum and
Naylor, 1968).

Improved measurement can be achieved when the researcher (a) speci-
fies and defines as concretely as possible the behaviors to be observed,
(b) requires data collection personnel to observe, but not judge the
behavior, (c) trains the observers fully, and (d) requires observers to
record their observations immediately. The following sections discuss
how we applied these principles, and used observational techniques in
conjunction with objective measures.

OBJECTIVE MEASURES

The use of casualty, time, and mission accomplishment data is de-
monstrated by results from the validation of armor REALTRAIN (Scott,
Maize, Hardy, Banks, and Word, 1978). Teams composed of tanks, heavy
antitank weapons (TOW), and artillery forward observers were pretested
against a similarly composed opposition force (OPFOR). Half of the
tested teams then had a week of REALTRAIN training, while the others had
conventional tactical field training. The teams were posttested against
the OPFOR. Casualty data show that the teams were similar in pretest
performance (each bar in Figure 1 represents 52 vehicles). REALTRAIN
teams improved in terms of casualties inflicted on the OPFOR, as seen in
the posttest data, while conventionally trained teams did not.

Temporal distributions of the casualties during an exercise provide
additional insight into changes in tactical performance. When the cumu-
lative percent of tested unit casualties are plotted against the time
lapsed, it appears that fewer casualties are sustained early in the
exercises after REALTRAIN training, in contrast to heavy early losses
before training (Figure 2). Conventionally trained units sustained heavy
early casualties both before and after training. Time data, in associa-
tion with other objective data such as casualties, can be of help in
measuring what went on during an exercise and what may have led to suc-
cessful (or unsuccessful) mission accomplishment.

Mission accomplishment results show the same patterns of REALTRAIN
effectiveness as did the casualties. In order for a tested unit to ac-
complish its attack mission, it had to clear an objective of OPFOR ele-
ments and occupy the objective. To accomplish its defense mission, it
had to prevent the OPFOR from occupying an objective for sixty minutes.
Mission accomplishment data for both attack and defense missions are
combined in Figure 3, where each bar represents 8 exercises. REALTRAIN
teams improved in their ability to accomplish tkAir ssion successfully,
while.conventionally trained teams did not. /:07
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Other objective data, such as artillery fire planning and use, are
also recorded. An indirect fire data form is completed.by personnel in
the fire direction center, indicating the number of rounds fired, time
distribution, and casualties inflicted. The example in Figure 4 shows
that "jeep 28" was hit by six rounds early in the exercise, but that no
other indirect fire missions for this team were effective in this exer-
cise. Inclusion of these data further clarifies explanation of the over-
all results.

ARMORED CAVALRY ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION

Unlike other ES applications, armored cavalry ES cannot rely on
casualties as performance data. "Cavalry's basic tasks are reconnais-
sance and security" (Department of the Army, 1977), and may not be
casualty-producing. The armored cavalry platoon performs information
gathering and reporting functions. When reconnaissance units withhold
fire (e.g., to avoid disclosing their positions), tactical events may
not lead to casualties. While developing ES procedures for cavalry
units, the problem was to develop a realistic training environment for
the reconnaissance functions, while maintaining the objectivity and cred-
ibility of the casualty-producing ES exercises. Thus, the cavalry ES
research focused on process measures and external factors.

An armored cavalry ES training program was designed with help from
the training personnel from the unit providing support in the 3d Armored
Cavalry Regiment, Fort Bliss, Tex. Research results have been reported
previously (Knerr, Hamill, and Severino, 1978; Knerr, Stein, Hamill, and
Severino, 1978).

Only two weeks were available for the program, so that it was not
feasible to test all combinations of missions, force structures and force
ratios. The armored cavalry force was a regimental cavalry platoon, con-
taining scout, light armor, infantry, and mortar sections. The OPFOR
was a combined arms team composed of tank, TOW, and infantry sections,
with simulated indirect fire support. For each mission, the OPFOR com-
position was varied to enhance realism and provide reasonable opposi-
tion. The missions selected were reconnaissance (area, route, and zone)
and delay (Table 1).

In these exercises, weather and terrain had strong effects on mis-
sion accomplishment. The weather was clear and sunny, providing optimal
visibility. The terrain was flat desert, although there were sand dunes
that could hide vehicles and soldiers. Moving vehicles were quickly
detected by exhaust smoke and dust clouds from the tracks. The force
assigned an attack mission, or moving mission of any sort, was at a dis-
advantage under these conditions.

Relative combat power interacted with other external factors. Re-

sults of an attack with a 3 to 1 force ratio differ from results with
6 to 1 odds. If the opposing force is either too strong or too weak,
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TABLE 1

PLATOON MISSIONS BY EXERCISE

;EXERCISE CAVALRY PLATOON MISSION OPFOR PLATOON MISSION

1

2

3

4

5

6.

ZONE RECONNAISSANCE DELAY

ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE SCREEN

FLANK GUARD ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE

AREA RECONNAISSANCE DELAY

ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE ATTACK

DELAY/DEFEND IN SECTOR ZONE RECONNAISSANCE
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differences between the units may not emerge due to "ceiling" effects.
During the first two days, the cavalry had reconnaissance missions and
the OPFOR had a strong composition (main battle tanks, TOW, and infan-
try). After being hit hard on the first day, the cavalry moved so slowly
on the second day that it made little progress. They did send reports
of enemy strength to the commander, and it was realistic that they did
not move forward in a "suicide" mission against the heavy, long range
weapons they detected. On subsequent days, the OPFOR was reduc.:: and

the action was more realistic.

External factors (missions, terrain, weather, forces) need to be
considered in interpreting mission outcomes as measures of unit profi-
ciency in tactical situations. Figure 5 shows the outline of a data
form used to describe the exercise. The record starts with a descrip-
tion of the exercise lane (usually augmented by a map or sketch), weath-
er, general tactical situation, missions, force structures, and other
external ftctors or chance events. Next are notes of the platoon leaders'
plans, end orders to the vehicle commanders. Complete notes of the tac-
tical activities are then recorded, along with the mission outcomes.
These notes on plans, orders, and tactical activities provide an over-
view of processes, i.e., active performance during the exercise.

PROCESS MEASURES

Process measurement in the armored cavalry ES development was based
on the principles described earlier for the improvement of observational

measurement: train observers; specify the behavior to be observed as
preCisely as possible; and record during the action. Observers received
initial training during three days of small scale exercises that pre-
ceded the full scale platoon exercises. These small exercises also
familiarized the observers with the terrain, equipment, maneuvers, and

data collection forms. Observers were thoroughly briefed each day on the

- exercise scenario, operations orders, and anticipated tactical events.

In the first exercise, the cavalry platoon had a zone reconnais-

sance mission. To clarify the behavior to be observed and recorded,
more detail was needed than is given in the cavalry ARTEP (Figure 6;

Department of the Army, 1976). To perform effectively, the commander
needs to know the location and status of friendly forces, and the loca-
tion and strengths of enemy forces. The reconnaissance elements had to
learn the importance of detecting the enemy at the maximum possible
range, and reporting the information to the commander. For example,

they had to provide exact and timely reports concerning the enemy to
enable effective use of indirect fire.

To support these training objectives, the operations orders for the
first exercise gave the cavalry platoon a zone reconnaissance mission,
with the request that they provide early warning, occupy an objective by
a given time, and prepare to defend. Specific elements of intelligence

and coordinating instructions also clarified their assignment. Essential

,S`
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elements of intelligence included enemy left in the area, enemy strong

points, and enemy ability to move forward. In the coordinating instruc-
tions, the unit was requested to hold at phase lines and request permis-

sion to cross, and to bypass pockets of resistance. They were under

weapons hold status, in which they could fire only with permission of

the commander. Thus, the general requirements in the ARTEP mission were

stated more specifically, and observable activities were defined.

The general situation described in the operations orders was real-

istic for a weapons hold situation. As a result of this status, the

vehicle commanders frequently reported enemy information, along with

repeated requests for release from weapons hold and consequent permission

to fire. They used their reports to build a convincing requirement to

fire. The weapons hold status, applied in the highly motivating ES en-
vironment, appeared to elicit concentrated reconnaissance reporting.

Establishing the reporting requiremeuts, and reinforcing them using
the weapons hold status, made tactical communications a valuable data

collection vehicle. The reports contained tea and '---"-n informatinn
for both friendly and enemy elements. The quality of the data was a

problem, in both accuracy and completeness due to radio problems, and

reliance on tactical participants' own skills in location reporting.

The controllers (e.g., troop commander) had to check the accuracy of the

location information, but at least their task was narrowed to a manage-
able size by their having the other report information.

Additionally, the report data could be corroborated in many in-

stances by its relation to objective data. In this first exercise,

there were six casualties, providing objective information to confirm

detections of enemy activity that were reported in the same time periods.

Also, some conditions were established to create known situations, ser-

ving as probes to test reconnaissance capability.

In the second exercise, items of intelligence interest were placed

at three known locations, as shown on the map sketch used to brief the

observer (Figure 7): an abandoned armored personnel carrier, some

weapons, and an enemy soldier (represented by a mannequin). Reports from

one of the rifle squads early in the exercise indicated that the squad

was not where it should have been; however, there was no way to be sure

of their actual location. When they reached the abandoned vehicle and

correctly reported its REALTRAIN number, however, it was certain that

they had followed the wrong road. The mannequin "enemy soldier" also

enabled observers to record the location of tactical events. Figure 8

shows a map record noted by an observer on the cavalry platoon leader's

vehicle. The controller recorded the times and places that the platoon

leader dismounted to conduct ground reconnaissance. These estimates were

verified when the vehicle reached the known location of the mannequin and

"took dummy prisoner at 1255". The observational data were thus anchored

to a known location. In general, the known locations clarified records

of tactical performance.
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DISCUSSION

Often in performance assessment situations, there is a strong
tendency to measure what is easy to measure. For example, the Army
Training Tests, which preceded the current ARTEPg, relied heavily on
subjective checklists concerning the planning, coordination, preparation,
and movement phases of tactical operations. ARTEPs emphasize the impor-
tance of analyzing critical aspects of missions. The major tasks dif-
ferentiated for each mission in the ARTEP reflect fundamentals of land
combat more accurately than did the earlier Army Training Tests. How-
ever, extensive training experience with tactical ES has demonstrated
that further improvement can be made in the selection of training ob-
jectives and the measurement of the attainment of the objectives.

The application described in this paper started with the explicit
definitions of some of the processes, or intermediate training objec-
tives. The objectives were clarified by instructions in the operations
orders that resulted in use of tactical reports to augment the data col-
lection. The reports were corroborated uaing prnhaa (of known location)

and casualty reports. Thus, data of questionable accuracy were linked,
where possible, with more accurate data. Observations were recorded
during the exercises by data collectors who were thoroughly versed in
the training objectives, tactical situation, missions, probes, and
special techniques such as use of weapons hold.

This paper has focused on the nature of tactical data attainable
using ES operations to acquire objective data, and methods of enhanc-

ing the accuracy of data. ARI is also working on the improvement of
data collection and analysis, using an Automated Tactical Operations
Measurement System (ATOMS), with contractual support from Human Sciences
Integrated. ATOMS is comprised of data collection instruments, associ-
ated data collection and reduction procedures, and a software package
for summary descriptive statistics from which further analyses may be
made (Epstein, 1978; Root, Knerr, Severino, and Word, 1978).

The inherent difficulty of measuring complex human performance in a
field environment accounts in part for the shortage of satisfactory
methods for unit performance measurement (Wagner, Hibbits, Rosenblatt,
and Schulz, 1977). The methodology described here depends on the whole
system, from clarification of the training objectives, objective obser-
servation and recording, analysis, and explanation in sufficient detail
to show how and why outcomes, such as mission accomplishment, occurred.
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EVALUATION OF THE MODIA PLANNING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Capt John R Welsh Jr, USAF -ATC Tech. Appl. Ctr

Rand Corporation initially designed the MODIA (Method of Designing
Instructional Alternatives) system as a research tool. Air Training

Command (ATC) has examined the potential of the system as a computerized
planning tool for use in facilitating course planning. The primary objec-

tive of the MODIA system is to provide a systematic pre of relating
quantitative resource requirements to course design and operation. MODIA
was designed to enable planners to consider different sequences of course
objectives, alternative sequences of subject matter, varying teaching
methods and types of instruction, and different mixes of students, equip-
ment, and facilities. Moreover, MODIA simulates the way in which students
progress through alternative course designs. The MODIA planning system

has four components: the description of options for course design, the
User Interface (UI), the Resource Utilization Model (RUM), and the Cost
Model (MODCOM). The UI is the interactive portion of MODIA, the RUM
provide* the simulatioa of course operation and the MODCOM provides course
costs. 123

The initial development of MODIA was completed in October of 1973.
ISD teams from Keesler and Lowry performed a critical design review at

that time. Rand Corporation made several revisions based on the design
review, and the Phase I service test of MODIA was conducted at Keesler
AFB from March 1976 to June 1976. The results of the service test were
reported in. ATC Project 76-1 (30 July 1976). 4 The results generally
indicated that MODIA, "has the potential to be an effective planning tool
whose use could lead to more cost-effective technical training courses."
Several important questions, however, could not be addressed in the Phase

I evaluation. This study provides data relevant to those unanswered
questions.

During Phase I, Rand personnel reached the conclusion that the MODIA
system was too complicated to be used effectively by the planners them-
selves, and as a result, a team of individuals was trained in the operation
of MODIA. This group, subsequently called the interface team, operated
MODIA while the course planners provided the planning data needed to design

courses. The concept of the interface team carried over in this evaluation.

The physical arrangements at Keesler during Phase II were very similar
to those arrangements which existed during Phase I. The special features

of these arrangements included: (1) a room in ;fifth the interface team

operated a remote terminal; (2) a Class A telephone line used with an
acoustical coupler; (3) a MODEM (Bell 103A Data Set) in the computer faci-
lities connected on a dedicated line to Biloxi, Mississippi telephone
exchange; (4) one of the primary provisions of both Phase I and Phase II
tests was that they be conducted on a "non-interference" basis. The hours

1335
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of operation for the User Interface Program were to be from 0530 - 0700
hours daily, 1100 - 1200 hours - 2 days a week, and occasionally as other

use dictated. While this schedule was the best that could be devised
under the conditions of the service test, it placed severe restrictions
on the response time of MODIA planning of alternatives and hampered evalu-
ation of the MODIA system in that not as many course alternatives could
be generated as were desirable.

The shakedown and debugging of the MODIA system on the Keesler H-6060
took place in October 1977. The actual service test for Phase II began

on 14 Nov 77 and ended 17 Feb 1978.

The Phase II evaluation capitalized on the experience gained in Phase I,
while expanding the scope of the evaluation of MODIA by addressing new
questions about its use: in planning specific types of courses (family

group courses); in controlling the system by technical school management;

in assessing the value of the system to planners and managers; and in
determining the data automation requirements of the system now and in the

1980s.

The objectives of this service test were to:

a. Provide sufficient test data to support the development of a Data

Automation Requirement (DAR) should MODIA be adopted.

b. Determine MODIA's usefulness as
had several aspects. Specifically:

(1) Explore MODIA's usefulness
courses with shared resources,

a planning tool. This objective

in planning type 3, family group

(2) Assess the utility of the system to the technical training

school management.

(3) Determine MODIA's usefulness given currently existing resource

constraints, current computer support capability, and training policy.

c. Determine MODIA's usefulness as a problem-solving tool.

d. Determine the organizational configuration and operational procedures

which may be used in applying MODIA at Keesler.

e. Determine resources required to implement MODIA at Keesler in the

immediate future.

f. Determine what changes to MODIA are needed to improve its effective-

ness.

g. Examine the potential for using the cost model (MODCOM) as a

stand-alone system.
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6. Develop a training program for the use of MODIA - including
development of a "User Interface Team Guide".

METHOD

ISD Team Make-up. Initially, it was planned that each Instructional
Systems Development (ISD) team would be composed of a curriculum training
specialist, a training resource specialist, and a subject matter specialist.
In practice, however, the interface team member from each of the three
training groups involved in this exercise worked with only one other person
from the training group. This person provided the primary ISD input.
Others were involved as needed in the planning of different parts of a
given course (for example, the planning of 3ABR32831 involved up to as
many as 5 ISD people). The reorganization of the technical training center
and shortage of experienced planners dictated this deviation from the evalu-
ation plan. It should be mentioned that the use cf fewer people significantly
drove down the personnel cost of planning with the MODIA system. In contrast
to Phiiir cost analysis which included personnel costs of many ISD team
members, this service test figures personnel costs associated with only one
or at most several (in the case of 3ABR32831) ISD team members' time. Each

ISD member was responsible for revising the selected courses with inputs
from other tech school personnel as needed.

The MODIA Interface Team. The interface team was composed of a GS-11,
a Master Sergeant, and a Technical Sergeant. The training of the interface
team was accomplished at the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California,
during the period 12 Sep 77 to 25 Sep 77. This group of individuals served
as the interface between the ISD planner and the MODIA system.

Course Selection. Courses selected for MODIA service test during
Phase II were:

Training Course

n91111 Number Title

3380 TTG 3ABR32831 Avionics Nav System Specialist
3390 TTG 3ABR27630 A C&W Systems Operator (Manual)
3390 TTG 3ABR27630-001 A C&W Systems Operator (SAGE)
3390 TTG 3ABR27630-002 A C&W Systems Operator (4C7L)
3410 TTG 3ABR30434-1 Ground Radio Equipment Repairman (Titan)
3410 TTG 3ABR30434-5 Ground Radio Equipment Repairman (Minuteman)
3410 TTG 3ABR30434 Ground Radio Equipment Repairman

Course Selection was based on the following conditions:

(1) There were two sets of family group courses (27630 and the 30434
courses) that had to be revised.
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. (2) Low, medium and high student loads were represented.

(3) Different instructional approaches were represented.

(4) All courses were planned through all 5 steps of the ISD process.

(5) One of the courses (32831) was of long duration and used a great

many resources.

The assumption underlying this course selection was that these courses
represented the best planning possible by conventional means. If MODIA

could be effec.I.Avely used in the ISD process, then both planners and managers
could improve course designs by allowing for more cost effective planning.

MODIA Service Test Costs -- Data Collection.

a. It is important to make a distinction here between Phase I and

Phase II. Phase I results showed that MODIA could be used by training
branch and group level personnel to decrease course costs through better
design if they could use any design they chose, regardless of training
policy or personnel management consideration. Phase II attempted to see
how well they could use MODIA to manage costs in the present training
environment, and within real-world constraints. One of the goals of the

Phase II effort was to examine the cost of the MODIA system in the light
of such restraints. In order to accomplish this goal, all elements of
the system cost were collected as outlined in the evaluation plan.

b. Mnpower, facilities, equipment, and computer costs were collected

by KTTC/TTGH. Total equipment and manpower cost breakouts, by course,

are provided at Appendix 1. These costs will be discussed in the Results

Section.

c. The primary cost of MODIA was in the manpower and computer time

required to support the system. This data was gathered through work logs/

time sheets and a terminal log kept by interface team members and ISD
team members throughout the course of the service test. The work logs/time

sheets were filled out on a weekly basis to insure current and reasonable
estimates of time spent on various portions of the MODIA service test.
Course cost data and cost information for use as inputs into MODCOM were
provided by the Comptroller and from Keesler Production Analysis.

d. Requirements for computer resources (CPU time and time-sharing
storage requirements) for the various portions of the User Interface are

provided at Appendix 2. However, several recommended changes to the MODIA

programs are probably extensive enough to significantly alter the operating

characteristics of the system.

e. Specific changes to the MODIA system were provided in written
comments by ISD personnel and all interface team members, as well as

training managers.
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f. Down-time, equipment malfunctions and waiting time were not
counted as a direct cost of MODIA planning, since it was assumed that
such costs would be minimal with a fully operational MODIA system.

Questionnaires. Data contained in responses to the questions in all
questionnaires were summarized and consolidated to provide opinion informa-
tir,In on MODIA's usefulness as a planning tool and as a problem-solving tool.
Additionally, the information provided from questionnaire comments provided
a basis for recommended changes to the MODIA system.

RESULTS

General. In response to one of the recommendations in ATC PR 76-1,
Evaluation of the MODIA system, one of the primary purposes of this evalu-
ation was to determine the utility of the MODIA system to technical training
management. In fact, the Phase I report went so far as to say that when
procedural questions and organizational configuration questions were resolved,
"It appears that SAAS management will be able to show that MODIA can improve
resource management in a technical training environment (para 18g, p. 33,

ATC PR 76-1)." The results of the Phase II evaluation dictate a different

conclusion. The next section will first discuss the implementation and
operating costs of the service test at Keesler, and then report the results
as they relate to the objectives previously outlined.

MODIA Phase II Service Test Costs. For the Phase II service test
implementation, it cost Keesler Technical Training Center $11,074. For

the operation of the system during the service test, it cost the technical
training center $44,297. (See Appendix 1 for complete cost breakdown by

course). These figures are considerably different from those obtained
during the Phase I evaluation. For example, the Phase I report placed the

implementation cost at around $36,000. The approximate $25,000 difference
between that service test and this one can be explained by taking into
account several important differences between the two service tests. These
differences include a drastic reduction in the number of personnel and man-
hours involved in the shakedown and set-up phase of the service test.
Additionally, fewer manhours were needed to supply interface team members
with planning factors - i.e., there were fewer people involved with day-to-
day operation of the system. More about these implementation and operating
cost differences will be mentioned in the discussion section. Overall, the

total service test cost was less than anticipated, despite the fact that
computer costs were substantially greater than those costs obtained in

Phase I.

MODIA System Operating Characteristics and Limitations. As mentioned

in the Introduction Section, the size of the UI portion of the MODIA system
was so large that it caused some initial interference with the training

mission -- and resulted in restricted operating hours for the MODIA service
test. The primary result of the service test experience that pertains to
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the operating characteristics is that the UI (and especially the "C"
phase) is much too large. While it is conceivable the UI could be made
smaller and more efficient, serious consideration would have to be given
to size trade-offs involved with the RUM program. This trade-off is dis-
cussed in the Results Section.

In general, the operating problems experienced during the service test
can be traced to the fact that MODIA programs were written for an IBM
370/158, and were somewhat incompatible with the Honeywell 6060 system.
Another important factor fin the incompatibility is that the IBM system is
a vfirtual storage system, while the Honeywell system is a segmented storage
system which uses program overlays. Aside from some basic incompatibility
between the MOM software and the Honeywell system, there were other
problems encountered in using the Ui.

Several specific findings regarding the operation and use of the
MOM programs were garnered from interface team members" responses in
their questionnaire. Most team members found it easy to assign learning
objectives (course content) on the UI with some notable exceptions. First,

MODIA was unable to handle assignment of course content under the family
grouping concept. The 250 learning event limit was much too restrictive
for planners to use MODIA for simulating courses with shared resources.
Two of the basic courses planned in this exercise did have 221 and 241
learning events each. Basic, single courses could easily fit within the

limitations, However, courses planned under family grouping required up to
three times the 250 learning event limit. Second, garbling prevented the
assignment of lesson objectives which had certain letter/number combinations.
For example, in the 3ABR30434 course, the interface team member entered
sub10309 for a learning objective, but the computer read 1DANTCU. This

garbling was a factor throughout the service test. Nevertheless, from
responses to the questionnaire, it appeared that the interface team was
sufficiently trained to be able to handle most problems that arose in
assigning course content.

The assignment of resources to specific learning events, however, was

A different matter. In all cases, interface team members found it difficult,
and in some cases, extremely difficult to allocate resources to learning
events in the way they wanted to make the assignments, The main problem

encountered was in the extremely limited number of different resources
allowed on MOD A (only 30): All laiRiee team members had to "package"
resources in order to make resource assignments using the UI. In some

cases, a considerable number of resources had to be lumped together or
packaged in order to make the resource assignment. In the case of planning

both the 30434 and the 32831 baseline courses, very few of the needed resources
could be assigned in such a way as to depict realistic use of resources.

The limited capability of MODIA to handle the required resource assign-
ment was commented on frequently. In fact, the interface team members
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felt that the 30 resource limitation hampered realistic simulation of
course operation since the 32831 basic course required the assignment of

80 different resources in the 30434 baseline course, over 100 different

resource assignments were needed.

Another major constraint of the UI program was its inability to

handle certain student arrival options. For example, staggered entries.

with variable numbers of entering students could not be simulated. More-

over, all interface team members voiced the need for a system which could

realistically depitct shift operations. While the MODIA system can be
manipulated to allow simulation of courses with a shift operation, the
resultant product had severe limitations. Specifically, the 250 learning

event limit for the UI was much too restrictive for depicting courses with

shift operations. For example, Course 3ABR32831 would require approximately
400 learning events to simulate shift operation. Resources and learning

events for this course would have had to be condensed or packaged even more
to simulate a two-shift operation. Moreover, course managers felt they had

a better handle on managing shift operations with current techniques.

All interface team members felt confident in using the UI and all found

the User's Guide (provided by Rand) very helpful in working the system.
But again, there was considerable difficulty in working around garbling

problems. As in Phase I, the numbers 143 and 168 were read as 145 and 170.

This particular garbling caused a problem every time one had to enter learn-

ing event numbers 143 or 168. The problem was surmounted by labeling these
learning event!; as "sick-call" and assigning zero time to the learning

event.

In general, the interface team felt confident with the simulations

and expressed the need for a system like MODIA, but all members also

remarked that the system, in its present form, had too many limitations.

All interface members rated the output-of the RUM as fairly easy to

interpret and use, and of value in the planning process.

The specific changes recommended for MODIA are dealt with in detail

later. Suffice it to say that in the experience of the Phase II service

test, the UI system was too large and inefficient to be used on the Keesler

H-6060 computer now, or in the future. Based on limitations and problems

experienced in this portion of the service test, and on the results re-
ported in the next section, MODIA should not be adopted for us "as is".

The operating limitations experienced during Phase II were very similar

to those experienced in Phase I.

MODIA Usefulness as a Planning Tool

General, The basic thrust of the Phase II evaluation effort was to

deteiiiiiRODIA's usefulness as a management planning and problem-solving

tool. The assessment of MODIA's utility must, of necessity, be subjective
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and depend on the opinions and judgments of those in the training center
management hierarchy who would use a system such as MODIA. The strategy

of this evaluation effort was to present course managers with MODIA products

(the RUM simulation and Cost Model course costs for each alternative design)

and see if they could use either the simulation information or cost model

information to arrive at more cost effective course designs -- while staying
within the limits of command and center level policy directives, manpower

limitations and resource constraints.

The basic question involves "how" management should use the MODIA

system. Therefore, management responses and results of alternative course
costs will be discussed with respect to obtained results in each of the

technical training groups, respectively. To help the reader keep this

part of the evaluation conceptually straight, there are two basic aspects

of MODIA information that could be of use. The questions that address

these aspects are: (1) How useful was the cost model information on

alternative course designs? and, (2) How useful was the simulation infor-

mation? The first question is answered by results discussed here* while

results pertaining to the second question are discussed later. In the

discussion to follow, each of five basic courses in the technical training

groups was simulated and cost for the courses calculated using the cost

model. The "baseline" course cost figures and operating parameters were
designed to reflect the way the course actually operated during 1977. All

baseline course costs were figures on the 6-hour training day and were
compared with total course cost figures derived using the ATC Comptroller's

figures on costs/graduate in each of the training courses multiplied by

the annual graduates. The results show that the cost model figure for

total course costs agrees closely with a total course cost using the

comptroller's cost factors -- a result that agrees with Phase I findings

on cost model accuracy.

Because of the time limits of the service test, cost model information

was obtained for three basic courses and alternatives for each of the three

courses.

3380 Technical Training Group - Results of Alternative Costing.

Table 1 presents the cost of the baseline 3ABR328131 course in comparison

with costs of various alternatives generated by the interface team members,

ISD people, and training managers.

While the cost model was designed to be used either in conjunction

with the simulation portion or by itself, ideally, planners would cost

out alternative courses they had simulated to determine the most cost

effective option. In the present case, five out of eight alternatives

were simulated.

Referring to Table 1, alternatives 7 and 8 were less expensive than

the other alternatives. These two courses represented slightly increased
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TAW

COST MODEL BASELINE COURSE COST COMPARISONS

WITH ALTERNATIVE COURSE COSTS

(3ABR32831)a

Alternative No. Baselinec id 2

V

3 4 5 6 7 8

Data

1. Annual Entry 412 486. 486 730 1128 1128 389 389 389

2. Annual Graduates 269 318 411 417 131 737 255 266 282

3. Annual Failures 7 8 13 13 19 19 6 6 6

4. Avg Course Hours 527 515 527 521 521 527 521 616 537

5. Number of Instructors 32 34 59 52 73 63 38 38 38

6. Total Course Cosb 1882.9 2137.4 3383.3 3219.4 5000.2 4857.01912:0 1802,6. 1708.0
(.0 (1977 dollars)

1. ATC Course Cost/Graduate 7123205

8. ATC Total Course Cost

((7)X(2)) 1945.4

9. Difference

(Between 8.and 6) 63.5 ( 3.2%)

a. In thousands of dollars

b. Adjusted by a factor of 1.1598 X MODCOM value X 1.057 : 1977$

(Factors provided by Hq ATC /Management Analysis)

c. 6-hr day (Baseline)

d. 8-hr day
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course hours over the baseline course (the course as it actually

operated on a 6-hr day and for 527 course hours). The modest reductions

of $80.3K (4.3%) for alternative 7 and $173.0K (9.21%) for alternative 8

were obtained by entering students every 36 hours instead of every 40 hours

as in the baseline, and by decreasing the actual numbers of students enter-

ing the course. Additionally, students were washed out on an average of

217 hours in alternative 8, as opposed to an average of 240 hours to wash-

out in the baseline, The reduction in alternative 7 was due largely to
reduced student pay, reduced student PCS costs and instructor PCS costs.

All training managers felt the cost information provided by the cost

model was of very little use to them. All sampled managers commented that

the cost model information could be used by Hq ATC level people involved

in making decisions about policy impact on course costs. The managers in

this group indicated that the cost savings shown by using the cost model

related to costs not managed by center level managers (student instructor

pay and PCS costs). These obtained cost savings were in areas most

directly controlled by Hq ATC management actions.

It is significant that the two money saving alternatives (both 7 and 8)

were generated independently of any simulation -- i.e., neither of those

two alternatives were put on the RUM. This fact demonstrates that the

cost model may be used as a stand-alone system, but the overriding question

as to "who" should use it is addressed later in this report. Because of

the recommendations generated by training managers in this group as well

as others, the cost model data was given to Hq ATC Comptroller personnel

in the management analysis section for further study and comment

3390 TTG Results of Alternative Costing.

Table 2 presents the cost of the alternatives run for the 3ABR27630-000

course. In this case, the baseline course cost generated by the cost

model was within 7% of the ATC Comptroller's figures for the cost of the

basic course in 1977. The second alternative simply represents the course

cost based on an eight-hour training day as opposed to a 6-hour training

day. The resultant savings are trivial ($4.2K). The remaining alternatives

represent various ways of figuring course length based on how policy dictated

reductions are calculated. While the cost model may give the cheapest alter-

native (Alternative 2 in this case), planners still needed to exercise

judgment. The vast bulk of the savings generated by this alternative was

in pay and allowances of students, instructors, and base permanent party

(support) personnel. These costs, while important, are not meaningfully
controlled.by managers at the training group level. Additionally, the

cheapest alternative is not always the best. In the base of 3ABR27630-000,

the Complementary Technical Training (CTT) is vitally important to the

course of training. Alternative 4 presented the planners with the best

course length and number of graduates from the standpoint of meeting train-

ing standards. It is important to note that the planners and managers
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TABLE 2

COST MODEL BASELINE COURSE COST COMPARISONS WITH
ALTERNATIVE COURSE COSTS (3ABR27630-000)a

Alternative

Data

Basel ine c 1 d 2 e 3

1. Annual Entry 550 550 550 550

2. Annual Graduates 471 471 490 471

3. Annual Failures 11 11 11 11

4. Avg Course Hours 215 285 215 274

5. Number of Instructors 25 25 25 25

6. Total Course Cost,
(1977 dollars) u

1717.1 1713.9 1567.4 1687.1

7. ATC Course Cost/Grad 3.92178

8. ATC Total Course Cost 1847.2

9. Difference (between 8 and 6) -130.1 (7%)

a & b - Same as other tables
c. 6-hr day
d. 8-hr day
e. 8-hr day (not adding CTT)

f. 8-hr day course + (CTT - 15%)
g. 8-hr day (Course + CTT) - 15%

1.345 14r

g

550

481

11

L42

25

1622.7



TABLE 3

COST MODEL BASELINE COURSE COSTS COMPARISONS WITH
ALTERNATIVE COURSE COSTS (3ABR30434) a

Alternative # Baseline 1 c 2d

Data

1. Annual Entry 591 591 591

2. Annual Graduates 402 424 435

3. Annual Failures 25 26 26

4. Avg Course Hours 460 520 460

5. Number of Instructors 73 73 73

6. Total Course Cost,
(1977 dollars) b 3280.2 3105.1 298F.9

7. ATC ._ourse Cost/Graduate 8.46088

8. ATC Total Course Cos...

((7) X (2)) 3401.2

9. Difference
(Between 8 and 6) - 121.00 (-3.5%)

a. In thousands of dollars

b. Adjusted by a factor of 1.1598 X MODCOM value X 1.057 - 1977 dollars
(Provided by Hq ATC/Management Analysis)

c. 8-hr day -.same course length

d. (Course + CTT) - 15%
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already knew that the mix represented in alternative 4 would be the

best option for them to plan under the new policies. It is also important

to emphasize that the way in which these policy decisions would be imple-

mented was determined independently of cost model information, The cost

model data confirmed what managers already knew about the effect of recent

policy decisions on course costs.

Both managers in this group rated the cost model information of no

use at all to them. They indicated that the information could be of

use to Hq ATC Training Managers and others in evaluating the cost of

current course training and in evaluating the cost of alternative course

designs.

3410 TTG - Results of Alternative Costing. Table 3 contains the results

of alternative costing for the 3ABR30434 course. Only two alternatives were

run through the cost model in this course because time ran out for the

service test. A problem with the amount of time necessary to gather data
for input into MODCOM (cost model) bears examination at this point. This

problem occurred with gathering data to input into all three baseline

courses, but is discussed here for convenience, All interface team members

spent a great deal of time gathering cost information and putting it in a

form usable by the cost model. Specifically, for the 3ABR30434 course,

30% of the total time spent by the interface team members for all phases

of the service st was in gathering cost data for MODCOM (for interface

team members on iABR32831 - 50% and 3ABR27630 - 50%). This amount of

time is grossly disproportional when one considers the inability of managers

to use the final cost information. In any event, the interface team felt

that entirely too much time was spent on this portion of the service test.

The mechanics of inputting the information and obtaining final products was,

on the other hand, extremely easy and presented no problems whatsoever in

terms of usage. Once the baseline cost information was obtained, it was

very easy to generate costs for alternative course designs,

The two alternatives presented for the 30434 course show a roughly

5% saving (alternative 1) for the course planned on a straight 8-hour

training day with no CTT added; and a roughly 9% saving when planning a

course length with CTT added and reducing the resultant course hours by

15%. As with the other training groups, this information was not enight-

ening to training managers. One of the managers found the cost model

information very useful in improving course manning structure and student

use of equipment. Both managers felt that costs were generally determined

by ATC policy, rather than managed by training group-level personnel.

MODIA's Usefulness as a Problem-Solving Tool -- The Resource Utiliza-

tion Model Simulation, Based on the responses to questionnaires (see

Appendix) given to the training managers in the three training groups

involved in the Phase II service test and on interviews with group and
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center-level management, the RUM does not appear to be a useful planning
tool that can be used by these managers to more effectively manage train-
ing resources.

General. As mentioned in the Methodology section, all managers were
presiTTeriith completed course simulations and cost model data for all
alternatives -- all managers had the products carefully explained to
them (8/9 of the managers responded that they had the products explained
well enough to them that they understood all the products from the RUM

and the cost model). All managers were facing real course management

problems at the time of the evaluation. For example, all had to revise

courses from a six to an eight-hour training day, all had instructor

shortages, and all had students awaiting training. The RUM simulation

was unable to provide the training managers with unique information on

course operation. From their responses to questions 1, 2, 9, 11, 12, 13
14, 15, 16 and 17, it was apparent that the MODIA simulation was not
telling the managers something they did not already know about specific
problems in the operation of the courses studied in this service test.
It appeared from responses given in the questionnaire that the RUM simula-

tion was generally of very little use to the group level managers. From

responses generated during debriefing and from comments on the questionnaires,

the problems concerning the managers were foreseen without the aid of the

simulation. The more pressing problems, such as those concerned with shift

operation, could NOT be realistically simulated on MODIA. Seven managers

said they had little confidence in the RUM simulation, and all nine managers
felt they had foreseen the problems in course operation just as well or
better than the simulation.

At this point it is of interest to note that enthusiasm for MODIA ran

high during the service test because of perceived potential of the system

for helping managers solve some of the problems that were facing them at

the time. However, the managers expressed frustration with the MODIA
system when they could not use it to help them manage those problems.

For example, one branch chief would have liked a system which would allow

him to strategically pull instructors to support Air Force exercises and

still optimally operate the course.

At the conclusion of the service test, several managers expressed
the need for a computerized system which would help them with scheduling

problems, and/or a system which would optimize the use of certain resources.

It was explained to the managers that MODIA was neither a scheduling nor

an optimizing tool. One has to use the RUM simulation to test the feasi-

bility of the given design the planner brings to the system, Other systems,

such as the Advanced Instructional System (AIS), could be used to resolve

the scheduling and optimizing problems which seem to represent the more

important management problems facing course managers at the center and

group level,
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The results of the managers' opinions about the simulation differed
slightly from the opinions of the ISD participants and from the judgments
of the interface team members. Two-thirds u? the ISD people felt the RUM
simulation would be of little use in course planning, while two-thirds of
the interface team members felt it would be useful. Both ISD respondents
and interface team members were confident in the simulations of their
respective courses. Of the six respondents (3 ISD people and 3 interface
team members), three said they would seldom use MODIA were it to become a
fully operational system, and three said they would use the system often.
This result compares to the opinions of the training managers, where five
of nine said they would at least use the system "sometime" if it were fully
operational.

In summary, the opinions of those involved with the Phase II service
test found the simulation lacking in certain respects. In general, there

were mixed feelings about the usefulness of the RUM simulation. The

managers felt that the simulation was of little value to them, but the
ISD and interface team members were of the mixed opinion that perhaps
there was some value to be had in the way MODIA simulated course operation,
All individuals sampled with the questionnaire felt that the simulation
of resource use was less than totally realistic and those most closely
involved with MODIA expressed serious reservations about the restrictive
limits on the number of resources that could be planned using MODIA.
A summary of the training managers' responses in each training group is

Presented below.

The 3380 TTG 3ABR32831. The interface and ISD participants for
this training group had some difficulty packaging resources for this long
duration and high-flow course. For example, there were 80 important
resources that could not be broken out as desired in the basic course
simulation. In fact, the course structure as it existed in actual opera-

tion could not be accurately depicted. 3ABR32831 could not be depicted

as progressing from group lock-step, to a self-paced portion, then back

to a group lock-step again. The specific problem facing the simulation
of 3ABR32831 was that the students had to be returned to that portion of
the self-paced block from which they were taken in order to complete the

last group-lock-step block. The configuration that was simulated had a
self-paced portion at the end of the two lock-step portions with students
arriving in random intervals. The training managers who examined the
simulation felt that such a simulation was of very little use or no use
at all to them -- 5/5 responses were in this category; 4/5 of the managers
in this training group felt the simulation and cost model information were
of little value; and 3/5 had little confidence in the final simulation.

The 3390 TTG - 3ABR27630 Course. The two training managers in the
3390 Technical Training Group found MODIA to be more useful than did the
managers in the other two training groups. Both felt MODIA would be useful
in helping them manage course revisions better, both thought the system
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had value to them as managers, and both were very confident in the

results. The difference in the response of this group and the others

can be attributed to the fact that MODIA simulation helped the managers

spot a queuing problem that existed in the 27630 course operation. While

the managers knew a problem of some kind existed, it seems MODIA high-

lighted a possible solution which was subsequently put into operation --

the queuing problem was solved.

While MODIA generally provided favorable results in this training

group, several comments by the managers are important in assessing

MODIA's usefulness. First MODIA could not adequately simulate the group-

paced operation of the course. MODIA, hiiiever, can be manipulated to

handle group-paced instruction, but in the present case the options avail-

able for simulating group-paced instruction were not acceptable to training

managers. The managers were not satisfied with the way the resultant

course "looked" in the simulation. Second, MODIA didn't allow the managers

to more effectively manage resources. As the branch chief remarked, "In

its present form, the only useful purpose it serves is to highlight the

facility costs in one single document." The most pressing problems facing

these managers were instructor manning shortages. They felt it would be

futile to exercise a system that merely highlighted the manning problems

they were aware of already.

The 3410 TTG - 3ABR30434. The most predominant remarks made by managers

in this group dealt with the limitations of the MODIA system. Both managers

felt that MODIA in its present form would be of little value and they had

little confidence in the simulation. They both said that they would use

MODIA often, if it were substantially changed.

Organizational Configuration, Operational Procedures, and Resources

Required to implement MODIA. As stated in the-MODIA Evaluation Plan for

the Phase II service test, the determination of how MODIA should be used

largely depended on how well the planners and managers felt they could use

the simulation and cost information. The results of the two preceding sec-

tions indicate that the RUM simulation of course operation was of too limited

a scope to be of any value in the planning and management )f course operation

at the center, group or branch levels.

All personnel involved in the service test were queried as to how

and where MODIA should be used if it were adopted. There was a wide range

in the recommendations as to who should use MODIA. Some managers felt that

only branch level planners should use the system, while most others recom-

mended use by everyone involved in the planning process, from branch level

to Hq ATC course managers and manpower personnel. Many managers stated

they would not recommend the system as it exists now, but stated that they

could use a MODIA-like system. A particular surprise was the suggestion

by many that Hq ATC level personnel could use cost model information.
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This recommendation was surprising in light of the fact that at the
beginning of the service test, managers and other training center person-
nel expressed a fear that MODIA would be used by headquarters to impose
unrealistic course policy changes on them. That training managers thought
enough of the cost model to recommend its use by Hq ATC planners speaks
well for the cost model. Again, though, almost all the personnel question-
ed did emphasize that the simulation could not be used by them unless it

was considceably changed.

The comments and responses about the best organizational configuration
were clear in the recommendations that one centrally located interface team
could handle the planning of all Type 3 courses at Keesler. By far the

most frequent recommendation was that a well-trained interface team composed
of only 3 members could handle all the necessary planning.

In addressing the questions of resources required to implement MODIA,
the results of this service test have several clear implications. As far

as'the manpower required to operate the system, the results of this evalu-
ation indicate that very little manpower increases would be needed to
operate the system effectively. This result is consistent with the most
prevalent recommendation in this service test -- that MODIA be operated
by a centrally located team of about 3 individuals. The unexpectedly low

cost of this service test was achieved for a variety of reasons, dealt
with fully in the discussion section, but in general the results indicate
much fewer manhours involved in operating the system than may have been
estimated based on Phase I results.

In contrast to the small manpower increases that would be required

to implement MODIA, the results of the service test indicate considerable
expenditures in computer resources would be required to implement the

MODIA system.

The severe interference with training caused by operating the UI and
the resultant restruction in operating hours for the service test indicate
that MODIA as it currently is written could NOT be used for eight hours
a day without causing unacceptable impairment of other training being

conducted on the H-6060. There appears to be little possibility of using
MODIA on the B-3500 system, since Hq ATC/ACD has gone on record as stating

the B-3500 system is currently saturated. The computer personnel at
Keesler felt MODIA could not under any circumstances be used in its pre-
sent form, since existing computer resources and current training priorities

leave little room for a system as large as MODIA. The unacceptability of

MODIA as it currently exists" is a consistent theme that runs through

the comments of all those involved with the service test. The recommenda-

tions advanced for making MODIA more acceptable and usable are discussed
in the next section.
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Necessary Changes to Improve MODIA Effectiveness. One of the standout
results of this evaluation was that MODIA-would have to be dramatically
changed if it were to be an effective planning tool, Far and away the
most prevalent recommendation for change in the RUM was that the limit on
the number of training resources be considerably increased, The current
limit of 30 resources is just not adequate. All courses planned in this
service test, as well as one of the courses in the Phase I evaluation, had
difficulty working around this limitation. The magnitude of the problem
created by a limit of 30 resources is highlighted when one considers that
the average number of resources used in most courses is considerably larger
than 30 (and can go as high as 1100 resources in one particular course).

In addition to increasing the resource limitations on the UI and RUM
portions of MODIA, it is necessary to decrease the overall size of the UI
program, especially the "C" phase of the UI. This phase requires 70K bytes
of storage in a time-sharing system with 110K bytes available for users.
The large portion of the time-sharing system required by this phase causes
unacceptable interference with other users of the time-sharing system.
This particular recommendation for reduction in the size of the UI is a
result which was also obtained in the Phase I service test.

At this point it must be mentioned that while the UI could be re-
written to be more efficient and still handle the recommended size increases
discussed below, the resultant size increases in the operation of the RUM
would probably prove unacceptable. Since the limits that apply to the UI
directly affect the amount of storage required by the RUM, increases in
the limits allowed on the UI would greatly increase the amount of computer
time and core storage demanded by the RUM,

In relation to the problem of the overall size of the UI program
(especially the 'R' and 'C' phases), the interface team recommended that
provision be made in the program to enter a given phase at particular
points during the phase. As the programs are currently written, the user
must enter a phase at the beginning if he/she is to make a change and

the user must go through the entire phase and reenter all subsequent
phases. As a consequence, a considerable amount of time can be expended
for relatively minor changes in the resource assignments or capacities.
Aside from having to reenter all subsequent information and the amount
of time and effort involved, having to tie up the computer for relatively
minor changes impairs the cost effectiveness of the UI.

While shift operations can be planned on MODIA as it currently exists,
the programs should be rewritten so as to allow more direct simulation

of the shift operation. Current options on MODIA necessitate manipulation
of the MODIA system in such a way as to make simulation of shift operations
unrealistic and unacceptable to training managers.

Apparent form the garbling of certain numbers and letter combin..;,ions
and the large size of MODIA programs was a certain amount of incompatibility
between the MODIA software and the Honeywell system. MODIA programs currently
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cannot be rewritten to alleviate this basic incompatibility, but should
MODIA eventually be adopted, the garbling problem would have to be
resolved.

DISCUSSION

General. The Phase II evaluation effort differed from Phase I in that

MODIA7Fang was attempted in an operating environment with planners
and managers judging and considering MODIA simulation and cost information
in the light of current policy guidelines and resource constraints. The

results of their judgments and the operating experiences of this service
test indicate that the simulation has very limited value for the management
of technical training courses at the branch, group, and center level. This

result is at apparent odds with Phase I findings which seem to indicate
MODIA had potential for helping management design more cost-effective
courses.

In the Phase I effort, however, the primary concern was determining
whether the simulations of course operations were "valid", i.e., could
they realistically simulate the way courses actually operated; and whether
the cost of MODIA could be offset by more cost-effective designs -- as
compared with conventionally designed courses. Phase II mainly tried to

determine how course managers might use the system. The results clearly
indicate that the simulation and cost information was of little use to
managers at this level.

No attempt was made to compare MODIA planning with conventional plan-
ning. Such comparisons are a little like comparing apples and oranges.
Were MODIA to be radically changed, the interface team and 2 of 3 ISD
planners felt the system could be an important aid in organizing and
clarifying the planning process. In short, MODIA could have been an
important addition to the planning process, but limitations in the system
as it currently exists precluded managers from seeing it as a positive,

useful tool. Specific highlights of the results will be discussed in
relation to Phase I results and in relation to MODIA's potential for
implementation now and in the future.

MODIA Costs. One of the most striking differences between Phase I
and Phase II service tests was the costs of implementing and operating the
MODIA system. The main difference in the cost of the two service tests

was in the reduced manpower required to operate MODIA. This reduction

reflects the high level of competence achieved by the interface team.
The experiences of Phase I seemed to have paid some dividends for the
Phase II effort. Particular mention must be made of the quality of train-

ing of the interface team. The interface team members, as well as the
project officer, were very adept at working around problems and seemed to
know a great deal more about how to use the system than may have been the
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case in Phase I. All four individuals expressed complete satisfaction with

the thoroughness of the training received at Rand Corporation in Santa

Monica. The monies expended for this training undoubtedly paid big dividends

both in the reduced cost of operating the system and in the quality of the

generated products.

Just how much this experience of the service test would affect the

per hour cost of MODIA planning figures in the Phase I effort is difficult

to guess exactly since this service test did not address the cost of MODIA

planning vis-a-vis conventional planning. It is safe to say MODIA planning

would not be as expensive as indicated in the Phase I test. The carefully

kept woWlogs and the comments by virtually all participants (Interface

Team, ISD, and Training Managers) indicated MODIA planning would not unduly

complicate the planning process. They felt the simulation would be a useful

aid in course planning were its limitations corrected to allow more realistic

representation of resource use and more realistic simulation of course shift

operations. The limitation of the UI and the RUM products appears to be the

main factor mitigating against MODIA effectiveness.

MODIA System Limitations. A look at the recommended changes to MODIA

provides the reader with a base from which to judge the limitations of the

system. The standout limitation is the restricted number of resources that

can be assigned to learning events. This limitation probably reduced the

acceptability of the simulation to the majority of the training managers.

Again, this finding is unenlightening to some extent since Phase I findings

indicated that the limitations degraded its acceptability to course planners.

Phase II results showed the limitations degraded the system acceptability

to managers as well.

In addition to the resource limits, the interface team reiterated the

desire to have a user interface that would be more adaptable. They indicated

a need for a system which could be entered at more points in a given phase,

and which could accept changes within a phase without having to reenter all

subsequent information within a file.

Another major factor influencing acceptability of MODIA was the in-

ability of planners to realistically simulate courses with shift operations;

and courses with certain configurations, 3ABR32831 had certain portions

of the course where students progressed from lock-step through selfrpaced

instruction and then back to lockrstep again. The course could only be

simulAted with the self-paced portion at the end of the two lock-step blocks.

While this resolved the problem of simulating the course with MODIA, it

made the resultant "picture" of course operation unrealistic. The problem

of simulating courses with shift operations was more serious, Managers

expressed a definite need for accurately simulating this type of operation,

but the MODIA system was not designed to handle shift operations in a way

that would be useful to course managers.
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In planning 3ABR27630, the managers were chagrined by MODIA's
inability to simulate group-paced instruction. The course was simulated
using the lock-step option, but again, the resultant simulation was some-
what unrealistic and the training managers expressed their dissatisfaction
with the resulting product.

In sum, while some realistic simulation of the three courses was
achieved, managers felt that inherent limitations of the MODIA system
prevented the simulation from being of any value to them in managing
training courses. A majority of the managers liked the MODIA concept, but
wanted the system to do more than it was deFigned to do.

As mentioned earlier, there are other scheduling and optimizing models
such as AIS, which better handle the problems facinq course managers,

A q1.4astion naturally arises about the relatively small numbers of
managers exposed to the MODIA simulation in this service test. From a
rigorous standpoint, it would be unwise to generalize about the value of
MODIA as a management tool based on the judgments of only nine course
manaq.s. These nine were sampled in this service test because they were
most ..irectly involved in the management of the courses selected for the
service test and in the best position to judge the utility and accuracy of
the MOM simulation and cost model information. AdditiOnally,''the large

reorganization of the former School of Applied Aerospace Sciences under the
training center caused other managers who would otherwise be involved to be
shifted to other organizational positions. Only those managers who could
best judge the accuracy and usefulness were asked to comment on the system.

Arguing for the generalizability of the training managers' judgments
is the fact that the perceived limitations of the system were, by and large,
the same limitations uncovered in the Phase I service test by course planners.
The fact that these limitations were also judged by the training managers
as constraining the usefulness of the simulation to management, provides a
reasonable clue as to the value of MODIA simulation to others. It can be

argued here that if the managers most familiar with course operation could
not find the simulation useful or acceptable, no one else could either.

The Cost Model, In general, the training management found the costing
of course alternatives very interesting but of little value to them in
management of course operation or in planning revised courses. The large

majority of managers stated that the cost model information was of little
practical value at their level, but went so far as to suggest the use of
cost model information by Hq ATC level management. The obtained accuracy
of the rust model figures and the ease with which alternative course costs
could be generated argued strongly for its adoption at some bevel, The

inputs to the cost model portion of MODIA can be obtained independently of
any information provided by the simulation portion of the MODIA system. In

short, from the results of this evaluation, MODCOM could be useful for Hq ATC
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level planners and managers. Based on the service test experience, however,
certain caveats have to be issued regarding the time involved to gather
and format information for input into the cost model.

The input information for use by MODCOM took a long time to gather
and put into .a usable form. Regardless of who uses the product, input
undoubtedly would have to come from branch and group level planners, and
would have to be updated regularly by the same people. This effort would
naturally extend to all Type 3 courses at each of the training centers and
would involve substantial changes in the way maintenance and cost data on
training course resources are kept. Would the effort be worth it? In

order to get a feel for the utility of the information provided by the cost
model, the cost model information on each of the three basic courses and
for all alternatives examined in this service test were given to planners
in the Management Analysis Directorate of the Hq ATC Comptroller. The

results of their study of MODCOM indicated that the Cost Mode; would probably
not be of any use at the Hq ATC level.

Despite the opinion of group and branch level management that MODCOM
information was interesting, but of little value, it could be argued that
these managers should be using this information regardless of current

practice. The argument may go that just because they are not used to
considering costs of alternative course designs, they could or should
make such considerations when they plan'or revise courses. This position

involves the determination of "what" or "who" drives course costs. The

managers sampled in this exercise felt that training philosophy, as presented

in center-level and headquarters-level policy guidelines (as well as practical

considerations like the Trained Personnel Requirement) drove the bulk of the

costs of training. As it turns out, current systems for managing course
costs are adequate, and the cost model information would not add anything

to current management of course costs.

In sum, the major conclusion of the evaluation study is that MODIA

could not be of sufficient practical value to managers at the branch,

group, or center level. MODIA was designed as a research tool to answer

broad, "what if" types of questions and probably should not be modified

to provide the more detailed level of simulation required by these planners

and managers. In addition to the simulation output from MODIA, the Cost

Model information proved to be of little value to the planners and mn-

agers at this organizational level for similar reasons. Specifically,

these individuals did not manage those costs which represented th., largest

part of the variable costs associated with technical training.

It could be argued that planners and managers at higher organizational

levels should routinely use the Amulation and cost model information to

examine the impact of broad policy decisions on course operation, but such

usage has inherent limitations. Someone would still have to provide' the
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baseline course data and keep it up on all courses of interest, and from
the experience of this service test, this would be no small chore.

A more realistic use of the MODIA system probably involves using the
system for what it was designed to do best -- answer broad research
questions such as: (1) What are the effects of varying student ability on

course design? (2) When is self-pacing best? - - with what types of
courses? (3) What is the interaction between student ability and types

of training and course cost? (4) How to best group student training on
expensive equipment? MODIA may allow researchers to approach these and
similar questions without extensive and expensive (and often equivocal)
field studies.
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KTTC COST INCURRED TO IMPLEMENT/OPERATE
MODIA PHASE II SERVICE TEST

CATEGORY FACTOR RATE COST

I. IMPLEMENTATION COST3u

A. Computer Terminal Time 16.53 hr $220.00/hr $3737.00
B. Other Projects rim on

MODIA Systems 15.4 hrs 220.00/hr 3391.00

C. Communications line
installation costs
(installation/removal) 200.00

D. TDY Costs
1. Interface Team Train-

ing.

3194.00

2. Lackland TDY 262.00

E. MODEM Costs 5 month 58.00/Mo 290.00,
SUB TOTAL 11.074.00'

II. OPERATING COSTS

A. 3ABR32831

1. Computer terminal
time 44.8 hr 220.00/hr 9856.00

2. Personnel usage
1 E-6 (interface) 178 6.'- '..4 184.45

2 E-5 (ISD) 47 5...;_ihr 253.33
3 E-5

ii

97 5.39/hr 522.00

4 E-4
,i,

22 4.65/hr 132.00

5 GS-9 " 22.5 9.43/hr i12.24

Sub Total 11,130.001

B. 3ABR30434 (all three
courses)
1. Computer Terminal

time

16.5 hrs 220.00/hr 3,630.00

2. Personnel Usage
a E-7 133.25 7.55/1 1,006.00
b. GS-9 108.5 9.43p1 1,023.00

Sub Total 5,659.001

I

Rounded to nearest dollar.

*Excludes cost of Rand
personnel usage in
setting up.MODIA.
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CATEGORY FACTOR RATE COST

C. 3ABR27630 (All three
courses)

1. Computer terminal
time 50.3 hrs 220.00/hr $11,066.00

2. Personnel Usage
a. GS-11 (Interface) 33.25 11.41/hr 379.38
b. GS-9 (ISD) 15,5 9.43/hr 146,17

Sub Total $11,592.001

OTHER COSTS

Personnel Costs:

Waiting (Computer Proglems
Access, etc.)
E-7 7,00 7.55 $ 52.85
E-6 97.75 6.45 630.49
GS-11 45.25 11.41 516.30

SUB TOTAL $ 1,199.00

TOTALS

Project Officer (Keesler)
Capt (69 days x 8 x .6) 331.00 11.01 $ 3,644.00

Total Computer Terminal Time Costs $31,680.00

Total Personnel Costs (Manpower Time) 3,828.00

Total Implementation 3,946.00

Total Other 1,199.00

TOTAL COST $44,297.00



PHASE

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS1 FOR VARIOUS PORTIONS
OF THE USER INTERFACE

K Bytes of Storage

I

S

P

T

R

C

RUM

42

42

46

40

58

70

48

RUM 66

10n H-6060 Time-sharing System



INSTRUCTIONS FoR THE
TRAINING MANAGERS' QUESTIONNAIRE

1. As a maw of various aspects of technical training course opera-
tions you have bean asked to participate in the evaluation of the MODIA
Planning system You are in a position to make a number of assessments
concerning this useful:ma of MOD/A products to the effective management
of training mum operations, and to MODIA's usefulness to the training
neneger as a planning tool. In the following pages, you will find a
nuMber of specific questions concerning your experience with MODIA and
your opinions an to its potential usefulness. The judgments required of
you are appromimete in nature, but please exercise thoughtful consideration
for each question. Only summary statistical results of your responses
combinsi with responses of others will be used in deciding on the utility
of the MIKA system.

2. Please read each question carefully and indicate your response on
the rating scale by placing a check mark in the appropriate space.
When you are finished, make sure you have completed the general information
sheet, and that you have put your name in the indicated place. Place the
completed questionnaire in the envelope provided and return it to TTGOT.
Rene bar, no other Technical Training Wing personnel will see your responses.
The information will be analyzed and presented in summary statistical form
by the Technology Applications Center. If you have aeditional comments,
clarification and/Or explanations, regarding any particular question,
please make them on the back of the sheet containing the question. Please
indicate the question number.
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GUESTICMIRE FOR TRAINThr; bil\NACYJIS

1. How useful was the MODIA simulation to you as a training manager,
in matting potential problems in course operation?

: 1: : 5: : 1: 1 : 2:
---WW-iliNFICCIMATE CONSIDERABLY LICTREMELY
ATM, UR USEFULNESS USEFUL USES

Please list the potential problems that MODIA allowed you to spot.

- problems in instructor manning in lab situations
- Instructional sequencing
- Number of required classrooms
- No problems not already foreseen

- Student bottlenecks

2. Ware any of the problems depicted in the MODIA simulation problems
you would have foreseen without MOM?

8 Yes 1 No

If yo-Jr response was yes, please list those problems you could have
foreseen without MODIA simulation and explain how you would have foreseen
them?

- Manpower Utilization
- Delays in student progress

- Costs of Training
Laboratory Utilization

*Lich problems would you have been unable to foresee without the ?MIA
simulation? (Please list)
- None
- All problems were known before MODIA simulation
- All of the problems established by MODIA programs were foreseen

and attacked without MODIA
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3. HON realistic were the alternative course designs provided you by
your ISD team mether?

: 2: : 3: 2 : : 2 :

TOTALLY SOMEWHAT MODERATELY VERY VIVIDLY
UNREALISTIC REALISTIC REALISTIC REALISTIC REALISTIC

Please comment on aspects of the alternatives which you feel were helpful
or unrealistic:
- The alternatives could only provide single shift simulation due to amount of
- inputs requ'r.id.

- MODIA was limitad because suggested alternatives could not be used because of
the 250 learning event restriction.

The alternatives that were used indicated the results that were anticipated.

4. Haw much time did it take for the ISD team to generate alternative
course designs for you?

:1 :4 .4 .

NO TIME VERY MODEST CONSIDERABLE AN EXTREME
AT ALL Atvr)UNT AMOUNT OF TIME

5. Now many of the course design changes you recommended were the ISD
interface team members able to incorporate into the alternative course

1 designs?

VERY SCmE MOST
FEW

Do you have any additional comments on the alternatives the ISD teams
designed on MODIA for you?

6. Could you understand the output of the MODIA simulation?
8 Yes

1 - Not at all

1 el r) r-
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CcrseeIt s?

7. Did .the ISD teem menter explain the output to you?

8 yes 1 No

8. Did you feel that you could understand the simulated course operation
after it was explained to you?

8 Yes 1 No

its?

9. In your opinion, would the MODIA simulation of course operation
and course cost enable you to better manage course problems and
resources?

: 1: : 3 : : 3 : : 2:
MY MUCH . SOMEWHAT VERY NOT AT
90 SETIER TIME ALL

Cannente?

- The simulation would enable us to find bottlenecks and queuing problems
before they occurred. It would be extremely valuable as a course planning
tool if we were able to program the inputs for a two shift course.

- Program needs expanding to allow other management factors to be considered:
i.e., class schedules, washback related problems for rescheduling, etc.



10. Are there any changes you would like to see made in either the
course simulation or most information that would make the MODIA system
output moan useful to you as a course manager? If there are any changes,
please list them and explain?
- Computer time needsto be increased.
- Limits on the number of inputs requires increasing
- Output needs to be reorganized by higher Hq as valid tool for increasing

or decreasing manning and/or facilities.
- Cost data was very difficult gathering and validating.
- Increase the 250 training event limitation
- Increase type of learning events, teaching formats and teaching agents.

11. How often do you feel you would use MODIA were it to be adopted as
a fully operational system?

: 4 : : 3 : : 2

SELDOM SCMETTME OFTEN COIVSTANTLY

12. Overall, how valuable would MODIA be to you in planning a course
revision?

: : 1 : : 2 :

NO w.11,2 LATIN MODERATE VALUABLE WIRDOMPr
VALUE VALUE VALUABLE

Additional ccmnents?

13. How confident are you in the results of the simulation of course
operation?

: : 5 : : 2 : : 2 :

NOT VERY MODERATELY VERY EXTREMELY
CONFIDENT LITTLE CONFIDENT CONFIDENT CONFIDENT
AT ALL OOW,TDENCE

1
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14. Haw confident are you in the cost figures shown to you on the

course costa (including the alternative course designs)?

: 2 : : 4: : 1 : L2-1,---.
: :

NOT VERY NOCERATELY VERY EXTREMELY

CONFIDENT LXTILE CONFIDENT CONFIDERF CC4'IDENT
AT ALL CWIDENCE

15. How useful a planning tool would the course simulation be to you
as a trainthg imager?

7: :

IC USE CP VERY LATELY VERY EXTREMELY
AT AIL LITTLE USE USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL

Comments?
MODIA did not tell us anything we didn't already know.

16. Had useful was the oast information on the alternative course designsll
to you as a imnsger?

2: : 5 : 1 1

NOT Cr WAX NIXERATELY VERY EXTREMELY

AT ALL LITTLE USE USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL

Caments?
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17. Do you feel the simulation of alternative designs could be of
value to you as a course manager?

5 Yes 4 No

18. In what ways would you aae information provided by he cost model?

19. What was the cost relationship of the baseline course to the
alternatives you asked the ISD team members to plan on MODIA?

Alternative 1: 1 a. Much more expensive

1 b. More expensive

4 c. About the same

3 = No response
d.

e.

Less expensive

much less expensive

Alternative 2: a. Much more expensive

1 b. More expensive

3 c. About the same

Less expensived.

3 . No response e. Much less expensive
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Ccenamts or explanations?

20. Ware the alternative course designs workable -- that is, did they
conform to Air Training Commend and Technical School policy?

a. Completely workable

4 h4 Wbrkable with minor changes

2 c. Somewhat unworkable - major changes required

d. Tbtally unworkable2 = No response

Cements?

21. In your gpninion, how Should MODIA be used (a short sentence or

two) ?

22. In your opinion, who should use MODIA (Specify "Who" at each
cevamisational level, i.e., training evaluation, plans, operations

'etc. -- You can specify NCNB or WORE THAN ONE)?

Technical School Personnel (Center Level): 4

Technical Training Group personnel: 3

Branch Personnel: 3 course planners/curricula

Hq ATC personnel: 4

2 - No one should use it.
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23. Per each cfrganizaticoal level you checked, please, in a sentence
or two, explain why they would use ?COM

Tezhrsicel School:

Sictr lima Training Group:

Branch:

Hg AM:

24. What do you think would be the role of those organizations you
indicated in using ILIA?



25. Mom list any additional comments you care to make about your
=Feria= with MOM, its usefulness, or any suggestions you may have
for improving the system.

- Increase program limits on teaching formats and agents.

- Increase number of learning events

- Improve cost model to permit insertion of other course cost. One weak

area encountered is in expendable supplies. Our training courses use

materials that are costly in supporting performance training in the
laboratories.

- The system must be expanded to be worthwhile.

- The programs need to be expanded.



DISASSOCIATED UTILITY OF MORIBUND BRAINS

by

CDR C. F. Meredith, USCG

Thank you, Captain FERGUSON, for the opportunity to present my paper this evening.
After the paper I presented last year in San Antonio, I was classified as a standard
deviant. Subsequently, I was advised to get closer to NORM; the only NORM's I know
are non-standard deviants.

The major thrust of my research has been in the area of disassociated utility of
moribund brains_ acronymically,

DUMB

In reality the full title of my paper is Disassociated Utility of Moribund Brains
in Stratified Higher Intellectual Technology.

Unfortunately, I was unable to locate an appropriate acronym in the U. S. Government
Catalog of Standard Acronyms on which to base my paper and subsequent research,
therefore, I have reverted 1.-? the symplistic fom DUMB.

Disassociated Utility of Moribund Brains in Stratified Higher
Intellectual Technology

This study degenerated from a self-conceptualized realization that the parathetical
bas.'s for psychomotorial and congenital evaluative processes, derived from replica-
tions of the cause-defect continuum in U. S. military training is, in itself, a pro-
cess of debilitating obfuscatory criterion-referenced retrograde directed systemization
which has as its propitiary conclusion a higher order of lesser inactivity in the non-
results-oriented result of out-processing of human resources, or, if you will, why
so many military trainees are revolting.

To encapsu'lte, in the initiatory process of learn.lr-referenced behavior modification,
symbolism i:, employed in varying degrees in representative relationships. For

example, observe this series of symbols-

111111

Each of these inter-related digitally displayed symbols have a cross-related defini-
tion, if you will, an object. an entity, a being unified essence of quantifiable
quality. In laymen's terminology, apples and oranges. Through an interactive
process involving psycho-motor applications, these symbols can be interposed and
juxtaposed in d variety of arrays to produce a specific differential resultant,
terminally speaking.

I shall now depict In graphic form through an interaction of cylinder-form
calcium-based substance and a vertically-oriented green-hued non-organic slate
Icbject, mis-termed a blackboard, how these symbols are most commonly presented
o the learning inputee: 1 + 1 =
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The substantive nature of these symbols has been non-imperically transformed. Yet

and herein lies the crux of my considerations, the arrangement of these data has

not led to a predicted conclusion and if we co-locate and additional non-relative

symbol

1 + 1 = ?

our perception also communicates a significant discertitude.

My research to date has led only to a preliminary conclusion. By a random selection

of one symbol from the population of similar data and applying the aforementioned

methodology, I have found that the digital array can approach content validity.

1 + 1 = 2

Traditionalists in our field have supported my findings (OG 4200 B.C., Einstein

1909 A.D.). On the other hand, those who have subscribed to the precepts of

stratified higher intellectual technology have aritculated interrogatism. I would

be remiss in this paper if I failed to replicate the differentiations. But, before

I graphically display the argument against my approach, I shall reiterate syntheti-

cally my self-propogated fear that if the research of the stratified higher intel-

lectual technologists reaches an unnatural conclusion which is the usual result,

disassociated utility of moribund brains (or dumbness) will be the terminal

orientation.

Their non-articulated objection in sum ostensibly stems from a perceived non- .

utilization of inherantly dichotomous symbolism leading to and causatory of the

disassociated properties of my partially stratified bias-oriented selection of the

digital data. Their methodology suggests the elimination of the chance-level symbo

whereby one is restricted to the imposition of only one additive similar symbol,

and further suggests the selection of three similar symbols thereby resulting in

this analogous if illogical formulation:

1 + 1 = N

In conclusion, I am gratified to state that my research reached termination in the

pre-data gathering stage and fortunately will not be published. I will be happy

to question any of your answers after the conclusion of this evening's program.
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REPORT OF STEERING COMMITTEE

and

GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING (1978)

1. The Steering Committee recommended and the membership approved
chances to the by-laws which redefined a quorum of the Steering
Committee and instructed the Secretary to solicit nominations for
the Harry H. Greer Award.

2. A description of the Harry H. Greer Award and its recipients
will be appended to the by-laws.

3. The German Armed Forces Association and the German Armed Forces
Psychological Service Research Institute were accepted as primary
members of the Steering Committee.

4. A list of the primary membership of the Steering Committee will
be appended to the by-laws.

5. The coordinating agencies of the next four annual conferences
will be:

1979 Naval Personnel Research and Development
Center (San Diego)

1980 Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research
Unit (Toronto)

1981 Army Individual Training Evaluation
Directorate (Ft. Eustis)

1982 Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center (Pensacola)
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LWS OF THE MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION*

Article I - Name

The name of this organization shall be the Militatey Testing

Association.

Article II - Purpose

The purpose if this Association shall pe to:

A. Asqemble -representatives of the various armed Aftrvices of the

United Staff WIc such otter nations as margeTt request cdiscuss and

exchange iatmEcmmmeerning assessmeneit7di-tary Hers

B. RIEWIPW stagy, arALC,scuss theaission, arga., , zation, operations,

and researat st cities of- the various ia.i.ed Irgionitmtions engaged in

military ors AVME aSSeSSIBMTC.

C. --Tis-tr =roved meeannel E.:selmment through Amploration and

presentalar. )1F. newrtmak,;(1ges. ana prcczetures fo.te0,6140oral measurement,

occupatiumT Analysis, mara ame.. analysis, simulation awls, training
programs, seliwpftr methane- mow-, sur.ey and feedbaar _,yamess.

D. --It .--naberamlor - the am=nange -f assessment procedures,

technique al. fri,. -Amerc3.

E. ?rd.* the ac;=-=-ssment of-ettary perscr,, as a scientific

adjunct to moolL-f military personnel menagement witnln tine military and

profession;. -ommunities.

Article 11: - Participation

The f 140ing categories shall constitute membership within the MTA:

A. PrImairw Membership.

1. 40'1 a.fltive duty militm-r mid civilian personnel permanently

assigned to am- agency of the assoc:ated armed services having primary

responsibility fcrr assessment far personnel systems.

2. AlT civilian and amtiva fluty military personnel permanently

assigned to an arennization exercising direct command over an agency of

the associated armed services holdlne primary responsibility for assessment

of military persimmnel.

*As appraise at the 1978 Gertert". Meeting of the Association 2 Nov 78,
Oklahoma City, liaviehoma

4'
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B. As s ociaito. Membershi p.

1. Membershtp in this category wi-7- be extended to permanent
personnel of variouis governmental, educational, business, industrial and
prilqate organizations enraged fr, acrivities that parallel those of the
prileary hembership- Associate mummers shall be entitled to al 1 privileges
of 'primary moMbers_ with the excervaill of memkership on the Steering
Comettee. 11Fhis reestriction may ole waived by the majority vote of the
Stp%( ing Committee.

Article IV Dues

No annual duel_ shall be leviet_against t re participants.

trti.le V StAerung Committee

LA. 7fte gavernim9 body of tte Association shell be the Steering
Conan The $teering Committee shall consist: rf voting and nun-voting
members_ kalr,. members are primary nnembers of the Steering Committee.
Primary mentbrertstiP shall include:

1. The ,uomanding Officers of the renme:tive agencies of the
armed stervires ail61/4rdsi nig responsibility for Ler-smonel assessment programs.

1-*e ranking c ^vil an preessional eamityees of the respactive
agencies n" /he armed service primary --esoonsibility for :me
conduct of -personnel assessment systens. Each amency shall have no TWAT
than two ) :Profess i goal civilian rE,dresentatTves

B. Associate membersip of tho Steering Committee shall be extemmed
by major-ft.? .vote of the committee:co -epresentatives le various govermmental,
educa tional , twiftess, industrial land private organizations whose purposes
parallel the of the Association_

C. The Chairman) of the Steer-mg Committee shall ne appointed by the
President e the Ass-r-aton. The term of office shal be one year anc
shall begin the laif day of the annual conference.

D. The St?errin4 COW ittee 3MM071 have general supervision over the
affairs of ter Al. :oci ati om and shafr have the responsiility for all
activities tri; *it* Assm-iation. The Steering Committee shall conduct the
business of the geti5ociation in the interim between annual conferences of
the Association by such ovens e communication as deemed appropriate by
the President or' Cna-rmah.

E. Meeting of the Steering Committee shall be held during the annual
conferences of the Acuiciation and at such times as requested by the
President of the Assztration or the Chairman of the Steering Committee.
Representation front 'me mArjority of the organizations of the Steering
Committee shall consctic:A, a quorum.
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Article VI - Officers

A. The officers of the Association shall consist of a President,

Chairman of the Steering Committee and a Secretary.

B. The President of the Association shall be the Commanding Officer

of the armed services agency coordinating the annual conference of the

Association. The term of the President shall begin at the close of the

annual conference of the Association and shall expire at the close of the

next annual conference.

C. It shall be the duty of the President to organize and coordinate

the annual conference of the Association held during his term of office,

and to perform the customary duties of a president.

D. The Secretary of the Association shall be filled through appoint-

ment by the President of the Association. The term of office of the

Secretary shall be the same as that of the President.

E. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Association to keep

the records of the association, and the Steering Committee, and to

conduct official correspondence of the association, and to insure notices

for conferences. The Secretary shall solicit nominations for the Harry

Greer award prior to the annual conference. The Secretary shall also

perform such additional duties and take such additional responsibilities

as the President may delegate to him.

Article VII - Meetings

A. The Vsociation shall hold a conference annually.

B. The annual conference of the Association shall be coordinated by

the agencies of the associated armed services exercising primary responsi-

bility for military personnel assessment. The coordinating agencies and

the order of rotation will be determined annually by the Steering Committee.

The coordinating agencies for at least the following three years will be

announced at the annual meeting.

C. The annual conference of the Association shall be held at a time

and place determined by the coordinating agency. The membership of the

association shall be informed at the annual conference of the place at

which the following annual conference will be held. The coordinating

agency shall inform the Steering Committee of the time of the annual

conference not less than six (6) months prior to the conference.

O. The coordinating agency shall exercise planning and supervision

over the program of the annual conference. Final selection of program

content shall be the responsibility of the coordinating organization.

11.
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E. Any other organization desiring to coordinate the conferem.
submit a formal request to the Chairman of the Steering Committee,
later than 18 months prior to the date they wish to serve as host.

Article VIII Committees

A. Standing committees may be named from time to time, as reituriireC

by vote of the Steering Committee The chairman of each szandingmammittee
shall be appointed by the Chairmen of the Steering Committee. Mrs of
standing committees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Stee:),IiAg
Committee in consultation with the Chairman of the commit=ee in qwevZ-"an-
Chairmen and committee members snail serve in tbeir appointed calamciti4
at the discretion of the Chairman of the Steering Committee. The -.4.rran

of the Steering Committee shall be ex officio member of al- staindir

committees.

B. The President with the counsel and approval of the Steer-
Committee may appoint such ad hoc committees as are needed frar
time. An ad hoc committee shall serve until its assigned task is
completed or for the length of time specified by the President in comsul-

tation with the Steering Committee.

C. All standing committees shall clear their general plans of egicion

and new policies through the Steering Committee, and no committee or
committee chairman shall enter into relationships or activities witP
persons or groups outside of the Association that extend beyond .he

approved general plan of work without the specific authorization
Steering Committee.

D. In the interest of continuity, if any officer or member
duty electea or appointed placed on him, and is unable to perforil
designated duty, he should decline and notify at once the office
association that he cannot accept or continue said duty.

Article IX - Amendments

ne

A. Amendments of these By-Laws may be made at any annual c -ence

of the Association.

B. Amendments of the By-Laws may be made by majority vote
assembled membership of the Association provided that the propos_ mend-

ments shall have been approved by a majority vote of the Steerim uimittee.

C. Proposed amendments not approved by a majority vote of rr
Steering Committee shall require a two-third's .vote of the assemetiflaLl

membership of the association.

4
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Article X - Voting

All ammtbeft's ,r attendance shall be voting members.

Article XI - Enactment

Theme Bo- Laws shall be in force immediatell man- acceptamce by a

majority oflw.e assembled membership of the Assacia-7.an and/air amended

in-farce ZOOreater 1973).
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STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
.of the

MILITARY TESTING AS2OCIATION

1. hwal Personnel ;'.= search and DeY.E1opment Center

2. Maul Educatian Training Prc:-ram Development Cente-

3. :,irmy Research .1.:.:tttute

4. 41"- Force Hummr-Ressol-ces Laboratory

5.. Atr Force Occuuattliwl Measurement Center

Army Individua 1"---a-ring Evaluation Directorate

7. U. S. Coast Guard Institute

8. Canadian Forces P--Ersonnel Applied Research Unit

E. :anadian Forces D- -E:torate for Manpower Occupational Structures

10. Royal Australiar Force Evaluation Division

11.. German Armed For -s Association

12. German Armed For es Psychological Services Research Institute
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HARRY H. GREER AWARD

The Military Testing Association is an =growth of an informal

meeting of representatives of the various armem forces testing agencies

in 1958. The meeting was held at the suggestioon (and through the

personal coordination) of CAPT Harry H. GREER_ YSN, Commanding

Officer of the Naval Examining Center. Thus, CIPT GREER was the

"founder" of the Military Testing Association. In 1962, an award in

his name was created to recognize significant lasting contributions

to the Association while exemplifying the ideal!; of the Association

and its founder.

The five recipients of the award since 1962 are:

1952 CAPT Harry H. GREER, :ESN

1970 COL J. M. McLANATHAN. USAF

1974 MR. C. J. MacALUSO, Naval Examining Center

1977 DR. W. J. MOONAN, Naval Personnel 12%, arch
and Development Center

1977 MR. J. A. BURT, U. S. Coast Guard Institute

.4
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INDEX OF AUTHORS

AND

LIST OF CONFEREES

PAGE

ADAMICK, Daniel R.
USA CS, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Attn: ATSL-TD-TD,

Maryland 21005
ADAMS, NW Jerome Ph.D.

3081E-B Stony Lonesome, West Point, NY 10996
Paper- presented: "Leader Sex, Leader Descriptions of Own

Behavior, and Subordinates Decription of Leader

Behavior 434

ADAMS, William
Chef of Naval Education & Training, Pensacola, FL 32508

ADKINS, Homer
Chief of Naval Education & Training, NAS Pensacola,
Florida 32508

ALLMAN, CAPT Thomas S.
USAF Squadron Officers School/Chief, Standardization
Division, SOS/EDVS, Maxwell AFB, AL 36112

ANDERSON, Kermit B.
1408 Spruce, Norman, OK 73069

ANSBRO, Thomas M.
COG CNET N-5 Bldg 679, NAVAIRSTA, Pensacola, FL 32508

Paper presented: "Using the Computer to Build the Task

Inventory 263

ANZELMO, CAPT Ralph H. (USMC)
HQMC Office of Manpower Utilization (MPU), Quantico,
Virginia 22134

ASA-DORIAN, Paul V.
Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center, San Diego

California 92147
AUMENT, John (USAF)

443D TCHTS/QUV, Altus AFB, OK 73521
AVERSANO, Dr. Francis M.

ATTSC-IT-TD, US Army Training Support Center, Fort
Eustis, VA 23604

Paper presented: "Task Analysis: Destination or Journey" . 199

BABIN, Ms. Nehama
Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave., Alexandria,
Virginia 22333

Paper presented: "Differential Field Assignment Patterns

for Male and Female Soldiers" .
396
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BARAN, Harry A.
34 Old Yellowsprings Rd., Fairborn, OH 45324

Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air

Force Personnel Availability"
BARBER, Herbert F.

US Army Research Institute Field Unit, P.O. Box 3122,

Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027
Paper presented: "Critical Performances of Battalion

Command Groups"
BARRON, Clovis J.

USN Naval Education & Training Program, Development

Center - Code PD10, Pensacola, FL 32509

BEEL, C. D.
Naval Manpower Utilization Unit, HMS Vernon, Portsmouth

P01 3ER, Hampshire, England
Paper presented: "Execution of Large Occupational Analysis

of the Royal Navy's Operations Branch"
BEGLAND, CAPT Robert R.

Training Development Institute, USA TRADOC, 123 Tabb Lane,

Tabb, VA 23602
Paper presented: "How Do You Buy 'Good Design": An

Examination of the Army's TEC Program"

BELL, 1LT Steven J., MSC
Training Evaluation Division, DTDE, AHS, Superintendent,

Academy of Health Sciences, USA, ATTN: HSA-TEC, Fort

Sam Houston, TX 78234
BENNETT, CPT Oscar D.

Academy of Health Sciences, ATTN: HSA-TIP, Fort Sam

Houston, TX 78234
BERGMANN, Joseph A.

AFHRL/ORA, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "Female Utilization in Non-Traditional

Areas"
BERNSTEIN, LCDR David M.

HQ, USCG Reserve Training Division, 400 7th Street, SW,

Washington, DC 20590
BILLS, CAPT Conrad G.

USAF Occupational Measurement Center, USAFOMC/OMDC,

Lackland AFB, TX 78236
Paper presented: "Evaluation of Computer-Derived Test Out-

lines Using Conventional Test Outlines as a Criterion

Reference During Test Development Projects"

BIRDSALL, Walter W.
Naval Education & Training Program Development Center,

Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509
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BLANKENSHIP, Constance
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
San Diego, CA 92152

Paper presented: "The Premature Attrition of Navy Female
Enlistees"

BODRON, LCDR Donald E.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

BOLDT, R. F.

Educational Testing Service, Rosedale Rd., Princeton,
New Jersey 08541

Paper presented: "Some Implications of Commercial Test
Normings for Mobilization Surveys"

BONETTE, Cedella J.
USA Military Personnel Center, DAPC-MSP-D, 200 Stovall
St., Alexandria, VA 22332

Paper presented: "General Overview and Initial Findings of
the Project on Job Satisfaction and Retention of US Army
Enlisted Personnel"

BOONE, Dr. James O.
FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute, Mike Monroney Aero-
nautical Center, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73125

Paper presented: "A New Procedure'to Make Maximum Use of
Available Information When Correcting Correlations for
Restriction in Range Due to Selection"

BOSSHARDT, Michael J.
Personnel Decisions Research Institute, 2415 Foshay Tower,
Minneapolis, MN 55402

Paper presented: "Content Validation of Class A School
Curricula in the Coast Guard"

BOTHWELL, Cheryl
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

BOWER, CAPT Frederick B. Jr.
USAF Occupational Measurement Center, Lackland AFB
Texas 78236

Paper presented: "The Stability Over Time of Air Force
Enlisted Career Ladders as Observed in Occupational
Survey Reports"

BOWNAS, David A.
Personnel Decisions Research Institute, 2415 Foshay Tower,
Minneapolis, MN 55402

Paper presented: "Content Validation of Class A School
Curricula in the Coast Guard"
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BOWSER, Samuel E.
5900 Lake Murray Boulevard, LaMesa, CA 92041

BRADNER, Dr. Cleveland Jr.
PD5, Naval Education & Training Program Development

Center, Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

BREWER, ENS David B.
Reserve Training Division, USCG Headquarters,

Washington, DC 20590

BUCK, DR. C. W.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
BURNS, Darla J.

Ucrn Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
BURNS, Dr. Eugene M.

USA Military Personnel Center, ATTN: OAPC-MSP-SM,

200 Stovall St., Alexandria, VA 22332

Paper presented: "Evaluating the Army Occupational Survey

Program Methodology: Answer Booklets, Questionnaire

Length, and Population Coverage" 51

BURT, John A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
BURTCH, Lloyd D.

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Brooks AFB,

Texas 78235
Paper presented: "A Methodology to Evaluate the Aptitude

Requirements of Air Force Jobs" 1012

BURTON, LTJG Richard T.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
BYHAM. W.

Development Dimensions, Inc., Pittsburg, PA

Paper presented: "Development of the Army ROTC Management

Simulation Program and Instructors' Orientation Program". 1091

CARGILL, Bonnie K.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
CARPENTER, Dr. James B.

KENTRON International, Inc., 14023 Rocky Pine Woods,

San Antonio, TX 78249
CARRAWAY, Jay

Naval Education & Training Program Development Center,

Box 212A Rt. 4, Pensacola, FL 32504

CARTER, LCDR Clinton, W.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
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CASTELNOVO, Anthony E.
US Army Research Institute, P.O. Box 3066, Ft. Still,

Oklahoma 73503
Paper presented: "Development of the Army ROTC Management

Simulation Program and Instructors' Orientation Course"

Paper presented: "Prediction of Field Artillery Officer

Performance" 839

CHAGALIS, CPT George P.
Academy Health Sciences, Room 247, Ft. Sam Houston,

Texas 78233
CHASE, LT Philip K.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
CHRISTAL, Raymond E.

AFHRL/ORA, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "Female Utilization in Non-Traditional

Areas
CONN, Barbara A.

USCG Institute, P.O.
73169

COOK, ENS Deborah J.
USCG Institute, P.O.
73169

CORY, Charles H.
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, San Diego,

California 92152
Paper presented: "Assessment Center Variables as Predictors

of On-Job Performance Characteristics"
COWAN, Douglas K.

AFHRL, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "Civilian Ground Safety Officer Job and

Training Requirements Survey"
CRIMMINS, CW02 James H.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
CRONIN, ENS Michael J.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
CUMMINGS, CAPT William H.

ATC Technology Applications Center, Lackland AFB, TX

78236
Paper presented: "Job Performance of USAF Bypassed

Specialists"
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CUNNINGHAM, J. W.
North Carolina State University, 2205 Hillsborough,
Raleigh, NC 27607

Paper presented: "Determining the Training Requirements of
United States Coast Guard Warrant and Commissioned
Officer Billets"

CZUCHRY, Andrew J.
Dynamics Research Corporation, Wilmington, MA

Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air
Force Personnel Availability"

DAPRA, R. A.
Development Dimensions, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA

Paper presented: "Development of the Army ROTC Management
Simulation Program and Instructors' Orientation Course" .

DAVILA, LTJG Robert E.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
DAVIS, D. Douglass

Chief of Naval Education & Training (CNET), Naval Air
Station, Pensacola, FL 32508

Paper presented: "Data Base To Determination of Training

Content: A Manageable Solution"
DELONEY, Rebecca

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

DeVRIES, Philip B.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., P.O. Box 516,

St. Louis, MO 63166
Paper presented: "Methods for Collecting and Analyzing

Task Analysis Data"
DeVRIES, LCDR Richard L.

RESGRU SW Hbr 01-88804, Box 147, RFD 1, Rockland, ME

04841
DICKINSON, Richard W.

Computer Programming & Statistical Analysis, Occupational
Research Program - Industrial Engineering, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843

DIETERLY, Duncan L.
USAF Human Resources Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio 45433

Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air

Force Personnel Availability"
DITULLIA 'Paul

USV Ocupational Measurement Center, Lackland AFB, TX
782i

DOORLEY, Richard D.
USA Military Personnel Center, 200 Stovall St., Rm 1S23,
Alexandria, VA 22332
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DOW, Dr. Andrew N.
USNETPDC - Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

Paper presented: "Objective Evaluation of Correspondence
Course Items"

DREW, LT Richard
Officer in Charge, Central Test Site for PTEP, NAVGMS
Virginia Beach, VA 23461

DREWES, D. W.
North Caroline State University, 2205 Hillsborough,
Raleigh, NC 27607

Paper presented: "Determining the Training Requirements of
United States Coast Guard Warrant and Commissioned Officer
Billets"

DRISKILL, Dr. Walter E.
USAF Occupational Measurement Center/OMYO, Lackland AFB,
Texas 78236

Paper presented: "Four Fundamental Criteria for Describing
the Tasks of an Occupational Specialty"

Paper presented: "The Stability Over Time of Air Force
Enlisted Career Ladders as Observed in Occupational
Survey Reports"

DUFFY, Paul C.
Marine Corps Institute, Marine Barracks 8th & I Sts.,
P.O. Box 1775, Washington, DC 20013

DURHAM, MAJ Charles V.
Evaluation Branch, Academic Instructor School, USAF,
AIRFOS, EDV, Maxwell AFB, AL 36112

DYER, Dr. Frederick N.
Army Research Institute Field Unit, P.O. Box 2086,
Ft. Benning, GA 31905

Paper presented: "Using an Assessment Center to Predict
Leadership Course Performance of Army Officers and NCOs

EARLES, James A.
AFHRL/PES, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "The Content Issue in Performance Appraisal
Ratings"

EASTMAN, Robert F.
US Army Research Institute Field Unit, P.O. Box 476,
Ft. Rucker, AL 36362

Paper presented: "Validity of Associate Ratings of
Performance Potential by Army Aviators"

ELLIS, Dr. John A.
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, Code 304,
San Diego, CA 92152

Paper presented: "The Instructional Quality Inventory:
Introduction and Overview"
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ELLIS, CAPT R. T.
Canadian Forces 7'ersonnel Applied Research Institute,
4900 Yonge St., Willowdale, Gntario, Canada

ESCHENBRENNER, Dr. A. John
McDonnell Douglass Astronautics Co., P.O. Box 516,
St. Louis, MO 63166

Paper presented: "Methods for Collecting and Analyzing
Task Analysis Data" 314

ESLICK, CW04 David W.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

EVANS, Ermon M.
Chief of Naval Technical Training, (CNTECHTRA),
704 W. Sherrod, Covington, TN 38019

FARNSWORTH, LT Barry A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
FARRIS, John C.

Data-Design Laboratories, L5 Koger, P.O. Box 12773,
Norfolk, VA 23502

FERGUSON, CAPT. J. E.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

FINE, Dr. Sidney A.
Advanced Research Resources Org., 4330 East West Highway,
Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: "Analysis of Heavy Equipment Operator

Jobs" 734

FISCHL, Dr. M. A.
317 Rexburg Ave., Fort Washington, MD 20022

Paper presented: "Measuring the Military Base Population

of the 1980's" 640

FOGLE, Charles C.
FAA Airman Examinations AFS-593, AERO Center, Will
Rogers Field, OK

FOLEY, Paul P.
3965 Aqua Dulce Blvd., Spring Valley, VA 92077

FORMAN, Ima R.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, Ok

73169
FREY, Dr. Robert L. Jr.

USCG (G-P-1/2/62), Washington, DC 20590
GAFNEY, LT Edward J. III

Strategis Systems Project Office, Crystal City Mall 3,
Washington, DC 20376
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GENTNER, CAPT Frank C.
USAF Occupational Mkesurement Center/OMYO, Lackland AFB,
Texas 78236

Paper presented: "Four Fundamental Criteria for Describing
the Tasks of an Occupational Specialty"

GEORGE, Dr. Clay E.
Dept. of Psychology, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
79409

Paper presented: "An Analysis of the OE Concept and
Suggested Improvements"

GERBER, Dr. J. E. Jr.

HQ US Army Forces Command, KTTN AFPR-PSE, Ft. McPherson,
Georgia 30330

GILBERT, Dr. Arthur C. F.

US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "Prediction of Field Artillery Officer
Performance"

Paper presented: "Predictive Utility of the Officer Evalua-

tion Battery (OEB)"
Paper presented: "Quality of ROTC Accessions to the Army

Officer Corps"
GIORGIA, M. Joyce

Air Force Human Resources Lab, Brooks AFB, TX 78235
GOCLOWSKI, John C.

Dynamics Research Corporation, Wilmington, MA
Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air

Force Personnel Availability"
GOLDMAN, Dr. Lawrence A.

USA Military Personnel Center, DAPC-MSP-D, 200 Stovall St.,
Alexandria, VA 22332

Paper pfcacuted: "General Overview and Initial Findings of
the Project on Job Satisfaction and Retention of U.S. Army
Enlisted Personnel"

GOODGAME, Doug
Occupational Research Program, Industrial Engineer Dept.,
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77801

Paper presented: "Scheduling Formal School Training to

Maximize Cost Effectiveness"
GOODY, Kenneth

AFHRL, Brooks AFB, TX 78235
Paper presentecik: "Benchmark Scales for Collecting Task

Training Factor Data"
GORDON, Mr. M. Meriwether

AF ROTC, AFROTC/ACME, Maxwell AFB, AL 36112

Paper presented: "Weighted Selection System for AFROTC
Applicants--Perspective After Second Year of Use" . . .
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GOULS, Dr. R. Bruce
AFHRL/PES, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

GRAHAM, Dr. William W. Jr.
MEPCON, MEPCT-P, Bldg. 83, Ft. Sheridan IL 60037

Paper presented: "Development of a Mobilization Population
Inventory Using Existing ASVAB Data Banks"

GRIMM, Richard
PD-10, NETPDC Ellyson, Bldg. 922, Pensacola, FL 32509

GROETKEN, LTC David L.
Chief, Analysis Div. Directorate of EVAC, USA Field
Artillery School, Ft. Sill, OK 73503

GROVER, Martha S.
Defense Intelligence School, Washington, DC 20374

GUERREIN, Joseph H.
USA Infantry School, SFTD, Directorate of Training,
Ft. Benning, GA 31905

HALADYNA, Tom
Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, OR 97361

Paper presented: "The Emergence of an Item-Writing
Technology"

HALTRECHT, Dr. Ed
Personnel Research, Ontario Hydro (H2-D17), 700 University

Ave., Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
HANLON, John P.

Ft. Devens, MA 01433
HASSALL, LCDR James L.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
HASSEN, John E.

Code N5B2, Chief of Naval Education & Training Support,
Bldg. 997, Ellyson Field, Pensacola, FL 32509

HAWRYSH, CDR Fred J.
Directorate of Military Occupation.? ctructurPs,
Canadian Forces, National Defense Headquarters, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1A OK2

HEJL, CW04 L. E.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
HENDERSON, Robert G.

Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center,

ATTN: ATLF-TD-JS, Presidio of Monterey, CA 93940

Paper presented: "The Defense Language Aptitude Battery

(DLAB)"
HENN, LT COL Manfred

MOD Germany, Ministry of Defense - Armed Forces Staff 13,
Postfach 1328, 5300 Bonn 1, W. Germany
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HICKS, Dr. Jack M.
6827 Old Chesterbrook Rd., McLean, VA 22101

Paper presented: "Leader Sex, Leader Descriptions of Own
Behavior, and Subordinates Description of Leader Behavior"

Chairman, Symposium: "Methodology for Mobilization Popu-
lation Inventory"

HILLIGOSS, Richard E.
Army Research Institute Field Unit, P.O. Box 2086,
Ft. Benning, GA 31905

Paper presented: "Using an Assessment Center to Predict
Leadership Course Performance of Army Officers and NCOs".

HOUTZ, John C.
USA Recruiting (USARCASP-E), Ft. Sheridan, IL 60037

HOWARD, Dr. Charles W.
805 Cortijo, El Paso, TX 79912

Paper presented: "Methodology for Evaluating Operator
Performance on Tactical Operational Simulator/Trainers" .

HUNTER, John E.
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48823

Paper presented: 'The Impact of Valid Selection Procedures

on Workforce Productivity"
Paper presented: "Test of a New Model of Validity General-

ization: Results for Tests Used in Clerical Selection" .

JACKSON, Alvaline B.
3060D Mower Court, Ft. Mead, MD 20755

Paper presented: "Evaluation of Intelligence Producing
Capability of Selected Combat Arms Units" ...... . .

JACKSON, LT COL David K.
AFROTC/ACME, Maxwell AFB, AL 36112

Paper presented: "Weighted Selection System for AFROTC
Applicants--Perspective After Second Year of Use" . . .

JACKSON, William L.
Directorate of Training Developments, Training Analysis
& Design Division, Ft. Rucker, AL 36362

JENKINS, William J.
US Army, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35481

JENNINGS, Alan E.
FAA CAMI, AAC118, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, OK
73125

Paper presented: "A Method to Evaluate Performance Relia-
bility of Individual Subjects"

JENNINGS, Margarette C.
Advanced Research Resources Organization, 4330 East West
Highway, Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: "Analysis of Heavy Equipment Operator

Jobs"
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MUNSON, LT David G.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
33HNSON, Dorothy

Corry Station, Cryptologic Dept., Pensacola, FL 32E

JOHNSON, Kirk A.
Naval Personnel Research & Development Center, 639 -ly

St., San Diego, CA 92120
JOHNSON, Robert N.

USA Administration Center (DID), Ft. Benjamin Harr.

Indiana 46216
Paper presented: "Design of Machine Scorable 'Hands On'

Performance Tests in a Paper and Pencil Mode"

JONES, Dr. Jean
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral & Social
Sciences, HQ TCATA (PERI-OH), Ft. Hood, TX 76544

JONES, Karen N.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
JONES, Dr. Todd

R&D US Coast Guard (G-DSA-1/TP44), Washingt'n DC 20590
KAHN, Dr. Arthur

Westinghouse Defense & Electronic Systems Center, P.O. Box
746 (M.S. 440), Baltimore, MD 21203

Paper presented: "Experimental Evaluation of a High Tech-

nology Training Program"
KAPLAN, Dr. Ira T.

Training Development, US Army Research Institute Field
Unit, P.O. Box 3122, Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027

Paper presented: "Critical Performances of Battalion

Command Groups"
KEATES, CAPT W. E.

Staff Officer Analysis, Air Command Headquarters, Westwin,
Manitoba, Canada R2R OTO

Paper presented: Aircrew Training Research - Project

ACTIVE"
KEETH, James B.

USAF Occupation Measurement Center, Lackland AFB, TX

78236
KINNISON, Henry L.

Dept. of Psychology, Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas 79409

Paper presented: "An Analysis of the OE Concept and

Suggested Improvements"
KINTOP, Constance

MGR Personnel Services, Minneapolis Personnel Dept.,
312-3RD Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55415
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KNAUP, Peggy A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma C4ty, OK
73169

KNERR, Dr. C. Mazie
US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
ATTN: PERI-OU, Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "An Application of-Tactical Engagement
Simulation for Unit Proficiency Measurement"

KNIGHT, Patricia
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

KOHL, Delbert E.
Marine Corps Institute, Marine Barracks, Box 1775,
Washington, DC 20013

KOSKI, LT John D.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

KRAIN, Dr. Burton F.
US Civil Service Commission, Intergovernmental Personnel
Programs Division, 230 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60604

KRIETEMEYER, CDR George E.
USCG Aviation Technical Training Center, Elizabeth City,
North Carolina 27909

KUENZ Dr. Marjorie A.
Naval Health Sciences, Education & Training Command,
National Naval Med. Center, Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: "Systematic Instructional Validation

Through Testing" 275

KUHNLE, CDR Robert L.
Leadership Program Staff, USCG Reserve Training Center,

Yorktown, VA 23690
LAABS, G. J.

Navy Percnnne1 Research R Development Center, San Diego,

California 92152
Paper presented: "Performance Test Objectivity: Compari-

son of Interrater Reliabilities of Three Observation
Formats" 831

LAMBRECHT, Marvin W.
1515 S. Jefferson Davis Hwy, Arlington, VA 22202

LANTERMAN, Richard S.
US Coast Guard, 400 7th St., SW, Washington, DC 20590

Paper presented: "Content Validation of Class A School

Curricula in the Coast Guard" 1107

LEECH, LT COL Carl A.
Canadian Forces Directorate of Military Occupational
Structures, National Defense Headquarters, 101 Colonel
By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario Canada K1A OK2
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LEFROY, MAJ Dal
CF PARU, Suite 600, North York Govt. of Canada Bldg.,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M2N 6B7

LEGER, Marie
US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,

Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "Validity of Associate Ratings of

Performance Potential by Army Aviators"

LEHMAN, LT Stanley E.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
LEWIS, Dr. John R.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
LEWIS, Dr. Mary A.

AAC-118 FAA/CAMI, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Paper presented: "A Comparison of Three Models for Deter-

mining Test Fairness"
LINCOLN, John O.

Defense Language Institute, English Language Center,

Lackland AFB, TX 78236

LINDSEY, Shellie
6403 E. 16th, Anchorage, AK 99504

LINNON, CDR J. L.
USCG Training Center, Governors Island, New York, NY 10004

LIU, Georgina
Army Education Center, Ft. Ord, CA 93941

LOFASO, Anthony J.
Dynamics Research Corp., Wilmington, MA

Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting

Air Force Personnel Availability"
LONG, James L.

CNET (Code N-531), NAS Pensacola, FL 32508

LOTZ, George Jr.
4713 NW 59th Terrace, Oklahoma City, OK 73122

LOWE, Muriel
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
MARCO, Ruth Ann

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., P.O. Box 516,

St. Louis, MO 63166
Paper presented: "Methodology for Selection and Training

of Artillery Forward Observers Job Analysis"

MARTIN, J. Thomas Jr.
Data Design Laboratories, 15 Koger Executive Center,

Suite 140, Norfolk, VA 23502
Paper presented: "A Comparison of Two Criterion-Referenced

Scoring Procedures for an Answer-Until-Correct, Multiple-

Choice Performance Test"
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MARTIN, LTJG Thomas J.
USCG Headquarters (G-PMR-5), 400 7th St., SW,
Washington, DC 20590

MASSEY, CAPT Randy H.
AFHRL/PES, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "The Content Issue in Performance
Appraisal Ratings" 508

MATHEWS, John J.
AFHRL, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "Prediction of Reading Grade Levels of
Service Applicants from Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAE)" 494

MEEK, Patticia A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
MEREDITH, CDR Carlton F.

USCG AVTRACEN, Mobile, AL 36608 1373

MEREDITH, Dr. John B. Jr.
Data Design Laboratories, P.O. Box 12773, 15 Koger,
Norfolk, VA 23502

Paper presented: "A Comparison of Two Criterion-Referenced
Scoring Procedures for an Answer-Until-Correct, Multiple-
Choice Performance Test" 938

MERRILL, M. David
Courseware, Inc. San Diego, CA

Paper presented: "The Instructional Quality Inventory:

Introduction and Overview" 1138

MESSICK, Vernon D.
NEIPDC, Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

MESSURA, CW03 Ronald A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

METTY, CW04 Cleo F.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
MILLIGAN, Dr. John R.

US Army Research Institute, P.O. Box 3066, Ft. Sill,

Oklahoma 73503
Paper presented: "A Learning-Receptive State as Induced by

an Auditory Signal or Frequency Pulse" 1181

Paper presented: Observer Self-Location Ability and its

Relationship to Cognitive Orientation Skills" 333

MINTER, CDR Richard W.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
MITCHELL, LT COL Jimmy L.

USAFOMC/ONY, Stop 100, Lackland AFB, TX 78236
Paper presented: Differential Responses on Alternately

Anchored Job Rating Scales" 525
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MOBLEY, Amelia E.
USCG 400 7th St., SW, Washington, DC 20590

MOCHARNUK, Dr. John B.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. P.O. Box 516,

St. Louis, MO 63166
Paper presented: "Methodology for Selection and Training of
Artillery Forward Observers Job Analysis"

MONROE, CW03 Larry N.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

MONTELMERLO, Dr. Melvin D.
ATTSC-IT-TD, US Army Training Support Center,
Ft. Eustis, VA 23604

Paper presented: "Task Analysis: Destination or Journey".

MULDROW, Tressie W.
Resound Research & Development Center, US Civil Service
Commission, 1900 E St., NW, Washington, DC 20415

Paper presented: "The Impact of Valid Selection Procedures

on Workforce Productivity:
MULLANE, CAPT Thomas F.

Service School Command, Naval Training Center, Orlando,
Florida 32813

MULLINS, C. J.
AFHRL/PES, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "The Content Issue in Performance
Appraisal Ratings"

MURPHY, John W.
USAIA Test Design Coordinator, Ft. Benjamin Harrison,

Indiana 46218
MUSSIA, Stephen J.

Manager, Personnel Research & FVAL; Minneapolis Personnel

Dept., 312 3rd Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55415
MYERS, David C.

Advanced Research Resources Organization, 4330 East West
Hwy., Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: "Analysis of Heavy Equipment Operator

Jobs"
McCLINTOCK, Dr. William R.

PD-10 Navy Education & Training Program Development
Center, Bldg. 922, NETPCD, Ellyson, Pensacola, Fl 32509

McCOY, Linda A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
McDANIELS, CW02 Donald M.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
McINTOSH, Virgil M.

AF Extension Course Institute (EDV), Gunter AFS, AL 36118
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McIVER, LT COL Werner W.

Headquarters, USMC, Office of Manpower Utilization,
Quantico, VA 22134

McKENZIE, Robert C.

Resound Research & Development Center, US Civil Service
Commission, 1900 E St., NW, Washington, DC 20415

Paper presented: "The Impact of Valid Selection Procedures
on Workforce Productivity" 677

McLANATHAN, COL Frank L.
St. Mary's University, San Antonio, TX 78284

McVAY, Kenneth W.

USA Missile & Munitions Center & School, ATTN: ATSK-TD-PM,
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809

NEFF, Edwin F.

Assistant Chief Training & Education, US Coast Guard,
400 7th St., SW, Washington, DC 20590

NELSON, Oliver

USAF/ATC Randolph AFB, TX 78148
NODDIN, Ernest M.

Submarine Medical Research Laboratory, Box 900, Submarine
Base, Groton, CT 06340

NOVAK, Frank J.

Naval Education & Training Program Development Center,
Classified Instructional Material DiVision, (PD-9)
Bldg 942, Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

NOWLIN, Debra L.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

NUGENT, William A.

Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, ATTN: Code
9309, San Diego, CA 92152

Paper presented: "Performance Test Objectivity: Comparison
of Interrater Reliabilities of Three Observation Formats" 831

O'CONNELL, Joseph
Police Training, M.L.E.O.T.C., 7426 North Canal Rd.,
Lansing, MI 48913

O'LEARY, Dr. Brian S.
U.S. Civil Service Commission, 1900 E Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20415

Paper presented: "Construct Validity" 849
OLIVER, Dr. L.-W.

Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "Differential Field Assignment Patterns
for Male and Female Soldiers" 396

OLIVO, CAPT John
USAF Occupation Measurement Center, Lackland AFB, TX
78236

Paper presented: "The Use of Job Satisfaction Data in the
Occupational Survey Program" 65
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OLSON, Howard C.
Advanced Research Resources Org., 4330 East West Hwy.,
Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: "Analysis of Heavy Equipment Operator
Jobs" 734

ORRISON, CPT Stephen L.
Director of Training Development/USAIS, ATTN: ATSH-I-U-
TDD, Ft. Benning, GA 31905

OSBORNE, James E.
NAVEDTRA PRODEVCEN (PD-3), Ellyson AFB, Pensacola, FL
32509

OVERTON, Deborah J.
USCG Institute, P.O.
73169

PACKER, CW04 Harold R.
USCG Institute, P.O.
73169

PARKS, LT Alton J.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

PARSONS,-Tom
KENTRON International, Inc., P.O. Box 35417, Brooks AFB,
San Antonio, TX 78235

PASS, Dr. John J.
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, San Diego,
California 92152

Paper presented: "Sample Size and Stability of Task
Analysis Inventory Response Scales"

PASTENE, ENS Charles R.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

PATTERSON, CAPT Gary K.
USAF Sheppard AFB, Wichita Falls, TX 76308

PEARLMEN, Kenneth
US Civil Service Commission, 1900 E St., NW,
Washington, DC 20415

Paper presented: "Test of a New Model of Validity General-
ization: Results for Tests Used in Clerical Selection" .

PESKOE, Stuart E.
Dynamics Research Corporation, Wilminton, MA

Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air
Force Personnel Availability"

PETERSON, CW03 Phillip M.
USCG, 10 Philanne Dr., Norwich, CT 06360

PHALEN, William J.
AFHRL/ORA, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "The Development of a Technique for
Using Occupational Survey Data to Construct and Weight
Computer-Derived Test Outlines for Air Force Specialty
Knowledge Tests (SKTs)"
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PHILLIPS, Fredric F.

Dynamics Research Corporation, Wilmington, MA
Paper presented: "PAM: A Methodology for Predicting Air

Force Personnel Availability" 602
PORTER, George V. Jr.

Director, Cadet Exams & Records, USAF Academy, CO 80840
POTTER, LT Earl H. III

US Coast Guard Academy, New London, CT 06320
PROVENMIRE, H. K.

USCG Aviation Training Center, Bates Field, Mobile,
Alabama 36608

POWELL, Ladonna A.

USCG Inistitute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

PUZICHA, Dr. Klaus

Regierunsdirektor Bei, Dezernat Wehrpsychologie IM,
Streitkrafteamt, ABT. I

QUICK, Bob J.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

RAMPTON, LCOL Glenn M.

Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit, 4900
Yonge St., Willowdale, Ontario

Paper presented: "A Strategy for Task Analysis and
Criterion Definition Based on Multidimensional Scaling" . 132

RAY, MAJ W. D.

Directorate of Evaluation, USAMPS/TS, Ft. McClellan,
Alabama 36205

ECKASE, Dr. Mark D.
University of Missouri, 4 Hill Hall, Columbia, MO 65211

Paper presented: "A Generalization of Sequential Analysis
to Decision Making with Tailored Testing" 994

REINHARDT, LCDR William H.

US Navy Occupational Development & Analysis Center
(NODAC), Bldg 150, Washington Navy Yard (ANACOSTIA),
Washington, DC 20374

RENEAU, ENS Lee

USCG Training Center, Cape May, NJ 08204
RICHARDS, Robert E.

The Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA
Paper presented: "The Instructional Quality Inventory:

Introduction and Overview" 1138
ROBERTS, Fred C.

Naval Health Sciences, Education & Training Command,
National Naval Med. Center, Bethesda, MD 20014

Paper presented: Systematic Instructional Validation
Through Testing" 275
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ROBERTSON, D. W.

Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, San Diego,
CA 92152

Paper presented: "Sample Size and Stability of Task
Analysis Inventory Response Scales" 537

ROID, Gale

Teaching Research Division, Oregon State System of Higher
Education, Monmouth, OR 97361

Paper presented: "The Emergence of an Item-Writing
Technology" 1035

ROOT, Robert T.
US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: An application of Tactical Engagement
Simulation for Unit Proficiency Measurement". . . .

1316

RUBRIGHT, Earl
80th MTC, 556 Valleywood Dr., Millers Ville, MD

Paper presented: "Evaluation of Intelligence Producing
Capability of Selected Combat Arms Units" 1205

RUCK, Hendrick W.
AFHRL/OR, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "The Collection and Prediction of Training
Emphasis Ratings for Curriculum Development" 242

Paper presented: "Methods for Collecting and Analyzing
Task Analysis Data" 314

Paper presented: "Methods for Determining Safety Training
Priorities for Job Tasks" 296

Paper presented: "Obstacles to and Incentives for Stand-
ardization of Task Analysis Procedures" 188

Paper presented: "A Technique for Selecting Electronic
Specialties for Consolidation" 385

RUMSEY, M. G.

US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Dr., Alexandria,
Virginia 22333

Paper presented: "Development of the Army ROTC Management
Simulation Program and Instructors' Orientation Course" .

1091

RUX, George V.

MEPCON, MEPCT-P, Bldg. 83, Ft. Sheridan IL 60037
Paper presented: "Development of a Mobilization Population

Inventory Using Existing ASVAB Data Banks" 645

SANDS, William A.
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center (Code 310),
San Diego, CA 92152

Paper presented: "Computer Assisted Reference Locator
(CARL) System: An Overview" 470
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SARGENT, Mildred L.
Naval Education & Training Program Development Center,

Ellyson Field, Pensacola, FL 32509

SCANLAND, Dr. Dorothy
US Naval Education & Training Command (Code N-5),

Pensacola, FL 32508
SCANLAND, Dr. Worth

US Naval Education & Training Command (Code N-5),

Pensacola, FL 32508
SCHIEMANN, William A.

Project Manager, AT&T, Rm. 6126F2, 295 N. Maple Ave.,

Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
SCHMIDT, Frank L.

Resound Research & Development Center, US Civil Service

Commission, 1900 E St., NW, Washington, DC 20415

Paper presented: "The Impact of Valid Selection Procedures

on Workforce Productivity"
Paper presented: "Test of a New Model of Validity General-

ization: Results for Tests Used in Clerical Selection" .

SCHWARTZ, CW04 John E.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
SCOTT, LT Lynn M.

AFHRL/ORA, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

SEIBEL, David
D. E. Siebel & Assoc. LTD (Canadian Forces), #1609 1275

Richmond Rd., Ottawa, Ontario K2B 8E3

SELLMAN, MAJ Wayne S.
Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center, Randolph AFB,

Texas 78418
Paper presented: "Prediction of Reading Grade Levels of

Service Applicants from Armed Services Vocational

Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)"
SEUBERLICH, COL Hans-Erich

Chairman Army Section DBwV (Federal Armed Forces Associa-

tion), Sudstrabe 123, 5300 Bonn 2, W. Germany

Paper presented: "Strain by Prolonged Duty Hours and

Problems as to Mobility of Soldiers - As Seen by Federal

Armed Forces Association"
SHIPLEY, Brian D. Jr.

US Army Research Institute Field Unit, P.O. Box 476,

PERI-OA, Ft. Rucker, AL 36362
Paper presented: "Complexity of Flight Path Data as an

Index of Skill in Piloting Performances from a Flight

Simulator Based Job-Sample Test"
Paper presented: "Learning Aptitude, Error Tolerance, and

Achievement Level as Factors of Performance in a Visual-

Tracking Task"
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SHIVELY, Albert E.
Naval Education & Training Program Development Center,
Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

SHOEN, William R.
Service School Command, Naval Training Center, Orlando,
FL 32813

SILVERSTEIN, Jerome H.
Defense Language Institute, English Language Center,
Lackland AFB, TX 78236

SIMS, Dr. Bill
Center for Naval Analyses, 1401 Wilson Blvd. Arlington,
Virginia 22209

SKOFSTAD, Dennis
Aviation Technical Training Center, Elizabeth City,
North Carolina 27909

SMITH, Dr. Bea H.
Naval Amphibious School, Coronado, San Diego, CA 92155

SMITH, H. Wayne
Dept. of Psychology, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
79409

Paper presented: "An Analysis of the OE Concept and

Suggested Improvements" 942

SOLOMON, Elberta
PD5, Naval Education & Training Program Development
Center, Ellyson, Pensacola, FL 32509

SPRAGUE, LT Chester M.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
STAMM, LTJG James A.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
STEFFEN Dale A.

Electronics Division, Denver Research Institute, Univer-
sity of Denver, P.O. Box 10127, Denver, CO 80210

Paper presented: "Evaluation of Troubleshooting Simulator" 1249

STEPHENSON, Donald P.
Staff & Faculty Division, Office of DAC for EEL Tech,
USAARMS, Ft. Knox, KY

STEPHENSON, Dr. Robert W.
AF Human Resources Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "Obstacles to and Incentives for Stand-

ardization of Task Analysis Procedures" 188

STERLING, Martha E.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
STEWART, RADM W. H.

Chief, Office of Personnel, USCG, 400 7th St., SW,

Washington, DC 20590
Paper presented (Keynote Address): "Quality of Life" . . xi
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STIMATZ, LT J. Anthony
Dept. of Mathematics, USCG Academy, New London, CT 06320

SVEJKOVSKY, Mary L.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
TAKAHASHI, Terry

Defense Intelligence School, Washington, DC 20374

TALLEY, John W.
SWT Division, ATSK-TD-AD-A, Bldg 3342, USAMMCS, Redstone

Arsenal, AL 35809
TARTELL, J. S.

Academy of Health Sciences, Ft. Sam Houston, TX 78234

Paper presented: "Job Analysis in the US Army Medical

Training Environment"
TAYLOR, Donald F.

CG Research & Development, 2366 Antigua Ct. Reston, VA

22091
TAYLOR, CAPT Ronald L.

Extension School, Education Center, Marine Corps

Development & Education Command, Quantico, VA 22134

TEMPLEMAN, Max
Chief, Education Branch, US Army Support Command, DPCA,
USASCH, Ft. Shafter, HI 96858

THAIN, John W.
Defense Language Institute, Presidio of Monterey,
Monterey, CA 93940

Paper presented: "Monte Carlo Computer Programs for
Simulating Selection Decisions from Personnel Tests". . .

THEW, Michael C.
AFHRL/SMAZ, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "CODAP: A New Modular Approach to

Occupational Analysis"
THOMAS, Patricia J.

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego,

California 92152
Paper presented: "The Premature Attrition Rate of Navy

Female Enlistees"
THOMPSON, CDR George J.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
THOMPSON, Nancy

AFHRL/OR, Brooks AFB, San Antonio, TX 78229

Paper presented: "The Collection and Prediction of Training

Emphasis Ratings for Curriculum Development"

Paper presented: "Methods for Determining Safety Training

Priorities for Job Tasks"
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THOMSON, David C.
609 Sunhaven Dr., San Antonio, TX 78239

Paper presented: "Benchmark Scales for Collecting Task

Training Factor Data" 556

Paper presented: "The Collection and Prediction of Training
Emphasis Ratings for Curriculum Development" 242

THURING, LT Allen R.
USCG Reserve, 943 N. Liberty St., Arlington, VA 22205

TRATTNER, Marvin H.
US Civil Service Commission, 1900 E Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20415

Chairman, Symposium: "Innovative Test Validation

Strategies" 848

Paper presented: "Synthetic Validity" 879

VALENTINE, Dr. Lonnie D. Jr.
6205 Rue Francois, San Antonio, TX 78238

Paper presented: "Air Force Experience with PROJECT

TALENT" 671

Paper presented: "Prediction of Reading Grade Levels of
Service Applicants from Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB)"
494

VAN NOSTRAND, SALLY J.
US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "Occupational Analysis for Field Grade

Army Officers"
373

VAUGHAN, CAPT David S.
ATC Technology Applications Center, Lackland AFB, TX

78236
Paper presented: "Job Performance of USAF Bypassed

Specialists" 724

Paper presented: "Two Applications of Occupational Survey

Data in Making Training Decisions" 213

VOORHEES, Phyllis L.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

731269
WALDKOETTER, Dr. Raymond O.

US Army Research Institute, P.O. Box 3066, Ft. Sill,

Oklahoma 73503
Paper presented: "A Learning-Receptive State as Induced by

an Auditory Signal or Frequency Pulse". . ..... 1181

Paper presented: "Observer Self-Location Ability and Its

Relationship to Cognitive Orientation Skills" 333

Paper presented: "Prediction of Field Artillery Officer

Performance" 839
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WALLIS, M. Reid
Richard A. Gibboney Associates, Kensington, MD

Paper presented: "Occupation Analysis for Field Grade Army
Officers" 373

WARM, Thomas A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

Paper presented: "A Primer of Item Response Theory". . 884

WEBER, CAPT Elena J.
USAF Occupational Measurement Center, Lackland AFB, TX

Paper presented: "The Use of Job Satisfaction Data in the
Occupational Survey Program" 65

WEHR, CDR Robert H.
USCG Aviation Training Center, Bates Field, Mobile, AL
36608

WEHRENBERG, STC Stephen B.
USCG Reserve Training Center (OGLAMS), Yorktown, VA 23690

WEISSMULLER, Johnny J.
AFHRL/SMAZ, Brooks AFB, TX 78235

Paper presented: "CODAP: A New Modular Approach to Occupa-
tional Analysis" 362

WELDON, Dr. John I.
US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Alexandria, VA

Paper presented: "Quality of ROTC Accessions to the Army
Officer Corps" 488

WaDON, Roland L.
Course Development Division, US Army Aviation Center,
Ft. Rucker, AL 36362

WELLINS, Dr. Richard S.
US Army Research Institute, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333

Paper presented: "Development of the Army ROTC Management
Simulation Program and Instructors' Orientation Course" 1091

Paper presented: "Quality of ROTC Accessions to the Army
Officer Corps" 488

WELSH, CAPT John R. Jr.
3307 School SQ., Lackland AFB, TX 78236

Paper presented: "Evaluation of the MODIA Planning

System" 1335

WERNER, MAJ Gerald C.
Dept. of Army Individual Training, HQ DA, ATTN: DAMO-TRI,

The Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310
WEST, Anita S.

Denver Research Institute, University of Denver, P.O. Box
10127, Denver, CO 80210

Paper presented: "Evaluation of Troubleshooting Simulator" 1249
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WHITE, Jonathan
Police Training, M.L.E.O.T.C., 7426 N. Canal Rd.,
Lansing, MI 48913

WILCOVE, Gerry L.
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, San Diego,
California 92152

Paper presented: "The Premature Attrition of Navy Female
Enlistees" 420

WILLHOITE, CAPT Robert R.
The National Bank of Commerce, Altus, OK 73521

WILLIAMS, Rayburn A.
Chief of Naval Education & Training N-53, Naval Air
Station, Pensacola, FL 32506

WILLIAMSON, Sharon A.
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

WILLING, Richard
USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK
73169

WINKLER, Edward B.
Human Resources Management School, Naval Air Station,
Millington, TN

WINN, Francis J. Jr.
Medical Unit, USCG Support Center, Governors Island,
New York, NY 10004

WISKOFF, Dr. Martin
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, 5151
Dixel Dr., San Diego, CA 92115

WITTMAN, LTC Clarence E.
US Army Directorate of Evaluation, US Army Field
Artillery School, Ft. Sill, OK 73503

WOOD, Norman D.
The Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA

Paper presented: "The Instructional Quality Inventory:
Introduction and Overview" 1138

WORD, LTC Larry E.
US Army Training Support Center, Ft. Eustis, VA

Paper presented: "An Application of Tactical Engagement
Simulation for Unit Proficiency Measurement"

WORSTINE, Darrell A.
USA Military Personnel Center, DAPC-MSP-D, 200 Stovall
St., Alexandria, VA 22332

Paper presented: "General Overview and Initial Findings of
the Project on Job Satisfaction and Retention of U.S.
Army Enlisted Personnel"
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WULFECK, Wallace H. II
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center, Code 304,

San Diego, CA 92152
Paper presented: "The Instructional Quality Inventory:

Introduction and Overview"
YOUNG, LT Larry C.

USCG Institute, P.O. Substation 18, Oklahoma City, OK

73169
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BLAND, CDR R. D.
USCG Training Center, Cape May, N.J. 08204

CARLSON, Robert R.
Commandant (G-PTE),U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590

CHIPPENDALE, Joan
TRACEN Governors Island, NY 10004

CRUICKSHANK, James G.
Commandant (G-PTE), U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590

DONOHOE, CAPT L.V.
USCG Training Center, Cape May, N.J. 08204

GARCIA, LT Rebecca M.
Commander (r), 11th Coast Guard District, 400 Oceangate,

Long Beach, CA 90822
GREENFIELD, LCDR J. T.

Commander (r), 11th Coast Guard District, 400 Oceangate,
Long Beach, CA 90822

JOYCE; LOR E. P.
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, New London, CT 06320

PALESE, Robert
TRACEN Governors Island, NY 10004

SANOK, CDR Gregory J.
USCG TRACEN, Gov't Island, Alameda, CA 94501

THRALL, CAPT F. E.
TRACEN Governor's Island, NY 10004
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